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Preface to the First Edition

The discovery of supersymmetry is one of the most distinguished achievements
of theoretical physics in the second half of the twentieth century. The
fundamental significance of supersymmetry was realized almost immediately
after the pioneering papers by Gol'fand and Likhtman, Volkov and Akulov
and Wess and Zumino. Within a short space of time the supersymmetric
generalization of the standard model was found, the supersymmetric theory
of gravity constructed, and the approaches to supersymmetric string theory
developed. It has also emerged that supersymmetry is of interest in certain
quantum mechanical problems and even some classical ones.
In essence, supersymmetry is the extension of space-time symmetry (Galileo
symmetry, Poincare symmetry, conformal symmetry, etc.) by fermionic
generators and it serves as the theoretical scheme which naturally unifies
bosons and fermions. Therefore, it is natural that supersymmetry should
form the basis of most modern approaches to finding a unified theory of all
fundamental interactions.
At present, the ideas and methods of supersymmetry are widely used by
specialists in high-energy theoretical physics. The conceptions of supersymmetry
play an important role in quantum field theory, in the theory of elementary
particles, in gravity theory and in many aspects of mathematical physics. It
is evident that supersymmetry must be an element of the basic education of
the modern theoretical physicist. Hence there is a need for a textbook intended
as an introduction to the subject, in which the fundamentals of supersymmetry
and supergravity are expounded in detail.
The present book is just such a textbook and it aims to acquaint readers
with the fundamental concepts, ideas and methods of supersymmetry in field
theory and gravity. It is written for students specializing in quantum field
theory, gravity theory and general mathematical physics, and also for young
researchers in these areas. However, we hope that experts will find something
of interest too.
The main problem which tormented us constantly while working on the book
was the choice ofmaterial. We based our decisions on the following principles.
xv
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Preface to the First Edition

(i) The account must be closed and complete. The book should contain
everything necessary for the material to be understood. Therefore we included
in the book a series of mathematical sections concerning group theory,
differential geometry and the foundations of algebra and analysis with
anticommuting elements. We also included some material on classical and
quantum field theory.
(ii) A detailed exposition. Since the book is intended as an introduction
to the subject we tried to set forth the material in detail, with all corresponding
calculations, and with discussions of the initial motivations and ideas.
(iii) The basic content of the subject. We proceeded from the fact that a
book that aspires to the role of a textbook should, in the main, contain
only completed material, the scientific significance of which will not change
in the coming years, which has received recognition, and has already found
some applications. These requirements essentially restrict the choice of
material. In principle, this means that the basic content of the book should
be devoted to four-dimensional N = 1 supersymmetry.
It is possible that such a point of view will provoke feelings of
disappointment in some readers who would like to study extended
supersymmetry, higher-dimensional supersymmetry and two-dimensional
supersymmetry. Although realizing the considerable significance of these
subjects, we consider, nevertheless, that the corresponding material either
does not satisfy the completeness criterion, is too specialized, or, because of
its complexity, is far beyond the scope of the present book. As far as
two-dimensional supersymmetry is concerned, its detailed exposition, in our
view, should be carried out in the context of superstring theory. However,
we are sure that the reader, having studied this book, will be well prepared
for independent research in any directions of supersymmetry.
(iv) The superfield point of view. The natural formulation of four
dimensional N = 1 supersymmetry is realized in a language of superspace
and superfields-that is, this formulation is accepted for the material's
account in the book. Initially we did not want to discuss a component
formulation at all, considering that it is only of very narrow interest. But
then we came to the conclusion that the component language is useful for
illustrations, and for analogies and comparisons with conventional field
theory; hence we have included it.
At present there exists an extensive literature on the problems of
supersymmetry and supergravity. Since we give a complete account of
material here, we decided that it was unnecessary to provide an exhaustive
list of references. Instead we use footnotes which direct the attention of the
reader to a few papers and books. Moreover, we give a list of pioneer papers,
basic reviews and books, and also the fundamental papers whose results we
have used.
The book consists of seven chapters. In Chapter 1 the mathematical
backgrounds are considered. This material is used widely in the remaining

Preface to the First Edition

xvii

chapters of the book and is standard for understanding supersymmetry.
Chapter 2 is devoted to algebraic aspects of supersymmetry and the concepts
of superspace and superfield. In Chapter 3 the classical superfield theory is
given. Chapter 4 is devoted to the quantum superfield theory. In Chapters
5 and 6 the superfield formulation of supergravity is studied. Chapter 7 is
devoted to the theory of quantized superfields in curved superspace. This
chapter can be considered as a synthesis of the results and methods developed
in all previous chapters. The material of Chapter 7 allows us to see how the
geometrical structure of curved superspace displays itself by studying
quantum aspects. The subject of this chapter is more complicated and, to a
certain extent, reflects the authors' interests.
The book has pedagogical character and is based on lectures given by the
authors at the Department of Quantum Field Theory in Tomsk State
University. Certainly, it cannot be considered as an encyclopedia of
supersymmetry. As with any book of such extensive volume, this one may
not be free of misprints. References to them will be met with gratitude
by the authors. We are grateful to Institute of Physics Publishing for its
constant support during work on the book and its patience concerning
our inability to finish the work on time. We are especially grateful to V N
Romanenko for her invaluable help in preparation of the manuscript. One
of us (SMK) wishes to express his deep gratitude to J V Yarevskaya, the first
reader of this book, and also to the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation
for financial support in the final stage of preparing this text.
We hope that the book will be useful for the young generation
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Mathematical Background
Oh my ch ildren ! my poor children!
Listen to the wo rds of wisdom,
Listen to the wo rds of warning,
From the lips of the Great Spirit,
From the Master of Life, who made you!
Henry Longfellow:
The SallY of' Himratha

t. t. The Poincare group, the Lorentz group
1.1.1. Definitions
Space-time structure in special relativity is determined by the set of general
principles:
1. Space and time are homogeneous.

2. Space is isotropic.
3. In all inertial reference systems the speed oflight has the same value c.
From the mathematical point of view, these principles mean that the
space-time coordinates xm and x'mof two arbitrary inertial reference systems
are related by a linear non-homogeneous transformation
x ,m=Amn xn+b m
(1.1.1)
leaving the metric
ds 2 = 1Jmn dxm dxn

( 1.1.2)

invariant. We have used the following notation: xm=(xO,xl,x2,x3), xO=ct,
where t is the time coordinate (in what follows, we set c = 1), x = (Xl, x 2 , x 3 )
are the space coordinates and 1Jmn is the Minkowski metric

-'

0 0 0
100
0 0 1 0

o

1Jmn =

(

000

t.
DOl: 10.120119780367802530 1
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The requirement for invariance of the metric ds 2 is equivalent to the equation

ATI]A=I].

(1.1.3)

Here AT is the matrix transpose of A.
Eq uation (1.1.3) is not the only necessary restriction on the parameters
N\. On physical grounds, two additional conditions are to be taken into
account. Using (1.1.3), we find
det A = ± 1

(A 0 0)2 - (A 10)2 - (A 2 0)2 - (A 3 0)2 = 1.
It is now easy to show that in order to preserve the direction of time one
must demand
AOo~1

( 1.1 Aa)

and to preserve parity (spatial orientation), one has to choose the branch
det A = 1.

( 1.1 Ab)

The transformations (1.1.1) with parameters Amn constrained by the relations
(1.1.3, 1.104) are called the 'Poincare transformations'. In the homogeneous
case, when bm=O, they are called the 'Lorentz transformations'. We shall
denote the Poincare transformations symbolically as (A, b) and the Lorentz
transformations simply as A.
The union of all Poincare transformations forms a real Lie group under
the multiplication law

(1.1.5)

(A2' b 2 ) X (Al' btl=(A2Al' b2 +A 2b 1).

This is the 'Poincare group', denoted below the symbol n. Analogously, the
union of all Lorentz transformations forms a real (semisimple) Lie group.
This is called the (proper orthochroneous) 'Lorentz group'. We denote it by
50(3, I)t.

Note that the set of all homogeneous transformations (1.1.1) constrained
by the relation (1.1.3) forms a real Lie group denoted by 0(3, 1) which
consists of four disconnected pieces
0(3,1)= {SO(3, 1)i, ApSO(3, 1)i, ATSO(3, 1)\ ApT SO(3, l)i},

where

Ap=1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

-I

0

0

0

j)

AT=

(-1o 0 0°0
1 0
0 0 1 0

I

ApT = ApAT

000

hence it includes the transformations of spatial reflection Ap, time reversal
AT and total reflection ApT' The set of all homogeneous transformations
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(1.1 .1) constrained by the equations (1.1.3) and (l.l.4b) also forms a Lie group,
SO(3, 1), which consists of two disconnected pieces

SO(3, 1)= (SO(3, I)T, A pT SO(3, l)T}.

/./.2. Useful decomposition in SO(3, 1)T
Now we shall give a deeper insight into the structure of the Lorentz group.
To begin with, note that an arbitrary element A E SO(3, l)Tmay be represented
as
(1.1.6)

A=RAx(tf;)R

where Rand

R are

R=I

space rotations:

1

0

0

RI 1

Rl2 Rl3

0

R2 1

R22

R23

0

R3 1

R 32

R33

0

0
RTR=~

and Ax is a standard Lorentz boost in the xo,

Ax(tf;) = I

Xl

(1.1.7)

det R= 1

plane

cosh tf;

sinh tf;

0 0

sinh tf;
0

cosh tf;

0

0

1 0

0

0

0

0

(1.1.8)

I·

There is a strict mathematical proof of equation (1.1.6), but it can be most
easily seen by considering the following physical argument. The transformation
(1.1.8) corresponds to the situation where the x 2 _ and x 3 -directions of two
inertial systems K and K ' coincide, and the system K' moves along the xl-axis
of the system K. If A =F AAtf;), we can rotate the spatial axes of systems K
and K' at t = 0 so as to obtainjust such a situation. This gives equation (1.1.6).
Let us also recall a well-known fact about the rotation group SO(3). Namely
that an arbitrary element RE SO(3) may be represented as a product of
rotations around the coordinate axes:
R = Rx(<PI)R y(<P2)RA<p3)

0
0

Rx(<p) = I 0

0

0

0

0

0

cos <P

sin <P

0 0

-sin <P

cos <P

Rhl-(l

0

0

0

cos <P

0

-sin <P

0

1

0

sin <P

0

cos <P
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0
R_(<p) =

-

I

0
0

0

0

cos <p

sin <p

0

<p

cos <p

0

- Sill

0

0

(1.1.9)

0

1.1.3. Universal covering group of the Lorentz group
From equations (1.1.6, 8, 9) it follows that the Lorentz group is connected.
But SO(3, 1)i is not simply connected. Let us recall that a connected Lie
group G is termed simply connected if any closed path in G can be shrunk
down to a single point. The main property of simply connected groups is a
one-to-one correspondence between representations of the group and the
corresponding Lie algebra. Namely, any representation of the Lie algebra "1
of a simply connected Lie group G is the differential of some representation
of G. But this is not true for non-simply connected Lie groups.
However, to any connected Lie group G one can relate a (unique up to
isomorphism) 'universal covering group' G with the following properties:

1. G is simply connected.
2. There exists an analytic homomorphism p: G-+ G such that G ~ G/Ker p,
where Ker p is a discrete subgroup of the centre of G. Since the homomorphism
p is locally one-to-one, the group G and its universal covering group G have
isomorphic Lie algebras.
In quantum field theory, one needs to know representations of the Lie
algebra so(3, 1) associated with SO(3,I)i rather than representations of
SO(3, 1) i itself. As is seen from the discussion above, to construct representa
tions of the Lorentz algebra so(3, 1), it is sufficient to find a universal covering
group for SO(3, l)i, denoted by Spin(3, 1), and to determine its representations.
The main property of Spin(3, 1) is given by the following theorem.
Theorem. Spin(3, 1) ~ SL(2, q, where SL(2,
complex unimodular matrices.

q is the Lie group of 2 x 2

Proof Introduce in the linear space of complex 2 x 2 matrices the basis
m=0, 1, 2, 3,

I1m,

110=G ~)

111

_(0 -i)0

=(~ ~)

11 2 

i

113=(1o

0)

-1

where aare the Pauli matrices. It is convenient to define the one-to-one map
of the Minkowski space on the set of 2 x 2 Hermitian matrice~

x m -+x=x m l1 = (
m

x+ =x

XO +X3

x 1 -ix 2 )

xl+ix2

XO_x3

det X=

-l)mnXmxn.

(1.1.10)
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Here IJmn is the Minkowski metric.
Let us now consider a transformation of the form
x

-+ Xl

=

xlma m

= NxN+

NE SL(2,C).

(1.1.11)

Since det N = 1, this transformation preserves the interval1Jmnxmxn = 1JmnX'mx'n.
Thus x'm=(A(N))mnxn, where A(N)EO(3, 1).
From relation (1.1.11) we see that the map
n: SL(2, C) ~ 0(3, 1)

defined by the rule
N~A(N)

is an analytic homomorphism. In fact, we shall show that n(SL(2, C) = SO(3, l)i.
First, note that
Ker n=

-+(1° 0).

(1.1.12)

1

Indeed, NE Ker n if and only if N xN + = x for any 2 x 2 matrix x. In particular,
the choice x = ~ gives N N + = ~, hence N + = N - I. SO, our condition takes the
form NxN - 1= x for any x. This is possible if and only if N "'~.
As the next step, we reconstruct elements of SL(2, C), which are mapped
into rotations RxCcp), Ricp), R=(cp) defined in expressions (1.1.9). It is a simple
exercise to check that
n- (R x(cp»=

±exp[i~171 J= ±N1(cp)

n-I(Ry(cp»=

±exp[i~172 J= ±N (cp)

n-I(RAcp))=

±exp[i~173 J= ±N (cp)·

1

2

(1.1.13)

3

Analogously, the Lorentz boost Ax(ljI) defined in equation (1.1.8) and the
Lorentz boosts Ay(IjI), Az(ljI) (i.e. Lorentz transformations in the planes
xo, x 2 and xo, x 3 , correspondingly) are generated by

n-I(~-xC!/t»= ±exp[~171 J= ±M1(!/t)
n-I(A/!/t»=

±exp[~172 J= ±M (!/t)

n-I(AA!/t»=

±exp[~173 J= ±M (!/t)·

2

3

(1.1.14)
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The expressions (1.1.13, 14) show that the one-parameter subgroups Nj(cp),
Mj(t/!), i= I, 2, 3, in SL(2, C) are mapped into SO(3, I)i. But these subgroups
generate SL(2, C). Hence, all elements of SL(2, IC) are mapped into SO(3, l)i,
so rr(SL(2, C)) c SO(3, I) i. On the other hand, the identities (1.1.6,9) mean
that the rotations RAcp), RI'(cp), R=(cp) and the boost Ax(t/!) generate the Lorentz
group. Then equations (t".1.13, 14) tell us that rr(SL(2, C)) = SO(3, 1) i. From
this and equation (1.1.12), we see that
SO(3, I)i ~ SL(2, C)/2 2

22={±G ~)}.

(1.1.15)

So, SL(2, IC) is a double-covering group of SO(3, 1)i.
Finally, we briefly prove that SL(2, C) is simply connected. Every element
NE SL(2, C) can be represented uniquely in the form
(1.1.16)

N =gz

where g is a unimodular unitary matrix and z is a unimodular Hermitian
matrix with positive trace:
g E SU(2)

z+ =z

detz= 1

Tr z > O.

(1.1.17)

The group SU(2) is simply connected. Indeed, any g E SU(2) can be written as

g=( -q*p q)
p*

IpI2+lqI2=1.

Thus topologically, S U(2) is a three-sphere S3 ((u 1)2 + (U 2)2 + (U 3)2 + (U 4)2 = 1,
where p = u 1 + iu 2 , q = u3 + iu 4 ), which is a simply connected manifold.
Now consider the manifold of Hermitian 2 x 2 matrices z constrained by
(1.1.17). If we parameterize z as z = Zm(1 m' (zm)* = zm, then the constraints
(1.1.17) imply that
(ZO)2 _ (ZI)2 _ (Z2)2 _ (Z3)2 = 1

zO>O.

This manifold is evidently simply connected.
So, we may represent SL(2, C) as a product of two simply connected
manifolds, and hence it is also simply connected. Due to relation (1.1.15),
SL(2, IC) is the universal covering group of the Lorenz group. This completes
the proof of the theorem.

1.1.4. Universal covering group of the Poincare group
Our goal now is to construct a universal covering group of the Poincare
group. For this purpose, we return once again to the space of 2 x 2 Hermitian
matrices (1.1.1 0) and consider a new class of linear transformations over it
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by adding a non-homogeneous term in the right-hand side ofequation (1.1.11):

x-+x'=x,mam=NxN+ +b
N ESL(2,

(1.1.18)

q

b=b+ =bma,n-

Such a transformation associated with a pair (N, b) looks in components like
x'm = (A(N))m nxn + bm, i.e. it coincides with the Poincare transformation
(A(N),b).
The set IT of all pairs (N, b), Nand b being as in relations (1.1.18), forms
a ten-dimensional real Lie group with respect to the multiplication law

(N 2, b2 ) x (N l' bd=(N 2N l' N 2b1N; +b 2 )·

(1.1.19)

Evidently, this group is simply connected. The above correspondence (1.U8)
constitutes the covering mapping
q>:

IT -+ IT

q>((N, b)) = (A(N), b)

( 1.1.20)

of the simply connected group IT on to the Poincare group. Since the
correspondence N -+ A(N) is a group homomorphism, and by virtue of
equations (1.1.5) and (1.1.19), the mapping (1.1.20) is an analytic holomorphism
of IT on to the Poincare group. Its kernel consists of two elements,
Ker q> = {(± ~, o)}. The above arguments show that IT is the universal
covering group of the Poincare group.

1.2. Finite-dimensional representations of Spin(3, 1)
1.2.1. Connection between representations of SO(3, l)i and SL(2, C)
A linear represenation T of a Lie group G in an n-dimensional vector space
VT is defined as a homomorphism of G into the Lie group of non-singular
linear transformations acting on this vector space,
T: g-+T(g)

gEG

T(gl)T(g2) = T(g1g2)

g1, g2 E G.

Let T: A -+ T(A) be a representation of the Lorentz group SO(3, 1)i. Then
we automatically obtain a representation T of its universal covering group
SL(2, q by the rule

T:

N

-+

T(n(N))

(1.2.1 )

where n is the covering mapping constructed in subsection 1.1.3. For example,
the vector representation

Tv: A-+A
vm-+ v,m=Am nvn

(1.2.2)

8
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or the covector representation

Toy: A ->(AT)-l
Vm->
Am

n

V~=AmnVn

= rymkAklll

1n

rymkll

(1.2.3)
kn

= bmn

of the Lorentz group immediately generate representations of SL(2, C). In
equations (1.2.2,3), vm and V", are the components of some Lorentz vector and
covector correspondingly.
Any representation Y of SL(2, C), associated with a representation T of
SO(3, 1)i according to expression (1.2.1), satisfies the property
N ESL(2, C).

Y(N)= Y( -N)

(1.2.4)

But there exist representations of SL(2, C) for which this property is not true.
As we shall see, one can construct irreducible representations (irreps) of
SL(2, C) for which
Y(N) = - Y( -N).
(1.2.5)
Any such SL(2, C) irrep is not a representation of SO(3, 1)i. However, it may
be treated as a double-valued representation of the Lorentz group.

1.2.2. Construction of SL(2, C) irreducible representations
In what follows, we denote SL(2, C) indices by small Greek letters. In
particular, components of a matrix NE SL(2, C) are N,/, (x, f3 = 1, 2. Com
ponents of the complex conjugate matrix N* are denoted by dotted
indices , N*,ri·
"
Define the fundamental representation of SL(2, Cl

Ts: N->N
1jJ,,->IjJ~=NlljJri'

(1.2.6)

An object 1jJ" transforming according to this representation is called a
'two-component left-handed Weyl spinor'. The representation T, is called
the (left-handed) Weyl spinor representation of the Lorentz group. It is denoted
by symbol (~. 0).
Taking an n-fold tensor product of T" n=2, 3, ... , T.®T,® .. .®·1~, we
obtain new representations of SL(2, C) of the form
,I,
->,J,I
-N f3 N 0':2f32 .•. N :x~f3"I,
o/~I:X2 ... CCJl
¥':llo.:! ..• : t n - : X I
Cf'Pdh ... {3n·
I

(1.2.7)

The representation contragradient to the representation Ts (1.2.6) is given
by
Tc.: N --+ (NT) - 1
1jJ" -> 1jJ'" = 1jJf3(N- 1 )f3 ".

(1.2.8)

This representation is equivalent to T•. Indeed, the condition of unimodularity
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can be written in the form
-N '"l'N fi 6 f,i").

f,rx/I-

(1.2.9)

or
f,'J.il

= f, yc5(N - I )/(N - l)l

where f,-xil and f,'J.il are anti symmetric tensors defined by
f,rxil= -Eil",
f,rxil =

_f,il ",
f,

= -1
f,12 = 1

f,12

( 1.2.10)

"'il f,ili'-u
- ", I'

Equation (1.2.9) means that (N-I)ii"'=f,"'iN/'f,ii/J, and hence the representations
Ts and Tcs are equivalent.
The identities (1.2.9) imply that f,"'ii and f,"'/l are invariant tensors of the
Lorentz group. Hence we can use them for lowering or raising spin or indices,
which will be done in this text according to the rules
t/I"'=f,rxilt/l/i

t/I'J.= f,'J.iit/l ii .

(1.2.11)

Now consider the complex conjugate representation of the representation

Ts:
Ts:

N~N*

( 1.2.l2)

t/li~t/l1.=N*;it/l/l'

An object t/li transforming according to this representation is said to be a
'two-component right-handed Weyl spin or'. The representation Ts is called
the (right-handed) Weyl spin or representation of the Lorentz group. It is
denoted by the symbol (0,
Taking the tensor product of Ts with itself m times, Ts ® ... ® Ts,
m = 2, 3, ... , one obtains new representations of SL(2, q of the form

·n.

'/'"

.

¥':X):i2, •• l:m

~.I,I..

,

¥'~1:X2 ••. ~m

=N*,{l'N*./I,
N*.:XIII /1",,/,
:XI
:;(2'"
lJ'PIt32 ... Pm·

( 1.2.l3)

We can also consider the more general situation

'4® ... ®'4 ® Ts® .. ·®Ts

~~

11

m

obtaining, as a result, Lorentz spin-tensors with dotted and undotted spinor
indices

t/I","'" .. ",,,/i,/l, ... il", ~ t/I~,,,, ... "'"il,/l, ... rl",
= N :Xl ;', Ni"
N i'''N*'#1 c5'N*'li-:.···
,5,
N*;,IJ J,,,./,
'"
:l:2"':X1/
¥'~'I:'2"':'II()I(~2"'()III'
III

(1.2.14)
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The representation contragradient to the representation T, 0.2.12) is

Tcs: N -+ (N +)-1
t/I~ -+ t/I'~ = t/l ft (N - 1)* Il

(1.2.15)

This representation is equivalent to Ts since anti symmetric tensors
e~li, where
B~li=

8~ft

and

Bii= - 1

-B(H

Bili = _Blli

Bi2= 1

(1.2.16)

are invariant Lorentz tensors and can be used for lowering or raising dotted
spinor indices by the rules

t/I~ = B~llt/l ft
Representations of the form

t/I" = B~llt/lll
(1.2.14) with

(1.2.17)
unconstrained

tensors

t/I~I:t., ... :t."ll,[l, ... /l", are reducible when

n> 1 or m> 1. For example, an arbitrary
second-rank tensor with undotted indices t/I:t.f3 may be decomposed in a
Lorentz invariant way as
t/I~f3

='21 (t/I~f3 + t/I f3,J + '21 (t/I:t.f3 -

1
,,"
t/I f3,) == t/I(rtf3) -'2 e:t.f3(e t/I'Io)
f

where (et {3 ...) denotes symmetrization in indices et, {3, .... In general, a tensor
of the form (1.2.14) turns out to be irreducible if t/I rt,C1.,· ""-"P,P, ... Pm is totally
symmetric in its undotted indices and independently in its dotted indices.
Thus irreducible representations are realized on tensors
t/l rt la., ... C1."[l,[l, ... [l",=t/I(a.,rx, ... rx,,)([l,[l, ... /l,,,)o

( 1.2.18)

The corresponding irrep is denoted as (nI2, m12). Its dimension is
(n + 1)(m + 1). Note that (nI2, m12) is a single-valued representation of the
Lorentz group if (n + m) is even, otherwise, it is double-valued.
Let t/la.,,,, ... a."p,p, ... ft", be a (nI2, ml2)-type tensor. Taking the complex
conjugate of equation (1.2.14), we find that (t/la.,a., ... C1."P,(/, ... (3,J* transforms as
a (mI2, nI2)-type tensor. Therefore, the following mapping

*:

V(n/2.rnI2)

-+ V(rnI2.n/2)

t/I :t.,:t.,. .x,,/i,fi, ... (/'" -+ tflil/i, .. ,Ii,,,&,"""

0<"

== (t/I "I x,. .. "-,,Ii,[l, ... [lJ*

(1.2.19)

is defined and tf is said to be the complex conjugate spin-tensor of t/I.
Evidently, its square coincides with the identity operator. If n =f. m,
the (nI2, ml2)-representation is complex. But with every (nI2, ml2) representa
tion, n =f. m, one may associate a real representation of the Lorentz group in the
following way. Taking the direct sum representation (nI2, ml2) $ (nI2, m12)
we consider within the space ofthis representation V(nI2.rnI2) E8
, V (m/2.n/2) (which
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is mapped on to itself by *) a Lorentz invariant subspace denoted by V~/2.m/2)
and selected by the condition that * coincides with the identity operator on
this subspace. Arbitrary pairs

(1/1", .. .""/1, ... /1",, Iji", ... "",rl, ... /l,)
1/1 '" ... ",,/1, .. .11", = 1/1(", ... ",,)(/1, .. . /1",)

span V~i2.m/2)'
In the case n = rn, we can define real tensors. By definition, they satisfy the
equation
1/1 ",", ... ",,/ldl, ... /1", =

Iji",",. .. ",,(i,/l,. " (i",

( 1.2.20)

1.2.3. Invariant Lorentz tensors
Invariant tensors of the Lorentz group are useful for lowering, raising or
covariant contraction of indices. Up until now, we have found the following
invariant tensors: the Minkowski metric '1m~ and its inverse '1mn, the spinor
metrics B"I" B~ri and their inverse B"fJ, B"fJ, and the Levi-Civita totally
antisymmetric tensor Babcd (B0 1 23 = -1). Now we find one more invariant
tensor carrying Lorentz as well as spinor indices.
Let us rewrite the relation (1.1.11) in the form
(i\(N))mnxna m= xnNanN+
or
am = NanN+(i\(N) -1 t m'

(1.2.21)

Here i\(N) is the Lorentz transformation corresponding to an element
NE SL(2, q. The identify (1.2.21) shows that, denoting components of a m as
(1.2.22)

(a m)""

we obtain a Lorentz invariant tensor with one space-time index rn, one
undotted spinor index 0: and one dotted spinor index 0:. We may also introduce
a-matrices with upper spinor indices
(a m)"" == B"/1B,,#( a m)IJ(i

am =( +~, -a).

( 1.2.23)

One can check that the a-matrices satisfy the useful identities
(aaab + abaa)/ = - 2'1abJ/

(1.2.24)

(aaa b+ abaS'p = - 2'1ab J"p

(1.2.25)

Tr(O' aa b) =

(aa)

- 2'1ab
'(0' a )PfJ = - 2fJ fJ Jp.

0(%

~

C(

(1.2.26)
( 1.2.27)
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a it ba c= (I] ac a b-I] bc a a-I]ab a c) + ieabcdad

(1.2.28)

a aabac =(I]acab -I]bca a-I]abac) - ieabcdad.

(1.2.29)

It is seen from these relations that the Minkowski metric and the Levi-Civita
tensor are expressible in terms of the a-matrices.
The O'-matrices are usually used to convert space-time indices into spinor
ones and vice versa according to the general rule: one vector index is
equivalent to a pair of spinor indices, dotted and undotted,
V~" = (aa),,~ Va

)hV
Va = --1 (~aa~~'

2

(1.2.30)

In many cases, the conversion of vector indices into spinor ones leads to
some technical advantages. Moreover, conditions of irreducibility are much
simpler when working with two-component objects.
For example, let us consider a second-rank tensor X ab . Convert the
space-time indices a, b into spinor ones according to relation (1.2.30):
X ab -. X "/Wi =(aatt&(ab)/lp X ab'

The spin-tensor X "f3~P can be decomposed into irreducible components as
follows

X "/l~P = X ["/l](~p) + X ("/l)[~Pl + X ["/ll[~Pl + X ("'f3)(~p)
= e"/lX(~p) + e&pX("/l) + e"f3 e&p X

+ X(rl/l)(&P)

(1.2.31)

where [etf3] denotes antisymmetrization in indices et, f3. The irreducible
components of X"'/3&P are X("/lX&P)' X =*e"/3e~PX"'/3&P' X(!fc)= -te&PX("'/l):XP'
X("P)= -1e"'/lX"/3(ciP)' Here we have used the identities e" e"/3= e"Pe&p = -2.
If Xab is a symmetric tensor, X ab = X ba' then the first and second terms in
equation (1.2.31) vanish. If, in addition, Xab is traceless, X:=O, then the third
term in equation (1.2.31) is also zero. In the case when Xab= -X ba , only the
first and the second terms in equation (1.2.31) are non-zero. Hence, an
arbitrary antisymmetric tensor Xab is equivalent to a pair of symmetric
bi-spinors. To write down explicitly this correspondence, introduce the
matrices
1( ~
~)/3
(aab"
) /3_
- - - a aa b- a bO' a "
4

~)" P= - 4
1 (~
( aab
a aab-

~)~

abaa P

(a ab)"!! == e/l,,( a ab)'/ = (0' ab)/3C1.
(a ab),,!i == e"i aab);' P= (a ab)P,,·
Then we obtain

X ab = (a ab)"/3 X"'/3 - (a ab)"P X "P

(1.2.32)

13
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X rx'x/i(l == (aa)rx(\ (ab)rx(l X ab = 2e rx li X (\(1 + 2e&(I X rxli
X rxri=~ (aab)rx{JX ab

X it.(i=

2

X rxli =X[3rx

Xab= -Xba

_~a-ab),,(iX ab
2

(1.2.33)

X&(I=X(I&.

If X ab is a real tensor, then X rxli and X (\(1 are complex conjugates of each
other, X Ix/i = X it.(I.
Now consider another example. Let Cabcd be a tensor subjected to the
constraints
Cabcd =

-

Cbacd = - Cabdc = Ccdab

( 1.2.34a)

cabac=O

(1.2.34b)

0
eabcdc fbed='

(1.2.34c)

The corresponding spin-tensor is seen to be
C rx/i;'M.(li',j = (aa)"Ix( ab) Ii(l (aC)yi' (ad)o" Cabed = elx(l ej'" Crx [3yb + erx[3 eyb C(\(i';J
where tensors C rx1ltb and Clx(lyJ are symmetric in all their indices. Note that
equations (1.2.34) are the algebraic constraints on the Weyl tensor in general
relativity.

Remark. In what follows, by representations of the Lorentz group we mean
both the single- and double-valued representations, i.e. arbitrary SL(2, IC)
representations. Analogously, by representations of the Poincare group we
mean its single- and double-valued representations (both being infinite
dimensional, in general), i.e. arbitrary fI-representations.

1.3. The Lorentz algebra
The Lorentz group and its universal covering group SL(2, IC) are locally
isomorphic. So, the Lie algebra so(3, I) of the Lorentz group (the 'Lorentz
algebra') and the Lie algebra sl(2, IC) ofthe Lie group SL(2, IC) are isomorphic.
Nearly all elements NE SL(2, q can be expressed in the exponential form

zEsI(2, q

N = exp(ia) == exp(z)

(1.3.1 )

where i=(ZI,Z2,Z3) is a complex three-vector, and a are the Pauli matrices.
The exponential from sl(2, q covers SL(2, q apart from only a (complex)
two-dimensional surface in SL(2, q consisting of elements

-I-ab
( _b 2

a2
-I +ab

)=g(-1
0

l)g_1
-I

gESL(2,q

where (a, b) is a non-vanishing complex two-vector. The union of all SL(2,

q
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points, given in the form (1.3.1), is an everywhere dense set in SL(2, C). On
these grounds, we shall later write SL(2, C) elements in the form (1.3.1) without
comment. Note that if NE SL(2, C), then at least one of the matrices Nand
( - N) admits the exponential form (1.3.1).
Considering SL(2, C) as a complex Lie group, the parameters i from
equation (1.3.1) play the role of local complex coordinates, and the Pauli
matrices form a basis in the corresponding Lie algebra. Since we treat SL(2, C)
as the universal covering group of SO(3, l)i, a real Lie group, we must
understand SL(2, C) as a real six-dimensional Lie group. Introduce real
local coordinates in SL(2, q using the following parametrization:

N

=exp(~ Kaba ab )
(K ab )* = K ab

NE SL(2, C)
K ah = _Kba.

(1.3.2)

The matrices aab were defined in equation (1.2.32). The complex (i) and real
(K ab ) coordinates in SL(2, q are related by the rule
ZI

=~(KOl +iK 23 )

Z2

=~(K02 +iK 31 )

Z3 =~(K03 +iK12).

By virtue of equation (1.1.11), the infinitesimal Lorentz transformation
corresponding to an infinitesimal SL(2, C) transformation

N=

~

+2I Ka aab
b

(1.3.3)

is given by the expression

xm

~

x'm

= xm + Km nxn .

(1.3.4)

When deriving equation (1.3.4), we have used the identities (1.2.28, 29).
Recall one important result from group theory. If f: G -+ H is a
homomorphism of Lie groups, df: "§ -+ yt' is the corresponding homomorphism
of Lie algebras, then !(exp X) = exp d!(X), where X E"§ and exp X is the
exponential from "§ into G.
In accordance with equation (1.3.2), the matrices aab form a basis of the
real Lie algebra of SL(2, C). Let T be a representation of SL(2, C). Then,
using equation (1.3.2) and the above result, we deduce that

T(N)=exp(~ KabM ab )

NESL(2, q.

(1.3.5)

Here the 'generators' M ab == d T(a ab) define a representation of the Lorentz
algebra. Note that Mab = - M ba .
The commutation relations for the generators can be easily obtained by
noting that dT is a Lie algebra homomorphism, so that

[M ab , Med] = [dT(aab)' dT(aed)] =dT([aab, aed]~

Mathematical Background
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Recalling the explicit form (1.2.32) for the O'-matrices. one finds
[0' ah' 0' cd]

= I] adO' hc -I] acO' hd + IJ hcO'ad -I] hdO' ac'

(1.3.6)

This gives

[M ah. M cd] = lJad M

he -lJae M hd

+ IJbc M ad -lJhd M ac'

(1.3.7)

These commutation relations define the Lorentz algebra and its representations.
In the cases of the representations (1.0). (0.1) and H. t). the Lorentz
generators are

v

s M aM/~) = (0' ab)ll/l fl

( 1.3.8a)

SMab(:ha)
(~ ):X .r:(1
'I' = O'ab (1'1'

(1.3.8b)

M ab( VC) = b~ v" - bb Va'

(1.3.8c)

The matrices v M ab form a basis of the Lie algebra so(3, 1) of the Lorentz
group SO(3. IJi, Recall that any element A E SO(3, l)t can be written as

A=A(N)=A( -N)
for some NE SL(2. q, with respect to the covering map n: SL(2, q -+ SO(3, I) i .
As was pointed out above, N or (- N) or both can be represented in the
exponential form (1.3.2), therefore we deduce that

A

=exp(~ K ab VMab)

for every Lorentz matrix A E SO(3, l)i.
Let us introduce a new basis for the Lorentz algebra, replacing the
generators Mab with vector indices by operators Map and Map with spinor
indices defined as follows

M a{J = ~ (O'ab)a{JM ab
2

(1.3.9)

M ab'
- :xp= - -1 (~ab)
M
0' :XP
2
After this redefinition. equation (1.3.5) takes the form
T(N) = exp(Ka{JM a{J + i?:XP MaP)

K 'X{J

= K 11" =

i(

(1.3 . 10)

O'ab)"11 K ab ·

Using the commutation relations (1.3.7), it is not difficult to obtain the
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commutation relations for generators M'li and Mill. These are:
1

[M'li' M','(j] = 2 {!;,~Mli<j + e"jM li·! + eli~.·M "j + elib M "i}
[M'li' M ill] = 0
-

_

(1.3.11)

1

____ }

[Mill, M;.()] =2 {ci;·M ~(i +ei6 M ll;. + 8Il).M iti+e~ilMi;' .

It is now a simple exercise to check that the commutation relations of the
operators M,fi (M 11' M 12 = M 21 and M 22) coincides with those for standard
generators of sl(2, q. The same assertion is true for the algebra of generators
M ill. So, the Lorentz algebra is isomorphic to a direct sum of two (mutually
conjugate) sl(2, q algebras.
By virtue of equations (1.3.8) and (1.3.9), the generators M a{3 and MixtJ act
on undotted and dotted spinors according to the rules
1
M ",n(l/t.,)
= -2 (e""l/t{3 + e"{3l/t a)
p
/'
I

M a{3( lfii,) = 0
-

-

I

(1.3.12)

M"p(l/t)=O

1

,T.

,T.

M iP(l/tJ= 2 (eyix'l' tJ + e)'/l'l',,)'
These relations serve as the main motivation for the introduction of
generators (1.3.9). We see that the undotted generators M a{3 move un dotted
spinor indices only, while the dotted generators M 'xtJ give non-vanishing
results only when acting on dotted spinor indices.
Let us consider operators

Cl =M"{3M,fi

C 2 =M"tJ M"tJ.

(1.3.13)

Using equation (1.3.11), we find [Cl' M'{3] =0 and [C 2 , M",p] =0. On the
other hand, C I trivially commutes with M ixP and C 2 commutes with M ,,{3'
So, C I and C 2 are the Casimir operators of the Lorentz group. We are going
to calculate values of these operators in the (11/2, m/2) representations. It is
sufficient to find Cl in the case of some (11/2,0) representation. Given a
totally symmetric tensor l/t '-'1'-',." ',,' from equation (1.3.12) we obtain

1

M~·(jl/t'-'I"'" .'-'" =-2

n

L
i=

I

(e"i~,l/t(),I'" :Xi" ."" + e'-'iiil/t~,,,,,, .i,

.. ",)

where <ii means that the corresponding index is omitted. Raising the indices
et and {3 in the first relation (1.3.12) gives

M"fil/t" = I

~2 Wy l/tfJ + M~l/t").
'
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Taking into account that 8~fi is a Lorentz invariant tensor, we then have
,

M:'()M "~I,

i'()VJ:Xl:X~"':X1I

1),
'
=-(8
•
+8'Xi(),M"(\,/,
•
2 'l.// M;'( ,/"
'Y():XI •.• :'Xi •• ':'X
'Yi':Xj .. ·Ct.i"":X
n

)
n

/I

L 8"""M""I/J"""",&, ... ""

i= 1

3

n
' " £'
~

{ __ ,/,'!
alY

2'f'

I

•
0'1··0'1 .. a

__

2

ll

;=1

"'(8 b
~

aj

,/,'!,
.
.
If' UO'I· .et; .. ctj ... C1 n

j'i'i

+ 8'!,/,b
"f'
ct.j

lk~1

•.
)}.
..<ll",a j , .a'l

The last term here vanishes since I/J '" ... C1." is totally symmetric. On the same
grounds, the first two terms give the following contribution

2)

t/J
3
1
1
- ( -n+2
2 (n -n ) t/J ", ... "" = --nn+2
2 (
) C1., ... " ,
The above calculation leads to the final results:
1

M"{iM,,(3I(n/2.m/2)

= -2n(n+2)~

(1.3.14)
-'(3 -

M(1.

M"(3I(n/2.m/2)

1
= -2m(m+2)~.

Our final comment concerns the fact that the set of (nI2, m12)
representations, where n, m = 0, 1, 2, ... , actually embraces all irreducible
finite-dimensional representations of the Lorentz group. As is well known,
finite-dimensional representations of s/(2, q are parametrized by an integer
n = 0, 1, 2, .... The dimension of the corresponding representation is equal
to (n + 1). Since the Lorentz algebra is the direct sum of two conjugate sl(2, q
copies (generated by M "fi and Ai ,,(i), its irreducible representations are
parametrized by pair of integers n, m == 0, 1, 2, ... , and have the dimensions
(n + l)(m + I). But the (nI2, mI2)-sequence is characterized by just the same
property.

1.4. Two-component and four-component spinors
Following P. Dirac, half-integer spin particles are usually described in terms
of four-component spinor fields. However, when working with field theories
in a superspace, one has inevitably to break the habit of using the
four-component spin or formalism and to develop the habit of using the
two-component spinor formalism. The reason is in the fact that all operations
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with two-component spinors are, as usual, much simpler than with the
corresponding four-component ones. Now, we are going to show how
two-component and four-component spinors are related, as well as how to
translate two-component expressions into four-component language. To
begin with, we list the main facts about two-component spinors. In
accordance with the spin-statistics theorem, we shall assume all spinors to
be anticommuting (odd elements of some Grassmann algebra), i.e.

t/J~Xli =

-

Xlit/J~

lfid./i = - X/ilfi~

t/J/X/i = - X(lt/J'}.

(1.4.1)

for any spinors t/J~ and XX' The detailed treatment of ,antic ommuting numbers'
will be given in Section 1.9.

/.4. /. Two-component spinors
Let t/Jx be an arbitrary undotted spinor, and X" be an arbitrary dotted spinor.
Infinitesimal Lorentz transformations act on them by the rule:
1
6t/J~ = 2Kab(erab)} t/JII = K}t/JII
bY~
I.

.'
.'
= -21 Kab(a ab )x.
f3.X-: 1I = - K'" f3.X;:/I.

(1.4.2a)

Index raising and lowering gives

6t/J~= -t/JII(~Kaberab) = _t/JfiK fi "=
,X

-K"pt/Jfi

1I

2

bX~= -X(I(~Kabaaby~ =X(lK~&=K!/X(i

(1.4.2b)

where we have used the observation that (erab)~f3 and (aab)"P are symmetric
in their spinor indices. Finite Lorentz transformations are given by

t/J~=(exp K)}t/Jfi

x~=(exp K)r/Xp.

(1.4.2c)

We define spinor bi-Iinear scalar and vector combinations

t/J'1.=.t/J"''1.", = -t/J,,'1.'"
lfix =. lfi~ X~ = -lfi~ Xix
1/1 er aX =. (er a) '" &1/1 " Xix

t/J2=.t/J1/I
lfi2 =. lfi lfi

(1.4.3)

Xaat/J =. XAaa)""t/J,,·

By virtue of equation (1.4.1), the following identities

1/1'1. = x1/1

lfix = xlfi

1/1 era X=

- Xaal/l

(1.4.4)

hold. The difference in the definitions of I/Ix and 1/1'1. is reasonable since we
wish to have a conjugation rule of the form: (I/IX)* = lfix. But spinor
conjugation should be understood as Hermitian conjugation (conjugation
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and transposition of places), so (I/IX)* = (I/I~I.~)* = (X~)*(I/I~)* = xAj/x· Due to this
difference. we have

1/1 ,X/I = 1/1/11., + r. ~/II/I X

If;.X/i = If!l'):,.- B;./ilfx·

( 1.4.5)

The product of two spinors can be reduced by the rules:

1

1/1 ,X/I = 2. f.,/II/IX -

1

2. (aah),/II/Ia abX

1/1 aabX = 1/1"'( aab)/ X/I
1

( 1.4.6a)

1

Ifd/i = - 2. f.x/llfX -"2 (uabh/llfuabx
;i;~ 'f' aabX

1/1,1.& =

- ;i; (~

=

'f'

x aab

(1.4.6b)

)X ;;11
~X

1

-"2 (aa),!xl/laaX·

(1.4.6c)

To derive equation (1.4.6a), one has simply to write

1

I/I"XfJ

1

="2 (I/I,X(J-I/I pX",) + 2. (I/I"Xp+ 1/1 pXcx)

and then use equation (1.2.33). Equation (1.4.6c) is a trivial consequence of
equation (1.2.27). In group theoretical language, equation (l.4.5a) means that
(t, O)@(t, 0) =(0,0) ® (1,0), while equation (1.4.5c) means that (t, O)@(O, t) =

(t, t)·
Finally, we list the Fierz rearrangement rules. For arbitrary spinors

I/I~,

I/I~ , I/I~ and I/I~ we have

(1/1 11/12)(1/131/1 4) = -(1/1 11/13)(1/121/14)- (1/1 11/14)(1/121/1 3)
- -

1

-

-

(1/1 11/1 2)(1/131/1 4) = -"2 (1/1 1aal/l 4)(1/1 2 aal/l 3)'

(1.4.7)

One can easily prove these identities with the help of equations (1.4.5) and
(1.4.6c).

1.4.2. Dirae spinors
Let 1/1", be an undotted spinor, and XIX be a dotted spinor. We incorporate
these spinors into a four-component column

'I'=(~~).
a
X

(1.4.8)

This double spinor is called a 'Dirac spinor' (here and later, four-component
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spinor objects are denoted by boldface letters). By virtue of equation (1.4.2a),
an infinitesimal Lorentz transformation acts on \f1 by the rule

b'l'=~Kab((Jab
2

0 )'1'.
(jab

0

(1.4.9)

Now, recalling the explicit form of (Jab and (jab (equation (1.2.32)), it is natural
to introduce 4 x 4 matrices
'/n

=(~a ~a).

(1.4.10)

Then. the transformation law (1.4.9) takes the form

b'l'=~Kab~
b\f1
2
a
~ab=

1

(1.4.11)

-4 ['/'a,YbJ.

The matrices (1.4.10) satisfy the algebra
{::a'

I'b}

=-

21Jab ~ 4

(1.4.12)

so i'a are the usual Dirac matrices (in the special representation). Equation
(1.4.11) is the standard transformation law of Dirac spinors.
Given a Dirac spinor (1.4.8), we conjugate t/J" to obtain ljift. and conjugate
Xi to obtain X~. Let us combine the resulting two-component spinors in a
four-component row

" =(X", Iji,J

(1.4.13)

Its transformation law, using equations (1.4.2b) and (1.4.10, 11), is

- _(1"2Ka

<5'V= -'I'

b

~ab

)

.

(1.4.14)

What is more, " satisfies the equation: ,,= 'I'+Yo. So, " is the ordinary
Dirac conjugate spinor of '1'.
One more four-component object is obtained from 'I' by transposition of
t/J and X. Namely, let us consider the spinor

'I'c=(~& ).
Evidently, it transforms as a Dirae spinor,

1

<5'1' c = - K ab ~ab 'I'c·
2

(1.4.15)
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What is more, it satisfies the equation

'I'c = c\fl T

(1.4.16)

where C and its inverse matrix C- 1 have the form

c- 1 =(f.~fi

c=(f.~ri

o 0f.Y.{i )

o

0 ).
f."fi

It is easy to see that C is a unitary antisymmetric matrix obeying the identity

C-1YmC =

-y~.

So, C is the 'charge conjugation matrix', and 'Pc is the 'charge conjugate
spinor' of '1'.
1.4.3. Weyl spinal's
We introduce the Lorentz invariant matrix }'s
properties

~z

Ys= ( 0

0)

-~z

Y; = ~4

= -iYoY1YzY3

with the

IS}'m+YmYS=O

and define operators P L and PR as follows
1

1

PR=-(~4-YS)'

PL=-(~4+YS)

2

Here ~ z is the 2 x 2 unit matrix and
Due to the identities

pt=P L

N=P R

2

~4

is the 4 x 4 unit matrix.

PLP R= PRP L= 0

these operators are Lorentz invariant projectors. Acting with PL and PR on
an arbitrary Dirac spinor '1', one obtains four-component objects

'l'L=PL'I'=(t~)

'l'R = PR 'I' =

(~.)
X"

(1.4.17)

which transform as Dirac spinors and satisfy the Lorentz covariant
constraints
(1.4.18)
YS'l'L = 'l'L
YS'l'R = - 'l'R'
The relations (1.4.17) show that 'l'L and 'l'R are the Dirac forms of
two-component left-handed and right-handed Weyl spinors 1jJ", and XiX
correspondingly. Very often, the spinors 'l'L and 'l'R are called Weyl spinors
too.
1.4.4. Majorana spinol's
In our combinatorical exercises of subsection 1.4.2, we have not considered
one interesting possibility: 1jJ" = X". If 1jJ" is an undotted two-component spinor,
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then the four-component object

~M=(t: )

(1.4.19)

transforms as a Dirac spinor,
J~M = -

Its main property is that

~M

1 ab
K Lab ~M'

2

coincides with its charge conjugate spinor,

~ M = C"~'

(1.4.20)

~M is called a 'real' (or 'Majorana') four-component spinor.
Any Dirac spinor (1.4.8) can be represented as a sum of two Majorana
spinors «I>M and AM by the rule:

SO

'l1

= <I»M + iAM ::::} 1/Ia = ({Ja + iAa

Xa

= ({Ja -

iAa·

(1.4.21)

1.4.5. The reduction rule and the Fierz identity
The set of 4 x 4 matrices
YA=P4' iYa' 2iLab' YaYs, Ys}
forms a basis in the linear space of 4 x 4 matrices. Defining the corresponding
set with upper indices,
yA=P4, iya, 2i L ab, yays, yS}
we have the identities
1
- Tr(yA,'B) = JA B
4

yAy A= ~ 4 (no sum).

In accordance with these identities, if

r

is a 4 x 4 matrix, then

c A =_1 Tr(yAr)

r= L CAYA

4

A

or, in components,

1" (y A )klrllYA)ij'
rij=4'1
Since

r

is arbitrary, one obtains the following completeness relation

1"

JaJ jk = 4'1 (y hl(Y A)ij'
A

(1.4.22)

This relation is a four-component version of equation (1.2.27).
Now let ~1' ~2' ~3 and ~4 be arbitrary Dirac spinors. Using equation
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(1.4.22), one can easily show that

1.,- A
'I' Ii'l' 2j =
'I'll '1'2(1' A)ji

4'7

('P I'I' 2)('P 3'I' 4) = -

~ L ('P IyA'I' 4)('P 31A'I' 2)'
4

( 1.4.23)

(1.4.24)

A

Equation (1.4.23) is a four-component generalization of the two-component
reduction rules (1.4.6). Equation (1.4.24) is a four-component version of the
Fierz identities (1.4.7). After some practice, one can find that working with
equations (1.4.6, 7) is much simpler than with equations (1.4.23,24).

1.4.6. Two-component and jour-component bi-linear combinations
In conclusion, we consider the connection between two-component and
four-component bi-linear combinations. Given two Dirac spinors

'l'1=(ill~~)

'1'2 =

(i::)

we have
'PI '1'2 = Xlt/t2 +fd2

'l' IIS'l'2 = XI t/t2 - flXl
'P 1I' a'I' 2 = Xl 0'aX 1 - t/t 20'af 1
'P 1I'aIS'I'2= -X 1 0'aX2-t/t20'afl

'l' l~ab 'I' 2 = Xl O'abt/tl + f/'abX2
'l' I~abl S 'I' 2 = XI(Jabt/t 2-If IifabX2'
These relations show how to express an arbitrary bi-linear combination of
Dirac spinors in terms of two-component bi-linear combinations and vice
versa.

1.5. Representations of the Poincare group

1.5.1. The Poincare algebra
To begin analysis of the Poincare group, we give its realization as a matrix
Lie group. Let us associate with every element (A, b) of the Poincare group
a 5 x 5 matrix ( A,
defined as follows:

b>

(A,

b> =(~:"o

-~:)

l'

(1.5.1 )
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Since the multiplication law in the Poincare group is given as
(A 2 , b2 ) x (AI' bl ) =(A 2 A I , b2 + A 2 b l ), the correspondence (A, b) --+ <A, b> is an
isomoprhism of the Poincare group on the subgroup of GL(5, IR) consisting
of matrices of the form (1.5.1), where AmH is restricted by equations (1.1.3,4)
and brn is an arbitrary four-vector. So, the Poincare group can be identified
Minkowski space can be identified
with this matrix group. We denote it by
with the hyperplane X4 = 1 in 1R 5 (with coordinates xo, Xl, ... , x 4 ). Then, the
linear operator (1.5.1) acts on this hyperplane as the corresponding Poincare
transformation (A, b).
The Lie algebra ofthe Lie group consists of 5 x 5 matrices ofthe form

n.

n

(K,

6)~( F' -r)
Km.

( 1.5.2)

= -K.m

where Km. is an arbitrary antisymmetric Lorentz tensor and 6m is an arbitrary
four-vector. We identify this matrix Lie algebra with the Lie algebra of the
Poincare group (the 'Poincare algebra' will be denoted by &P). The
multiplication law in the Poincare algebra is

[<K 2 ,

62 >,

<K I , 6 1>]=<[K 2 , K I ], K 2 6 1 -K I 62>

(1.5.3)

(K261)m=K~J~.

It is useful for later applications to introduce a basis (jab' Pal, jab =
the Poincare algebra by the rule

- jba,

for

<K , 6> =~2 Kabj ab -i6ap a

i..~ (::~~~'~H-)

(1.5.4)

0
0

Po=1

01

0
0 '

010

I I~
\~l~
0

... , P3

Here v Mab are the Lorentz generators in the vector representation (equation
(1.3.8c)). Using rule (1.5.4), we obtain the commutation relations in the
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Poincare algebra:

[Pa, Ph] =0
[jab' Pc] = i'lacPb - i'lbcPa

(1.5.5)

[jab' id] = i'lacjbd - i'ladjbc + i'lbdiac - i'lbJad'

n can be represented as

Note that every element (A, b) from
(A, b)

=exp(~ Kabjab-i6apa)
bm=

~ Am.=(exp K)mn

eK

(

;

~)m
4

.6·.

(1.5.6)

Now, let T be a representation of the Poincare group, and T(A, b) be some
representation operator. In accordance with equation (1.5.6), we have

T(A,

b)=exp(~ KabJab-i6aPa)

(1.5.7)

where the Poincare generators Jab=dT(jab) and Pa=dT(Pa) provide a
representation of the Poincare algebra. Here P a are the generators of
translations and Jabare the generators of Lorentz'transformations.As a result
of equation (1.5.5), the generators satisfy the following commutation relations:

[Pa, Pb] =0
[Jab' Pc] =i'lacPb-i'lbcPa

(1.5.8)

[Jab' Jcd] =i'laeJ bd - i'ladJ be + i'lbdJae - i'lbeJ ad'
These commutation relations define an arbitrary representation of the
Poincare algebra.
The Poincare group has two Casimiar operators (commuting with Pa
and Jab)
C 2 =waW a

Cl = _paPa

(1.5.9)

where Wa is the Pauli-Lubanski vector
1

Wa ="2 /labed Jbcp d.

(1.5.10)

Using equation (1.5.8), one can prove the following properties of the
Pauli-Lubanski vector

waPa=O

[Wa, Pb] =0

(1.5.11a)

[Jab> W cJ = i'lae W b- i'lbc W a

(l.5.llb)

[W a, W b] = ieabedWcpd.

(1.5.1Ic)
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1.5.2. Field representations
Let <J>(x) be an arbitrary Lorentz tensor field on Minkowski space (indices
are suppressed). By definition, its components in two different coordinate
systems, related by some Poincare transformation (1.1.I), are connected by
the rule

<l>'(x') = T(A)<J>(x)

( 1.5.12)

where T(A) is a finite-dimensional representation of the Lorentz group,
Proceeding from the transformation law (1.5.12), we construct a representation
of the Poincare group acting in a linear space of tensor fields as follows

<l>(x) -+ <J>(i\ ,b)(X)
<J>(i\,b)(X) = T(A)<J>(A - I(X - b)).

(1.5.13)

This representation is infinite dimensional. The corresponding Poincare
generators are

Pa= -Wa
Jab = i(xboa - XaO b) - iMab

(1.5.14)

where Mab are the generators of the Lorentz representation T(A),
T(A) = exp(± K ab M ab)'

1.5.3. Unitary representations
In quantum field theory, Poincare invariance means that any Poincare
transformation (A, b) induces a unitary transformation

U(A , b)=exP[i(

-6alPa+~Kab-Dab)J

(1.5.15)

acting in a Hilbert space of particle states. The union of operators UtA, b)
provides us with a unitary representation of the Poincare group. Operators
IP a and -Dab are the corresponding generators. The generators IPa are identified
with the energy-momentum operator, IPa = (-IHJ, IP), where IHJ and IP are the
Hamiltonian and the momentum of some quantized field. Therefore, the first
Casimir operator (1.5.9) coincides with the squared mass operator. In any
irreducible representation of the Poincare group, all particle states are
eigenstates of this operator with the same mass, 1P21P.= -m 2 D, m2 ~O. Note
that there exist Poincare representations with negative mass squared.
However, physically, such representations are not admissible. Under the
supposition of non-negativity of mass, the Poincare group has one more
Casimiar operator in addition to the operators (1.5.9), namely sign (lPo)·
From a physical point of view, we should consider only positive-energy
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representations, characterized by the condition

('PIPol'P) <0

(1.5. t 6)

for any non-zero state I'P).
The second Casimir operator (1.5.9) describes the spin of the particles. To
clarify this assertion, we introduce one auxiliary notion which will be useful
also when constructing irreducible representations of the (super) Poincare
group.

1.5.4. Stability subgroup
In a Hilbert space of one-particle states with a given mass rn, we consider
the substance Vq of particle states having a given four-momentum qa,
Palq) =qalq)
for any state Iq) E Vq• The four-vector qa lies on the 'mass-shell' surface

papa =

- rn 2

Po < 0

(1.5.17)

in momentum space. We define the set Hq of group elements (/\, b) such that
the corresponding operators U(/\, b) transform Vq onto itself. Evidently, Hq
forms a subgroup of the Poincare group. It will be called the stability
subgroup for Vq•
To find Hq, note that, according to (1.5.8) an operator exp[(i/2)K ab JJ ab ]
transforms some state Iq) into another state Iq'), where q,a =(exp K)abqb.
Demanding q' = q, we obtain the equation Kabqb = 0, which has the following
general solution:
Kab = 6abcdqCnd
where nd is an arbitrary vector. Therefore, the stability subgroup consists of
elements of the form
exp[i(

-baPa+~6abcdqcndJJab)J

(1.5.18)

for arbitrary vectors b, n. Being restricted to Vq, elements of Hq can be
expressed in terms of the Pauli-Lubanski vector, since operator (1.5.18)
coincides (on Vq ) with
(1.5.19)
exp( - ia) exp( - in. W a)
where a = baqa' It is worth now recalling the identify (1.5.llc). This
indicates that components of the Pauli-Lubanski vector form a Lie algebra
(so(3) in the massive case and so(2) in the massless case, see below) restricted
to Vq • So, the stability subgroup acts on Vq as the U(I) x SO(3) group in the
massive case and as the U(1) x U(1) group in the massless case.
All vectors from Vq describe particle states with the same momentum. On
physical grounds, any two linearly independent states 11), 12) E Vq should
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correspond to different spin polarizations to be transforming into each other
under the action of Hq. In accordance with expression (1.5.19), the stability
subgroup is generated (up to phase factors) on Vq by the Pauli-Lubanski
vector. Hence, the spin properties of the particles are characterized by the
Pauli-Lubanski vector.
For a given particle, the spectrum of its spin polarizations contains only
a finite number of values. This means that in any physically admissible
irreducible representation of the Poincare group all subspaces Vq are finite
dimensional and Hq acts irreducibly on Vq.
Now one could ask about the coset space D/ H q of the Poincare group over
some stability subgroup Hq. It is clear that D/H q may be parameterized by
a set of Lorentz transformations n[p] transferring the four-momentum qa
into another four-momentum pa from the same 'mass-shell' surface (1.5.17),
pa = (n[p])" bqb. Given some such family {n[p]}. we find that a unitary
operator U(n[p],O) transforms Vq on to Vp. In the massive case, the most
useful choice for the test momentum qa is the momentum of a particle at
rest. Then, a useful candidate for the role of {n[p]} is the family of Lorentz
transformations

I pI/m

Ep /m

p2/m

p3/m

---i-----------

pI/m

I J

n[p] = I p2/m

blJ+-----.!!....!!.

(1.5.20)

m(Ep+m)

p3/ m
Ep=Jp2+m 2.

pa=(E p, pI, p2, p3)

In the massless case, the test momentum is usually chosen in the form
pa=(E,O,O,E). The corresponding family {n[p]} is

~lpl(l+ex) 0

0

Ilpl
--(I-ex)

I pI
--(I-ex)

nI(p)

mI(p)

-~(l + et)

--(I-ex)

n2(p)

m2(p)

-~(1 + et)

I p3
--(I-et)

n3(p)

m3(p)

I p3
- - (1 +:x)
2E

2E

2E
n[p] = I I p2
2E

2E

pa=(\p\, pI, p2, p3)

2E

I I

2E

1

2

2E

:x=E2/p2.

I

(1.5.21 )
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Here n(p) and rn(p) are three-vectors such that the set {n, rn, PlI pi} forms an
orthonormal basis in the space.
Now we are in a position to describe the main steps in the construction
of unitary irreducible Poincare representations. Since pap a is the Casimir
operator, irreducible Poincare representations are classified by mass. Let us
fix some mass value m and choose a test momentum qa from the 'mass-shell'
surface (1.5.17). Then one has to find all (finite-dimensional) unitary
irreducible representat;()Qs of Hq, characterized by the condition that any
operator (1.5.18) acts in accordance with rule (1.5.19). Suppose that Tq is a
given representation (with the described properties) of Hq acting on a space
Vq , and let Iq, 0'; m2 ) be an orthonormal basis in Vq; here the variable 0' runs
over a finite number of values (spin variable). Further, we formally associate
with any point pa =1= qa on the 'mass-shell' surface (1.5.17) a vector space Vp
of the same dimension as Vq. Let lp, 0'; m2 ) be a basis in Vp. As the next
step, we define a Hilbert space of one-particle states as a formal direct sum
Yf = Et> p Vp (for all pa, including qa) with the following inner product

<p, 0',. m2 I p, 0', m2) -1

I.

E puuu'u
~
~( p-p
• .') .

(1.5.22)

Finally, let us define a unitary Poincare representation on Yf by four
requirements: (1) for any (A,b)EHq , the unitary operator U(A,b) restricted
to Vq coincides with the operator TiA, b); (2) each subspace Vp carries the
momentum pa,
Pa lp, 0'; m2 )=Pa lp, 0'; m2 )

(1.5.23)

(3) for a given family of Lorentz transformations n[p], which parameterizes
the coset space n/H q, we have

lp, 0'; m2 )

= U(n[p], 0)

Iq, 0'; m2 )

(1.5.24)

(4) for every Lorentz transformation (A,O), we have
U(A, 0) lp, 0'; m2 )

= U(n[Ap], 0)U(n- 1[Ap]An[p], 0) Iq,

0'; m2 )

(1.5.25)

where (Ap)a=Nbpb. Note that n- 1 [Ap]An[p]EHq , so the action of the
operator U(n- 1 [Ap]An[p], 0) on the subspace Vq is given by requirement
(1). It is a technical matter to check that we have indeed obtained some
unitary representation of the Poincare group. Evidently, this representation
is irreducible.
What we have described above is simply Wigner's method of induced
representations as applied to the Poincare group.
1.5.5. Massive irreducible representations
We proceed by finding massive irreducible representations of the Poincare
group. As explained above, it is sufficient to construct all (unitary) irreducible
finite-dimensional representations of the stability subgroup Hq corre
sponding to an arbitrary four-momentum on the 'mass-shell' p2 = - m 2 ,
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Po < O. For simplicity, we choose the momentum
qa=( -rn, 0, 0, 0)

(1.5.26)

of a particle at rest.
Being restricted to the subs pace Vq , components of Wa = teabcdJibcIPd should
have the form

1= 1, 2, 3

W]=rn§]

Wo=O

1

§]=-e]JKJi

JK

(1.5.27)

2

and satisfy the algebra
[§], §J] ==ieIJK§K'

(1.5.28)

The algebra (1.5.28) coincides with the angular momentum algebra su(2)
(or so(3)). As is well known, finite-dimensional irreducible representations of
su(2) are characterized by the condition

(§1)2 +(§2)2 +(§3)2 =s(s+ 1)~

(1.5.29)

where possible values of s are: s=O, t, 1,1, .... For a given s, the dimension
of the representation is (2s + 1). Equations (1.5.27,29) give
waWa=rn2s(s+ 1)0

s=O, 1/2, 1,3/2, ....

(1.5.30)

This relation determines the spectrum of values which the spin operator can
take in unitary irreducible massive Poincare representations. The quantum
number s is called a spin. Hence, in the massive case, irreducible
representations of the Poincare group are classified by mass rn and spin s.

1.5.6. Massless irreducible representations
Now we are going to discuss the mass less case, where

lPalP a =0.
On the upper light-cone surface
papa=O

Po <0

we choose the four-momentum
qa=(-E, 0, 0, E)

E#O

( 1.5.31)

and analyse unitary finite-dimensional representations of the stationary
subgroup Hq.
When acting on the subspace Vq , the components of the Pauli-Lubanski
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vector are
'lJlJ o = -EJl I2

'lJlJ 3 ==EJl I2

(1.5.32)

'lJlJ 1 ==E(Jl23+Jl20):E!R1
'IJIJ 2 == E(Jl 13 +Jl lO ) : E!R2

where we have used equations (1.5.10) and (1.5.11a). As a result of equation
(1.5.11c), the operators Jl 12 , !RI and !R2 satisfy the algebra
[!RI' !R 2J =0

(1.5.33)

[Jl I2 , !R2] =i !R ,

[Ji12' !R IJ= -i!R2

which is simply the Lie algebra of the group E2 of translations and rotations
on a two-dimensional plane. The Casimir operator of E2 is

(!Rd 2 + (!R2)2
and in any unitary irreducible representation this operator looks like
(!R d 2 + (!R 2 )2 = .u 2 ~

J.l2~0.

(1.5.34)

If .u 2 > 0, a basis in the space of representation consists of states
~df )

If)

labelled by points

=r,I;)

!R 2 Ir ) =r2Ir)

r=(r I, r 2) of the one-sphere
(r 1)2 + (r2)2

= J.l 2.

Thus, if .u 2 > 0, the operators !RI and !R2 have a continuous spectrum, and
the representation is infinite-dimensional.
On the other hand, the subspace Vq should have a finite dimension.
Therefore, no other possibility is available, but J.l2 = and !R t , !R z are trivial
on Vq, hence

°

'lJlJ 1 ='lJlJ 2 =0.

(1.5.35)

Recalling equation (1.5.19), we see now that Hq acts on Vq as the product of
a U(l) phase group and an Abelian group generated by the only operator
Jl 12 · Since the action of Hq on Vq should be irreducible, this space includes
only one non-trivial state,

Jl 12 I;·)=).j).)

(1.5.36)

where ;. can takes values
;. =0,

± 1/ 2, ± I, ±3/ 2, ...

(1.5.37)

The quantum number J. is called 'helicity'. Sometimes, the quantity 1;.1 is
called the 'spin of a massless particle'.
The restriction (1.5.37) is quite understandable. Indeed, operators
exp(icpJl 12 ) describe space rotations along the direction of particle motion.
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Making the rotation on q; = 2n, we obtain
e 21r iJ) "I).) =e 21r ;;V).
The resulting phase factor must be equal to ± 1 depending on whether our
representation of the Poincare group is single- or two-valued.
The set of relations (1.5.32, 35, 36) means that, in the reference system
(1.5.31) the equality

Wa=)·lPa

(1.5.38)

is fulfilled. Since Wa and IPa transform as Lorentz vectors, equation (1.5.38)
is satisfied in any coordinate system. Hence, the helicity is a Poincare invariant
characteristic of massless particles. Our conclusion is that massless irreducible
representations of the Poincare group are classified by helicity.

1.6. Elements of differential geometry and gravity
1.6.1. Lorent: manifolds
In general relativity, space-time is a four-dimensional connected smooth
manifold, i.e. a connected topological space M covered by a set of open
charts {ViLEA' for each of which a homeomorphism
Xj: Vj~1R4
of V jonto an open subset of 1R4 is defined, such that the transition functions

Jij= Xj

0

x j-

1

:

xiVJI Vj)~Xj(Vin V)

are smooth whenever VjnVj#0. The functions Xr(p)= {xP,xf, x;,xf},
pE Vj, are called the local coordinates of p in the chart Vi' Orientedness of
the manifold M means that local coordinates may be chosen in such a way
that the transition functions satisfy the condition
det(ox7' / ox) > 0
for any two charts Viand V j with non-empty overlap. The orientedness is
needed to define an integration over the manifold.
We anticipate that the reader is familiar with the concept of tensors and
tensor fields on manifolds. In particular, a vector field is defined in any chart
V by smooth functions vm(x),such that the operator v(p) = vmBIBxm\p'p EM,
does not depend on the choice of chart. The set of vectors {o/ oxm\p} forms
a basis (holonomic basis) in the tangent space Tp(M) at PE M. A covector
field is given in any coordinate chart V by smooth functions wm(x), such that
the one-form w(p)= wm(x) dxmlp does not depend on the choice of chart. The
set of one-forms {dxm\p} is a basis in the cotangent space T;(M) at point p EM.
Any manifold always admits a globally well-defined smooth Riemannian
metric but not, in general, a pseudo-Riemannian metric. It can be shown
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that a manifold admits a metric of Lorentzian signature ( -, +, +, + ) if and
only if there exists a global vector field, non-vanishing at each point of the
manifold (global line field). In fact, any non-compact manifold admits a global
line field and, hence, a Lorentzian metric. For a compact orientable manifold,
existence of a Lorentzian metric is equivalent to the fact that the manifold
has zero Euler~Poincare characteristic.
For definiteness, we shall assume through this text that our space-time
manifold is a non-compact, topologically Euclidean manifold. This means
that the manifold M, considered as a topological space, is homeomorphic
to Euclidean space [R4. In particular, M may be covered by a single chart
with local coordinates xm, m=O, 1,2,3.
The choice of local coordinates on M is usually a matter of convenience.
So, the group of (invertible) general coordinate transformations

xm ~ x,m = fm(x)

det(or /ox n) #0

(1.6.1a)

or, in the infinitesimal form,
xm ~ x,m = xm - Km(x)

(1.6.lb)

naturally acts on M. Every general coordinate transformation changes
components of tensor fields according to tensorial laws. For example, given
a vector field v = vm(X)Om' Om = 0/ ox m, its components in new local coordinates
are

Ox,m
v,m(x') = vn(x).
ox"

In the infinitesimal case, we have
c5v m(x) = v,m(x) - vm(x) = K nonvm - vn On Km

( 1.6.2)

or, in terms of a Lie bracket,

c5v mom= [Kno n, vmo m].

( 1.6.3)

Analogously, the transformation law

<1>'(x') = <1>(x)
of a scalar field <1>(x) can be written in the infinitesimal case as
c5<1>(x) = <1>'(x) - <l>(x) = [Kno n, <1>].

(1.6.4)

When a space-time metric ds 2 = gm.(x) dxm dxn has been introduced, one
can define (in addition to the general coordinate transformation group) an
action on M of the so called local Lorentz group by the following rule. In
the tangent space Tp(M) at some point pE M, we consider an orthonormal
frame {ea}, ea = ea "'cm Ip' where a = 0, I, 2, 3,

<ea, eb) == gmnea mebn= lJab'
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Then, an infinitesimal transformation
ea --> e~ = ea + K/eb

Kab =- K/Y/cb = - Kba

transfers the frame {ea} to another orthonormal frame {e~}, and therefore
represents some infinitesimal Lorentz transformation in Tp(M). Now let
{ea(p)}, ea(p)=eam(x)om, be a set of smooth vector fields on M, forming an
orthonormal frame at each point pE M,
gmix)eam(x)eb"(X) = Y/ab'

(1.6.5)

The set {eAp)} is called a 'vierbein'. Then, the relation
ea m(x) --> e~ m(x) = ea m(x) + K/(x)eb m(x)

(1.6.6)

Kab= -Kba

defines an infinitesimal local Lorentz transformation. Here Kab are scalar
fields on M. Exponentiating equation (1.6.6), we obtain finite local Lorentz
transformations.
In contrast to the holonomic basis {o / oxm}, the vierbein forms, as usual,
an anholonomic basis in the sense that a commutator of basis fields does
not vanish
[ea' eb] = 'fbabC(x)e c
'fb ab c= {(eaebm)-(ebea m)}e mC

(1.6.7)

where re ab care the 'anholonomy coefficients' and emC(x) is the inverse vierbein,
emaea"=bmn

eamemb=b/.

(1.6.8)

By virtue of equations (1.6.6,8), the local Lorentz transformations act on the
inverse vierbein as follows
ema(x) --> e~ ·(x) = em a(x) + K\(x)emb(x).

0.6.9)

Owing to (1.6.5), the inverse vierbein satisfies the relation
gmn(x) = Y/abema(x)e/(x).

(1.6.10)

It is clear that the local Lorentz transformations do not change the metric.
So any two vierbeins connected by some local Lorentz transformation are
physically equivalent. Note that the smooth one-forms {e"=emadx m }
represent a basis in the cotangent space T;(M) of any point pE M.
Let v(p) be a vector field. In the tangent spaces Tp(M) there are two natural
frames: one with curved-space indices {a / oxm} and another with flat-space
indices {ea}. Decomposing the vector field with respect to these two frames,
one obtains

v(p) = vm %x m = vaea
v· = emav m

vm = e. mv".
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The components urn with curved-space indices transform by the vector law
(1.6.2) with respect to the general coordinate group and stay invariant with
respect to the local Lorentz group. On the other hand, the components v"
with flat-space indices are scalar fields with respect to the general coordinate
group and transform by the vector law with respect to the local Lorentz group,
v"(x) -+ v'a(x) = va(x) + K" b(X)Vb(x).

This example illustrates the general situation. Namely, starting from a world
tensor (a tensor with curved-space indices only) and using the vierbein and
its in verse, one can con vert all curved-space indices into flat-space ones,
obtaining as a result an object which is a world scalar field and a Lorentz
tensor field. Of course, we can also consider tensor fields which carry
curved-space indices at the same time. The frame ea m gives such an example.
Note that in this text we use the following notational conventions. Small
letters from the beginning of the Latin alphabet are used for flat-space vector
indices and small letters from the middle are used for curved-space indices.
In principle, there is no great advantage in working with Lorentz tensors
instead of world tensors. The main importance of the local Lorentz group
structure on a space-time manifold lies in the fact that spinor fields, which
are used for describing half-integer spin particles, can be defined only as
(linear) representations of the Lorentz group. There is no way to realize
spinors as linear representations of the general coordinate group.
In conclusion, we write down the transformation law of a spin-tensor field
<l>~I'" ~A;"", ;'B with A undotted indices and B dotted indices with respect
to infinitesimal general coordinate (1.6.1 b) and local Lorentz (1.6.6)
transformations:
<5<l> ~1 '" "Al., ", l.B(X) = <l>~, .,' "A l. , " ,l. B(X) - <l>", " '''A l. , ., ,tXB(X)

=( KnOn+~KabMab

)<l>", ,,, ,,.;',,, ,l.B(X)

(1.6.11)

where Mab are the Lorentz generators.

1.6.2. Covariant differentiation of world tensors
The prescription of how to covariantly differentiate world tensors is well
known. One simply has to introduce the Christoffel symbols
rkmn

=i

gkp(omgpn + ongpm - opgmn)

( 1.6.12)

and to replace operators 8m by 'covariant derivatives' Vm defined as follows:

Vmvn = omvn + rn mpvP
Vrnwn=ornwn-r Pmnwp

(1.6.13)
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and so on. Given some world tensor, its covariant derivative is also a world
tensor. The metric gmn is covariantly constant

V' pg",n =0.
The covariant derivatives commute only when acting on a scalar field. In
the tensor cases, we have

[V' rn' V' nJv k = ~k pm" v'P
[V'm' V'nJW k=

-.q,fPkmnwp

and so on, where ..jfk pmn is the 'curvature tensor':
.J.ok

.71

pm" -,.,
- (rn

k
k
r k np _On
' rk
mp + r rnr rr np _ r nr rr mp'

(1.6.14)

and has the following algebraic properties:
·0f kpmn = -~pkmn= -f!)kpnm=f!)mnkP
Jllk pmn

;?l

- 0
+ JZJk mnp + ;:no
(1Zl k npm

(1.6.15)

;?l

where ..Jfkpmn = gkl~l pmn' as well as satisfying the Bianchi identities

V' r.0fk pmn + V' mf!)k pnr + V' n~k prm = O.

(1.6.16)

Extracting from .~k pmn the Ricci tensor f!)mn = f!)k mkm ~mn = ~nm' and the scalar
curvature ;~ = gmn.0f mn , one obtains the Weyl tensor
1
1
k
k
C k pmn_~k pmn +-(f!)
2 mp bk_~
n
np b m + gmp f!)k_
n gnp ~k)+_W
m
6 mgnp _b ngmp )f!) .

(1.6.17)
The Weyl tensor is traceless in any pair of its indices and has the same
algebraic properties (1.6.15) as the curvature.
1.6.3 Covariant differentiation of the Lorentz tensor
To obtain a co variant differentiation rule moving some Lorentz tensor to
another one, it is sufficient to introduce a spin connection Wmab(X),
Wmab = - Wmba' taking its values in the Lorentz algebra and transforming by
the law
bWmab

= KnCnWmab + (cmKn)Wnab- CmKab + Ka'Wmcb + KbcWmac

(1.6.18)

with respect to the general coordinate and local Lorentz transformations.
Then the operators
1

~

~

V' a = ea ma m + '2 wabcMbc == ea mV'm
Wabc

= ea mwmbc

(1.6.19)
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have the following transformation law

~ [
bVa=

K

1 bcM ' Va
~ ]
um +"2K
bc

m

(1.6.20)

when acting on tensors with flat-space indices only. Recalling equation
(1.6.11), we see that the operators Va transfer any Lorentz tensor to another
one (with an additional vector index). So, Va are 'Lorentz co variant
derivatives'.
The co variant derivatives satisfy the algebra
~

~

~

1

[Va, VbJ=g-abcVc+"29labc
g-ab

q,f cd

'ab

= e am b cd _

c

= CfJab c + m ab c -

e m cd _!(j f m cd
b a
ab
f

d

Mcd

(1.6.21)

mb/

+ m acf m bfd _

m cf m d
b
af

where the anholonomy coefficients !(jab c were defined in equation (1.6.7). The
field strengths g- ab c and ,21abCd are called the 'torsion tensor' and the 'curvature
tensor', respectively. In general, the vierbein and the spin connection are
completely independent fields. This is clear from their physical interpretation:
the vierbein is a gauge field for the general coordinate group, while the spin
connection is a gauge field for the local Lorentz group. However, one can
consider a geometry in which the vierbein and the spin connection are related
to each other in a covariant way, due to some constraints on the torsion.
For example, the torsion-free condition
(1.6.22)

g-abc=O

determines, by virtue of (1.6.21), the spin connection in terms of vierbein as
follows

1

m abc

= "2 (!(j bca + CfJ acb -

(1.6.23)

CfJabJ.

In this case, the curvatures (1.6.14) and (1.6.21) appear to be the curved-space
form and the fiat-space form of the same tensor,
cma

_

a p m

ncmk

(1.6.24)

m bcd-ek eb e c ed m pmn'

Sometimes, it seems reasonable to consider tensors with both flat-space
and cuved-space indices. Then one has to modify the definition of covariant
derivatives (1.6.19) by including terms with the Christoff'el symbols acting on
curved-space indices. For example, if \{I::' is a Lorentz vector and world
covector field, then
~ wa - '" \lIa +
a \TJb _
V
m T I1-U m T n Wm bYn

r p mnTp'
HJa
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In the torsion-free case (1.6.22), the vierbein is covariantly constant,
Vme:=O
as a consequence of equations (1.6.12,23). Now, the derivatives Vm (1.6.13)
and Va (1.6.19) are consistent in the sense that they represent the curved-space
form and the flat-space form of the same operator. For example, for a vector
field va = emav m, we have

v

m

v" = emaeb"VaVb .

Equation (1.6.24) is a consequence of the last assertion.
From now on, we consider only torsion-free covariant derivatives and
denote operators V and Vby the same symbol V.

1.6.4. Frame deformations
We are going to discuss a rather technical question-how to transform
geometrical objects (the covariant derivatives and curvature) with respect to
an arbitrary variation of the vierbein
earn --+ eam+ beam
be am(x) = H /(x)eb m(x)
(1.6.25)
where H is a second rank Lorentz tensor field. For this purpose, it is useful
to decompose H into its symmetric and antisymmetric parts:
H/(x) = Kab(x) + fl/(x)
Kab= -Kba

flab = fl ba .

(1.6.26)

The frame deformation bearn = K/e brn corresponds to a local Lorentz
transformation, under which the covariant derivatives change as in equation
(1.6.20), or, expanding the commutator, as
bVa= KabV b-~ (VaKbe)Mbe
and the curvature changes as a fourth-rank Lorentz tensor. We must now
study the case of a symmetric H.
Let us consider the frame deformation
(1.6.27)
beam = fl/eb m
fl being a symmetric tensor field. In accordance with equation (1.6.19), we
can represent the corresponding changing ofcovariant derivatives in the form

Va--+ V'a- Va+ fl abV b+'2Wa
1, be M be

(1.6.28)

where w/ e is a 'connection deformation'. To determine it, one must impose
the torsion-free condition on the derivatives V~. This leads to
Wabe = Vbflae - Veflab'

(1.6.29)
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Commuting the derivatives V~, we find the change in the curvature, the Ricci
tensor and the scalar curvature:
6;#ahcd = Va(V/l hd - vJi bc ) - Vb(v/l ud - VJ1ac) + flak·"J£\cd - flbkfJf\cd =>
6,-!/Iah = 'VcV cfl ab - VaVc fl bc - VbVc fl ac + VaVhfl~ + 2flcdfJfcadb
6,JIi = 2VCV cfl~ - 2vavbflab + 2fl ab fJfab .

(1.6.30)

Note that the vierbein deformation (1.6.27) induces the following (in fact,
arbitrary) metric variation
a

~

b

~

bgrnn= - 2H rnn= -2ern en H ab ·

(1.6.31)

A particular transformation of the type (1.6.27)

ea m --+ ea rn + ae arn

=>

(1.6.32)

gmn --+ gmn - 2ag rnn
is known as a 'Weyl transformation'. Making the specialization of equations
(1.6.28-30) to the case fl ab =al1ab, we find how the Weyl transformations
change all geometrical objects:

Va --+ Va + aVa -(Vba)Mab
bfJfabcd = I1bdV aVe a -l1bc VaVda + l1aeV bVda -l1adV bVc a + 2afJfabed

(1.6.33)

+ 2Va Vba + 2afJfab
b."J£ = 6VcV ca + 2afJf.

bi?~ab = l1ab VCVea

The Weyl tensor (1.6.17) is seen to transform homogeneously:
bC abed = 2aC abcd '

(1.6.34)

1.6.5. The Weyl tensor
The Weyl tensor is an important characteristic of space-time. Namely the
Weyl tensor measures whether our space-time is conformally flat or not.
Recall that a space-time M is called 'conformally flat' if there exists a
coordinate system on M in which the metric has the form

grnix) = CP(X)l1mn

( 1.6.35)

for some positive-definite scalar function cp on M. It can be shown that a
space-time is conformally flat if and only if the Weyl tensor vanishes, i.e.
Cabed = O.

(1.6.36)

Now we give a deeper insight into the structure of the Weyl tensor. Recall
that it is traceless in any pair of its indices and has all the algebraic properties
(l.2.34a,c) of the curvature. Let us decompose Cabed into its self-dual and
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antiself-dual components using the Levi-Civita tensor:
C I±I

(In

-

l'd-

1 cab

2

ed+

i

cabefc ffed

4

1 ,an
er'
ab
2('
efCI±I· ed= ±IC(±) cd
C abed

(1.6.37)

= Cl + labed + CI-Iabed'

Using eq uations (1.2.34b,c), one finds
eabedCI

CI±tbad=O

± )Ibed

=0

(1.6.38)

and therefore
Cl ± )abed

= Cl ± ledab'

(1.6.39)

We see that CI±labed is (anti) self-dual in the first and the second pairs of its
indices. Further, making use of equation (1.6.37) and the properties of the
Levi-Civita tensor, one can prove the identities
C1+ )abedC (-) abeI_o


(1.6.40)
C (±)abcdC

I±I

-41

abef -

~

C 2
I
(±)Ud

where
CI2± ) -= CI ± )abed C( ± )abed .

Algebraically, the Weyl tensor and the Ricci curvature are independent.
But they are connected by some differential relations. Indeed, based on the
identities
Vdf?,!>dahe

= Vb~ae -

Ve~ab

(1.6.41)
_1
Vh".jiab-

2V/~
/i

which are consequences of the Bianchi identities (1.6.16), one obtains
d

_1.

V C dabe -

2(V b·OAac -

.

Vc·OAab )

1
.
+ 12
(flab Vcf?,!>- flac V b·OA ).

(1.6.42)

1.6.6. Four-dimensional topological invariants
In four dimensions, there exist two functionals, quadratic in curvature, with
purely topological origin: the Pontrjagin invariant
p=

f

d 4 xe- 1(Cr+)-Cr_l)

e=

det(e a m)

( 1.6.43)
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and the Euler invariant
x=

f

dx e- 1 (

Cf+)+Cf_)-2.~ab.~ab+~.~2).

(1.6.44)

Being explicitly constructed from a metric gmn' P and X do not change under
its arbitrary variations

b

b_p=O

bg
X=O.
mn

bg mn

(1.6.45)

Therefore, the Pontrjagin invariant and the Euler invariant depend only on
the topological structure of space-time. To prove relations (1.6.45), we employ
the results of two previous subsections.
As usual, we represent the metric in the form (1.6.10) and consider an
arbitrary vierbein variation (1.6.25). The functionals P and X are scalars with
respect to the general coordinate and local Lorentz transformations. Thus,
they are evidently invariant under the deformations (1.6.25) with any
anti symmetric Hab . It is convenient to start with the Weyl transformations
(1.6.32) which leave invariant the functionals

I(±)= fd4xe-lcf±)
by virtue of the transformation laws (1.6.34) and be = 4ae. Analogously, the
functional

f

4

J = d x e-

1

(~ab91ab+~~2)

is Weyl invariant as a consequence of equation (1.6.33). We see that the
Pontrjagin invariant and the Euler invariant do not react to the Weyl
deformations. On these grounds, it is sufficient to consider only the
deformations (1.6.25) with a traceless symmetric H ab . This is a tedious exercise,
involving employment of the relations (1.6.30,37-42), to show that
b/(+)=b/(_)=bJ

f

=2 d4 x e- 1 Hab { VCVc.~ab-l VaVb.~-~~~ab+2~Cd~cadb}
Bab=Bba

( 1.6.46)

B~=o.

This completes the proof.
1.6.7. Einstein gravity and conformal gravity
We now recall two gravity models based on different gauge groups. The
first one is Einstein gravity describing (as a field theory) propagation of a
spin-two massless particle (the gravition). The theory is characterized by the
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action

SG=-1-fd 4 Xe- 19f
21(2

(1.6.4 7)

where I( is a gravitational coupling constant. The gravitational field can be
treated in terms of the vierbein or the metric. In the vierbein approach, the
symmetry group of Einstein gravity is a product of the general coordinate
group and the local Lorentz group. The vierbein transformation law is
be am= K.one am- eaKm + K/eb m.

( 1.6.48)

It is instructive to rewrite this deformation in the form (1.6.25). Using the
torsion-free condition, one finds

be am= Ha beb m + K
a be
b
Hab =

-

m

Ka=Kme ma

V(aKb)

(1.6.49)

Kab = Kab - KC Wcab - V[aKb]'

In the metric approach, the symmetry group of Einstein gravity is reduced
to the general coordinate group. The metric transformation law can be easily
obtained from equations (1.6.31,49):
bg mn = VmK. + V.Km.

(1.6.50)

The equations of motion for SG are

1

9fab - -1]ab9f = 0,

~

2

9fab = O.

(1.6.51)

To derive them, one must use equation (1.6.30). Recalling equation (1.6.42),
we see that the Weyl tensor satisfies the on-shell equations
VdCdabc = o.

(1.6.52)

The second gravity model we would like to discuss is conformal gravity. It
is characterized by a larger gauge group with respect to Einstein gravity
since the corresponding action
Se =

~ fd x e4

1

cabcdCabcd

(1.6.53)

is invariant, as has been shown above, under the Weyl transformations. The
price for this additional symmetry is that Se is a higher-derivative model. In
the vierbein approach, Se is invariant under the general coordinate, local
Lorentz and Weyl transformations:
be am = Kn o• ea m _ eaKm + Kabeb m + (Tea m.

(1.6.54)
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In the metric approach, the transformation law is given in the form:

bg",. = VmK. +V.K",-2ag", •.

(1.6.55)

The equations of motion for Se are

VCV cgeab -

~ Va Vbat' - ~ geat'ab + 2at'cd91cadb
(1.6.56)

- 61 I] ah(VCVc·~. -

.~2 + 3.~d geed ) = 0

as a consequence of equation (1.6.46). Any conformal\y flat metric is a solution
of these equations.

1.6.8. Energy-momentum tensor
Let S[<I>, ea m] be a model of some field <I> = {<I>i} coupled to a gravity
background. All information about coupling to gravity is encoded in the
variational derivative of the action with respect to the vierbein

Tma(x) = -bS/beam(x).

(1.6.57)

Note that the variational derivative is defined as follows

f

bS

bS= d4 xe- 1 beam_
.
.I:
m
ue
a
The symmetric part of T ma
1
bS
T(ab)=_(eamT
b+ebmT a)=2e ae b__
2
m
m
m. b
gm.

( 1.6.58)

is known as the 'energy-momentum tensor'.
We anticipate the model to be invariant under the transformations (1.6.48)
supplemented by general coordinate and local Lorentz transformations of
matter fields <1>. What are consequences this invariance leads to? Let the
matter fields be on-shell,

bSjb<l> = O.

( 1.6.59)

Then, the Lorentz invariance means that

f d4xe-l K be mT a=o
a

b

m

for any anti symmetric field Kab(x). So on-shell, pb has no antisymmetric
part, and hence Tab coincides with the energy-momentum tensor. The
invariance under the general coordinate transformations, by virtue of
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equations (1.6.48,49), means

f

d 4 xe- 1 V(aKb)Tab=O

for any vector field Ka(x). Therefore, the on-shell energy-momentum tensor
satisfies the equation

VaTab=O.

(1.6.60)

Suppose, in addition, that the action S[<l>, ea m] is invariant under the Weyl
transformations
l5e am =ae am

l5<l>i=ad u)<l>i=:a(d<l»i

(1.6.61)

where d(i) are constants. Then, the on-shell energy-momentum tensor is
traceless,
T~=O

(1.6.62)

as a consequence of conditions (1.6.61).

1.6.9. The ('ovariant derivatives algebra in spinor notation
For completeness, we now rewrite the algebra (1.6.21) of the torsion-free
covariant derivatives in two-component SL(2, Cl notation. This notation
happens to be very useful when working with field theories in superspace
which will be analysed in detail later.
Recalling the one-to-one correspondence (1.2.30) between Lorentz vectors
and SL(2, Cl bi-spinors with one dotted and one undotted index, we introduce
the bi-spinor derivatives
V~!t = (aa)~~ Va'

( 1.6.63)

Then the algebra (1.6.21) under the constraint .?Tab' = 0 takes the form
[V ~~, VIlli] =

~ ·o/I~~.llld M cd = .o/I~'t./lli.;.oM;'6 + '~~&'./ltl.;.;)M;',j

·o/I~;:./Itl. ;'0

(1.6.64)

1

="2 (aa)~~ (ab)/Jtl( a,d);.".o/Iabcd

where we have used equation (1.2.33). Because of algebraic curvature
constraints (1.6.15), .o/I~~./Itl.;.o and '~'1~./ltl.;.6 can be decomposed in terms of
their irreducible components as follows:
~'1~./ltl.;·o = f,~tlC~/I;'6 + e~/IE;'iH/i + e;:tl(e~;.e/i<j + e~(jell:·)F

'~'1~.fiIi.;.6 = e~/1 C"li;.6 + e"/iE'X/I;',i + e'Xli(e,,;.e/i6 + e"Je/i;.).F.

(1.6.65)

Here C'XII;'1i is a completely symmetric tensor, and E:.6!t.li is a tensor symmetric
in its dotted and in its undotted indices. The spin-tensors from equations
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(1.6.65) are connected with the curvature components by the rules:
_

1

F=F=-.~

12

E~/H[f= E:X/J&.[j=~(aa)"d«ab)[i,q( ~ab-l1Jab~ )
1
C:x[i;'ri = {(aab):x[Mcd);,J + (aab):x;,( acd)rl/J + (aab)",,(acd)[i)' }C( - )abcd

6

(1.6.66)

1 {(~ab)
}C
C- &'P}'6 = 6
a {x,q (~cd)
a y6 + (~ab)
a {xi' (~cd).
a 61' + (:::.ab)
U
{xli.(-Cd).
a 1''1 (+ )abcd'
To derive the last two relations, we have used the observation that the
matrices aab and (f'b are (anti) self-dual:

~2 eabedaed = - iaab

(1.6.67)

~ eabedi7 d= ii7 ab
2

e

Finally, the Bianchi identities (1.6.41,42) take the form
.

V:X~E"fi&.,q=

1

-2 V[J,q~

3VPp CX[i"lP = V/. E;'fi{xp + V/" E,,;.&.p +

(1.6.68)

v/ E1h&.p·

1.7. The conformal group
1.7.1. Conformal Killing vectors
Let M be a space-time manifold with local coordinates xm and metric
ds 2 = gmix) dxm dxn (of Lorentzian signature). Given a vector field = em(x)om
we can define an infinitesimal general coordinate transformation

e

xm ~ x'm = xm + ~m(x)

(1.7.1)

which changes the metric as follows

c:5g mix)=g;"n(x)-gmn(x)= - Vmen - Vne m·

(1.7.2)

A vector field em(x) is called a 'conformal Killing' vector if it satisfies the
equation
1

k

Vmen + Vnem=2" gmiVke ).

(1.7.3)

Any conformal Killing vector induces the general coordinate transformation
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which locally scales the metric

bg mn =

-

2()[~Jgmn

()[~J

1

=- v\~
4

k

.

(1.7.4)

It is convenient to introduce some vierbein ea m(x) for the metric and to convert
curved-space indices in equation (1.7.3) into flat-space ones in standard
fashion: one has to change ~m to ~a = ~mema and Vm to the Lorentz covariant
derivatives Vu' Then equation (1.7.3) takes the form

Va~b + Vb~. = ~ Y/ab(Vc~C).

(1.7.5)

Equation (1.7.4) is now equivalent to the identity

- [

~cVc + ~ K[~Jbc Mbc' V.] = ()[~JV a + (ve()[~J)Mca
(1.7.6)

K[ ~Jbc =~ Vb~c -

2

~ Vce b
2

where M beare the Lorentz generators. This identity means that the composition
of the general coordinate transformation

xm --+ x'm = xm - em(x)
be. m= ee am -ea~m

(1.7.7a)

the local Lorentz transformation

beam = K[~J/eb m- ~cWc/ ebm

(1.7.7b)

and the Weyl transformation
c;eam=()[~Jeam

(l .7.7c)

where ~m is a conformal Killing vector, do not change the vierbein, and hence
the metric.

1.7.2. Conformed Killing vectors in Minkowski space
Not every manifold admits conformal Killing vectors because of global
restrictions on the curvature and topology of the manifold. Minkowski space
admits non-trivial solutions of equation (1.7.5). Now we find all conformal
Killing vectors in Minkowski space, where equation (1.7.5) takes the form

aa~b + ab~a = ~ Y/ab(ac~C).
2

(1.7.8)
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It has the evident consequences:

1

o ~a = -2 aa(ac~C)

o =aaaa

(I. 7.9)

o (ac~C) = o.
After applying the master equation (1.7.8) once more, we find
D(aa~b+ab~a)=o
aaab(ac~C)

(1.7.10)

= O.

Keeping in mind the last identity, we differentiate the master equation twice,
resulting in
acadaa~b+acadab~a=O

=>

acaaab~d + acaaad~b = 0
acabad~a + acabaa~d = O.

These three equations have the general solution
acadaa~b =

o.

(1.7.11)

We see that conformal Killing vectors in Minkowski space are at most
quadratic in space-time coordinates. This observation along with the master
equation, leads to the final expression for conformal Killing vectors:
~a(x) = ba+ ~xa + Kabx b+ f"x 2 -

Kab= -Kba

2xa(x, f)
(1.7.12)

(x,f)=x"fa

where ba, ~, K ab , f" are arbitrary real constant parameters. Evidently, the
parameters ba and Kab correspond to the Poincare transformations. The
parameters ~ and f" induce infinitesimal space-time transformations of the
form (1.7.1) known as 'dilatations' (or scaling transformations) and 'special
conformal boosts', respectively.

1.7.3. The conformal algebra
Let ~(1) = ~(l)aa and ~(2) = ~(2)aa be two conformal Killing vectors in Minkowski
space. Their Lie bracket
[~(1)' ~(2a = ~(3) = ~(3)aa

~(3) = ~rl)ab~(2) - ~~2)ab~(1)

gives the vector field ~(3) which also satisfies the master equation (1.7.8).
Therefore, the set of all conformal Killing vectors forms a Lie algebra called
the 'conformal algebra'.
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We introduce a basis {P a' Jab' D, Va} for the conformal algebra by the rule:

~ = ~a(x)oa = i{bapa-i K ab Jab - ~D + f"Va}
for any conformal Killing vector

~a(x)

Pa= -io a
D = ixao a

of the form (1.7.12), where

Jab=i(XbOa-XaOb)

(1.7.13)

Va = i(2xaxbob - x2oa).

The basis vector fields satisfy the algebra
[D, Pa]= -iP a

[D, Va] =iVa

[Va' Pb] = 2hlab D - 2iJ ab
[Jab' Pc] = i1)ac P b-i1)bc Pa

(1.7.14)

[Jab' VJ=i1)ac Vb- i1)bc Va

[J ab' J cd] = i1)aJ bd - i1)ad J bc + i1)bd J ac - i1)bJ ad·
All other commutators vanish. These commutation relations define the
conformal algebra. So we can forget about its explicit realization (1.7.13) and
postulate the conformal algebra as an abstract real Lie algebra subject to
two requirements: (1) it has a basis {Pa, jab= -jba' d, Va } with multiplication
la w as in (1.7.14); (2) its general element X is of the form

X=

i( - +i
bapa

Kabjab

+~d - fa va )

(1.7.15)

where ba, K ab = - Kba, ~, fa are real parameters.
The 'conformal group' is formally obtained by exponenttatlOn of the
conformal algebra. So, nearly all its elements can be writien as

g =exp [

i(

-bapa

+~ Kabjab+~d- f"Va)

1

(1.7.16)

This definition is rather formal. Now we give two realizations of the conformal
group.
J.7.4. Conformal transformations
The conformal group can be formally realized as a group of nonlinear
transformations in Minkowski space

Xa_ X'a = g' xa.
For infinitesimal group elements

g~ 1+i( -bapa +~ Kabjab +~d- f"Va)
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we define the corresponding transformations as follows:

x a--+ g • x a= x" + (a(x)

(1.7.17)

where ("(x) is the conformal Killing vector (1.7.12). Exponentiation leads to
the transformations:
I. Translations

e - ib'p, • x a = x· + ha

(1.7.18a)

e i ( 1/ 2)K" j l, • x" = (exp K)"b Xb

(1.7.ISb)

eitld • x a= etlxa

(1.7.18c)

2. Lorent::. rransformarions

3. Dilatations

4. Special conformal transformations

x a + /"x 2
e - .If ,' , . •x" =---'---.:--::1 +2(f, x)+ j 2 x 2

( 1.7.lSd)

The only comment required concerns the derivation of equation (1.7.1Sd).
For this purpose, let us consider the inversion transformation defined on a
domain of Minkowski space:
R: x"--+x,a=x a/x 2

R2=L

(1.7.19)

It is an easy exercise to show that the inversion locally scales the metric
ds 2 = l1ab dx" dx b ,
ds 2 --+ ds,2=ds 2 / (x 2 f

Hence, the inversion is a discrete conformal transformation. Now, one can
check that the transformation
R e - if' p, R • x a

coincides with the right-hand side of equation (1.7.ISd). On the other hand,
in the case of infinitesimal parameters /", we have
R(1 -

ifcPc)R·x

l1

= xi1

+ (r x 2 -

2x l1 (f. x»

= (1

- irv c ).x l1 •

So, we obtain the identity

R e - if"p" R = e - ij"."

(1.7.20)

which proves the relation (1.7.18d). Note that the following identities
R

also hold.

eitld R = e - itld

R e i (I /2)K""j,," R = ei (I /2)K""j,,"
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Remark. The inversion transformation (1.7.19) turns out to be indeter
minate for the points of the light-cone surface x 2 = 0 in Minkowski space.
This leads to the fact that the special conformal transformations (1.7.18d)
are not defined globally on Minkowski space. Thus, the conformal group is
not a true transformation group of Minkowski space; its global action can
be constituted only on a compactified version of Minkowski space. When
considering below finite conformal transformations on Minkowski space (or
finite superconformal transformations on a superspace, see Chapters 2 and
6), our discussion will be rather formal. The reader should keep in mind that
only infinitesimal conformal transformations prove to be well defined on
Minkowski space; finite conformal transformations are well defined in general
on some domains in Minkowski space.
1.7.5. Matrix reali::ation of the conformal group
We now give an exact realization for the conformal group as a group of
linear transformations acting in a six-dimensional space 1R6 with coordinates
l = yO, yl, ... , yS and the metric
dS 2 =

_ (yO)2 + (yl)2 + ... + (y4)2 _ (yS)2 = ya Ya + (y4)2 _ (y5)2

(1.7.21)

Let us consider the group 0(4,2) of linear homogeneous transformations
= AI Ji preserving the above metric. All 0(4, 2)-transformations move
the 'light-cone' surface

i

-+ y'I

ya Ya + (y4)2 _(i)2 = 0

(1.7.22)

onto itself. 0(4,2) is a 1S-dimensional Lie group consisting of four connected
components. We identify the conformal group with the component of unit
in 0(4,2) denoted by SO(4,2)i (the matrices from SO(4,2)i are specified by
the requirements that their diagonal 2 x 2 and 4 x 4 blocks labelled by the
indices 0, 5 and 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, have positive determinants). Let us
comment upon this definition.
It is useful to redefine the variables y4 and y5 by the rule
4

1

y =-(:1.-/3)
2

5
1
Y =-(:1.+/3).
2

Then equation (1.7.22) takes the form
yaYa=:1.{3·
We parametrize locally the 'light-cone' as follows

(;){:,)

(1.7.23)

where x a will be identified with the coordinates of Minkowski space. Now
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consider particular 50(4,2)i transformations given with respect to the
variables (l, et, (3) by the matrices

Aad

ba

o

AI=

o
o

(1.7.24a)

2b cA'd I b2
bad

o

o

0

e-t.

o

o

o
o

et.

A2=1

bad

r
f2

A3=1 2fd

(1.7.24b)

(1.7.24c)

010

where A is an element of the Lorentz group. The transformation (1.7.24a)
acts on the surface (1. 7.23) by the rule

etl:,/a) =(et(A\:b + ba))
( l
a x'2

et(Ax+b)2

so we recognize here some ordinary Poincare transformation in Minkowski
space. Analogously, the operators A2 and A3 act on the space-time as a
dilatation and a special conformal transformation, respectively. Matrices of
the form (1.7.24a-c) generate SO(4,2)i. Note also that the six-dimensional
transformation
ya -+ yO

et-+{J

{J-+et

corresponds to the space-time in version (1. 7.19).
1.7.6. Conformal invariance
The conformal group turns our to be the space-time symmetry group of
some massless field theories. One possible way to understand this assertion
is as follows.
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Consider a field theory in Minkowski space and suppose that it can be
extended to a curved space so that its curved-space action is invariant under
Weyl transformations of the metric (1.6.32) supplemented by some (J'
dependent transformations of the matter fields. In detail, let S[<I>] = Sd4x~(<I»
be an action describing the dynamics of some fields <I> = {<I>i} in Minkowski
space. Let gm/x) be a curved space-time metric. If S[<I>J is a massless field
theory, it is possible, as a rule, to define a generally covariant action
S[<I>, gmn] =

f

d4 x

j=g ~(<I>, g)

(1.7.25)

where g:= det(gmn), such that:
1. In the flat-space limit, S[<I>, gmn] reduces to the original action S[<I>J,
S[<I>, gmn = '1mn] = S[<I>J

(1.7.26)

where '1mn is the Minkowski metric.
2. The action S[<I>, gmnJ is invariant under the following transformations

(jgmn =

-

(j<l>i =(J'd(i)<I>i = (J'(d<l»i

2(J'gmn

(1. 7.27)

which have the form (1.6.61) in the vierbein approach. The constants d(i)
are known as 'conformal weights' of massless fields <l>i.
We shall argue later that the local invariance (1.7.27) is possible in the massless
case only.
Due to the Weyl invariance and general covariance, the action S[<I>, gmn]
does not change under the transformations
1
1
(j<l> = ~av <I> + - Kab M <I> + (J'd<l> = ;:na <I> + _(K ab + ;:nw ab)M <I> + (J'd<l>
a
2
ab
'" n
2
"'.
ab

beam = - (Va~b)ebm + K/eb m + (J'e am= ~eam - ea~m + (K/ + ~·W./)ebm + (J'e am
where ~m(x), Kab(x) = - Kba and a(x) are arbitrary parameters (it has been
supposed above that all <l>i are Lorentz tensor fields). Now let ~m(x) be a
conformal Killing vector with respect to the metric gmn' Then the composition
of the general coordinate transformation (1.7.7a), the local Lorentz trans
formation (1.7.7b) and the Weyl transformation (1.7.7c) do not change the
vierbein and, hence, the metric

beam = -(Va~b)ebm + K[~J/ebm + a[~Jea m = O.
So, the Weyl invariance (1.7.27) of S[<I>, gm.] leads to the fact that every
transformation of the form

- b<l> = ~aVa<l> + ~ K[~Jab M ab<l> + (J'[~Jd<l>
2

beam=O

:::;.

(1.7.28)

t>gmn=O

where ~a is a conformal Killing vector, preserves the action S[<I>, gm.].
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Taking now the flat-space limit in equation (1.7.28) (gmn -1Jmn' Va - Ca and
so on) and using the boundary condition (1.7.26), one finds the action S[<l>]
in Minkowski space to be invariant under conformal transformations
- b<l> = ~aaa<l> + ~

K[~JhcM bc<l> + a[~]d<l>
(1. 7.29)

K[~Jbc =~(ab~C _ac~b)

a[~J=~oc~c

where ~a is an arbitrary conformal Killing vector (1.7.12).
Consider scale transformations with ~a=~xa in equation (1.7.29):
b<l> = -

~xaa a<l> - ~d<l>

or in the case of finite transformations,
<l>'(x) = e - 6.d<l>(e - 6. x ).

(1.7.30)

It is clear now that the conformal weight d(i) coincides with the dimension of
<l>i. The action S[<l>J is invariant under (1.7.30). This invariance makes it
possible to change arbitrary scales in the theory under consideration, and
therefore anticipates the absence of fixed dimensional constants (otherwise,
it implies an infinite number of dimensional constants). On these grounds,
the conformal symmetry is admissible for massless theories only. To be more
exact, a theory may admit conformal symmetry if it is massless or describes
particles of all possible positive masses 0 < m < Xl. Indeed, at the quantum
level, the conformal symmetry means that in a Hilbert space of physical
states we have a representation of the conformal algebra (1. 7.14) by Hermitian
operators {!P a, JJ ab , ID, 'V a }, where IPa and JJ ab are the Poincare generators, ID
is the dilatation generator and 'V a are the generators of special conformal
transformations. Due to the identity
[ID, !paJ= -i!Pa
the squared mass operator (_lPa!pa) is characterized by the following
transformation law
e - i6.lG( - !palPa) e i6.1G = e - 26.( - !palP a)
with respect to the dilatations. So, if I'P) is some state of given positive mass
m, then the state ['Pr) = ei 6.IG['P) carries the mass m' = e - 26. m. Both states ['P')
and ['P) must belong, by virtue of the conformal invariance. to the same'
Hilbert space. Hence. conformally invariant theories describe only massless
particles or particles with all possible positive masses.
1.7.7. Examples of conformally invariant theories
Our general consideration will be accompanied by three examples. The first
example is the theory of a massless self-interacting scalar field 1J(x) with the
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action

S[~] = -~ f d4X{ ca~ Cui? + ~.! 114}

(1.7.31)

where i. is a dimensionless coupling constant The unique continuation of
S[/I] in a curved space-time, consistent with the above given requirements, is

S[ II,Lfmn ] -- - -1
,
2

fd4 Xv/ -g)g
J mn ~

1 Jf'
6

-:

cm~cll~+-,7l~

\.

2 ;. 4}
+-~

4!

(1 ..
732)

where .-!Ji is the scalar curvature. Using the transformation law (1.6.33) of the
scalar curvature, one can prove that the action S[~, gmn] is invariant under
the Weyl transformations

I5Ymn= -2aYm"

15~=a~.

(1.7.33)

S[~]

is invariant under the

Now equation (1.7.29) says that the action
following conformal transformations
•

1 (a'ar;ea) ~
4

ea::l

(1.7.34)

-o~=r; ca~+-

where ~a is a conformal Killing vector. Making use of the master equation
(1.7.8), one can explicitly check the invariance (1.7.34).
Our second example is the theory of a free massless Majorana spinor field
'I'(x) with the action
S['I']

f

= -~ d 4 x'fl;a aa'l'·

( 1.7.35)

Its continuation to a curved space-time is given by
S['I', earn] =

-~ f d

4

x e- 1 'fIya V'a'l'

( 1.7.36)

where ea m is the vierbein. This action is invariant under the Weyl
transformations

l5e am = ae am

15'1' =~ a'l'.
2

(1.7.37)

Then equation (1.7.29) shows that S['I'] is invariant under the conformal
transformations

- 6'1' = ~a aa'l' + ~ KbT~J~bc 'I' + ~ (aa~a)'I'.
2

8

(1.7.38)
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Here we have used the Lorentz transformation law (1.4.11) offour-component
spinors.
The last example is the Yang~Mills theory describing the dynamics of
vector fields Aa taking values in a compact Lie algebra, Aa = iA/T 1 and Tl
are the generators of the algebra, tr(T 1 T J )=c5 lJ . The action is

SeA]

=~
tr fd
4g

4

X

The only continuation of this action to a curved
the gauge invariance of SeA], is

SeA, gmn]

(1.7.39)

FabF"b.
space~time,

consistent with

=~
tr fd 4
X..;=g FmnFklgmkgnl
4g

(1. 7.40)

Fmn=VmAn-VnAm-[Am, Anl
Here Am carries a curved-space index. The action SeA, gmn] is evidently
invariant under the Weyl rescalings

ogmn = -2erg mn
{ oAm = 0

{}

oeaIII = erea m
{ oAa = er Aa

0.7.41)

where Aa = ea mAm' and ea m is some vierbein for the metric. Recalling equation
(1.7.29), we conclude that the action SeA] is invariant under the conformal
transformations

- bAa = ~eoeAa + ~ (oa~C 2

oC~a)Ac +~ (oc~C)Aa'
4

(1.7.42)

1.7.8. Example oJ a non-conJormal massless theory
Now we present an example of conformally non-invariant massless field
theory. This is the model of a second-rank antisymmetric tensor field BCd(x)
with the action
S(B]

=1 f

d 4 xL"(B)La(B)

(1.7.43)

La(B) = ~ eabed ab Bed.
It is a simple exercise to show that the theory S[B] cannot be continued to
curved space~time in a way consistent with Weyl invariance. Moreover, in
the next section, we give a direct proof of the fact that the Poincare group
is the maximal space~time symmetry group of S[B].
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1.8. The mass-shell field representations
In Section 1.5, the irreducible unitary representations (massive and massless)
of the Poincare group have been described. Now, we give their realizations
in terms of tensor fields restricted by some supplementary conditions. We
shall also consider irreducible massless field representations of the conformal
group.

1.8.1. Massil.Je field representations of the Poincare group
Recall that the irreducible massive Poincare representations are classified by
mass and spin. For definiteness, we fix some mass value m >0. The irreducible
massive spin-zero representation is seen to admit the only realization in terms
of a scalar field <1>(x) under the mass-shell equation

papa<1> = - m2 <1>

Pa= -ioa·

(1.8.l)

However, in the case of some non-vanishing spin s, the irreducible massive
spin-s representation admits several realizations in terms of fields.
Let us consider the linear space ~A.B) of (AI2, BI2)-type spin-tensor fields
<1>""""" "',"I;' ... "B(X) totally symmetric in their A undotted indices and
independently in their B dotted indices, A + B = 2s, and satisfying the
following supplementary condition
0""<1> :):ctl'"

:):,4

.. .

let:):j ... :£8_ I

(x) = 0'

and the Klein-Gordon equation
2
(0 - m )<1>"""" 'A;,""" "B(X) =

(1.8.2)

o.

(1.8.3)

Here O~:;l = (O'a),,:<oQ' As we shall show, the supplementary condition (1.8.2) is
needed to select the spin-s representation. Note that this condition is absent
in the cases A = 2s, B = 0 and A = 0, B = 2s.
One more restriction should be added to obtain a positive energy
representation. Namely that in the 'momentum space' decomposition for
<1>"" .. " ,;,;, .. ;.ex), only positive frequency plane waves should be kept
<1>

I

d3 -

= ~
eipx <1>
...
"""""",,,,,.(, )
po
"""''''''':<''''''''.(p)
... x

pa = (pO, p-)

(1.8.4)
pO=jm 2 +f2.

This decomposition should be extended to include negative frequency modes
when the discrete space-time symmetries (time reversal and parity) are taken
into account. In momentum space, the restriction (1.8.2) takes the form
P""<1> l::£1 •.

'::(A

.. .

I O::X:\ .. ·:1.:8

I

(p) = 0•

(1.8.5)
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Note that the supplementary conditions (1.8.2) and (1.8.4) and the mass-shell
equation (1.8.3) are invariant under Poincare transformations.
Any field from Jt(A,B) has (A + B + 1) independent components. To prove
this, it is useful to employ the momentum space decomposition and to make
the transition into the rest frame, in which p"" = pa(aa)"" = mc5",,; then equation
(1.8.5) means that the rest-frame field components are totally symmetric in
all their indices. There is another, more elegant, way to prove the above
statement. Let us consider the following operator

i
I ..
.1"it = - Pcd =- 0""
m
m

( 1.8.6)

invertible through the equation (1.8.3),

.1/ .1fl i

.1\.1} = c5/i.

= c5/

Now, if B=I=O, we can define a one-to-one map of
the rule:

Jt(A.B)

(1.8.7)
on

Jt(A+1.B-1)

by

<1>", ... " ,it, ... it.(x) ~ <1>", ... ".,"., + ,it, ... itB ,(x)

=.1"4+,it B<1>""""Ait, ... it B(X)EJt(A+ 1.B-1)'

(1.8.8)

Applying this operation B times, we obtain the one-to-one map of Jt(A.Bj
on Jt(2s.0j' But all fields <1>(X, ... "2JX) from Jt(2s.0) are totally symmetric in their
indices, so they have (2s+ I) independent components. Rather beautifully, this
shows that all spaces Jt(2s.0), Jt(2s-1.1j, .. " Jt(O.2s) describe equivalent
representations of the Poincare group.
Now we are going to demonstrate that the spin operator waWa' where
Wa is the Pauli-Lubanski vector, is a multiple of the identity operator on
Jt(A,Bj' Owing to the explicit expressions (1.5.14) for the Poincare generators,
the Pauli-Lubanski vedor is
Wa =

-21 f.abedMbead.

( 1.8.9)

It is worth changing here the Lorentz generators with vector indices to
generators with spinor indices according to the rules (1.3.9) and (1.2.33):
Wa

= + ~ f.abed ab { 2

(aed)"fi M"P + (iTed)"p M"P}.

Making use of properties (1.6.67) for the a-matrices, we obtain
W a= i(aab)"fiM"f1ab + i(iT ab)&'flMit{iab.
Finally, we convert the vector index 'a' into a pair of spinor indices, dotted
and undotted, resulting in
'~{iM
· ... PM
W ",,-Iu it f"'+IO"
fiit'

( 1.8.10)
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Then, the spin operator takes the form

WW =
a a

-~2 wod:W "". = -

2

m

2

(M~IIM ,,11 +M:X[iM."fi')+M"fi M.
·a~:Xafifi .
"fi
(1.8.11)

Here we. have used the mass-shell equation (1.8.3). The values of M~fi M ,,-p
and M't.[i M 't.li in the (n/2, m/2) representation series have been calculated in
Section 1.3 (see equation (1.3.14)). So, we only need to determine the last term
in (1.8.11). Recalling how M "-I! and M't.li act on spinor indices (equation
(1.3.12)), one obtains
.

c''t.cl!fIM~lll\1~R<1>..
" ,.
p
I I .. , /,111
J.

....

B.

,

' •• {H

"c",.
af1fi MNp<1>.. I ••• .,(.-1 FR,.11 ••• .(~':,
~
I~·
I

J.

'.

.. 8
I

k=!

1

AB.

=-"
~

2 p=!
1

"a.",
.'. .. R"
i.
L.... rpr).; al!11 <1>f'"
JII"'/r"'(AI~{l"'{k

"

,,/8

k= 1

A

B

+-"
L.... "L-

2 p=!k=l

c''" 0.. [i <1> ..
I~

If'

"

..

R',

:Xr!"'!p"'rAF/!'

i.

".

',k"'rB

Here the first term vanishes due to the supplementary condition (1.8.2). For
the same reason, the second term can be rewritten as
1

1

AB.

2
-"
"0",.0
P<1>..II···,A
., p'",1···,/,:···,8
.:, ,,=L.... L....
,/.;:X
2 ABm <1>"
2 p=
1 k= 1

.,',

"

{1··';A(I···,B

where we have used equation (1.8.3). The relation obtained together with
equation (1.3.14) lead to the final result
wawa I ,k'A.B'= m s(s + 1)~
2

s=A/2+B/2.

(1.8.12)

To summarize, we have shown that the massive spin-s Poincare
representation can be described in terms of (A/2, B/2)-type fields, A + B = 2s,
restricted by equations (1.8.2,3). Note that the irreducible integer spin
representations are usually described by choosing A = B and considering in
YC(s.S) the subs pace of real spin-tensor fields

<1>",,,, .. ",'x ,:X, .. :x,(x) = <I>~,~,. .. ,,-,6:,:X, ... :xJx).

(1.8.13)

All spinor indices here can be converted into vector ones
1
.
.
.
<1> ala2 .. ·a~ (x)=(-I)S-(i7
. ....
(x)
2 ill )"-'''-'(i7Q2 )~'''-' " . (i7a~ )"-'' -'<1>:Xt:X1,,·:X,\:Xj::l.2
·:X,\·
s

(1814)
••

obtaining a real tensor field which is totally symmetric and traceless:

<1> ala.:! •. . -<1> (ala.:!., .a~)
il,1 -

<1>a aalil2"

.a,1

.2

= O.

(1.8.15)

The supplementary condition (1.8.2) is now
oa<1>aa,a, ... a. ,(X)=O.

(1.8.16)
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The irreducible half-integer spin representations are usually described by
choosing A-I = B or B-1 = A. In the first case, we write any field from
·ffiB + 1.B) as

'P"" ... ,,,i, .. ,,,JX)
and then convert each pair (:>:;, :X;), i= I, ... , B, into a vector index,
B

1.

.

'P u, .. a",(x)=(-I) 2B (c1a ,V" ' ... (CT a/l)'"'"'P", "''':X' .. . ;R(X)

(1.8.17)

obtaining a spin-tensor which is totally symmetric, traceless and a-traceless:
'P ala.:!. , . QH2 -'P
'P aQal •• . aH .:!:c =0
(ala ] . .• aR)~
(1.8.18)
((J-a)*",'P aal ... aH ,,=0.
The supplementary condition (1.8.2) can now be written as
aa'P aa, .. ,aB _,,(X) = o.

(1.8.19)

The second case, B-1 =A, is treated analogously. Any field from
should be represented in the form

Jt'(A,A+ I)

'P " ... 'A'" ... :XA"(X)
and then each pair «(X/, aJ, i = I, . .. , A, transformed into a vector index,

'Pal·

1.
. =- (- l)A -2A (a at )""

. a.4~

.

• • •

(a )" "" '1' 0:1·
Q ..<I

..

·0:4::>:0:1"

·:.c. A

( 1.8.20)

The resultant spin-tensor satisfies the following algebraic

'¥aIQ2., ,G Ait = 'I'(a la2'"

0.4)6:

,¥aaal .. , a A .:!:t. =0

(aa),,, 'P aa, ... aA ,"=0

(1.8.21)

and differential
aa'Paa , ... aA ,,,(X) =O.

(1.8.22)

constraints.
In conclusion, note that, if A#- B, the Poincare representation on Jt'(A. B)
is irreducible until considering the operation of complex conjugation.

1.8.2. Real massive field representations
We would like to continue analysis of the massive case and to consider real
field representations. Each space Jt'(A,B) is assumed here to describe massive
fields possessing both positive and negative frequency modes in their Fourier
decomposition. Recall that the operation of complex conjugation provides
us with a one-to-one mapping * (1.2.19) of the linear space of
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(A/2, B/2) tensors on the space of (B/2, A/2) tensors and, as a consequence,
of the mass-shell space J"t(A,B) on J"t(B,A)' On the other hand, making use of
operator d"" (1.8,6), we can define, by analogy with (1.8.8), the one-to-one
mapping d of J"t(A ,B) on J"t(B,A) as follows
<1> ~J •• ,c.(i,tJ"'&BX
() --. <1> Ctj ••• ClBtXJ ••• :XA ( X ) -- d C(j{"',

•• ,

d O:H'1B SI"

d,A Ct:A <1>1'1 ... }'A)'J"'Ys(x ),

;:]'"

Now we select a Poincare invariant subspace JltfA,B) in J"t(A,B)' which is
characterized by the coincidence of the maps * and d on it. Any
field from JltfA,B) satisfies the equation
$", "", ""~, "" , ~)x) = d"I'i, ... d,,/B d YI il,

' ..

d 1'A CtA <1>'1"" ,(' AYI "", i'8(X). (1.8.23)

We shall call such fields 'real massive fields',
To clarify what equation (1.8.23) means, let us consider some particular
cases, In the case A = B = s, we have
$ :Xl.

(x) = d Cl 1;'1, .. d :l':\ ;"d';",ClI .,. d;\,:X,, <1>"/ I ' ' ' {".",
.", (x)
H I .•.

"

':X,);I"');'o,

!,\

-- d }')5I •••
d

5', d)' ':XI'"
d ; ' , &,\ <1>
~"

C(\ ••

(x) -- <1> ::'tj ••• Cl \ :X\ ••• ·:X (x)

,:X~';'I"'~\'

s

where we have used the supplementary condition (1.8.2) and the mass-shell
equation (1.8.3). So, if A = B, equation (1.8.23) gives nothing more than the
reality condition (1.8.13).
In the case A -1 = B, equation (1.8.23) together with equations (1.8.2,3)
lead to
'P
() d ."" d '"'Bd b d'"
S'B 'P
( )
Clj ••.

l:s:X:t) ... i

B

X

=
_
-

0:1'

•••

&:

c!'B'

'&1'"

/

&:B

bi'1.,.i'B5'1 ... ~)B X

A
'"',
A
'"'B Ab A"'I
A)'B
lTJ
( )
f
Ll"/l' ••• L\~,'B I Ll :ju :XI ••• Ll
aB T b:XI., • ClBir) ••• 518 X

d""

= 'P""'""' "B"I"", "B(X).
In terms of the spin-tensor field (1.8.17), this result is
m\}lal"",a/(X)= 8CtY 'P al "",aBY(X)

::::>

(1.8.24)

- m'P al .•. aBC( (x) = 8Cf}'. \}I al ••• aBY(x) •

The equations (1.8.24) are elegant in three respects. First, the Klein-Gordon
equation (1.8.3) is a consequence of the first-order differential equations
(1.8.24). Secondly, the fields 'Pal, ""aB" and \}I al"" .aB" under the Klein-Gordon
equation, describe two different massive particles having spin (B + t). When
equations (1.8.24) are imposed, however, we have only the independent field
'P al "", aB'" which corresponds to a single massive particle with spin (B + t).
Thirdly, let us make the replacement
'P

al ..• UBa.

.... e(3/4) 1ti 'P

Dj ••• aB(X'

\}I

,~e-(3/4)1ti\}l
al •.• aBCi.

,
al •.• aSeL

and incorporate the resultant fields into a four-component column
'Pa,"" ,aBoc)
'I'a',"""B= ( \}Ial"",a."

(1.8.25)
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which is a Majorana spinor and rank-B Lorentz tensor. Then equations
(1.8.24) coincide with the Dirac equation
(iybob + m)'I' a, ... aB(X) = 0

(1.8.26)

where the y-matrices were defined in (1.4.10).
Finally, if lA - BI # 0, 1, the reality condition (1.8.23) can be represented
in the form of a differential equation independent of the Klein-Gordon
equation but having the same or higher-order lA - BI.
1.8.3. Massless field representations of the Poincare group
To describe the massless case, we consider a (AI2, Bj2)-type spin-tensor field
Gc<, ... ",IX, ... IXB(X), totally symmetric in its A undotted indices and in its B
dotted indices, satisfying the following supplementary conditions

oytGyc<,. C<A_,·&, ... ,;,jX)=O
oY~G ex, ... ClA(Cl,
. .' ••.0:8_1 (x)=O •

(1.8.27)

As will be shown, the supplementary conditions are sufficient to select a
single helicity state. The equations (1.8.27) can be rewritten in the following
equivalent form

o;.;.G", ... "AIX, ... &B(X) = a","i Gi·c<, ... <x, .•. ",&, .. '&B(X) = 0YIX, G", ... "AY&' ... &, ... &B(X)
(1.8.28)
where k= 1, ... , A and 1= 1, ... , B. If A #0 or B#O, the on-shell equation

oG",. ""A&'. "&B(X) = 0

(1.8.29)

follows from the supplementary conditions. If A = B = 0, there are no
supplementary conditions, and we have only the on-shell equation
o<l>(X)=O.

(1.8.30)

Note that the supplementary conditions (1.8.27) are invariant with respect
to the Poincare transformations.
The massless analogue of decomposition (1.8.4) is

G

.. x =

C<"""A""""B()

f

3

d - ipx
.-!!.
..
Ipl e G"''''''A''''''''B(P)

pa=(po,p)

(1.8.31)

pO = IPI.

In momentum space, the conditions (1.8.27) take the form

PytG YClI ••• C,(A_,Cl,.•••.CXs (p)=O
'" •• • 0:8_ I (p)=O •
PytG Cl, ••• CXAYCl,

(1.8.32)

It is now an easy task to prove that the fields under consideration have only
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one independent component. Indeed, choosing a reference system, in which
p"=(E, 0, 0, E) , we have

p'"

.= . = (0° 0)
2E

pa(aa)"

1 .

Then equations (1.8.32) mean that the only non-vanishing component is

GI .

.I

!. .. i(P)·

A

B

We now show that any of the fields under consideration carry a definite
helicity. Using the Pauli- Lubanski vector (1.8.10) and recalling definition
(1.3.12), one obtains
W/11i G" ... ,

'~ " "~ Il

= -- c'../1· L (£".... GIh, ...."
·
I

A

2

k

=1

·

B

2

k =l

. + £ "-li! G,',,- , ... Cf.,. •• • ' ., ". , ••• 'H)
.
.. ' ..,', .··'H

..: ~'.Gx l "''Xfdj:X. l . , . 'XI,:', '' ~H·+ £·,;
G'X I·
+ : a;·'(
'{I I- C;l:I
'.:t.kI'
·

A

= --1 L C"~ ",/1 G11"
2k = 1

.

•
. . ", .

B

. +-21
·'<",. .. ·'8

L
k= 1

" . , .. IXB )

, J: :lI '::t: I · · ·".XJ,. ·

~ G
c·

.

,.

Ih, ", ... ".,/1"'''''' '''''8

where we have used equations (1.8.27). Applying the second form (1.8.28) of
the supplementary conditions, one obtains
1

W flnP G ~I • • ·'X,4 'X. I ·.·Ct.B
. =-(A-B)Pf3(J
G(X I • • ' ~ A a:I"
. • =CB
.
2

(1.8.33)
Pfl(J=-i cfl(J·

Therefore, we have found that any (A I 2, B I 2)-type field under the
supplementary conditions (1.8.27) (or under the on-shell equation (1.8.30)
when A = B =0) describes a massless particle having helicity ). =(A - B) j 2.
1.8.4. Examples of massless fields
It is our purpose now to demonstrate how massless fields, described in the
previous subsection, arise in field theories. To start with, we consider two
different field realizations of a spin-zero massless particle. The first realization
is built in terms of a scalar field ep(x). The action
SEep] =

-~

f

d4 x (jQep oaep

( 1.8.34)

leads to the on-shell equation (1.8.30). So, the field ep(x) carries helicity i. =O.
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The second realization is described in terms of a second-rank anti symmetric
tensor field Beix}. Its classical dynamics are dictated by the action (1.7.43)
being invariant under the following gauge transformations

Beix} --+ B~ix} = Bed + iV'd]

(1.8.35)

where )'d(X) is an arbitrary vector field. It is the field strength LiB) that is
invariant under these transformations. The equation of motion

~ Babed oe Ld(B} = 0

(1.8.36a)

O[eLdiB)=O

(1.8.36b)

2

and its consequence

can be rewritten in two-component spinor notation:
Of~ L",,(B)
, = o.

O";'L"clB) = 0

(1.8.37)

To derive equations (1.8.37) from (1.8.36), one has to do the same steps as
in deriving equation (1.8.10) from (1.8.9). The equations (1.8.37) mean that
L,,~(B) is a massless field. In accordance with (1.8.33), L,,&(B) carries helicity
).=0. So we may conclude that the field models (1.8.34) and (1.7.43) are
equivalent, since they describe the same Poincare representation. The
equivalence can be seen also as follows. The equation (1.8.36b) means that
La(B) = oaCP, where cp(x} is a scalar field satisfying, by virtue of (1.8.37), the
on-shell equation (1.8.30). Therefore, the models (1.7.43) and (1.8.34) lead to
the same dynamics.
Now consider the model (1.7.35) describing the dynamics of a massless
Majorana spinor field '1'. It is useful to rewrite the Dirac equation

yaoa'l' =0
in two-component spinor notation:
O"&\fI & = O.

0"&'1'" =0

( 1.8.38)

It is seen that 'I',,(x) and \fI;:(x} are mass less fields. Recalling equation (1.8.33),
we conclude that our model describes two massless particles having helicities
1.= ±1.
One more example is given by electrodynamics. The action
SeA] =

-l f

d 4 x pbFab
(1.8.39)

Fab = OaAb - ObAa
is invariant under the gauge transformations

<5Ab = Ob)'
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where }.(x) is an arbitrary scalar field. So the only physical observable is the
field strength F ab' We rewrite the first

~eabcd ObFcd=O
and the second
obFab=O

Maxwell's equations in two-component spinor notation:
;1""F :1:,'= 0

oY';F&y=O

v(/

( 1.8.40)

where
F,dli[l = (aa)rx&(ab)/lfjF ab = 2e rx {3Fi41 + 2e&[lF rx{3'

The equations (1.8.40) imply that F "'lAX) and Fix[l(X) are massless fields carrying
helicities ;. = ± 1, respectively.
Our next example is the Rarita-Schwinger model
S['I'o]

=~

f

d4 x eabcd'l'aYbY50c'l'd

(1.8.41 )

where 'I' .(x) is a Majorana spinor and Lorentz vector field,

'I'a=(~ay)
HJ'"'

Ta'

•

In terms of the two-component spinors, the action is
S['I'o] = ~2

fd

4

X eabcd'P aab\fI cd

(1.8.42)
\fIcdrx == Oc \fI drx - Od\flcrx'

This model is a gauge theory since S['I'a] is invariant under the following
transformations

a

\fI arx(x) -+ \fI~,,(x) = \fI a,,(x) + aErx(X)

where E,,(x) is an arbitrary spinor field. Evidently, these transformations do
not change the field strength \fI abe,," To analyse the equations of motion
(1.8.43)
eabcd( b){3{3\f1 cd{3 = 0

a

it is useful to rewrite \fI abrx in spinor notation introducing the spin-tensor
\fly,;""" = (a')y,;(ad)",,\fI cd" = 2e.;" \fIj'"'' + 2e,;,,\fI yo"
\fI y"", = \fI ,)y"

\fI "r'b", = oyrx

(1.8.44)
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Then equation (\.8.43) is nothing more than the following two equations

\{'' ..,,=o

\{',);."= 0

I

\{' "Ii('

~

(1.8.45)

= \{'(:x/h )'

Therefore, \{',5;':X vanishes on-shell, and \{'"Pl' is totally symmetric under the
equations of motion. What is more, \{' :xfi)' satisfies some differential constraints.
Indeed, starting from the obvious relation
vabcd V:l b \lJ
=0
T cd)'

"

and using (1.8.44, 45), one obtains

=0 ~
oYhp'<{1}'(x) = O.

a"}'\{' "p).(x)

(1.8.46)

Therefore, \{' :x{h(x) and \f1 :x~ix) are massless fields and, in accordance with
(1.8.33), their helicities are ±1, respectively.
In conclusion, let us consider linearized gravity. Its action is obtained from
the Einstein gravity action (1.6.47) by representing the metric in the form
9mn(X) = I1mn

K

-"2 Hmn(x )

where Hmn is a small fluctuation, and keeping in SG only terms quadratic in
Hmn. This gives
S[H] =

-~

f

d 4 x { oC
Hab OcHab - aCH:acHg +

2abHab(aaH~ -

oCHac)}'

(1.8.47)

The action does not change under the linearized gauge transformations
H ab(x ) ~ H~b(X) = Hab( x ) + a(a~b)(X)

where ~a(x) is an arbitrary vector field. Linearized field strengths, invariant
under these transformations, are obtained from (1.6.30) by keeping only Hab
terms and setting V' a = 0a' Then one obtains

~abcd = OaacHbd - ObocHad + ObadHac - OaodHbc
~ab = OHab - OC(OaHbc + ObHac) + aaobH~

(1.8.48)

~ = 2 0 H~ - 20aab H ab'
Imposing the equations of motion

~ab=O

(1.8.49)

we work with the linearized Weyl tensor Cabcd' In two-component spinor
notation, this is described by totally symmetric spin-tensors C"py(J and C IJ.Pi,/J
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which satisfy, by virtue of equations (1.8.49) and (1.6.68), the constraints
o6b C,,/Jyb=O

6S ~
0 C"jJj'/;=O.

Therefore, C"f!i'b and C!x/Jj.;, are massless fields describing, due to equation
(1.8.33), the helicity states ± 2, respectively.
The given examples illustrate the general situation: having some gauge
theory S[<1>], the dynamical fields <1> do not belong, as is usual, to the family
of massless fields described in Section 1.8.3. What is more, the original fields
<1> cannot be treated as physical observables because of gauge arbitrariness
in their choice. Rather, it is the gauge invariant field strengths G(<1» built
from the dynamical fields which play the role of physical observables. Namely
these objects satisfy the usual criteria imposed on massless fields. To clarify
the spin content of a theory, one must analyse the corresponding field
strengths.

1.8.5. M assless field representations of the conformal group
Let S[<1>] be a massless field theory invariant with respect to conformal
transformations (1.7.29). This transformation law defines a field representation
of the conformal group. The corresponding generators {Pa' Jab' D, Va } are
introduced by the rule

~

<5<1>(x) = i { - bap a+ K ab Jab + llD - rVa } <1>(X)
and their explicit expressions are

Pa = -io a

Jab = i(XbOa - XaO b) -iMab
D = ixao a+id

(1.8.50)

Va = i(2xaxbob - X20a) + 2ix bMab + 2ixad.
They satisfy the commutation relations (1.7.14) with arbitrary conformal
weights d.
One can construct, with the help of the dynamical fields <1>, different
secondary fields: oa<1>, oaob<1> and so on. In general, their transformation laws
have a structure other than that of equation (1.7.29). For example, considering
oa<1>, one finds

- <5(oa<1» =

~bOb(Oa<1» + ~ K[~JbcM bc(Oa<1>)+ a[~Jd'(oa<1»
2

+ Wa[~J){ M ba<1> + l1abd<1>}

(1.8.51)

where d' = d + 1. The difference from equation (1.7.29) is the presence of some
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non-homogeneous terms. But gauge invariant field strengths G(<J», being
se condary fields, should transform, at least on-shell, homogeneously
- 6G(<J»

= ~"aaG(<J» + ~ K [~]bC M bcG(<J» + a[~]dGG(<J»

(1 .8.52)

w here dG are the scale dimensions of G(<J». This assertion may be considered
as a principle. But there are some obvious physical arguments. Indeed, let
us anticipate that the gauge transformations (internal, as a rule) in the theory
S[<J>] commute with transformations from the conformal group (space-time
g roup). Then any conformal transformation should transform G(<J» into a
g auge invariant object. So, the right-hand side of equation (1.8.52) should
be represented in the form of some operator acting on G(<J». Under this
as sertion, the right-hand side of equation (1.8.52) is restored uniquely.
Now one has to clarify what the requirements are for the off-shell
tr ansformation law (1.8.52) to be consistent with the on-shell equations
(1.8.27). The consistency conditions are

a(>.';· bG :X l :l2· ·· ~A~.I ....~B( x ) =0
0" 7., bG

~ I •• ,:l ...

(1.8.53)

.X.
. (x)=O
:%r
2·· . "8

for any conformal transformation (1.8.52). Note that the Poincare
tr ansformations satisfy these requirements. So we are to study the dilatations
an d the special conformal transformations. As applied to these two cases,
th e conditions (1.8.53) can be rewritten in the form:

a"';'DG 1': j a2 ,·

.

' :X A~ I "

. :x.. R(x)=o

a;''''DG x, ... :XA:%.IC(.
. (x)=o
Z • • • :t.H
O"';'VII(lG " , "~ ... "A"I... "8(x)-O

O,."'Vfi (l G :X I· . • :X.-t:I. ! :X2. .. ,:lB
, (x) = 0

(1.8 .54a)

( 1.8.54b)

w here the generators D and Vfill are the same as in (1.8.50) but with conformal
weight dG :

1 "iClu:>,, +1'd G
D= --x

2

V II/I =

(1.8.55)

. !i jj ~
.
.
"
J 
- l x lI x {l0clJ +2IdGxfi/I -21(X (l MII.? +xp M/M).

H ere we have con verted all vector indices into spinor ones.
It is not difficult to check that equations (1.8 .54a) are fulfilled identically
(u nder equations (1.8.27)). A more interesting situation arises when
co nsidering the restrictions (1.8.54b). To start the analysis, let us suppose
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that k;060. Using equations (1.8.55), one obtains
V/i/lG", ... :>,~ , ... "H

= -ix. rh)''x,(){l c()()G ", ... ",",..... "B +2id G x i3pnG ", .. ,XAC<'"
..
'>: .1
A

A

"e

- i "x
. ... :>.",. ....,_ + ix i5fi. L.,di Gc'i >:'''''''''':>A'''''':>_
•
. .
L. 'dl.G/h, .. . ",
k=!
B

- i "' - XI'}~l
" G~ I
k =!

k=l
B

"
,~" I)~;I '
"':Xk"'~H

+ iXI"

)()

"
~

.

e·:t. ,pbG IX , .. , ':lA2:,... ,
.2:R ".
·:lk ...

k =!

.

Taking into account equations (1.8.27), one then finds
(l":'V 1I1I'G" ,', ... ",',
..
.....>:_
.. '8 =4i(A /2 + 1- dG )J {l~ GIJ" .. ·:1. .4 :>,
B

+ 2i

"' - J':Xk
; ' GIJ:l2.'
IJ' .
,
•
,
·:lA :Xl" .:Xl.; .. ':XR

k=l

B

- 2i "L. e·1X,{l GIh., .. ·1X."1
....,
.,,_}'
", ...
k =!

where we have used the identity (ili(JX"~ = - 2JpJ~. Since A ;t: 0, this expression
vanishes if and only if

dG =1+A /2

B=O.

(1.8.56)

Then, the second equation (1.8.54b) is absent since B=O. Otherwise, in the
case B;t: 0, one obtains the following restrictions

dG = 1+B/2

A=O.

(1.8.57)

Finally, in the case where A = B = 0 one can find dG = 1.
We conclude that admissible tensor types for field strength, arising in a
conformal field theory, are (A I2, 0) or (0, B12) only. The corresponding scale
dimensions (1.8.56) and (1.8.57) are known as 'canonical dimensions'.
The main results (1.8.56,57) show, in particular, that the antisymmetric
tensor field model S[B] (1.7.43) is not a conformal theory, while the model
S[<1>] (1.8.34), classically equivalent to the first one, is a conformal theory.
The statement about equivalence of these theories does not contradict the
fact that S[<1>] possesses conformal symmetry but S[B] does not. The
equivalence means coincidence of the two dynamics. But we have seen that
La(B) = oa<1> on-shell. Hence, since <1> is a conformally covariant field with the
transformation law (1.7.34), La(B) transforms in a non-covariant way
(equation (1.8.51)).

1.9. Elements of algebra with supernumbers
Supersymmetric field theories (as well as all fermionic field theories) are
formulated most naturally in the language of supermathematics based on
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the concept of Grassmann algebra. Now we are going to describe the main
ideas of supermathematics and obtain some results which will be explored
in the following chapters.
To make our consideration self-contained, it is worth starting by recalling
some trivial definitions from algebra theory. A linear space d (complex or
real) is said to be an 'algebra' (complex or real) if d is provided with a binary
operation of multiplication (.)

(a, b) -> ab e ,91

V a, be,'"

which satisfy the axioms

a(o:b + fJc) = o:ab + fJac

V a, b, ced

(ab + fJc)a = cxba + fJca
where 0: and fJ are arbitrary numbers (complex or real; for the time being,
we restrict outself to the complex case only). If the multiplication law is
characterized by the property

ab=ba

Va,bed

the algebra is called commutative. If the multiplication law is characterized
by the property

a(bc) = (ab)c

V a, b, ced

the algebra is called associative. If d contains a unit e with the property

ea=ae=a

Vaed

the algebra is called a unital algebra (or algebra with unit).
An example of associative commutative algebra with unit is the algebra
C::O(M) of smooth functions on a manifold M. The multiplication law is
defined as the product of functions: if I, cp e COO(M), then (I· cp)(p) = I(p)cp(p),
pe M. An example of an associative non-commutative unital algebra is the
algebra M at.(C) of n x n complex matrices. The multiplication law in M at.(C)
is the matrix multiplication. All Lie algebras are non-associative algebras
(without unit).
Let d be an associative algebra with unit e and Bed be some set of
elements. The algebra is said to be generated by B if every element a e d
can be represented as a finite-order polynomial of elements from B:
p

a=o:e+

L L

Ciji? ... i" b ilbil

'.0

bi>

k= 1 il.i2•... ,il<.

where 0: and C i1i1 .. , ik are complex numbers, and all b i lie in B. Then, B is
called a 'system of generating elements' for d.
Now we are in a position to define Grassmann algebras.
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1.9.1 . Grassmann algebras AN und A >:
The 'Grassmann algebra' AN is an associative unital algebra generated by a
set of N linea rly independent elements ( i, i= 1,2, . .. , N , which anticommute
with each other:
( i( j + (j(i = 0

i,j= 1, ... , N .

(1.9.1)

In particular, (( i)2 = O.
Every element a E AN can be represented in the form
a=CI(+ '

1
-C "I,
.. .. .I.' ~ri,r~ i , .....ri,

N

L. k'

k= 1

(1.9.2)

.

where summation over all repeated indices is to be understood, Cl( and C i ,i2'" i,
are complex numbers, and the Cs are totally antisymmetric in their indices (it
has been supposed that the unit element coincides with the number 1 E C).
It is clear that elements

1
(i

i l <i2

(i'(i,

( 1( 2 ... (N
form a basis for AN' So, the algebras AN are finite-dimensional, dim AN = 2N.
We shall mainly be interested in an 'infinite-dimensional Grassmann
algebra' Aa; . By definition, this is an associative unital algebra generated by
an infinite set g i}, i = 1, 2, . .. , of linearly independent, anticommuting
elements (i
(i(j+(j(i=O

i, j= 1, 2, .. .

(1.9.3)

Elements of A ~ are called 'supernumbers' and ACfo is called the 'space of
supernumbers'. Every supernumber Z E 1\."" can be represented in the form
Z = ZR

zs-

""
L

k= 1

1C

+zs
.,l")

-kl i,i2... i,( I I (- .. . ~

ZB'

.

~ H:

(1.9.4)

•

C i ,i2 ... i , E C.

Here the coefficients Ci,il'" i, are totally antisymmetric in their indices, and
only a finite number of them do not vanish. Following B. De Witt, Zs will
be called the 'body' and Zs the 'soul' of z. Because of equation (1.9.3), (zst=O
for some integer n. If ( iZ = 0, for all ( i, then Z = 0.
Every supernumber z can be decomposed into the sum of its 'even' Ze and
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parts defined by
Z
cx

= Ze + Za

1

, ,

ze = zB + k=d2k)!
- - C ;,;,,,,;,,("( "...;("

L

z =
a

(1.9.5)

oc

1
.,.
C..
, ""llfo'T!
12k+1
L
k=o(2k+
I)! """",,-,~ (, ... ( .

If Za = 0, Z is called a 'c-number'; if Ze = 0, Z is called an 'a-number'. By virtue
of equation (1.9.3), c-numbers commute with all supernumbers. The set of
all c-numbers is denoted as !Cc and forms a commutative sub-algebra in 1\",.
By virtue of equation (1.9.3), a-numbers anticommute among themselves and
commute with c-numbers. Given two a-numbers, their product is a bodiless
c-number. For every a-number z, we have Z2 =0. The set of all a-numbers
is denoted as !Ca. We shall call c-numbers and a-numbers pure supernumbers.
Our consideration shows that pure supernumbers are characterized by the
following properties:

!Cc •!Cc = !Cc

!Ca' !Ca C !Cc

!Ca •!Cc = !Cc' !Ca = !Ca·
These properties mean that 1\", is a Z2-graded associative algebra (see Section
2.1).
Together with the algebra 1\"" one can consider its extension (closure) A""
with respect to the norm 1 11 defined as

~
~
IIzlI 2 = IZBI 2+ ~
. ,L..

.

k-lll,12 .... ,lk

1
2
kiIC;,;,,,.;,1
.

(1.9.6)

•

The elements of Acx are arbitrary linear combinations of the form (1.9.4)
having finite norms. Since

IIz+wll

~

IIzll + IIwll

and

1";,(i2 .. ·(;,zlI~lIzll
::::>

IIz'wll

~

::::>

IIzll'lIwll

for any elements z, WE A"" the set A", is an algebra. It is clear that 1\", cA""
and every element z E Aa: may be given as the limit of a sequence {za},
a= 1,2, ... , of supernumbers zaE1\", such that lim a .... '" IIz-zall =0. The
elements of Aoc are also called supernumbers, and Ace is said to be the 'full
space of supernumbers'. For every Z E A oc ' one finds lim" .... Xl (zst = 0. In this
book we deal with 1\)0 and formally extend results to the case of Aoo.
It is useful to connect with every pure supernumber Z its 'Grassmann
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parity' E(:) by the rule

r.(Z)={~

if Z EC c

(1.9.7)

ifzEC a ·

Then, the properties of pure supernumbers described above are encoded
in the relations
1. e(z , w) = e(z) + r.(w)

2. z · w

(mod 2)

(1.9.8)

= (- 1)"(:)I:«O )w' Z.

To define real supernumbers, we introduce the operation (*) of 'complex'
conjugation (involution) in Ax as follows:
(( i)* = ( i

i= 1,2, .. .

(::a) = :x*z*

:x E C

(z+w)*=z*+w*

(1.9.9)

(zw)* =w*z*

where z and ware arbitrary supernumbers. Then for every supernumber
(1.9.4), we have
Z

*_
* ~ 1 C*
y;'
Yi2Y;'
-ZB+ ~ -k i ,i, ... i, 1, ... 1, i,
l
k= 1

=

z* +
B

~
L.

.

(_1)k(k-l) ! 2

k=l

~
C* .
k'

. ( ilr i2 . . . r i , .

111, ... 1,

.

~

~

(1.9.10)

A supernumber z is said to be 'real' if z* = z, 'imaginary' if z* = - z, and
'complex' otherwise. The set of all real supernumbers in Cc will be denoted
by IRe. The set of all real supernumbers in Ca will be denoted by IRa. Having
two real c-numbers, their product is a real c-number. The product of a real
c-number and a real a-number is a real a-number. The product of two
a-numbers is a bodiless imaginary c-number.
1.9.2. Supervector spaces
Supervector spaces are linear spaces in the usual sense, but supplied with
the additional operations of left and right multiplication by supernumbers.
Following B. De Witt, we define a 'supervector (superlinear) space' as a set
se of elements, called 'supervectors', together with a binary operation of
addition ( +), operations of left and right multiplication by supernumbers,
and a mapping of complex conjugation (*), which satisfy the axioms:

1.X+Y=Y+X
'VX,YEse
2. (X+Y)+Z=X+(Y+Z)
'V X, Y,ZEse
3. There exists an element 5E se such that
X+o=X

'V XEse
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exists an element YE!!' such that

X+y=o
5. For every y.,{JEA:;o and every

X, YE!!', we have

(y.+{J)X=y.X +{JX

X(a + {J)=Xa +X{J
a(X + Y) = aX + aY (X + Y)a=Xa+ Ya
(a{J)X =a({JX)
X(a{J) = (Xa){J
lX=X
Xl=X.

Then one finds

ox =XO=Oy.O=OY.=O
X +( -1)X=X +X( -1)=0.
6. Left and right multiplications are related as follows:
(a) (aX){J = a(X {J)
V a, {J EA:;o
V X E!!'
(b) aX=Xa
VaEC c
V XE!!'
(c) For every X E!!', there exist unique supervectors
such that

oX, 1X E!!'

X=OX+1X
aoX=oXa
alX= -lXa
VaEC a •
Ox is called the 'even' part of X, and 1 X is called the 'odd'
of X. If X = Ox or X = 1 X, it is called a 'pure' supervector, of

The
part
'c-type' in the first case and of 'a-type' in the second case. Associated
with every pure supervector X is its Grassmann parity e(X) defined
by

e(X)={~
For any pure a and

X,

if X even
if X odd.

(1.9.11)

we have

aX =( _lyl<xiP.lxi Xa.

(1.9.12)

X,Ye2', we have
X**=X
(X + Y)* = X* + y*
(aX)* =X*a*
(Xa)* =a* X*.
It is not difficult to see that if X is an even or odd supervector then X*
is also an even or odd supervector, respectively. A supervector X is called
'real' if X*:::: X, 'imaginary' if X* = - X and 'complex' otherwise. The product
7. For arbitrary aeA:;o and
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of a real c-number and a real supervector is a real supervector. The product
of a real a-number and a real c-type supervector is a real a-type supervector.
Finally, the product of a real a-number and a real a-type supervector is an
imaginary c-type supervector.
The set of all c-type complex (real) supervectors in fE will be denoted by
°fE (0 ~), and the set of all a-type complex (real) supervectors by 1fE fER).
Each of °fE and 1 fE is a linear space in the usual sense, but supplied with
the operation of multiplication by c-numbers and the mapping of complex
conjugation. Each of °fER and 1 fER is a linear space in the usual sense, but
supplied with the operation of multiplication by real c-numbers.
Associated with a supervector space fE is the fE-parity mapping 9: fE ~ fE
acting on an arbitrary supervector X = °X + 1 X by the law

e

9(OX+1X)=OX_1X.

In the case of a pure supervector

X,

(1.9.13a)

the formula reads

9(X)=( -l}f.(X)X.

(1.9.13b)

Basic properties of the fE-parity mapping are:
92=~

(1.9.14a)

9(X + Y) = 9(X)+ 9(Y)

(1.9.14b)

9(etX) = ( -l}f.(:t)et9(X)

Here

X and Y are

9(X et) = (-l}£(CX)9(X)et.

(1.9.14c)

arbitrary supervectors, et is a pure supernumber.

1.9.3. Finite-dimensional superveclor spaces
Let {eM} be a set of elements of a supervector space 2 These supervectors
are said to be linearly independent if and only if the requirement that a finite
linear combination XMe M (or eMXM), X M E Aoo, vanishes is equivalent to
X M =0, for all X M • The space fE is said to be finite dimensional
if it possesses a finite system oflinearly independent supervectors {eM}, where
M = 1,2, ... , d, such that every X E fE can be expressed in the form
M
M 
- =eM
- X (+)=
X (-)eM
X

X~)EAx·

(1.9.15)

Then, the system {eM} is called a 'basis' for 2 Clearly, each of the
decompositions in equation (1.9.15) is unique. The Xti) (X~)) are called the
'left (right) components' of X with respect to the basis {eM}.
Any two bases of a finite-dimensional supervector space fE have an equal
number of elements, which is called the 'total dimension' of 2 To ground
the assertion, it is useful to introduce the notion of supermatrices. A
'supermatrix' is a matrix with elements being supernumbers. Given a
supermatrix F, one can decompose its matrix elements onto their bodies and
souls, resulting with the body F B and the soul F s of F, F = F B + F s. F B is an
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ordinary complex matrix. The 'rank' of F is defined to be the rank of its
body F B' If F and G are m x nand n x p supermatrices, then the body of
their product FG coincides with the product of their bodies, (F' G)B = F B' GB'
This implies that all statements about matrix rank transfer to the case of
supermatrices. In particular, if F and G are m x nand n x m supermatrices
such that
FG=~m

~m (~") being the unit

GF=~n

m x m (n x n) matrix, then m = nand G = F - 1. Obviously

the former relation can be rewritten as

F BG B+ FSG B + FBGS + FsG s = ~m'
Since ~m has no soul, we deduce that F BG B = ~m' Similarly, the latter relation
leads to F BG B =~"' which confirms our assertion. An n x n supermatrix F is
said to be 'non-singular' if its body F B is non-singular. Every non-singular
supermatrix has a unique inverse. We can write

F=F B(~" + Fa 1Fs)
where supermatrix F81FS has no body, hence (Fa1Fs)P=0 for some integer
p (recall, for every supernumber z there exists an integer q such that (zs)q = 0).
Now one obtains
Xl
F-1=F a 1+
(-l)k(FalFs)kFal

L

k=l

the power series being terminated at some finite order. It is clear that a
square supermatrix has an inverse if and only if its body is non-singular. The
inverse supermatrix is unique.
Let {eM}' M = 1,2, ... , d, bea basis in 2Itis readily seen that supervectors

Xa=GaMeM

a= 1,2, ... , d'

are linearly independent if and only if the supermatrix GaM has rank d', in
particular, d' ~ d. As a result, any two bases in 2 have the same number of
elements.

Remark. AXl is a one-dimensional supervector space. Every supernumber
with non-vanishing body can be taken in the role of a basis for AX!.
Remark. In contrast with ordinary vector spaces, not every subspace of a
finite-dimensional supervector space 2 has definite dimension. As an
example, one can consider a subspace zll; where z E Ca.
Given ad-dimensional supervector space ll; we may always choose a basis
{EM} consisting of pure supervectors only. Indeed, let {eM} be some basis.
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We decompose every eM into the sum of its even and odd parts
eM=oeM+

On the other hand, each of °e M and
r - "\
(e
MJ

r

eM=, MN-eN

0-

le M

le M ·

can be decomposed with respect to

f MN,C{>M''I E A cc'

eM=C{>M N-eN

I-

One can easily see that the rank of 2d x d supermatrix (fM N, C{>M N) is equal
to d. Therefore, there are p super vectors from the set {OeM} and q supervectors
from the set {Iern}, p+q=d, that form a basis which will be denoted by {Em}
and called a 'pure' basis. It is convenient to label c-type elements
of the basis by small Latin letters and a-type elements by small Greek letters,
Ern = (Ern' Ell)' where m= 1, 2, ... , p and J1= 1, 2, ... , q. Together with the
total dimension, the numbers p and q turn out to be invariant characteristics
of the supervector space and are called the 'even' and 'odd dimensions' of
2'; respectively. Then ff is said to have dimension (p, q).
Remark. Ax is a supervector space of dimension (1,0). Any c-number with
non-zero body can be taken in the role of a pure basis.
Every c-type supervector X E ff can now be written as

X =yrnEm + WEll

ymEc c

8I1 EC a.

(1.9.16)

Therefore, the set off of c-type supervectors in ff is in one-to-one
correspondence with points of the space C p1q == C~ x q:
If"plq -_ {( y,
I

'G

p 81 , 82, ... , 8q ) ,ym E If"
811 E If"}
y 2, ... , y,
'Gc,
'G a •

(1.9.17)

This implies, in particular, that the numbers p and q are invariants of the
supervector space.
Every finite-dimensional supervector space ff proves to have a pure basis
{EM}' which at the same time is real, (EM)*=E M. With respect to such a
basis, real c-type supervectors are given in the form

X=x m Em +i8I1 EI1

xmElRc

811ElRa'

(1.9.18)

Hence, the set °ffR of real c-type supervectors in ff is in one-to-one
correspondence with points of the space W 1p == IR~ x IR~:
W1q={ZM=(X'\ x 2 ,

... ,

x P, 81 , 82 ,

... ,

8Q), xmElRc' 8I1ElRa}'

(1.9.19)

Looking at equation (1.9.18), it would appear more convenient to exchange
the pure real basis {EM} with the basis {8 M}, where 8 rn = Em and 811 = iE!1'
Every pure basis {8 M} with the properties (8 m)* =;go m and (;go 11)* = -;go 11 is
known as a 'standard basis'.
Supernumber space C p1q , defined by (1.9.16), is known as a 'complex
superspace of dimension' (p, q), supernumber space W 1q , defined by equation
(1.9.18), is known as a 'real superspace of dimension' (p, q).
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Pure supervectors from ff> are characterized by the following properties
X

M

= EMX(
+) = XM(_)E
M

8(Xt!)=8(X~ ))= 8(X) +8M
X (M- )-- (_

(1.9.20)

M
1)CM(l +r.(X))X (+)

where we have introduced the notation

8M=8(EM)={~

ifM=m
ifM=I1·

(1.9.21)

As may be seen, the right components of every a-type supervector coincide
with the left ones, but this is not the case for c-type supervectors.
Let {EM} and {EM} be two pure bases. Each supervector EM may be
decomposed with respect to {EM}:
N

-,

EM=G M EN

(1.9.22)

where

G

N

=(Amn

BmV)

cnD ,.

M

I'

Amn,DJlvECc
Bmv, C/E Ca·

I'

Supermatrix GM N should be non-singular, that is its body
F =(AB
B
0

0 )
D
B

is a non-singular matrix, hence AB and DB are invertible matrices. As a result,
the supermatrices A and D are invertible, and the unique inverse of G can
be expressed in the form
G- 1 

(A -BD-IC)-I
( -D-IC(A -BD-IC)-I

-A -IB(D-CA - I B)-I).
(D - CA - I B)-I

(1.9 .23)

It is worth pointing out that, because of relation (1.9.22), the supermatrices
BD-IC and CA-IB are bodiless, therefore (A-BD-IC) and (D-CA-IB)
are invertible.

1.9.4. Linear operators and supermatrices
Let 2 be some supervector space. A mapping ~: ff> ~ 2 is called a 'left
linear operator' on ff> if
1. ~(X + Y)=~(X)+~(Y)
2. ~(X 0:) = ~(X)o:

'if

0: EA",

'if X, YE ff>
'if XE !e

( 1.9.24a)
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A mapping

ff..:

lE -+ lE is called a 'right linear operator' on lE if

1. (X + Y)ff.. = (X)ff.. + (Y)ff..

2. (C(X)ff.. = c«( X)ff..

X,

"I

YElE

(1.9.24b)

"IXEf£.

"Ic(E!\",

The set of all left (right) linear operators on lE will be denoted by End< +) lE
(End(-'lE). As will be shown, the spaces End(+)lE and End<-)lE have
non-empty overlap but do not coincide in general. Now, we are going to
discuss in detail the properties of End( +) f£. Specific features of End< -) lE will
be commented upon later.
The simplest elements in End< +) lE are linear operators ofleft multiplication
by supernumbers: given some supernumber z, the corresponding operator
i E End( +) lE is defined as follows

Z(X)=zX

(1.9.25)

"I XEf£.

End( +) lE is naturally provided with the operations of
1. addition

(ff1+ ff2)(X)

= ffl eX) +ff2(X)

(1.9.26a)

2. multiplication

(ffl . ff2)(X) = ffl (ff2(X))

(1.9.26b)

3. left multiplication by supernumbers
zff ==z'ff <=>(zff)(X) = zff(X)

(1.9.26c)

4. right multiplication by supernumbers

ff z == ff· z <=> (ff z)(X) = ff(zX)

(1.9.36d)

Introduce a pure basis {EM} in lE and decompose every supervector
with respect to this basis in two different forms
- X-

-

M

EMX(+)
{ X(M_)E
M

XM

<+)E
-

A
00

X E lE

(1.9.27a)
(1.9.27b)

introducing the left and the right components of X with respect to {EM}'
The former decomposition in expression (1.9.27) will be used when dealing
with left linear operators on 2, the latter when dealing with right linear
operators.
To any left linear operator ff on lE we associate a supermatrix Flf by
the prescription
M
ff(E
N ) = EMF N

(#FMNEM!)
(1.9.28)

FM

_(Amn Bm,,)
N-

Cl'n

D",.

FMNEA",.
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Then, in accordance with (1.9.24a), the operator? acts on every supervector
(1.9.27a) according to the rule
N
/M FM N X (+).
X (+)=

M
?(X)=X'=EMX(+)

(1.9.29)

Note that the operators (1.9.25) of multiplication by pure supernumbers are
characterized by supermatrices
(i)MN=(

(i)M N

z~p

=( z~p

z~J = z~(P. q)

ZE

_~~J=zi(p,q)

Cc

ZE

Ca

(1.9.30a)
(1.9.30b)

The supermatrix i(p,q) will be called the 'graded unit supermatrix'. The above
results can be combined in a compact expression,
(Z)M N

= z( -

1)"(Z)t. M {)M N'

(1.9.30c)

Our consideration shows that every left linear operator on 2 is uniquely
determined by its supermatrix with respect to a given pure basis in 2
Conversely, having a supermatrix F M N , the prescription (1.9.29) provides us
with a left linear operator on !l'. Thus End(+)2 is in one-to-one
correspondence with the set of all supermatrices of the type 0.9.28), denoted
by M at( + )(p, qjA oo ). If ?t and ?2 are left linear operators on 2 and Ft and
F 2 are the corresponding supermatrices, then the operators (?t + ?2) and
?1 '?2 lead to the supermatrices

F 1 +F z =(A t +A z B l +B 2 )
Cl +C z Dl +D2

(1.9.3 la)

Fl'F2=(AIAZ+BIC2 A t B 2 +B t D2 )
C t A 2 +D t C z CtB z +D1D2

(1.9.31b)

and

respectively. If a left linear operator ? on !i' is characterized by the
supermatrix F, then the operators z? and ?z, with z being some pure
supernumber, lead to the supermatrices iF and Fi, respectively, where the
supermatrix i is defined by equations (1.9.30). Explicitly, we have
iF=(

zA

( -l)£(Z)zC

ZB)

( - l)t(Z)zD

(1.9.31c)

and

. (AZ

Fz=

Cz

(-I)e(2)Bz)

(-l)e(z)Dz

.

(1.9.31 d)

These relations determine the operations of left and right multiplication by
supernumbers in Mat(+I(p,qjA"J.
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Now, we are going to describe even and odd elements in End(+/lE and
Mat(+/(p, q I A,J Given a left linear operator fi' on ~ we represent it as
fi'=0fi' + Ifi'

O.'1'=~(.:1' +&.'1'&)
2

(1.9.32)

1
1.'1'=_(.'1' -&.'1'&)

2

being the lE -parity mapping (1.9.13), and show that ofi' e fi') is a left
linear operator commuting (anticommuting) with all a-numbers. Choosing
an arbitrary X E lE and pure er: E Aoo and using equation (1.9.14c), one obtains

;!}J

&.'1'&(Xer:) = (-lY(')&fi'(&(X)er:)=( -1Y(')2J(.'1'(2J(X))er:)=(&fi'&(X))er:

which implies that °fi', 1fi' E End (+)!i'. Next, ofi' and 1.'1' possess the properties:
0fi':

OlE-+OlE
{ llE-+ 1lE

Ifi':

{OlE-+llE

llE-+°lE

Let us prove, as an example, the former relation. If

.

°X °lE and
E

(1.9.33)
1

X E 1 ~ then

°.'1'(0 X) = ~ .'1'(0 X) + ~ & fi'(0 X) = 0(fi'(0 X)) E °lE
2

2

°.'1'e X) = ~ .'1'e X} - ~ & fi'e X} = 1(fi'(0 X}) El !i'.
2

2

Using relations (1.9.33), it is easy to prove that

er: °.'1' = °.'1'er:

er: 1fi'

= (-

1}B(,) 1fi'.er:

0.9.34)

where er: is an arbitrary pure supernumber. In the case of 1fi', for example,
we have
fi' er:)(X) = 1fi'(er:X) = (-1)'(')r.(.\') 1fi'(X)er: = (- 1y("ler: 1.'1'(X)

e

X being a

pure supervector.
In accordance with the relations (1.9.33,34), a linear operator fi' E End(+) lE
is said to be of c-type, if it does not change supervector type, and a-type, if
it changes supervector type:
c-type:
a-type:

e(fi'(X}) = e(X)

e(.'1'(X)) = 1 + e(X)

0.9.35)

(mod 2)

for every pure X E!i'. Linear operators of definite types will be called 'pure'
and endowed with the Grassmann parity

e(.'1')={~

for c-type fi'
for a-type ff.

(1.9.36)

Every left linear operator on lE is uniquely represented as the sum of its
c-type and a-type parts by the law 0.9.32).
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Equations (1.9.28) and (1.9.35) show that a pure operator :F on fi> is
characterized by a supermatrix F with the following entries:

Amn,D!',. E Cc

c-type: {
Bm,., CI'n E Ca

(1.9.37a)

mno D!' ,.EC a
E Cc.

(l.9.37b)

a"type: {A
Bm C"
t"

n

Making use of the notation (1.9.21) and the Grassmann parity function
(1.9.36), these properties may be collected in a compact expression:
e(FMN)=e(:F)+eM+e N (mod 2).

(1.9.37c)

It is instructive to check explicitly that equation (1.9.37c) guarantees the
desired properties (1.9.35) of:F. Let X=EMX~) be a pure supervector, X~)
as in equation (1.9.20). Then, from equation (1.9.37c), we obtain
e(X;l¥») = C;(FM NX~+»)= {e(:F)+eM +e N +eN+ e(X)}
= {e(:F) + eM

+e(X)}(mod 2) =

(mod 2)

{e(:F) +E(Xt1»}

(mod 2)

which is in agreement with relations (1.9.35).
A supermatrix FE M at( + )(p, q I Ac:JJ) is said to be of c-type (a-type) if it
satisfies the conditions (1.9.37a) (1.9.37b)). Supermatrices of definite types
are called pure. A left linear operator :F on fi> is pure if and only if the
corresponding supermatrix F is pure and of the same type as :F. The
Grassmann parity e(F) of pure supermatrix F is defined to be equal to the
Grassmann parity e(:F) of the corresponding linear operator :F. From
equation (1.9.34) we obtain the following important identities:

iF =( _l)e(z)e(F)n

(1.9.39a)

z:F = (- lY(Z)B(9'"):F z <::> :F(zX) = (- l)E(z)e(9'")z.'F(X)

(1.9.39b)

for any pure zEA"", FEMat(+)(p,qIA".J and .'FEEnd(+)2, So, c-numbers
commute with all supermatrices (linear operators), while a-numbers commute
with c-type supermatrices (linear operators) and anticommute with a-types.
The equations (1.9.26a,c,d) and (1.9.39b) show that End(+) fi> is a supervector
space (with an undefined operation of complex conjugation); the set
oEnd( +) fi> End( +) 2) of even (odd) supervectors in End( +) 2 coincides with
the set of c-type (a-type) linear operators defined by relations (1.9.35).
Analogously, equations (1.9.31a,c ,d)and (1.9.39a) show that Mat(+)(p, q I Ac:JJ)
is a supervector space (with an undefined operation of complex conjugation);
the set oMat( + )(p, q IA",) eMat( + )(p, q IA",)) of even (odd) supervectors in
M at( + )(p, q I A",) coincides with the set of c-type (a-type) supermatrices defined
by relations 0.9.37). Each of End(+)2 and Mat(+)(p, q I Aro) has dimension
(p2 + q2, 2pq). Finally, End(+) Y and Mat(+l(p, q IA",) form a unital associative
algebra with respect to the operations of multiplications (1.9.26b) and
(1.9.31b), respectively. The product of two c-type supermatrices is a c-type

e
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supermatrix, the product of c-type and a-type supermatrices is an a-type
supermatrix, the product of two a-type supermatrices is a c-type supermatrix.
Analogous results take place for linear operatons on f£.
In fact, there is a natural way to introduce operations of complex
conjugation in supervector spaces End( +) fL' and M at< + )(p, q I A"J For the
former space this is done as follows. To every pure operator ff E End< +).fL'
we associate the mapping ff*: .fL' -+.fL' acting on pure supervectors X E fL' as
ff*(X)=( -ly(,?"WX)(ff(X*))*.

(1.9.40a)

In the case of arbitrary ff E End< +) fL' and XE fi', one is to represent ff and
as superpositions of their c-type and a-type parts and then to apply the
above definition, assuming that

X'

(ffl +ff2)*=ff!+ff!

( 1.9.40b)

ff*(X 1 + X2) = ff*(X 1) + ff*(X 2)'

Let us show that the operation '*' is a complex conjugation in End< +) f£. If
a is a pure supernumber, then
ff*(X a) = (-l)€(.?")[€(X)+€(IXlJ(ff(a* X*))*

= (_IY(.?")f.(X)(a* ff(X*))* = ff*(X)a
therefore ff*

E

End< +) f£. Next, one finds

(ffa)*(X) = ( _1)[eW)+B("')]c(X)(ff~(X*))*

= (-1 y(.?")e(x)(ff(X*)a)* = a* ff*(X)
which implies
(ff a)* = a* ff*

for every ff E End( +) fL' and every a E Aw It is also easily verified that
(ff*)* = ff, for every left linear operator on f£. As a result, the operation
(1.9.40) satisfies all the properties of complex conjugation. We take this
operation in the role of complex conjugation in End< +) f£. The linear operator
ff E End< +).fL' is said to be real if ff* = ff, imaginary if ff* = - ff, and complex
otherwise. As is seen from equation (1.9.40a), these are real c-type operators
which map every real supervector on to a real one.
Operation (1.9.40) induces a lot of complex conjugations in Mat<+)(p, q 11\,)),
depending on the pure basis chosen in fL' to identify End< +) fL' and
M at< + )(p, q 11\,,). Let us choose, for convenience, a standard basis {gM} in
fi', $:tt =( _1)""$ M' If F is the supermatrix of a pure operator ff, with respect
to {$ M}' then the supermatrix of ff* will be denoted as F"* and called the
supercomplex conjugate of F. From the definition, we have
ff($M)=$NF NM
ff*($M)=$N(F"*tM'
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On the other hand, the use of equation (1.9.40) gives
,F*(&M) =( -ly(J)I:It(§"(&'t»)* =( _IYM(1 +c(?"))(§"(&' M))*
=( -1),,,,(1 +I:(J))(&, NFN M)* = (_l)C,(.F)(C,M+I:N)+C,M+CMC,,&' N(F NM)*'

Therefore, we obtain
(F,*)M N= (_l)I:(F)(I:" +1:,,)+1:, + I:MI:N (FM N)*'

(1.9.41a)

Suppressing indices, this definition can be rewritten in the form:
c-type
-B*)

F'* = (A*

C*

D*

(1.9.41b)

a-type
F'*= (

A*

-C*

B*)
D*

(1.9.41c)

A supermatrix F is said to be real if p* = F, imaginary if P* = - F, and
complex otherwise. Pure real supermatrices satisfy the equation
(F MN)* =( _l)C(F)(CM+CN)+CN+BMBNF M
(1.9.42a)
N
In the c-type case, this means
(F MN)* =( _I)"'HMBN FMN
FMN= Amn ''Bm)
I'
( Clln Dill'

A mn' DIl \' E IRe
Bm v' Clln E IRa.

(1.9.42b)

In the a-type case, we have
(F MN)* =( _1)"'"+o."cN FM N

FMN=(~mn

Bm,,)
,Clln DIl,.

Am n' Dill' E IRa
Bm", Clln EIRe.

(1.9.42c)

Operation 's*', being rather unusual, proves more acceptable than the
naive operation '*' defined by (F*)M N= (FM N)*' since the latter does not respect
axiom 7 of supervector spaces while the former does: one finds
(2F)'* = F'*2*

(F2)'* =2*F S *

(1.9.43)

for arbitrary zEA", and FEMat(+l(p,qIA:;o)' An important property of
supercomplex conjugation is that
(F IF 2)s* =(-

1),,(FI)dF,) F~* Fi*.

( 1.9.44)

This relation shows, in particular, that the product of two real c-type
supermatrices is a real c-type supermatrix, the product of real c-type and
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a-type supermatrices is a real type a-supermatrix, and the product of two
a-type supermatrices is an imaginary c-type supermatrix. Analogous results
hold for left linear operators on lE. The set of all real c-type (a-type) elements
in El1d(+I!f and Mat(+I(p,qIA cx ) will be denoted by °Endk+l!f eEndlt l 2')
and °Matk+l(p,qIA"J eMatk+I(P, ql A"J), respectively.
Now, we briefly comment upon End( -12' and its connection to End( + I lE.
Let (!j be a right linear operator on lE. In contrast to equation (1.9.28), its
action on the basis is represented as
N
(EM)(!j=G
M EN

G
M

N_
-

(AcnDB\'"~)
mn

I'

Then (!j acts on every
-

X E lE.
-,

(X)<;§=x

m

(1.9.45)

GMNEAoc·

I'

written in the form (1.9.27b), by the rule

,M =X (-IEM

'M
N
M
X(_I=X(_IGN'

(1.9.46)

Then G.~/I is said to be the supermatrix of <;§ in the basis {EM}' It is clear
that every right linear operator is uniquely determined by its supermatrix.
So, End( - 12' is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of all supermatrices
of the type (1.9.45), the latter being denoted by Mat(-I(p,qIA",).
Supermatrices from Mat(+I(p, q I k,J and Mat(-I(p, q I A",) differ in the
position of indices enumerating columns and rows. The supervector space
structure on End( - 12' or M at( - I(p, q I A,J is introduced in perfect analogy
with the cases of End(+I2' or Mat(+I(p, q I Aa:J In particular, c-type
supermatrices from Mat(-I(p, q I Ax) look like those in equation (1.9.22).
It follows from equation (1.9.39b) and its right analogue that every left
c-type linear operator on 2' turns out to be a right c-type one and vice versa.
But this is not the case for a-type operators. Nevertheless, there exists a
simple way to associate with any left a-type linear operator a right a-type
operator. The point is that every operator of the form

§':!J=-:!J§'
:!J being the

2' -parity

§' E lEnd(+)2'

(1.9.47)

mapping (1.9.13), proves to be right linear,

§' .'?J(exX) = ex§' &,(X)

V ex E A",

VX

E

lE.

(1.9.48)

Setting ex and X to be pure, one obtains
§' &'(exX) = (

_1)0(oe) H(X)

§'(exX) = (-l)E(X)a.?f(X) = ex§' &'(X).

I t is evident that §' &' E 1 End( - IlE. As a result, the correspondence
1:: End( + 12' -+ End( -) 2' defined by
§'=O§'

°§'

+ I§' -+o§' + l§'&,

(1.9.49)

and 1§' being the c-type and a-type components of Jl', determines a
one-to-one mapping of End(+)2' on to End(-I2'. Now, for every left linear
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operator .9' = 0.9' + 1.9' we can define its right action on fE by the rule

°

(X),9' == .9'(X) + 1.9'2J>(X)

When .9' and

X are

( 1.9.50a)

V XE2-

pure, this definition reads as
(X).9' == (_l)dJ')/;!X) ,9'(X).

(1.9.50b)

Since every element of °End l +) fE is at the same time an element of °End! -) fE
and vice versa, these spaces coincide and can be denoted simply as °End2
However, we shall not identify the c-type supermatrix spaces oM at l + )(p, q I A"J
and oM at l - )(p, q I AocJ used to represent operators from End! +) fE and
°End l -) 2- The reason for keeping this difference will be described in the next
subsection.
Up to now we have studied the operator spaces End l ±) fE associated with
some supervector space 2- Given two supervector spaces fE and !l, one can
associate with them not only the spaces End l ±) fE and End l ±)!l, but also the
spaces End l ± )(2; 2') of all left (right) linear operators from fE to 2' and the
spaces End l ± )(!l, fE) of all left (right) linear operators from 2' to 2- Let us
briefly discuss, as an example, End l +)(2; 2'). By definition, a mapping
g-l: fE --+ 2 is called a left linear operator acting from fE to 2 if it satisfies
the properties (1.9.24a). A supervector space structure on End(+)(2; 2') is
introduced with the help of the operations (1.9.26a,c,d). In particular, pure
linear operators from End( + )(2; 2) are characterized as follows:

°

c-type
0;;-.
J".

OfE--+o2'
{ 1 fE --+ 1 -fE

a-type

g-: {OfE--+ 12'
1 co

..z; --+

(1.9.50)

0-

fE.

The operation of complex conjugation in End! +)(2; 2') can be introduced
through rule (1.9.40). Finally, the transformation (1.9.49) maps End l +)(2; 2')
on to End l -)(2; 2). The overlap of End l +)(2; 2) with End(-)(2; 2) is given
by the set of all c-type linear operators from fE to !l, denoted by End(2; 2').

°

1.9.5. Dual supervector spaces, super transposition
Consider some supervector space 2- Supervector spaces *fE == End( + )(2; Aoo)
and fE* == End l -)(2; Aoo) are said to be the 'left dual' and the 'right dual' of
2; respectively. Elements of *fE (fE*) are called 'left (right) super I-forms'
on fE (or 'supercovectors'). In the remainder of this section, we label super
I-forms by capital Latin letters in boldface and use the notation
J1(X) == (J I X) E Aoo

(V J 1 E *fE

V X EfE)

(X)J r == (X IJ) E Aoc

(V JrEfE*

V XEfE).
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Basic properties of left super I-forms are:
<J I X + Y) = <J I X)

+ <J I Y)
<J + L I X) = <J I X) + <L I X)

<JIXIX)=<JIX)IX
<aJ I X) = IX<J I X)

(1.9.51)

<Jet I X) = <J IIXX)
for all J, LE*2" and X, YE2" and IXEAo:). To obtain their right analogues,
one replaces supervectors by right super I-forms and left super I-forms by
supervectors. Pure super I-forms are characterized as follows:
c-type

a-type

J:{02"-+C c
12" -+ Ca

J:{02"-+C a •
1 2" -Cc

(1.9.52)

Similarly to (1.9.40), complex conjugation in * 2" and 2"* is defined by
<J* I X) =( _l)e(J)r.(X)<J I X*)*

(1.9.53a)

<X I J*) =(_l)"(J)e(X) <X* I J)*.

(1.9.53b)

Given a pure left super I-form J, one can obtain a right one through the
prescription
<X I J) =( _l)8(J)8(X)<J I X).

(1.9.54)

The set of all c-type super I-forms

°2"* =0(* 2") = 0(2"*)
is said to be the 'dual' of 0!t? The set of all real c-type super I-forms

°2": = 0(* 2")R = O(2"*)R

°

°

is said to be the dual of 2"R' Every J E 2"* is a c-number-valued function
on o:£, every J E02": is a real c-number-valued function on °2"R'
When 2" has dimension (p, q), the same is true for both *2" and 2"*. If
we introduce a pure basis in :£, {EM}' then every super I-form is completely
specified by its values on EM:
-

-

M

(JIX) = (JIEM)X(+)

-

M

(XIJ) = X(-)(EMIJ).

In particular, there exist a unique set of left super I-forms {<EMI} and a
unique set of right super I-forms {IE M)} such that
M
<EMIEN)=D
N

N
N
<EMIE
)=D M ·

(1.9.55)

The {<EMI} prove to form a pure basis in * 2" called the 'left dual' of {EM}'
Similarly, the set {IE M)} forms a pure bases in 2"* known as the 'right dual'
of {EM}' It follows from equation (1.9.53) that the left (right) dual of a real
pure basis in 2" is a standard basis in * 2" (2"*) and vice versa.
Let fi' be a pure left linear operator on !t? It can be considered as a right
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on *2 defined as

«(J)~ I X> == (J I?"(X»
or as a left linear operator ?"'T on *2 defined as
(?"'T(J) IX> ==( -1)"(§)t:(J)(J I?"(X».

(1.9.56)

Evidently, if!Y. is a pure supernumber, one obtains
(?",T(J!Y.) I X> = (_1)e(.:F)[E(J)+e(c<)] (J!Y.I ?"(X»
=( _l)e(·:F)f,(J)(J I?"(aX» = (?"'T(J)!Y.I X>.

The operator ?"'T is said to be the 'supertranspose' of fF. Given an arbitrary
left linear operator on ~ ?" = o?" + 1g; its supertranspose is defined as

e

?"'T = (0 ?")'T + ?")'T.
Now, the operation of supertransposition determines a one-to-one mapping
of End(+)2 on to End(+\* 2). Its inverse mapping is defined to be the
supertransposition on End( + )(* 2). Basic properties of supertransposition are:
(?"l +?"2)"T =?"~T +?"~T
(?"l°?" 2),T =( _1)e(§,)e(§2)?"~To?"~T
(!y'o?"),T =iJ.0?",T

(?"oiJ.)ST =?"sTo!y'

(?"sT)* = (?"*)ST

(1;/ iJ.EA",)

(1.9.57)

(?"ST)ST = fF.

The correspondence ?" -+ ?"sT described induces an operation of
supertransposition which maps every supermatrix F from Mat(+)(p, q I A",)
into the supermatrix F sT in Mat(-)(p, q I A",) and vice versa. Introduce the
supermatrices of?" and ?"sT with respect to a pure basis {EM} in 2 and its
dual {EM} in *~ respectively,
N
?"(EM)=ENF
M

?"sT (EM)

= EN (FsT)N M.

Note, supermatrices from Mat(+)(p, q IA",) are used as left linear operators
on ~ while supermatrices from Mat(-)(p, q IA",) are used as left linear
operators on *If'. The use of equations (1.9.55,56) leads to
(FsT)M N=( _ly(F)(f,M+F.N)+F.M+f,MF.N FN M'

(1.9.58a)

It is instructive to rewrite this definition in more detail:

c-type
(FsT)M N= ( _1)"M +r.MC, FN M
F'T

=(

AT
_BT

eT)

DT

(1.9.58b)
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a-type
(FST)M N=( -1j" ,+I:III: "' F NM

_eT)
DT .

F sT =(AT

BT

( 1.9.58c)

The supermatrix pT is said to be the 'supertranspose' of F. Supertransposition
can be extended in an obvious way to the full Mat(+)(p, q I A"J resulting in
a one-to-one ma pping of M ate + l( p, q I k x,) on to M at( - )(p, q I Aoo). Its inverse
mapping will be taken in the role of supertransposition on Mat(- )(p, q I A oo)'
One readily deduces from (\.9.58a) that the supertranspose of a pure
supermatrix G.../' E Mat( -)(p, q I A ,J reads
(GsT)M N

= (_I)E(G)(£MH Nl+ENH MEN GN M .

( 1.9.59)

Comparing equations (\.9.58) and (\.9.59), one finds that supertransposltlOn
is sensitive to the positions of indices! That is why we do not identify
°Mat(+I(p, q IA x) and 0 Mat(- )(p, q I A,J Basic properties of supertransposition
are:
(pT)ST = F
(F 1 + F 2yT = F~T + Pl
(F l' F 2)'T = ((i'F)ST = i ·pT

1)1:(F,Jt:(F1) F~T.

(F'i)ST =pT· Z

i sT =

Pl
(V ZEA oo )

(1.9.60)

z.

This can be supplemented by the relation
(FsT)'*

= (p*)ST

(1.9.61)

provided complex conjugation in Mat(-I(p, q I A ",) is defined in the manner
(GS*)M N =( _1),(G}(f.M+es}+f..\f+r. Mf.·' (G MN)*

(1.9.62)

different from equation (1.9.41). The point is that the dual ofa standard basis
in !f is a real pure basis in *.9?
Let X M be components of a c-type supervector, c(XM) = CM' One readily
finds that
V FEOMat(+l(p,qIA,,)
FMNX N=XN(PT)NM
(1.9.63)
XN G N M = (GsT)M NXN
'VG E °Mat(-}(p, qlAoo)
These relations will often be used below.
1.9.6. Bi-linear forms
Bi-linear forms on supervector spaces may be introduced in different ways.
For example, associated with every right linear operator £': !f -+ *2 is the
following bi-linear form on 2

(X, yt", == «X)£' I Y)

(1.9.64)
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which possesses the property

(td, Ymf( =:x·(.X, Y).f(· {3

(1.9.65)

for arbitrary supernumbers :x and {3. When ye is pure, we easily construct
its supertranspose yesT as the left linear operator yesT: 2 -+ 2* defined by
(X I yeST(y» =: (-:- 1y(.f()[{;(x)+ {;(YlJ +I:(X)f:(Y\(Y)ye I X)

(1.9.66)

X and Y being pure supervectors, thus obtaining another bi-linear form on 2
(X, Y).f('T=: (XI,yesT (r»)

(1.9.67)

possessing property (1.9.65). The latter bi-linear form is called the
supertranspose of the former. Bi-linear forms (1.9.64) and (1.9.67) are said to
be c-type or a-type or mixed depending on the type of .1t. A c-type bi-linear
form (1.9.64) is called 'supersymmetric' if it coincides with its supertranspose,
that is
(X, Y).f(

= (-

1)"(X)C(Yl(Y, X).f(

(1.9.68)

and 'antisupersymmetric' if
(X, Y)'Jf = -( _l)C(X)C(Yl(Y, X)jf.

(1.9.69)

It is worth pointing out that every c-type bi-linear form takes c-number
values on even supervectors,

'.I X, YE°£:

(X, Y).f(' E Cc

(1.9.70)

Next, if ye: 2 -+ *2 is a real c-type linear operator,
(ye(X))* = ye(X*)

'.IXE2

(see also equation (1.9.40»), then the corresponding bi-linear form takes real
c-number values on real even supervectors,

(X, Y).}f"E IRc

-- °

'.I X, YE 2 R•

(1.9.71)

A real c-type linear operator ye: 2 -+ *2 is said to be 'self-adjoint' if the
corresponding bi-linear form is supersymmetric. Below we discuss only c-type
bi-linear forms and consider their values only on even supervectors.
Let us fix some standard basis {~M} in 2 and its left dual {EM}, which is
a real pure basis in *2, and introduce left components for supervectors in
02 and right components for super I-forms in 02*:
X=~MXM

e(XM)=eM

J=JMEM

e(J M)=eM'

As a result, we have

(JI X)=JMX M =( -1)"M XMJMEC c

(1.9.72)
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for all J E 02"" and
constraints

X EO:£.

Real supervectors and super I-forms satisfy the

(XM)""=X M

(JM)""=(-IYMJ M·

(1.9.73)

Given a c-type linear operator yt: £> -+ "" .P, we represent its action as
(EM)yt

=(_l)CM HMNEN

(1.9.74a)

hence
(X)yt=XMHMNE N

(1.9.74b)

HMN being some supermatrix under the conditions
e(HMN)=CM+Ci-;.

(1.9.75)

Then, the induced bi-linear form reads
(X,
Y),)f'=X M HMNY N .

(1.9.76)

Is supertranspose (1.9.67) is given by
- (X,
Y).J!",T=X M(W T )MNY N

(HST)MN=( _l)eM+r.IV +eMer; H NM ·

(1.9.77)

If our bi-linear form is supersymmetric, then its supermatrix satisfies the
equation
H MN =( _l)0M+eN+OMer; H NM ·

(1.9.78)

Such supermatrices are called 'supersymmetric'.
Finally, the reality condition (1.9.71) means that
(H MN)"" = (_I)"M +o,v+£Mo" H MN .

(1.9.79)

Suppose the operator yt is invertible. Introducing its inverse yt-l:
"" £> -+ le, we define the bi-linear form on ""2:
(J, L).J!"- ' == <J I(L)yt-l).

(1.9.80)

It is instructive to obtain its explicit form. Since the supermatrix H MN is
non-singular, there exists a unique inverse (H-1)MN,
HMR(H-1)RN=l)M N

(H- 1 )MRH RN = l)M N.

(1.9.81)

Resolving equations (1.9.74) gives
(EM)yt-l =( -I)""' (H-1)MNE N
(J)yt-l

= EM) N(H-1t M

therefore the expression (1.9.80) takes the form
(J, L),Jf'-' ==J MLN(yt-1tM

(1.9.82)
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which should be compared with equation (1.9.76). In conclusion, we note
that the inverse of supersymmetric supermatrix (1.9.78) is characterized by
the property:
(H- 1)MN =( _l)"MF.N(H-l)NM.

(1.9.83)

1.1 O. Elements of analysis with supernumbers
1.10.1 . Superfunctions
We are going to introduce a generalization of the usual smooth and analytic
to the case of supernumber-valued functions. Instead
functions in [Rn or
of [Rn, we consider a real superspace W iq == [Rf x [R~ (1.9.19) parametrized by
pc-number coordinates x m , m = 1, 2, .. " p and q a-number coordinates ()ll,
fJ.= 1,2, ... , q.
We start by generalizing the concept of analytic functions of ordinary real
variables. A supernumber-valued function on [RPiq

en

f:

[RPiq ~ Aa;

is called 'superanalytic' if it can be expanded in a Taylor series in ZM:
f(z) = f(x 1, ... , x P, (F, ... ,

e

q

)

cc

= "L. fM ,M, ... M, ZM'zM,- ... z M,

fM,M, ... M,

EA",.

(1.10.1)

k=O

To see what this definition leads to, we consider some particular cases. First,
when p = 0, q = 1, we deal with functions of one real odd variable e. Since
a-numbers anticommute between themselves, e2 =0, and equation (1.10.1)
means
f(e)=qJ+ ljIe

qJ, IjI E Aa>'

( 1.10.2)

On the same grounds, in the case of q i= 0, 1 odd variables ell only, every
product of more than q es vanishes, and the most general expression for a
superanalytic functions on [R0iq is
f(e 1,

q

{)2, ... ,

{)q)=fo+

L
k= 1

1
-k,f[)l'Il, ... )lk]{))l'{))l' ... {)Il'
.

fa, f ll ,)l, ... Il, EA ",
(1.10.3)

with f)l l)l, ... )l, being totally antisymmetric in its indices. It is clear that the
set of all superanalytic functions on [R0 iq = [R~ forms a supervector space of
dimension (2 q - 1, 2q - 1 ).
Life is not so simple when p i= O. In particular, in the simplest case p = I,
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q == 0 all terms in the Taylor expression
oc

L

f(x) ==

fkXk

(1.10.4)

fk E I\oc

k=O

survive and we are faced with the problem of finding restrictions on fk
providing existence of the expansion. But for a wide class of superanalytic
functions, it is really a problem of ordinary analysis. Indeed, let us split the
variable x into its body and soul, x == X B + xs, and let]: IR ~ IR(IC) be an
analytic function of an ordinary real variable,
OD

L

](x B) ==

]kE IR(IC).

]k(XB)k

k=O

Then, the supernumber-valued function on IRe
oc
1
f(x) == f(x B+ Xs) == ](X B) + k~1 k! ]ik)(XB)(xS)k

(1.10.5)

where ]ik) denotes the kth derivative of], is superanalytic on IRe. Since (xsl" == 0
for some integer n, only a finite number of terms in the expansion (1.10.5)
are non-vanishing. Then f(x) is said to be the super extension of ](XB)' A
remarkable result is that the general form of a superanalytic function on IRe is
00

f(x) ==

L fi ,i2... i k(X)(i l(;, ... (ik

(1.10.6)

k=O

where (I are the generating elements of 1\00 and all the fil ".i,(X) are functions
of the type (1.10.5).
Another important observation is that equation (1.10.5) may serve as a
prescription for constructing 'supersmooth' functions on IRe. Having a smooth
function J on IR, we introduce its super extension using rule (1.10.5) resulting
in a supersmooth function on IRe. The nth derivative of f(x) with respect to
x is defined to be
n

I:

pn)(X) == d f(x) == ]i')(x B) +
~]in +k)(XB)(Xst
dxn
k= 1 k!

(1.10.7)

By definition, the general form of a supersmooth function on IRe is given by
equation (1.10.6), where all the fi, ... ik(X) are super extensions of a smooth
function on IR. Every supersmooth function f(x) is smooth on the body and
analytic on the soul of the c-number variable x.
Our previous consideration is easily extended to the case of supernumber
valued functions of c-number variables. In particular, the most general form
of a superanalytic function f: IR~ -> 1\00 is
f(x i ,

.•. ,

x P)=

oc

1

L -k,f(mlm, ... mdXmIXm2 ... Xm,
k =0

.

fmlm, ... m, EI\a:;

(1.10.8)
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with the fs being totally symmetric in their indices. Finally, if P::f: 0 and q::f: 0,
every supersmooth or superanalytic function f: W 1q -+ A"" can be expressed
in the form
f(x l , ... , x P, e l , ... , e q )= fO(XI, ... , x P)
.

q

1

k= I

.

+ "L. -k' f [/11/12.·./1,] (x 1 , ... , x p)e/l el'2 .. , ell<
I

(1.1 0.9)

with the fs being supersmooth or superanalytic functions of IRf. Note that
all supersmooth functions f: W 1q -+ A", are supersmooth with respect to their
c-number variables and superanalytic with respect to their a-number
variables.
Let f: IRPlq -+ Ace be some superfunction. For every point ZM E W 1q , the
image f(z) may be decomposed into its even and odd parts

f(z) = fc(z) + fa(z)

fc(Z)E Cc

fa(z) E Ca.

Thus, it is reasonable to consider purely even

f: IRPlq -+ Cc

(l.10.lOa)

f:

(1.1 O. lOb)

or purely odd
IRPlq -+ Ca

mappings. Superfunctions of the type (1.10.lOa) will be called 'bosonic' or
'even', and superfunctions of the type (1.10.l0b) will be called 'fermionic' or
'odd'. Bosonic and fermionic superfunctions will also be called 'pure'. It is
useful to associate with any pure superfunction fits Grassmann parity e(f)
by the rule

e(f)={~

iffbosonic

(1.10.11)

if f fermionic.

Having some pure supersmooth function (1.10.9), the coefficients in the
right-hand side of 0.10.9) carry the following Grassmann parities

e(f/l I /l 2 ••• /1,) = e(f) + k

e(fo) =e(f)

(1.10.12)

(mod 2).

From here we will consider pure superfunctions only.
q
Let f(x l , ••• , x P, el, ... , e ) be a supersmooth or superanalytic function.
We define 'partial derivatives' of f with respect to its variables as follows

8 f Z =8- x + q -1(8
) Yl V2
v
m () 8 mfo() L k' -8 m f [VI V2 ... vkl( X ) e e ... e ,
8x
X
k=l •
X

_

a

q

- f(z) = (- 1)E(f) "
8e/l
k~\

(-

1
l)k - - f .
(x)e Vi ••• e v,
(k-l)! [/lVI ... V, 1I

I

(1.1 0.13)
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d q
1
'\' - - f[v, ... v,
f (z)-=
. 081' k~dk-1)!

,~J

(x)a V1 ... av"

where partial derivatives of functions of the type (1.1 0.8) are defined in the
ordinary way:
~

1

OCJ

o f( x,1 ... , x P) -- 1.
'\' -k f (mn,.,.n,)X n, . .. x n,.
;-;;;
l
uX

k=O

.

We have introduced left c/aa~ and right a/a()~ partial derivatives with respect
to the odd variables since any infinitesimal displacement ()~ -+ ()f! + d8~ results
in the changing of f

df(z)=f(x, 8+d8)- f(x, a)
which can be represented in two forms:

df(z) =

d811(~ f(Z») = (f(Z)~) d()~.
aB~

oB~

(1.10.14a)

The left and right derivatives are related:

f(z)

~= -( _1)e(!) ~ f(z).
aB~

aB~

(1.1 0.1 4b)

So, one can work with the left or the right derivatives only. In what follows,
we shall use mainly the left derivatives which will be denoted

a c
oBf!

(1.10.15)

08~

Looking at equations (1.10.13), one finds that differentiation with respect
to odd variables (by virtue of (1.10.12» changes the type of superfunction.
Namely, the operator a/oB~ transforms every bosonic superfunction into a
fermionic one and vice versa,
e(

af

oBf!

) = 1 +e(f)

(mod 2)

(l.10.16a)

In contrast, differentiation with respect to even variables leaves the
superfunction type unchanged,

( oxOf) =e(f).

e

m

(1.10.16b)

Introducing the following useful notation
eM == e(ZM) =

{~

M=m
M=J.1.

(1.10.17)
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(see also (1.9.21), and
OM=(Om'

O,J= OZM
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-;)
(1.10.18)

oxm oe

one can unify equations (1.l0.16a) and (1.l0.16b) into a single equation:

e(oMf}=eM+e(j)

(1.10.16c)

(mod 2).

Further properties of the partial derivatives are:
omxn=t>m n
1• CM ZN = t>M N_

{

0p. e v= t> p. v

(1.10.19a)

Omev=Op.xn=O
omon = onom

"'I

""

_

2. CMCN-(-1)

E'.,\"E,\'.....

..... ..., _
CNCM- cmcv-ovc
m
{
cp.ov= -ovcp.

(l.10.19b)

3. 8MU rp) =(oMf)q> +(-l)'M,(f)f(oMq»

(1.10.19c)

where f and q> are superfunctions. We see that the odd derivatives
anticommute between themselves and commute with the even derivatives.
What is more, pulling the operator 010()P. through a fermionic superfunction
gives a minus sign. The equation (1.10.19c) can also be rewritten as

OM' f -( -IYM,(f)f,oM=(CMf).

(1.1 0.20)

Finally, we clarify how the operation of complex conjugation (1.9.10) acts
on partial derivatives. Given a superfunction of the form (1.10.9), one obtains
q

1

k= 1

.

f * -- f*0 +"
L.. -k' ()Vk ... ()V'ev'f*[v,v, ... v,]

=f*+
o

~
(_1)k(k-1)/2~8V'8Vl
... ev'f*[v,v, ... v,]
L..
k'

k=!

q

•

1

v v'
=f*+"
(_1){k(k-l)/2+k+k'(f)}_f*
o L..
k' [v,v, ... v,] 8 '8 ".e
k= 1

V

'

•

where we have used equation (1.10.12). Making use of equation (Ll0.13), we
then obtain

o f* = (- I),(f) ~ (- l){k(k -1)/2 +k,(f)} __1_ f*
p.

k~l

(k-l)!

[p.v, ... v,

e

vt •••

,]

e

v, ,
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Now we change the order of operations,

(a11· f)* = (-

q

1)£(/1 ,

k~l

(-

I
f)'" ' ... f)"'f*
.
(k-I)!
[1'", ... \, ,J

I)k - -

1
(k-l)!

q

=(-I)£(fI, (_I)k+(k-l)(k-2112 _ _ _ f}"' ... f)'" 'f*
k~l

=(-I)£(f)

*

[I'", ... \', ,]

1

Lq

( _ I ) i (k-l)(k-ZI/ 2+k+(k-l)(e( fI +k I } _ __

k~l

(k-l)!

X .f [1'\' 1... \",]

f)\' I... f)" k

I

Comparing oJ* and (0l'f)*, we find
(8I'f)*

= -( -1)£(f) 01.1*.

(1.10.21)

This beautiful result can be unified with the trivial relation

(Omf)* =omf*
as follows

(oMf)* =( -1)""° +£(fI) OM f* .

(1.10.22)

What does equation (1.10.22) mean? Let us consider 'real' bosonic

f: IRP lq ~ IRe

(1.10.23)

f: IRPlq ~ IRa

(1.10.24)

and fermionic

superfunctions. Then equation(1.1O.22) tells us that an odd partial derivative
of a real bosonic (fermionic) superfunction is' an imaginary fermionic (real
bosonic) superfunction.
1./0.2. Integration over IRPlq
Our goal is to develop an integration theory on superspaces Wlq. Of course,
the theory of integration over IRn will guide us. We shall consider in detail
the simplest cases p = 1, q = 0 and p = 0, q = I, and then generalize the results
to the general case.
Let fix): IRe ~ AT.; be a supersmooth function. The main question is how
to define the integral

I

X, fix) dx

X1

,x 2 ElR c

(1.1 0.25)

x,

where the integration is performed over a contour
x(t): [0, 1] ~ IRe

x(0)=x 1 , x(1)=x 2 ·

The problem we are faced with is that, in contrast to IR where integrals like
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(1.10.25) are usually performed over a line
x s(t)=X S • 1 +t(x s .2 -x s .d

(1.10.26)

there are now many more possibilities in the choice of integration contour.
Indeed, splitting x(t) into its body and soul,
x(t) = xs(t) + xs(t)
and fixing the body, for example, as in equation (1.10.26), we still have wide
freedom in our choice of the soul. Therefore, it would be desirable to take
as our integration prescription one which will guarantee that the integral
(1.10.25) will not depend on the particular choice of integration contour
(which implies that the soul is measureless). The second requirement of
integration theory over IRe is a correspondence with the integration theory
over R Namely, if f(x) is the super extension of a smooth function l(xB) on
IR (equation (1.10.5) ) and the end points in equation (1.10.25) are real
numbers, then the integral should coincide with the ordinary integral

f

X
1

l(xs) dx s ·

XI

The above requirements are satisfied by an integration theory which is
characterized by the property

f

X' dCP=fX' cp'(x)dx = cp(X2)-cp(xd

XI

(1.10.27)

XI

where cp(x) is an arbitrary supersmooth function. Let us prove this statement
for the example of a superfunction f(x) which is the super extension of a
smooth function J(x s) on IR. We introduce another smooth function F(x B)
on IR,

f

XB

F(x s ) =

0

l(x~) dx~

F'(x s ) =l(xB)

and construct its extension F(x) on IRe by the rule (1.10.5):
F(x) = F(x s ) +
_

= F(xs) +

L"" -1 F(k)(XB)(XS)k
k= 1

k!

""

1

k= 1

k!

L - pk - IJ(XS)(xst

As a result of (1. 10.7), we have
F'(x) = fIx).
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Applying equation (1.10.27), we have

t'

f(x) dx = F(x 2 ) - F(x 1)'

This completes the proof. Note that our consideration happened also to be
successful for the following reason: every supersmooth function f(x) is
analytic with respect to the soul of x.
Since the integrals (1.10.25) depend only on the end points of the integration
contour, one may immediately extend distributions on IR (like the J-function)
to distributions on IRe' to develop Fourier transform theory on IRe' and so
on. In particular, the J-function on IRe can be represented in a standard way,
namely

fc:fj·

.

fro.

1
2
b(x)=e,pxdp= hm - 1
e1PX-'P dp
2n _ ex;
,--+ + 0 2n - 00

(1.10.28)

where the integrals here can be performed over every contour p(t): IR -+ IRe
such that the body of p(t) goes to ± 00 when t goes to ± 00, respectively,
lim PB(t) = ± 00.
t-±rx
For every supersmooth function f(x): IRe -+ A oo ' we have

f(x) =

f~oo f(y)b(x-y)dy.

(1.10.29)

In perfect analogy with integration over !RP, the integration over IRPlo = IRf
will be understood as multiple integration consisting of sequences of ordinary
integrations over IRe

f d xf(x
P

1
,

x

2
, ... ,

x P)=

f~ro dx f~oo dx
1

2
...

dPx ==dx 1 dx 2 ... dx P

f:oo dx

P

f(x

1
,

x

2
, ... ,

x P)

(1.10.30)

where the supersmooth function f(x 1, x 2, ... , x P) should satisfy some obvious
restrictions to ensure existence of the integral. We do not explicitly define
integrals over finite domains in IRf since every such integral can be extended
to an integral of the type (1.10.30). The J-function on IRf is defined by the rule
JP(x m) == J(Xl )b(x 2) . .. J(x P)
and has the same properties as the b-function in !RP.
We proceed to integrate over IRa. Given some superfunction f(O) on IRa'
which is expressed in the form (1.10.2), one must define an integral

f frO) dO.
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How do we do this? When considering integration over IRe' it was possible,
since IRe contains IR, to make use of our experience of integration over IR.
Now any experience is absent. All we are able to do is to postulate some
reasonable axioms determining the properties of integrals. Following F.
Berezin, we postulate

I [f(B) + h(B)] dB = I fee) de + I heel dB

I z'f(B) dB=z I f(B) dz

ZEAcc

(l.10.31a)

(1.10.31b)

I dd f(B) de=o

(1.10.31c)

I ede=-1.

(1.10.31d)

e

Let us comment on the axioms. The equations (1.1O.31a,b) express standard
properties of ordinary integrals. Equation (1.1 0.31c) is a generalization of the
well-known integral property (1.10.27). Since SI(e) de is understood as an
integral over the whole space IRa and IRa is boundless, the right-hand side of
property (1.1O.31c) should vanish. Equivalently, the axiom demands that
every integral be invariant with respect to translations on IRa

I f(e+y)de= I f(e) de

v yE IRa.

(1.10.32)

This axiom can also be treated as the rule for integration by parts:

df(e) 'h(e) de = - (_l)e(j) If(e) dh(e) de.
de
I de

(1.10.33)

Recalling the most general form (1.10.2) of superfunctions on IRa' equation
(1.1 0.31 c) can also be expressed as the statement that IRa has vanishing
'volume'.

f

de=o.

(1.10.34)

After imposing the axioms (1.10.3 la-c), the remaining task is to normalize
the integral
de. It is the last axiom (1.1 0.31d) which plays the role of the
normalization condition. Since the right-hand side in axiom (1.1 0.31 d) is a
c-number and the integration variable e is an a-number, the measure de

se
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should be treated as an a-number object anticommuting with all a-numbers,
dez = - z de

(V z E Ca)

f

de8= -

=>

(1.10.35)

f

8d8.

Then equation (1.10.31d) can be expressed in the form

f

d8

I(8)=~ 1(8).

(1.1 0.36)

d8

Therefore, the integration over IRa is equivalent to differentiation.
We introduce the b-function on IRa:
b(8) == 8.

(1.1 0.37)

It possesses the standard b-function properties

f

d8 b(8) 1(8) = 1(0)
(1.10.38)

b(8 - 8') 1(8') = b(8 - 8')1(8)
as well as some unusual properties:
b( 8)b( 8) == 0,
b(-8)= -b(8)

b(O)=O

(1.10.39)

b(8) 1(8) = ( - 1)'(/)1(8) b(8).
It is not difficult to obtain an analogue of the representation (1.10.28) for
the b-function on IRa. It is

f

b(8) = d;. e!.8

(1.1 0.40)

where the integral is performed over IRa'
By analogy with integration over IRf, integration over
as multiple integration:

f

q

q

d 8 1(81, ., " 8 )==

f f
d8q

d8 q -

1 ·"

f

where d81l is the measure on IRa with coordinate

f d81l8\=b,/,

IR~

d8 1 1(8

1

will be understood

, ""

q

8

)

(1.10.41)

ell,
(1.10.42)

The measures d81l are assumed to anticommute with all a-numbers and
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between themselves
( 1.10.43)

dDpdO"+dD,,d0I'=O.

For any superfunction
one obtains

.{(e

l

, ... ,

f

dqO f(D J ,

e ),

••• ,

q

which is expressed in the form (1.10.3),

oq) = (- I)q(l +e(f))fl2.. .q'

(1.10.44)

Therefore, only the last term in the power series (1.10.3) gives a non-vanishing
contribution to the integral.
The b-function on IR~ is
bq(ol, 0 2 ,

... ,

oq)=b(01)c5(02) ... c5(Oq).

(1.10.45)

Its properties can be easily read off from expressions (1.1 0.38, 39).
Finally, integration over [RPjq is defined as multiple integration over IRf
and IR~:

f

f f

dp+qz f(ZM) = dPx

dqO f(x l , ... , x P, 0 1 ,

..• ,

oq).

(1.10.46)

/. /0.3. Linear replacements of variables on IRpjq
Consider a linear one-to-one mapping of [RPjq on itself
ZM ..... Z'M =FMNZN

(1.10.47)
FM =(Am.
N

Cl' n

BmI')
DI' V

where F is a c-type non-singular supermatrix (recall that a supermatrix is
non-singular if and only if it has non-singular body); F has to be a real
supermatrix of the form (1.9.42b) for the Z'M to be real. Indeed, rewriting
the transformation explicitly as

x'm = Amnxn+ Bmv Ov
0'1' = Cl' nX • + Dl'v Ov
and demanding (x,m)* = x'm and (0'1')* = 0'1', one finds that the matrices A, D
and C have real entries while the matrix B is purely imaginary. Evidently,
the set of all invertible transformations (1.10.47) forms a group.
Let us treat the transformation (1.10.47) as a replacement of variables in
integrals like (1.10.46). It is clear then that the measures dp+qz and dp+qz' in
the old and new variables, respectively, differ by the transformation lacobian
J(F)
dp+qz' =J(F) dp+qz

(1.1 0.48)

which is some function of the supermatrix F. Our main goal is to determine
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J(F). We divide the solution of the problem into parts, first calculating the

Jacobians of some particular transformations and returning to the general
case at the end.
\. We start with the replacement

x'm=A m

x"
.
"=>F=
8'1'=81'

(A 0)

°

(1.10.49)

~q '

IRr. The Jacobian can

This is a linear change of variables in
in the same way as for W. The result is

be calculated

J(F)=det A.

0 .10.50)

2. Now consider the replacement
X 'm =X m

=>

8'I'=Dl'vB'

F

-

(~ p

0

~}

(1.10.51)

To find the Jacobian, note that the variables e'l' and the corresponding
measures de'l' should satisfy the same basic identity 0.10.42) as in the former
variables. So, we have
<5 I' v=Jde'I'

8"=Dv A.

Jde'I' eA =>

(1.10.52)

de~ =d8,,(D- )"w
I

By virtue of equation (1.10.43), one then has
d8'1 de~ . .. de~ =(det D)-I del de 2 ... d8 q.
Therefore, the transformation (LlO.Sl) is characterized by the Jacobian
J(F)=(det D)-I.

(1.1 0.53)

3. Consider the replacement

x'm=xm+B mvev =>F= (~ P
8'1'=81'
0

~}

(1.10.54)

In this case we have
(1.10.55)

J(F)= I.
Indeed, let us understand the integral (1.10.46) as follows

f

dp+qzf(zM)=

f f
dPe

dqxf(x l ,

... ,

x P,

e

l

, ... ,

q
e ).
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For fixed es, the transformation (1.10.54) is a shift in IR~, which keeps the
measure dPx invariant.
4. Finally, consider the transformation

x,m=x m

e'l' = (}I'+ Cl'nxn

~F=

(a

P

C

~J.

(Ll 0.56)

Now we understand the integration over IRPiq as in (1.10.46). For fixed xs,
the replacement (1.10.56) is a shift on IR~. But in accordance with equation
(1.10.32), the measure dq (} is translationally invariant. Therefore, the lacobian
is unity,
J(F) = 1.

(LlO.57)

Now we are in a positIOn to find the lacobian of the transformation
(1.10.47). To do this, we represent the transformation as a product of some
replacements, each of which belongs to one of the four types considered
above. The matrix F can be expressed as

p
p
F=(a o)(a
o D 0

B)(A-BD-IC
~q

0

o)(a
aq

p

0)

(1.10.58a)

A-IB).

(1.10.58b)

1

D C

aq

or as

p
F=(A O)(~p
o)(a
o aq C aq 0

0 -1 )(a
D-CA B
0

p

aq

Therefore, the replacement (1.10.47) is characterized by the lacobian
J(F) = det(A - BD-IC) det -1(D) =det A det- 1(D - CA -1 B) (LlO.59)

where we have used equations (1.10.49-58). The-lacobian J(F) proves to be
real, J(F)e IRc' because F is a real supermatrix of the form(1.9.42b).

1.1004. c-type supermatrices revisited
After obtaining some experience in analysis with supernumbers, it is
worth returning again to an algebraic subject. We find it convenient to collect
here the main operations with c-type (p + q) x (p + q) supermatrices,
elements of 0 Mat(+ )(p, q I Aoo) or 0 Mat(- )(p, q I Aoo). Every supermatrix
Fe 0 M at( + )(p, q I Aoo) is represented in the form (1.9.28), where the matrix
element FM N are pure supernumbers with the following Grassmann parities
8(F

M

N )=8M+8N

(mod 2)

(1.lO.60)

(see also equation (1.9.37a)). Every supermatrix G e 0 M at( - )(p, q I A",) looks
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as in equation (1.9.22). Supermatrices from Mat(+I(p, q I Aoxo) and Mat(-I
(p, q I Ax) differ in the positions of indices.
Both spaces M at( + l( p, q I A,J and M at( -I(p, q I Aoxo) are closed with respect

°

°

to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the operation of addition (1.9.31 a);
the operation of multiplication (1.9.31b);
the operation of multiplication by c-numbers (1.9.31 c);
the operation of supercomplex conjugation defined on M at( + I(p, q I AaJ
by equation (1.9.41b) and on °Mat(-I(p, q I A:1O) by

°

GS* =

A* B*)
(-C*
D*

(1.10.61)

the specialization of equation (1.9.62) to the c-type case;
5. the operation of taking the inverse (1.9.23), which is defined for
non-singular c-type supermatrices only.
The spaces are connected to each other by the operation of supertransposition:
sT:

0 Mat(+I(p,

°

q I A Xl ) ....... Mat~+I(p. q IAoo)

(FsT)M N=( _1)'''+0''''' FN M

sT: °Mat(-I(p, q I A Xl )....... °Mat(+I(p, q I A"J
(GsT)MN=( _1)ON+oM'''G N M

(1.10.62a)

(1.10.62b)

Recall, supertransposition is characterized by the property (1.9.63).
The operation of supercomplex conjugation selects ino Mat~+\p, q IAoo)
the subset °Matk+l(p, q I A",J of real supermatrices which satisfy the equatlOn
p* = F and have the form (1.9.42b). °Matk+l(p, q I Aoo) is closed with respect
to the operations of addition and multiplication of its elements and the
operation of multiplication by real c-numbers. The supertransposition maps
°Matk+J(p, q I A,J onto the real subset °Matk-I(p, q I Aoo)in °Mat(-)(p, q I AXl)'
The set of non-singular supermatrices in M at( + )(p, q I A x ), evidently, forms
a group denoted by GL(+I(p, q I Aoc). If FEOMatk+l(p, q I Ace) isa non-singular
supermatrix, then, due to (1.9.23), its inverse supermatrix F- 1 is real. Since
the product of real supermatrices is a real supermatrix, the set of all
non-singular supermatrices in °Matk+l(p, q I Aoo) forms a group denoted by
GLk+l(p, q I A"J Supertransposition maps GV+I(p, q I Aoo) (GLk+l(p, q I Aoo))
onto the group GL(-I(p, q I Aoo) (GLt)(p. q\Aoo)) of non-singular (real
non-singular) supermatrices in oM at( - J(p, q I A"J
Now we are going to introduce a supergeneralization of the determinant.
Recall that the determinant of an ordinary n x n matrix A can be defined as
the Jacobian of the replacement of variables x' = Ax on [Rn. It is this definition
which will be generalized to the super-case. In the previous subsection, we
found the Jacobian of the linear replacement of variables (1.10.47) in W 1q

°
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associated with a non-singular supermatrix F. The lacobian was given by
equation (1.10.59). So it would be desirable to postulate the 'superdeterminant'
or the 'Berezinian' of a non-singular supermatrix FE GL( + )(p, q I A"J as
sdet F= Ber F=det(A -BD-IC) det -I D =det A det- I(D_ CA -I B).
(1.10.63)
and similarly for supermatrices from GD - )(p, q IA,,). The notion of
superdeterminant was introduced by F. Berezin. In accordance with (1.10.63),
the Berezinian can be calculated using two different prescriptions. The
statement that the first and the second lead to the same final result is a
consequence of our consideration in subsection 1.10.3. (In fact, the
supermatrix F in (1.10.47) was real. To generalize equation (1.10.59) to the
case of complex supermatrices, one has simply to consider linear replacements
of variables in the complex superspace ICplq.) On the same grounds, since the
lacobian for the composition of two replacements of variables is equal to
the product of the lacobians, one immediately obtains
Ber(F I F 2) = Ber F I Ber F 2
Ber(F- 1)=(Ber F)-I.

=

(1.10.64)

We also have
Ber(pT) = Ber F.

(1.10.65)

Indeed, due to (1.9.58b) and (1.10.63), one can write
Ber(pT) = det[AT + CT(DT) -1 BT] det -1 DT
=det[(A -BD-IC)T] det- 1 DT = Ber F
where we have used the fact that the entries of the submatrices Band Care
a-numbers. Note that relation (1.10.65) is in complete agreement with the
fact that the transformation (1.10.47) can be written in two equivalent forms
Z'M =FMNZN =zN(FST)NM

in accordance with (1.9.63).
Finally, we introduce a supergeneralization of the trace of a matrix. Recall
that det(D + A) = I + tr A, for every ordinary matrix A with infinitesimal
elements. We take this identity as the starting point in defining a supertrace.
Let F be an infinitesimal supermatrix (this means that the matrix elements
Fit are infinitesimal supernumbers with respect to the norm (1.9.6».
Then the supermatrix (D(P.q) + F) is non-singular and, due to (1.10.63), we have
Ber(D(P.q)+F)= I +tr A-tr D.
So we postulate the 'supertrace' of a supermatrix FE M at( + J(p, q Ik,,) to be

strF=(-l)£MF M M

(1.10.66)
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and similarly for supermatrices from oM at' - '(p, q I A ,,:cl. The main supertrace
properties are
str(pT) = str F

(1.10.67)

str(F 1F 2) = str(F 2F 1)'
The proof is quite trivial
str(pT) = (- 1)"'(FsT)MM = (- 1J""( - l)"M+ £Me", FM M= (-

It" FM M

str(F 1F 2)= (-1)'''' Fr..., F~M =( _1)"M( _1),£", +e.\, )(e.\l+'.\,) F~MF~N
=( _1)NF~MF~N'

The superdeterminant and supertrace are related as follows:
Ber(eF) = eS1rF

(1.1 0.68)

where F is an arbitrary supermatrix. To prove (1.10.68), one has simply to
follow the ordinary proof. One introduces the c-number-valued function on IR

f(t) = Ber(e tF )

f(O) = 1.

For an infinitesimal displacement dt, we have
f(t + dt) = Ber(etF e dtF ) = Ber(etF ) Ber(~ ( p .q) + dtF) = f(t) { I + dt· str F }.
Then,

df(t) /dt = (str F)f(t)

=> f(t)

= c et(SlrF).

Taking into account the initial condition, one arrives at (1.10.68).

1.11. The supergroup of general coordinate transformations on IRP lq
We would like to continue the study of real superspaces IRPlq parametrized
by p even coordinates xm and q odd coordinates 81" . As the next step it would
be very interesting to generalize the concept of the general coordinate
transformation group on manifolds which, as is well known, plays an
important role in all gravity models.
Let us consider a one-to-one mapping of IRPlq on itself. In the coordinates
on IRP lq, this is
Z

M

-+ z

IM fM()
=

z

<:;>

{xm -+ x'm= fm(x , (})
(}II -+ (}'II

=JII(x, e).

(l.ll.l )

We restrict ourselves to the consideration of supersmooth transformations
with fm and JII being supersmooth functions. The necessary condition for
the transformation being invertible is that the supermatrix of partial
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derivatives
GMN(Z)=.OMfN(z)

is non-singular at each point ZM E W 1q. Indeed, infinitesimally, every
displacement dz 'M should be the image of a unique displacement dz N related
to each other by the rule
dz 'M =dzN(oNfM).

The set of all invertible supersmooth transformations (1.11.1) forms a group.
It will be called the 'general coordinate transformation supergroup' (the term
'supergroup' will be described properly in the next chapter).
In the present section, our treatment is based mainly on special technique
developed by S. J. Gates and W. Siegel in their study of superfield supergravityl.

1.11.1. The exponential form for general coordinate transformations
An infinitesimal coordinate transformation on IRPlq can be written as

Z'M =ZM -rKM(z).

(1.11.2)

Here r is an infinitesimal real parameter, KM(Z) = (Km(x, e), KI'(x, e)), where
Km(z) are real bosonic superfunctions and KI'(z) are real fermionic
superfunctions. We introduce the first-order differential operator
K

= KM(Z)OM = Km(x,
e(KM)=eM

e)om + KI'(x, e)0l'
(KM)*=K M

(1.11.3)

which will be called a 'real supervector field'. Then equation (1.11.2) takes
the form
Z'M =(1- rK)zM.

Exponentiating this infinitesimal transformation, one obtains a finite
coordinate transformation,
Z'M =e- K ZM

(1.11.4)

or, more explicitly,
Z'M = ZM - KM(Z)+

(-1)'
L- KN'(z)ON, . .. K N,- '(Z)ON,_, KM(z).
00

r=2

r!

Evidently, the transformation (1.11.4) is one-to-one. A sufficient condition
for it to map W 1q onto IRPlq is that the components of KM vanish when the
bodies of the c-number coordinates xm go to infinity,
IXBI--+GO

KM ---+0.
I

S. J. Gales and W. Siegel, Nucl. Phys. B 163 519, 1980.
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Therefore, existence of the exponential form (1.11.4) for a transformation
(1.11.1) guarantees that the transformation is invertible.
Let us give two simple examples of coordinate transformations which
admit the exponential form. First, consider a translation on W iq :
ZM ~ Z' M = ZM + bM

M
ONb =0.

This is expressed in the form (1.11.4) withK=-bMaM. Secondly, consider a
linear transformation of the type (1.10.47). This admits the exponential form
if F=e R for some supermatrix R. Under this condition, one can prove that
Z'M = FMNZN =eKz M

(1.11.5)

K =RMNZNO M.

Not all general coordinate transformations (1.11.1) possess the exponential
form (1.11.4), only contractible ones. A coordinate transformation ZIM = jM(Z)
is said to be 'contractible' if it may be deformed continuously to the identity
transformation, i.e. there exists a sequence of transformations
Z'M = jM(Z, t)

tE[O, 1]

such that jM(Z, t) are continuous functions of a real parameter t, and
jM(Z, 1) = jM(Z), jM(Z, 0) = ZM. The set of all contractible transformations on
[RPiq forms a subgroup of the general coordinate transformation supergroup.
From there we shall consider only the contractible coordinate transformations.
The representation (1.11.4) is very useful in practice. Indeed, let <l>(z) be a
supersmooth function on [RPiq. In the variables ZIM, it takes the form
<I>'(Z') = <I>(z).

( 1.11.6)

A natural question to ask is: how does the function <I>'(z) differ from the
former one <I>(z)? To answer this we use the observation that, by virtue of
equation (1.10.20),
[K, '¥(z)] = (K'¥(z))

where '¥(z) is an arbitrary superfunction,

;0

e-K'¥(z)eK=(e-K'¥(z))

=

e-Kz M eK=(e-Kz M).

(1.11.7)

Then, the left-hand side of (1.11.6) can be written as
<I>'(e - KZ eK) = e - K<I>'(Z).
As a result, we have
<I>'(z) = eK<I>(z).

(1. 11.8)

To see further properties of the representation (1.1 1.4), we now discuss in
detail supervector fields.
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K

Let Kt = Kt'(z)c mand K2 = K~(z)om be real supervector fields. In accordance
with equations (1.10.19, 20, 22), their commutator
[Kt, K 2]=K 3 =Kf(z)OM

(1.11.9)

Kf = KfoNK~ - K~ONKt'

is a real supervector field. Therefore, the set of all real supervector fields
forms a Lie algebra. According to the Baker-Hausdorff formula, this implies
that the transformation
Z'M

=e K1 eK2 z M

may be represented in the form (1.11.4). Another consequence is that, if K
and V are real supervector fields, the operator
eKVe- K=

00

L

1
-(LK)"V

LKV=[K, V]

(1.11.10)

"=0 n!

is a real supervector field.
For every supervector field K, we define the first-order differential operator
K by the rule:
(1.11.11)
K=K M8M=( -1)""8MK M+( -1)""(oMK M)
where
by

a
M

is defined to be related to the right partial derivative
_

-aM=
- (-

l)EM

azaM

.

a/az

M

in

ZM

(1.11.12a)

.....

The K acts on a superfunction <l>(z) as follows
cI>K = KcI> + (-l)e M (OMKM)cI> = ( - 1)""oM(K McI». (1.11.12b)
Lemma 1.

(I'e K)(e KcI»

= (cI>'e K)

where cI>(z) is an arbitrary superfunction.
Proof Define the superfunction cI>(z, r)

cI>(z, r) = cI>(z) e' K

cI>(z, 0) = cI>(z)

depending on a real parameter r. cI>(r) satisfies the equation
dcI>(r)/dr = cI>(r)K.
Define another superfunction 'JI(z, r) by the rule
'JI(z, r) = (I'e'K)(e'KcI>(z))

'JI(z, 0) = cI>(z).

(1.11.13)
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We have
d'P(r) =((l.etK)K)(etK<f»+(l.etK)K(etK<f»
dr
= [K( 1'e'K)+ ( -1)'''(c MK M)(1 ·etK)](etK<f>)+ (l·etK)K(etK<f»
= K'P(r)+ ( -1)'''.(c MK M)'P(r) = 'P(r)K.

Therefore, <f>(r) and 'P(r) satisfy the same equation and the same boundary
condition, hence they coincide.
Lemma 2.
(l.eK)-l =eK(l.e- K).

(1.11.14)

Proof. Choose <f> = (l . e - K) in eq uation (1.11.13).
Lemma 3.
[K,

VJ = -

[K,Y] == - LKV

(1.11.15)

where K and V are arbitrary supervector fields.
Proof.
[K, V]=K N8NV M8M - V N8NK M8M
=( -1),M"KNVM8N8M-(KNoNVM)8M
-( -1)''''NV NK M8N8M+ (V NONKM)8M
= V NK M{8M8N-( -1)""N8N8M} _{(KVM)_(VKM)}aM = -(LKV)MaM·

Here we have used the fact that the derivatives aM satisfy the same identity
(1.10.19b) which was fulfiled by the derivatives OM'
The equation (1.11.15) shows that the set of all operators K, where K is
a real supervector field, forms a Lie algebra, and the correspondence K --+ K
is an anti-isomorphism of the Lie algebras.
Lemma 4.

eK V e - K = e- K V eK.

(1.11.16)

Proof. The statement follows from equations (1.11.10) and (1.11.15).
Now we are able to prove an important result.
1.11.3. Theorem

Z'M =e-Kz M

=>

Ber(oMz'N) =(l'e - K).

(1.11.17)
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Proof Introduce the partial derivatives

8~

III

corresponding to the variables

Z'M:

8~= 8ZNM8N=GMN(Z)8N=GM'
'

(1.11.18)

8z

In accordance with equations (1.10.19a,b), the operators
the equations

8~

should satisfy

8~Z'N = (JM N
8~8~ -

( - 1),"'N 8~8~ = O.

The solution is unique and has the form
8~=e-K8MeK.

(1.11.19)

On the other hand, in terms of the supervector fields GM (1.11.18), we have

0= 8~8~-( -1)''''N8~8~= GMR8RGNQ8Q-( -1)""NGNR8RGMQ8Q
= (G MGNQ)8 Q +( -1),R(gN+'Q)G MRGNQ8R8Q-( -1)''''N(G NGMQ)8 Q

-( _1)t"'''( _l)t R (EMHQlG NRGMQ8R8Q
= {(GMGNQ) -( -1)'''tN(G NGMQ)} 8Q

+( -1)'''(tN+tRlGNRGMQ{8Q8R-( -1)'ReQ8R8Q}
= {(GMGNQ)-( -1)'''tN(G NGMQ)}8 Q
= {(GMGNQ)-( -1)'''tN(G NGMQ)}(G- 1 )/G R.

Therefore,
{(GMGNQ)-( -1)'''tN(G NGMQ)}(G- 1 )/=O.

In this relation, we take the supertrace over the indices Nand R (contract
both sides with (-I)tN(JRN). This gives
str{(G MG)G- 1 } =( _1),,(1 +e")(8 NGMN).

Evidently, the left-hand side coincides with GM{ln(Ber
right-hand side as (l·G M ). SO, we obtain
.....

Gn. We recognize the

GM{ln(Ber G)} =(I·GM).

(1.11.20)

But(1· GM) may be transformed further making use of equations (1.11.19)
and (1.11.16):

(1·GM)=(1·~-K8MeK)=(I·eK aM e- K)=(8 M(1'e K))e- K.
Now apply equation (1.11.13)
(l·G M)=(1·e- K)e- K 8M(I'e- K)=(l·e- K)G M (e- K(I·e K»).
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All that remains is to apply equation (1.11.14). This gives
(l'G M)= -GMln(l·e- K).
Comparing with (1.11.20) gives
Ber G= C(1'e- K)-l
where C is a universal constant which can be calculated by considering some
special transformation. In the case of the identity transformation, Ber G = 1
and K = 0, so C = 1. Finally, since Ber G = Ber- 1(8 Mz'N), one obtains (1.11.17).
Remark. Making use of equations (1.11.15) and (1.11.17), one can prove
the following statement:
Z,M =e- K e-Lz M
= Ber(8 Mz'N)=(1'e- K e-L)=(l·e-Le- K). (1.11.21)
1.11.4. The transformation law for the volume element on [Rplq
Let us treat the general coordinate transformation as a replacement of
variables in an integral over [Rplq

f

dp+qz'<I>(z')

of some superfunction under reasonable boundary conditions. The
replacement (1.11.4) changes the integration measure leading to the
appearance of the lacobian J(z)

f

dp+qz'<I>(z') =

f

(1.11.22)

dp+qz )(z)<I>(z'(z)).

The technique developed above makes it possible to determine the lacobian
of the transformation.
Theorem.
Z,M =e-Kz M

f

dp+qz'<I>(z') =

f

dp+qz Ber(8 Mz'N)<I>(z'(z)).

(1.11.23)

Proof. Recall that <I>(e-Kz) = e-K<I>(z). So, the right-hand side of equation
(1.11.22) is

f

f

d P +qz J(z) e - K<I>(Z) = d P + qz e - K[(e KJ(z))<I>(z)].

We insert into the integral the decomposition of unity
1 = (l . e - K)(1 •e - K) - 1 = (I •e - K) e - K eK (1 •e - K) -

1.

(1.11.24)
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Then, (1.11.24) takes the form
f dp+qz( 1'e - K) e - K[<1>(Z) eK { J(z)(I'e - K)-l}]

= fdP+QZ[<1>(z)eK{J(Z)(1'e-k)-I}]e-K

(1.11.25)

where we have used equation (1.11.13). By virtue of (1.11.12), e - K = 1 + .. , ,
where dots mean terms giving rise to total derivatives in the integral (1.11.25).
Therefore, equation (1.11.25) can be equivalently rewriten as
f d P+Qz<1>(z)e K{J(z)(1·e- K)-l}.

This integral should coincide with the left-hand side of expression (1.11.22).
Since <1>(z) is a completely arbitrary superfunction, one demands that
eK {J(z)(1'e- K)-l} = I
=> J(z)=(I·e- K).
The equation (1.11.17) then leads to equation (1.11.23).

Remark. The lacobian in (1.11.23) presents the Berezinian of the
supermatrix

a

(FST)M N=OMz'N =- Z'N
OZM

which is the supertranspose of
FM N = (-1)""

§

+

CMCN(FsT)N M = Z'M_.
OZN

Here we have used the identity

f(z)- § = (-It M
OZM

+

II"C(j)

a f(z)

OZM

which generalizes equation (1.10.l4b). Because of the relation Ber F =
Ber (PT) and equation (1.11.17), we can write the transformation lacobian
in three equivalent forms:
Ber

(a:

M Z'N )

= Ber( Z'M O;N) = (1. e- K).

(1.11.26)

1.11.5 Basic properties a/integration theory over [Rpl2q
We would like to finish this section by listing the properties of integration
theory over W l2q , which are assumed to be valid (properly generalized) for
functional integration in quantum field theory. A chief reason why we choose
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the number of a-type coordinates to be even here is the existence of
non-singular supersymmetric bi-linear forms. Explicitly, consider a real
supersymmetric bi-linear form on [RP14 (see subsection 1.9.6)
S

~N

2

= Z·MIJMN"

( 1.11.27)

where
e(IJMN)
'1MN

= (-

= eM + eN

1)"" + f, + f"f'IJNM

(1.11.28)
(IJMN)*

= IJNM'

The requirement for non-singularity
IJMNZ N = O=>ZN = 0

(1.11.29)

implies that the bodies of the even-even and odd-odd blocks of IJ are
invertible matrices. Since the odd-odd block is anti symmetric, owing to
equation (1.11.28), its body can be invertible only if q is even. Note, every
bi-linear form (1.11.27) under equations (1.11.28,29) can be taken in the role
of a supermetric on the superspace.
Integration over (RP12q is characterized by the following properties:
I. Linearity

f

2Q
dP+ z{Cifl(z)

+ f3f2(Z)} = Ci

f

2Q
d P+ zfl(Z)

+ f3

f

2Q
d p + zf2(z)

( 1.11.30)

where f I(Z) and f 2(Z) are arbitrary functions on [RPI 2q, Ci and f3 are arbitrary
supernumbers. The measure dP + 2Q z is an even object commuting with all
supernumbers.
2. Integration by parts (three equivalent forms)

f

d p + 2Q zo Mf(z) = 0

f

d p + 2Q zf(z

f

dP + 2QZ(OMf 1(z))f 2(Z)

+ ~)

=

f

d p + 2Q zf(z)

= - (_l)BMBU]j

(1.11.31a)

OM~N = 0

f

dP + 2Qz f I(Z)(O Mf 2(Z)),

3. Replacement of variables
Making a replacement of variables in integrals over
by the appearance of the transformation Jacobian:

fd

p

+ 2Q z'f(z'j='

= z·(z)

fd

p

J(Z) =

(RP12q

(1.l1.31b)
(1.11.31c)

is accompanied

+ 2Q zJ(z)f(z'(z))

Ber(o~:zIN) = Ber(zlM a:N).

(1.11.32)
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4. Existence of' delta .fill1ction
There exists the unique delta function
property

q
()p + 2 (Z)

on

possessing the

[RI'I2q

f

d P+ 2q Z()p+2 q(z)f(z) =f(O)

f being an arbitrary function on
t5 P + 2q (z)

The t5 P+ 2q(Z) can be expressed in the

[RI'12q.

form

=N

(1.11.33)

f

dp+2qweiIOM="

(1.11.34)

where N is a normalization constant and the integral is over
parametrized by real bosonic and imaginary fermionic coordinates,
(W M)*

[Rpl2q

= (-I)""wM'

Remark. A formal proof of equation (1.11.34) is as follows. Consider a
superanalytic function f(z) on [Rp I2q,
f( ,;.~) --

x

'\'
L. z M,z M, ... z M'f ,',1,,',1,

"M,

f M,M,,,.M,EA,,,,,

k=Q

and integrate it over

[RI'I2q

with the weight (1.11.34):

f

dp+2qzt5p+2q(z)f(z)

=N
= N

f
f

d p +2qz d p + 2Q w

"

a.
L (_i)k _a
_ ... _ _
k=Q

w

elWMZ·

8WM,

fM,M, ... M,

8WM,

d p+ 2q z dp+2QweiWMZMf(0)

hence

N- 1

=

f

d p+ 2Q z dp+2QweiWMzM.

In the above, validity of integration by parts has been assumed.
5. Gaussian integrals
Choose a fixed supermatrix IJNM under the requirements (1.11.28) and
(1.11.29). For every supermatrix H MN under the same requirements, we have
N'

fdP+2QZexp[~zMHMNZN

] = Ber-l(IJ-l)MPHpN)

( 1.11.35)
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where N' is the universal normalization constant defined by
N'

f

d P+

2Q

z

exp[~zMryMNZN ]

;=

(1.11.36)

1.

Remark. Relation (1.11.35) generalizes the well-known integral formula

f

; .,
dte,d= (27ti)1/2
-,

x

(1.11.37)

I.

-x'

i. being a non-zero real number, and its a-number analogue

f

d8 2d8 1 et"Wo' 

0'0')

= I, = detl!2(_~

~)

(1.11.38)

where 8 1 and 82 are real a-number coordinates on IR;.
To prove (1.11.35), let us represent H MN in the manner
HMN

= (PT)MKryKLPL N

(1.11.39)

for some supermatrix FE GLk+ )(p, 2ql A,,). Changing the integration variables
in (1.11.35) according to
ZM -. ZIM

= FMNZN

and using equation (1.11.36), one obtains
N'

fdP+2qZexp[~zMHMNZN

]

= Ber-1(F).

On the other hand, equation (1.11.39) can be rewritten in the form
fjMN =(7)-l)MP HpN

= (1]-I)MP(PT)p K1] KL P LN

or, in indexless notation,
fj

= '7- 1 pT1]F

hence
Ber fj

= Ber 2(F).

This relation and equation (1.11.40) leads to equation (1.11.35).

(1.11.40)

2

Supersymmetry and
Superspace
Within this restless, hurried, modern world
We took our hearts' full pleasure - You and I,
And now the white sails of our ship are furled,
And spent the lading of our argosy.
Oscar Wilde:
My Voice

2.0. Introduction: from

(Rplq

to supersymmetry

We have spent a lot of time studying supernumber spaces W 1q • It was beautiful
mathematics; and now let us reveal its relation to physics.
A set of dynamical fields {cpt arising in some classical field theory, should
be treated as mappings from Minkowski space into a superspace
cpi(X): (R4 -. W 1q

(2.0.1)

where p is the number of bosonic fields and q is the number of fermionic
fields. The situation is quite clear in the fermionic case. In quantum theory
half-integer spin particles are described by Hermitian operators tPi(x) on an
appropriate Fock space which obey some antic om mutation relations
{tPi(x), tPj(y)}

= 0(1'1)

with 1'1 being the Planck constant. Taking the point of view that a classical
theory corresponds to the limit 1'1 -. 0, classical fermionic fields are anti
commuting. Anticipating fermionic fields to be valued in the odd part of a
finite-dimensional Grassmann algebra AN' one finds that all combinations
of the form
('1' 1A 1'I' 2)('1' 3A 2'1' 4)' .. ('1' 2k - 1Ak 'I' 2k)
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vanish for sufficiently large k; here AI' A 2' ... , Ak are arbitrary operators
constructed from the ;·-matrices and space-time partial derivatives. Therefore,
we have to look on fermionic fields as a-number-valued functions on
M inkowski space. F or example, the undotted spinor field tjJ ,(x) is a mapping
tjJ,(x): [R4

->

C,;

The Majorana spinor field 'I'M is a mapping
'l'M(X): [R4

-> [R~;

The Dirac spinor field 'I'(x) is a mapping

'I'(x): [R4

->

C~ ~ [R~.

Classical bosonic fields are usually considered as real number-valued
functions on Minkowski space. This description is correct only in the case
of a purely bosonic theory. However, having a system of interacting bosonic
and fermionic fields, we must inevitably think of bosonic fields as c-number
valued functions on space-time. For example, in electrodynamics

S= -

fd4X{~Fm"F
. 4
m" + 'I',.,m(ic
r
m + eAm )'I'}

the vector field equation of motion

a"F mn = -e'l'Ym\f'
tells us that the body of Am(.x) has free Maxwell dynamics and the soul of
Am(.x) is propagated by the charged bodiless current jm(x) =e'l')'m'l'. As a
result, ordinary electromagnetic radiation is absent in this classical picture;
radiation is a purely quantum effect (of course, one may generate non-trivial
dynamics by switching on some external source). This may look rather
unusual from an ordinary point of view. Nevertheless, the treatment of
classical fields as mappings of the form (2.0.1) is most convenient when
understanding the classical theory as a starting point for quantum field
theory. According to B. De Witt, it would be more precise to speak about
a 'superclassical' starting point.
Now let us return once more to equation (2.0.1). Note that every set
[cpi(X)} of smooth fields on Minkowski space can be continued uniquely to
a set {<pi(x)} of supersmooth fields on the c-number space [R:. The resultant
mapping

{<Pi: IR: -> W 1q

= IR~

x

IRn

(2.0.2)

looks more symmetrical than equation (2.0.1). Of course, Minkowski space
should be identified with the soulless surface in IR:,

1R4

= {(xm)e IR:, Xs = 0,

m

= 0, 1,2, 3}.

After mapping (2.0.2), it remains to perform one more step -

to consider
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supersmooth mappings of the form

<Dj:

[R41k -+ [R1'14.

(2.0.3)

Can such generalized fields, which it is natural to call 'superfields', be
interesting from the physical point of view? To answer this question, let us
consider one particular case k = 4.
We parametrize [R414 by four real c-number variables xm, two complex
a-number variables e~ and their complex conjugate (8")* == tJiI.. Consider a
superfield

V:

(2.0.4)

[R414 -+ [Rc'

This can be written explicitly as

+ e~1jJ~(x) + eifl~(x) + e2 F(x) + 82 F(x) + Baaev,,(x)
~.
(2.0.5)
+ 82e~;.~(x) + B2e~/.~(x) + e2 82G(x)
where A, F, P, v" and G are bosonic fields and 1jJ~, l[;iI.,,{,,, and J:it are fermionic
V(x, e, 8) = A(x)

fields. Interpreting odd coordinates B'" and tJiI. on [R414 as two-component
Weyl spinors makes it possible to define an action of the Poincare group on
[R414 as follows:
xm

-+

Bc>

e

it

x/m

-+

= (exp Ktnxn + bm

e~ = [ex p (1 Kabaab )

-+ tJlit

1

= [ exp (~KabUab )

P

ep

(2.0.6)

Jp e P.

Finally, demanding the Poincare transformation law
V'(X',

e', 8') =

V(x, B, e)

(2.0.7)

one finds that A, F, P and G are scalar fields, Va is a vector field, and

~M = (~:)

AM

;.~)

= ( :;::.:

are Majorana spinor fields. Therefore, every superfield of the form (2.0.4) is
equivalent to a whole family of ordinary bosonic and fermionic fields.
The above example can be further generalized. Namely, every superspace
[R414N, N = 1,2, ... , admits a natural action on it of the Poincare group. So
in these cases as well, superfields (2.0.3) are equivalent to a whole set of
ordinary fields. We are faced with a very interesting situation. We have found
a mechanism to unify bosonic and fermionic fields in a multiplet. But our
consideration seems rather formal. It would be seen as less formal if an
underlying principle leading to such unification existed. Remarkably, the key
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to the problem lies ID the above example. The equation (2.0.5) tells us that
V(x, U) contains an equal number of bosonic and fermionic fields. This
clearly applies in the general case of superfields on [R414N, N = 1,2, .... This
observation becomes a simple physical consequence under supposition of
the existence of some symmetry between bosons and fermions. Indeed,
imagine some hypothetical field theory possesses an invariance 'rotating'
bosonic fields into fermionic ones and vice versa. Then the number ofbosonic
and fermionic partners should, in general, be equal. At first sight, such
a symmetry may look very strange and unusual, since it changes particle
statistics (the reason it is called a 'supersymmetry'). On the other hand, if
God created two types of particles, He could also create a mechanism to
transform one type into another, couldn't He? Namely supersymmetry is
able to serve as the desirable underlying principle.
One can easily invent supersymmetry transformations having made some
reasonable assumptions. To this end recall that the Poincare group acts on
[R414 by means of the linear transformations (2.0.6). They include the Lorentz
rotations of superspace coordinates and the xm-translations (since the set of
translations forms a commutative group, it is not possible to supplement
-e of the type:
space-time shifts 6x m = bm by linear transformations of
6e, = I\b,j}&., 6~~ = Kbx&.e', where K is a complex constant; the only possible
choice is 1\ = 0). However, while the even and odd coordinates of [R414 are
on an equal footing, e-translations are not present in equation (2.0.6). To
overcome this discrepancy, it would be natural to consider in superspace not
only the Poincare transformations but also shifts in
-e supplemented by
some transformations of xrn. Assuming linearity, the most general form for
such a displacement, consistent with the needed Lorentz transformation laws
for xrn and ex, ~&., reads

e,

e,

e,

6e" = e
6x m

6~1<

= E"

= kea rn E + kEamtr

e

where is an arbitrary undotted spinor, and k is a complex parameter. The
case k -# 0 is most interesting, since it provides us with non-trivial mixing
between even and odd superspace coordinates. Without loss of generality, it
is possible to fix k as k = i obtaining the supersymmetry transformation

be'" =
bxm

e

b-e" = El<

= i(ea mE-

(2.0.8)

Eamtr).

Finally, if one adapts the transformation law (2.0.7) to supersymmetry, this
gives
bV(x, e, tr)

=

V(x, e, tr) - V(x, e, tr)

= i(Eame -

earn E)Om V(x, e, tr) - (E"O,

+ ECtol<) V(x, e, tr)

SupersymmetrJ' and Superspace
or, in terms of the fields from which V(x,
bA(x)
61j!,,{x)

=

e, 8) is constructed,

EIj!(x) - EIj!(x)

-2E"F(x) - (a"E),,{Va(x)

+ oaA(x)}

= - V(x) + ~ oalj!(x)aaE

c5F(x)
c5V a(x)

=-
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2

= EaaI(x) + ).(x)ai + iEa bl1 aobt/l(x) - iO bf(x)l1 aabE

M.,,(x)

=

-2E"G(x)
c5G(x)

+ ~(aal1bE)"ObVa(X)
2

= ~Oa{).(x)aaE 2

- i(aaE)"o,P(X)

EaaI(X)}.

As a result, we have constructed a symmetry mixing bosonic and fermionic
fields. Note that if some component field from V(x, e, 8) was zero at
the beginning, it becomes non-vanishing after making a supersymmetry
transformation.
The set of Poincare transformations (2.0.6) and supersymmetry trans
formations (2.0.8) form a group. But it is a rather unusual group, since the
supersymmetry transformations are built of anticommuting parameters E'"
and E:~. Before studying supersymmetry it would be instructive to familiarize
the reader with such algebraic objects.

2.1. Superalgebras, Grassmann shells and super Lie groups

Superalgebras present a natural generalization of the concept of Lie algebras.
Every Lie algebra ~ is a non-associative algebra in which the multiplication
law [ ... , ...]: '§ x ~ -+ ~ is characterized by two basic properties:
1. [a,b]

= -[b,a]

(2.1.1)

2. [a,[b,c]] + [b,[c,a]] + [c,[a,b]]

=0

(2.1.2)

for all elements, a, b, C E '§. The bi-linear operation [... , ...] is usually called
a Lie bracket.
There is a universal way to construct Lie algebras. Namely, given an
associative algebra ott, one can introduce a Lie algebra structure onJlI by
taking a commutator of elements:
[x, y] ==

X'

Y - y' x

"Ix, Y E JlI.

(2.1.3)

Here the Jacobi identities (2.1.2) are evidently satisfied. In particular, if 41 is
some matrix algebra, then the prescription (2.1.3) provides ClS with a matrix
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Lie algebra. In fact, every finite-dimensional Lie algebra proves to be
isomorphic to some matrix Lie algebra. So, we may look at Lie algebra as
a set of linear operators closed under commutation.
Another algebraic operation, often used in applications, is anticommutation
of operators. For example, to formulate particle dynamics in quantum field
theory, one has to choose commutation relations for integer spin particles
and anticommutation relations for half-integer spin particles. Naturally, the
question arises: is it possible to generalize the Lie algebra multiplication law
to include commutators and anticommutators as well?

2.1.1. Superalgebras
To define superalgebras, we will need one more auxiliary notion. A vector
space (real or complex) L is said to be 'Z2-graded' if it is decomposed into
a direct sum of two subspaces L and I L, L = L$! I L. It is useful to call
°L-elements and I L-elements 'even' and 'odd vectors', respectively. Even and
odd vectors in L are also called 'pure'. By analogy with the Grassmann
algebra A"" we introduce a 'parity function' K(U) defined on the set of pure
vectors in L as follows:

°

K(U)

= {~

°

ifuE °L
ifuE I L.

(2.1.4)

Every vector u E L may be decomposed uniquely into the sum of its even
and odd parts,

u = °u +

IU.

Using the parity function makes it possible to define a one-to-one linear
mapping &: L-+ L by the rule:
&(u)

= (-I)"{u)u

&2

= ~,

(2.1.5)

for every pure vector u E L. We will refer to & as the 'L-parity mapping'.
A superalgebra is a Z2-graded linear space rg = Org EB lrg and an algebra
with respect to a multiplication [ ... , ... }: rg x rg -+ rg which is characterized
by three basic properties:
1. [a, b}

= -( _I)K(a)K(h)[b, a}

2. K([a, b}) = K(a)

+ K(b)

(mod 2)

(2.1.6)
(2.1.7)

3. Super-Jacobi identities

( -I ),,(a)K(C)[a, Cb, c}}

+ (- 1),,(h)K(a)[b, Cc, a}} + (- 1),,(c)>:(h)[C, [a, b}} = O.
(2.1.8)

Here a, band c are arbitrary pure elements from rg. The bilinear operation
[... , ... } is called a 'Lie superbracket'.
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Before considering properties of superalgebras, it is instructive to describe
a universal rule by which they may be constructed. Let J?I be a Z2-graded
associative algebra, i.e. (1) ql is an associative algebra; (2) J?I is a Z2-graded
vector space, 41 = 0(;11 EB 1011; (3) the 0ll-parity mapping & is an automorphism
of the algebra, 21'(x' y) = .9'(x) , &(y). Then 211 becomes a superalgebra with
respect to the multiplication law

[x, y} == x' y - (-It(X)I<(Y)y' x,

(2.1.9)

where x and y are arbitrary pure elements. The super-Jacobi identities (2.1.8)
turn out to be satisfied identically. In particular, having some Z2-graded
matrix algebra, the prescription (2.1.9) will provide us with a matrix
superalgebra. Examples are given in the next subsection. So, one can imagine
a superalgebra as a set oflinear operators closed under (anti)commutation.
From here on our consideration will be confined to the case of
superalgebras obtained in accordance with the prescription (2.1.9). So, we have
[a,b}
[a,b}

=
=

-[b,a}
-[b,a}

= [a,b]
= [a,b]

a, bE 0rg

a E 0rg, b E lrg

(2.1.10)

a,bE lrg.

[a, b} = Cb, a} = {a, b}
For arbitrary elements a, bE rg, we have
[a,b}

= [Oa, Ob] + [Oa, lb] + [la, Ob] + {la,

lb}.

Now let us analyse the axioms. Equation (2.1.7) tells us that

[Org, 0rg] c 0rg,

(2.1.11a)

[erg, lrg] c lrg

(2.1.11b)

erg, lrg} c 0rg,

(2.1.11c)

Therefore, 0rg is a Lie algebra. Equation (2.1.11 b) shows that with every
element °aE 0rg we can associate a linear operator $'(Oa): lrg ~ lrg on lrg
defined by
y;(Oa)lc == [Ca,
Choosing in relation (2.1.8) a = ca, b

V1CE

lC]

= Ob

and c

Y;(Oa)$'(OWc - y;(ob)$'(Oa)lc

lrg.

=

lC

(2.1.12)
leads to

= Y;([Oa,obWc.

(2.1.13)

As a result, the set of all operators $'(oa) forms a representation of the Lie
algebra 0rg in the linear space lrg. The other super-Jacobi identities (2.1.8)
give some restrictions on the possible type of this representation. To reveal
them, we anticipate the superalgebra rg to be finite dimensional, and let {e;}
be a basis in 0rg, i = 1,2, ... , dim 0rg, and {eo.} be a basis in lrg, er: = 1,2, ... ,
dim lrg. Then, the set eI = {e;, eJ is a 'pure basis' in rg. Every pure basis in
rg is said to be a 'set of generators' of the superalgebra.
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Introduce 'structure constants' of the superalgebra defined by

[el> eJ}

= II/e L

(2.1.14)

I IJL E C (or IR).

They are (anti)symmetric in their lower indices,

I J/ = -( - 1)1.:'1.:11/

(2.1.15)

in agreement with equation (2.1.6), where we have denoted K[ == K(e[). By
virtue of equations (2.1.11), the only non-vanishing components are
I

Ij j = -Ijj

II

I

II

"

Ii" = -I"i

I'll

=fIJ,"

(2,1.16)

The super-Jacobi identifies lead to the bilinear equations in the structure
constants:

(-I)"JI.:'I/J KILKM

+ (-I)",'I.:'fn KIIK M + (-I)I.:'I.:JILIKIJK M =0

(2.1.17)

From these equations, those essential for us are the following

f' II ,jiJ
,ii

-

f' i/"I :,/1I

-

0.

(2.1.18)

if' ill ,I = 0.

(2.1.19)

f if;'"I ",'I

r jI i"-,j + I
I "flif i:' ,I + ,11:'

','''-

=

What do these identities mean?
First, note the generators $7(e;) of the o~-representation (2.1.12) are given
by matrices [$7(e;)J"fJ = I iP". Secondly, the generators ad(e;) of the O~-adjoint
representation are given by matrices [ad(e i )] Ij = I;;'. SO, equation (2.1.18)
means nothing more than that I,r/ is an invariant tensor of the Lie algebra
o~ transforming in the adjoint representation with respect to the index i and
in the representation being contragredient to $7 with respect to each of the
indices et and {3. What is more, not every invariant tensor with such a
structure may be chosen, only that which satisfies equation (2.1.19).
The above consideration makes it clear that not every Lie algebra admits
an extension to a superalgebra; admissible Lie algebra should have an
invariant tensor I,r/ = Ilh i subject to constraint (2.1.19).

2.1.2. Examples of'superalgebras
Let us consider the set of all (p + q) x (p + q) complex matrices. It is a
d: 2 -graded associative algebra with respect to matrix multiplication and the
grading defined as follows. For every matrix

R

= (~

~)

(2.1.20)

where A, B, C and Dare p x p, p x q, q x p and q x q complex matrices,
respectively, the decomposition into its even and odd parts reads

R=oR+1R

OR=(~ ~)

lR

=

(0 B)

CO·

(2,1.21)
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This algebra is denoted usually by M at(p, q IC). In accordance with (2.1.9),
M at(p, q I C) becomes a superalgebra with respect to the Lie superbracket

[R,S} = [OR, OS]

+ [OR, is] + [lR, OS] + eR, is}.

The resultant superalgebra is denoted by gl(p, q I C). Restriction to the case
of real (p + q) x (p + q) matrices gives the real superalgebra gl(p, qllR).
By analogy with supermatrices, one can define in M at(p, q IC) the operation
of supertrace by the rule:
str R = tr A - tr D.

It is a simple exercise to check that
str ([R, S})

=0

for arbitrary matrices R, SE M at(p, q IC). As a result, the set of all
supertraceless matrices,
str R

=0

(2.1.22)

forms a superalgebra, denoted by sl(p, q IC), which is a subalgebra in gl(p, q IC).
The set of all real matrices in sl(p, q IC) presents the real superalgebra sl(p, q IIR).
The last example is the orthosymplectic superalgebra osp(p, 2q IC). It is a
subalgebra of sl(p, 2qlc) selected by the conditions

A + AT

JD + DT J

=0

=0

B

= ieT J

(2.1.23)

where J is the 2q x 2q symplectic matrix
J

=

(0
-

~q

~q).

(2.1.24)

0

Equation (2.1.23) means that A E so(p, C) and DE sp(2q, C), so that

°osp(p, 2q IC) =

so(p, C) EEl sp(2q, C).

2.1.3. The Grassmann shell of a superalgebra
Every complex 2 2 -graded vector space L(C) = L(C) Et! 1 L(C) of dimension
(p + q) can be made into a supervector space L(A",,) of dimension (p, q) defined
as follows. Let eI = {ei' e,,}, where i = 1,2, ... , P and (X = 1,2, ... , q, be a pure
basis in L(C),

°

u = °u

+

lU

= xiei + x"e" = xle I

Xl E C

for every U E L(C). Consider the set L(A"J of all formal linear combinations
(2.1.25)
= Zi ei + z"e" = ZI eI
ZI E A""
1,2, ... , p + q, being arbitrary supernumbers. In L(A",) we define
u

with ZI, 1=
the operations
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I. addition

uI

2.

+ U 2 = (z; + z~)eI

l~ft

~'u

(2.1.26a)

multiplication by supernumbers

= (caI)eI

(2.1 .26b)

lI.EA",

3. riyht multiplication by supernumbers
u 'lI.

= (-

1)" t:( ')(zl~)el

(2.1.26c)

where ~ is a pure supernumber. As a result, every u E L(A "J is decomposed
into its even and odd parts by the rule:

= °u + IU
°u = ~iei + ~'e,
IU = lJi ei + ;/'e,
u

~iECc'

C
• ECa

lJi E Ca'

1]' E

(2.1.27)

Cc.

It is readily seen that L(A xJ becomes a supervector space of dimension (p, q),
in which the operation of complex conjugation is undefined. Every even (odd)
vector in L(C) is, at the same time, an even (odd) supervector in L(A "J,
Following F. Berezin, the supervector space L(A",) is said to be the
'Grassmann shell' of the l2-graded vector space L(C) (originally, Berezin
used the term 'Grassmann shell' for the set L(A ", ) of the even supervectors
in L(A",J).
From now on, we make no distinction between the parity functions e on
L(A,J and K on L(C), using the same notation e for both.
Now let ~(C) be a complex superalgebra with pure basis {el}' We take
the Grassmann shell ~( A ~) of the l2-graded vector space ~(C). Then, the
operations of multiplication (2.1.1 0) in ~(C) and multiplication by
supernumbers (2.1.26b, c) in ~(A ,J induce a multiplication in ~(A <X) ) defined by

°

[u, v}

= [Ou,Ov] + [DU, IV] + [lu, DV] + {IU, IV}

(2.1.28)

for any supervectors u, v E ~(A",). Choosing in (2.1.28) the supervectors
u = eel and v = eJ to be pure, e(~I) = e( u) + el and e(,J) = e(v) + eJ' one
obtains

,J

[u, v}

= uv -

= (_l)t.(Uxr.(V) + r.J), J~I[eI> eJ}
= (_Ij"(UXI:(V) + t:J)e~ 1 f lJLe L
(_l)C(U)t:(V)vu

(2.1.29)

where equation (2.1.14) has been used . The main properties of the
multiplication (2.1.28) are:

= -( _IY(U)r.(V)[v, u}
e([u, v}) = e(u) + e(v) (mod

I. [u, v}

2.

2)
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+ (_ly(v)l:(U)[v, [w, u}} + (_l)r.(W)r.(V)[w, [u, v}} = 0
(2.1.30)

for any supervectors u, v, w E ~(j\"J

4. [cm

+ pv, w} = et[u, w} + P[v, w}

Vet,PEAct;

Vu, v,

wE~(A,J.

To prove property 2, one has to use equations (2.1.7) and (2.1.29). The
properties 1-3 show that ~(A,J forms a superalgebra. Property 4 means
that the Lie superbracket [ ... , ...} of ~(Aoo) is linear with respect to
multiplication by supernumbers. The supervector space ~(Aoo) with the
multiplication (2.1.28) is said to be the 'Grassmann shell of the superalgebra'
~(q. We shall also call objects like ~(A,J 'Berezin superalgebras' to
distinguish them from ordinary superalgebras over C or IR, which have been
considered in subsection 2.1.1.
By definition, a Berezin superalgebra ~ is a supervector space ~ together
with an operation of multiplication [ ... , ...}: ~ x ~ --+ ~ of elements from
~ such that the axioms (2.1.30) are satisfied. When ~ has finite dimension,
all algebraic information is contained in the 'structure constants' defined by

= !I/e L !IJLEA:x;,
s(fI/) = SI + SJ + SL (mod 2)
[ell eJ}

(2.1.31)

with {eI} being a pure basis of ~. A Berezin superalgebra is said to be
'conventional' if it admits a pure basis in which the structure constants are
ordinary numbers, i.e. as in equation (2.1.14); otherwise it is called
'unconventional'. Every conventional Berezin superalgebra is the Grassmann
shell of some complex superalgebra. From now on we will discuss only
conventional Berezin superalgebras.
Consider the set O~(ACtJ) of even supervectors in ~(ACtJ)' Property 2 from
(2.1.30) tells us that O~(ACtJ) forms a subalgebra in the Berezin superalgebra
~(A:x;,). In accordance with equations (2.1.28, 29), the multiplication on O~(ACtJ)
is given by
[u, v] = (J ~I !I/e L
(2.1.32)
for any supervectors u = ~IeI and v = (J eJ from O~(Aoo)' and due to (2.1.30),
it is characterized by the properties

1. [u,v] = -[v,u]

+ [v, [w, u]] + [w, [u, v]] = 0
3. [etU + pv, w] = et[u, w] + P[v, w]
Vet, PE Cc

2. [u, [v, w]]

Vu, v,

WEO<>'(A"J
(2.1.33)

Therefore, we obtain a Lie algebra structure on O~(Aoo) which is induced
by the superalgebra structure on ~(q. Of course, the reason for this
transmutation lies in the heterotic nature of supernumbers: c-numbers are
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commuting objects while a-numbers are anticommuting. The algebra o,;§(A"J
is said to be the 'complex super Lie algebra associated to the superalgebra'
~~(!c). More generally, a complex super Lie algebra is defined to be the even
part °rtl of a Berezin superalgebra rtI; the multiplication on °rtl is characterized
by the properties (2.1.33).
There are three basic differences between ordinary Lie algebras and super
Lie algebras. First, Lie algebras are endowed with the operation of
multiplication by ordinary numbers only, while for super Lie algebras it is
defined for arbitrary c-numbers. Secondly, generators of Lie algebras satisfy
commutation relations, while generators of super Lie algebras are subject to
(anti)commutation relations like (2.1.31). Finally, generators of a Lie algebra
are elements of the algebra. But not all generators of a super Lie algebra
belong to the algebra; the even generators belong, whereas the odd generators
do not.
Let rtI be a Berezin superalgebra and °rtl be the corresponding super Lie
algebra. Suppose that the supervector space ';§ can be provided by an
operation of complex conjugation such that the subset O';§R of real
supervectors in o';§ forms a subalgebra of the super Lie algebra o';§. Then
°rtlR is said to be a 'real super Lie algebra'. The operation of multiplication
in °rtlR respects the properties 1, 2 (2.1.33), but the third property should be
substituted by
eau

+ f3v, w] = a[u, w] + f3[v, wJ

'la,

f3 E fJ?c'

Vu, v, WE O';§R' (2.1.34)

It is not difficult to find restrictions on the structure constants of ';§ (2.1.31)
(with respect to a standard basis {el}' er = (-lY/e l ) to ensure that the subset
°rtl R is subalgebra of °rtl. The result is
(fl/)*

= (-1)(r./ + f:J)(1

+ cLl +

r./r.J

fIJL.

(2.1.35)

When the structure constants are ordinary numbers, equation (2.1.35) takes
a simpler form

UI/)*

= (_1)c/c J fl/'

(2.1.36)

2.1.4. Examples of Berezin superalgebras and super Lie algebras
First, let us construct Grassmann shells of the complex superalgebras
presented in subsection 2.1.2. We begin with the superalgebra g/(p, q I!c).
Taking the convention that matrix indices are positioned in the manner

R

= (R M N )

one easily finds that the Grassmann shell of the Z2-graded matrix space
Mat(p, ql!c) coincides with the supermatrix space Mat(+)(p, q I A,J studied in
Section 1.9. M at( + )(p, q IA'JJ becomes the Grassmann shell of the superalgebra
gl(p, q I!c) with respect to the superbracket defined by

[F I , F 2} = F1F2 - (-I),,(Fd D(F')F 2F I

(2.1.37)
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where F I and F 2 are arbitrary pure supermatrices. The Berezin superalgebra
obtained is denoted by y/I + 'fp, q IA x). It is clear that the set aM at l + l(p, q I A,J
of c-type supermatrices in Matl+l(p, qIA:t:} (see equation (1.9.37a)) forms the
super Lie algebra 0 y/( + I(p, q I A,) with respect to the ordinary Lie bracket.
Finally, recall that we introduced in Matl+l(p, qIA,J the operation 's*' of
supercomplex conjugation (1.9.41), which is characterized by property (1.9.44).
Therefore, if F I and F 2 are real c-type supermatrices (see equation (1.9.42b)),
then FJ2 and hence [FIF2J are real. As a result, the set °Madt1(p,qIA"J
of real ('-type supermatrices forms a subalgebra in ay/I + I(p, ql A,J denoted
by 0 Y/k + I(p, q IA x). The algebra °y1k+ l(p, q IA xJ is a real super Lie algebra.
To construct the Grassmann shell of the superalgebra sl(p, q I q, we
introduce the operation supertrace in the supermatrix algebra Matl+l(p, qIA,J
Recall that supertrace has been defined for c-type supermatrices only (see
equation (1.10.66)). We generalize this definition to the whole Mat l + l(p, ql A,J
demanding two basic postulates:

1. str F = (-1)''''

+

I:(F)/:"F M M ,

for every pure supermatrix F

2. str (F 1

(2.1.38)

+ F 2) = str F 1 + str F 2,

for any supermatrices F 1 and F 2'
So, the supertrace of a-type supermatrices coincides with the ordinary trace.
The operation of supertrace is characterized by the following properties:
1. str (iF)

2. str i

= z str F,

= z(p -

str (Ft) ~ (str F)z, }

(2.1.39)

q),

3. str (P*) = (str F)*,
where z and F are an arbitrary supernumber and supermatrix, respectively;
4. str (F 1F 2) = ( - 1),,(FddF,) str (F 2F d,
for arbitrary pure supermatrices F 1 and F 2'
Now we consider in Matl+1(p, qIA,J the subset Sl(+l(p, qIA(1)) of supertraceless
supermatrices,
str F

=0

VFES/(p,qIA(1))'

(2.1.40)

Property 2 in (2.1.38) and property 1 in (2.1.39) show that sl( + l(p, q IAx) is a
supervector space. Recalling the operation of multiplication by supernumbers
in Matl+1(p, qIA:;G) (see equation (1.9.31)), one finds Sll+)(p, qlk,J to be the
Grassmann shell of the Z2-graded vector space sl(p, q I q. Due to the property
4 in (2.1.39), sl( + l{p, q Ik,J becomes the Berezin superalgebra with respect to
the superbracket (2.1.37). The subset of c-type supermatrices in sl( + l{p, q I A,J
forms a super Lie algebra denoted by °S/I+){p, qIAG(J Finally, the subset of
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real ('-type supermatrices in °s[<+)(p,qIA,J forms a real super Lie algebra
denoted by °sl~t)(p,qIA"J.
The Grassmann shell of the orthosymplectic superalgebra osp(p,2q lC)turns
out to coincide with the subset of Mat( + )(p,2ql A,J denoted by osp(+ )(p, 2q Ik,J
and consisting of all supermatrices under the equation

+ (FST)A/IJPN = 0

11 Mp F P N

(2.1.41a)

or, in index notation,
I)F

+ pTI) = 0

(2.1.41b)

where

'1

~p
= 0

(

0)

iJ'

(2.1.42)

J being as in equation (2.1.24). The matrix I)MN is a supersymmetric real
The operation of
supermatrix in the sense of the definition 0.9.78).
supertransposition for Mat(+l(p, qlAoo) is given by equations (1.9.58) (for
MatH(p. qlAoo) see equation (1.9.59».
Equation (2.1.41) is evidently
consistent. Indeed let us extend the operation of supertransposition 0.9.77),
defined originally for c-type supermatrices only, to the case of pure arbitrary
supermatrices with lower positioned indices:
(HsT)".!N

=

(_l)f.(H~f." + f.s)

+ f.\I + f.s + f.Mf.'HNM.

(2.1.43)

Then, the identities
(HF)ST

= (_l)n(H)f.(FlpTH sT

"IF E Mat(+)(p, qJA",,)

(2.1.44)
(GH)sT

=

(_1)f.(G)f.(H1Hs T Gs T

VG E Mat( -)(p, q lA",)

imply that the supertranspose of equation (2.1.41) is just the same equation.
Using the relations (1.9.60) and (1.9.61), one can readily verify that (1)
osp(+i(p,2qJA",) is a supervector spac'e and a Berezin superalgebra with
respect to the superbracket (2.1.37); (2) with respect to the conjugation (1.9.42),
the real even subset °ospk+1(p, 2qlAoo) of osp(+l(p, 2qlAoo) forms a real super
Lie algebra.
Our last example, very important for the subsequent discussion, is the
'Berezin superalgebra of supervector fields' on a real superspace [Rplq
parametrized by p real c-number coordinates xm and q real a-number
coordinates ell. We will now use the notation adopted in Section 1.10; in
particular, ZM = (x m, (}IJ) and aM = (am' aIJ) == a/azM. By definition, a 'supervector
field' on W 1q is a first-order differential operator,
K

= KM(z)a M =

Km(x, (})a m + KI'(x, (})al'

(2.1.45)

with KM(Z) being supersmooth functions on [Rplq. The set of all supervector
fields on W 1q will be denoted by SVF(p, q). A supervector field K is said to

t 3t
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be c-type (a-type) if its components K(z) are pure superfunctions on
with the following Grassmann parities:
c-type
a-type
C(KM(Z» = t

C(KM(Z) = CM

+ CM

(mod 2)

[Rplq

(2. t .46)

Supervector fields of definite type are called pure. Every pure supervector K
is provided with the Grassmann parity e(K) defined by
e(K)

= {~

for c-type K
for a-type K.

(2. t .47)

Note that all supervector fields considered in Section 1.11, were of c-type.
We define in SVF(p, q) the operations

I. addition
KJ

+ K2 = (K'Y + K'fJC.1tf

2. left multiplication by supernumbers
'Y.K

= ('Y.KM)CM

(2.1.48)

3. right multiplication by supernumbers
K'Y.

= (-IY«x)CM(KMc()oM

4. complex conjugation
K ~ K == KMc M = (-1)s(K)r."(K M)*oM'

Then, all the supervector space axioms prove to be satisfied, and SVF(p, q)
becomes an infinite-dimensional supervector space. It should be pointed out
that, due to operations (2.1.48), real c-type supervector fields, K = K, are
characterized by real components, (K M)* = KM. So, the above definition of
complex conjugation is consistent with the notion of real supervector fields
introduced in Section 1.11.
Let us consider the set of all supersmooth functions on W 1q, denoted by
C'°(IRPlq). C:X:(IRPlq) is endowed, in an obvious way, with the structure of an
infinite-dimensional supervector space. Every supervector field K defines a
left linear operator on C "" (IRP lq) by the rule:
<1>(z) ~ (K<1»(z)

= KM(Z)O M<1>(Z)

V<1>(z) E C""(W 1q ).

(2.1.49)

Every c-type supervector field is a c-type linear operator on C ""(IRPlq) since
it does not change superfunction types. Analogously, every a-type supervector
field is a left a-type linear operator on ccc(W 1q ). Using equation (1.10.22),
one can prove the identity
(K<1»*

= (_I)"(K)r.(cI»K<1>*

(2.1.50)

for arbitrary pure supervector field K and superfunction <1>. Replacing here
<1> ~ <1>* brings this relation into the general form (1.9.40).
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Given arbitrary pure supervector fields K
define their superbracket by the rule

[K, L}

= KMa M and

= K· L- (_I),,(K)I:(L)L' K

L= LMa M, we

(2.1.51)

which, due to equations (1.10.19, 20) and (2.1.46), is also a pure supervector
field,
[K, L}

= ({KL'W) - (_l),,(K)F.(L)(LKM))a M.

(2.1.52)

The superbracket (2.1.51) proves to satisfy all the axioms (2.1.30) for a Berezin
superalgebra. As a result, SVF(p, q) obtains the structure of a Berezin
superalgebra. Then, the subset °SVF(p, q) of c-type supervector fields in
SVF(p, q) forms a super Lie algebra. Finally, since any pure supervector fields
K and L satisfy the identity

[K, L}

= (_1)c(K)c(L,[L, K}

(2.1.53)

the subset °SVF R(P, q) of real c-type supervector fields °SVF(p, q) forms a real
super Lie algebra. This super Lie algebra has been studied in Section 1.11.

2. / .5. Representations of (Berezin) superalgebras and super Lie algebras
For our discussion of representation theory it seems convenient to start with
Berezin superalgebra representations.
Let ~(A,J be a Berezin superalgebra and 2'(Acc) be a supervector space.
A mapping T: ~(A()J ~ End(+)2'(A"J from ~(Aoo) into the algebra of left
linear operators on 2'(Acc) is said to be a 'linear representation of the Berezin
superalgebra' in 2'(Aoo) under fulfilment of the conditions:

1. e(T(u))

= e(u)

for every pure u E ~(A x)
2. T((Xu

+ f3u) = er:T(u) + f3T(v)

for Ver:, f3 E Ax and Vu, v E ~(A,",)

3. 1{[u, v})

(2.1.54)

= [T(u), T(v)}

for any pure elements u, v E ~(AO'J.

End( +) 2'(A"J can be provided with a Berezin superalgebra structure with
respect to the superbracket:
[3" 1,3" 2}

=

3" 1.97 2 - (_l)"(.?il>:('?')3" 23" 1

(2.1.55)

where 3" 1 and 3" 2 are arbitrary left linear operators on 2'(A:x;). Thus, every
linear representation T: ~(Aoo) ~ End( +) 2'(Aoo) is a homomorphism of the
Berezin superalgebras.
In accordance with the first requirement (2.1.54), every even (odd) element
of ~(Ax) maps to a c-type (a-type) linear operator on 2'{A,J, respectively.
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As a result, the <1(A ,J -representation in 2'(A CL ) induces a 'linear representation
of the super Lie algebra' o:,§(A ,J in £7(A :<.), T: o:'§(k,J - °End £7(A x,), which
is characterized by the properties:
1. T(Cl:U

+ fh) = Cl:T(u) + (3T(v)

VCl:, f1 EO Cc and Vu, v EO o:,§(Ax)
2. T([u, v])

(2.1.56)

= [T(u), T (v)]

Vu, V E o~(A x. ).
For every uE o ~§(A x )' the operator T(u) maps the subset o£7(A x,) of even
supervectors in £7(A ,J into itself and the subset 1 £7(A:;. J of odd supervectors
in £7(A ,,J into itself also. So, while the representation of the Berezin
superalgebra :'§(A"J acts on the whole supervector space £7(A ,J, the
corresponding representation of the super Lie algebra o:,§(A xJ acts
independently in each of the subspaces °£7(A x) and I £7(k,J. This is very
important for the following reasons. First, suppose that £7(A",,) has a finite
dimension (p, q). Then, the subspace 0 £7(A ",, ) can be identified with the
complex superspace C,,14 and the subspace I £7(A ",,) can be identified with
the superspace C41" (see subsection 1.9.2). Therefore, every finite-dimensional
representation of the super Lie algebra °<;9'(A ",,) leads to linear (supermatrix)
representations in superspace and superspace is the main subject of our book.
Secondly, suppose we have a linear representation T of <;9'(A x,) in the
supervector space c x(W lq) of supersmooth functions on IRPlq. Then it induces
representations of the super Lie algebra °<;9'(A,:J in the space °C:;O(W lq ) of
bosonic fields on W lq and in the space lC x, (W lq ) of fermionic fields on W lq•
That is why super Lie algebras are of great importance.
When <;9'(A ~J is endowed with an operation of complex conjugation such
that the subset o<;9'R(k~ ) of real even elements in <;9'(A:;o) forms a real super
Lie algebra, then every linear representation T: <;9'(A :;o) - End £7(A:;o) induces
a linear representation of the real super Lie algebra °<;9'R(A :;o) in £7(A :;o), T :
o~ R(A c£ ) - 0 End £7(A oo), for which the first requirement of (2.1.56) should be
substituted by
T(Cl:U

+ (3v) = Cl:T(u) + (3T(v),

VCl:, (3 e IRe

Vu, ve °<;9'R(A::o).

(2.1.57)

Now we proceed to consideration of superalgebra representations. For the
time being, we restrict ourselves to the case of finite-dimensional representations.
Let <;9'( C) be a complex superalgebra. A linear mapping T: <;9'(C) - M at(p, q Ic)
from ~(c) into a £:2-graded matrix algebra is said to be a 'finite-dimensional
representation of the superalgebra' ~(c) under fulfilment of the following
conditions
I. K(T(a)) = K(a)foreverypureae<;9'( C)
}
2. T([a,b}) = [T(a), T(b)} for any purea, be<;9'(C).

(2.1.58)
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The first requirement means that, for every a E '?I(C), we have
T(a) = T(oa)
T(0a) = (A(a)

o

0)

+

Tea)

Tea) =

D(a)

(0

C(a)

B(a)).

0

(2.1.59)

Therefore, a representation of ~§(C) gives us a homomorphism T:
(1j(C) ---> y/(p, q I C) of the superalgebras.
It is convenient to identify Mat(p, qlc) with the algebra End 2(C) of all
linear operators acting in a Zz-graded vector space £P(C) of dimension (p + q)
by the standard rule: every linear operator .1'l on £P(C) is represented with
respect to a given pure basis EM = {Em' Ell} in 2(C), m = 1,2, ... , p and
p = 1,2, ... , q, by the matrix REM at(p, q IC) defined as follows
;~(EM) = ENR NM·
Then the operator .1'l acts in £P(C) as

= xMEM ---> .1'l(X) = X'
X'M = RMNXN
= x'MEM

X
X'

for every X E £P(C). After this identification, End £P(C) inherits the structure
of a Zz-graded associative algebra and becomes a superalgebra with respect
to the superbracket (2.1.9). So, every representation T: ~(C)--->Mat(p,qlc)
may be understood as a representation T: ~(C) -+ End 2(C) in a Z2-graded
vector space.
Now we show that any linear representation T of some finite-dimensional
superalgebra ~(C) in a finite-dimensional Z2-graded vector space 2(C)
induces a linear representation f of the Grassmann shell ~(!\c) of the
superalgebra ~(C) on the Grassmann shell 2(A",) of the Z2-graded vector
space £P(C).
First, we construct a one-to-one linear mapping': End 2(C) ---> End<+)2(ACJ:J,
preserving the grading and the multiplication. Elements of the supervector
space £P(A"J will be denoted by an arrow, and they will be written in the
form (1.9.27a) placing basis supervectors on the left. Then, given a linear
operator .~ on 2(C), it induces the left linear operator ~ on 2(Aoo) defined
as follows
--0

.....,

X = EMX

X' = EMX'M

M " ....

-

-+ ~(X) =

X'M

-,

X

= RMNX N

for every XE £P(A",). Hence, the operators ~ and ~ are characterized by the
same (super)matrix R with respect to the basis {EM} in 2(Aoo) and the basis
{EM} in 2(C). If ~ is a pure linear operator on 2(C), then ~ is a pure left
linear operator on £P(A",) of the same type, K(~) = e(~). One can readily
check also that /f;?Jt 2 = .~ 1'~ 2, V.~ l ' ~ 2 E End £P(C). So, in accordance with
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(2.1.58), we have

= [f(a), fib)}

flea, b})

(2.1.60)

for any pure elements a, bE \#(IC).
As the next step, we construct a linear mapping f: ~(A"J -+ End( +) !E(AocJ
as follows. Let {e[} be a pure basis for ~(IC); every element a E ~(IC) has the form

a = le[ = yiei

+ y~e"

lEC

and every element a E \#(A",J has the form
a = ~[e[ = ~iei

+ ~"e"

eEAOO'

We postulate

f(a)

= e1(e[).

Then, using equations (1.9.35b) and (2.1.60), one finds

f([a, b})

= [f(a), fib)}

for any pure elements a, bE <§(A"J Therefore, the correspondence f:
\#(A",) -+ End( +) !E(AocJ is a representation of the Berezin superalgebra <§(A",).

2.1.6. Super Lie groups

As is well known, Lie groups and Lie algebras are related by means of the
exponential mapping. Given a connected Lie group G and the corresponding
Lie algebra <§ G, (almost all) group elements can be represented as exponentials
of Lie algebra elements,
g

= exp a

a=eiei

(2.1.61)
eiEC(orlR)

where {e;} is a basis for <§ G' The components ~i, i = 1,2, ... , dim G, of Lie
algebra elements play the role of local coordinates (in a neighbourhood of
the identity) of the group manifold. The fact that the union of elements of
the form (2.1.61) presents a group is a consequence of the Baker-Hausdorff
formula:
1
1
1
exp (a) exp (b) = exp ( a + b + -[a,
b] + -[a,
[a,b]] + -Cb,
[b,a]] + ... )
2
12
12

(2.1.62)
where dots mean commutators of third order and higher.
Now one can ask whether it is possible, using the exponential mapping,
to construct some group-like objects starting from superalgebras, Berezin
superalgebras or super Lie algebras. The answer is negative in the case of
superalgebras or Berezin superalgebras, because the multiplication law in
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(Berezin) superalgebras is a graded commutator, including both commutators
and anticommutators. But there is no graded generalization of the
Baker-Hausdorff formula. The situation is different in the case of super Lie
algebras, since the multiplication operation is now an ordinary Lie bracket.
As a result, one can duplicate the ansatz (2.1.61). Namely, given a super Lie
algebra o{fj(A x) (complex or real), we associate formally with every element a,
a

= cY/- e/ = ~i e·I+"("y~ e"

{ ~i EC< (or IRe)
C;y~"
E 'L- a

(or flll)
~a

the symbol
g(~/)

= exp a.

(2.1.63)

In the set of all symbols, denoted by C, we introduce a multiplication operation
using the Baker-Hausdorffformula. The group obtained is said to be a 'super
Lie group' (or 'supergroup'), since its elements are parametrized by
supernumbers. Super lie groups provide us with an example of ,supermanifolds'
which present a generalization of ordinary manifolds. A supermanifold is a
space which looks locally like a domain in W I'i. We are not able to give
here a detailed treatment of supermanifolds and super Lie groups, but refer
the reader to the book by B. De Witt. We content ourselves with giving
some examples of super Lie groups.
The first example is the super Lie group GV+J(p, qlA oo) of non-singular
c-type supermatrices in Mat( +)(p, qlA oo ) which was introduced in Section
1.10. Every supermatrix PE CV+) (p, q\A oo) from a small neighbourhood of
the unit supermatrix can be represented in the form

P

= expF

FE °gl(+)(p, q\A oo).

It is clear then that the supermatrix multiplication in CV+)(p, q\A ,,J coincides
with the definition given above of multiplication in super Lie groups.
°gl( +)(p, q I Aoo ) is the super Lie algebra of the super Lie group GL(p, q I Aoo ).
A super Lie group which corresponds to the real super Lie algebra
°gl\t+)(p, q IA oc,) is the set CL\t+ l(p, qIA ",) of non-singular real c-type
supermatrices in Mat(+ )(p,qIAoc,)' Recall that this super Lie group has been
realized in subsection 1.10.3 as the group of invertible linear transformations
in the supers pace IRPiq.
A super Lie group which corresponds to the real super Lie algebra
°sl\t+J(p, ql A, J is the set SL\t+)(p, qIA"J ofunimodular real c-type supermatrices
in M at(p, q I Aoc, ). Indeed, every supermatrix P expressed in the form

P

= exp F

FE °sllt )(p, qIA :,J

has unit Berezinian,
Ber P

=I

in accordance with equation (1.9.68) '. The super Lie group SLIt )(p, q IA "J
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can be realized as the group of unimodular linear transformations of the
form (1.10.47) acting in real supers pace [Rplq.
A super Lie group, corresponding to the real super Lie algebra
°OSPk+)(p,2qIA,J is the set OSPk+)(p,2qIA"J of unimodular real c-type
supermatrices in Mat(+)(p, 2qlAoo) which satisfy the equation
FST~F

=~

(2.1.64)

where the supermatrix ~ was defined in (2.1.42). The super Lie group
OSPk+)(p, 2qlAx} has a deep geometrical origin. To see this, let us introduce
in the real superspace W l2q with coordinates ZM = (x m, 811 ), where m = ,2, ... , P
and J.1 = 1,2, ... , 2q, the non-singular supermetric
S2

= xmornnxn + i811J 11\,8" = zT ~z.

(2.1.65)

Now consider the set of all linear transformations on [Rpl2q of the form
= Fz preserving the supermetric (2.1.65). Then every such transformation
proves to be given by a supermatrix F under equation (2.1.64).
Finally, a super Lie group corresponding to the super Lie algebra
°SVF R(P, q) of real c-type supervector fields on W 1q, is the supergroup of
general coordinate transformations on [Rplq, which has been studied in Section
1.11.
To summarize, super Lie algebras and super Lie groups play the same
role on superspaces [Rplq which Lie algebras and Lie groups play on ordinary
spaces [Rn.

z -+ z'

2.1.7. Unitary representations of real superalgebras
Let '§ be a real superalgebra and .Yt be a Hilbert space. A linear mapping
T: '§ -+ End .Yt from '§ into the algebra End.Yt of linear operators on .Yt is
said to be a 'unitary representation of the superalgebra' '§ in .Yt under the
following conditions:
1. (T(a))+

=

2. T([a, b})

-(i)",(a)T(a) }

(2.1.66)

= [T(a), T(b)}

for any pure elements a, be '§.
The first requirement seems rather unusual but it is necessary to reconcile
the main property of Hermitian conjugation (AB)+ = B+ A + with the
superalgebra multiplication. Let us comment further. First, the demand that
(T(Oa))+ = - T(Oa), \foa e 0c§, is standard. Then every operator exp (T(Oa)) is
unitary and the union of all such operators forms a unitary representation
of a Lie group related to the Lie algebra 0c§. Further, for all odd elements
la, lbe l'§, we have
{Tea), Teb)}

= T(oa)
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for some °a E o<'§, hence the operator on the right is antiHermitian. So, the
demand (Tea))+ = -iTea) is quite correct.
Let {e d be a pure basis for the superalge bra,

a = xle l
[ej, eJ

= xje j

= f./ek

+ x'e,

IR

Xl E

= fjell

[eh e,J

VaE<'§

{e" ell}

= f,lie j

(2.1.67)

where the structure constants are real. In accordance with (2.1.66), the
representation generators T(e l ) are not Hermitian. It is useful to change the
real basis {ell to another basis {ell defined as follows

e = --:e
j

e, = Jie,
.

j

I

I

kA
e;,ej = - 1'f jje
k

[ A

A A]_

A]

[ ej,

AA 1
{ e" e/iJ

e, -

'{,/iA
-Iji" e/I

(2.1.68)

= firxf3eAj.

Then the representation generators T(e l ) are Hermitian. In the parametrization
(2.1.68), elements of the superalgebra are

a=

•

j

IX

ej
A

+ Vf:IX e,
"A

Xl

E IR,

Va E <'§ .

(2.1.69)

2.2. The Poincare superalgebra
2.2.1. Uniqueness of the N = 1 Poincare superalgebra
Now all the facilities which we require to introduce a basic object of our
book - the Poincare superalgebra, which presents an extension of the
Poincare algebra [l/' - are at our disposal. The main motivation for the
appearance of this object in theoretical physics was a very old theorists'
dream to find a non-trivial extension (other than the direct sum) of the
Poincare algebra, i.e. of the Lie algebra of the space-time symmetry group
of any relativistic quantum field theory. The problem has proved to have
no affirmative solution in the class of Lie algebras. The well-known theorem
ofS. Coleman and J. Mandula states that, due to assumptions of the S-matrix
approach, the most general Lie group of symmetries in a quantum field
theory (whose spectrum contains massive particles) is a direct product of the
Poincare group and some internal group,

nxG

G = Gl

X

[U(1)]"

(2.2.1)

where G l is a semi-simple compact group. The corresponding Lie algebra
has the direct sum structure
gt'EB~

where

~l

(2.2.2)

~=~1E9~2

is the semi-simple Lie algebra of G l and

~2

is an Abelian algebra.
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Since elements of CS commute with elements of 9, the only generators with
Lorentz indices present in the symmetry Lie algebra are the Poincare
generators {Pa,jab} of space-time translations and Lorentz rotations. After
suffering a setback in the class of Lie algebras, it was natural to look for
success in the class of superalgebras (in fact, this is the way superalgebras
were created). Fortunately, it turned out that it was possible to extend the
Poincare algebra by several sets of fermionic generators with spinor indices
thus obtaining superalgebras.
Let us show that there exists a unique superalgebra extension of the
Poincare algebra by four a-type generators (q"" qeX), with q" carrying an
undotted spinor index and q" a dotted spinor index. Recall, in accordance
with the results of subsection 2.1.1, a-type elements of a superalgebra CS
transform in some representation of the Lie algebra °CS. Since we have chosen
the representations (t,O) and (0, t) to act on the subspaces generated by q",
and q", respectively, these generators must commute with the Poincare
generators as follows

[jab' q,,] = i(aab)/qp
. - ,,[j ab' q-"] = I(aab)
pq /J

[Pa, q,,] = 0
[Pa, q~]

=0

(2.2.3)

where we have used the fact that space-time translations do not act on spinor
or vector indices.
Now we are going to analyse anticommutation relations in the assumed
superalgebra. From equation (2.l.11c), we can write
{ q""
f

a _

qp}
a

f

hfJ -JfJrx

1 f ab'
f a
= JrxfJ
Pa + "2 h/l Jab
f ab _ f ab _
h(i
- J/I"
-

f

ba

(2.2.4a)

- Jrxfi

and
-

-

a

=fil&.a

f ah
J #1

1

ah'

{qeX' qp} = /#1 Pa + "2/i./I Jab

/i.l

= 1.Il&.ah = -

f ha
J i./I

(2.2.4b)

and
-

{q"" q,,} = /

/",/h

a
rxi. P.

1 ab'
+ "2/"'i.
Jab

_ /",la.

(2.2.4c)

Recall that spinor indices are raised and lowered with the help of the spinor
metric e"'fJ and e"/l (see equations (1.2.11, 17)). In accordance with the results
of subsection 2.1.1, the set of structure constants {/"r/', /,,/,h, /i.l, /i.{lah, /,,/',
/"t'} should form an invariant tensor of the Poincare algebra, i.e. it must
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satisfy equation (2.1.18). The indices i,j and I from (2.1.18) are now Poincare
indices, and the indices et, f3 and 'Y from (2.1.18) are now spinor indices. The
non-vanishing structure constants of the Poincare algebra are fa. cl = - fed.}
and fah. j' = - fed. al, and their explicit values can be readily found from
(1.5.5). Then, choosing in equation (2.1.18) i = a and I = b and using equation
(2.2.3), one obtains

r uh

.I(t.{!

= f if!.ah -- f (t.~ah = 0.

The relations (2.1.18) tell us that the other structure constants f!Y./, f~l and
.f~;(/ are invariant tensors of the Lorentz algebra. But the Lorentz group has no
invariant tensors like f(t,l or fit Further, the only candidate for the role of
j(t.;" is the invariant tensor (O'a)(t.~. As a result, the anticommutation relations
(2.2.4) are simplified drastically:
{q(t" qf3}
{ q(t"

=0

{ih, qp} = 0

(2.2.5)

q&J = 2k( O'a)CI.~p a

with k being some constant. It is a simple exercise to check that the second
equation (2.1.19) for the structure constants is satisfied now identically. So,
we have obtained a superalgebra.
Finally, it would be desirable to demand that in any unitary representation
T of the obtained superalgebra (from the physical point of view, such
representations are of the greatest importance) the generators 00: = T(qo:)
and ifJ" = T(q,,) were Hermitian conjugate to each other,

0" = (00:) +.

(2.2.6)

In other words, we wish to treat the pair (qCl., q~) as a Majorana spinor. Then,
the constant k in (2.2.5) should be real and positive. Indeed, equation (2.2.5)
leads to

- kIP a =

1

.

_

1

.

:4 (aa){icx{ 00:, Op} = :4 (aa)f3C1.{ OCt, (O{!) + }

(2.2.7)

where IPa = T(Pa) = (- [, P) is the (Hermitian) energy-momentum operator,
hence k is real. Choosing here a = 0 gives
k[

1
+
1
+
1
+
1
+
= -O\(Od
+ -0z(02)
+ -(0\)
0\ + -(0 2 ) O 2 ,

4

4

4

4

(2.2.8)

Since physically acceptable unitary Poincare representations are characterized
by condition (1.5.16) (positivity of energy) and due to positive definiteness
of the operator in the right-hand side of equation (2.2.8), we must choose
k > O. Hence one can set k = 1 by making a simple rescaling of qo: and q&.
Let us now write down the complete list of (anti)commutation relations
of the superalgebra:
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[Pa, Pb]

=0

[jab' id]

= ilJajbd -

[jab' q,J
[j ab' q-"]
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= ilJacPb - ilJbcPa

[jab' pcJ

ilJadhc + ilJbJac - ilJbJad

= i(O'ab),/,q(1
-(1
= 1.(-)&
0' ab ~q

=0
[
Pa' q-"] = 0
[Pa, q,,]

(2.2.9)

{q", q~} = 0

{q", q(l} = 0

{q", q;J = 2( O'a),,&p a
This real superalgebra is known as the 'Poincare superalgebra'. It will be
denoted by SfP. Its a-type generators qc< and q", are called 'supersymmetry
generators'. Every element X of the Poincare superalgebra can be represented,
in agreement with subsection 2.1. 7, as follows:
X

=

i(

-bapa

ba, K ab

+ ~Kabjab) + Ji(K"q" + K"q,,)

= - K ba E IR

K", K"

= (K")* E C.

(2.2.10)

For later use, we rewrite the Poincare superalgebra in spin or notation,
converting every vector index into a pair of dotted and undotted indices.
When applied to the Poincare generators, this operation leads to the change
{Pa,jab} -+ {p"",L(I,J&~}. Then one finds

[j "",
J" p" . ,]
(I

.]
[j ,,/3, J;,cl

i

i

= -2 8""Pf~'" + -28"flP,,'"
;
I

I

I

i(.
.
.
. )
=2
8;',.,)/3" + 8.,.(lI"" + 8,5,.,);'/3 + 8,5(l1),,,
[j ,,/3, q" ]

i

i

= 28;,,,q(J + 28;'(Jq"

{q", q&}

=

(2.2.11 )

2p",,,.

Other (anti)commutators vanish or may be found by Hermitian conjugation.

2.2.2. Extended Poincare superalgebras
It was shown above that the Poincare superalgebra is the only possible
superalgebra such that its even part coincides with [lJ and the odd part
transforms in the real (Majorana) representation d', 0) E9 (0, i) of the Lorentz
group. However, one can consider a more general problem: to find all possible
superalgebras A with 0 A being of the form (2.2.2) and lA being generated
by a set of elements, each of which carries at least one spin or index. Then,
since {I A, I ...it} c 0A, it follows from the Coleman-Mandula theorem that
every generator of 1.# should carry exactly one spin or index (otherwise, °.If
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will contain a Lorentz tensor generator different from the Poincare
generators).
Of course, we wish to have a real superalgebra At. Therefore, ! At is a
direct sum of several real (~, 0) ffi (O,~) representations, i.e.! vi{ is generated
by elements q,/ and tj&B, where A, B = 1,2, ... , N, with tj&A being Hermitian
conjugate of q,/. Further, one must satisfy equations (2.1.18) and (2.1.19).
These equations give very strong restrictions on the structure constants. An
analysis similar to that of subsection 2.2.1 leads to the following
(anti)commutation relations:
Dab' q~A]

= i(aab)/iq/

Dab' q- &:]
A = I.( a~ ab )" tlq- fl A
r A
B1,
AB
l q ~ , qfi J = 8~fiC

[Pa' q,/]

=0

[
"A
]
Pa' q

=0

{-}

q"A' qtlB = 8,,(fC AB

{q,/, tj&B} = 2(aa)~"O~Pa
[eAB,q~DJ

= [eAB,tj&DJ = 0

[CAB,q~DJ

=

(2.2.12)

=0

[CAB,tj"DJ

[t;,q'/J = _(S;)A Bq /

= (S;)B Atj"B
[tt, tJ = if/tk

et;, tj"AJ

together with the Poincare commutation relations. Here {t;} are generators
of the semi-simple Lie algebra ~!' {e AB = _eBA , CAB = -CBA} are generators
of the Abelian algebra ~ 2' see (2.2.2), with CAB the Hermitian conjugate of
eAB . The matrices (S;)AB are Hermitian,
= Si' and they form a
representation of the algebra ~!' [Si' Sj] = if/Sk' Finally, the generators
eAB and CAB of ~ 2 should be 'invariant tensors' of ~!' i.e. one has
(S;)A De DB + (S;)B DeAD = 0
(2.2.13)
CDB(S;)D A + CAD(S;)D B = O.

st

As may be seen, the generators eAB and CAB commute with every element of
the superalgebra. On these grounds, they are called 'central charges'. Note
that central charges may exist when N ~ 2. For a more detailed derivation of
equations (2.2.12) and (2.2.13), see the book by J. Wess and J. Bagger.
The superalgebra (2.2.12) is known as an 'N -extended Poincare superalgebra',
depending on the number of spinor generators. The Poincare superalgebra
(2.2.9) is called the N = 1 (or 'simple') Poincare superalgebra. It follows from
the above consideration that the superalgebra (2.2.12) is the most general
(finite-dimensional) extension of the Poincare algebra, consistent with axioms
of quantum field theory. This assertion is known as the Haag, Lopuszanski
and Sohnius theorem.
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From now on, we shall study the N = I Poincare superalgebra only; this
case, being simple, is worked out in detail and contains the main ingredients
of all supersymmetric theories.

2.2.3. Matrix realization of the Poincare superalgebra
The Poincare superalgebra has been introduced above as an abstract
superalgebra. Now we give its realization in terms of matrices. Let us consider
in M at(4, 1 I q matrices {Pa, jab' qC(, lie.} defined as follows

- t(fl4

Po

=

o

o
o
o
o

+ Ys)Y.

o

o

o

-i~ab

jab

=

o

o

o

=

o

o

0
0
0
0

I!
=

o

o

O2

- lO'o

O2

O2

o

o

o
o
o
o

o

- iO'ob

O2

O2

- iii"ob

o

o

o

o

o
0
0
0
0

o
(2.2.14)

o
04
ql

o

o

1

-I

04

o
o

o

o

o

o
o
o

q2

=

o

o

o

04

iE =

o

o

-I

0

I

0

o

o

o

o
o
o

o

o
o
o

04

qi =

o

o

o

o
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where On means the zero n x n matrix. The matrices Ya, Lab and Ys were
introduced in Section 1.4. One can readily check that the matrices (2.2.14)
satisfy the (anti)commutation relations (2.2.9). Note that the superalgebra,
generated by the matrices (2.2.14), is a subalgebra of sl(4, 11 IC).

2.2.4. Grassmann shell of the Poinc'are superalgebra
As we know, with every complex superalgebra ~(IC) one can relate a Berezin
superalgebra ~(A:x:) (the Grassmann shell of ~(IC)) and a super Lie algebra
o~(A~) (the even part of ~(A:x:)). We now construct these objects for the
complex shell S.9'(1C) of the Poincare superalgebra. It is a complex
superalgebra of dimension (l0 + 4) with a general element X E S.9'(1C) of the
form

= X aPa + -I X ab'Jab + X .~ q" + X x-q"

X

2

xa, x ab

(2.2.15)

= _ xba, X", XX E C.

Recall that elements of the Poincare superalgebra have the form (2.2.10).
Now, introduce the Grassmann shell S.9'(A,,) of S2P(IC). It is a Berezin
superalgebra of dimension (l0, 4) with a pure basis {Pa, Lb' q~, ih} such that
ZPa

zq"

= (-

= Pa z

I y(Z)q~z

= jab z
zq" = (- I Y(Z)q"z

ZLb

for any pure supernumber z E Aoc. Every element
represented as follows
X

XE S.9'(A",)

(2.2.16)
can be

'
= cap
+ -1 ):ahJ' + P q + C"q-'
- a 2" ab "'"
-"

(2.2.17)

~a,~ab = _~ba,~:"~"EA",.

U sing the matrix realization (2.2.14) of the Poincare superalgebra, it is not
difficult to obtain a supermatrix realization of the Berezin superalgebra
S.9'(A",).
Let us endow the supervector space S2P(A oc ) with an operation of complex
conjugation according to the rule
(Pa)* == -Pa

(jab)* == - jab

Then every real c-type supervector
- _ .( -b aPa
X-I

(q,,)* ==

X E °S.9'(A"J is

of the form

- _,,)
+ 2.1 K ab'Jab + E"q~ + E"q

ba, K ab

=-

Kba E IRe

-q".
- =
_ (Ex) *
E"
(2.2.18)

eEiC a ,
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Due to the (anti)commutation relations (2.2.9), one easily finds that the subset
oS.J'(k,) of real c-type supervectors forms a subalgebra of the super Lie
algebra °S..J'(A,). So °S&R(A~) is a real super Lie algebra. It is called the
'(N = I) super Poincare algebra'.
Recalling the spinor notation (1.4.3), the last two terms in (2.2.18) can be
rewritten as follows:
eq"

+ EA~ = Eq + Eq = qE + qE

(2.2.19)

where we have used equation (2.2.16).

2.2.5. The super Poincare group
A super Lie group corresponding to the super Poincare algebra is known
as the (N = I) 'super Poincare group'. It is denoted by sn. Every element of
sn is of the form
g( b, E, lO, K)

= exp [{ - baPa + ~ Kabjab + Eq + Eq) ]

.

= exp [{~b";;P";; + K"Pj"fl + K'x~h~ + Eq + Eq )

'] (2.2.20)
.

So, points of the super Poincare group are parametrized by real c-number
variables ba and K ab = - K ba as well as by a-number variables (E:x' E'x) forming
a Majorana spinor. Similarly to the Poincare group, supergroup elements

gib)

= exp (-ibapa)

ba EIRe

(2.2.21)

will be called 'space-timc translations' and elements

g(K)

= exp (~Kabjab )

K ab EIRe

(2.2.22)

will be called 'Lorentz transformations'. Elements
g(E, E)

= exp [i(Eq + Eq)]

E"'EC a

(2.2.23)

are said to be 'supersymmetry transformations'. The union of all elements
(2.2.22), denoted by SO(3, l1IRY, forms a super Lie group, which represents
a c-number shell of the Lorentz group SO(3, l)i. Ordinary translations and
ordinary Lorentz transformations correspond to soulless parameters in
(2.2.21) and (2.2.22). We will refer to SO(3, 1 lIRe) i as the Lorentz group over IRe.
It should be noticed that, since 0, p] - p and 0, q] '" q, the set of elements
(2.2.20) with baEiRe' e ECa' but K ab E IR, forms a subgroup of the
super Poincare group. Therefore, one may restrict the parameters K ab in
(2.2.18) and (2.2.20) to be ordinary real numbers. However, since {q, q} . . ., p,
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we have
[E1q

+ E1q, E2q + E2q] = 2(E 1a a E2 -

E2 a a E1 )Pa

and hence

+ Elq)] exp [i(E2q + E2 q)]
+ E2 )q + (El + E2 )q + i(E l a aE2 - E2 a aEl )Pa}J

exp [i(E1q

= exp [i{(El

(2.2.25)

as a consequence of the Baker-Hausdorff formula, so the parameters ba in
(2.2.18) and (2.2.20) should be arbitrary real c-numbers.
An invariance in quantum field theory with respect to the super Poincare
group is called 'N = 1 (or simple) supersymmetry'.

2.3. Unitary representations of the Poincare superalgebra
We proceed by studying one-particle unitary representations of the Poincare
superalgebra. The main goal will be to classify irreducible representations T
of S2P each of which acts in a Hilbert space .Yf of one-particle states.
The representation generators will be denoted by

IPa = T(Pa)

Jl ab = T(jab)

aJ~ = T(q~)

Q"

=

T(qit)

(2.3.1)

where IPa and Jl ab are the Hermitian generators of space-time translations
and Lorentz transformations, and Q", and Qit are the supersymmetry
generators which satisfy equation (2.2.6). The generators IPa and Jl ab form a
representation of the Poincare algebra and the set of all unitary operators
exp[i(

-balPa+~KabJlab)J

where ba and K ab = - K ba are real number parameters, gives a unitary
representation of the Poincare group.
2.3.1. Positivity of energy
As is known, the Poincare group has irreducible unitary representations of
two types: positive-energy representations, characterized by the condition
(1.5.14), and negative-energy representations. Only the positive-energy
representations are physically admissible. Thus the negative-energy
representations, being possible only in principle, must be discarded.
Supersymmetry changes the situation radically. The Poincare superalgebra
(2.2.9) leads to equation (2.2.8) with k = I, therefore every state 1'1') of the
Hilbert (or Fock) space is characterized by a non-negative average energy
E'f'

= ('I'IIEI'I')
=

~(aJ i'l'laJ i'l') + (aJ;'I'laJ;'I') + (aJ l 'I'laJ l '1') + (aJ 2 '1'laJ z'l'») ~ O.
(2.3.2)
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As a result, all unitary representations of the Poincare superalgebra are
positive-energy representations of the Poincare group.
Let us suppose the Poincare superalgebra acts in a Fock space of some
field theory, and let Ivac> be a Poincare invariant vacuum state, IPa Ivac> = O.
Then, due to equation (2.3.2), this state is annihilated by the supersymmetry
generators:
il),lvac> = (Uvac> =

o.

(2.3.3)

So, the vacuum state is a supersymmetrically invariant state. Conversely,
having a supersymmetric state, which satisfied equation (2.3.3), it is inevitably
a Poincare invariant vacuum state. Every non-supersymmetric state has
positive energy.

2.3.2. Casimir operators of the Poincare superalgebra
In order to classify irreducible unitary representations of the Poincare
superalgebra, it is worth finding its Casimir operators - that is, polynomials
in the Sq; generators commuting with each element of Sq;. Recall that the
Poincare algebra has two Casimir operators: the squared mass operator
Cl = -lPalPa and the spin operator C 2 = waWa' where Wa is the
Pauli-Lubanski vector (1.5.10). The Poincare representations are classified
by mass and spin.
Due to the supersymmetry algebra (2.2.9), the energy-momentum operator
IP a commutes with the supersymmetry generators il), and 11);" hence the
squared mass operator also commutes. So, Cl = -lPalPa is the Casimir
operator of the Poincare superalgebra. However, the spin operator does not
commute with the supersymmetry generators. This follows from the identity

I"
IIflI
I
IflI
[ W ,~, il)/i] = "2 e,/iil);,IP' ~ - "2 "-,,,IP /H = "2 il)/jlP,~ - "-,,,IP [J~

(2.3.4)

where we have rewritten the Pauli-Lubanski vector and the Poincare
generators in the spinor notations (W,,,, = (cra),,,,Wa'IP,,;, = (~)",:xlPa and
JI,/i = !(crab),/IJl ab ); in particular, one has
I
W,1t. = iJl"'/i lP / It. - iJ;,/llP
(2.3.5)
[W,,,,, W/I/l] = - W,,/llP/H + W/i't.IP,,~.

Jl

Equation (2.3.4) can be readily obtained from (2.2.11).
The fact that the spin operator does not commute with the supersymmetry
generators means nothing more than that irreducible representations of the
Poincare superalgebra contain particles of different spins.
To find a supersymmetric invariant generalization of the spin operator,
let us consider the operator
I
.
_
(2.3.6)
?La = Wa - 8" (o)""'[il)" il)1t.]
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which is a generalization of the Pauli- Lubanski vector. Using equations
(2.3.4) and the identity
[[IQ~. If)~]. IQ(!]

= 4IQ~IP(!~

(2.3.7)

one finds
[1'a. IQx]

1

= -IQ ~lPa'
2

(2.3.8)

One can also prove the relations
[1'a' IP b]
[1'a,1'b]

=0

(2.3.9)

= ieabcd1'clPd.

Note that the Pauli-Lubanski vector obeys such relations also (see equation
(1.5.11)).

In accordance with equations (2.3.8) and (2.3.9), the operator (1'alPb - 1'blP a)
commutes with the momentum generators and the supersymmetry generators,
[1'lalPbl' IPc]

= [ 1'la lP'bl' iQc.] = o.

(2.3.10)

Then, the scalar operator
1

- "2 (1'alP'b - 1'blP'a)(1'alP b - 1'blP'a)
commutes with Jl ab and also, due to (2.3.10), with IP' a and iQ"" Q .i ' As a result,
the fourth-order polynomial

C

= (1', 1P)2

- 1' 21P'2

(2.3.11)

is a Casimir operator of the Poincare superalgebra. Tt is called the 'superspin
operator'.
Let us analyse the spectrum of eigenvalues the superspin operator can
take. Given an irreducible massive representation of the Poincare superalgebra
in a Hilbert space Yr, we consider in Yr the subspace Vq of particle states
having a given four-momentum qa (see also subsection 1.5.4). As usual, it is
useful to choose the momentum (1.5.26) of a particle at rest. Recall that the
Pauli-Lubanski vector transforms Vq into itself. Since the supersymmetry
generators commute with IP' a' each of Q oc and {Pc. transforms V q into itself.
Therefore, the operator Za transforms Vq into itself. When restricted to V q,
the superspin operator (2.3.11) takes the form
m 2«1'l)2 + (1'2)2 + (1'3)2)
(2.3 .12)
and the operators (l /m) 1'1 == §b I = 1,2, 3, proportional to the space
components of 1'a satisfy, by virtue of (2.3.9), the commutation relations
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(\.5.28) of the algebra su(2). Then equations (\.5.29) and (2.3.12) lead to

1 3
Y = 0'2' 1'2'

(Z, 1P)2 - Z 2 1P 2 = m4 Y( Y + I)~

(2.3.13)

The quantum number Y is called 'superspin'.
The above consideration makes clear that massive representations of the
Poincare superalgebra are classified by mass and superspin.

2.3.3. Massive irreducible representations
Let us fix some mass (m) and superspin (Y). The corresponding irreducible
representation T of the Poincare superalgebra provides us with a reducible
representation of the Poincare algebra. The main problem now is to
decompose T into a direct sum of irreducible Poincare representations. This
may be done as follows.
In the Hilbert space Yf' of particle states we consider subspaces Yf'( +I'
Yf'( _) and Yf'(OI defined by the rule:

Yf'(+I:{I'P)EYf', d)!tI'P)

= O}

= O}
Yf'(O):{I'P)EYf', 021'P) = d)21'P) = O}

Yf'(_I: {1'P)EYf', O"I'P)

2

"

-2

(2.3.14)

-_.

where CD = 0 0", 0 = 0&0". Each of the subspaces Yf'( +i' Yf'( - I and Yf'(OI
is invariant with respect to the Poincare group. Indeed, the Poincare
transformations U(b, K) = exp [iWIP a + (1 /2)K ab Ji ab )] act in Yf' by the law:

I'P)
So, if I'P) E Yf'( +), <Q& I'P)
algebra (2.2.9) that

<Q&I'P')

-+

= 0,

I'P') = U(b, K)I'P).
then we deduce from the supersymmetry

= (exp(~Kaba:ab) )"pU(b, K)d)PI'P) = o.

Analogous arguments are applicable to Yf'( _I and Yf'(O)'
It is not difficult to construct projectors for the subspaces (2.3.14). Using
the supersymmetry algebra (2.2.9), one readily obtains the identities
[0 2, d)&] = 41P,,&0"
[d)2,0,,] = _41P,,&d)1c
(2.3.15a)

d) 20"d)2
02d) 202

=

=0

-161P 202

02d)&02 = 0
d:P02<Q2

=

-161P2Q2.

(2.3.15b)
(2.3.15c)

To prove equations (2.3.15b, c), one has simply to notice that any product
like 0"10", ... 0",,, or d)"Id)&:, ... d)&", n > 2, vanishes. Then, projectors on the
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subspaces ,ff I + i' ,ff (_) and %(0) turn out to be
I - 2 2
(j)
P(+) = --(j)
16m 2
PtO)

I
~-2
-2 (j) Q Q~

=-

Sm

PI-1

= _1_(j)2Q2

=-

-2

16m 2

I 2-"
(j)"Q (j)

Srn

(2.3.16)

PU/(j) = bijP UI

where the indices i,j take values
P(+I

+, -, O. Further, one can prove the relation
+ P(-I + P(OI =

~

(2.3.17)

so the decomposition
%

= %(+1 ttl'#(-I ttl %(0)

(2.3.IS)

takes place. What is more, the subspaces %( +I' %( _) and %(0) are orthogonal
to each other.
As the following step, we point out that the operator (2.3.6), when restricted
toff 1+) or Yf I _ I' is of the form

Zal*,I~1 =

Wa =+=

~

Pa

hence
Z[alPh]

1*'1=1 = W[alPb]'

Then, due to equation (2.3.13), we have

W21*'1±1 =

m2y(y +

I)~.

(2.3.19)

Therefore, each of the subspaces %( + I and %( _ I carries the spin Y.
It is worth pointing out one more important observation. Namely, any
state 1\fl) E % may be obtained by acting with the supersymmetry generators
on states from one of the subspaces %(+1' %(_) and %(01' For example,
starting from %( +I' every state 1\fl) E %( _I can be represented as
l\fl) = _1_2 (j)2iJ)2 1\fl) = Q21 <1»
16m

1<I»EJf(+)

every state 1\fl)E%(OI is represented as
l\fl)

= - ~Q~Q2Q~I\fl) = (j)~I<I>~)
8m

I<I>~)E%(+I'

Together with equations (2.3.19), this observation means that a representation
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of the Poincare superalgebra in a Hilbert space £ is irreducible if and only
if the corresponding Poincare representations in the subspaces £( +) and
·f(I_) are irreducible.
The only remaining task is to decompose £(0) into irreducible Poincare
representations. For this purpose, let us once more consider in £ the subspace
V q , where. as usual, qa is the momentum of a particle at rest. The
Pauli-Lubanski vector reduces on V q to the form (1.5.27), where the operators
§[ satisfy the commutation relations (1.5.28) of the algebra su(2). The equation
(2.3.4) reduces on Vq to the form
[§[o IQ~J

1

=-

-(a[)~

2

(3

IQ{3

(2.3.20)

where (a[)/, 1= 1,2,3, are the ordinary Pauli matrices. So, the super
symmetry generators IQ~ form an SU(2)-spinor on the subspace Vq •
The subspace Vq is decomposed into the direct sum
Vq

= V q(+) E9

(2.3.21)

Vq(_) EEl Vq(o)

where V ql +) = V q (\ £( +) and so on. Since £( +) describes the spin- Y Poincare
representation, one can choose a basis {I'I'~,~, ... ~)} in V q (+) to be totally
symmetric S U(2)-tensor of rank n = 2 Y,
1'I' ~'~2' .. ~) = 1'I'(~'~2'" ~,,)

E

V q( +).

Then, the states
IQ",I 'I' "'~, ... ~) E

Vq(O)

generate Vq(O)' In accordance with equation (2.3.20), these states represent
an S U(2)-tensor. It contains two irreducible (totally symmetric) SU(2)-tensors:
1'1' :11 =t;:! • ..

:>:11

+ I

)

= IQ :>:

1
I

1'1':l:! . , , :X'I - I ) - -

n+

n+l

"s

1 1..-

:j( I Cf.;..

IQ;' 1'I' '}':X2 ... "

et),; ••• :X'I

+

I

)

k;2

and
1'I''''~2'''''''- ,)

= IQYI'I'"",,,, ... ,,,,_,).

Evidently, we have
W21'1'",,,, ... ~,,_,)

w2 1'1'''''''''' ""

,)

= ms'(s' + 1)1'1'",,,, .. "".,)
= ms"(s" + 1)1'1'",,,, ... ,,,, ,)

s' = Y + 1/2
S"

= Y-

1/2.

As a result, £(0) contains two irreducible Poincare representations: of spin
(Y + 1) and (Y - 1), respectively, when Y > 0. In the case Y = 0, £(0)
describes only one Poincare representation, of spin 1
To summarize, the unitary representations of the Poincare superalgebra
are classified by mass and superspin. In the case Y"I= 0, the corresponding
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irreducible representation describes four particles of spin Y - t, Y, Y, Y + t
with the same mass III of- O. When Y = 0, the representation describes two
scalar particles and a spin-t particle with the same mass.

::.3.4. Mas.I'le.l's irreducihle representations
Now we are going to study massless unitary representations of the Poincare
superalgebra. They are characterized by the massless equation
IP"IP a = O.

(2.3.22)

This equation gives very strong constraints on the supersymmetry generators.
Using the supersymmetry algebra (2.2.9), one can prove the identity
f rTl1 .iFhf! rTl1 rf'lIfi} l u- ~fi'loJ! , u- fW'-J!
-

-

21P ~~ 1P2 .

In accordance with equation (2.3.22), this operator should vanish. Then, for
every state I'¥) from a Hilbert space Yf of particle states, we have
<A~'¥IA~'¥)

where A~

+ «A~)+'¥I(A,)+'¥) = 0

= IP ~tl(Dtl. As a result, one must impose the operational constraints
IP ~tl(Dtl = IP f3~i!)f3 = O.

(2.3.23)

Further, recall the identities (2.3.15a). Then, due to equation (2.3.23), one
must also demand
[i!)2, (DJ

= [(D2, i!)J

= O.

(2.3.24)

Finally, for any states I'¥) E Yf, we can write
1P~~i!)

2

I'¥) =

1

-

-(i!)~i!)~

2

+ -i!):xi!)~)i!) 2 I'¥)

1-2

= -i!)~i!)ili!) I'¥)

2

1
2
= -i!)~[i!)&, i!) JI'¥) =0

2

where we have used equation (2.3.24). Therefore, we have
IP "i!)21 '¥)

=0

VI'¥)EYf.

(2.3.25)

It is necessary to point out that the space Yf must be understood as a space
of one-particle states (not a Fock space). Hence if I'¥) is a non-vanishing
state, its average energy must be positive, <'¥IIEI'¥) > O. In other words, the
energy operator lE must be invertible. So, equation (2.3.25) forces us to demand
the constraints
i!)2 = (D2 = 0
(2.3.26)

in addition to equations (2.3.23,24). In fact, equation (2.3.24) is now a
consequence of constraints (2.3.23) and (2.3.26).
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By analogy with the massive case, we can introduce Poincare invariant
subspaces in Jr':
'%1 +):

{I

\f'>

E

X, Q~I

\f'> = O}

.YfI_,:{I'¥>EY'f,Q~I'¥>

(2.3.27)

= OJ.

In contrast to the massive case, the subspace X

IO ) is now a trivial one, due
to constraint (2.3.26). Each of the subspaces X(+) and X(_) describes some
massless representation of the Poincare group. The supersymmetry generators
transform X( +) onto X( _) and vice versa,

Q~X(+) '"

Q"X(_) '"

X(_)

X(+)

(2.3.28)

in accordance with the identity P Cl::' = HQ:x, liJ"j.
To make our discussion complete, we must clarify possible helicity
eigenvalues i.( +) and i.( _), which the Poincare representations on X( +) and
,;if( _) may take.

2.3.5. Superhelicity
In the massless case, the relation (2.3.4) is simplified to the form
1
1
[w:x,". Q v,,] = - -2:X
Q p".
= - -2 Q v"P
v"

.

~~

(2.3.29)

as a consequence of equation (2.3.23). Hence, instead of the operator 7l.. a
(equation (2.3.6)), it is worth introducing another operator

La

= Wa -

1

.

16 (iTay:X[Q:x,

IQ

:iJ

(2.3.30)

which commutes with the momentum generators and the supersymmetry
generators

[La' P,,]

=0

[La' Q,,]

= o.

(2.3.31)

Using equations (1.5.11) and (2.3.23,29), one can also prove
IL "P" = 0
[IL", 1L,,1 = it:,,"cdlLc~ .

(2.3.32)

Expressions (2.3.31) and (2.3.32) show that the operator La' being
supersymmetric invariant, possesses all the properties of the Pauli-Lubanski
vector. Then, applying the same line of argument that was used in subsection
1.5.6 to deduce the massless equation Wa = i.P a' i. being the helicity, one
finds that the operators La and P a must be proportional to each other,
La OC P a' in every irreducible massless representation of the Poincare
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superalgebra. So, we introduce a new quantum number
La

=(

K

+

1)

K

defined by

(2.3.33)

p a'

This quantum number is called 'superhelicity'. Superhelicity characterizes
massless representations of the Poincare superalgebra.
Given some representation of superhelicity K, let us calculate helicity values
on the subspaces ..¥f,+) and ..¥f,_) defined above. For any state 1'1') E ..¥f,+),
we have

~~i<I'P) = ( W"'i< + ~[ 0"" Q~ ]}'P) = ( W"iJ. - ~O~O" }'P)
= (W"!J.

-lp~iJ.}'P) = (K + l)rC1!J.I'P).

This gives

W~"I'P) = (K + ~)r~iJ.I'P)

VI'P)E..¥f(+).

(2.3.34)

Analogously, one finds
W~;:I'P)

= KPC1!J.I'P)

VI '1') E..¥f, _i'

(2.3.35)

Therefore, the helicities of the ..¥f( + rand ..¥f, _r Poincare representations are
equal to (K + t) and K, respectively.
To summarize, the massless unitary representations of the Poincare
superalgebra are classified by superhelicity K, K = 0, ±t, ± 1, ±~, .... For a
given superhelicity K, the corresponding representation describes two massless
particles of helicities K and (K + t).

2.3.6. Equality of basonic and fermionic degrees af freedom
Our discussion of unitary representations of the Poincare superalgebra would
be incomplete without pointing out one important consequence of the above
results - that is, each &lI-representation describes an equal number of
bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom. It is worth recalling what is usually
understood by the notion 'number of degrees of freedom'. Given a massive
spin-s particle, its number of degrees of freedom, denoted by N" is defined
to be equal to the number of different spin polarizations of the particle at
rest. In other words, N, coincides with the dimension of every subspace Vq
in a Hilbert space of one-particle spin-s states. In the massive case we have
N, = dim V q = (2s + 1). A massless helicity-;, particle has only one degree
of freedom. Since the relation Wa = ),P a is Poincare co variant, every massless
particle of definite helicity possesses one and only one spin polarization.
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We have seen above that the massive SBP-representation of superspin Y
describes four particles with spins Y - 1, Y, Y, Y + 1, i.e. two bosonic and
two fermionic particles. Therefore, the complete number ofbosonic (fermionic)
degrees of freedom is equal to 2(2 Y + 1).
For a given superhelicity 1<, the corresponding massless S&>-representation
describes two massless particles having helicities I< and (I< + 1), i.e. one bosonic
and one fermionic particle.

2.4. Real superspace

[R414

and superfields

As is known, the unitary Poincare representations can be realized in terms
of fields on Minkowski space (see Section 1.8.) Undoubtedly, it would be
interesting to obtain analogous realizations for the unitary representations
of the Poincare superalgebra. How is this done? Clearly, the existence of
field Poincare representations was possible merely due to the fact that from
the very beginning the Poincare group was introduced as the group of
transformations in Minkowski space. As for the Poincare superalgebra, one
cannot relate it to some ordinary Lie group but only to a super Lie group
-the super Poincare group. A super Lie group cannot be realized as a
group of transformations acting in some ordinary space [Rn, only in some
superspace [Rplq. So, to achieve the above aim, one may choose some
reasonable superspace, then define on it some reasonable action of the
super Poincare group and so on, and so forth. But what principle do we
have to be guided by? Evidently, we cannot make use of the principle leading
to the Poincare transformations. Recall, they are those transformations of
[R4 which preserve the Minkowski metric. In our case, we know nothing
about either superspace or its metric. We have only the super Poincare group
at our disposal. Fortunately, there exists a purely algebraic way to introduce
Minkowski space and Poincare transformations starting from the Poincare
group. It is this approach which may be generalized to the super case.

2.4.1. Minkowski space as the cosel space 0/SO(3.l)i
Let us consider the left coset space 0/SO(3, 1)i, where 0 is the Poincare
group and SO(3, 1)i is the Lorentz group. We are going to show that this
coset space can be identified with Minkowski space.
Points of the coset space SO(3, 1)i are equivalence classes. For any group
element g E 0, its equivalence class g is defined to be the following set of
group elements:

Recall, every

g = {gll, hESO(3, l)i}.
equivalence class g is uniquely determined

(2.4.1 )
by its arbitrary
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element, i.e. ?] = gll, VIl E SO(3, I)'t. How can one parametrize points of the
coset space?
Elements of the Poincare group are parametrized by ten real variables ba,
Kab = - K ba , via the exponential mapping,
g(b, K)

= exp [{ -

bapa

+ ~ Kabjab )

1

In particular, translations and Lorentz transformations look like g(b,O) and
g(O, K), respectively. Since [j, pJ ... p, making use of the Baker-Hausdorff
formula gives

= g(x, O)g(O, K)

(2.4.2a)

g(b, K) = g(O, K)g(y, 0)

(2.4.2b)

g(b, K)

where x a and ya are functions of ba and K ab . One can take the variables
lxa , Kab } or {ya, K ab } in the role of local coordinates on n. The variables
lxa , K ab } prove to be best adapted to the coset space 0/SO(3, l)i, since for
any elements g(b 1, K 1) and g(b 2 , K 2) from the same equivalence class
9 E ll/SO(3, l)i we have
g(b 1, K 1) = g(x, O)g(O, K d

g(b 2 , K 2) = g(x, O)g(O, K2)'

As a result, every equivalence class g(b, K) is uniquely determined by the
translation g(x,O) defined by equation (2.4.2a). Since translations g(x, 0) =
exp (-ixapa) are uniquely determined by four real numbers x a, we obtain a
one-to-one correspondence between 0/SO(3, l)i and JR4. Thus, we can identify
0/SO(3, l)i and JR4 by the rule:
g(b, K) = g(x, 0) == exp [ - ixapaJ.

(2.4.3)

Let us consider the left action of the Poincare group on the coset space
0/SO(3, 1)i. Namely, with every group element go E 0 we relate a mapping go:
0/SO(3, l)i ~ ll/SO(3, l)i of the coset space to itself, defined as follows:
g~g'

= go@= gog
VgEO/SO(3, If
(2.4.4)
Clearly, we have g1og2 = g;]j2' Further, every transformation (2.4.4) induces
some mapping of 1R4 to itself, due to the identification (2.4.3). Let us analyse
these transformations. It is sufficient to study two particular cases: the
translations go = g(b,O), and the Lorentz transformations go = g(O, K).
Translations
In accordance with equation (2.4.4), one has
g(x, 0) ~ g(b, O)g(x, 0)

= g(x +-6,0).

Therefore, the corresponding transformation in 1R4 is
x a ~ x'a = x a

+ ba.

(2.4.5)
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Lorentz transformations
In accordance with equation (2.4.4), one has
g(x, 0) -+ g(O, K)g(x, 0).

Since

g=

gh, V'hESO(3, 1)i, we can write
g(O, K)g(x, 0)

= g(O, K)g(x, O)g(O,

- K).

The expression under the bar can be rewritten as
g(O, K)g(x, O)g(O, - K)

= et Kh<ih< e -ix"p"e -tKh'jh< = exp ( _ ixaetKh<jh<Pae -tKh<jh<).

Making use of the Poincare algebra gives
etK"j'<Pae -tK'<jh<
Finally, since Kab

=-

= (e-K)/Pb'

K ba , we obtain
g(O, K)g(x, 0) = g(x', O)

where
x'a

= (eK)\xb.

(2.4.6)

The expressions (2.4.5) and (2.4.6) reproduce ordinary Poincare transfonnations.
The above discussion shows that Minkowski space can be identified with
the coset space TI/SO(3, l)i.

2.4.2. Real superspace 1R414
Let us try to generalize the left coset construction described above to the
super case. Consider the coset space STI/SO(3, lllRe)i, where STI is the
super Poincare group and SO(3, lllRc)i is the Lorentz group over IRC" Its
elements are equivalence classes

g = {gh, hE SO(3, lllRJi}
for any g E STI. Elements of the Poincare supergroup are parametrized as in
equation (2.2.20). Then, since [j, p] "" P and [j, q] "" q, the Baker-Hausdorff
formula gives
g(b, E, t, K) = g(x,

e, e, 0) g(O, 0, 0, K)

(2.4.7)

where real c-numbers x and complex a-numbers e(J. and ~ix (conjugate to
each other) are functions of the supergroup coordinates. Evidently, equation
(2.4.7) generalizes equation (2.4.2a). The variables {x a , e(J., ~iJ., Kab} may be used
to parametrize STI, instead of the original coordinates. Now, it is easy to
prove that points of the coset space STI/SO(3, lllRe)i can be identified with
points of real superspace 1R414 parametrized by the rule
1R414 = {(ZA) = (x a, e", ~ix)' ~iJ. = (e,,)*, x aEIRe' e" E Ca}.
(2.4.8)
a
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The identification is as follows
g(b, E, t, K)

= g(z,O) == exp [i( -

xapa

+ 8q + 8q)].

(2.4.9)

Furthermore, one may define the left action of the super Poincare group
on the coset space Sll/SO(3, II[RcJi in the same fashion as in (2.4.4). This
induces some action of the super Poincare group on the superspace [R414 due
to the identification (2.4.9). It is sufficient to find transformations of [R414
corresponding to the supergroup elements (2.2.21-23). Using the Poincare
superalgebra (2.2.9), one obtains:
Translations
X'a

Lorentz

= x a + ba

8'~

= 8'

If';, = If~.

(2.4.10)

tran~formations

x'a

= (eK)a bXb

8~ = (exp(~ Kaba ab ) ).p 811

(2.4.11 )

e'~ = (exp(~ Kaba ab ) ) ~ plfP.
We see that odd superspace coordinates 8, and lJ~ transform as (un)dotted
spinors. To derive equations (2.4.10, 11), one has to perform the same steps
as in deriving equations (2.4.5,6).
Super symmetry

tran~lormations

x'a

8" =

= xa 8~

+ E"

iEaalf

+ i8a aE

If} = If~ +Eci.

(2.4.12)

Let us comment on equation (2.4.12). In accordance with prescription
(2.4.4), the element g(E, E) (2.2.23) of the super Poincare group acts on the
coset space by the rule
g(z, 0) g(E, E)g(z, 0).
One can write
g( E, E) g(z, 0) = exp [i( Eq + Eq)J exp [i( - x aPa + 8q + Oq)J
-jo

= exp (-ixapa) exp [i(Eq + Eq)] exp [i(Oq + Oq)J
because [Pa, q~J = O. Then equation (2.2.25) leads to equation (2.4.12).
Combining equations (2.4.10-12) leads to the most general form of
super Poincare transformations on [R41 4:
x'a = (eKtb xb + i(OaaE - Eaalf) + ba
0"

=

K ) Po + E
+ (,,<='>0',
= (e.
II
,
+ Ei<='> 1f'~ = (e-K)~/llfll + t~

(e- K ), IJ 011

If~ = (eK)ilfll

(2.4.13)
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where
Kal>

= -Kl>a = (Kuh)*

K'J.li

= KIlo! = 2"1 ((J ah) '1.li K ah

KiL{l

= (K'1.li)* .

So, the super Poincare group acts on the superspace [R414 as a group of linear
inhomogeneous transformations. Using expressions (2.4.13), it is not difficult
to obtain a supermatrix realization of sn analogous to the matrix realization
of n given in subsection 1.5.1.
Looking at equation (2.4.12), we see that the supersymmetry transformations
represent z-independent shifts of the odd superspace coordinates together
with 8-dependent shifts of the even superspace coordinates. More precisely,
decomposing each even coordinate xa, a = 0, 1,2,3, into its body and soul,
x a = (xa)a + (xa)s
(2.4.14)
the supersymmetry transformations change the soul leaving the body
invariant,
(xa)a --> (Xa)B
(xa)s --> (xa)s + i(811aE - E(Jae).
Even if all x a were soulless before making a supersymmetry transformation,
they acquire some soul afterwards. Supersymmetry requires soul.
Recall that the transformation (2.4.12) corresponds to the supergroup
element gCE, E) (2.2.23). Let us consider an element
g

= (g(E 1, E1))-1(g(E 2 , E2 ))-lg(E 1, E1 )g(E 2 , E2 )

(2.4.15)

where Ei and E~ are arbitrary undotted spinors. Due to equation (2.2.25), we
have (g(E,E))-l = g(-E, -E). On the same grounds, one finds

g

= e-ih"Pa

ba

= 2i(E 2 (JaE 1 -

E1 (JaE 2 ).

(2.4.16)

Therefore, the sequence (2.4.15) of supersymmetry transformations on [R414
presents a bodiless translation of the even superspace coordinates. In fact,
every bodiless translation (2.4.10) may be represented as a sequence of
supersymmetry transformations.
It is useful to treat the superspace [R414 as a trivial fibre bundle over
Minkowski space such that the projection n: [R414 --> [R4 from the fibre bundle
into the base manifold-Minkowski space-is given by
n((x a, 8'J., eiL)) = ((xa)B)
for any superspace point (x a , fP, e~). Every Poincare transformation (2.4.5)
or (2.4.6) on the base space can be extended to a transformation (2.4.10) or
(2.4.11), respectively, on the fibre bundle. Every super Poincare transformation
(2.4.13) on the fibre bundle is projected into a Poincare transformation
(X'a)B

= ((eK)abMxh)B + (ba)a

on the base manifold, where (Kab)B and (ba)a are the bodies of the parameters
K ab and ba.
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2.4.3. Supersymmetric interval
As is known, the Poincare transformations leave invariant the interval (1.1.2).
It is not difficult to find its supers pace generalization invariant under all
super Poincare transformations. Consider a superspace two-point function
w"(z l' z 2), where zt and z1 are arbitrary points of [R414, defined by
w"(z l'

Z2)

= (x 2 -

x I)"

+ ie l a"(lJ 2

-

lJ 1 )

-

i(8 2

-

8 1 )aalJ 1 .

(2.4.17)

This two-point function proves to be invariant under supersymmetry
transformations (2.4.12). Clearly, it is also invariant under translations (2.4.1 0).
Hence every super Poincare transformation (2.4.13) leaves invariant the
two-point function
ds

2

= w"w".

(2.4.18)

This is called a 'supersymmetric interval'.
Let us recall also that every space-time transformation x" -+ x'" = I"(x)
preserving the interval (1.1.2) is a Poincare transformation. For this reason,
flat space-time admits a preferable class of reference systems - inertial
systems, in which the space-time metric has flat form (1.1.2). Below we shall
show that every superspace transformation ZA -+ Z'A = fA(Z) preserving the
supersymmetric interval (2.4.17) presents some super Poincare transformation.
So, by analogy with Minkowski space, one can speak about super-inertial
systems - that is, reference systems (ZA) on [R414 in which the supersymmetric
interval has the form (2.4.17). Given two super-inertial systems, their
coordinates are related by a super Poincare transformation.

2.4.4. Superfields
A supersmooth function V: [R414 -+ Aoo on real superspace [R414 is said to be
a 'superfield' (recall, supersmooth functions are defined to be smooth with
respect to even superspace coordinates and analytic with respect to odd
superspace coordinates). Since superspace is parametrized by rule (2.4.8) and
spinor indices IY. or & take only two values, the odd superspace coordinates
satisfy the identities
8~8fJ8y

=0

l}&,l}iJl}y

= o.

(2.4.19)

Due to the reduction rules (1.4.6), we also have

8",8{;

1
2
= -6",fj8

2

1
l}.l},;= --6·,;l}2
"

I'

8",l}&,

2

1

"I'

8"'gf3

= - ~ 6"f38 2
2

l}&'l}iJ

= - 2(a"),,,&.8a"l).

= ~ i"ill} 2
2

(2.4.20)
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Wand Vo< reads
V(x, 0, iT)

= vex, (J, 1I)
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in a power series in

= A(x) + WIj;I'() + V"iP"(x) + (J2F(x) + {l2G(x)
+ GaallCa(x) + {I2(P).,.{x) + (J2e,,~"(x) + (J2{12D(x). (2.4.21)

The coefficients in this expansion are said to be 'component fields of the
superfield'.
From now on we restrict ourselves to the consideration of 'bosonic
superfields'
[R414

--+

Cc

V: [R414

--+

Ca

V:
and 'fermionic superfields'

only. In these cases component fields are ordinary bosonic and fermionic
fields over Minkowski space. This should be understood as follows. Let V(z)
be, for example, a bosonic superfield. Then, component fields A(x), F(x),
G(x), Ca(x) and D(x) are bosonic supersmooth functions on the c-number
space [R:, the other component fields are fermionic supersmooth functions
on [R:. Their restrictions from [R: to [R4 represent smooth bosonic and
fermionic fields on [R4 identified with Minkowski space.
Given a superfield V(z), we define its complex conjugate superfield V*(z)
by the rule
Vz E [R414.
(2.4.22)
V*(z) == (v(z))*
Since conjugation rules for the superspace coordinates have the form
(x a )*

= xa

(()''')* =

11"

(/1,,)* = (J"

«(J~(Jri)*

= /1{i/1!J. => «(J2)* = /1 2

(/1/)/11<)*

= (J,,(J/I => (/12)* = (J2

Wx/1/1)*

= (J/I/1&. => «(Jaa/1)* = (Jaa/1

(2.4.23)

the component fields of V*(z) are related to the component fields of V(z) in
the following way
V*(x, (J,

11) = A*(x) + (-I)"(V)(J"cpclx) + (-I)f.(V)/1"ili"(x) + (J2G*(X)

+ /1 2 F*(x) + (Jaa11C:(x) + ( -1)r.(V)112(J"1f,,(x)
+ (- 1)"( V)(J2i1"A"(X) + (J2112 D*(x)
where
cp,,(x)

= (iP,,(x))*

1f,,(x)

= Ui;,(x))*

= (Ij;"(x))*
J"(x) = (X"(x))*

tf"(x)

and e(V) is the Grassmann parity of V(z).

(2.4.24)
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Introduce partial derivatives of the superspace coordinates

, = (Ca',,"'~
a (e a a)
c~, c ) == azA = exa' ae~' c('j~

CA

= (jab

CaX b
(',' A-~B -_

-'

UA

B~

c~

,"

{

Cae~

= aa8~ = 0
a~Xb = C~('j[i = 0

ell -_ u~
-' II

= (j'x li

C~('jli

(2.4.25)

C"Xb

= O~efl = O.

We also define partial derivatives CA corresponding to the variables
= (X a, e~, 8'x),

ZA

a

A
a = (aa, a", o~)

CAZB

a

= (jab

aa Xb

ca)
a('jil.

= ( ex ' ae~'

= (jAB~ a"e~ = (j"11
{
o&8 f1 = (j/I

(2.4.26)

= oa('jP = 0
a~Xb = a~8[i = 0
C;h = O"e fl = O.
aaefl

The derivatives CA and CA are related as follows
aa

= I]aba b

C~

=

_{XPa p

C;

=-

eil.[iC P,

(2.4.27)

Recall that partial derivatives of even superspace coordinates are always left
ones.
Basic properties of the partial derivatives are:

1. [aA' aB} == CAC B - (-1)" 4cH OBOA

2.

cA(V' U) = (a AV)U +

3. e(aAV)=eA+e(V)

4. (Ca V)*

= Ca V*,

= 0;

(-I)',I:(V 1Vc AU;

(c~ V)*

(2.4.28)

(mod 2);

=-

(-l)c(V)oy*

(O"V)*

=-

(-l)f.(V)c~V*.

Their derivation duplicates the general analysis of Section 1.10 with one
modification: in Section 1.10 we parametrized superspaces [Rplq by real even
and odd variables, [R414 is parametrized by four real c-number variables x a
and four complex a-number variables er< and ('j& conjugate to each other.

2.4.5. Superfield representations of the super Poincare group
The notion of tensor fields is easily generalized to the superspace. For example,
a tensor superfield of Lorentz type (n/2, m/2) is defined by two requirements:
(1) in every super-inertial system, it is determined by a set of (n + 1)(m + 1)
superfields V ~,,,,' .. ~"ci,&" •. it", (z) (component superfields), totally symmetric
in 11 undotted indices and m dotted indices; (2) a super Poincare
transformation (2.4.13) changes the component superfields according to the
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law
V'): I X.:-

'"

(~')

.. ):11): 1:X~ .•. :l::JIJ ... .

= e!K""M""V :x

1:X~'

. . . (z)

• :l::11:Xl:X; ... 'X",

(2.4.29)

where the Lorentz generators Mah act on the external superfield indices only.
Removing the restriction of V ~,~, .. ,,,j,~, ~.,,(z) being totally symmetric in its
undotted indices and dotted indices, the transformation law (2.4.29) defines
an arbitrary Lorentz tensor superfield.
The operation of complex conjugation maps every tensor superfield
Vy " ... ,,,/i,fi, ... /i)=) into

v/1,/1,

. (z))*
.. /I",~,~, ... ~" (~)-(V"
'" = ~"" ""/1,/1, ... /1,,,

(2.4.30)

which is also a tensor superfield, in accordance with equation (2.4.29). Given
a tensor superfield of Lorentz type (nI2,mI2), its complex conjugate tensor
superfield has Lorentz type (rnI2,nI2). In the case n = rn, we can consider real
tensor superfields defined by the eq uation

v

:'1:1)::;'"

... (z) = V

:X 11 'Xt'X>

':Xm

:Xl:>:2·

. . "'X
. (z)

';(11):1:<1

1Il

(2.4.31 )

As a rule, we will assume every tensor superfield carrying an even (odd)
total number of indices to be bosonic (fermionic),

£(V"", ... '''~'~'''' ~jz)) = n + m

(mod 2).

(2.4.32)

The notion of tensor superfields given above will play a most important
role in subsequent chapters for two basic reasons. First, in the case of Poincare
transformations (2.4.10, 11), equation (2.4.29) means nothing more than the
fact that the component fields of V",,,, ... ,,,,,,,,, ... ijZ) are ordinary bosonic and
fermionic tensor fields. For example, let V(z) be a scalar superfield
transforming according to the law
V'(z') = V(z)

(2.4.33)

with respect to the super Poincare group. Choosing a space-time translation
(2.4.10) gives
A'(x') + 8'''1// Ax') + e' "cp'''(x') +

...

=A'(x') + 8'1// ,,(x') + e:xcp'''(x') +
=A(x)+8"1j;,,(x)+ei cp:X(x)+ .. ..

In the case of Lorentz transformations (2.4.11) equation (2.4.31) leads to
A'(x') + 8"1// ,,(x') + e' "cp'~(x') +
= A'(x') + 8'(e-±K""rr

H

,,)/

.. ,

Ij;'/lx') + Bie-!K""i1,,"):X~cp'/l(x') +

= A(x)+ 8"1j;,(x)+ t1"cp:X(x)+

...

...

Therefore, in expansion (2.4.21), component fields A(x), F(x), G(x) and D(x)
are scalar fields, Ca(x) is a vector field, Ij;,(x) and ;.,,(x) are undotted spinor
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fields and cp ~(x) and ~ ~(x) are dotted spinor fields. The second reason why
tensor superfields are of primary importance is that the transformation law
(2.4.29) automatica lly provides us with a realization of supersymmetry
transformations on component tensor fields. Therefore, if we work out a
technique to handle superfields, in particular to construct super Poincare
invariant function als of superfields, we shall arrive at a supersymmetric field
theory.
Supersymmetry transformation laws of component fields will be analysed
below.
Tensor superfields provide us with representations of the super Poincare
group. For example, consider the space ~( n.m ) of tensor superfields of Lorentz
type (n/2,111/2). With every element 9 = g(b, E, e, K) of the super Poincare group
we relate a one-to-one mapping

T(g): ~(n.m) -+ ~(n.m)
which is given by rewriting the transformation law (2.4.29) in the form :
T(g): V(z)-+ V'(z)=e±K"'M"" V(g-l·z)

VV(Z)E~(n.m)

(2.4.34)

where we have suppressed indices. Here ZIA=g-l 'ZA is the super Poincare
transformation corresponding to the element 9 - 1. Evidently, the
correspondence 9 -+ T(g) determines a representation of the super Poincare
group. Therefore, every representation operator T(g) can be expressed as

T(g(b ,E,e,K)) = exp[i( - baPa+ !KabJ an + EQ + eQ)]

=exp[i(!b~"'P~'" + K~fJJ"/i + K"'~J,,~ + eQ + eQ)]

(2.4.35)

where

Pa=dT(Pa)

Jab = d TU.b)

Q ~ =dT(qrx)

Q"' =dT(q3t)

are generators of the representation. One can easily find the generators by
recalling the explicit form for the super Poincare transformations. The result is

Pa=-ica
Jab = i(xbca- X.C b+ (O'abyx/i()"C/i - (a ab)"'/I ~"'O/I - M. b )

(2.4.36)

Q~ = ic", +(O'a)",,,,~"'Ca
Q~= -io"-()"(O'a),,,,,C a

or, in spinor notation,

P,,3t = -ic rx"
J~/I = -i(x,,"c/I" + x/o"" )+t((),,C/I+ ()/iO,, ) - iM"/i
J &'/I =

-± (X"'/;,,/i + X'/i(;',,,) +tW"O/i + ~/iO,,) -iM ix/i

Q" = ic\ + ~ix C" ix

Q,,= -io"-()"o",,

(2.4.37)
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where
tY.Y.

= (O'{~):d:Da

x~~

= (aa)~;xa

a . x{i{i = _2a{i6(i
:x :x

:Xl:

(2.4.38)

As an exercise, one can check that the operators (2.4.36) really form a
representation of the Poincare superalgebra. The reader should always keep
in mind that the Lorentz generators Mab in equations (2.4.34) and (2.4.36)
act on external superfield indices.
Infinitesimal supersymmetry transformations act on any tensor superfields
by the law

6 V1:1

.

•• :1/ 1)::1'"

.l:m (z) = i(eQ + eQ) VCi!1'"

.

. (z) •

:XnCX1"':Xm

(2.4.39)

As for the superspace supersymmetry transformations (2.4.12), they can also
be written in terms of supersymmetry generators Q", and Q" as follows
Z'A = ZA - i(eQ + eQ)zA.

(2.4.40)

2.4.6. Mass dimensions
In conclusion, let us discuss a technical question regarding dimensions (in
units of mass) of the superspace coordinates. Evidently, for the even
superspace coordinates we have
[xa] =-1

[Oa] = 1.

(2.4.41)

To determine the dimension of (J'" and IF', it is necessary to recall equation
(2.4.12), which forces us to demand

[(}"] = [B"] = -

1/2

[0",] = [0,,]

= 1/2

(2.4.42)

After this, having a superfield of some fixed dimension, one can easily
determine dimensions of its component fields.
The concept of superspace and superfields was first introduced by A. Salam and
J. Strathdee.

2.5. Complex superspace 1[412, chiral superfields and covariant derivatives
We are now going to describe one more realization of the super Poincare
group as a group of transformations in superspace. Using this realization
will turn out to be very helpful in two respects. In the present section it will
facilitate an introduction of chiral superfields-important representations of
supersymmetry. Later, in Chapter 5, this realization will serve as a starting
point for constructing supergravity-that is, a gauge theory of supersymmetry.
The point of departure of our discussion is the observation that the set
{xf + l' (J"} of complex variables x c\ l == x a+ i(JaaB and (J'" is closed with respect
to the super Poincare group, because the supersymmetry transformations
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act on these variables as follows

xf

+)

--+

w- --+ e''' =e'' +E''

xt+) = xf +) + 2iea"E + iEO""E

(2.5.1)

All the other results of this present section are in a sense consequences of
this observation.

2.5.1. Comp/ex superspace 1[412
Consider a complex superspace 1[412 spanned by four complex e-number
coordinates y. and two complex a-number coordinates e'. We introduce
super Poincare transformations on 1[412 by associating with every element
yE SO a one-to-one mapping y" --+ y'" = g. y", e" --+ e" = g. e' of 1[412 to itself,
defined as follows :

Translations
g( b) . y. = ya + ba

g(b)·8'=8"

(2.S.2a)

Lorentz transformations
g(K). ya =(eK)a bl

g. ea. = (exp(t Kabaab))/8p

(2.5.2b)

Supers ymmetr y transformations
g( E, E)· y" = ya + 2ieO"aE + iEO"aE

g( E, E)' /r' = 8" + ECI

(2.S.2e)

The most general form of super Poincare transformations on 1[412 reads
y'a = (exp K)a bl + 2i8a"E + ba+ iEO"aE

e'CI

(2.5.3)

= (exp( _K»CI peP + ECI

Evidently, expressions (2.5.2) define a group of transformations on 1[412, i.e.
91(g2' ya)=(9192)' ya and 91(92 ·8")=(gI92)·e(1., for any elements gl and g2 of
the super Poincare group.
Beautifully, since 1[412 is complex, one can define an action on 1[412 of a
complex super Lie group corresponding to the complex shell (2.2.17) of the
super Poincare algebra. Elements of this super Lie group are parametrized
by complex e-number variables f", K ,/I = K11, and U P= LP" and complex
a-number variables Ea and [",
9 = exp [i( - f"Pa + K >r1j,rl + uPj~{l + Eq + ~q)]
where, in contrast to the super Poincare group, U r) ;i: (K'P)* and [,;i: (e,)*.
Transformations of 1[412 absent in expressions (2.5.2) have the form
eiKflj ll;"

y,lx = (e - K)'rlyflix.

ei[li;j !I;" y>~

= (e - L)~ rly,r1

eiKII:jll: . 8" = (e - K)'/1811

(2.S.4a)

e' = e"

(2.S.4b)

ei[Ji:"lli; .
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eiEq. ya =

ya

eL~q. ya = ya

e

iEq

. eCt.

+ 2ieaa;;

= e" + E"
ei;;q
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·eCt.=ea

(2.5.4d)

The reader may forget, for a time, transformations (2.5.4) because they will
be used only in Section 2.9 when studying the superconformal group.

2.5.2. Holomorphic superjields
Complex superspace (:412 can equivalently be considered as a real superspace
1R 8 4 with coordinates ya, ya=(ya)*, eCt. and lP=(lF)*. In general, a superfield
on (:412 is a supersmooth function U: (:412 -+ A"" of all these variables,
U = U(y,si,(),iJ). However, objects best adapted to the complex structure on
(:412 are 'holomorphic superfields' depending on the variables ya and eCt. only,
1

<1> = <l>(y,e) <=> 8<1>j8ya= a<1>j8iJ'" = 0

(2.5.5)

and antiholomorphic superfields defined by
\lI =\lI (y,iJ) <=> o\llj8ya= c\ll/aeCt. =

o.

(2.5.6)

Clearly, an antiholomorphic superfield is complex conjugate to a holomorphic
superfield. Every holomorphic superfield can be expanded in a power series
in FF:
<1>(y,e) = A(y) + e"tf; b) + e2 F(y).

(2.5.7)

In accordance with equation (2.5.3), the super Poincare transformations
represent holomorphic mappings of (:412 to itself. Therefore, it is possible
to introduce into consideration tensor holomorphic superfields like
<1>",,,,. """x,x,. .. x,.,(y,e) defined by the transformation law
<1>''1:):<2"

. . . (y' ' e'l = e! K'" M"h<1> :X':<1'"

·'Xn'X(X:! .•• (Xm

. . . (ye)
'

):/j'Xl:X2 •• • C'L m

(2.5.8)

with respect to the super Poincare transformations, where the Lorentz
generators Mab act, as usual, on external superfield indices only.
Similarly to ordinary holomorphic functions on en, a holomorphic
superfield <1>(y,e) proves to be an analytic function of complex c-number
variables ya. This means that <1>(y,e) possesses a convergent Taylor expansion
in ya near each point of the superspace. In particular, holomorphic superfields
are not localizable in ya, i.e. one cannot make a holomorphic superfield on
(:412 non-vanishing in a small neighbourhood of some point Yo only. Evidently,
this is a very severe restriction from the point of view of field theory.
Nevertheless, there is a way to obtain localizable holomorphic superfields.
One should simply restrict the region of the superfield definition from the
whole supers pace (:412 to a surface in (:412 such that, for every point (ya,eCt.)
on the surface, the imaginary part of ya is bodiless,
(ya _ ya)B = o.

(2.5.9)
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This surface will be denoted 1[:~12 and termed the 'complex truncated
superspace'.
The surface 1[:~12 is interesting for two reasons. First, due to equation (2.5.3),
every super Poincare transformation maps 1[:~12 on to itself. Therefore, the
notion of tensor holomorphic superfields can be transferred from 1[:412 to
l[:~i2. Secondly, every holomorphic superfield on 1[:;12 may be represented in
the form

I (;1/<t>(x,8)
<t>(rO)=I - - - -

-,

n!

("Xill ...

(y _

ex"" .

Ix=to~)·1

y)a

2

l

(y-yt"

2

(2.5.10)

!

where <t>(.\,8) is a supersmooth function of four real c-number variables Xii
and two complex a-number variables 8~. Conversely, for every such
superfunction <t>(x,8), equation (2.5.10) defines a holomorphic superfield on
1[:;12 (but not, in general, on 1[:412). To confirm these assertions, the reader
may recall the discussion in Section 1.10 concerning supersmooth functions.
We adopt the convention that every holomorphic superfield appearing below
is defined on 1[:;12.

2.5.3. [R414 as Cl su~race in 1[:412
Let us introduce a family of surfaces in 1[:412 determined by

ya_ ya = 2i£a(h+1Y, 8, a)

(2.5.11)

Here £il, a = 0, 1, 2, 3, are real superfields on [R414. Every surface (2.5.11) can
be parametrized by four real c-number variables xa, given by
X

a=1(Y+ y)a

(2.5.12)

ex

and four complex a-number variables
and a& conjugate to each other.
Therefore, we may look on this surface as a real superspace [R414 equipped
with a set of four real superfields £a(x,8,a) on [R414. So, it seems natural to
use the notation [R414(£) for such a surface.
Now, let us try to find a super Poincare invariant surface [R414(£)-that
is, a surface which moves into itself when applying an arbitrary super Poincare
transformation. First, invariance with respect to the translations (2.S.2a)
imposes the restriction
£a(x + b,8,a) = £a(x,8,a)

because the combination (y- y) is translationally invariant. We see that £a
is a function of 8 and only. Secondly, the invariance with respect to the
Lorentz transformations (2.S.2b) leads to

a

£a( 8' ,a') = (eKt b£b( 8,a).

The most general solution of this equation proves to be .YEa = keaaa, where
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k is a constant real e-number. Finally, the invariance with respect to the
supersymmetry transformations (2.5.2e) fixes this constant resulting in
,y'fa = 8aarJ.

(2.5.13)

As a result, we arrive at a beautiful conclusion. Namely, the family {[R414(£,)}
of surfaces in 1[:412 includes a unique super Poincare invariant
surface-[R414(8arJ). But this is not the whole story. Restricting trans
formations (2.5.2) from 1[:412 to [R414(8aB) one finds they coincide with the
super- Poincare transformations on [R414 (see equation (2.4.10-12)). Therefore,
one can identify the superspace [R414 with the surface [R414(8arJ) in 1[:412. The
identification works as follows
(x a, 8C1., rJ~) ~ (x a+ i8aarJ, 8C1.)
(2.5.14)

2.5.4. Chiral superfields
Let <1>CI., ... CI.,,", ... :ic.,,(y,8) be a tensor holomorphic superfield. Restricting it to
the surface [R414(8arJ) and applying the prescription (2.5.14) leads to the tensor
superfield

<1>", ... ",,:ic, ... :ic.,,(x,8,rJ) = <1>", ... Cl. n", ... :ic",(x + itJa8, 8)

(2.5.15)

on real superspace [R414. Evidently, it is a quite trivial fact that we have really
obtained a tensor superfield on [R414. However, due to its importance, let us
comment on it in detail. Under a super Poincare transformation,
<1>CI., ... CI."&, ... :ic,,,(y,8) changes according to the law (2.5.8). For every point (ya,8C1.)
from the surface [R41\8arJ), the transformed point (y'a,8 ' '') will also lie on
[R414(8aB). Therefore, we have

<1>':XI"

.

. (x' +i8 arJ' ' tJl) = et KahMah<1> ill"
I

• (%n(11 "':X m

.•

,Cl:nC(!"':X m

(x+i8alT.tJ).
'

This gives

<1>'CCI'" Cl n:X1"
. .CC. (x' 8' rJl) = et Kah M ah<1> CCI ···C(nCX!•...•ct m(x ' 8, 8')
III

'

,

which represents a tensor transformation law. Note that the transformed
superfield depends on the superspace coordinates in the same fashion as in
superfield (2.5.15),

<1>~, ... "n"'" .'x",{x,8,rJ) = <1>~, ... CI.,,:ic, ... :ic.,,(x + i{}a8,tJ).

(2.5.16)

A tensor superfield on [R414 defined by equation (2.5.15) is said to be a
'tensor chiral superfield'. Its conjugate tensor superfield
$", ... CI. .."I'"

d x ,8,rJ) = $", ... CI.,,,", ... &,,(x -

i{}a8,rJ)

(2.5.17)

is said to be a 'tensor antichiral superfield'. As may be seen, chiral superfields
depend on x and rJ only through the combination (x + i8arJ), antichiral
superfields depend on x and 8 only through the combination (x - i8arJ).
Obviously, the set of tensor chiral (or antichiral) superfields of Lorentz
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type (n/2,m/2) forms a super Poincare invariant subspace in the space of
tensor superfields of Lorentz type (n/2,m/2). So it would be desirable to obtain
a covariant constraint selecting this subspace. This is an easy problem upon
taking into account the observation that equation (2.5.15) can be rewritten
in the form
<1> :Xl

, ••

.•••.ctl)1(x "V}
8 ll\ = eLK <1> !XI, .. etnal••••.O:rn(x ' 8)

O:'!~I

(2.5.18)

Yf=8(Ja~oa

Therefore, every tensor chiral superfield satisfies the equation
D ex. <1> :Xl'"
D~ == eLK( -

..
(x "UJ
8 ll\ = 0
':XIII

:Xllet1"

o,,)e - iJf = -

o~ -

i8C(o",,,.

(2.5.19)

Analogously, every tensor antichiral superfield can be represented in the form

<l>

et1'"

. .O:m(x "8 ~) = e - LK <l>

CXnct1'"

etl'"

..

:X nC(l"

.O:m

(x~)
'

(2.5.20)

and hence it satisfies the equation

o"<l>",, ... C(.<>, ... &Jx,8,~) = 0
D",==e-iJfo",eiJf =o,,+i~"oC(I<'

(2.5.21)

2.5.5. Covariant derivatives
The differential operators D" and DI< introduced in the previous subsection
anticommute with the supersymmetry generators

{DC(, Qp} = {D", Qp} = 0
{Dp, Qp} = {DI<' Qp} =0.

(2.5.22)

These identities can be checked explicitly. However, there are two different
ways to understand relations (2.5.22). First, consider a tensor chiral
superfield <1>(z) (indices are suppressed). After applying an infinitesimal
supersymmetry transformation, it takes the form
<1>'(z) = <l>(z) + b<1>(z)

b<1>(z) = i(eQ + eQ)<1>(z).

Superfields <1>(z) and <1>'(z) are chiral DI<<1> = DI<<1>' = O. Therefore, we must have
[DI<, eQ+eQ]=O

at least when acting on chiral superfields. Secondly, let us recall how the
coset space Sll/SO(3,11[RJi has been identified above with real superspace
[R414. Namely, points of the coset space are in one-to-one correspondence
with elements
g(z) = ei( -x"p"+ fiq +8cI)

ofthe super Poincare group. The supersymmetry transformations act on these
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elements by left shifts i!l("''')
g(z) ..... g(ZI) = i!l(r..f.)g(z) = ei(r.q+r.q)g(z)

and lead to the superspace transformation
ZA ..... zIA=zA-i(eQ+eQ)zA

(2.3.23)

Now, consider right shifts r!l(I/,f;)
g(z) ..... g(ZI) =rY(IJ,fng(z) =g(z)ei(I/q+'iQ)

which induce the superspace transformation
ZA ..... ZIA = ZA + (17 D + 17 D )zA

(2.5.24)

Since the left and right shifts commute, ig(r..cl'Y(I/,,,) = r g(I/,f;ig(r.,e) and from their
explicit expressions (2.5.23) and (2.5.24), one obtains expression (2.5.22).
Derivatives
(2.5.25)

D A = (am D", Ode)

are seen to form a complete set of first-order differential operators commuting
with the supersymmetry transformations,
(2.5.26)

[D A , eQ+eQJ=O

This is the first reason why D A are called 'covariant derivatives'. The second
reason is that for every tensor superfield V:XI ... ""del'" dejz), the superfield

U A:XI'"

0:/10: 1 " ,

;:,Jz) == D AVo:

1 ."

0:'7'0: 1 " , O:m(Z)

turns out also to be a tensor superfield, with the transformation law
V'A O!l ••• :X"O:I
.•••.:t (z')=e!Kh<Mh<V Aal, ·.::X O:l···
. ,CC m(z)
II

m

with respect to the super Poincare group. Here the Lorentz generators M be
act on all external indices including index A. In other words, a covariant
derivative moves every tensor superfield into a tensor superfield. The
operators Dc< and Ode are said to be 'spinor covariant derivatives'.

2.5.6. Properties of covariant derivatives
The covariant derivatives satisfy the algebra

{D", Dp} = {Ode, Op} = [D",

oaJ = [0", oaJ =0

(2.5.27)

{D:x, Ode} = -2io"de=2P"".
We see that the spinor covariant derivatives and the supersymmetry
generators satisfy similar anticommutation relations. Furthermore, the dotted
and undotted covariant derivatives are related by complex conjugation as
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follows
(D~V)* =( _lj"(V)]):y*

(D 2 V)*

= 0 2 V*

(2.5.28)

for an arbitrary superfield V(z) (bosonic or fermionic), where we have
introduced the notation
2
D"=e"f!D r!
D =D"D"
(2.5.29)
])2=]);]);
]);=e"rl])~.
Let us list the identities involving the covariant derivatives which are
known to be most relevant for practical superfield calculations:
-

D"Dfi=~e"r!D2

-

1

- 2

D;Dfl= -'2 e"fI D

D"DrP;·=O

[D2, ]);] = -4ic~;D"
D"02D~ =

]);])rl])·;. = 0
[0 2, DJ =4ic,,;]);
]);D2])"

D2])2 + ])2D2 - 2D"])2D" = 160
D2]);D2=0
D2])2D2 = 16D 20

(2.5.30a)
(2.5.30b)
(2.5.30c)
(2.5.30d)
(2.5.30e)

])2D,,])2 =0

(2.5.30f)

])2D2])2 = 16])20

(2.5.30g)

All the identities can be readily proven with the help of relations (2.5.27).
On the same grounds, one can see that a product of n ~ 5 spinor covariant
derivatives may be reduced to an expression containing terms with at most
four D and]) factors.
It is worth pointing out two simple applications of the above identities.
Given a tensor superfield V""" ",,;, ... "jz), the object
])2 V",

... ",,:X, ... ;",(z)

(2.5.31 )

is a tensor chiral superfield, and the object
D2 V~, ... ""i, ... ijZ)

(2.5.32)

is a tensor antichiral superfield. The reader may check that every tensor
chiral superfield can be represented in the form (2.5.31). Furthermore, for
every chiral superfield <1>(z), ]),,<1> = 0, we have
])2D,,<1> = 0

(2.5.33)

as a consequence of equation (2.5.30c).

2.6. The on-shell massive superfield representations

The main goal of the present section is to give a realization in terms of
superfields for the massive super Poincare representations described in
Section 2.3.
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2.6.1. On-shell massive supe~fie'ds

To begin with, we must formulate what is to be understood by the notion
'on-shell massive superfield'. By analogy with the Poincare case, every tensor
superfield of Lorentz type (AI2,BI2),
V",,,, "A",,,. "B(Z) = J.-(",,,. "A)("" ."II)(Z)

(2.6.1)

satisfying the mass-shell equation

(D-m 2 )V

'Xl

.

., ~;1O:1'

m2>0

(2.6.2)

P""=-iJ",,,

(2.6.3)

. (z)=O

. ':1.8

and the supplementary condition

P""V'Y.'Y.t··· 'X,I I:)::al'"
. . .CXn I(z)=O

imposed when A,o:O and B,o:O, is said to be an on-shell massive superfield
of Lorentz type (AI2,BI2). For arbitrary non-negative integers A and B,
A + B == 2 Y, the space of all on-shell massive (AI2,BI2)-type superfields,
denoted by Jf'(A,B), forms a representation of the super Poincare group.
Given a non-negative (half-)integer Y, spaces Jf'(2Y,0), Jf'(2Y-l,1),"" Jf'(0,2Y)
describe equivalent representations of the super Poincare group. This
assertion can be proved in the same fashion as was done in the Poincare
case. Namely, the operator ~aa (1.8.6) is invertible under the fulfilment of
equation (2.6.2) and provides us with a one-to-one mapping of Jf'(2Y,0) on
Jf'(A,B), where B,o: 0 and A + B = 2 Y, defined as follows

v:

CXI'"

"

CXA:XI· .. :lS

=LV'·ill··· ~YB.ets v:ClI'"

IXAYI"'}'S

(2.6.4)

where V"" "''''4+8(Z) is an arbitrary element of Jf'(2Y,0)'
In contrast to the Poincare case, every space Jf'(A,B) constitutes a reducible
representation of the super Poincare group, because Jf'(A,B) contains at least
three super Poincare invariant subspaces:
Jf'11,~): {V(Z)EJf'(A,B)

O"V(z)=O}

Jf'IA,~): {V(z) E Jf'(A,B)

D<xV(z)=O}

(2.6.5)

D2 V(z) = 0 2V(z) = O}

Jf'1~~B): {V(z) E Jf'(A,B)

where superfield indices have been suppressed. It is seen that Jf'11.~) consists
of chiral on-shell superfields and Jf'IA,~) includes antichiral on-shell superfields
only. Every element of Jf'1~~B) is said to be a 'linear superfield'.
One can easily find projection operators for the subspaces Jf'(1,~), Jf'IA.~)
and Jf'1~~B). Making use of identities (2.5.30) gives
-2

2

=~ D D =_1_ 02D2

fi>
(+)

16

D

16m 2

1 D 202 ___1_ D 202
fi>(_) =16 -o-16m 2

(2.6.6)
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,qi!

= _~ D D D,,= __1_ D"D2D = __1_ l).D 2lY
(0)
808m2
"8m 2 "
~(i)~(j) = 6ij~(i)

where

,qi!(i)

= (~( +),

,qi!( _),

~(O).

The equation (2.S.30e) leads to

,qi!( +)

+ ~(-) + .0"(0) =

~

(2.6.7)

therefore we have the decomposition
-.a:

~(A.B)

+) ffi -.a:( -) l'D """,(0)
= ~-.a:((A,B)Q7
~ (A,B)Q:;,~ (A,B)'

(2.6.8)

It is not difficult to see that the super Poincare representations on the
spaces £LU) (but not on £i~:B) are irreducible. Now, we have to decompose
£1~:B) into a direct sum of invariant subspaces and then determine superspin
values corresponding to each of the irreducible representations under
consideration. But before doing this, it is worth discussing the question of
where the difference between the Poincare and super Poincare cases lies.
Why were restrictions (2.6.1-3) sufficient in the Poincare case to select out
irreducible representations and yet they have proved to be incomplete in
order to play the same role in the super Poincare case? The point is that in
superspace, in contrast to Minkowski space, we have at our disposal not
only the super Poincare generators acting on superfields but also the spinor
covariant derivatives which possess the property of preserving tensor
structure when acting on superfields. As a result, each space £(A.B) is endowed
with the action of a super Lie algebra including the super Poincare algebra
as a subalgebra.

2.6.2. Extended super-Poincare algebra
Following E. Sokatchev, let us extend the set of super Poincare generators
(2.4.37) by adding the spinor covariant derivatives and consider the linear
differential operators on Yf(A,B):
i(ib lX5tp,,& + K"{3J,,{3+ K5t PJilP + eQ +eQ)+ '1D + '1D
(2.6.9)
where the super Poincare parameter are defined in the standard way and
('1",rliJ are a-numbers forming a Majorana spinor. The set of all operators
(2.6.9) is seen to form a super Lie algebra with respect to the ordinary Lie
bracket, and the generators of the algebra satisfy the following
(anti)commutation relations:
[J"p, p)'y] = tey",P {3y + teypP "y
[J"p, J;.b] = t(e,,,J pb + e,pJlXb + eblXJ;o{J + ebpJ,·,,)
[J",p, Q.,.J =te·I"Qp+te),pQ"

[J,,(I, D.,.J = tepD(i+tey(ID"
{Q",Q5t} = {D", D5t }=2P"".

(2.6.10)
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The remaining (anti)commutators vanish or may be found by Hermitian
conjugation (using the rule (P~i..)+ =P~IX. (J"/l)+ = Jilp , (Q,,)+ =Qit and
(D,,) + = Dit ). The algebra (2.6.10) presents nothing more than the N = 2
Poincare superalgebra without central charges (see Section 2.2).
It is a simple exercise to check that every space .Yf(A.B) has no non-trivial
subspaces invariant under all of the operators (2.6.9). It is the spinor covariant
··
' superfi eId s from..n;
-((A.B),
+) ..n;
-((A.B)
-) an d ..n;
_(0)
d envahves
wh'IC hmIX
(A.B)'

2.6.3. The superspin operator
As the next step, we express the superspin operator (see subsection 2.3.2),
corresponding to superfield representations,

c=(Z, P)2 _Z2p2

(2.6.11 )

where

Za = Wa-t(cTa)it"[Q", Qc,]
Wa = !eabcdJbcPd

(2.6.12)

in an explicitly supersymmetrically invariant form. The point is that
superspace is endowed with not only the supersymmetry generators but the
covariant derivatives also. The covariant derivatives, being supersymmetric
invariant objects, have a structure similar to the structure of the
supersymmetry generators. On these grounds, it is worth expecting that the
Casimir operator C can be re-expressed in terms of D~ and Dit .
The basic observation is that the operator Za can be rewritten, after some
algebra with the super Poincare generators (2.4.36), using the rule
Z a=1.a -A·P
a

Za= -teabcdMbcpd+i(cTa):i:"[D~, D,,]

(2.6.13)

A =i(f}/la/l- rJPop).
Here A is the generator of /'s-rotations
V(x,f),lJ) .... V'(x,f},rJ) = V(x,et'Pf},e - t'PlJ).

It commutes with Pa' so we have

Z[aPb] = Z[aPb]
and the superspin operator takes the form

C=(Z, P)2_Z2P2.

(2.6.14)

Obviously, this expression is explicitly supersymmetrically invariant. The
operator Za consists of two terms. The first one,

Wa= -teabcdMbcpd

W,d = M~ffPfJ'" - M :;pP /l

(2.6.15)
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is the 'space-time' Pauli-Lubanski vector. It is sensitive to superfield tensor
types and x-dependence but not to e-dependence. The second one,
ka~~[O~, O",J, is sensitive to superfield x- and e-dependence and is inert with
respect to superfield tensor type.
After using the identity waPa=O and the mass-shell equation p 2 = _m 2 ,
one obtains
2
2
1
.
2
m
_.
2-2
m -.

c=(P'~[O" DJ) - - [0" O~J[O" O,;J+m W + - W"~[O", O~].
64
.
32
4
(2.6.16)
As for the third term here, we can profit from our old result (1.8.12), which
leads to
W21;rIIBI=m2y(y + I)~

V =(A +B)/2

(2.6.17)

The first and second terms in expression (2.6.16) can be simplified with the
help of equation (2.5.27). The final expression for the superspin operator is

ClJf ,=m4 {y(y + 1)~ +i,qJi(o)+B}
,A . B

1 ,'t,.

(2.6.18)



B=-2 wexo'[Oex, O&;J

4m

where &'(0) is the projector onto the subspace of linear superfields in £'(A.B)'
The operator B turns out to have the following interesting properties:

B&'(o) = ,qJi(o)B = B

(2.6.19)

B2 = Y(Y + 1)&'(0)- B
where B is assumed to act on
the form

£'(A.B)'

SO, we can rewrite equation (2.6.18) in

ClH 1A •B1 = m4 {Y( Y + 1)~ + (i + B)&'(o)}

(2.6.20)

Recalling equation (2.6.5), this immediately gives

ClHiA~' = ClH1Ak, = m Y( Y + 1)~
4

(2.6.21)

Therefore, each of the spaces £'!'U) of (anti)chiral on-shell superfields of
Lorentz type (A/2,B/2) provides us with the superspin- Y representation of
the Poincare superalgebra.

2.6.4. Decomposition of £'~~~B) into irreducible representations
We are going to show that every space £'~~~B)' A + B;6 0, describes two
irreducible super Poincare representations of supers pins (Y ± t), and the
space £'lg~o) describes the super Poincare representation of superspin t.
Since all of the spaces £'~~h), £'I~L 1,1), ... , £'~8!2Y) realize equivalent
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representations of the super Poincare group (see subsection 2.6.1), it is
sufficient to restrict our consideration to the case B = O.
Let V" . . '1 E .ffl~~ol be an arbitrary linear on-shell superfield,

o 2 V"",=O-2 V"

2

.. ,,=(O-m )V" .. ,,=0

(2.6.22)

When A #0, we have the identity

V

'-", ' .,

= __
1- 0 ;'D 2 0 V
. +_1- ~
8m2
(;. ', ... oc,l 8m2 A + I

0

iYo;'V
" .

("

'''AI;'

(2.6.23)
where parentheses (.. .) denote, as usual, the total symmetrization of indices,
for example,
o (:XI j) 2 0;'V~~"

1 A
=A
- "L

::t"d~'

0

':J.k

:D 2 0;'V

:XI'"

.

~k'"

:>:A:'

k=l

and symbol !i k means that index ak is omitted. In accordance with equation
(2.6.23), for every V"" "" E £i~~ol there exist chiral on-shell superfields
./
+I
and rl ', ... "" E £((A-I.OI'
+I
I.',
.. . '.,.,E X((A+1.0)

D ::x·x~I "' :X A+ I =(0 -m 2 )xCtI·· · Ck:A + 1 =0

D·..
X'/cx).

'::CA

I

=(0 _m 2 ) r] CXl •• • CX A ,=0

such that the following representation
V"""

"A

= O'X,,,, ... ". + 0("1],,, ... "A)

(2.6.24)

takes place. Conversely, for arbitrary chiral on-shell superfields
X", ... "<+, E £11 ~ 1,0) and 1]", ... "A ' E xl.! ~ 1,0)' the superfield v", ... "A constructed
by the rule (2.6.24) belongs to £I~~o). Moreover, the correspondence
(X", ... "A +" IJ", .. ."A_) --. V"" " "A

is one-to-one, because equation (2.6.24) can be resolved as follows:
X

"1 .. ·"A+'

IJIX, .. ·"A

= __1_ D 2 0
8m 2

V
(IX,

"2· .. IX A+')

(2.6.25)

2 Y
,= 8m 2 A+
A 1 D 0 V;", .. "A ,

We come to the conclusion that the super Poincare representation on the
space £I~~o) is equivalent to the super Poincare representation on the direct
sum space £11~ 1 ,0) EB£ll~ 1,0)' For every positive (half-)integer Y, the space
£Igh), provides us with two irreducible super Poincare representations of
superspins (Y ±~-). It is not difficult to find a suppplementary condition
selecting out each superspin. Namely, the highest superspin, Y + t, is extracted
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by the condition
D)'V,1,1:1'" l:A

I

=0

(2.6.26)

in accordance with equation (2.6.24). The lowest superspin, Y -t, is extracted
by the condition
D(~, 11;., .. '~A-,) = O.

(2.6.27)

Now, it is worth recalling the decomposition (2.6.8). In accordance with
equation (2.6.24), we can write every on-shell superfield U~, ... ~A E JIf(A.O) in
the form

U~, ... ~., = !I>""" ~A + 'P " I ' " ~A + D'IXi'iX' ... ~A + D(",I)", ... ~A)
!I> ~""~A E JIf((A.O)
+)
v
E JIf( +)
/,"",,"4+,
(A+t.O)

'I' ",.

'''.4

E

JIf( -)

I)""""A ,E

(2.6.28)

(A,O)

JIf( +)

(A-t.O)

which represents a decomposition into irreducible superfields.
The case Y = 0 is treated similarly. Every superfield V E Jlflg~o) can be
represented as

V=

-~
D"D 2 D"V
8m

and hence

V=D"X"

1 8m

2

x,,=--D
DV
2

X" E JIf(+)
(1.0)'

(2.6.29)

"

These relations establish the equivalence of the super Poincare repre
sentations on Jlflg~o) and Jlflt,h), therefore the space JIf:g~O) realizes the
superspin-t representation.
By analogy with equation (2.6.28), every scalar on-shell superfield U E JIf(O,O)
can be written in the form

U =!I>+ 'P +D"X"
D&!I> = D&x" = 0

(2.6.30)

D,,'P=O.

We summarize the results. If A ~ 0 or B ~ 0, the representation JIf(A,B) is
the direct sum of four irreducible super Poincare representations with
superspins Y - t, Y, Y, Y + i, where 2 Y = A + B. When A = B = 0, the
representation of JIf(o.O) is the direct sum of three super Poincare
representations with supers pin 0, 0, i. Every massive super Poincare
representation can be realized in terms of (anti)chiral superfields. This is the
reason why (anti)chiral superfields are objects of primary importance.
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2.6.5. Projection operators
To complete the above consideration, it is worth finding projection operators
extracting from £I~).B) the subspaces of superspin Y -1 and Y +1,
respectively. To do this, one can use the following simple observation. If a
linear operator F on a vector space!f' takes eigenvalues fl' f2' ... , In such that
!f'

then projection operators on eigenspaces

TII

FI~=/;O

= !f'1 83!f'2 83 ... EEl!f'n
~

are given in the form

(F - f2)'" (F - fn) , ... , TIn = (F - fd .. · (F - fn-I)

(fl - f2)'" (fl - fn)

I1;I1 j

(fn- fd .. ·(fn- fn-

= bijTI;

I1 1 + .. ·+TI n=0.

In our case, the superspin operator acts on
m4(y -1/2)(Y

+ 112)

d

m4y(y + I)

£(A,B)

and its eigenvalues are

m ( Y + 1/2)( Y + 3/2)
4

Then equations (2.6.19, 20) and the prescription just given lead to

I1 y -

1

1/ 2 = - -

{YO-B}.?J\o)

2Y + 1
1
I1 y + 112 = - - {(Y + 1)0 + B}.?J(o).
. 2Y + 1

(2.6.31)

2.6.6. Real representations
The mapping of superfield complex conjugation defined by equation (2.4.30)
converts a mass-shell space £(A,B) to £(B,A)' Using this mapping and the
operator ~'d which changes tensor type, one can define real massive superfield
representations in the same fashion as was done in Section 1.8 for the massive
field representations. In particular, in the case A = B one can impose the
reality condition

v

..

:(I"'~Al:I ••• ctA

(z) = Vctl···CCActl·"::XA
. . (z)

(2.6.32)

which defines a real tensor superfield.
Evidently, the set of real on-shell superfields of Lorentz type (AI2,AI2)
represents a super Poincare invariant subspace in £(A,A)' To decompose a
real on-shell superfield onto irreducible superfields, one can, as a first step,
represent it in the form
.
Vetj

•••

ctA~t ... 0:,4 = U etl'"

C(A6: I •••

&A

+ O:XI .. ,

:::CA;:j '"

&,4

(2.6.33)

with U ~I ... "A"I ... it, being some complex on-shell superfield; after this, it is
sufficient to apply to U"I .. "<"I ... "4 a decomposition onto irreducible
superfields as adopted in £(A,A)' For example, given a real scalar superfield
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V(.::), we write it as

V=u+u
and make use of equation (2.6.30). This gives

V = <I> + <1> + D~1J" + O"ij" == <I> + <1> + VL
02VL =D 2VL =0.

O;<I>=O,,1J~=O

(2.6.34)

It is possible to subject superfields to extraordinary reality conditions for
the simple reason that we have at our disposal the spinor co variant derivatives
in addition to the space-time derivatives. In particular, when A = B + 1, one
can demand the equation

DY U yaj· .. Q'HO'j···O'H
. . --

IS y. r)

"

al. ,QII0'1 ... O'H

y

(2.6.35)

Let us analyse this equation in the simplest case A = 1 and B = O. Consider
an arbitrary on-shell superfield U ,,(z). In accordance with equation (2.6.28),
it can be represented in the form
/i
U~=<I>~+'P~+D X~{J+D~1J

O,,<I>~ = O"X~/i= 0;1J = 0

X,,{J= X/h

D~qtfl=O.

(2.6.36)

Imposing the equation
D~U~=O;U"

(2.6.37)

leads to the equality

D"<I>", - 0,,<1>" = 02ij - D 2 1J.
Since <I>~ is a chiral superfield, the left-hand side is a linear superfield. The
expression on the right is the sum of(anti)chiral superfields. Therefore, we have

1J=0
Taking D", and

D~<I>", = 0&:<1>".

(2.6.38)

0" on both sides gives

-*

D2<1>", = P ",,,<1>"

*0 2<1>" = P",,,<1>".

(2.6.39)

These relations provide us with one more example of possible reality
conditions.
A natural generalization of the final conditions to the scalar case reads
D2<1> =.u<D
- 0 2<1> =,u<l>
(2.6.40)

-t

*

where Jl- is a complex constant. Since here et>(z) is a chiral superfield, Da-et> = 0,
equation (2.6.40) leads to the mass-shell equations
(0 -1.u1 2)<I>=0
(0 -1.u1 2 )<l>=0.
tL.O.4I)
So, one can look on the reality condition (2.6.40) as an equation of motion
for a chiral scalar superfield. When imposing the mass-shell equations (2.6.41)
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only, (anti)chiral superfields if> and <1> are independent and describe two
irreducible representations of superspin Y = O. However, choosing stronger
equations (2.6.40) leads to dependence between if> and <1>, therefore the system
is reduced to describing a single superspin Y = O.
In conclusion, let us point out that the constant J.1 in equation (2.6.40) can
be made real after making a redefinition <1>(z) --+ ei~<1>(z).

2.7. The on-shell massless superfield representations
In this section, we give a realization in terms of superfields for the massless
super Poincare representations described in Section 2.3.

2.7.1. Consistency conditions
It has been shown in Section 2.3 that every massless unitary representation
of the Poincare superalgebra is characterized by the operatorial constraints
IP'~~Q~= 1P'",,,0"=Q2 = 0 2 =0.
Recall that these constraints were necessary to make the supersymmetry
algebra consistent with the unitarity and the on-shell equation 1P'2 =0. Since
we intend to realize in superspace the massless unitary representations, we
subject massless superfields to the operatorial constraints

P ",,,Q" = P ~"Q~ = 0

(2.7.1)

Q2=Q2=0

(2.7.2)

and

in addition to the on-shell equation
p 2 =0.

(2.7.3)

Note that the supersymmetry generators in superspace can be written as
Q"=i(0,,+8"P,,,,)

Q,,= -i(o"+O"P,,,,)

which leads to
P""Q" =iP""o" -i8"P2.
Then, equations (2.7.1) and (2.7.3) lead to

P ",,0" = P ",,0" = O.

(2.7.4)

Analogously, equations (2.7.2-4) lead to

0"0",=0,,0"=0.

(2.7.5)
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Furthermore, the covariant derivatives can be written in the form
D~=(\-8'tP=d

-c,,+e~p,,;.

0;=

Then, equations (2.7.3, 4) give

p ""D" = P ~;Di = O.

(2.7.6)

Analogously, equations (2.7.3, 5,6) give
D 2 =D 2 =0.

(2.7.7)

The above considerations show that the set of equations (2.7.1-3) is
equivalent to the set of equations (2.7.3, 6, 7). However, the second set seems
preferable to the first one, because the corresponding equations are explicitly
supersymmetrically invariant.
2.7.2. On-shell massless superfields
A tensor superfield of Lorentz type (AI2,BI2), V~, ... (X,<X, .. , :X8(Z), is said to be
an 'on-shell massless superfield' if it satisfies equations (2.7.3, 6, 7) and the
supplementary conditions
Pi'j·Vf'etl'"

p'"j·vet!

:>:,4

' .~B(z) = 0

(2.7.8a)

(z)=O

(2.7.8b)

letl'"

'"

•• ~Ai':XI'"

Ct.B_ I

as well. In fact, when A #0 or B #0, the on-shell equation (2.7.3) is a
consequence of the supplementary conditions.
We are going to classify on-shell massless superfields. First, consider the
case A # 0, B # O. Given a (AI2,BI2)-type superfield under the supplementary
conditions, we impose the first equation (2.7.6),

P yj.D'V"''''''AC,'''':X8(Z)=0.
Then, making use of equation (2.7.8a), this leads to

P ",i,DYYy"l' ""Ai, .. , :X8(Z) = O.
Analogously, imposing the second equation (2.7.6) and making use of equation
(2.7,8b) gives

P j.'C(l
, Di'Vetl'"

. ..,,ets(z)=O .

ctA(::t2

Therefore, we have

DYYy"''''~'4 '''''' ,,,,.(z)=O

(2.7.9a)

DYV:Xl,,, ::t,4/Ci!1'
..,
(z)=O
• Ci.B 1

(2.7.9b)

since the superfields in the left-hand sides of equations (2.7.9) carry zero
momentum, Now, both equations (2.7.7) are satisfied identically,
D 2 VC(j···:lAC(j·'·:XB
" = -2D D'IV"/'::>:2
Cf.l

"

":XActj···'::tB

=0 •
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It is seen that the set of equations (2.7.6-8) is equivalent to equations (2.7.8, 9).
Furthermore, we are to consider three possible superfield types to which
V"" ... >: ,<x, .. . OcB may belong: (a) chiral; (b) antichiral; (c) neither chiral nor
antichiral. In the first case, the total set of massless constraints (equivalent
to equations (2.7.8, 9)) is
0 ;,<1>::<, "'''A:X' ... Oc8(Z) = 0

(2.7.10)

D'I<I>"" ' '''''A ,Oc, ... 0c 8(Z)=0
Pi'l<l>

:."

~ I . . . a ,·Ha l ...

(t B _ I

(z) = O.

Similarly, in the second case we have
D }' <I> et! ••. ':XACX1. '" aB
. (z)=O
O~'<I>0':1'"

...

CXA'/ CX 1· .. :X8

I

(Z) = 0

(2.7.11)

P"lY<I> {'ClI ' , ':X A lCi. ] ••• as
. (Z) = 0•
Equations (2.7.10, 11) determine massless (anti)chiral superfields. Finally, let
us consider the last case. Now, we can construct, starting from V:X '''' C<AOc, ... 0c 8 '
two secondary superfields:
<I> a l , •• aA~. I .. · a. B + l (z) = D·:X I v.·::XI · .. Ct"' ::X2···O:
. .8 + 1(z)

(2.7.12)

and

<lJ a l '

. . (z) = DV.
at

·:l:A+1 CX1· .. CXB

·

. (z) •

il: 2 ' ''~A +la l ".O:B

(2.7.13)

The first superfield is chiral and symmetric (due to equation (2.7.9b» in its
dotted indices, hence it belongs to Lorentz type (AI 2,(B + 1)12). What is more,
it satisfies all the constraints (2.7.10). Similarly, <lJ"" .. ."' A+ ,Oc ,.. . :XB(Z) is an
antichiral superfield of Lorentz type ((A + l)/2,BI 2) under constraints (2.7.11).
Therefore, the (anti)chiral secondary superfields are also on-shell massless
superfields. One can look on a general massless superfield as a superposition
of massless (anti)chiral superfields.
As the next step, let us treat the case A;6 0, B = O. Now, one can readily
see that the total set of massless constraints is given by the equations
Dyv,,"""'C<A ,(z)=O

P)'YV;.", ... "' A . ,(z) = 0

(2.7.14)

0 2 V:x , "",/z) = P,;'o;' V"' ,..,,)z)= O.
When taking the massless superfield to be chiral, equations (2.7.14) are
simplified drastically. Namely, each (AI2,0)-type superfield <I>"" .,,)z) under
the constraints
0 ;,<1>",. ,,,)z) = 0
Dr<l» ,c< , ... "A ,(z) = 0

(2.7.15)
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proves to be massless. One more solution of equations (2.7.14) reads
O:.iD"., ,(z) = 0
P·:;·iD;." ... "
o- 2<1>"

(2.7.16)

,(z) = 0

. ,,(z)

=0

which defines an antichiral massless superfield of Lorentz type (AI2,0).
Finally, in the case of a general massless superfield, neither chiral nor
antichiral, one can construct two secondary superfields:

<1>" ... , ",(z) = O~ V""" >,(z)

(2.7.17)

and
iD", .. ', . ,(z)

= 0", V>,. .. "A + ,(z)

(2.7.18)

which are chiral and antichiral massless superfields, respectively.
The case A = 0 and B #- 0 is treated in complete analogy with the previous
one. So, we investigate the last possibility, A = B = O. Now, the total set of
massless constraints can be represented in the form

0 2 V(z) = 0 2 0, V(z) = 0
02V(Z)

(2.7.19)

= 020~V(Z) = 0

due to the identities

[0 2 , O~]

[0 2 ,0();] =

= 4P,,~0"

-4P,,&O~.

There is no need to impose the on-shell equation
DV(z)

=0

since it follows by virtue of equation (2.5.30e), from equations (2.7.19). In
accordance with constraints (2.7.19), a massless chiral superfield is defined by

O&<I>(z)

=0

D 2 <1>(z)

=0

(2.7.20)

and a massless antichiral scalar superfield is defined by
O:"iD(z)

=0

02<1>(Z)

= o.

(2.7.21)

In the case of a general massless scalar superfield V(z), one can construct
two secondary massless superfields: chiral
<I>~(z)

= O;Y(z)

(2.7.22)

iD,,(z)

= Do: V(z).

(2.7.23)

and antichiral

In the following chapters of our book it will be shown how mass less
superfields, described in this section, arise in supersymmetric field theories.
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2.7.3. Superhelicity
As is known, massless super Poincare representations are classified by
superhelicity K (see subsection 2.3.5). We are going to determine superhelicity
values corresponding to all of the massless superfields considered earlier. For
this purpose, we rewrite the superhelicity operator

La

= Wa

1
.
_
-16(O'aY'''[Q", Q:xJ

_1
be d
Wa - 2'8 abed J P

in an explicitly supersymmetric invariant form. Recalling expressions for the
super-Poincare generators (2.4.36) and taking into account massless
constraints (2.7.4), one finds
L,,~

= ,'iT
w,,~ 

1

-

- [D", D~]

(2.7.24)

8

where W,,~ is the 'space-time' Pauli-Lubanski vector (2.6.15). It acts on a
superfield of Lorentz type (A/2, B/2) subject to the supplementary conditions
(2.7.8) as follows
1

W;,~V"' ... "A'''~H(Z) = 2'(A - B)Pi,;.v~I"':X4~1 ... 3!R(Z)

(2.7.25)

(see subsection 1.8.3). We say that a massless superfield has a superhelicity
K if it satisfies the equation

L""

=(K+

D

(2.7.26)

P "it'

Only (anti)chiral massless superfields have definite superhelicities. Every
chiral massless superfield of Lorentz type (A/2, B/2) proves to have
superhelicity

"I

(A/2, B/2). chiral

= 2'1 (A

(2.7.27)

- B).

Every antichiral massless superfieJd of Lorentz type (A/2, B/2) proves to have
superhelicity

"I

(A/2. B/2), antichiral

= 2'1 (A-

1
B) - 2'

(2.7.28)

Given a massless chiral superfield <D""" ~4""" "H' its secondary antichiral
superfield

<I>",,,,~, + 1"1'" "H(Z) = Dal <D", ... '"

+ 1"1'"

"H(Z)

is also massless, and both superfields have the same superhelicity.
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2.8. From superfields to component fields

In our opinion, the reader has had the opportunity to become convinced
that working with superfields is not much harder than with fields in
space-time. The formalism developed in Sections 2.4-2.7 makes it possible
to handle a superfield as a simple indivisible object such that at any stage
of practical calculations there is no need to think about its explicit
construction in terms of the components fields. Unfortunately, at present it
has not been possible to extract all the necessary physical information directly
from superfields. For example, so far no-one has a clear unerstanding how
to formulate canonical quantization on superfield language. It is a quite
general situation that in order to do reasonable physical analysis of a
supersymmetric theory one must re-express the theory in terms of components
fields. Hence one should carry out the reduction from superfields to
components in an optimum way. In this section we describe the reduction
technique invented by 1. Wess and B. Zumino.

2.8.1. Chiral scalar superfield
To fix the ideas let us start with a chiral scalar superfield $(z)
exp [i8G' atio aJ$(x, 8). Its component expansion is
$(x, 8, B)

=

= A(x) + 8"t/J ,,(x) + 8 2 F(x) + i8G'aB'oaA(x) + ~ 82 tia- aoat/J(x)
2

(2.8.1)

1

+ -8 2 (j'20A(x).
4

In this expansion only the first three components are independent fields, the
rest are secondary fields. Expression (2.8.1) determines the chiral superfield
in terms of the component fields. Now we want to discuss the task of
determining the component fields from the superfield.
Introduce a mapping projecting every superfield V(x, 8,
into its
zeroth-order (in 8" and tiii) component field:

B')

vi =V(x, 8, B'+ =

O.1l = o·

(2.8.2)

We will refer to this mapping as the 'space projection'. Obviously, component
fields of any superfield can be obtained by first taking some partial derivatives
in 8 and ti and then applying the space projection. In the chiral scalar case
we have
A(x)

= $1

t/J,,(x)

= 0,,$1

F(x)

= ~c"o,,$1
4

C"iiA(X)

= !.. [0", o;J$1
2

and so on. But proceeding in such a way, we have no explicit realization of
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how, for example, [ox, 0&]<1> 1is expressed through <1>1. How can one implement
this? Recalling expressions for the covariant derivatives, one finds the
identities

= o,YI
D 2 VI = -o:Xo"VI
D&VI = -Ba VI D 2 VI = - o&c&V I

DxVI

[D", 15&] V =

(2.8.3)

- [0", o&J VI

where V(z) is an arbitrary superfield. After this, the independent component
fields of our chiral superfield can be defined as follows
A(x ) = <1>1

I/! ,,(x) = D:x<l> 1

F(x)

1 2
= - -D
<1> 1.
4

(2.8.4)

It is now evident that, due to the chirality constraint 15&<1> = 0, the space
projection of any number of Ds and Ds applied to <1>(z) is expressed in terms
of the above fields.
The given definition is very useful for obtaining supersymmetric
transformation laws of component fields. Namely, in accordance with the
identity

i(EQ

+ EQ) = -(ED + ED) + 2i(Ecr

Q

l} - ecr"'E)oQ

we have
i(EQ

+ EQ)VI = -(ED + ED)v1

(2.8.5)

for every superfield V(z). Since the covariant derivatives anticommute with
the supersymmetry generators, fields (2.8.4) transform according to the rule
DA(x)
DI/!,,(X)

= i(EQ + EQ)<I> I = -

ED<1>1

=-

EI/!(x)

= D:x{i(EQ + EQ)<1>} I = i(EQ + EQ)D,,<1>I
= -

DF(x) = -

EDD,,<I> I - EDD,,<1> I = - 2EJ(x) - 2it&0:x6cA(x)

~D2{i(EQ + EQ)<I>}I =
4

=~EDD2<1> 1 =
4

(2.8.6)

~(EQ + EQ)D2<1> I

-

4

-itaQcQI/!(x) .

Therefore, in this approach the determination of transformation laws consists
of simple manipulations with the covariant derivatives.
Consider the antichiral superfield $(z) conjugate to <1>(z). It is characterized
by the component fields
A(x) =

<DI

if&(x) = D,,<I> I

-

1-

2

F(x) = - -D <1>1.
4

(2.8.7)
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The supersymmetry transformations act on them according to the law
c5A(x)

=-

EI/I(x)

c5(fAx) = - 2tltF(x) +2i€Cl' a~it A(x)

(2.8.8)

c5F(x) = - iEcraoaiJi(x).

Rather beautifully, using definition (2.8.4), one can immediately obtain
component equations which follow from the massive superfield equations

1 - 2
- - D <1>

+ m<1> = 0

(2 .8.9a)

1
- _D2<1>
4

+ m<i> = 0

(2.8.9b)

4

defining the superspin-O representation. Namely, taking the space projection
of equation (2.8.9) leads to

F + mA

=

0

F

+ mA = O.

(2.8.10)

Then, taking D", from equation (2.8.9a) and Dit from equation (2.8.9b) and
making the space projection gives
i O~iti{tit

+ ml/l~ = 0

- iO"'itl/l"

+ miJi it = O.

(2.8.11 )

Finally, taking (- tD2) from equation (2.8.9a) and ( - *152) from equation
(2.8.9b) and making the space projection we obtain

OA + mF

=0

OA

+ mF = O.

(2.8.12)

It is seen that the complex scalar field F(x) does not have independent
dynamics, since it is expressed in terms of A(x), while the complex scalar
field A(x) and the Majorana spinor field

'I'(x)

= (I/I~(X»)
l/I"(x)

satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation
(0 - m2 )A

=0

and Dirac equation

(iya oa

+ m)'I' = 0

respectively.

2.8.2. Chiral tensor superjie/d of Lorentz type ( nI2,0)
Consider a chiral tensor superfield <1>~I""" ,,,(z) totally symmetric in its indices.
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By analogy with the scalar case, we define its component fields according to
the rule

= <1>",,,, ... ,,,1
t/Jfi(",,,.,,,,)(x) = 0fi<1>ex, .. ",,1
Aex,ex, ... ,,"(x)

F ::;(10:2"'::(/1(x)

(2.8.13)

1 2
-0
4 <1> CXI"':X I

=-

'1

'

Obviously, the first and third fields are totally symmetric in their indices. As
for the second field, it can be decomposed into two Lorentz irreducible fields,
of Lorentz types ((n - 1)/2,0) and ((n + 1)/2,0), as follows
1

t/Jfh, ... ,,"(X)

n

= YJ{Jex, ... ",,(x) + - - I L 6pcx/", ... &, ... cx,,(x)
n + k=!
YJex,ex, ... "".,(x) = O(ex,<1>", ...

Aa,al".a"-i

(2.8.14)

,,)1

(x) = O{i<1>fh,,,, ... "" ,[.

Therefore, a chiral tensor superfield of Lorentz type (n/2, 0) contains four
irreducible tensor fields of Lorentz types ((n - 1)/2,0), ((n/2,0), (n/2, 0) and
((n + 1)/2,0), respectively.
Transformation laws of the component fields with respect to the
supersymmtery transformations can be obtained in the same fashion as was
done in the scalar case. The results are
1

bA ::XI·

'::XI!

(x) = -EPn"
'lflCC1"':X n(x)

b),>:, ... ex" _,(x)

n+

= - 2E{J Fp", ... ""

bYJ~·N1.''''''H ,(x) = -2E(cx,F", ... cx

n

+ - -1 "~ E;
,(x)
Jx)

H

k=!

,

:XI.; "'CX]···::l/.,-··,CJ.: '1

+ 2itpoPP Apex, ... ",,(x)
.

+ 2it"o(>:,>: A", ... ex

bF C(1",o.:/I(x) -- -it f3·oPP..',{J CX I···(J.II(x) - _i- 1 ~
L.. aPo Cl/.,-pbA

n+

(x)

C(! •••

H

(2.8.15)

d(X)

'

CX" ••• Cl n

(x) •

k=!

It is instructive to clarify the component form of the equation

0f1<1> #;1,1(1.2···0:"

I

=0

defining a massless superfield. This equation has the following consequences

0 2 <1> et] ... :::!/!

= ofi P<1>

{JCt.] ••• ':J. 11

I

= ofMO

0:1

<1> (1C(::.· .. Ct.

1I

=0

•

Taking the space projection of all the equations gives

),,,, ... >:,, ,(x)

= F", ... ",,(x) = 0

(2.8.16)
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and

o~/l/lA li~I'"

~"

I

()
X

= Ci/l/l I'/fJet,

( )

(2.8.17)

.. et" X .

Therefore, component fields ;'~1"'~" I and F" I ' " "" vanish on-shell, and the
rest are on-shell massless fields. The on-shell form of transformation laws
(2.8.15) read

6A :x I ..
61] :XI:X~

..

':):/1

(x)

r

:X/I.,.

=

(x)
~

-E/!I] lb. I • , . :X'I(x)

= 2it·:x c(:XI:X~'"
"A

:X/I

+

(2.8.18)
d(x).

supe~field

2.8.3. Real scalar

Consider a real scalar superfield V(z). We define its component fields as
follows
A(x)
F(x)

=-

= VI

-

1 2
-0 VI

F(x)

4

. _

t." -

= O"VI

I/l~(x)

1 4

- -O~O

D(x)

2

1- 2
= - -0
VI

4

~
I."
=-

VI

i/f,)x)

= DYI
1

V""
1-

= - [O~,

2

_
0,,] VI

2

(2.8.19)

-0·0
4" VI,

= ~(02D2 + D 202)v1.
32

Note that the last three component fields here do not coincide with the
corresponding ones in the power series expansion (2.0.5) because, for example,
we have
1

-2

- -0,,0 VI
4

1

-~.

i~.

= -c"c"u"VI
+ -c""u"VI.
4
2

The supersymmetry transformations act on the component fields of V(z)
as follows

=
bl/l,,(x) =
bF(x) =
bA(x)

-EI/l(x) - EI/l(x)

-2E~F(x) - E"V"",(x) - iE"C""A(x)
-EA(X)

b V",,(x) = 2(E,,).,,(x) - E"J:,,(x)) - 2i(E"c fJ"I/lf3(x)

+ ic"",(EI/l(x) - EI/l(x))
b).,,(x) = - 2E~D(x) - iE"oa V"(x)
bD(x)

=-

i
2

.,.'

-o"",(E'A"(X)

.

+ E"C~tJi[JtJ(x))

- 2iE"C""F(x)

+ E"i."(x)).

(2.8.20)
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2.8.4. Linear real scalar superjield
Finally, let us consider a real scalar superfield restricted by the linearity
constraint

02V = 02V = O.

(2.8.21 )

In accordance with expressions (2.8.19), this superfield has the following
component fields
A(x)

=

VI

1jJ~(x)

lf~(x)

= 0YI

= 0" VI

V ~,,(x)

1



= "2 [0",0,,] VI·
(2.8.22)

Not all of these fields are unconstrained. Indeed, one can readily prove the
identity

[0 2,0 2 ]

= -4ioIX~[OIX' 0,,].

This identity and equation (2.8.21) show that the vector field Va(x) is
transverse,
oava(X)

= O.

(2.8.23)

Analogously, every linear tensor superfield contains a constrainted component
field.
Transformation laws of component fields (2.8.21) follow from expressions
(2.8.20):
c5A(x) = - EIjJ(x) - EIjJ(x)

c51jJ ~(x)

= - E"V ~!,(x) - iE~O""A(x)
c5V",,(x) = -2i(E"O{3!,ljJfi(x) + E"oIXplrAx)) + iOIX,,(EIjJ(x) difficult to see that oa(c5 Vix)) = o.

(2.8.24)
EIjJ(x)).

It is not
To summarize, the reduction of superfields to component fields is done
most effectively by means of covariant differentiation supplemented by space
projection.

2.9. The superconformal group

We have seen in Section 2.5 that the super Poincare transformations (2.5.3)
acting on the complex superspace 1[:412 leave invariant the surface [R414(8ai1)
defined by

ya _ ya

= 2i8~i1.

(2.9.1 )

This surface has been identified with the real superspace [R414 by setting the
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variables
1
x" = _(ya
2

_

+ ya)

(2.9.2)

to be the c-number coordinates on [R414. It seems reasonable to ask: do other
holomorphic transformations of 1[:412 exist leaving [R414(IJai:)) invariant? The
answer is yes. Before reading the present section, it is worth recalling the
remark given at the end of subsection 1.7.4.

2.9.1. Superconjormal transformations
A holomorphic mapping of 1[:412 onto itself leaving [R4 /4(eai:)) invariant is said
to be ·superconformal'. Clearly, the set of all superconformal transformations
forms a group. It is called the superconformal group. All the super Poincare
transformations are superconformal. The simplest superconformal trans
formations are:
Dilatations
ei6d . ya

= e6ya

= e6f2e'J.

(2.9.3)

= e- iO/ 2e".

(2.9.4)

eiM . IJ'J.

Axial or '/5-rotations
eiOa.

ya

= ya

eiOa.IJ"

Here t. and n are real c-number parameters, d and a denote the generators
of the scale and axial transformations, respectively. The above transformations
act on [R414(eai:)) as follows:
Dilatations

= e6 x a

ei6d . x a

e

i6d

.

e" = e6f2 e"

e

i6d

.ll", = e 6 / 2i:)",

(2.9.5)

15-rotations
eiOa. ya

Combining

eo;<.

= ya

and

e iOa . IJ" = e -

iO/ 2e"

eiOa . li~

= eio/211~.

(2.9.6)

ll" in the four-component column

e

=

(~:)

that is a Majorana spin or, the I s-rotations act on

eiOa .

e

by the rule:

e = e -tQ;·'e.

Next, let us consider the antiholomorphic mapping defined on 1[:4 12 as
y'a

= R. ya = ~:
y

e'" = R. 8" = _ yb(~~b)".
Y

(2.9.7)
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This mapping is called the ·superinversion'. Obviously, it represents a
supers pace analogue of the space-time inversion (I. 7.19). One can easily verify
that the superinversion moves ~414(8cre) into itself. In addition, it coincides
with the inverse mapping,

R2

=~

(2.9.8)

Therefore, for every superconformal transformation S, the mapping RSR is
superconformal. As a result, taking one of the known superconformal
transformations (super Poincare, scale or axial) in the role of S, we may
obtain a new superconformal transformation. Recall that the analogous trick
has been applied in Section 1.7 in obtaining the special conformal
transformations in Minkowski space.
First, we choose space-time translations exp( -iJU Pal in the role of S
and consider the transformations
exp(-irva) == Rexp(-irpa)R.

(2.9.9)

Using the relation (2.5.2a) and (2.9.7), one then arrives at
Special conforma/ transformations
, f'

e-I(, .V).

ya

=

ya + fa y 2

1 + 2(f,y)

+ f2y2

e-i(f.v).8~ = 8~ - yafb(8craabf
1 + 2(f,y) + f2y2

(2.9.1 0)

generalizing the space-time transformations (1.7 .18d). As an exercise, we
suggest the reader find the restriction of (2.9.10) to ~414(8cre).
Further, let us choose a supersymmetry transformation in the role of S.
So we are to evaluate the mappings
ei(IJ'S, + ij,s') == Rei(IJ'q, + ij,ij') R.

(2.9.11)

Making use of the relations (2.5.2c) and (2.9.7) gives
S-supersymmetry transformations

= y" _ 28cr"ablJl + i(2Y"Yb - y2b~)lJcrbry + 41J 282y"
+ 4iY"Yb 8crb rylJ 2 - y"y2ry21J2
,
__
(2.9.12)
2
el('lS + IJS). 8" = 8" + 2'1"8 i(rya bYl[1 - 28'1 + 8Z1J2] - 1J"~2 yt
ei(I]S + ijs).)"a

+ 8"'1J2~2y2.
Note, ordinary supersymmetry transformations (2.5.2c) are sometimes called
Q-supersymmetric, to distinguish them from the S-supersymmetric ones.
Subsequent application of the above trick does not give new superconformal
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transformations, since one can readily prove that
Re! K"j" R = et K"j"
Re iM R = e - iM

(2.9.13)

ReinaR =e- iCla .
However, it can be shown that the transformations described turn out to
generate the superconformal group. Namely, in a neighbourhood of the
identity of the superconformal group, every group element looks like

9

= exp

[i(

-b"p" -

J"v" + ~K"bLb + Lld + !la + + Eq + Eq + '1 S + '1s)

1

(2.9.14)
We shall argue this assertion in Chapter 6.
In the case of infinitesimal parameters in equation (2.9.14), the corresponding
superconformal transformation of 1[:412 reads
y'"

= y" + I'-(y, e)

e'"

= e" + I,"(Y, e)

(2.9.15)

where

;."(y, e) = b"

;."(y, e) =

+ K"bl + Lly" + J" y 2 - 2y"(f, y) + 2iea"E - 2ea"ab'1l

e-

1
i(ijab)"l + -(Ll - i!lW'
2

(2.9.16)
P
+ J"l(ea"ab)CJ. - K"pe + 211"e 2 .

When restricted to [R41 4(eai'}) (defined by equations (2.9.1, 2)), this transformation
acts as follows:
x'" = x"

+ ~(ei£ )."(x, e) + e-i£A"(x,

e'CJ. =e"

+ ei£)_,,(x, e)

i'}~

where

Yf

e)
(2.9.17)

= i'}iI. + e -LJ!':J::,(X, 11)

= ea"tlc".

2.9.2. The supersymmetric interval and superconformal transformations
We have seen in Section 2.4 that the super Poincare transformations leave
invariant the supersymmetric interval

ds 2 = w"w"

w" = dx a + ieaadtl - ideaatl.

(2.9.18)

Let us now consider how superconformal transformations act on this object.
Evidently, the dilatations act on ds 2 in the manner
ei~d: ds 2 -+ e2~ds2
(2.9.19)
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and the )' s-rotation leave ds 2 unchanged. Next, the superinversion (2.9.7)
changes w" according to the rule
w

,~~

_

-

2

X(+)/I

2

~

~.
x(_)

Ilw

Illi

x(+)x(_)

where we have introduced the notation

X(±) = x a ± iOo-at)
As a result, the inversion locally rescales the interval
1

R:ds 2 ~

2

ds 2 .

2

(2.9.20)

x(+)x(_)

The same is true, owing to identities (2.9.9) and (2.9.11), for the special
conformal and S-supersymmetry transformations. Therefore we come to the
remarkable result: the peculiar feature of superconformal transformations in
that they, at most, locally rescale the supersymmetric interval.

2.9.3. The slIperconformal algebra
The generators of the superconformal group obey the algebra:

{q~, tU

= 2prJ.~
i

"2q~

Cd, qrJ.]

=-

[a, q",]

= - "2 qrJ.

[v",~,

qf3] =

{s"" qfJ}

1

2t:rJ.fJs~

{s:x, s~}

= 2v rJ.~

i
Cd, s"'] = "2s",

[a,sJ

(2.9.21a)

1

= "2s"

[P:x&:, sfJ] = 2t:",{3i.i;:

= 4ij"'{3 + 2it:",~ + 6t:"pa

and
Cd, prJ.J = -ip",&:

Cd, v",&:]

= ivrJ.~

~ [v,,~, PII/)] = t:",/J,,~ + t:&:pj"'fJ + t:"fJt:&:pd

(2.9.21b)

and
[j"'/i, sJ = it:).(:xsf3)
= it:'(rJ.qfJ)
[j:x/I, Vyj.J = it:;,(~v[i)i'
[j:x/I, Pn ] = it:)'(!J.Plm
[jrJ./I, j,li] = it:,.(J[i)1i + it:Ii(J[i))"
[j:xf3' q,.]

(2.9.21c)

The other (anti)commutators vanish or can be found by Hermitian
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conjugation (considering Pa' Va , d, a as Hermitian operators and setting
(j~/i) + = Ji/i, (qa) + = qi and (5,,) + = Si)' The above (anti)commutation relations
define the superconformal algebra.
To derive (2.9.21), one can consider a simple representation of the
superconformal group acting on the space of scalar superfields by the rule
g: U(z) ...... U iz)

= U(g - 1 . z)

(2.9.22)

for every superfield U and every element 9 of the superconformal group.
This representation is characterized by the super Poincare generators (2.4.37)
(with M ~/i = 1\1 i/i = 0), the dilatation generator
D =

~2 {(x(+) + x('-J)aa + e"a" + /1"oJ

(2.9.23a)

the axial generator
A

1

= -(Wa
2

.

"

- /1"0')

"

(2.9.23b)

the special conformal generators
_

a_I
~
fi
- -(x(+J" x(+) i

V~" - (a )""Va

2

+ x(-J"~ X(-J {i)l app.

+ 2i(e"x(+/J&a{J + /1"x(-Jla~)

(2.9.23c)

and the S-supersymmetry generators
S,,-

=

-ix(+J}ePap(J

+ 2ie 2 a" + x(-)/o(J

(2.9.23d)

Si = -ix(_/,,/1~ap(J + x(+/&a p - 2ii1 2 0i ·
Other superfield representations of the superconformal group will be
discussed in Chapter 6.
In conclusion, we would like to describe one of the possible explanations
of the symmetry between expressions in the l.h.s. and r.h.s. of(2.9.21). Consider
the transformations (2.5.4). Together with transformation (2.S.2a), where ba
is complex, they define the action on (:412 of the complex shell of the super
Poincare group. Let us introduce the holomorphic mappings
exp (if"v a ) == R exp (iJapa)R
.
(2.9.24)
exp (iK"s") = R exp (iK"q,,)R.
exp (il}"s,,) == R exp (iij"q")R
Now, the transformations (2.S.2a) and (2.9.3,4), where ba and~, n are complex,
and the transformations (2.5.4) and (2.9.24) define the action on (:412 of the
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complex shell of the superconformal group. It is a simple exercise to check that

R exp (iild)R = exp ( - i.3.d)

R exp (ina)R = exp ( - iQa)
_. .

R exp (iK,,/lj,,/I)R

= exp (iK"fl~fi).

(2.9.25)

The relations (2.9.24,25) make it possible to reconstruct the expression on
the r.h.s. of (2.9.21) starting from the corresponding ones on the l.h.s.

3

Field Theory in Superspace
Gaily bedight,
A gallant knight,
In sunshine and in shadow,
Had journeyed long,
Singing a song.
In search of Eldorado.
Edgar Allan Poe:
Eldorado

3.1. Supersymmetric field theory
We proceed to a systematic study of supersymmetric field theories. By
definition, a field theory is said to be 'supersymmetric' if its symmetry group
coincides with the super Poincare group or includes this supergroup as a
subgroup. The family of all supersymmetric field theories forms a subclass
in the class of all relativistic (or Poincare invariant) field theories. Our primary
goal is to define requirements on a field theory in order for it to be
supersymmetric. Then, we are to clarify dynamical properties of supersymmetric
field theories, both at the classical and quantum levels. This chapter is devoted
to consideration of classical aspects. Quantum theory will be discussed in
the next chapter.
3.1 .1. Quick review of field theory
To begin with, it is worth restoring in mind basic principles of classical field
theory; for a more detailed treatment see, for example, the lectures of B. De
Wiu*. As is well known, any dynamical system is determined by specifying
*B.S. De Wit!, The Space-time Approach to Quantum Field Theory, in: Relativity.
Groups and Topology, eds B.S. De Witt and R. Stora (Elsevier Science Publishers
B.V., 1984)
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a 'space of dynamical variables' (or 'space of histories') $ and an 'action
functional' S[ ep]. Each point ep = {epi(X)} of <I> is said to be a 'field history'.
Here epi(X) are smooth bosonic and fermionic fields on a space-time, where
index 'i' (labelling field statistics types and tensor types) takes a number of
values fixed for the given system. Fields epi forming histories possess an
arbitrary behaviour in finite regions of the space-time but obey certain
boundary conditions at infinity, appropriate for the system. The action
functional S[ ep], which is a mapping
S: $

~

IRe

(ll.l )

determines the dynamical field equations of the system

i'S[ep] == 6S[ep] /6epi

=0

(3.1.2)

where left functional (or variational) derivatives are defined as follows

6S[ep]

= S[ep + 6ep] -

. 6S[ep]
f d 4x6ep'(x)-.6ep'(x)

Seep] =

(3.1.3)

with 6epi(X) being arbitrary field variations. In obtaining the dynamical
equations, the following identity

6epi(x') = 6/64(x _ x')
6ep'(x)

(3.1.4)

is often helpful. Every solution epo = {ep~(x)} of the dynamical equations is
said to be a 'dynamical field history'. The set of all dynamical histories forms
a subspace in $, called the 'dynamical subspace' (or 'mass shell surface') and
is denoted by $0' Throughout this book we adopt the following convention
with regard to the global structure of $ : for every history ep E $, there exists
epo E $0 such that the displacements
~epi(X)

= epi(X) -

ep~(x)

have compact supports in the space-time.
In the case of a dynamical system in Minkowski space, the Poincare group
is assumed to act on the space of histories <I> by means of some transformations

epi(X) ~ ep'i(X)

= ep~(x)

(3.1.5)

defined for every group element g E IT. The dynamical system is said to be
a 'relativistic field theory' if the dynamical subspace $0 is a Poincare invariant
surface in $,

i'S[ep]

= 0 ~ i, S[epg] = o.

(3.1.6)

This requirement is satisfied automatically when the action functional is
chosen to be a scalar with respect to the Poincare group

Seep]

= S[epg]

(3 .1.7)
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for every field history ep E (J> and every group element gEn. One can look
on equation (3.1.7) as a postulate of relativistic field theory. More generally,
having a field theory with some invariance group (rigid or gauge), the action
functional should remain unchanged under all transformations from the
invariance group.
One more assumption of relativistic field theory is that dynamical variables
epi(X) may be chosen in such a way that Poincare transformations (3.1.5) are
linear and homogeneous. As a result, epi(X) are tensor fields on Minkowski
space, with the Poincare transformation law (1.5.13).
The field theories usually considered are local ones. A field theory is said
to be 'local' if the dynamical equations involve a finite number of time
derivatives (and space derivatives, as a consequence of the Poincare
covariance). In local field theory the action functional has the form

S[ep]

=

f

d 4 xL(ep, Gaep,,,·, GaIG a ,,,. Ga,ep)

(3.1.8)

where the integral is performed over Minkowski space. The integrand L is
called the 'Lagrangian' (or the 'Lagrange function'). To guarantee equation
(3.1.7), it is sufficient to choose the Lagrangian to be a scalar field,

Lix)

= L(g-I· X )

(3.1.9)

with respect to the Poincare group. Explicitly, since the Poincare
transformations preserve the space-time volume,

ox1a)
det ( GX b
we have

S[epg] =

X'a

=1

f

d4 xL(g-l· x ) =

f

= g-1 .xa

(3.1.1 0)

d 4 x L(x ' ) = Seep].
I

In practice, one never needs to know the concrete values of S[ep] on fixed
histories, but only its functional structure. In this respect, a number of formal
manipulations with the action functional, like integration by parts for
instance, are available. These operations are justified by adding suitable
boundary terms to S[ep] or by imposing convenient restrictions on the
dynamical variables, as will always be assumed below.
The most popular field theories are those in which the dynamical equations
are at most second order in time derivatives. In this case the action functional
can be represented in the form

S[ep]
modulo boundary terms.

=

f d xL(ep, oaep)
4

(3.1.11)
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3.1.2. The space of superfield histories; the action superfunctional
In a supersymmetric field theory the space of field histories is a transformation
space of the super Poincare group. So it is worth finding a systematic way
of obtaining representations of the super Poincare group on functional spaces.
At present, the only known systematic and most elegant way is based on the
use of superspace and superfields. Indeed, we have seen that tensor superfields
provide us with representations of the super Poincare group. What is more,
every unitary representation of the super Poincare group admits a superfield
realization. Furthermore, each superfield is determined in terms of its
component fields and they automatically form a multiplet with respect to
the super Poincare group. Therefore, every space of tensor superfields leads
to some space of tensor fields ('component field space') with defined action
of the super Poincare group.
Conversely, the question arises: does any space of fields with defined action
of the super Poincare group admit a structure of component field space for
some space of superfields? We do not know the answer to this question. But
all known N = 1 supersymmetric field theories admit superfields realizations,
and we restrict our consideration to the case of such theories. In each theory
from this class, there are two equivalent realizations of the space of dynamical
variables: as the space of field histories cD and the 'space of superfield histories'
which will be denoted by W. Any point ofW presents a set of tensor superfields
v = {VI(Z)} on 1R414 and the totality of all their component fields gives a field
history {epi(X)} from cD. In other words, Cl> is the component field space for
W. Since the spaces Cl> and Ware in one-to-one correspondence, the action
functional S[ ep] can be re-expressed as a functional on the space of superfield
histories, i.e. as a mapping
(3.1.12)

S: W -+ IRe

which will be denoted by S[v]. It is useful to call S[v] the 'action
superfunctional' (more generally, any mapping from a space of superfunctions
into the Grassmann algebra Aoo is said to be a 'superfunctional'). If v is a
superfield history and ep is the corresponding field history, then

S[v]

= Seep].

(3.1.13)

The 'super Poincare invariance' means that the action superfunctional should
remain unchanged under the super Poincare transformations (2.4.29),

S[v]

= S[Vg]

(3.1.14)

for every supergroup element 9 E SIT.
The dynamical subspace «Do consists of field histories corresponding to
stationary values of the action functional. When epo is a dynamical history,
we have

S[epo

+ c5ep] - S[epo] = 0

Vc5cpi(X).

(3.1.15)
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Let us denote by V 0 the subset in V, for which «1>0 is the component field
space. The set V 0 is the superfield version of the dynamical subspace. Any
vo = {v~(z)} E V 0 will be called a 'dynamical superfield history'. Due to
one-to-one correspondence between «I> and V, equation (3.1.15) leads to

S[vo + bv] - S[vo]

=0

\ibVi(Z)

(3.1.16)

for every dynamical superfield history vo(z). So, the action superfunctional
S[v] takes stationary values at each point of Vo. We see that the dynamical
behaviour of the superfield system is determined by the stationary action
principle.
To rewrite equation (3.1.16) in a differential form, it is worth discussion
superfield variational derivatives.

3.1.3. Integration over [R414 and superfunctional derivatives

Now is the time to resort to the integration theory over W 1q developed in
Section 1.10. We will be mainly interested in integrals over [R414 of the general
form

f

8

d z v(z)

f f f

= d 4 x d 2 e d2 11 v(x, e, ll)

(3.1.17)

where v(x, e, ll) is some superfield. The integrals over a-number variables
and ll~ are defined as follows

f

de" el! = bi

f

e~

b~(J

(3.1.18)

~ e~(J dll" dll(J

(3.1.19)

2

(3.1.20)

dll" 1l(J =

and the multiple measures are

d2e

= ~e~fj de" dep
4

instead of equation (1.1 0.41), such that

f

2

d ee

2

=

1

d211 =

f

2

d 1111

4

= 1.

The difference in definition (by a constant) of mUltiple integrals (1.10.41) and
(3.1.17, 19) is introduced to have the property

f d zV(z) = f d xD(x)
8

4

(3.1.21)

where D(x) is the highest component field of V(z) in the e, ll-expansion (2.4.21).
Therefore, if v(z) is a real superfield then integral SdBzv(z) is a real
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supernumber. More generally, we have

(f d 8zv(z))* = f d 8zv*(z).

(3.1.22)

Superfields arising as integrands will always be assumed to vanish when
the bodies of xm go to (± (fJ), which implies, together with equation (1.10.31 c),
the relation

f

=0

d 8 z(o AV(Z))

(3.1.23)

where CA are the partial derivatives defined in equation (2.4.25). This result
presents the superspace rule for integration by parts. It can be rewritten in
terms of the co variant derivatives (2.5.25):

f

d 8 z(D AV(Z))

which follows from

fd8ZD~v f

= d 8zo"v +

if

=0

d 8z(aalh.,oa v =

(3.1.24)

f

8
d zo"v

+

if

8

d zoa«aal})"v).

Recall that integration in a-number variables is equivalent to differentiation.
Then, due to equation (3.1.20), one obtains

f

2

d 8

= ~o"'o",

f

2

d l}

= ~O&O&.

(3.1.25)

By analogy with the derivation of equation (3.1.24) from equation (3.1.23),
the final relations can be rewritten in terms of the spinor co variant derivatives:

f

8

d zv(z)

=

f

~ d4x d 28D2 V(Z) = /6

f

4
2
d xD D2 V(Z)

=

fd4X( /6

D2D2VI)

(3.1.26a)
and

f

8

d zv(z)

=-

f

~ dxd 2l}D 2v(z) = /6
4

f

4
2 2
d xD D v(z)

=

fdx( /6
4

D2D2vl)

(3.1.26b)
where symbol 'I' means space projection (see Section 2.8).
Introduce the b-function on [R41 4:
b 8 (z) = b4 (X)b 2(8)b 2(l})
b2 (8) = 8 2

b2(l})

= l}2.

(3.1.27)
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It is characterized by the properties:
f d 8z'b(z - z')v(z')
b8(z - z')v(z')

b8 (z)

= b8 ( -

= b8(z

(b 8 (z))2

z)

= v(z)
- z')v(z)

=0

(3.1.28)

b8 (0)

=0

for an arbitrary superfield v(z) (compare with equations 0.10.38,39)).
After the given excursion into integration theory, we are in a position to
introduce variational derivatives associated with different superfield types.
Let us consider a dynamical system with the space of histories V being
the set of all real scalar superfields V(z), V = V, under some boundary
conditions. For any superfield VE V, we denote by {cpi(X)} the set of
component fields of V(z). Using the supernumber norm (1.9.6), V can be
turned into a metric space with the distance function p( V I' V 2) between two
arbitrary superfields V I' V 2 E V defined as follows
P(VI' V 2) = {maxllcp~(x) - cp~(x)ll,

XEIR4}.

(3.1.29)

i,x

Three basic properties
1. P(VI' V2) = P(V2' Vd > 0,

2. p(V, V)

if VI ;/: V 2

=0

3. p(V I , V 2) ~ P(VI' V 3 )

+ P(V2' V 3 )

are obvious. The mapping (3.1.12) defining the action superfunctional will
be assumed to be continuous. Then, under reasonble assumptions about the
form of S[V], two values of the action values S[V] and S[V + bV] where
bV(z) is an infinitesimal displacement, p(V, V + bV) -+ 0, are related by the
rule
bS[V]

= S[V + bV]

- S[V]

= fd8ZbV(Z) bS[V] + O((bV)2). (3.1.30)
bV(z)

The superfield bS[V]/bV(z) will be called the 'superfunctional derivative' of
S[V] at V[z].
In complete analogy with ordinary variational analysis, one can prove that

f

8

d zV(z)tJI(z)

=0

VV(z)

= V(z) => tJI(z) = O.

(3.1.31)

Here V can be restricted to have compact support in the space-time.
Therefore, due to the arbitrariness of the superfield variation b V(z) in (3.1.30),
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the stationary action principle (3.1.16) leads to the equation
bS[VJ/bV(z)

=0

(3.1.32)

which is the 'dynamical superfield equation' of the system.
For calculating the superfunctional derivative of different possible actions
S[V], it is useful first to do this in the case of a special superfunctional
defined by
F(V) = V(ZI)

F: V ~ IRe

where Z' is a fixed point of 1R414. Making use of the superspace b-function
(3.1.27) gives
bF(V)

= bV(zl) =

f d8zbV(z)b(z -

Zl).

Therefore, we have the relation
bV(zl)
bV(z)

= b8(z _

z')

(3.1.33)

which can be used further in practical calculations as a formal rule.
When a dynamical system is described by p real scalar superfields VI(Z),
VI = VI, completely arbitrary modulo certain boundry conditions, equation
(3.1.30) should be substituted by
bS[VJ

= fd8ZbVI(z) bS[IV]
bV (z)

(3.1.34)

and, instead of equation (3.1.33), we will have
8VJ(z')
bVI(z)

= b Jb 8(z

- Zl).

/

(3.1.35)

When the total number of VI is even, it is sometimes useful to combine the
superfields under considerations into complex scalar superfields VI and their
conjugate VI(z). Then equation (3.1.35) tales the form
bV(zl) _ bV(zl) _ 0
8V(z) - 8V(z) 
bV(z') _ bV(zl) = b8(z _ Zl)
bV(z) - bV(z)

(3.1.36)

where indices are suppressed.
Now consider a dynamical system, for which the space of histories W
coincides with the set of all possible pairs (<1>,4», where <l>(z) is an arbitrary
chiral scalar superfield, 0,,<1> = 0, modulo boundary conditions. How can
one represent an infinitesimal variation of the action superfunctional S[<I>, 4>J?
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Recall, each chiral superfield <l>(z) is of the form
<l>(z) = ei £ <lJ (x, e)

.Yt = e(Ja"8o a.

(3.1.37)

Hence <l>(z) is determined by superfield <lJ(z, e) which represents a
superfunction on superspace IR~ x IC;. Therefore, on<;: can look on the action
superfunctional as a superfunctional of <lJ(x, e) and <D(x,"8) = (<l>(x, e))*,
S[<l>, <1>]

= S[<fi, &>].

(3.1.38)

Obviously, <lJ(x, e) is an arbitrary (modulo the boundary conditions) bosonic
superfunction on IR~ x IC;. Then we can write
bS[<l>, cl>]

= S[<l> + b<l>, cl> + bcl>] - S[<l>, cl>]

f

f

A e) A(is
= d 6zb<l>(x,

b<l>(x, e)

.:: 7\
bS
+ d 6zb<l>(X,O)-A

(3.1.39)

bcl>(x, "8)

where we have introduced the notation:
d 6 z = d4 x d 2 e

d6 z = d4 x d2 "8.

(3.1.40)

Note that (iSjb<lJ(x, e) is a superfunction on IR~ x IC;.
Furthermore, due to equation (3.1.37), the following identity

f

d 6z<lJ(x, e)

f

= d 6z<l>(z)

(3.1.41)

holds if the component fields of <lJ vanish at infinity. Therefore, one can
rewrite equation (3.1.39) in the form
bS[<l>, cl>]

f

f

= d6Zb <l>{Z) ~ + d6zb cl>(z)
b<l>(z)

~S

(3.1.42)

b<l>(z)

where
bS =et.'Jf(' bS
__
b<l>{z)
b<l>(x, e)
Evidently, we have
_ (is
0,-=0
~ (i<l>(z)
-A-

bS
-bS
- = e -'Jf{
I,
bcl>(z)
cl>(x, lJ)

-A-'

bS
0,,-_-=0.
(i<l>(z)

(3,1.43)

Chiral superfield (iSjb<l>(z) is called the 'superfunctional derivative' of S[<l>, cl>]
at <l>(z).
By analogy with equation (3.1.31) one readily proves that

f

d 6 z <lJ(x, e)\{J(x, e) = 0

V<lJ(x, e) => \{J(x, e) =

o.

(3.1.44)

Then the stationary action principle (3.1.16) and equation (3.1.42) give the
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dynamical superfield equations:

~=o.

~=O
6<1>(z)

(3.1.45)

6<1>(z)

Since the action superfunctional is real, these equations are conjugate to each
other.
For calculating the superfunctional derivatives, it is useful to operate with
the identities:
6<1>(z')
6<1>(z)

--=

6<ly') =
6 <t>(z)

1 - 2 ~8'
4

,

--0 u (z-z)=6+(Z z)

_ ~0268(Z _

z')

'

= 6_(Z, z')

4

(3.1.46)

6<1>(z') _ 6<1>(z') _ 0
6<1>(z) - 6<1>(z) - .

One can readily prove these identities by considering the superfunctional
F[<I>, cliJ = <I>(z')

with z' being a fixed point of [R4J4. Its variation is represented as
6F[<I>, cliJ

= 6<1>(z') =
=

f

d 8 Z6 8 (z - z')c5<1>(z)

=-

~

f

d 6 zD2(6 8 (z - z')6<1>(z))

f

d 6 Z6<1>(z)6 +(z, z')

where equation (3.1.26a) has been used. The c5 +(z, z') will be called the 'chiral
delta-function'. We list its basic properties:
D&6+(Z, z') = 0

f

6+(z, z') = 6+(Z', z)

d 6 z'6+(Z, z')<I>(z')

(6+(Z,Z,))2=0

= <I>(z)

(3.1.47)

c5+(z,z)==O

where <I>(z) is a chiral superfield. The 6 _(z, z') is called the 'antichiral
delta-function'. Conjugating the above identities, one obtains the basic
properties of b _ (z, z').
Equations (3.1.33) and (3.1.46) show that there is no universal form for
superfunctional derivatives, in contrast to the space-time case, where we had
equation (3.1.4). The point is that different superfields are in fact, defined, on
different supers paces (real superfield on [R4J4, chiral superfield on [R: xC;).
We have discussed two possible realizations of dynamical variables: in
terms of real scalar superfields and in terms of (anti)chiral scalar superfields.
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Generally, throughout this book, we will consider only supersymmetric field
theories described by unconstrained tensor superfields and unconstrained
tensor (anti)chiral superfields. This means that the superfields variables VI(z),
parametrizing the space of histories V, may take arbitrary values modulo the
boundary conditions and modulo the constraints of chirality and antichirality,
which superfields VI(Z) satisfy. For every such theory the stationary action
principle (3.1.16) is equivalent to the dynamical superfield equations
bS[vJ/bvI(Z)

=0

(3.1.48)

and the superfunctional derivatives are calculated by applying identities like
(3.1.33), (3.1.36) or (3.1.46), depending on superfield types.

3.1.4. Local supersymmetric field theories
We are going to describe a wide family oflocal supersymmetric field theories.
It is useful to start with two simple theorems.

Theorem 1. All the super Poincare transformations on ~414 have unit
Berezinian,
ZA -+ Z'A
=>

= g'ZA

Ber(

gESn

a:AZIB) = 1.

(3.1.49)

Proof It is sufficient to prove the theorem for particular super Poincare
transformations (2.4.10-12). In the cases of translations (2.4.10) and
supersymmetry transformations (2.4.12), the statement is evidently satisfied.
In the case of Lorentz transformations (2.4.11), the statement is also satisfied
since matrices (eK)a b and (e K)J3 are unimodular.
Theorem 2. Let 2(z) be a scalar superfield, and 2e(z) be a chiral scalar
superfield, Dil2e = O. Then the integrals
1=

f

d Bz2(z)

=

le

f

d 6 z2 e(z)

(3.1.50)

are invariant under the super Poincare transformations.

Proof In accordance with equation (2.4.34), a supergroup element g E sn
moves 2(z) into
2'(Z)

and hence
I'

=

f

= 2(g-1·Z)

d Bz2'(z)

=

f

d Bz2(g-1 ,z).
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Introduce the new integration variables

d 8 z = d 8 z' Ber- 1

= g-I· Z

Z'A

(a:

A

Z'B).

Making use of (3.1.49) gives l' = I.
To prove the second part of the theorem, we note that 2'iz) can be
represented in the form

= - -1 D- 2 U(z)

(3.1.51)
4
where U(z) is a scalar superfield, see also subsection 2.5.6. Then, due to
equation (3.1.26a), we have
2"e(Z)

le

=

f

8

d zU(z).

Therefore, the second part of the theorem is reduced to the first part, and
the proof is complete.
Remark. In accordance with equation (3.1.26a), we have

f

d 8 z2'e(z)

=0

(3.1.52)

D&2'e = O.

Now, consider a supersymmetric field theory with an action superfunctional
of the general form

f

d 8 z2'(v,D A v,,,.,D A ,,,·D AY)

S[v] =

+

{f d z2'e(v, D
6

2'=2

AV"'"

D&2'e

D A,'" D A,V)

=0

+ C.C. }
(3.1.53)

where 2' and 2'e are supersmooth functions of their arguments; the symbol
'c.c.' means complex conjugation. The reality condition 2' = 2 is imposed
in order that S[v] be real. To guarantee the requirement of super Poincare
invariance (3.1.14), 2' and 2' c should be scalar superfields constructed in
terms of tensor superfields VI(Z), D AVI(Z), D ADBvI(Z), •.. . The function 2' will
be called the 'super Lagrangian' and 2'e will be called the 'chiral super
Lagrangian'. Using the technique of reduction from superfields to component
fields (see Section 2.8) one can readily see that S[v] leads to a local field
theory at the component level, with the action functional
S[<pJ

=

f

4

d xL(<p, oa<P,,,·, aa,,,· aa,<p)

1

1{T"..2
- 22'-1
L=1..J
D 21112
f2' --D 2' 1--D
32'

4

e

4

e

(3.1.54a)
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(see also equations (3.1.26)). Up to total derivative terms, the Lagrangian can
be represented in two different forms:

1 1"1.2 2 1 1 2 1- -1 0 2 2-I
L=-uD2--D2
16
4
0
4
0

(3.1.54b)

I 2 - 2 1 I 2 1- -I 0 2 2-I
L=-DD2--D2
16
4
0
4
0

(3.1 .54c)

or

Any action superfunctional of the form (3.1.53) will be called 'local'.
We have taken the super Lagrangians to be dependent on covariant
derivatives D A of VI but not on partial derivatives 0 A of VI. The reason for
this is that the spinor partial derivatives are not tensor operations; when
VI(Z) are tensor superfields, then o"vI(z) or O;:VI(Z) are not. It should be pointed
out that in Minkowski space partial derivatives are automatically covariant
ones.
In accordance with (3.1.26), one can rewrite the action superfunctional
(3.1.53) as follows

o.

S[v]

=

f

d 6 z'p o(z)

~
2 0 =2 0 -

+ c.c.

10 2 2.

(3.1.55)

g

Evidently, this action superfunctional is local. As a result, one can work with
chiral super Lagrangians only. But a reverse transformation, being possible
in principle, may result in a non-local superfunctional. We can represent 20
in the form (3.1.51), to obtain
S[v] =

f

dBz'p

!l = L+ U + O.

(3.1.56)

As a rule, this superfunctional is non-local. For example, consider the chiral
super Lagrangian
20($) =

~$2

where m is a constant, and $(z) is a chiral scalar superfield. Using identities
(2.5.30e) and (2.5.33), we have
$=

02D2
161 D
$

m

=>"2$2 = -

D2 }
4I 02 {( - '8m) $0$
.
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This leads to
D2
"2mf d 6 z<l> 2 = - 8"mf d 8 z<l>O<l>

(3.1.57)

and the obtained superfunctional is non-local.
In conclusion, we must answer the following question: what restrictions
on the action superfunctional can we impose in order to make the dynamical
field equations at most second order in time derivatives? Recall that the
space-time derivatives can be expressed by the rule
1

. {

4(aa)"''''

Ca = -

_

D", D;}

Therefore, the dynamical superfield equations should be at most of fourth
order in the spinor co variant derivatives. Then, the action superfunctional
can be represented in the general form

S[vJ = fd8Z2(V,DAV,DADBV)

+ {f d 6 z2 c(v, DAv, DADBv, DADBDC v) + c.c.}

(3.1.58)

3.1.5. Mass dimensions
As is known, the action functional is dimension less (in units of mass). The
same is true for the action superfunctional. We wish to find mass dimensions
of super Lagrangians. By virtue of equations (2.4.42) and (3.1.20) one obtains

[d 2 eJ
Since [d 4 xJ

= -4,

= [d 2 i1J = 1.

we have
[d 8 zJ

=

-2

[d 6 zJ

= -3.

(3.1.59)

hence, the dimensions of super Lagrangians are
[2J

=2

[2cJ

= 3.

(3.1.60)

3.1.6. Chiral representation
When investigating a dynamical system, it very often proves useful to consider
different pictures (or representations) for dynamical variables. For example,
the two most popular quantum mechanical pictures are the Schrodinger
representation and the Heisenberg representation. In field theory one may
choose the dynamical variables to be fields in Minkowski space or, after
taking F ourier transforms, in momentum space. In the case of supersymmetric
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field theory, there is a representation for dynamical variables - the 'chiral
representation'-which does not have an analogue in ordinary field theory.
This representation is characterized by the requirement that, for every chiral
superfield <1>, its chiral transform <1>(C) coincides with the superfield <i> defined
by equation (3.1.37).
The chiral representation is introduced as follows. Consider a dynamical
system with the action superfunctional S[v] being of the form (3.1.53). One
changes every superfield variable VI(Z) to
l!(C)/(Z)

=

e - ik VI(Z)

yt =

eaa"88 a

(3.1.61 a)

and every differential operator !F to
:F(C)

= e - Lk !F eLk.

(3.1.61 b)

Obviously, the super Lagrangians can be represented as
:£(l" D AL', ... )

= eLk :£(v(C), D )C)L'(C), ... ) == eLk :£(C)(v(C), D A(C)V(C), .•. )

:£ c(v, D AV, . .. ) = cur :£ c(v(C), D A (C)v(C), • •• )

==

eLk :£ c(C)(v(C),

D )C)v(C), . .. ).

Therefore, the action superfunctional does not change (modulo total
derivative terms),

S[v]

= S(cl[v(C)].

In accordance with equations (2.5.19,21), the chiral transformed covariant
derivatives are
D~C)

=

D~C)

-Cix

= e- 2i Ji"o",e 2i Ji" = Orx + 2itJix orx".

(3.1.62)

Therefore, in this representation each chiral superfield depends only on x a
and e"',
Dix<1>

= 0 <=> <1>(C)(z) = <i>(x, e).

(3.1.63)

Further, recalling the explicit form of the super Poincare generators (2.4.37),
their chiral transforms are

= Pa
J~~) = Jab
Q~C) = _ie-2iJi"cixe2iJi" =
P~C)

Q~C) =

iO",

-io" -

2()"'Orxix

(3.1.64)

It is clear that all the super Poincare transformations preserve the
tJ-independence of chiral superfields.
The chiral representation is best suited for operating with chiral superfields.
For other superfield types, it leads to complications. For example, the
operation of superfieJd complex conjugation in this representation is as
follows
V(C) = e 2LJf' V(C)
(3.1.65)
where V(z) is an arbitrary superfield and V(z) is its conjugate. In particular,
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if V(z) is a real superfield, V = V, then
V(C)

= e2 i.Jr V(C).

We see that the chiral representation modifies the reality condition. On these
grounds, the previously used representation will be called 'real', to distinguish
it from the chiral representation.
One can easily see that

e- iJr e-i.JV'<5 8 (z - z')

= <5 8 (z -

z').

Therefore, the chiral transform of <5 + (z, z') is given, using equation (3.1.62),
in the form
<5 (P(z, z')

= <5 4 (z

- z')<5 2 (e - e').

(3.1.66)

By analogy with the chiral representation, one can introduce an 'antichiral
representation' best suited to describing antichiral superfields. It is defined
by replacing the operator Jf by (- Jf) in equations (3.1.61).

3.2. Wess-Zumino model
We now review the most popular supersymmetric field theories. To maintain
the tradition, we start with dynamical systems described by (anti)chiral
superfields-supersymmetric analogues of scalar fields.

3.2.1. Massive chiral scalar superfield model
As has been shown in Section 2.6, the massive superspin-O representation
can be realized in terms of a chiral scalar superfield <I>(z) and its conjugate
<I>(z) using the equations
1 -z
- - D <f>
4

+ m<l> = 0

1
- - D 2 <I>
4

+ m<l> = 0



(3.2.1 )

with m being the mass. We wish to find a dynamical system for which
equations (3.2.1) are the dynamical superfield equations.
The above equations are linear in <I> and <1>, hence the action superfunctional
S[<I>, <1>] must be quadratic in the superfields under consideration. Recall that
the variational derivatives <5<1>(z')/<5<1>(z) and <5<1>(z')/<5<1>(z) involve the covariant
derivatives (see equations (3.1.46». Therefore it seems reasonble that the super
Lagrangians will depend on <I> and <I> only. Then there are three possible
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structures
/1=

fd

B

f

12 =

z<1><1>

f

13=

6
2
dz<1>

6- - 2
dz<1>

which may contribute to S[<1>, <1>]. Two other structures SdBz <1>2 and Sd 8z <1>2
vanish identically, in accordance with equation (3.1.52).
Making use of equations (3.1.46) gives

~=f
6<1>(z)

d8Z ' $(z') 6<1>(z')
6<1>(z)

=- -

=f

d8Z ' <1>(2')( -

~ .0 2 Jl'dBz' <1>{z') 15 8(z -

4

M 2 = 2 fd 6z' <1>(z,/<1>(z')

6<1>(z)

15 <1>(z)

= 2 f d 6z'( =

=

z')

~ .o2<5 8(z 4

Z'»)

~ .o2<1>{z)

=-

4

2 f d6Z ' <1>(z') 15 +(z, z') = 2 fd 6Z' <1>(z') 15 +(z', z)

~.o'2)( <1>(z') OB(Z' -

2 f d 8z'<1>(Z')OB(Z' - z)

z))

= 2<1>(z)

~=O.

15<1>(z)

It is instructive also to reobtain bJ 2/0<1>(Z) in the chiral representation. One
finds, after using equation (3.1.66),

M
o<1>(C)(z)
__
2_

=2

fd6z' <1>(C)(z') o(C)(z Z')

= 2f

+

,

d 4 x' d 2e, <1>(C)(x', e') 04(X - x') 02(e - e')

= 2<1>(C)(z).

The above identities show that the action superfunctional is of the form
S[<1>, <1>]

=

f

d 8z<1><1>

+

if

6
d z<1>2

+

if

d6i<1> 2.

(3.2.2)

Here the first term is called the 'kinetic term' and the rest are said to be the
'mass terms'. Obviously, the action is invariant under super Poincare
transformations. Representing <1>(z) = eUf <1>(x, e) and <1>(z) = e - LJf'<1>(x, ~) and
integrating by parts, S[<1>, <1>] can be rewritten in the form
S[<1>, (f)] =

f

d 8 z<l>(x, 8)e 2i lf' <1>(x, 8)

+

if

d 6z <1>2(X, 8)

+

if

d 6 i<1>2(X,

~).

(3.2.3)
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One can readily find the mass dimension of <I> and <l>. Explicitly, equations
(3.1.59,60) lead to
(3.2.4)
[<I>(z)] = [<l>(z)] = 1.
3.2.2. Massless chiral scalar superfield model
A massless model is obtained by setting the mass parameter in (3.2.2) to be
vanishing. The action superfunctional reads

f

= d 8 z<l><I> = ~f d 8 z(<I> + <l»2

S[<I>,<l>J

(3.2.5)

and the dynamical equations are
-

~D2<l> = 0

-

4

~02<1> =

O.

4

(3.2.6)

These equations determine on-shell massless (anti)chiral scalar superfields
(see subsection 2.7.2), and the corresponding superhelicities are
1\:(<1»

=0

I\:(<l»

= -1/2.

(3.2.7)

3.2.3. Wess-Zumino model
We now consider the model of interacting (anti)chiral scalar superfields,
proposed by J. Wess and B. Zumino, with the action

S[<I>, <l>J =

f

d 8 z<l><I> +

f

d6z2e(<I» +

f

d 6z.2\(<l»
(3.2.8)

D,:,2 e(<I>(z)) = O.

Here £le is a holomorphic function of an ordinary complex variable, called
the 'chiral superpotential'. Clearly. 2 e(z) == 2 e(<I>(z)) is a chiral scalar
superfield, therefore the action superfunctional is super Poincare invariant.
The dynamical superfield equations have the form
1-

2-

,

- -0 <I> + 2e(<I» = 0
4

1

2

-, 

- -0 <I> + 2e(<I» = O.
4

(3.2.9)

We will refer to the above theory as the 'general Wess-Zumino model'.
At the classical level, there is no restriction on the form of 2e(<I». The
situation is different at the quantum level. As will be shown in Chapter 4,
the theory with classical action (3.2.8) is renormalizable if the chiral
superpotential is at most a third-order polynomial,
2 (<1»
e

),
3
= f.1<1> + -m2 <I> 2 +-<1>
3!

(3.2.10)

where f.1, m and ), are coupling constants. Note that the first term in 2J<I»
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can be removed by the superfield redefinition <1>
constant. Then. one obtains the action
S[<1>. <1>]

=

J8 {J 6Z( ~<1>2
+

d z<1><1>

d

<1> +

4

~,

where ~ is a suitable

+ ;; <1>3) + c.c.}

(3.2.11)

This theory will be called the 'standard Wess-Zumino model'.

3.2.4. Wess-Zumino model in component form
Let us rewrite the action superfunctional (3.2.8) in terms of the component
fields of <1> and <1>. We shall follow the prescription (3.1.54c) to obtain Seep].
Recalling definition (2.8.4) of the component fields, we have

~
D 02(<1><1»1 = ~ D2(<1>02<1»1
16
16
2

=

/6 (D2<1»1 0 2<1>[ + ~(D~<1»ID~02<1>1 + /6 <1>ID 202<1>1

= F(x)F(x)

-

~(D"<1»lo~~O~<1>1 + <1>10<1>1

= F(x}F(x)

-

~ t/t"(x)o""fil(x) + A(x)OA(x)

2

2

the next contribution is

-

~D2~c(<1»\ = -lD"((D,,<1»~~(<1>))\
= -

~(D2<1»I~~(<1»1

4

= F(x)2~(A(x»

-

-

~(D"<1»I(D,,<1»I~~(<1»1

4

~ t/t"(x)t/t ,,(x)2~(A(x»
4

the final contribution is

-

~ 0 2 g c(<1» 1= F(x)g~(A(x)) - ~ f,,(x)fit(x)g~(A(x».

4

4

Then, after introducing the notation
j/'(A)

= 2~(A)

(3.2.12)
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the action functional reads

Seep]

=

f

d 4 x{tF - oaAoaA -

~t/!aaoaf

~ 'f"'(A)t/!t/! ]

+ ([ F'f"(A) -

(3.2.13)

+ c.c') }

where ep = {A, A, t/!", fit, F, t} represents the complete set of field variables.
It is instructive to rewrite the action in four-component spinor notation.
Introducing the Majorana spinor

'I' = _1 (t/! 'J. )

J2

(3.2.14)

f~

and recalling expressions for y-matrices (see Section 1.4), one obtains

Seep] =

f x{
d4

FF - oa AOaA -

+ ([ Fl'(A) -

~'l'yaOa'l'

1

41"(A)'I'(O

J)}

+ 1'5)'1' + C.c.

.

(3.2.15)

Not all of the component fields have non-trivial dynamics. The first
dynamical equation (3.2.9) is equivalent to three component equations

F + 'f"(A)

=0

i(aaoaf)" - l"(A)t/!" = 0

OA + l"(A)F -

~ 'f""(A)t/!t/! = O.
4

(3.2.16a)
(3.2 .16b)

(3.2. I 6c)

Therefore, on-shell F(x) is expressed algebraically in terms of A(x); t(x) does
not have an independent dynamics. On these grounds, F(x) and F(x) are said
to be 'auxiliary fields' .

3.2.5. Auxiliary fields
Now, we would like to describe what the notion 'auxiliary fields' means in
general. Let ep = {q" 41} be field variables of a field theory with an action
functional S[ep] = S[q" 41J. Suppose that the dynamical equations for fields
41 are such that: (1) they do not involve time derivatives of 41; (2) they can be
uniquely resolved by expressing 41 in terms of the remaining fields,

oS[epJ/041
Under these assumptions,
be physical fields.

= 0<:>41 =/(fp) == 410'

41 are said to

be auxiliary fields and

q, are said to
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Instead of working with the total set of fields, one may eliminate from the
very beginning the auxiliary fields, resulting in the 'physical' action

S[4>] = S[4>, 4>] q, =/(4))
1

Then, two actions S[cp] and S[4>] lead to equivalent dynamical equations in 4>:

c5S[4>]
04>

= c5S[cp] I + oS[cp] I
04>

154>

<Po

(Po

of(4))
04>

therefore

c5S[~]

=

c5cp

0 <=> c5S[.cp]
ocp

I

=

O.

<Po

However, very often it is convenient to keep the auxiliary fields, since their
elimination may produce complications such as the loss of explicit covariance
or the non-locality of the 'physical' action and so on. In particular, linear
symmetry transformations may turn into nonlinear ones after elimination of
the auxiliary fields. If S[cp] possesses an invariance under linear transformations
of the form

154>

=R

1\ 1\

4>

+R

1\ V

4>

154>

=Rv

1\

4> + R v v 4>

then S[4>] is invariant under transformations

154> = R " " 4> + R " v f(4)).
which are nonlinear, as a rule. The Wess-Zumino model provides us with
an example.

3.2.6. Wess-Zumino model after auxiliary field elimination
Substituting equation (3 .2.l6a) into (3.2.15) expresses the Wess-Zumino
model in terms of physical fields 4> = {A, A, 1/1 Cf.' If'} as follows

U(A,A)+~"'·tOa'P

S[4>] = - fd 4 X{ODAO aA +

+ ~ ~I(A)'l'(~ + I' s)'P + !j?'I(A)'P(~
4

4

(3.2.17)
- Ys)'P}

where

U(A, A)

=

1

~(A) 12

(3.2.18)

is the potential of scalar fields. Note, the scalar potential is positive
semidefinite, which is a direct consequence of the energy positivity in
supersymmetric theories (see subsection 2.3.1).
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In the case of the standard Wess-Zumino model (3.2.11), we have
1/'(A)

1
= mA + _;.A2

2

and the action (3.2.17) takes the form

S[cP]

=-

f 4X{
d

A( - 0 + m2)A + ~ 'f1(i yaoa + m)\(I

1.
2
1 2 4
+ -m).(A
+ A)IAI
+ -;.
IAI
2

(3.2.19)

4

+ ~;.(A + A)'f1\(1 + ~;,(A
4

4

\(l}

- A)'f1Ys

where we have supposed that the coupling constant ;, is real. The resulting
action describes cubic and quartic self·interaction of the scalar fields and
Yukawa coupling between the scalar fields and the Majorana spinor field.
Now, let us discuss supersymmetric properties of the Wess-Zumino model,
before and after elimination of the auxiliary fields. Since the action
superfunctional (3.2.8) is super Poincare invariant, it does not change under
infinitesimal supersymmetry transformations

bE<l>

= i(EQ + EQ)<l>

bE<I>

= i{EQ + EQ)<I>.

At the component level, they are given by equations (2.8.6,8) (these
transformations leave invariant the action functional (3.2.13». The equation
(2.8.6) defines a linear field representation of the supersymmetry algebra. In
particular, commuting two supersymmetry transformations gives a space-time
translation,

[bE" bEJ
ba

= bQoa

= 2i(E 1 0'aE 2 -

(3.2.20)

E2 0'aEd

in accordance with equation (2.2.24).
As for the action functional (3.2.17), it is invariant under the supersymmetry
transformations

bEA

= -El/!

bEl/!" = 2E" f(A)

bEA

= -t.1fi

bEIfi"

- 2iE"O""A

(3.2.21 )

= 2E" Y(A) + 2iE"o""A

which follow from equations (2.8.6, 8) by setting F = - P'(A) and F = -f'(A).
We see that the spinor transformation laws become nonlinear after
elimination of the auxiliary fields. This, however, is not the whole story.
Taking the commutator of two supersymmetry transformations bE, and bE,
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applied to A and t/J '" one finds

[bE" bEJA
[bE" bEJt/J",

= baoaA

= baoat/J", + ib"ibS[4JJ/btPi'

(3.2.22)

The second relation indicates that the supersymmetry algebra becomes
broken when the auxiliary fields are eliminated! The supersymmetry algebra
closes only modulo the dynamical equations of the spinor fields.
To summarize, auxiliary fields are needed to make the supersymmetry
transformations linear as well as to make possible the very existence of the
super Poincare algebra off-shell. Without use of auxiliary fields, the super
Poincare algebra cannot in general be realized on the space of field histories
but only on the mass shell surface.
It should be pointed out that the problems just discussed arise only when
working with ordinary (component) fields. Living in superspace and operating
with superfields, there is no need to worry about supersymmetry. Superspace
makes supersymmetry manifest.

3.2.7. Generalization of the model
The Wess-Zumino model can be easily generalized to describe the dynamics
of n chiral scalar superfields <1>i and their conjugates ib!, ib~z) = (<1>i(Z))*. An
action superfunctional is taken to be
S[<1>, <1>]

-; i + {f d 6 z20(<1> 1 ,<1> 2 , ... , <1> n ) + C.c. }
= f d 8 z<1>-<1>

(3.2.23)

where 20 is a holomorphic function of n complex variables. The action leads
to the following equations of motion for <1>i

-

~D2ib! + ;/;(<1» = 0

;/i(<1»

= 02 0(<1»/0<1>i.

(3.2.24)

Turning from the superfields to the component fields

Ai(x)

= <1>il

t/J~(x)

= D,,<1>il

Fi(X) = _

~ D2<1>il

4

(3.2.25)

the action reduces to the form

s=

f d4X{ P!F i -

oaA'!oa Ai -

~t/JiO'a8atP!

2

+[

1 0 20(A)
; j
i
F ;/;(A) - . . t/J t/J

4 oA'8A}

+ C.c.] } .

(3.2.26)
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If one eliminates the auxiliary fields, the purely scalar part of the action reads
S[A,.4] = -

f

d4 x{8 a Ai8a Ai + U(A, A)}

= L"

U(A • .4)

(3.2.27)

lj/i(AW·

i= 1

The scalar potential is positive semidefinite.
From the expression (3.2.27) it is seen that not every scalar field theory of
the general form

S[ep]

=-

~f d x8 ep 8 epI a

4

l

a

f

4

d xU(ep)

(3.2.28)

where epI are real scalars can be supersymmetrized. An admissible model is
one with an even number of real fields which can be combined into complex
ones in such a way that the scalar potential has the structure (3.2.27).

3.3. Supersymmetric nonlinear sigma-models
In this section we endeavour to clarify the conditions under which a non linear
scalar field theory of the general form

S[ep] =

-~

f

d 4 xgu(ep) aUq;l auq;J

(3.3.1)

generalizing the kinetic term in equation (3.2.28), can be extended to a
supersymmetric field theory. First, it is worth saying some words about
models (3.3.1) known as nonlinear a-models.

3.3.1. Four-dimensional a-models
Nonlinear a-models naturally arise in a geometrical framework as follows.
Let .#" be an n-dimensional Riemann manifold with metric gu(ep), where epI
are local coordinates on .#n. The a-model space of field histories coincides
with the set of all smooth mappings

ep: [R4 -+ .#n

(3.3.2)

from Minkowski space into .#n ('target space'). So, fields are coordinates on
.#n depending on points of Minkowski space. An action functional is required
to be invariant under the Poincare transformations on Minkowski space and
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the general coordinate transformations
rpI

~

rp,I

, ,
gIJ(rp) ~ gIJ(rp)

= jI(rp)
OrpK OrpL

= ~ ~gKL(rp)
orp

(3.3.3)

urp

of the target manifold. Evidently, the choice (3.3.1) is consistent with these
requirements.
Of primary importance for us will be a-models on complex manifolds.
Recall, a manifold v11 2n is said to be a complex n-dimensional manifold if
local coordinates rpI, I = 1,2, ... , 2n, on the manifold can be chosen in such
a way that, after introducing complex local coordinates ui and ai,
,1,
rp' = -(u'
2

'

.+
1,
'
rp' n=-(u'-ii!)

+ a!)

i, T= 1, ... , n

2i

(3.3.4)

the transition functions are holomorphic,
U'i

= P(u)

(3.3.5)

in any non-empty overlap of two arbitrary charts. Given a positive metric
ds 2 = 9 lJ( rp) drpI drpJ on the manifold, in complex coordinates it takes the form
ds 2

= 2gi~ dui da~ + gij dui dui + gu dai da~
gi! = (gi~)*

(3.3.6)

gi~ = g~i = (gij)*.

The metric is said to be Hermitian, if it is of the form
ds 2

= 2giiu, ii) dui dii~.

(3.3.7)

Under the coordinate transformations (3.3.5), the components of Hermitian
metric change according to the rule

, ,_,
g,,{u, u)
-

oui oii~
ou" ou'! 

_

= -. -_-gij{u, u).

(3.3.8)

In the case of a complex target manifold with some Hermitian metric, the
action (3.3.1) is rewritten as

S[u, ii]

=-

f

d 4 xg,iu, a)oaa~aau'.

(3.3.9)

One can look upon the actions (3.3.1) and (3.3.9) as nonlinear analogues of
the kinetic terms in (3.2.28) and (3.2.27), respectively.

3.3.2. Supersymmetric a-models
We are now going to generalize the superfield kinetic term in (3.2.23) to
nonlinear case. Demanding the super Lagrangian to be independent of the
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covariant derivatives of (anti)chiral superfields (fJ! and <1>i, the most general
form of the action superfunctional reads
S[<1>, <1>J

f

= d 8 zK(<1>i, <f>.i)

(3.3.10)

where K is a real smooth function of n complex variables and their conjugates.
Since the integral over (R414 of a chiral superfield vanishes (see equation
3.1.52», K(<1>, if» is determined only modulo the transformations
K(<1>, <1»

-+

+ A(<1» + J\(~)

K(<1>, <1»

(3.3.11)

with A being an arbitrary holomorphic function of n complex variables. The
action (3.3.10), which has been suggested by B. Zumino, defines a
'supersymmetric nonlinear a-model'.
Evidently, the action is super Poincare invariant. Furthermore, the
chiraJity-preserving reparametrizations
<1>i

-+

= J~if»

if>! -+ if>1!

<1>'i = p(<1»

(3.3.l2)

leave the action invariant provided K(<1>, if» changes as follows
KI(<1>', <1>') = K(<l>, if»

(3.3.13)

modulo a transformation (3.3.l1).
Let us investigate the component structure of the theory (3.3.10). In
accordance with the prescription (3.1.54c), the action functional is represented
as

s = /6

f

4

d xD

2

1)2 K(<l>,

f

if» I = d4 xL.

Defining the component fields of <1>i by the rule (3.2.25), a simple calculation
leads to
L=

-K.(oaA~O
Ai - F~Fi + ~'I'iaa§'.r:~)
I~
4'1'
'I'
a

_

a

~Kij~F!I//tjlj -

(3.3.14)

ioaAitjljaaf!)

~K I!~'
. (Fi.nr:~
+ io a A!.I,iaa.r:~)
+ ~K
... ·I,i.l,j.r:!.r:~
'I' 'I'
'I'
'I'
16
!~'I' 'I' 'I' 'I'

4

I)

where we have introduced the notation
op+qK(A, A)
Ki" " jp!"" !l/

==

.

. _.

_.

OAI I ... oAI'oA!I .. . oAr,
By comparing the obtained supersymmetric action with the nonlinear
a-model action (3.3.9), it is seen that the dynamics of scalar fields Ai and Ai
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is determined by a Hermitian metric of the special type
2

g'J.. = 8 K(A, .4)
aAiaxi

(3.3.15)

Every such metric induces an interesting geometry known to mathematicians
as Kahler geometry_
3.3.3. Kiihler manifolds
Let, If be a complex manifold with Hermitian metric gi/U, iI). Using the
metric one can construct the second-order differential form

i

.

w = -g .. du'

2

,~

.

1\ dil~

(3.3.16)

which is called the 'Kahler form'. The exterior differential of w is written as

dw

gij 89ik ) .
c9kJ ) dukA du'A
.
_
= -i (Og;;
-- - -:
dui
+ -i (C-- - --:du' 1\
4

CUk

4

ou'

oil~

ail~

_.

du~

1\

_

du~

The Hermitian metric is said to be 'Kahlerian' if the corresponding Kahler
form is closed,

dw =0.

(3.3.17)

Then, ,,# is called a 'Kahler manifold'. The above requirement is equivalent
to the equations
8gi~

8gk~

OUk 

8J

agi~

agi~

ail~

8i1~

(3.3.18)

These imply that the metric can be locally represented in the form (3.1.15).
The corresponding function K(u, iI) is called a 'Kahler potential'. It should
be pointed that K(u, iI) is defined locally and only modulo the transformations

K(u, iI) -- K(u, iI)

+ A(u) + A(iI).

(3.3.19)

Let us calculate the Christoffel symbols and the curvature tensor of a
Kahler manifold. For this purpose we introduce 'real' coordinates
cr/ = {u i, ilL} labelled by capital Latin letters. In these coordinates the metric
and its inverse are
gIJ

~i~

= (~u

)

lJ =

(~u

gi~)

o .

(3.3.20)

~i
ij
So i
I
d
H ere gij = gji' g-i j = 9 ji- an d 9 ij-gjk = uk'
g- gjk = uk.
n accor
ance '
WIt h
equation (1.6. j 2), the Christoffel symbols are defined by the rule

["1 JK =

~ gIL(09LK + ogJL _
2

ocpJ

OcpK

09JK).
OcpL
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Making use of the explicit form of the metric (3.3.20) and equations (3.3.18)
gIves

r

1

i

jk

iI(aY!k
CYi!) iYi!
-a
j +;-k = g '-ak
u
cu

= -2 g'

U

ay/

r ~ii k _- y'i/ :1 - ~k
,uu-

_

-

ag,

/i

(3.3.21 )

(rijk )*

{ _

g , aU-k

-

where equation (3.3.6) has been used. On the same grounds, the other
components prove to be vanishing,

r i ik -- r U - r i
i

-

'j~

--

r 'jki --

0.

(3.3.22)

In accordance with equation (1.6.14), the curvature tensor is
,:j?I JKL

= cKr I LJ -

I
aLr KJ

+ rIKErELJ

-

rlLErEKJ'

Looking at (3.3.22), one reads off
@Ji

0

-

~KL-

m

=0

t:j?i jKL

(3.3.23)

hence &ijKL = gjj&i jKL = 0 and fJl ijKL = gjjfJlijKL = O. Due to the properties of
the curvature tensor, we also have fJl KLi ; = 0 and fJl KLij = O. Therefore, the
only non-vanishing components are: &ijkl, 9£ijk/, &jjkl and 9£ijk/, which are
, 
related to fJl ijkl , &]k/, .?,iijkl and fJli jkl , respectively. ' '
A straightfo'rward calculation gives
i

ar jk
au!

&ijk! = -

ar i

L
fJl ~-kl

= (fYl ijk!)*

and fJl~k!

ar ijk

dui

(3.3.24)

ar ilj

lj

fJlij~1 = au~
We see fJl~~/

=-

9£\1
~ ,

= (fJlij~/)*'

= d uk'
We also have

fJli jk !

= fJl ikj!.

Expressions (3.3.21,24) lead to
2
a g ij

9£ ijk I

,-

ag in cgmj
gm!l-f

----:-:f.

= --' aukcU!

au au

Then, taking into account equation (3.3.15), one obtains the result
9£ i~k!

= K ikn -

gm!lKik!lKmn

(3.3.25)

where we have used the notation adoted in the previous subsection. Now,
it is obvious that
fJl i~k! = .?,i k~i!

= fJl i !kt

(3.3.26)

Relations (3.3.23, 25) determine the curvature tensor of a Ktlhler manifold.
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3.3.4. Kiihler geometry and supersymmetric a-models
Above it has been shown that in supersymmetric a-models, scalar fields
couple via the Kiihlerian metric and the Kiihler potential coincides with the
super Lagrangian in (3.3.10). So, every supersymmetric a-model defines some
Kiihler geometry. Remarkably, the converse is also true. Namely, with a
given Kiihler manifold one can associate a supersymmetric a-model. However,
in this situation (anti)chiral superfields occurring in the action (3.3.10) take
their values not in the Kiihler manifold but in a supermanifold, in which the
Kiihler manifold is embedded.
First, let us show how to embed a real n-dimensional manifold .An in a
real supermanifold of dimension (n,O) (a supermanifold of dimension (p, q)
looks locally like a domain of [RPlq). The basic observation is that every
smooth function of n ordinary real variables f(q/), defined on an open set
VE [Rn, can be extended to a supersmooth function of n real c-number variables
f(w I ), defined on the domain V = n-1(V) c [R~, where n: [R~ --+ [Rn is the map
projecting any point (WI) E [R~ into its body,
n((wI))

= (WI)B = q/.

The above mentioned supermanifold is a fibre bundle .Jtn over base manifold
with fibre F = n-1(0), O-E [Rn, and IT: .Jtn --+.A n being the projection
mapping. It is endowed with the structure of a supermanifold as follows.
Choose an arbitrary chart (V, cp) in .An, where V is an open set of .An and
cp: V --+ V C [Rn is a homeomorphism defining local coordinates cpI on V.
Next, we extend (V, cp) to a chart (0, w) in .An, where 0 = IT-1(V) and w:
0--+ V= n-l(V) c [R~ is a homeomorphism, introducing local c-number
coordinates w I on 0, which are taken to satisfy the relation cp IT = now.
If two charts V and V' have non-empty overlap with the transition functions
being of the form (3.3.3), then their transition superfunctions for the
corresponding charts V and V' are taken to be the supersmooth extensions
of the function fI(cp),

.An

0

w I --+ w 'I

= F(w).

(3.3.27)

As a result, .Jtn turns out to be a supermanifold.
Furthermore, given a manifold .A 2n endowed with the structure of a
complex manifold, the corresponding supermanifold .Jt2n also admits a
complex structure. Explicitly, if one parametrizes .A 2n as in equations (3.3.4,5)
and introduces local complex coordinates <1>i and iI>! on .Jt2n
.

1

.

_

w' = - (<1>' + <1>!)
2

w i +n

= ~(<1>i -

iI>!)

i, i = 1, ..., n

then the transition superfunctions prove to be (anti)holomorphic,
<1>1i

= fi(<1»

iI>'!

= J~iI».

(3.3.28)
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Finally, if ,11 2 " possesses a Kahlerian metric, it can be extended to a Kahlerian
metric on .11 2 ",
Now, we are in a position to give the geometrical interpretation of
supersymmetric nonlinear a-models, Let vi{ be a Kahler manifold and .Jt
be the corresponding supermanifold, We introduce into consideration the
family of superholomorphic mappings of the form
cp: C~12 .... .Jt

In local complex coordinates on
<l>i(y, 0)

(3.329)

,it every such

mapping looks like

= A i(y) + O~IjJ~(y) + 02 Fi(y)

o<l>i/oya

(3.3.30)

= o<l>i/ori == O.
x

When restricted from C: 12 to the surface [R414(Oall) in C: 12, on which
ya = x" + iDaaD, <l>i becomes a chiral superfield, So, we recover a-model
superfield variables. Therefore, one can take the following point of view. The
set of all superholomorphic mappings (3.3.29) is identified with the a-model
space of superfield histories. The action superfunctional is taken in the form
(3.3.10), where K(<I>, <1» is a Kahler potential related to the Kahlerian metric
on oil by the rule
gi<l>, <1» = 02 K(<I>, <1»/o<l>io<f>.!.

Note that K(<I>, <1» is locally defined on .It. But the action (3.3.10) is well
defined globally on [R414, since the inherent arbitrariness (3.3.11) in the choice
of the super Lagrangian coincides with the arbitrariness (3.3.19) in the choice
of the Kahler potential.
In conclusion, let us investigate the action of the transformations (3.3.12)
(coordinate transformations on .Jt) on the component fields of <l>i(Z). One
readily finds

A 'i =fi(A)
,1,li = D <l>til = oAti ,I,j
'I'~
"
oAi'l'rx

F'i

2

/i

(3.3.31)
'i

0 A
oA. Fj.
= _ _1 D2<1>/il = __1 _
_.ljJkljJi + 4

4 oA k 8Al

oAl

It is seen that 1jJ~ transforms as a vector field on .It. The transformation law
for Fi is not covariant. Redefining Fi by the rule

ffi = Fi _

~ riikljJiljJk

(3.3.32)

where r iik are the Christoffel symbols (3.3.21), one obtains the vector
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transformation law

_.
.:1' "

cA,j
cAj

.

= --.'#7 J.

(3.3.33)

After the redefinition (3.3.32), the Lagrangian (3.3.14) can be rewritten in the
form

L= -Yii(taAiCaAj - .FUF i +

~l/JjaaVaf~) + /6 '~iik!l/Jjl/JkI/iNj!

(3.3.34)

Here .111 iikl is the curvature tensor (3.3.25), and Va denote the target space
covarian't 'derivatives,
Val/J~

= aal/J~ + rijl(aaAj)l/J~

Val/i~ = aal/i~ + r!~!aaA~I/i~.
We see that the supersymmetric a-model Lagrangian is expressible in
geometrical terms.

3.4. Vector multiplet models
3.4.1. Massive vector multiplet model
In Section 2.6 it was shown that the superspin-i representation of the
Poincare superalgebra can be described in terms of a real scalar superfield
subject to the Klein-Gordon equation and a supplementary condition. Now,
we present the supersymmetric model of an unconstrained real scalar
superfield V(z), V = V, in which the Klein-Gordon equation and the
supplementary condition arise as consequences of the dynamical equation.
Let us consider the dynamical system with action superfunctional

S[V]

=~

f

2

d zVD"'D D",V + m
8

f

2

2

8

d zV .

(3.4.1)

The kinetic term is real due to the identity (2.5.30d). Integrating by parts and
making use of equation (3.1.26a), one can represent the action in the form

S[V]

= ~f d 6 zW"'W", + m2

f

8

d zV

2

(3.4.2)

where we have introduced the superfield

W'"

= _~D2D",V
4

D"W",=O.

(3.4.3)
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Due to equation (2.S .30d), this chiral spinor superfield satisfies the reality
constraint

O"W,

= Dic W" .

(3.4.4)

Let us also point out the identity

f

6

d z W · W"

=

f

6
ic
d i W,W .

(3.4.S)

To find the dynamical equation, one uses the relation (3.1.33). The result is

~D"'D20
V+ m2 V= 0
8
'"
.
Acting by the operators 0 2 or
one obtains

(3.4.6)

D2 on the left side and using equations (2.S.30!),
D 2 V= D 2 v= O.

(3.4.7)

Therefore, on-shell the superfield V is linear. Then, by virtue of equation
(2.S.30e), the equation of motion is equivalent to
(0 - m 2 )V= O.

(3.4.8)

These are the equations (3.4.7, 8), which determine the irreducible superspin-t
representation.

Remark. Mass dimensions of V(z) and W,,(z) are
[V]

=0

[W",]

= 3/ 2.

Remark. The action superfunctional has been taken in the form (3.4.1) in
order that the dynamical subspace was given by equations (3.4.7,8) as well
as to have a standard mass term for the component vector field of V(z),
V(z) "" 8a aliV a

m2 V 2

"" _

m2
- 8 2 li 2 v a v a ·
2

On-shell, only four component fields of V(z) are non-vanishing (equations
(2.8.22)). The multiplet of fields includes a transverse vector field. On these
grounds, the theory under consideration is called the massive vector multiplet
model.
The superspin-t representation describes four particles of spins 0, t, tand
I. It should be pointed out that there are three super Poincare representations,
of superspins t, 1 and 1, including vector particles. But only the former
representation describes particles of spins not higher than one.
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3.4.2. Massless vector multiplet model
Let us set the mass parameter in equation (3.4.1) to zero. The resultant action
S[V]

=

if

8

2

d zVD"D D"Y =

~

f

6

d zW"W"

(3.4.9)

turns out to be invariant under the following gauge transformations
V --+ V

,

1

= V + - (A
2

- A)

(3.4.10)

D:;A =0

where A(z) is an arbitrary chiral superfield. Making use of equation (2.S.30c)
gives
,

W"

1 - 2

= W" + -8 D D"A = W '"

We see that (anti)chiral superfields W:; and W" are gauge invariant objects.
W:; and W" will be called 'superfield strengths'.
The dynamical equation can be written in two equivalent forms

D"W"

= O<=>D&w:; = 0

(3.4.11)

due to the identity (3.4.4). Now, it is time to recall the results of Section
2.7. Obviously, the above equations state that W" and Wit are on-shell
massless superfields and their superhelicities are
K(W,,)

= 1/2

K(W&)

=

-1.

(3.4.12)

Therefore, W" describes two massless particles of helicities 1- and 1, while
W:; describes particles of helicities -1 and -1.

3.4.3. Wess-Zumino gauge
It is instructive to investigate the component structure of the theory. First,
let us discuss gauge transformations. Since A is chiral, we can write

A(x, 8, tl)

= eillO"'liou(u(x) + 8"p,,(x) + 82 f(x)).

(3.4.13)

Here u(x) and f(x) are arbitrary complex scalar fields and pix) is an arbitrary
undotted spinor field. Then the transformation law (3.4.10) takes the form
oV(x, 8, tl)

i

= -(u(x) 2

i
i
u(x)) - -8"p,,(x) - _8 2 f(x)
2
2

i

1

2

2

i.

+ -tl:;p"(x)

+ - tl 2 J(x) + - 8a(u(x) + u(x))8aatl + ...

2

(3.4.14)

where dots mean terms involving partial derivatives and at least third order
in 8, tl. Obviously, the component fields A, t/J" and F of our superfield (see
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equation (2.8.19)) have arbitrary displacements, hence they can be gauged
away. Then V is reduced to
V = gaailV. + il 2g"').", + g2i1 ix K + g2i1 2f0.
(3.4.15)
This gauge fixing, known as the 'Wess-Zumino gauge', can also be defined
as follows
(3.4.16a)
VI = D",VI = D 2VI = o.
Under these requirements, the component fields in the expansion (3.4. t 5) are
given by the same relations as in equation (2.8.19),

t
_
V"'it = -[DrJ.' DixJVI

),'" = - - 1D2 D:xVI

4

2

D

(3.4.16b)

= ~{D2
t)2}VI
32'
.

Imposition of the Wess-Zumino gauge does not completely fix the
invariance (3.4. to). The transformations preserving the above gauge
correspond to the choice

e= ~

A(x, g, iI) = eiOO'"v<'''e(x)

(3.4.17)

with e(x) being a real function, and their explicit form is
V~

= V. + o.e

;,~

= ),'"

D'=D.

(3.4.18)

Obviously, the gauge transformation of Va is the same as in Maxwell
electrodynamics.
As for the component fields of the superfield strength W"" they can be
easily determined using equations (3.4.16). One finds
W",I =),,,,

= _~{D2,t)2}VI =

D"'W",I

8

-4D

(3.4.20)

D(",W{3) I = 2iF:xp

1 2 W",I
- -D

4

1 DIJ Wp I =
= -D",

2

':l "'1X
-lurJ.cit,

where we have introduced the vector field strength
Fab = OaVb - ObVa
it
F ",{J -- -1 (aab) rJ.(J F ab -_ - -l:lu(",it V(i)'

2

2

(3.4.21 )
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Therefore, the expansion of W, as a power series in
Dli + 2DO,+ 2-F
I 'lfU

rr, X, I}) -- I.,

Hi ( -

e reads

- ~ ,~/."'n2
le
[7 •

(3.4.22)

The Wess-Zumino gauge is especially helpful, due to the gauge invariance
of S[ VJ, for calculating the action functional. Following the prescription
(3.1.54) gives
S=

-

if

4

2

d x0 (W'W')1

=

if

4

2

d x(O/IW'I O /J W:xI- W'I0 W"I).

Making use of equations (3.4.20) leads to

S- fd
-

4

Xli

-F"IIF :xliII.
- """1u:x"I.
. '"

+ 2D2}.

It only remains to recall the identities

~F"bF
= pllF + p!t.fip ..
2
~
~
~

f

d4xP/JF"{i

=

fd4xP"~P'xli'

(3.4.23)

Then, the action functional takes the final form

S=

f 4X{

-IF"b Fab - i}.aaa):, + 2D2}.

d

(3.4.24)

Beautifully, the first term coincides with the action of Maxwell electrodynamics.

3.4.4. Supersymmetry transformations
The action (3.4.9) is invariant under the supersymmetry transformations

bE V

= i(EQ + EQ)V

(3.4.25)

having the form (2.8.20) at the component level. Every such transformation
breaks down the Wess-Zumino gauge_ Indeed, if V is under the constraints
(3.4. 16), then making a supersymmetry transformation generates non
vanishing component fields 1jJ" and F,
1jJ~

=

-t"V:x'x

F' = -El.

in accordance with equation (2.8.20). So, the Wess-Zumino gauge is not
supersymmetric.
Of course, one can restore the Wess-Zumino gauge by accompanying the
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variation J EV with the E-dependent gauge transformation

i _
JA(E)V=

i\( E)

-(i\(E) - i\(E))
2

= eiIJ<r"or'''(2i8ai>t Vb + 2ie 2 E).).

(3.4.26)

The resultant supersymmetry transformation
~

c)EV=

--i
i(EQ + EQ)V+ -(A(E) - A(E))

2

(3.4.27)

has not, however, the universal form (3.4.25). In other words, imposing the
Wess-Zumino gauge modifies the superfield supersymmetry generators. As
a result, the Wess-Zumino gauge, being quite useful for component
calculations, does not fit into covariant (explicitly supersymmetric) superfield
calculations.
The supersymmetry transformation (3.4.27) acts on the component fields
(3.4. 16b) in accordance with the rule
bE Va

= c)E Va = EaaI + ).ai·

bE)'" =

bED

JE)."

-

~D"r)2A(E)1 =
8

1

= c)ED = - aaP.a""E 2

-2iF,,(jE(j - 2E"D

(3.4.28)

Ea aI)

where we have used the relation (2.8.20). The last two expressions can also
be obtained by applying results of subsection 2.8.2 to the chiral spinor
superfield W".

3.4.5. Super Lorentz gauge
As we have seen, the Wess-Zumino gauge is not supersymmetric. One would
like to have a covariant gauge fixing condition - that is, one commuting
with the supersymmetry transformations (3.4.25). A useful gauge choice
consists in imposing the linearity constraint (3.4.7), which restricts the
component vector fields of V(z) to be transverse (see subsection 2.8.4). On
these grounds, this gauge is known as the super Lorentz gauge.

3.4.6. Massive vector multiplet model revisited
The massive vector mUltiplet model defined by action (3.4.1) possesses a hidden
point: several component fields have non-canonical dimensions. Therefore,
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we should carefully define the component fields of V in order to avoid higher
derivatives at the component level (in any case, such potential higher derivatives
are not dangerous and can be eliminated by a field redefinition).
Instead of using the definition (2.8.19), now it is more reasonable to
introduce the component fields of V by the rule

I
- B(x)
m

Vaa(x)
D(x)

1
m

= VI

- Xa(x)

1

-

= 2[Da , DaJVI

1
m
I -2

= Da VI
Aa(X)

- G(x)

= -4'D

1

2
= --D
VI
4

Da VI

I
- 2
= I6DaD
Da VI .

(3.4.29)

With such a definition the component fields of Wa remain unchanged, see relation
(3.4.20). Hence, we can use our old result (3.4.24) establishing the component
form of the first term in action (3.4.2). As to the mass term in action (3.4.2), its
component structure is

m

2

f

8

2

d zV =

f

4

d x{

-~a"Ba"B+2mBD+2GG-~m2V"v"
-iXO'''a"X -m(AX +5:.

x)}.

(3.4.30)

It is seen that the superfield mass term contains the kinetic terms of the
component fields B and X. The component Lagrangian of the massive vector
multiplet reads

L

=-

I "h F b
-F
4"

-

1 2V" V. - -a
1" Ba B - -m
1 2 B2
-m
2

2

a

- iAO'aa,,5:. - iXO'aaaX - m(AX
-

I

a

2

+ 5:.X)

2

+ 2GG + 2(D + 2mB) .

(3.4.31 )

Eliminating the auxiliary fields, the Lagrangian turns into
I ab
L= - -F F b
4
a

-

-wo(iy"a"

I 2 a
1"
1
2 2
-m
V V. - -a
Ba B - -m
B
2
"2
a
2

+ m)wo

(3.4.32)

.

Here we have introduced the Dirac spinor
Wo = (

f~

)

(3.4.33)

The massive vector multiplet model can be reformulated as a gauge theory
such that all component fields have canonical dimensions in a Wess-Zumino
gauge. Such a formulation is based on a superfield generalization of the
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Stueckelberg approach to the gauge covariant description of massive vector
particles. We introduce a compensating chiral scalar superfield <1>(z) and its
conjugate <I>(z) by making the replacement
V

~

V

1
+ -(<1>
-

2m



(3.4.34 )

<1»

in action (3.4.2). The resulting action superfunctional
SlY. <1>, <1>] =

~

f z +m f z
f d8ZV(<1>-<I»+~ f
d

6

WaWa

2

d

8

+im

V2

8
d z<l><1>

(3.4.35)

is invariant under the gauge transformations
8V

1 
= -(A
2

A)

(3.4.36)

8<1> = mA

with A an arbitrary chiral scalar superfield. The gauge freedom can be used to
completely gauge away <1>. In the gauge
(3.4.37)

<1>=0

we return to the original model (3.4.2). Instead of imposing such a gauge fixing,
however, we are now able to choose the Wess-Zumino gauge (3.4.15). Then,
the residual gauge invariance given by equation (3.4.17) can be further used to
eliminate the real part of <1>1. As a consequence, it is in our power to impose
the conditions
VI = Da VI = D2 V 1 = 0

<1>1

+ <1>1

= 0

(3.4.38)

which completely fix the gauge freedom.
Gauge fixing condition (3.4.38) is most useful for passing to components.
From action (3.4.35) one readily obtains the component Lagrangian
L

=-

I ah
-F
Fa h
4

-

1 2 a
1 a
1 2 2
-m
AaaA - 2-m A
2 V V a - -a
2

i
i
- 
- iAaaaaA - 41/1 aaaa1/l- '2m(),1/I- A1/I)

+ -\ F- F + 2(D 2

1
2
-mA)

2

(3.4.39) )

where A = A = -i<1>l. The component Lagrangians (3.4.3\) and (3.4.39) are
seen to coincide if we id~ntify B = -A,.G = ~F and X = ~1/1.
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3.5. Supersymmetric Yang-MiIls theories

The main goal of the present section is the construction of Yang-Mills
theories possessing supersymmetry. Our strategy consists of finding superfield
theories having the Yang-Mills form at the component level. The role of
matter will be played by (anti)chiral scalar superfields since their component
content is scalar and spinor fields only. The role of gauge object will be played
by a multiplet of Lie-algebra-valued real scalar superfields VI(Z) transforming
by
bV I

= ~(N
2

- N)

+ O(V)

D!tN=O

(3.5.1 )

with N(z) being arbitrary chiral superfield parameters. This transformation
law is reasonable on two grounds: (1) when reduced to the linearized level, it
describes a set of free vector multiplets (see equation (3.4.10); (2) it admits
the Wess-Zumino gauge
VI

= eaa(} V / + (}2e rx )./ + e2(}~;:&I + e2(}2 DI.

(3.5.2)

To start with, we consider an Abelian gauge model.

3.5.1. Supersymmetric scalar electrodynamics
As is well known, an Abelian gauge vector field Va(x), transforming by the
law bVa(x) = aa~(x), arises as a compensating field when trying to make local
the rigid phase invariance
A(x) -. ei!l A(x)

in the theory of a complex scalar field A(x) with the action

S=

-

f

m
4
d xa AamA.

A gauge real scalar superfield V (z), transforming by the law (3.4.1 0), can be
introduced in a similar fashion.
Consider the massless chiral scalar superfield model (3.2.5). The action is
invariant under the rigid U(1)-transformations
<1>(z) -. ei !l<1>(z)

0

= n.

(3.5.3)

In trying to localize these transformations, one is faced with the following
problem: the choice ofO(z) as a real superfield is inconsistent with the chirality
of <1>,
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= !l(z) => Oc,(e iQ<1»
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# O.

Therefore, if one wishes to have a local transformation, the parameter should
be chiral
<1> -+ <1>' = e iA <1>

0,,1\

=

O.

(3.5.4)

But this breaks the in variance of the action:
<1><1>

-+

<1>ei (A - A)<1>.

Following the ideology of gauge field theory, we introduce a compensating
real scalar superfield V, with the transformation law (3.4.10), and change the
action to

f

d 8 zcI>e 2v <1>.

(3.5.5)

Obviously, this superfunctional is gauge invariant.
Note that the transformation law (3.5.3) corresponds to unit U(l) charge.
In the case of a chiral scalar superfield, having U(l) charge q, the above law
reads
<1>(z) -+ eiqQ<1>(z).

(3.5.6)

This leads to a slight modification of the gauge invariant action (3.5.5)
consisting in the insertion of q into the exponential, resulting in
S[<1>, q); V] =

f

d 8 zq)e 2qV <1>.

(3.5.7)

The action is invariant under the gauge transformations
<1>'

= eiqA <1>

e2qV'

O"A=O

= eiqAe2qVe-iqA.

(3.5.8)

Adding the free vector mUltiplet action (3.4.9), the total gauge invariant action
takes the form
S

=

f

8

d z<1>e

2q v

<1>

+ ~f d6 zW<X W.·

(3.5.9)

Unexpectedly, the action turns out to be non-polynomial. However, in the
Wess-Zumino gauge (3.4.15), where V 3 = 0, the exponential terminates.
Let us determine the component form of the action (3.5.9) in the
Wess-Zumino gauge. Using equations (3.4.16) and defining the component
fields of <1> by rule (2.8.4), one obtains the Lagrangian
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L= { - (am + iqvm)A(om - iqV m)A

- qAI/IA - qAI/I). + FF} - {

+ 2qAAD -

~ I/Icra(oa + iqV.)!f

~ph Fah + iAcr·O.J. -

(3.5.10)

2D2 }.

After eliminating the auxiliary fields F and D, this takes the form

L= - (om + iqvm)A(om - iqV m)A T"

- q A 'f').-q

A-.I,
·
'f')'

~q2(AA)2 - ~l/Icra(8. + iqVa)!f
2

2

1 F.bF ab-ll'.cr
. 1 a~o •J..

(3.5.11)

--

4

One can look upon this model as a supersymmetric generalization of scalar
electrodynamics.
The Lagrangian (3.5.11) is invariant under the gauge transformations
./, ' - eiq!; .I,
A' = eiq~ A
'+'':1. ¥';x
(3.5.12)
V~

= Va + 8a ~

). ~

= A".

Using the spinor component field 1/12 of $ , we can construct three
four-component spinor objects:
(1) the Majorana spinor field

'PM = _I (1/1"-)

j2 If!

(3.5.13a)

(2) the left Weyl spinor

'PL

= (~2)

(3 .5.13b)

'PR

= (~&).

(3 .5.13 c)

(3) the right WeyJ spin or

In accordance with equation (3.5.12), 'PM' 'PL and 'PR transform as follows
'PM = eiqe;"'P M

= eiq~ 'P L

(3.5 .14b)

= e -iqi;'P R•

(3.5.14c)

'P~
'P~

(3 .5.14a)

Correspondingly, the gauge invariant spinor kinetic term in equations
(3.5.10, 11) can be rewritten as
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- 2'l'MY·(O. -

iqys V.)'I'M
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(3.5.15a)

- ~I/Ja·(o. + iqv.)lfi = ) - ~'l'Ly·(8. - iqV.)'I'L

(3.5.15b)

i_
- - 'l'Ry·(8 a + iqVa)'I'R
2

(3.5.15c)

2

\

2

Therefore equation (3.5.12) describes local chiral or ys-transformations. We
see that the theory under consideration describes chiral fermions at the
component level.
3.5.2. Supersymmetric spinor electrodynamics

To obtain a Dirac spinor field in component form, let us consider two chiral
scalar superfields <I> + and <I> _ with U(J) charges q and - q, respectively. Their
spinor component fields

I/J +et. = D~<I>+ I

I/J -" = D~<I>_I

transform according to the laws
.1,'
'I'

+~

= eiq~.I,'I'

= e-iq~.I,"1'-0:

.1,'

+~

'f'-~

in accordance with equation (3.5.12). Then, the Dirac spinor
'liD

= ( ~~~ ) = W+L + W-R

(3.5.16)

is characterized by the transformation law
'I'D

= eiq~'Po

(3.5.17)

inherent to spinor electrodynamics.
The most general (renormalizable) gauge invariant action for <I> + and <1>_,
coupled to a gauge superfield V, reads
SSED

=

f

d Bz{cll+e 2qY <l>+

+m

f

d 6 z<l>+<I>_

+ cll_e- 2qY <I>_}

f

1

f

+ m d 6 zcll+<l>_ + 2

d 6 zW"W",.

(3.5.18)

Note that a mass term is forbidden in the case of a single chiral scalar
superfield with non-zero U(1) charge. In components, the above action is
SSED

LSED

=-

1

-F"
4

b

Fob -

f

= d4xLsED

1
-'I'o{ya(i8a + qV.)
2

+ m}'I'o

(3.5.19)
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- (am + iqvm)A +(am - iqV m)A + - (am - iqV"')A -(am + iqV m)A
2 -

- m (A +A+

+ A_A_)

12

-

-

-'iq (A+A + - A_A_)

2

1

- -AMio.AM

2

YS)AM - A_AMcn
- Ys)'l1 D + C.c. }

-'21 q {A+-'l1 D (n -

+(F+ +mA_)(F + +mA_)+(F_ +mA +XF_ +mA+)

+

2(

D

+ ~q CA+A+

- ,LA_ )

Y

where we have introduced the Majorana spinor
AM

= ( J.~ .
/.~ )

Obviously, the model obtained represents a supersymmetric extension of
spinor electrodynamics.
In conclusion, we rewrite the action (3.5.18) in a different form . We unify
$ + and $ _ into a two-component column
$

~

= (::)

= (<1>+ , ~_)

(3.5 .20)

and make the redefinition
$=

~C

-:)X

X= (;:) .

(3.5.21)

After this, the action takes the form
SSED

where

0' 2

=

f d8zxe2qvUlx + {f d6Z( ~ l

X+

~ WClW" )

+

c.c.} (3.5.22)

is the second Pauli matrix. The transformation law of X is
X•
I

= eiqAu-X·
,

(3.5.23)

In summary, we have constructed the supersymmetric generalization of
spinor electrodynamics.
3.5.3. Non-Abelian gauge superjield
We now generalize the above results to the non-Abelian case.
Let G be a compact connected Lie group (in general, G is the product of
a finite number of simple and U(l) group factors). Given a finite-dimensional
unitary G-representation, we denote by (TI)ij' where 1= 1,2, ... , dim G, its
Hermitian generators:
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and the structure constants are assumed to be totally antisymmetric. Any
operator of the representation is written in the form
exp (il]l TI)

1]1 E

IR

since every compact connected Lie group is covered by the exponential
mapping.
Consider a system offree massless chiral scalar superfields <Ili(z). The action
S

=

f

d 8 z<l> i<lli

=

f

<l> i = (<Il i)*

d 8 z<l><Il

is invariant under the rigid transformations
<Il'

= eilJlTl<Il

1]1 E

IR c·

As in the Abelian case, when attempting to localize these transformations,
the parameters are to be taken chiral,
<Il'

= eiA<Il

A=NT I

<l>' = <l>e - ii'i.

A = NTI

Dc.N=O.

(3.5.25)

In addition, it is necessary to modify the action by introducing a compensating
multiplet of real scalar superfields VI(Z) transforming by the rule
e2V'

= eii'i.e2ve-iA

V= V+ = VITro

The gauge-invariant action is

S

=

f

d8z<l>le2V)ij<Pi

=

f

d 8z<I>e 2v <Il.

(3.5.26)

(3.5.27)

Lie-algebra-valued Hermitian superfield V with the transformation law

(3.5.26) is said to be a 'gauge superfield' (or 'Yang-Mills superfield'). The
transformations (3.5.25,26) will be called 'supergauge' transformations.
The equation (3.5.26) shows that V'is Hermitian, (V')+ = V. Next, due to
equation (3.5.26) and the Baker-Hausdorffformula (2.1.62), V has the form
V' = VITr. To see the explicit connection between V'I and VI, let us consider
infinitesimal gauge transformations (3.5.26).

3.5.4. Infinitesimal gauge transformations
In the infinitesimal case, equation (3.5.26) takes the form
be 2V

= e2(v+ OV) _

e 2V

= iAe 2V

_

Our goal is to determine bV in terms of V, A and
use the identity:

ie 2v A.

(3.5.28)

A. For this purpose we
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eA + I: B

= eA (

I

+

Ll

dr e- tA eB etA)

(3.5.29)

where A and B are arbitrary operators and e is an infinitesimal parameter.
This identity can be easily proved with the help of the auxiliary function
K(r , e) = e- tAe t(A + " B)

which satisfies the equation
dK(r, e)
- - = e- tA BB etA K(r, B) ~ e- tAeB etA.
dr

Defining operator LA by the rule
LAB == [A, B]

the relation (3 .5.29) can be rewritten as
eA + BB

= e A {1 + (LA)-l(l

- e-LA)eB }.

(3.5.30)

Now, making use of equations (3.5.28, 30) gives
(Lv)-l(1 - e-2L~bV = ie- 2L vi\ - iA
and acting on both sides by LveLv
2 sinh(Lv)bV = iLv (e- L v i\  eL v A)

= iLv cosh (Lv)(i\ -

A) - iLv sinh (Lv)(i\

+ A).

This leads to

.

.

1

1

2

2

i _

i
_
A) - -[V, A

bV= - - Lv(i\ + A) + -Lv coth (Lv)(i\ - A)

= -(A 2

2

+ A]

.

_

+~[V , [V , A - AJ]

+ O(V4).

(3.5.31)

In the Abelian case, this transformation law reduces to expression (3.4.10).
We see that the supergauge transformations are highly nonlinear. However,
since OV = W\ - J\) + O(V), these transformations can be used to impose
the Wess-Zumino gauge. Those supergauge transformations which preserve
the Wess-Zumino gauge are described by the parameters

J\(x,

e,tl) =

ei8<T"lIa,,~(x)

~ = eT!

=C

(3.5.32)

They act on V under the Wess-Zumino gauge condition by the rule

i i
T
oV= 2(A - A) - 2[V,a

+ J\]

(3 .5.33a)
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or, in components,

= aoe - ~K jKJIV/
0;./= _~KjKJI;./

OV/

(3.5.33b)

oD = - ~K.rJI DJ.
I

As for the matter multiplet <l>, defined by equation (3.5.25), the transformation
(3.5.25) acts on the corresponding component fields
Ai

= <l>il

I/I"i = D",<l>il

Fi

= _ ~D2<l>il
4

(3.5.34)

as follows
oA i

= i~K(TK)ijAj
ol/l",i = i~K(TK)ijl/l(/
oF i = i~K(TK)ijFj.

(3.5.35)

Therefore, we recover ordinary Yang-MiIls transformations. In accordance
with equation (3.5.33b), V! is a gauge Yang-MiIls field. Its superpartners ;.;
and DJ transform, due to (3.5.33b), in the adjoint representation of the gauge
group.

3.5.5. Super Yang-Mills action
We proceed by finding the gauge invariant action for the gauge superfield.
Let us introduce the following Lie-algebra-valued spinor superfields
W

'"

= - ~02(e-2VD
8

e 2V )

'"

= WIT!
"

W" = ~D2(e2VO"e-2V) = (W,,)+

(3.5.36)

and study some their properties. First, in the Abelian limit W" reduces to
the form (3.4.3). Secondly, W" is chiral and W" is antichiral,

O"W" = 0

D",W" = O.

(3.5.37)

Finally, Wo: and W" change covariantly under the supergauge transformations
(3.5.26). Explicitly, we have

W~ = - ~02(eiAe-2Ve-iADo:eiAe2Ve-iA) = - ~02(eiAe-2VDie2Ve-iA»
= eiAWo:e-iA

-

~eiA02D(Xe-iA.
8

Since 02D",17

= 0 for every

chiral superfield 17, we have the result
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W~

W~

= eiAW",e  iA
= ei AW ; e - iA .

(3.5.38)

W", and W:. will be called the 'Yang-MilIs superfield strengths'.

The relation (3.5.37) tells us that the (anti)chiral scalar superfields
tr (W 6c W ; )

tr(W"'W",)

where tr denotes matrix trace, are invariant with respect to the supergauge
transformations. Therefore, the superfunctional

S

= ~fd6Z tr (W"' W,,) + C.c.

(3.5.39)

4g

where 9 is a coupling constant, can be taken in the role of the gauge invariant
action. Above we have supposed that the generators TI are normalized by
tr (TITJ ) = fP .

(3.5.40)

Let us investigate the action at the component level. Imposing the
Wess-Zumino gauge, W", takes the form

W. =

-

~D2D"V + ~02([V, D"V])
4

4

To calculate the component content of W"" we point out that the
Wess-Zumino gauge is characterized by the conditions (3.4.16). Then, one
readily obtains
W", I =),,,,
D"'W", I = -4D

(3. 5.41)

D("W/l)I = 2iG"/l

- -41 D2W'" I =

·v"''').r".

-1

Here we have introduced the Yang- MilIs field strength:

Gab = OaVb - ObVa - i[Va, Vb]
G,,{J

1

b

= _(O'a )",{JGab =
2

-

1.

- O("'6c V{J)"
2

i
4

.

+ -[V""' Vl]

(3.5.42)

and the Yang- MilIs covariant derivatives

VaBi

= 0a Bi - iVa I(TI)iBj
J

VaA"

= Oa)''' - i[Va, ),"].

Based on the above expressions, one finds

(3.5.43)
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~f d z tr (W"W"J =
6

f
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~ G"PG /3 - ~i)'''V"itP + D2 }.

4

d x tr{ -

IX

Now, it is helpful to recall the identity

f d xtr(G"PG"p) = f d xtr(G"PG;:p)
4

4

modulo total derivatives. This means, in particular, that the relation

f

d 6ztr(W"'W,,) = f

d6Ztr(~W;:)

(3.5.44)

holds in the Wess-Zumino gauge and, due to gauge invariance, in the general
case. Finally, we can write the component action

S

=

;2 fd xtr{ - ~GabGab - i).aav):- + 2D2}.
4

(3.5.45)

As is seen, we have obtained the supersymmetric extension of the Yang-Mills
action.

3.5.6. Super Yang-Mills models
Gauge invariant coupling of matter to a Yang-Mills superfield is described
by an action superfunctional of the general form
S=

f d8z~i(e2V )ij$i + {f d6z~ c($i) + c.c.}
+ ~fd6z tr(W"'W",).

(3.5.46)

2g

Here the chiral superpotential ~ c($i) should be a group-invariant function,

8~~(Tlr$i = O.
8$'

}

(3.5.47)

In particular, if the chiral superpotential is of the form
~

c

.
1
.,
($') =  m ..$'$}

2

'J

1
i' k
+ -)..
'k$ $1$
3! 'J

(3.5.48)

the coupling constants mij and i ' ijk should be invariant tensors of the group
under consideration.
It is instructive to analyse the component form of the action. Defining the
component fields of $i by rule (3.5.34) and imposing the Wess-Zumino gauge
condition (3.4.16) on V, one arrives at the action functional
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s = fd 4X{ -Vm;t.V m Ai + 2DI;t.(TI)iAj - ~'I,iO"av
,T;. 2 'f'
a'l'
.

t

_ A;(TIO.IljJj

_

J

I

I

+ FiFi + ([FLt"i(A)

~(.!.G{jhIG
, 4
"n J + i),I(java J! 

c ~c(A)

:r:.Jl(TI)iAj
tjI[ •
J

2

_ 1
ljJiljJj]
4 cA'cAl

+ c.c.)

(3.5.49)

2D JD J )}

~r

where i i(A) is given by equation (3.2.24). After eliminating the auxiliary
i
fields F , Fi and DJ, the scalar fields have the non-negative potential
2

U(A, A)

= ~ [1i'i(A)! + g2 ~ (ATI A)2.

(3.5.50)

3.5.7. Real representations
In conclusion, we would like to discuss one important question similar to
that arising when constructing supersymmetric spinor electrodynamics.
Namely, let 'l'D ! be a multiplet of Dirae spinors transforming in some
'
(complex) unitary representation of the gauge group,
(yI)+ = .aTI
(3.5.51)
J'I'D1! = i~I(yI)I\,'I'D\

coupled to the Yang-Mills field in the standard fashion:

S= -

~ f d4x'I'DliiyaVa + m)'I'DI'·

(3.5.52)

Suppose, one would like to find a super Yang-Mills model of the form (3.5.46),
in which, after reduction to components, the spinor fields from <Di and <t>j
can be combined somehow into Dirac spinors such that the spinor part of
the action (3.5.46) coincides with expression (3.5.52). The question is the
following: what is a group representation by which the multiplet {<Di} must
transform?
Let us decompose 'l'D'u into a combination of two Majorana spinors:

'l'Dll =

+ i'l'ii

'I'~

'I'~ = (1jJ~~)
t/i:t!!.

'1'1'

= (~i)
ljJ&ii .

(3.5.53)

Introducing a multiplet of Majorana spinors in the manner
('Pi) = (

:~ )

'Pi

= (ljJCJ.i)
t/i&i

(3.5.54)

it transforms by the real representation:

J'P i
TI

=(

= ie(TI)ij'Pj

~ ImyI
-I

ReyI

~ ReyI)
I

Imyl .

(3.5.55)
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Since yl are Hermitian, the matrices Reyl are symmetric and the matrices
Im.:rl are antisymmetric. As a result, TI are antisymmetric Hermitian
matrices,
(T 1)+

= Tl

(TI)T

= _ TI.

(3.5.56)

Now, it is clear how to resolve the problem raised above. First, one must
take a set of chiral scalar superfields {<]>i} = { ~, <]>il} transforming by the
introduced real representation. Secondly, the multiplet (3.5.54) should be
identified with the spinor component fields of <]>i and <l)i by the rule
'l'i

= (D~<]>i l )

D"'<l)il .

Then, the gauge invariant matter action

f

S = d 8 z<l>e 2v <]>

+ ~{f d 6 z<]> T<]> + c.c.}

(3.5.57)

leads to the desired dynamics of spinor fields. Therefore, in order to have a
complex representation in components, one must use its real realization in
superfields. When taking a complex representation for superfields, there is
room for chiral fermions at the component level and, hence, for chiral
anomalies in the quantum theory.
In what follows, we will often restrict ourselves to the consideration of
real group representations for a description of matter chiral superfield
multiplets. As applied to the gauge superfield V = VIT I , this requirement
means
V+

=

V

VT = -

v.

(3.5.58)

3.6. Geometric approach to super Yang-Mills theories
In this section we intend to give a clear geometric interpretation of supergauge
transformations and the gauge superfield. This will be done after reminding
ourselves of some relevant mathematical notions.

3.6.1. Complex and c-number shells of compact Lie groups

In formulating super Yang-Mills theories, there arise several groups: the
gauge group G, its complexification GC and their c-number shells G and GC.
We are going to describe these objects.
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We begin with an excursion into the theory of Lie groups. Let G be a
compact connected n-dimensional Lie group, and '§ be the corresponding
Lie algebra. The exponential mapping exp: r§ --+ G turns out to cover G (due
to compactness and connectness), therefore real coordinates IJIU = 1, ... , n)
in Cl) with respect to a basis {El},

x

XEr§

= ilJIE I

(3.6.1)

IJI E lR

can be used to parametrize G,
g(lJ)

= exp (iIJI El).

(3.6.2)

It is worth noting that the map exp is on to but not one-to-one. Generators
El are assumed to satisfy the commutation relations
[El, EJ]

= ijlJKEK

(3.6.3)

with the structure constants jlJK being real and totally antisymmetric.
Introduce the complex shell '§C of the algebra '§. The '§C is a complex
n-dimensional Lie algebra arising from '§ by taking the coordinates to be
complex,
X

Supplying

'§C

E '§C

x = iwlEI

wl

Eo:::.

(3.6.4)

with the operation of complex conjugation (involution)

x --+ X* = io/EI

6/ = (w l )*

(3.6.5)

makes it possible to identify the initial algebra '§ with the real subset of '§C.
The algebra '§C can be equivalently treated as a real 2n-dimensional Lie
algebra, denoted by (,§C)R' with elements
i(Re w l £I

+ Im w l SI)

and generators El and S/( = iE/) under the commutation relations

[£I, EJ]

=

ijIJKEK

[El, SJ]

=

ijIJKSK

[SI, SJ]

=

_ijIJKEK.

Then, the conjugation map *: '§C --+ '§C acts as an automorphism on
This automorphism has a transparent meaning in the basis

(,§C)R.

l
1 (El - ·S/)
E (±)="2
+1

l EJ]
- ·jIJKE(±)
[E (±),
(±) - 1

(3.6.6)
[E[+), E{-a = 0

with respect to which every element of (,§C)R is written
i(wIEf+)

+ 6/E[_)).

(3.6.7)

(,§C)R has the direct sum structure, (,§C)R = '§(' +) EEl '§('_), and
the complex conjugation maps '§(' +) on to '§('_) and vice versa.
There exists a unique (up to isomorphism) complex connected Lie group
'§C satisfying two requirements:

It is seen that
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(1) f§C is the Lie algebra of GC;
(2) considering GC as a real 2n-dimensional Lie group, G is isomorphic to
the subgroup in GC corresponding to the subalgebra f§ in f§c.

GC is said to be 'the complex shell' of G (for example, if G = SO(n), then
GC = SO(n, iC); if G = SU(n), then GC = SL(n, iC)). In a neighbourhood of the
unit of

Gc,

every element can be represented in the exponential form
g(w)

= exp (iw 1El)

(3.6.8)

The variables w1 play the role of local complex coordinates on GC, at least
in a neighbourhood of the unit. When treating GC as a real Lie group, it is
parametrized by variables w 1 and their conjugated 0/ as follows
g(w,w)

= exp[i(w 1E{+) + w 1 E{_))]
. lEl)
(. - lEl(_).)
= exp (lW
(+) exp lW

(3.6.9)

Therefore, GC possesses the direct product structure, GC = Gi+) x Gi-), where
the subgroups G( +) and G(_) are mutually conjugated. The initial group can
be identified with the diagonal in this product. Note that GC is non-compact,
in contrast to G.
Now, let us discuss c-number shells of the groups G and GC. Starting from
the group manifold G, we embed it in the supermanifold G using the rule
described in subsection 3.3.4. G is naturally endowed with the ,structure of
a real super Lie group which is induced by the Lie group structure on G (see
also the discussion of supergroups in subsection 2.1.6). Elements of G are
parametrized as in equation (3.6.2), but in contrast to G, the local coordinates
y/ 1 on G are real c-numbers. Similarly, the group manifold GC is embedded
in the complex supermanifold Gc, which becomes a complex super Lie group
after inducing the group structure from GC. Elements of GC can be represented
in the form (3.6.8), where w 1 are complex c-numbers.
Every unitary finite-dimensional representation !T of the compact group
G with Hermitian generators TI( = d!T(El)),
!T(g(y/))

= e i '1ITI

(T 1)+ = Tl

(3.6.10)

can be continued to a holomorphic representation
!T(g(w))

= eiw'TI

(3.6.11)

or antiholomorphic representation
g'"(g(w)) =

e-iw'(T')·

(3.6.12)

of the complex group GC. Choosing in equations (3.6.10--12) parameters y/ 1(W 1)
to be real (complex) c-numbers, one obtains representations of G and GC,
respectively.
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3.6.2. K-supergroup and A-supergroup
The basic symmetry principle underlying Yang-Mills theories is invariance
under local (or gauge) group transformations. Every gauge transformation is
specified by a smooth mapping of Minkowski space into the group G,

ff:

[R4 --+

G.

(3.6.13)

In classical field theory, when fields are treated as Grassmann-algebra-valued
functions on a space-time, it is more correct to consider mappings from
Minkowski space into the c-number shell G of G,
ff:

G

[R4 --+

(3.6.14)

in the role of gauge transformations. The set of all such mappings forms an
infinite-dimensional group (with respect to the multiplication law (ff 1 . ff 2XX) =
ff l(x)ff 2(X) called the local G-group. It is the gauge group of classical
Yang-Mills theory.
Trying to keep a literal analogy with ordinary Yang-Mills theories, it may
seem natural that in the supersymmetric case the role of gauge group should
be played by the supergroup consisting of supersmooth mappings from the
superspace [R414 in G,

ff:

[R414 --+

G.

(3.6.15)

This group will be called 'the superlocal' G-group (or the 'K-supergroup').
Every element of the K -group is determined by a multiplet of real superfields
KI(X, 8, ~):
ff(x, 8,~)

= exp (iKI(x, 8, ~)EI)

j(I(Z)

= KI(Z).

(3.6.16)

Unfortunately, the K-supergroup has not arisen in the previous section. The
point is that in the supersymmetric case there exists another natural candidate
for the role of gauge group.
12 , rather than the real
Recall that the complex truncated superspace
superspace [R414, is the fundamental object in supersymmetry; [R414 is
embedded into C:12 in the super Poincare invariant fashion. Therefore, it
seems reasonble that C:12 should be taken in the role of the arena upon
which rigid G-invariance is promoted to a local invariance. Furthermore,
localization should be done in a way consistent with the complex structure
on C:12. This means that we change G to its complexification GC and consider
superholomorphic mappings of the form

C:

A: C:12

--+

GC.

(3.6.17)

Every such mapping is determined by a multiplet of holomorphic superfields
N(y,8),
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).(y,8)

= exp (iA/(y, 8)£/)

(3.6 .18)

which become chiral when restricted from (;~12 to [R414(setting I
).(z)

= exp (iN(z)£/)

D"N(z)
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= xa + i8a"e)

= o.

(3.6.19)

Given two superholomorphic mappings Al and )'2' their product ()'I . ;'2)(Y, 8) =
i' l (y, e)i.2(y, e) is also superholomorphic. Hence, the set of all mappings (3.6.17)
forms a supergroup, which will be called the 'A-supergroup'. The
A-supergroup is the invariance group of the super Yang-Mills action (3.5.46).
3.6.3. Gauge superfield
Now, we are in a position to demonstrate, following E. Ivanov, the geometrical
origin of the gauge superfield.
Consider the complex supermanifold

Jlt4 + nl2 = (;4 12 X

GC

(3.6.20)

which can be parametrized by the complex coordinates ya, e" and (J}
corresponding to (;41 2 and GC, respectively. The A-supergroup naturally acts
on .,,({4 + nl2 by means of left nonlinear shifts of the coordinates wl :

y'a = ya

8'"

= 8~

g(w')

= exp (iN(y, 8)£I)g(W).

(3.6.21 )

In addition, one can realize the K-supergroup as a transformation group
of A{4+nI2 acting by right nonlinear shifts of the coordinates wl :

y'a

= ya

g(w') = g(w)exp (

8':X = 8:X

-iKI(~y + ~ ji, e,e)£/).

(3.6.22)

It is clear that the A-transformations commute with the K-transformations.
Next, we embed the real superspace [R414 into Jlt4 + nl2 as follows:

= x a + ieaae
wI = O/(X, e, e)
ya

(3.6.23)

where 0 1 is the complex scalar superfield which determines the embedding.
In accordance with equations (3.6.21,22), the A- and K -supergroups act on
0 1 according to the law
exp (iO'(z)) = exp (iA(z)) exp (iO(z)) exp ( - iK(z))

(3.6.24)

where we have introduced the shorthand notation: 0 = 0 1 El and so on.
Let us discuss the transformation law (3.6.24). We decompose 0 1 into real
and imaginary parts. Obviously, real superfields Re 0 1 and Im 0 1 live in
the subgroup G of GC and the coset space GC/G, respectively. Since the
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K-supergroup acts on exp (iO) by arbitrary local G-transformations, one
can gauge away Re 0 1 by a proper choice of K-transformation. Therefore,
the superfields Re OI(Z) are purely gauge degrees of freedom. Imposing the
gauge fixing condition
ReOI(z)

=0

(3.6.25)

we work only with the A-supergroup which acts on the multiplet of real
scalar superfields
VI(Z)

== Im OI(Z)

(3.6.26)

spanning the coset space GC/G. Hence, the K-invariance is auxiliary. Its
meaning is that G-directions of the embedding (3.6.23) are never observed
dynamically.
To find the transformation law of VI(z), it is worth noting that, to preserve
the gauge (3.6.25), every A-transformation should be supplemented by a
A-dependent K-transformation:
exp (- V')

= exp (iA) exp (- V) exp (-iK[V, AJ)

(3.6.27)

where KI[V, AJ are rather complicated functions. Instead of finding their
explicit form, we take another course. In the gauge (3.6.25), we have
exp ( - 2 V)

= exp (iO) exp ( -

in).

(3.6.28)

In the general case, this relation defines a set of real scalar superfields VI(Z)
(the reality of VI follows from the fact that the conjugation map f: g(w) --+ g(w)
represents an antiholomorphic isomorphism of GC on itself, f(g(W 1)g(W 2)) =
g(W 1 }g(W2)' Equivalently, in the expression of (3.6.28) the imaginary part of
o is excluded by construction. Next, taking the conjugate of (3.6.24) gives
exp (in') = exp (iA) exp (in) exp ( - iK).

(3.6.29)

Finally, from the relations (3.6.24,28,29) one obtains
exp ( - 2 V') = exp (iA) exp ( - 2 V) exp ( - iA).

(3.6.30)

As may be seen, we have recovered the transformation law of the gauge
superfield (3.5.26). Therefore, the Yang-Mills superfield can be identified
with the multiplet of real scalar superfields VI(Z) residing in the coset space
GC/G and transforming by the law (3.6.30) under the A-supergroup (clearly,
this interpretation differs drastically from the well-known geometrical
interpretation of ordinary Yang-Mills fields). It is worth emphasizing,
however, that in the geometrical approach developed the real multiplet VI
represents the gauge-fixed version of the initial complex multiplet nI. This
observation serves as the foundation for the following point of view of super
Yang-Mills theory:
(1) the full invariance group is the direct product of the A- and

K -supergroups;
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(2) the true dynamical object is the multiplet of complex scalar superfields
nI(z) residing in GC and transforming by the law (3.6.24) under the
invariance group.
Taking the above point of view, one can see a close analogy between
formulations of two quite different theories: the super Yang-Mills theory
and gravity. Objects corresponding to each other in the super Yang-Mills
theory and in gravity, are given below:
nI(z) +-+ em"(x)
VI(Z) +-+ gmn(x)

K -supergroup +-+ local Lorentz group
A-supergroup +-+ general coordinate transformation group

e- 2V

= eiOe-iO+-+g mn = ema en b'lab·
l1

In fact, the analogy can be promoted further. As is known, the vierbein em"(x)
plays the role of a converter which turns curved-space tensors (transforming
under the general coordinate transformation group) into tangent-space ones
(transforming under the local Lorentz group). The vierbein's superanalogue
nI(z) is seen to have a similar meaning. Consider a multiplet of chiral scalar
superfields <Pi(z) transforming according to the law (3.5.25) under the
A-supergroup. We convert this multiplet into .the nonchiral one
<pir)

= (e-iO)ij<I>i

n = nITI.

(3.6.31)

In accordance with equation (3.6.24), <p(r) changes according to the law
<p(r)

= eiK<p(r)

K

= KI TI

(3.6.32)

under the K-supergroup and is unchanged with respect to the A-supergroup.
Next, converting the antichiral multiplet <l>i in the manner
_ - iO'
<P(r)i - <Pie Yi

n=

nIT I

(3.6.33)

one arrives, due to equations (3.5.25) and (3.6.29), at the transformation law
<I>;r)

= <I>(r)e -iK.

(3.6.34)

Surprisingly, it follows from equation (3.6.28) that the action (3.5.27) can be
rewritten in the free form

s=
as if the interaction were absent.

f

d 8 z<l>(r)<p(r)

(3.6.35)
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3.6.4. Gauge covariant derivatives
Gauge superfields 0 1 and 0 1 can be used to construct gauge covariant
derivatives-that is, first-order differential operators preserving the trans
formation laws of matter multiplets. In the rest of this section, we restrict
ourselves to consideration of real G-representations in which the generators
satisfy equation (3.5.56).
Introduce some matter multiplet <l>i(Z) and its conjugate <I>i(Z) (the <I> index
is given in the upper position in accordance with the reality of the
G-representation), transforming under the A-supergroup by the laws

= eiA<I>
<I> T --+ <I> T = eiA<I>T
<I>

--+

<1>'

(3.6.36a)
(3.6.36b)

I

Taking a covariant derivative of <I> breaks the initial transformation law,
D A <I> --+ D A <1>' # eiAD A<I>.
To preserve the transformation laws, it is worth changing D A by new sets
of operators q;~+) and q;~-) of the form
q;~±)

= (q;~), q;~±), §"(±»)
(3.6.37)

q;~±)

= D A + ir~±)

r~±)

= r~±)(z)TI

with r~±)(z) being 'superfield connections'. One demands that the
A-supergroup act on q;~±) in such a way thatthe following relations
q;~+)<I> --+

q;1+)<I>'

q;~-)<I>T --+ ~1-)<I>T

= eiAq;~+)<I>

(3.6.38a)

= eiAg~-)<I>T

(3.6.38b)

hold. This means
~~+J --+ q;'~+)

= eiAg~+)e-iA

(3.6.39a)

-iA .
-e iAI7>(-)
;;;OA e

(3.6.39b)

17>(-)
(M'(-) _
;;;OA
--+;;;OA

The operators g~±) are said to be 'gauge covariant derivatives'.
A particular solution of the above problem, based on the use of the gauge
superfield VI, is given as follows:

= e-2vD~e2V

q;~+)

§~+) =

0"

q;(t)

=
(rr a) .q;(+) = ~{q;(+) §(+)1.
=to:: a
2 e t ' a:: J

q;~-)

= D~

~a::

07(-;-)
eta::

§~-)

= e2v D",e- 2V

= (rr a ) O!a::.q;(-)
= ~{.@(-)
a
2 :x' §(.-l1
:<
f

-

(3.6.40a)

(3.6.40b)
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= D;,A = 0, making use of equation (3.6.30) leads to
~~(+)

= e- 2 V'D oce2V ' = eiAe-2Ve-i.\DoceiAe2Ve-iA

= eiAe-2VD",e2Ve-iA = eiA.@~+)e-iA
;j'.!+)
'X

= O. = eiAD.e- iA = eiAfZ\+)e- iA
~

Cl'

Cl

Note, if <I> is chiral, then it is gauge covariantly chiral with respect to .@(+).
It is worth noting also that the two sets .@~+) and .@~- ) are connected by
.@~+)

= e-2V .@~-)e2V.

(3.6.41 )

In the general case, the gauge covariant derivatives (3.6.37) satisfy the
algebra
[~~±l, ~~±l} = ~~±l~~±)

-- T AB::LIC
Cr;;,(±)

_ (_lyAF. •.@~±l.@~±l

+ iF(±l
AB

(3.6.42)

= F~l)(z)TI.

F~1}

Here TAB C is the supertorsion tensor defined in terms of the covariant
derivatives D A:
[D A' DB} = TA/Dc·
F~~) is said to be the 'supercurvature tensor'. It is expressed in terms of the
connection superfields by the rule:
F~~) = DAr~±l

+ i[r~±), r~±)}.

- (-lyAr.·DBr~±)

(3.6.43)

It is evident that F~~) transforms covariantly under the A-supergroup (in the
adjoint G-representation):
F( +) -+ F '(+) - eiAF(+)e- iA
(3.6.44a)
AB

AB



AB

-+ F'<-) - eiAF<-)e- iA
F (-)
AB
AB
AB
•

(3 .6.44b)

In the case of the derivatives (3.6.40), the algebra (3.6.42) is
;j\±)}
= -2ir;;,(±)
{.@(±)
et ,
0:
;;p cd:
{.@~±l, .@~±l}

= {.@~±), fZ~)} = 0

[;j~±l, ;j~~l] = 2i£/tPW~±)

.@(:l;l]
[ .@(±)
0<
,
pp
,,-;,(:l;)]
[ .@(:!=)
"'0< , ::LI /i/J

(3.6.45)

= 2i£ocfJ W(±)
(I

= _ £0</5\.1~(.±)W(±h
'"
fi'

_

,Jr;;,(±)W(+»

£/tfJ\;;z! oc

J3.

Here the supercurvature components W~±) and W~±) are connected with the
superfield strengths (3.5.36) by the formulae
w~+)

=

W"

W~+)

= e- 2V W"e 2V

(3.6.46a)
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= e2VW~e-2V

w~-)

W~-)

= Wit.

(3.6.46b)

Let us comment on the derivation of the relations (3.6.45). As a result of
(3.6.40a), we have
r(+)
~

=

-i(e- 2v O e 2V )
~

1 = 0::;> re'!') = ~D.r(+l
n+
~
"'~
2 '" '" .

This immediately leads to
7"(+) -(+1]
[ g"
, g flfl =

2'le:x~ W ri'

Similarly, one readily obtains
17;>(-)J

17;>(-)
[ ;$ '"
,;;LJ [If

= 2'le"'fl W fi·

Then, making use of the relation (3.6.41), one obtains the commutators
[.q~ +), gWJ and [.~~-), ~jl~)]. Finally, a commutator of vector derivatives
can be calculated by the rule
17;>(±1 17;>(:1;IJ - ~[{g(±l g(.±l} g(::±;IJ
[ ;Z.",,,
,::LJ [I{J
- 2
"', '" , {J{J

= ~f[g(±J
g(±jJJ g~±J} + ~{g(±J [g~±J 17;>(±JJ}
2 l " ' , flf ' ' ' '
2 "', ~, [If .
;;LJ

It is worth pointing out that this expression should be antisymmetric with
respect to the double transposition :x ..... f3 and a..... (1. On the other hand,
from expressions (3.6.45) we see that
g(~IJ - -e ",.0(±JWC±I) - e. ..Jg(±IW(±I)
[ g(=!=l
~""
. {Jp
"f1\::LJ ("
(J)
"/1\ (~
(J)

+ ~e"'fle"l~\,±IW;UJ -

g;U1w\,±I).

This requires the identity
~~±IW"(±J

= g"'(±IW~±J.

(3.6.47)

The reader can check this explicitly.

Remark. Since the superfield strengths W~ and Wo, are chiral and antichiral,
respectively, it follows from the relations (3.6.40,41,46) that the supercurvatures
W~±l and W~±) are gauge covariantly chiral and antichiral, respectively,
~(.±)w(±)
~

~

=0

g~±IW~±J

= 0,

(3.6.48)

In conclusion, we introduce gauge covariant derivatives g A for a matter
multiplet transforming under the K-supergroup by the law (3.6.32). They are
given in the form
g A = e- iO g~+)eiO = e- in g~-)ein
g"

= e-inO~ein

rJ" = e-iOD"e iO

(3,6.49)
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o:.L·?!1 -_Iro
uii}
- l:-..L;'~, ;:.[~

2

where we have used equations (3.6.28). In accordance with equation
(3,6,24,29), the operators g A are characterized by the transformation law
~ 0'

G

_

;;;tA~;;z'A-

eiKo e- iK
""'A

(3.6.50)

.

3.6.5. Matter equations of motion
Gauge covariant derivatives arise in dynamical equations for matter
multiplets. For example, consider the dynamical system (3.5.57). It is
characterized by the equation of motion
-

~D2e2V <1> + m<I>T = 0
4

-

(3.6.51 )

~D2e-2V <I>T + m<1> = 0

4

From this equation one obtains

~D2e-2V D 2e2V <1> -

m2<1> = 0

16

~D2e2V D2 e -2V <I>T -

m2<I>T

= O.

16

Recalling definition (3.6.40), we can rewrite the equations in terms of the
gauge-covariant derivatives:

~ ~2( + )f22( +)<1>

- m2<1>

=0

16

~f22(-)~2(-)<I>T

- m2<I>T

(3.6.52)

= O.

16
Now, since ~~+)<1> = 0 and f2~-)<I> T = 0, these fourth-order equations can be
easily reduced, after some work with the algebra (3.6.45), to the following
second-order equations:

(

ga(+)g~+) _ W"'f2~+) - ~(g,,(+)W,,) -

(ga(-)g~-) + W~gtX(-) + ~(~~-)W") -

m2)<1>

=0

m2 )<I>T = O.

Evidently, the equations obtained are explicitly gauge covariant.

(3.6.53)
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3.6.6. Gauge superfield dynamical equations
In conclusion, we would like to obtain dynamical equations corresponding
to the pure supergauge action (3.5.39). To this end, it is worth discussing
how to do functional variation with respect to V in an optimum way.
Let F[V] be a functional of the gauge superfield. Making an infinitesimal
displacement in V changes the functional by

bF[V] = F[V+ bV] - F[V] = trfd8ZbV(Z)bF[V].
bV(z)

If F[V] is gauge invariant, F[V']
then the equation

= F[V],

t5F[V]
t5V

(3.6.54)

V' being as in equation (3.5.26),

=0

(3.6.55)

proves to be gauge covariant,
t5F[V] = 0 => t5F[V'] = O.
t5V
bV'
However, the variational derivatives t5F[V]/t5V transform into a nonlinear
representation of the A-supergroup, since the variation DV changes in a
complicated nonlinear way:
e2V ' = eiAe2Ye-iA=>
e2(V' + £IV')

(3.6.56)

= eiAe2(V+ bV)e-iA,

Instead of considering DV, one can introduce covariantized variations d(±)V
defined in the manner
2d(+'V= e- 2Y t5e 2Y = e- 2Ye2(V+,sV) - 1
2d(-'V= t5e 2Y e- 2Y

= e2(V+,sv)e- 2Y -

1

(3.6.57)

which transforms covariantly:
d(+'V' = eiAd(+lVe- iA
d(-lV'

= eiAd(-lVe- iA

(3.6.58)

in accordance with (3.6.56). The initial variation t5 V is in a one-to-one
correspondence with d(+'V or d(-)V, since it follows from (3.6.57) that
d(+'V= l-ex p (-2L Y )t5V=bV+ ...
2Ly
DV = Ly coth (Ly)d(+lV + Lyd(+lV

(3.6.59)

and similarly for d(-lV. Expressing t5V in (3.6.54) in terms of d(+'V or d(-lV,
one obtains
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of[V]

f

= tr d8z~(±)V(z)L.lA(+)
- F[V]
~(±)V(z)

If F[ V] is gauge invariant, then
~(+)F[V']

_--,-,-=--..c:c
~(+Iv'

.
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(3.6.60)

~(±) F[ V]/ ~(±) V transforms covariantly:

.

= elA

~I-)F[V']

.

_---=~ = elf.

~(+)F[V]
~(+)V

~(-)F[V]

~(-)V'

.

e- IA
.

e-If..

(3.6.61 )

~(-IV

Finally, eq uation (3.6.55) is satisfied if and only if the covariantized forms
~(±IF[V]
-c-:-:-~(±)V

=

0

(3.6.62)

hold.
Now, let us vary the action (3.5.39). Taking into account equations
(3.5.36,44), we obtain
6S

= ~trfd6"6W"'W
= -1-trfd8Z6(e-2VD"'e2V)W"
2
..
"2 2
9

9

fd8z~(+)V[D"'W"

=-

;2

= -

g\ tr fd8z~(+)V('@"(+)W,,).

tr

+ {iP(+),

W",}J

Therefore, the dynamical equations are
~"(+)W;(

= o.

(3.6.63)

Using the identity (3.6.47), they can be written in the form

.@"(±)W(±) = '@(.±)W!«±)

"

"

=0

(3.6.64)

representing the non-Abelian generalization of the vector multiplet equation
of motion (3.4.11).

3.7. Classically equivalent theories

It has been shown in Sections 2.6 and 2.7 that different superfields can be
used to describe the same super Poincare representation. In the present
section we would like to acquaint the reader with some supersymmetric field
theories, each of which is characterized by classical dynamics identical to
that arising in one of the previously considered models but realized in terms
of other superfields.
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3.7.1. Ma ssive chiral spinor supe~field model
Consider the theory of a chiral spinor superfield X,,(z), 0iX" = 0, and its
conjugate
with action superfunctional

x;

SeX, X]

f

=-

d 8 zG

2-

1

G

m

2

f zx f zX2
d

6

2

m1 d

-

__ .

6

_

(3.7.1)

= 2(0"x" + 0iX") = G.

Here the real scalar superfield G is linear,

02G

= 02G = 0

(3.7.2)

in accordance with the identities (2.5.30f).To find the dynamical equations
of the model, one can use the variational rule
c5 Xf3(z')
c5X"(z)

= _ ~ c5Ji02c5 8(z

_ Zl).

(3.7.3)

4

This gives

~ 1)20"G + m2 X:x =

~D2DiG
+ m2 x" = O.
8

0

8

(3.7.4)

Since O"OlO:x G = D"D 2 0 i G, one obtains the on-shell constraint

D"X",

= OiX'"

(3.7.5)

After this, the system (3.7.4) can be rewritten in the form

(0 - m2)XIl

=0

_
i
Xi = - - 2 0 . D2X"
4m "'"

(3.7.6)

where we have used the chirality of x" (D2D2X", = 160X,,).
Recall that when imposing the first equation (3.7.6) only, the (anti)chiral
superfields X6< and X:x describe two independent superspin-t states (see Section
2.6). Adding the second equation (3.7.6) expresses Xi in terms of X",. As a
result, the theory (3.7.1) describes the irreducible superspin-t representation,
similarly to the massive vector multiplet model (3.4.1). Therefore the theories
(3.4.1) and (3.7.1) are dynamically equivalent.
The equivalence of the two theories (3.4.1) and (3.7.1) can also be seen as
follows. Let us introduce an auxiliary model with action
S[V, X,

XJ =

f

d8 z(V 2

-

2

2VG) - m

f

6

2

d zX2 - m

f zr
d6

(3.7.7)

where V(z) is a real scalar superfield. We vary the action with respect to V,
obtaining the equation
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(3.7.8)

Next, taking the variation with respect to X'" gives

~D2D"V + m2Xex =

O.

8

(3.7.9)

Due to equation (3.7.8), V can be eliminated from the action. This produces
exactly the action (3.7.1),

S[V, X, XJloS/bV=O

= S[X,X].

Similarly, using equations (3.7.9), one can eliminate X'" from the action (3.7.7).
This procedure (up to a factor) the action (3.4.1),

S[V,

-

1

x, xJ los/ox = 0 = 2m

S[V].

Hence, the action (3.7.7) plays the role of a converter from the massive vector
multiplet model to the massive spinor superfield model and vice versa. On
these grounds the models (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) are said to be dual to each other.

3.7.2. Massless chiral spinor superfield model
Let us set the mass parameter in (3.7.1) to zero. The action

SeX,

xJ = - ~

f

d 8 z(D"x",

+ D"X")2

(3.7.10)

turns out to be invariant under the gauge transformations

bX"

= iD 2 D"K

bX"

= - iD 2 D"K

K

=K

(3.7.11)

where K is an arbitrary real scalar superfield. What are the superhelicity
states that the model (3.7.10) describes?
Note that the linear superfield G (3.7.1) is gauge invariant. The equations
of motion derived from the action (3.7.10)

D 2D"G

=0

D 2D"G

=0

(3.7.12)

together with the identities (3.7.2) show that G is an on-shell massless
superfield (see Section 2.7). G has no definite superhelicity. However, one can
construct from G two secondary superfields: antichiral rot = D"G and chiral
;." = D"G. These superfields prove also to be on-shell massless, in accordance
with the analysis of Section 2.7. Their superhelicities are

K(I,,)

=0

KO.,,) = -1/2.

(3.7.13)

Recall that the same superhelicity content arose in the massless chiral scalar
superfield model (3.2.5). Therefore, the theories (3.2.5) and (3.7.10) are
dynamically equivalent.
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In fact, the two theories (3.2.5) and (3.7.10) are dual to each other, because
they can be obtained from the action

S[V,x, i]

=

f

8

d z{V

2

+ V(O"X" + D;:x")}·

(3.7.14)

Indeed, eliminating V with the help of its equation of motion, one obtains
the action (3.7.10). On the other hand, varying S[V, X, XJ with respect to X",
and x;: gives

IF 0 ", V = 02DaV= 0

(3.7.15)

which can be resolved as follows

v=<l>+ib

Di.< <l>

=0

(3.7.16)

where <l> is an arbitrary chiral scalar superfield. Substituting this solution
into (3.7.14) and using the observation that
D,,<l>

=0

dBz<l>G

=

f

D 2 G = 0 =>

-l f

6

(3.7.17)

2

d z<l>D G = 0

one arrives at the action (3.2. 5).
In conclusion, let us discuss the component structure of the model (3.7.10).
Following the prescription of Section 2.8, we define the component fields of
I." by
;.,,(x) = 1.,,1
B"p(x) = 0(0:1.13) I
A(x)

= O"x,,1

1

11 ,,(x) = - -0 2 1.,, \.

(3.7.18)

4

From the symmetric spin-tensors B",p and Ba/J one can construct an
antisymmetric real tensor Bab by the standard rule

Bab -- (aab )"13 B"p - (~)
a ab a/J B-a/J .
Next, the component fields of the linear superfield G are expressed in terms
of the fields (3.7.18) and their conjugates in the manner:
1_
GI = -(A + A) == rp(x)

2

O"GI

~[O"" D:i]GI =
2

= 110: -

-iop:iBo:/J

ia",aP

==

1jI",(x)

(3.7.19)

+ W/lB:i/J = -(aQ)o:aLiB).

Here LQ(B) is the antisymmetric tensor field strength defined in (1.7.43). It is
worth noting that the component fields (3.7. 19) are invariant under the gauge
transformations (3.7.11), due to the gauge invariance of G. Finally, the
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component form of the action (3. 7.10) can be calculated by the rule:

S=

f

4

d xL

-L=~D202G21 =~D2(0~GO~G)1 =~D",O~GID"'Oi.<GI +~D20i.<GI0i.<GI
16

=

8

4

4

~(~[D", O~JGI- ia",~Gly - ia"'i.<D"'GIO~GI

which gives

f

s = d4X{~U(B)La(B) - ~aacpaaCP -

iI/lO'aaa$}

(3.7.20)

This action represents the supersymmetric extension of the anti symmetric
tensor field theory (1.7.43).
In components, the equivalence of the theories (3.2.5) and (3.7.10) is trivial.
The former theory describes two massless scalar fields and a massless
Majorana spinor field. The latter theory describes three massless fields: one
scalar, one antisymmetric tensor and a Majorana spinor. But free massless
scalar and antisymmtric tensor fields are dynamically equivalent (see
subsection 1.8.4).
It is worth pointing out that in Minkowski space bosonic field theories
can never be equivalent to fermionic ones, due to the spin-statistics theorem.
The situation is different in superspace 1R414. Here some bosonic superfield
theory may appear to be equivalent to a theory of fermionic superfields and
this fact does not contradict the spin-statistics theorem.
3.7.3. Superfield redefinitions
In both theories considered above, their equivalence to theories realized in
terms of different superfields, occurred due to the existence of proper duality
transformations. Another way of obtaining dynamically equivalent models
is superfield redefinitions. For example, one can always express a chiral scalar
superfield through a real scalar superfield by the rule

1- 2
<1>=--DV

4

V=

V.

(3.7.21)

However, since V has more degrees of freedom than <1>, this redefinition is
accompanied by the appearance of gauge invariance
V --+ V'

= V + ~(D"'I/I" + Odofdo )
2

Oixl/l",=O.

(3.7.22)

Here I/I",(z) is an arbitrary chiral spinor super field. Defining component fields
of V as in expression (2.8.19), one can see that the fields A, 1/1 "" f~ and the
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transverse part of Va are purely gauge degrees of freedom. The other fields
in expression (2.8.19) are related to the component fields of <l> as follows:

<l> I = F(x)

1
- -D 2 <l>1

=

4

D~<l> I

= ).,,(x)

i

D(x) + -aaVa(x).

(3. 7.23)

2

Remark. The chiral parameters if;" in expressions (3.7.22) are defined
modulo transformations
if;~ -+ if;~

= if;" + iJ)2D"K

K

=K

After making the redefinition (3.7.21), every chiral scalar superfield theory
transforms into a real scalar superfield theory. For instance, the model (3.2.2)
is changed to

S[V]

=

!fd8ZV(~{D2,D2} - ~(D2 + D2)) V.
2

16

4

(3.7.24)

Similarly to the initial model (3.2.2), its transformed version (3.7.24) turns
out to describe one superspin-O state. Surprisingly, it is sufficient to change
the mass term in the manner

~(D2 + D2) -+ m2
4

and the resultant action

S[V] = ~ f d 8ZV( 1~ {D2, D2} - m2) V

(3.7.25)

will describe two superspin-O states. The reader can easily check this
statement.

3.8.

Non-minimal scalar multiplet

One of the historic traditions popular among the practitioners of supersymmetry
is to use tenn 'scalar multiplet' for the set of dynamical (super)fields in a
supersymmetric theory realizing the superspin-O representation on the mass shelL
More precisely, this tenn is literally used for those supennultiplets which involve
only physical scalar fields to describe the spin-O states. The supersymmetric
model, which has been discussed in subsection 3.7.2, also describes the massless
superspin-O multiplet, but with one of the physical scalars being traded for a
gauge anti symmetric tensor off shelL That is why this model is often called
the 'tensor multiplet'. It is scalar multiplets which realize the matter sector in
supersymmetric phenomenological models.
Another tradition is that the scalar multiplets are identified with chiral scalar
superfields and their conjugates. It is quite natural to ask whether such an
identification is obligatory or, to a greater extent, a matter of habit and
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convenience? Certainly, the chiral scalar superfield provides the simplest and
very convenient description of a scalar multiplet ('minimal scalar multiplet').
But there exist alternative (or variant) scalar multiplet realizations like that given
in subsection 3.7.3 (as compared to the minimal scalar multiplet, here one of the
two auxiliary scalar fields is converted into the divergence of a vector field, see
equation (3.7.23». Therefore, such nonstandard multiplets provide alternative
descriptions of supersymmetric matter and cannot be simply ignored.
In the present section we consider several models of the 'non-minimal
scalar multiplet' which was introduced for the first time by S. J. Gates and W.
Siege!. The non-minimal scalar multiplet is described by a 'complex linear scalar
superfield' which we did not meet in our previous study of supersymmetry.

3.8.1.

Complex linear scalar superfield

A complex linear scalar superfield r(z) is subject to the single constraint
-2

D

r

(3.8.1)

=0.

In contrast to the real linear scalar, no reality condition on r is required and
thus D2r =j:. O.
Constraint (3.8.1) defines a reducible representation of supersymmetry. For
example, r can be expressed in the manner
r

= n+Dctnct

Dan = Danct = 0

(3.8.2)

with nand nct some chiral scalar and spinor superfields, respectively.
Complex linear scalar rand antichiral scalar <l> are complementary to each
other in the sense that an unconstrained complex scalar U can be decomposed
as follows
-2
(3.8.3)
u=<l>+r
Dct<l> = D r = 0 .
Similarly, real linear scalar G and chiral scalar <I> are complementary to each
other in the sense that an unconstrained real scalar V reads

V=<I>+<l>+G

Da<l> =

D2 G

= 0

G=G.

(3.8.4)

The general solution to equation (3.8.1) is

r

= Da~a

with Wct(z) being an unconstrained
transfonnations of the fonn

r=

Dctw ct

spinor

8W ct = D,8~(ct,8)

superfield defined

(3.8.5)
modulo

(3.8.6)

where ~(ct,8)(z) is an unconstrained symmetric bi-spinor superfield. Therefore,
can
any supersymmetric model described by constrained superfields rand

r
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be treated as a theory of unconstrained potentials IJI", and ~a with the gauge
invariance (3.8.6).
Remark. The complex linear superfield naturally originates if we consider a
more general superfield redefinition than that given by relation (3.7.21). Namely,
let us express the chiral scalar superfield through a complex scalar superfield by
the rule
1- 2
<I> = --D V .
4

Since V possesses more degrees of freedom than <1>, this redefinition is
accompanied by the appearance of gauge invariance

V

-+

Vi = V

+r

IYr
r.

with an arbitrary complex linear superfield

3.8.2.

= 0

Free non-minimal scalar multiplet

Let us consider a simple dynamical
superfunctional
S[<I>, <1>, V, Vj =

f

system described by the action

d8 z {<I><I> - VV}

(3.8.7)

where <I> is a chiral scalar superfield, and V an unconstrained complex scalar
superfield. Since the dynamics of V and V are trivial, this model is obviously
equivalent to the massless scalar multiplet model (3.2.5). But as long as V is
unconstrained and complex, it is in our power to make the superfield redefinition

V ---+ V

+ <I>

which turns the action into

5[<1>, <1>, V, Vj = -

f

d8 z {VV

+ V<I> + V<I>}

(3.8.8)

The superfields V and V can be eliminated with the help of their equations of
motion. As a result, one arrives exactly at the model (3.2.5). On the other hand,
varying S with respect to <I> gives

02V =0
and, hence, V becomes a complex linear superfield. After that, the second and
third terms in (3.8.8) drop out, since

f

8

d

z <l>V

=

-~

f

6

d

z <l>02V

=0 .
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The above analysis shows that the massless scalar multiplet model (3.2.5)
is equivalent to special theory of a complex linear superfield r and its conjugate
f with the action superfunctional
s[r, fJ

=-

f

8

(3.8.9)

d z fr .

It is instructive also to re-establish the equivalence by considering the dynamical
equations S[r, fJ leads to, which can be easily found by representing rand f
as in relation (3.8.5). The results are summarized in the following Table.
Table 3.8.1. Minimal and non-minimal scalar multiplets.
Superfield type

Basic constraint

antichiral scalar
complex linear scalar

62r = 0

D" <1>

Equation of motion

=0

1)2 <1>
D" r

=0
=0

For completeness, we also present a similar table establishing the duality
between the minimal scalar and tensor multiplets, the latter considered in
subsedion 3.7.2.
Table 3.8.2. Minimal scalar and tensor multiplets.
Superfield type

Basic constraint

chiral & antichiral scalars
real linear scalar

6 2D.,(c!> + <1»
6 2G = 0

Equation of motion

= 0 6 2 (c!> + <1» = 0
6 2 D"G = 0

Action (3.8.9) defines the free non-minimal scalar multi piet model. To
determine its component fonn, it turns out to be reasonable to introduce the
component fields of r in the following way:

Xit = Ditfi

B=fi
H

= _~D2fi

Uait

4

Pa

= DitDafi

1 
Wit = 4DaDitDafi .

= DarJ

(3.8.10)

Then, a simple calculation leads to the component Lagrangian
L=

i
aa
- aaB- aa B - -x
2 a aX

-

- HH

I -

1

+ iuaUa + i(wp + wp) .

(3.8.11)
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Comparing the relations (3.8.10) and (3.8.11) with similar ones for the minimal
scalar multi pi et model, see equations (2.8.4) and (3.2.13), we observe that the
non-minimal scalar multiplet model involves extra auxiliary fields: the complex
vector field Va and the two spinor fields w" and p". Moreover, the auxiliary
scalar field H enters the Lagrangian with opposite sign as compared to the
auxiliary scalar F in (3.2.13).
Remark. The action S[f,
is the simplest representative of action
superfunctionals of the general fonn

r]

f

Sdf, r] =

8

d z

{-rf + %(f 2 + r2)}

(3.8.12)

with ~ a dimension less parameter. It is a simple exercise to show that for all
values of ~, except ~ = ± 1, these actions describe the scalar multiplet on shell.
For ~ = ± 1 the corresponding equations of motion imply nothing but f = ±r
modulo an irrelevant constant.
3.8.3.

Mass generation I

The only way to introduce a mass for a single non-minimal scalar multiplet is
to add to the massless action (3.8.9) new terms containing the bare potentials
\11" and ~" (3.8.5). So, let us consider the following action

S[\I1,~] = -

f

8

d z

{rf + 2m(\I1" \11" + ~,,~")}

which does not possess the gauge invariance (3.8.6).
equations of motion

(3.8.13)

The corresponding

1

-4'D"f + m \11" = 0
1- -



-4'D"f + m \11" = 0
detennine \11" and ~" in tenns of f
consequences are
1
4

2

and

r,

respectively.

(3.8.14)
Their obvious



--Df+mf=O
1 -2

-4'Df+mf=O.

(3.8.15)

We see that f is chiral on the mass shell and satisfies the dynamical equation
(3.2.1) of the massive superspin-O mUltiplet.
In summary, the massive scalar multiplet can be described by an
unconstrained spinor superfield.
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3.8.4. Mass generation 1I
Non-minimal scalar multiplets can acquire masses in tandem with chiral
superfields. Following B. B. Deo and S. J. Gates, let us couple a single non
minimal scalar multiplet to a chiral scalar superfield my means of deforming the
kinematic constraint (3.8.1) to
1- 2
--D L = 22(et»
4

(3.8.16)

with a holomorphic function 22. A general solution of this constraint is
L

= r + 9J'[et>]

(3.8.17)

for some local functional 9J'[ et>].
An action superfunctional of the joint chiral-non-minimal dynamical system
under consideration can be chosen in the form

S=

f d z {cPet> - t
8

L

I + (f d6 z .:fc(et»

+ c.c.)

(3.8.18)

with .:fc (et» the chiral superpotential.
To pass to components, we define the component fields of L in complete
analogy with prescription (3.8.10), simply by replacing there r by L. With
standard definition (2.8.4) of the component fields of et>, a simple calculation
then gives the component Lagrangian
L=

- aa AaaA - ~'''(1aa
.7, - aa BaaB - ~X(1aa
2'1'
£1'1'
2
aX
-

+ FF -

-

HH

+ (F{Y(A) -

1-

1

+ zuau" + z(wP + wp)
B22'(A)}

+

c.c.) -122(A)1 2

+ ~ (22' (A)1/! X + ~ {B22" (A) -

CV' (A) 11/!1/!

+

c.c.)

(3.8.19)

where YeA) is defined by relation (3.2.12). Eliminating the auxiliary fields leads
to the following scalar potential
U(A,

A, B, B)

= 19L(A)1 2

+ W(A) -

B22'(A)1 2

.

(3.8.20)

Looking at the Lagrangian obtained, we see that the auxiliary fields of L
do not couple to the component fields of <1>. In particular, the auxiliary scalar
H does not contribute to the potential. This is not accidental. The point is that
the structures FF and if H enter the Lagrangian with opposite signs. If we had
linear in H contributions to L, they would produce corrections to the potential
with the wrong sign and, as a consequence, the potential would not be positive
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semi-definite. Another important property of the model in field is that one can
generate a nontri vial interaction without having chiral superpotential at all! The
deformed constraint (3.8.16) is responsible for such a coupling. In particular,
if we choose ~c(<1»
0 and ~(<1»
-m<1>, with m a positive parameter, and
eliminate all the auxiliary fields, the final Lagrangian takes the form

=

=

L = - aa A all A

a" BaaB - m 2 (AA + BB)

-

-· a
- "2IlItD(IY
aa + m) lIt D

(3.8.21)

with all fields being now massive! Here lItD denotes the Dirac spinor constructed
of the physical spinor fields

lIt D = (
3.B.S.

Da<1>1 )
Da I: I

(3.8.22)

Supersymmetric electrodynamics

In subsection 3.5.2, we have realized the matter sector of supersymmetric
electrodynamics in terms of two chiral scalar superfields with opposite charges.
Here we are going to present an alternative formulation for this theory .
Supersymmetric matter will be described by a chiral scalar <1> (z) along with
a generalized complex linear superfield I: (z) constrained by
1

-4D

2

I:

+ m<1> =

(3.8.23)

0.

The gauge group is postulated to act on <1> by the law
<1>' = e iqA <1>

DaA =

o.

(3.8.24)

Then, constraint (3.8.23) enforces I: to possess the same transformation law
I:'

= e iqA I:

(3.8.25)

.

The unique renormalizable and gauge invariant action reads
SSED

=

f

d

8

z

{4>e

2qV

<1> - te

2qV

I:}

+~

f

d

6

z WaWa'

(3.8.26)

As compared to the non-gauge models (3.8.12) and (3.8.17), in the present case
both the { term and chiral superpotential are forbidden by gauge invariance.
To pass to components in a manifestly gauge covariant form, now we have
to be a bit more delicate than in the case of purely chiral matter. Let us start
with introducing a generalized chiral representation (compare with subsection
3.1.6). In this representation one works with the matter superfields
<1>(C) = <1>

4>(C)

=

= I:

t(C)

= e2qV t

I:(C)

e 2qV 4>

(3.8.27)
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whose gauge transformations involve only the chiral parameter A
8(

<l>(C»)
q,(C)

. (q <l>(C)
= lA
_qq,(C)

)

==

.
(<l>(C»)
IAq
q,(C)

(3.8.28)

and completely similar for the column of I: (C) and t (C); here q denotes the
operator of charge. Therefore, adapted for handling such superfields are the
gauge covariant derivatives (3.6.40a) in which V must be identified with Vq.
Herewith, the superfields <l>(C) and q,(C) are covariantly chiral and antichiral,
respectively,
8l(+)<l>(C) = 0
2.O~+)q,(C) = 0 .
(3.8.29)
a
Similarly, the superfields I: (C) and
respectively,

t

(C)

are covariantly 'linear' and 'antilinear',

+ m <l>(C) = 0
- ~(2.0(+»2t(C) + mq,(C) = O.
(3.8.30)
4
4
The representation under consideration is chiral in the sense that the covarinat
derivatives (3.6.40a) correspond to the chiral transform of those defined by
relation (3.6.49).
We define the component fields of <l>(C) as gauge covariant space projections
_~(81(+»2I:(C)

A = <l>(C) I

1/Ia

= 2.0~+) <l>(C) I

F

1
= -4'(2.0(+»2<l>(C)
I

(3.8.31 )

and analogously for I: (C)

= 8l~+)I:(C)1
- (+)
Uaci = 2.0.
2.0(+) I:(C) I
a
a

Xci

B = I:(C)I

H = _~(2.0(+»2I:(C)1
4

Pa

= 2.O~+)I:(C)1

Wci

= ~2.0(+)a2il~+)2.0~+)I:(C)I.

(3.8.32)
4
In the Wess-Zumino gauge (3.4.16), definition (3.8.31) of the component fields
of <l> coincides with relation (2.8.4). The component fields of q,(C) and t(C)
should also be defined via computing their gauge covariant space projections.
Since the chiral representation is characterized by the conjugation rule
U(C)

= e 2Vq U(C)

(3.8.33)

in the Wess-Zumino gauge the component fields of q,(C) and t (C) coincide
with the complex conjugates of those given by relations (3.8.31) and (3.8.32),
respectively.
To find the component form of the action (3.8.26), it only remains to rewrite
it in the form
SSED
.:£MAT

=

f

d

8

z .:£MAT + ~

f

d

= q,(C)<l>(C) - t(C)I:(C)

6

z WaWa
(3.8.34)
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and to note that .;£MAT is gauge invariant, hence
I /
d8 Z .;£MAT = \6

/

2 .;£MAT I
d4 x DrD

= /6/ d4 x ('211(+»2(2b(+»2.;£MATI .

(3.8.35)

When computing the latter projection, one should keep in mind the basic
constraints (3.8.29) and (3.8.30) as well as make use of the covariant derivative
algebra (3.6.45), in particular, its simple consequences

-a

-2

-

2.



['211", '2ll ] = - 4i'211"a'211 + 8W"q
['211 a , '2ll ] = 41'211"ag;" - 8Waq
2
a
2
['211 , 2b ) = - 4i'211"a['211", 2b a ] + 16(W"g;" + Wa2b ) q + 8(g;"W,,)q.

(3.8.36)

Finally, one should make use of the projections (3.4.20) and the identity
(g;~C) U(C»

I = 'Vu U(C) I

'Vu

==

aa -

(3.8.37)

i Va q

which holds for any superfield U, with Va the electromagnetic gauge potential,
see relation (3.4.15). As a result, one obtains the component Lagrangian

4I F ab Fah - 2'I 'It D {'lY a 'Va + m }'It D

LSED = -

- 'V a A'VaA - m 2 AA - 'Va B'VaB - m 2 B B
I
- 2
i a

- 2'q(AA - BB) -

~q {A 'ltD(IT -

2'AM y a AM
ll

YS)AM - BAM(IT -

Y5)'lt D

+ c.c.}

+ (p + mB)(F + mB) + 2( D + ~q(AA -

-H H

I -

I

+ 2'UUUa + 2'(pw + pw) .

BB»)2
(3.8.38)

Here 'ltD denotes the matter Dirac spinor (3.8.22), and AM the Majorana spinor
entering the massless vector multiplet. Comparing the two Lagrangians (3.5.19)
and (3.8.38), we see that they differ only in their auxiliary field structure.
Therefore, the formulation of supersymmetric electrodynamics given in the
present section can be equally well used for the description of this theory.
When m = 0 the basic constraint (3.8.23) tells us that 1: coincides with the
complex linear superfield r which should be expressed through its potential by
the rule (3.8.5). The corresponding gauge invariance (3.8.6) defines a gauge
theory of an infinite stage of reducibility (see subsection 4.5.1). Covariant
quantization of such a gauge theory turns out to be a nontrivial technical problem,
and a complete solution of this problem was given by M. Grisaru et al I. For
I

M. Grisaru. A. Van Proyen and D. Zanon Nu cl. Phys. 5028345. 1997.
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#

0 one can avoid any quantization problems by adopting the point of view
that the constraint (3.8.23) is nothing else but the definition of 4>. Then, we work
with a single unconstrained complex scalar superfield I: and its conjugatei: , in
the role of matter superfields, and there is no extra gauge invariance associated
with the matter sector.

III

3.8.6.

Couplings to Yang Mills superfield

Complex linear superfields can be coupled to a non-Abelian gauge superfield
very much like to the chiral matter. A multiplet of complex scalar superfields
r transforms with respect to the gauge group by the rule (compare with relation
(3.5.25»

r' =

r ' = eiAr

re-if,

A = A'T'

A = A'T'

DaA' = 0

(3.8.39)

and this transformation is obviously compartible with constraint (3.8.1). The
massless gauge invariant action reads

S=-

f

d 8 z ri(e2VYjri = -

f

d 8z

re

2V

r.

(3.8.40)

When working with purely chiral matter, it is always a non trivial question
how to get Dirac fermions in components, see subsection 3.5.7. For such a
realization of supersymmetric matter, the chiral superfields should transform in
a real representation of the gauge group just in order to have Dirac fermions
at the component level. Another situation takes place if chiral superfields are
introduced in tandem with complex linear ones, the latter being constrained by
equation (3.8.23), for example. Now, we have a natural prescription to construct
Dirac fermions, which is given by relation (3.8.22). Remarkably, the left handed
and right handed components of the Dirac fermions are automatically distributed
between the different superfields, 4> and I: respectively. Moreover, 4> transforms
in the same complex representation of the gauge group to which the Dirac spinor
fields belong.

3.8.7.

Nonlinear sigma models

The duality transform, which we implemented in subsection 2.8.2 to convert
the minimal description of the scalar multiplet into the non-minimal one,
can be extended to the case of nonlinear sigma models. Let us rewrite the
supersymmetric sigma model action (3.3.10) in the following equivalent form

S[U,

U, r,

r] =

f

d8 z {K(U,

U) - ur -

ur} .

(3.8.41 )

Here U are unconstrained complex superfields, r complex linear superfields.
This dynamical system is equivalent to the supersymmetric nonlinear sigma
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model, since the r -equations of motion require U to be chiral, and hence reduce
the above action to that given by relation (3.3.10). On the other hand, if we
vary the action with respect to U and U, we obtain the equations

a

-

-K(U U) =

au

'

a

r

au

which have to be solved to express U and
arrives at the dual action

s[r, r]
where

K is

=

-
r

-_ K(U, U) =

!

U through

d8 z K(r,

rand

(3.8.42)

r.

As a result, one

r)

(3.8.43)

the Legendre transform of K

K(r,r)={K(u,u)-ur-ur}1

____ .

U=U(r.r).

u=u(r.r)

(3.8.44)

We see that the duality transformation is accompanied by the exchange of
potentials
K(<f>, 4» ~ K(r,
(3.8.45)

r) .

In the non-minimal picture (3.8.43), the Kahler invariance (3.3.11) is hidden.
At the component level, the nonlinear sigma model described by action
(3.8.43) is radically different from that realized in terms of chiral superfields
(3.3.10). We refer the interested reader to the original publication by B. B. Deo
and S. 1. Gates for a detailed discussion of the component structure of model
(3.8.43).
Very interesting sigma models arise if we consider, once again, chiral
superfields in tandem with complex linear ones. Let us here briefly discuss
so called 'chiral-non-minimal nonlinear sigma-model' which was proposed for
the supersymmetric description of the low-energy QeD effective action 2. The
action superfunctional reads

- -!

S[<f>,<f>,r,r]=

2

8
dz

{



. - . a K (<f> <f»}
K(<f>,<f»-r'rL
. ~.
a<f>' a<f>L

(3.8.46)

and possesses the Kahler invariance (3.3.11). In contrast to the chiral sigma
model (3.3.10), here the target manifold is the tangent bundle over the Kahler
manifold where <f>i and 4>1. take their values. The complex linear variables r i
form a tangent vector at the point of the Kahler manifold with coordinates <f>i
and 4>1., with the transformation law

.

(r')'

afi (<f»
= --.a<f>J

.

r'

(3.8.47)

with respect to the holomorphic reparametrizations (3.3.12). This transformation
law is nicely compartible with the basic constraint (3.8.1). A nontrivial exercise
for the reader is to find the component form of action (3.8.46).
S. J. Gates Phys. Lett. 365B 132, 1996; S. J. Gates, M. T. Grisaru, M. E. Knutt-Wehlau. M.
Rocek and O. A. Soloviev Phy.~. Lell. 396B 167, 1997.
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Quantized Superfields
If you can make one heap of all your winnings
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
And lose, and start again at your beginnings.
Rudyard Kipling:
(f

4.1. Picture-change operators

In the previous chapter, the classical dynamics of the most popular N = 1
supersymmetric field theories was described. Now we turn our attention to
investigating their quantum properties. Our primary goal will be to develop
the superfield extension of the Feynman path integral perturbation theory.
We anticipate that the reader is familiar with the functional methods of
quantum field theory, although an introduction to these methods will be
given below.
As has been shown earlier, there are two equivalent formulations for
supersymmetric theories: in terms of component fields and in terms of
superfields. The only difference between these formulations is that dynamical
variables exist on different spaces: in the former case-on Minkowski space,
in the latter-on superspace jR414 (or its chiral subspaces). Owing to the
universality of the path integral quantization procedure, it can be formally
applied in both cases. When using the component field formulation, the path
integral rules turn out to be correct in the sense that they lead to the same
physical results as canonical quantization. When working in the superfield
approach, it is worth expecting that the superfield path integral rules will
guarantee the supersymmetry to remain explicit at any stage of calculations.
A natural question to ask is: What is the relation of the superfield path
integral rules to physical scattering amplitudes?
An answer to this question will be given in the following section. The chief
goal of the present section is to introduce an auxiliary formalism, which
275
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proves useful hereafter. We start by discussing (super) functional supermatrices
and (super) functional derivatives. Then we describe picture-change operators
which carry out transforms from superfields to component fields and vice
versa. These operators will play an important role below.
4.1.1. Functional supermatrices
Many differential operators arising in field theories become linear if one
considers their action on some linear functional spaces associated with spaces
of histories. Under reasonable assumptions, it is possible to handle such
operators as one does with ordinary supermatrices (see Sections 1.9 and 1.10).
Here we are going to present the corresponding technique.
There are several linear functional spaces related to the space of histories
<I> of a dynamical system, which describe bosonic and fermionic tensor fields
({Ji on Minkowski space. Recall that <I> is spanned by all possible sets {({Ji(X)}
of smooth tensor fields on Minkowski space such that: (1) the fields have
fixed Grassmann parities

S(({Ji(X)) = Si

(4.1.1)

si=O,l

(2) every field history includes together with each field
conjugate, that is,
(((Ji(X))* = Cj({Jj(x)

({Ji

its complex
(4.1.2)

C j being a real matrix fixed for the system under consideration; (3) the fields
may have an arbitrary behaviour in finite regions of space-time and obey
boundary conditions determined by the dynamical subspace 4»0 (owing to
these boundary conditions, in nonlinear theories 4» cannot be treated as a
linear space and should be viewed as an infinite-dimensional supermanifold).
Functional spaces discussed are the following. First is the 'extended space
of histories' i spanned by all possible sets {({Ji(X)} of smooth fields on [R4
under requirements (1) and (2) (and maybe restricted to be bounded only).
Omitting also requirement (2) gives the complexification &c of &. Second is
the subspace ~<I> in & consisting of all hist0ries with compact support in
space-time, that is, for every history {84>i(X)}E~4» every field D({Ji may take
non-zero values on a compact set in [R4. Sometimes it is also reasonable to
consider its complexification ~<I>c' The space ~<I> can be called the space of
field variations. Finally, for every point ({J = {({Ji(X)} of <1>, one can introduce
the tangent space 1f'tp to 4» at ({J, its complexification (1f'tp)c and subspaces in
these.
Each of the spaces presented is naturally identified with the even or real
even subset of some infinite-dimensional supervector space. For example,
consider the supervector space cJ)(A",) of all smooth mappings
({J: [R4 --+ 2(P,q)

where

2(p,q)

is a (p, q)-dimensional supervector space, with p and q being
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the number of bosonic and fermionic fields, respectively, which «1> describes.
Choosing a pure basis {Ei} in !f(P.ql, s(Ei)=Si, one finds that c-type elements
in cf,(Ax) are of the form
cp(x) = EiCPi(X)

where the smooth functions cpi(X) satisfy equation (4.1.1). Therefore, the set
{cpi(X)} lies in tf>c. Next, imposing the complex conjugation rules
E~I = (-I)"E J·Ci.I

one observes that real c-type elements in <I>(Aoc,) obey the equations (4.1.1)
and (4.1.2). Therefore, tf>-points span the real event subset of cf,(A",). Recalling
now the identification of (:plq and IR p1q with the even and real even subsets
of a (p, q)-dimensional supervector space (see Section 1.9), one can look on
<I> (<I>c) as an infinite-dimensional real (complex) superspace.
Let F be a linear differential operator acting on <l>c (a c-type linear operator
on cf,(Aoo)),
S(Fcpi(X)) = Si'

(4.1.3)

Associated with F is its 'kernel' (or 'functional supermatrix') Fi ix, x') and the
'supertranspose kernel' psT/(X, x') defined by

f

f

Fcpi(X) = d 4 x ' Fi/x, XI)cpi(X') = d 4 x ' cpi(XI)PST/(X', x)

(4.1.4)

for all cp E cf,c' One easily finds:
s(Fi/x, x')) = s(FsT/(x, x')) = Si + si

(4.1.5)

psT/(X, x') =( _lYi+e,ej Fi;(X', x).

(4.1.6)

and

It is instructive to compare the final relation with equation (1.9.S8b) and
equation (4.1.4) with equation (1.9.63). The kernel is evaluated by the rule
Fi/x, x') = F C;ij C;4(X - x')

(4.1.7)

where F is to act on the indices i and x only. The 'functional supertrace' of
F is defined as
sTr F =

f

d 4 x (-I)"F ii(X, x)=

f

d4 x (-l)"FsT/(x, x).

(4.1.8)

If F is a non-singular operator possessing logarithm, its 'functional
superdeterminant' is defined as

sDet F = exp(sTr(ln F)).

(4.1.9)

The last two definitions represent infinite-dimensional generalizations of
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those given in Section 1.1 O. It should be remarked also that introducing the
even-even, even-odd, odd-even and odd-odd parts of Fiix, x'), one can
represent sDet F as in equation (1.10.63). Another remark is that not every
linear operator possesses well-defined sTr and sDet. We restrict ourselves to
consideration of operators for which the right-hand sides in equations (4.1.8)
and (4.1.9) exist.
Given two linear operators F I and F 2' the following relations hold:
(FJ2)i)X,X')=

f

d4 x"

Filk(X,x")F~J{x",x')

(4.1.10a)

sTr(FJ2)=sTr(F 2 F I )

(4. 1.1 Ob)

sDet(F IF 2) =sDet F 1 'sDet F 2'

(4.1.10c)

To prove the latter, we set F 1 = eA, F 2 = eB and use the Baker-Hausdorff'
formula:
B
sDet(eAe ) = sDet( ex p ( A +

=ex p ( sTr( A

B+~ [A, BJ + ... ) )

+B+~ [A, BJ + ... ) )=eXP(STr(A +B))

=exp(sTr A) exp(sTr B).
To simplify subsequent formulae, we introduce a condensed notation based
on unifying the symbols i and x, which specify (/(x), in the label f. In such
notation, we have

c5~=c5ijc54(X_X')

<pi=q/(x)
Fij<pj =

f

c5!=c5/c5 4(x-x')

(4.1.11)
4

d x' Fi/x, x')<pj(x')

sTr F = ( _l)"i Fir

Tensor-like objects
Tll ... 1n",;

"';
1,,+l· .. I ,.+m

or

T~

~

in+l.

,i n + m

/1 ... //1

mean (n + m)-point functions
T

il

n,
, = T il ... in.In+ J ••• In+m
. (x l'
", ..... l .•• l n + m

.. i

T~11 ••. 1""'; in+l.

,i

n

+

m

= T· . i l1 +l.
11 ..• l n

,jn"HI'1(x

... ,

x., Xn + l'

... ,

x n+ m)

1 , ... , Xm X n + l' .• " Xn+m)'

4.1.2. Superfunctional supermatrices
Consider a supersymmetric dynamical system. As is known, it can be
described by the space of histories ell or by the space of superhistories W, in
relation to which ell is the space of component fields. In general, the superfield
variables VI(Z) include unconstrained tensor superfields Vf!(z), chiral tensor
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superfields cJ>!!!.(z) and their conjugate antichiral ones <I>!!!(z),
VI (z) =(Vi!( z), cJ>!!!.( z), <I>!!!(z»

(4.1.12)

D"cJ>!!l = D,,<I>!!! = O.

Throughout Sections 4.1-4.3, we use lower-case underlined letters from the
beginning (middle) of the Latin alphabet to label unconstrained (chiral and
antichiral) superfields; in the antichiral case, indices are in addition dotted.
Superfield variables can be bosonic and fermionic,
e(vI(z» = eI

eI = 0, 1

(4.1.13)

and are real in the sense that any superhistory v = {VI} E V includes together
with every superfield VI its complex conjugate,
CI/!IO I 0
(vI(z»* = Cl JvJ(z)

CI J =

(4.1.14)

010 IC!!!!!

o IC!i!1!1

0

Cl J being a fixed real matrix. Similarly to <D, the space V is an
infinite-dimensional supermanifold, whose structure is specified by boundary
conditions imposed on superhistories at space-time infinity. In contrast with
the field variables, which are functions on Minkowski space, the Vi!(z), cJ>!!!.(z)
and <I>il(z) exist on different superspaces (parameterized by (x, 0, 11), (x, 0) and
(x, (J), respectively), and this is expressed in the explicit form of the unit
operator on V:
VI(Z) =

f

d(J)z' (jIAz, z')vJ(z') =

f

d(J)z' vJ(z')(j/(z', z)

(4.1.15)

where
d 8Z

I=a

d(l)z= d 6 z
{
d 6z

I=m

(4.1.16)

I=m

and
(jI Az, z') = (j /(z', z) = (j~(j(l)(z, z')
(j8(Z - z') = (j4(X - x')(O - O')2({J - ff')2
(j(l)(z, z') =
{

I=a

(j +(z,

z') = (j4(X( +) - x( + )(0 - 0')2

I=m

(j _(z,

z') = (j4(X( _) - x; _»({J - {J')2

I=m

(4.1.17)
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Xf±l = x a± i8(J'ae.

The fact that the chiral delta-function (3.1.46) can be written as in (4.1.17) is
a direct consequence of the relation (3.1.66) holding in the chiral
representation.
Associated with 'Ware several infinite-dimensional superspaces: the
'extended space of superhistories' W, the space of superfield variations ~ 'W,
the tangent spaces u" to 'W at v, for every v E 'W, and their complexifications
Wc' ~ 'W c' (u Jc. These are introduced by analogy with <1>, ~&, and so on.
Note also that chiral and antichiral superfields describing points in Wc' ~ 'W c
and (u,,)c are not related by complex conjugation.
Let F be a linear differential operator acting on Wc' We define the
'superkernel' (or 'superfunctional supermatrix') of F as follows:
FVI(Z) =

f
f

d(Jlz' FI Az, ZI)VJ(ZI) =

f
f z'

d 8 z' FI !!.(z,

+ d6z' FI !!(z, ZI)<I>!!(ZI) + d6

Z')V~Z')

FI f1(z, ZI)<I>f1(zl)

(4.1.18a)

some components of the superkernel being chiral or antichiral:

D"F!1'!Az, Zl) = Di,FI!!(z, Zl) = 0

(4.1.18b)

D",F!!!Az, z')=D~FI f1(z, ZI)=O.

The superkernel is evaluated by the rule
FI Az, Zl) = F 61Az, Zl)

(4.1.19)

where F acts on the indices I and z only. Its supertranspose is defined by

f

FVI(Z) = d(Jlz' vJ(z')FST /(Z', z)

(4.1.20)

FsT/(z, Zl)=( -1)"+£iEJFJiz', z).
Similarly to equation (4.1.5), one now finds
e(FI Az, Zl)) = e(FS T/(z, Zl)) = eI + eJ.

(4.1.21)

The 'superfunctional supertrace' and 'superdeterminant' of F are defined in
the manner:

f
f

f

sTr F= d(llz( -1j"F I 1(Z, z)= d(llz (_1)"pT/(Z, z)

f

= d 8 z (-I)£~Ff!iz, z)+ d 6 z (-IY~ F!!!.!!!.(z, z)
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(4.1.22)

sDet F = exp(sTr(ln F)).

(4.1.23)

The properties (4.1.1 Oa-c) are trivially extended to the supercase.
It may seem, looking at equations (4.1.18) and (4.1.20) that operating with
superfunction objects is much harder than with functional ones. Some real
complications exist: first , when introducing the superkernel, one must succeed
in satisfying the (anti)chirality requirements (4.1.1Sb) (note, however, they fix
the superkernel uniquely); second, it is required to integrate equations
(4.1.18,20) over different superspaces. Nevertheless, it is worth keeping in
mind that every superfield variable describes a large number of ordinary
fields. So the shortcomings mentioned can be looked on as a reasonably
small cost for the advantage of working with a multiplet of fields as a single
object. In addition, the operations sTr and sDet possess remarkable properties
(having no direct space-time analogues), which often greatly simplify
superfield calculations. Some of such properties are formulated in two simple
theorems.
Theorem I. Let F be a linear operator of the general structure
ff'i!.b(X' x', (), B)((} - (}')2(lJ -lr)2

F Az, z') = ff'!!! !!(x( +), x(+)' (})«() _ (}')2
J

{

~{!li1. (x( _), x( _),

(4.1.24)

B)(lJ _lr)2.

Then, for every positive integer N, the operator FN has the same structure and
sTr(FN)=O.

If F possesses a logarithm, then

sDet F= 1.
The meaning of equation (4.1.24) is quite simple. It tells us that F, regarded
as a differential operator, is of zeroth order in the partial derivatives in ()
and lJ. As examples of operators of the type (4.1.24), we can suggest
z-dependent supermatrices
ff'i!.b(Z)b 8 (Z - z')
F J Az, z') =

{

ff'~ iz)b +(z, z')

ff'!!! .(z)b _(z, z')
11

O"ff'!!!1! = D",.~!iI Ji= 0

(4.1.25)
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or generalized d'Alembertians
g
ab
<5 b[G (Z)Oa1\ + U(z)oaJ + Qllb(Z)
0= <5lli11 [G('~)(Z)OaOb + L('+lz)oaJ + Qrh!(z)
{

<5 li1 [G(~ )(Z)OaOb + L(' _)(z)oaJ
d

(4.1.26)

+ QP- )!l(z)

where G(±), L(± ) and Q(±) are chiral (antichiral) superfields. Owing to
Theorem 1, we have
sDet()J )= 1
(4.1.27)
for an arbitrary c-number ), with non-zero body.
Theorem 2. Let K be a first-order differential operator of the general
structure
c5 l!.b KA (Z)O A+ Kl!.b(Z)

K = <5 lli11 [N(z)oa + A"(z) ei.~ o" e ~ i.Jf J + A !!Ill.(Z)
{

(4.1.28)

c5!!Id [oa(z)oa + Oo,(z) e -, Jf o::re,Jf ] + 0 !!In (z)
Yf = 8u arIaa

where all A are chiral and all

n are antichiral. Then
sDet eK = 1.

Since sDet(exp K) = exp(sTr K), we are to prove sTr K = O.
the superkernel ofK, one observes that each of Kgb(z, z'), Kllin (z, z')
and K!!I,;(z, z') is proportional to (8 - 8') or (rI-lJ') and vanishe-s at Z = ZT.
To u-nderstand the importance of the above statement, suppose we have
a linear representation T of some supergroup G (for example, the super
Poincare group) on V or on Vc, the generators being first-order differential
operators of the form (4.1.28) (as is the case in practice, in particular, for the
super Poincare group). Then every operator of the representation is
unimodular,
'</ geG.
sDet(T(g» = 1
Proof

Introd~cing

In quantum theory this implies the supergroup invariance of the path-integral
measure!
By analogy with equation (4.1.11), we introduce the superfield condensed
notation:
vT= vl(z)
F1J v J =

f

c5 TJ =c51J (z, z')

d(J)z' FI J(z, z')vJ(z' )

c5l =b/(z,z')

(4.1.29)

sTr F=( -l)tlFTr.

In the case of tensor-like objects

TT, .. .!. Tn + , . . . l n ... m -- T I .... I • I n +I .•. J

I1 "'

m

(z

u··· '

Z

n'

Z

n+1,···'

z)
n+m
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or

T f l .. ,i i" .. ...f" ."' _ T 1, ... 1"I"+ , .. . I,,_,,,(Z l'
-

ll

Z

.."

Z
11 '

n + 1, ... ,

z

)

n+ m

it will always be assumed that for I r = m.(mr) the expressions on the right are
chiral (antichiral) with respect to the argument zr'
4.1.3. (Super )!unctional derivatives
Up to now, (super)functional derivatives, as they were introduced in Chapter
3, have been left ones. Below it will be convenient to operate with both left
and right (super)functional derivatives. Here we give the necessary definitions.
Let '1': <I> -- Aoo be a functional on <1>. Its left functional derivative

-()- '1'[ ]
Oepi(X)
ep
and its right functional derivative

:5
'I'[ep] Oepi(X)
a re defined by

o'l'[ep] = fd 4 X Oepi(X)

-~'P[ep] = fd
oep'(x)

4

X 'P[ep]

~
Oepi(X)
oep'(x)

(4.1.30a)

or, in condensed notation

, ()

:5

,

(4.1.30b)

o'P[epJ =Oepl-. 'P[ep] = 'P[ep] -Oepl
Oepl
Oepl

Oepi(X) being an infinitesimal variation. Functionally differentiating ep gives
the unit operator on $ :

() ,

,

,6

_ .qt =0. 1
Oepl

:

(4.1.31)

epl _ , =O lj.

Oep1

i

To simplify expressions involving repeated functional derivatives, it is
useful to introduce the following notation:
.

()

()

6

6

Ucp l

Ucp 'i

Ucp l!+1

ucp JI ... m

. 'P ' i'l/+l . .. i. + m [(()]
... ~I' 'I'[ ep ] _...
-'
't' -~,
~
"
I'
" I':

it . . , il! '

ll

(4132)
.•

Symmetry properties of such tensor-like objects can be readily found by
considering the nth variation of 'P[ep]

0"'1'[ ep] = -d" \fI[ ep + toep]
dt"

I
t=

0

and then representing it in several different forms. Thus one finds

on + m'P[ep] = oepi, .. . oepi"·"'i"+", ... i,, 'I'[ ep]
= D",i, . .. Otn i", ' \fI ' .1,', . .
"t"

= 'P ,i,n +

't'

III • •

In •. . 1 1'

,1'1"'''1 ' '

, [r"]l5mi
, . . .Or"i"
.",.
't'
't'
't'

,I ,

1

i". , . . . l5epi... ",
[tn]O
tn
.."
't'
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This leads to

1.'I'[ep] =( -1)r.,j! +C('¥))'P,i[ep]

(4,1.33a)

1.'P J[ep] =( _lir.,+c;)(l + r.('¥)) +C;Cij,'P,l[ep]

(4.1.33b)

ij,'P[ep] = (-lY'r. ji ,'P[ep]

(4,1.33c)

'P,i;[ep] = (- 1)",I:i'P,Ji[ep].

(4.1,33d)

In the first two relations, 'P is assumed to be a pure functional:
bosonic

fermionic

'P: <I> -+ Cc

'P: <I> -+ Ca.

Let 'P be a bosonic functional. Equation (4.1.33b) tells us that, for every
ep E <1>, the supermatrix i.'P J[ep] is supersymmetric in the sense of definition
0.9.78). Associated with such a supermatrix is the c-number-valued bi-linear
form on .1<1>:

(c5epl' c5ep2) = (c5ep2, c5epd= c5epil i.'P J[ep]

c5~2'

In the case of a real bosonic functional 'P: <I> ~ IRe' the above bi-linear form
turns out to be real c-number-valued, hence the operator {,'P.J[CP] is
self-adjoint on .1<1>.
Now, let 'P: W ~Aoo be a superfunctional on W. Its left superfunctional
derivative ~/c5vI(Z)'P[V] is defined as

J\f'[v] = Jd(l)z dvI(z) -~'P[v]
c:5v I(z)
=fd 8 Z c:5Vfl(z)-~- 'P[v] +fd 6 Z c5~z)-~- 'P[v]
c5 Vfl(z)
c:5<1>!!!(z)
+ fd 6 j c:5<I>!!!(z)

--1'P[v]
c:5<1>!!l(z)

(4.1.34)

where

D·~ c:5<1>!!l(z)
~ 'P[v] =0

D

3

~ c:5<ll!!!(z) 'P[v] =0.

The right superfunctional derivative 'P[v]b/c5v I(z) is read off from c:5'P[v] in
which c:5v I(z) is to be placed on the right. In condensed notation, we have
f ~
b 
J\f'[v] = c:5v V 'I'[v] = 'P[v] Vc5VI.
c:5v
Dv

(4.1.35)

Superfunctionally differentiating v gives the unit operator on W:

3

J

J

VV =c5 1
Jv

fb

1

v 7.":]=D J'
Dv

(4.1.36)
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In perfect analogy with equation (4.1.32), we introduce the notation
-

3

;r

3

;r

- \fI-p
- [v] -_...
\fI[v]
... ----.-I +, ... l p"l
- <'iv /l
<'iv'p
<'iv',+,
<'iv'P+4

1, ... l p'

(4137)
..

Relatitions (4.1.33) are trivially extended to the case under consideration.
4.1.4. Picture-change operators
In developing the general formalism for supersymmetric dynamical systems,
it proves reasonable to have an analytic realization of the fact that ell is the
component field space for W. This is the purpose of the present subsection.
Associated with every superhistory {vl(z)} E 'V is the unique history
{<pi(x)} E (J) spanned by the component fields of V~, eIlm and <I>!t!. This
correspondence is one-to-one and can be uniquely extended up to a
correspondence between 'V and <I). So we have two mappings

P: 'V ..... <I)
QP=~v

Q: <1> ..... 'V
(4.1.38)

PQ=~cll

carrying out transforms from superfields to their component fields and vice
versa. In accordance with the results of Section 2.8, the operators P and Q
are linear. Introducing their kernels, we can write

f

<pi(x) = d(l)z' pi ix, Z')VI(Z')
D;.pi!!!(x, z')= D~pi!t!(x, z') =0

and
VI(Z') =

f

d4 x' Q1lz, x')<pi(x')

(4.1.39a)

(4.1.39b)

D"Q!!!i(z, x')= D",p!t!i(z, x')=o

for every VE'V and the corresponding <pE<I). Using condensed notation, the
above relations take the form:
<pi = pi ,vi
1 i
i
Q;P J=<'i J

v' = Q';<p i
i I
i
P IQj=<'i j.

(4.1.40)

The operators P and Q will be called the 'picture-change' operators.
Kernels of the picture-change operators are easily found in practice.
Consider, for example, a chiral scalar superfield <I>(z). Its component fields
are given by equation (2.8.4). Then one acts in the manner:

f

6

f

6

A(x) = <1>1 = d z'<'i+(z, Z')<I>(z')!O=IT=O = d z' <'i+(zl, z')<I>(z')

(4.1.41)
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1/1 o:(x) = D",<l>1 =

f

dBz' c5 B(zl-

f

zl)D~<l>(Z') = -

dBz'

{D~c5B(zl- ZI)}<l>(ZI)

=~f d6ZI{DI2D~c5B(zl-ZI)}<l>(Z')
F(x) =

_~D2<l>1= -~fdBZI c5 B(zl-ZI)DI2<l>(Z')

=-

4

4

~ fdBZ {D '2 c5 B(zl- l)}<l>(ZI) = ~ fd 6Z {DI2D '2 c5 B(zl- ZI)}<l>(ZI)
1

1

4

16

where
zAI == (x a , eo:, 111<)1 = (x a, 0, 0).

It is an almost trivial task to extend this exercise to all admissible superfield
types.
The simplest properties of the picture-change operators are:

,
r
e(p1r)=e(Q ;)=e,.+eI

(4.1.42a)

(piI(X, Zl))* = ( -1)" +eie/ C jpj ,(x, ZI)C'I

(4.1.42b)

(QIi(X, Zl))* =( _1)ei+e;e/C1,Q'ix, Z')Cji

(4.1.42c)

They follow from equations (4.1.3,14). Together with P;rand Q~, we introduce
their supertranspose supermatrices by the rule

psT / = (_

pi

1)f.1 Hif.1

QsT/ = ( _ l)"i +f.if.1

r

Qr;.

(4.1.43)

Then we have

cpi=pir/ =/pST/

-

r'

,



VI = Q iCP' = cp'QsT/.

(4.1.44)

The fact that the picture-change operators are linear has many important
consequences. First, note that the mappings (4.1.38) are uniquely extended
up to the linear mappings

P:

Wc-'&c

Q:

&c-,Wc

inverse to each other. Let F be a linear operator on
operators on &c:

Wc' It induces the linear
(4.1.45a)

F==PFQ

Obviously, we have

Fi.=pi_Fr Q.J.
j

I

J

j"

(4.1.45b)
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The use of equations (4.1.21) and (4.1.42a) leads to

sTr F = (- 1)8( Fii = (- 1)'(pifF}Q~
=( -lyIFf"Q~pif= (-l)'IF~
therefore

sTr F=sTr F.

(4.1.46)

Next, if F possesses a logarithm, the same is true for F and their
superdeterminants coincide
sDet F = sDet F.

(4.1.47)

As a result, it is inessential which picture, superfield or component field, is
used for computing supertraces and superdeterminants.
Furthermore, consider a superfunctional 'I'[v] on W. Associated with 'I'[v]
is the functional '1'[ cp] on Cl>

'I'[cp] == 'I'[v(cp)] = 'I'[Qcp].

(4.1.48)

Representing an arbitrary variation of 'I' in several forms,
f 3
i 3
b'l' = bv -z.J'I' = bcp - , 'I'
bV
bCP'

or

b

b'l' = 'I' -z.J bV
bv

[

= 'I'b- , bcp i
bcp'

and using equations (4.1.44), one obtains the relation between the functional
and superfunctionai derivatives:

3

_ psT.,, 3
I bcpi

-W-

b =!..,pl

-W

bcpi

f

3

. 3

_.=QsT,I~
bcpi
' bv l

b

b

-Q[
bcpi--W i·

(4.l.49a)

(4.1.49b)

In particular, the following identities hold:

'I'.r[v] = 'I',i[cp]pi[

'I'J(cp] = 'I'.r[v]Q~

i.'I',J[V] = psT /(i.'I' j[cp ])P ~
i,'I',j[CP] = QST/([.'I'.J[v])Q~

(4.1.50a)
(4.1.50b)

'I' being arbitrary.
Provided one of the operators P or Q is at our disposal, its inverse can
be obtained by the following scheme. Introduce a 'Poincare invariant
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supermetric' on L'1<1> of the form:

f

ds 2 = d 4 x bcpi(X)lJu bcpj(x) = bcpi'1ij bCP]

(4.1.51)

'1ij = '1ij b4 (X - x')

where '1ij is a constant invertible matrix subject to the requirements:
(1) '1ij is supersymmetric and does not possess the even-odd and odd-even
pieces,
'1 ji = (- 1)"

+ " + "', '1 ij

(4.1.52)

(-l)"'+"'1ij= '1u
(2) '1u satisfies the reality condition

1)"., '1kl C kIC lj

= (-

('1ij)*

(4.1.53)

which implies that the supermetric takes real c-number values;
(3) '1ij is a Lorentz invariant tensor, that is, it is a descendant of the
invariant tensors (aa)"" and (a-a)it>:.

The inverse of '1ij will be denoted by lJu, '1ik'1 kj = b/ Next, introduce a 'super
Poincare invariant supermetric' on L'1 V of the form
ds

2

f

= d 8 z b V~z)'1!!Q b V~z) +

{f d z bct>!1!(Z)'1m!! bct>!!(z)+ c.c.}
6

=bVllJiJ bVJ

(4.1.54)
1J1J = '11J b(ll(z, z').

Here
0)

lJah

IJIJ=

(

(4.1.55)

IJrnn

o

IJmn

is a constant invertible matrix subject to requirements completely similar to
those imposed on lJij (with obvious modifications). The inverse of IJIJ will be
denoted by '1 IJ , '1IK'1 KJ = b/. Since L'1<IJ is the component field space for L'1 V,
it seems reasonable to restrict the supermetric on L'1<1> (4.1.51) to be induced
by the supermetric on L'1V (4.1.54),
.

-

J'

ds 2 = bcpl QsTil '1iJQ ] bq}.

(4.1.56)

As a result, the supermetric on L'1<IJ proves to be super Poincare invariant.
It is easily seen that the induced supermetric satisfies all the criteria formulated
above. Comparing equations (4.1.51) and (4.1.56) leads to
lJiJ= QsT/ r/fJQ~

(4.1.57a)
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hence

pi[= "IirQSTrl "11[.

(4.1.57b)

Therefore. P is expressed via the supertranspose of Q. Supermetrics '1ij' '1 ij
and "IIJ' IJIJ may be used for lowering and raising indices of fields and
superfields. respectively.
Let us give an application of equation (4.1.57). Consider a non-generate
bi-linear form on ~ V
-

1

(bu l , bu 2) = bu~ HfJ bU 2

where HfJ is a c-type non-singular differential operator. It induces the
bi-linear form on ~<D
(bepl'

bep2)=bep~ HijbCP{

H"=
QsT/H
IJ
1
I-lQ1.
r

(4.1.58)

Now. defining
HfJ=r/}(HJ?J

H ij= IJ it<H kj

(4.1.59)

and using equation (4.1.57b), one finds

H~=pijHrlQj

(4.1.60)

sDet("Iit<Ht<j) = sDet(17!f(Hf(J).

(4.1.61)

therefore

This relation extends the identity (4.1.47) to the case of supermatrices with
indices in the lower position.

4.2. Equivalence of component field and superfield perturbation theories
This section is devoted to demonstrating the equivalence of two perturbation
theories for computing correlation functions, based on the use of the
component field and superfield formulations, respectively, in a large class of
non-gauge supersymmetric dynamical systems.

4.2.1. (Super).field Green's functions

Consider some relativistic field theory with a classical action S[ep]. In this
section we make three basic assumptions about the structure of SEep]' First,
S[ep] is a local functional of the form (3.1.11) . Second, it is non-gauge,
which means the dynamical subspace <Do possesses a history epo

S,i[epO] =0

(4.2.1)
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such that the Hessian at this point
(4.2.2)

;,S';[CPo]
is non-singular, that is, the equation

. j=O
'S ,j,[m]
bm
't'0
't'

(4.2.3)

I,

has no solutions with compact support in space-time,

{;.S,;[cpo] bcpj} #0

v bCPE~CI>\O.

(4.2.4)

Third, S[cp] is analytic in a neighbourhood of CPo in CI>:

S[cp]=S[cpo]+

1
"
L
,S,i, ... iJcpO]~<pI" ... ~cp"
n=2 n.
00

(4.2.5)

~cpi = cpi - cpb.
Introducing the linearized action
So[~cp;

1,

CPo] =

,

2~cp' i.S.j[cpo]~cpj

(4.2.6)

1
"
,S.il ... iJCPo]~cpl" ... ~cpll

(4.2.7)

and the self-coupling
SINT[~CP; CPo] =

L
00

n=3

n.

the action can be written in the form
S[cp]=S[CPo]+So[~CP; CPO]+SINT[~CP;

CPo].

(4.2.8)

Let us remark that the theory with action (4.2.6) leads to the dynamical
equations (4.2.3). The union of all sets of bounded fields {~cpi(X)}, on which
the linearized action takes finite values, defines the tangent space 11" <Po to Cl>
at CPo.
Because the Hessian (4.2.2) is non-singular it possesses Green's functions
defined by
i
(4.2.9)
i.S.j[CPo]Gj,,= -bP
GU J.S,"[CPo] = _b ".
1
If Gij is a Green's function, its supertranspose

(GST)U == (_ 1)t;tj Gji

(4.2.10)

turns out to be a Green's function too. To pick out a unique solution of
equation (4.2.9), one must impose proper boundary conditions. The Green's
functions which play a crucial role in classical theory are the retarded and
advanced ones, Gre ! and Gad•. We anticipate that the reader is familiar with
the boundary conditions appropriate for these Green's functions. Here it is
worth recalling that Gre! is the supertranspose of Gad. and vice versa. The
Green's function most important in quantum theory is known as the Feynman
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propagator GF . Its defining property is that GF propagates only positive
(negative) frequency modes in the remote future (past). Next, GF is known
to coincide with its supertranspose

Gi = (- 1)"£1 GFU.

(4.2.11)

Both these properties make it possible to operate with the Feynman
propagator as with an ordinary supermatrix. Let us recall that if HMN is a
supersymmetric supermatrix (1.9.78), as is the case for j.S,J[CP], then its unique
inverse satisfies the supertransposition property(l.9.83), which is as equation
(4.2.11). Next, if HMN changes infinitesimally, H -+H+bH, then its inverse
acquires the displacement
bH- 1= -H-1(bH)H- 1.
Similarly, when the operator H i/= i.SolCPo] suffers an infinitesimal disturbance,

bcp e d<1>

i.S.lCPo] -+ i.S.lCPo +ebcp]

where e -+ 0, its inverse H - 1 = - GF changes by the above law.
Suppose the dynamical system under consideration is supersymmetric.
Then it can be described in terms of the superfield variables vl(z), of which
cpi(X) are the component fields, by re-expressing cp in S[cp] via v in accordance
with the instruction (4.1.39a):

S[v] = S[cp(v)] = S[Pv].

(4.2.12)

Equation (4.1.50a) tells us that every stationary point of S[cp] corresponds
to a unique stationary point of S[v] and vice versa,

vb=Q~cpb.

S';[CPo] =O<=>S,r[vo] =0

(4.2.13)

In accordance with equation (4.1.50b), we have
[.S.J[v] = psT [I I.S,J[cp]pjJ
therefore the condition (4.2.4) implies
{[.S,J[vo]bv J } #0

(4.2.14)

v bved'V\O.

As a result, the Hessian (4.2.2) is non-singular if and only if the super Hessian
(4.2.14) evaluated at Vo = Qcpo is non-singular. Finally, the analyticity of S[cp]
implies the analyticity of S[v], which is of the form

S[v] = S[vo] + So[dv; vo] + SINT[dv; vo]

(4.2.15)

d/ =v l -vb
where the superfunctional
1 [
J
So[dV'V
, 0 ]=-dV
2
1-S
• .J-[v 0 ]dv

(4.2.16)
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represents the superfield version of the linearized action (4.2.6), and the
superfunctional
ex,
1
__
(4.2.17)
SINT [Llv; v0 ] = "L. - I S.1-I .. I"- [v 0 ]Llv l " ... LlVII
"=3 n.

is the superfield form of equation (4.2.7).
Let Gii be a Green's function of ;.S,rC<PoJ. Introduce the superfield
two-point object
GrJ == Qi;dJQST/

(4.2.18)

Because of relations (4,2.9) and (4,2,14) this satisfies the equations

i,S,J[Vo]Gjj( = - b/

GrJ j,S,KCvo] = - bff('

(4.2.19)

As is seen, GrJ is a Green's function of r,S,J[voJ. When GU is subjected to
some boundary conditions, like the Feynman, retarded or advanced ones,
the same boundary conditions are fulfilled by its sup~rfield version GrJ. The
superfield version
ofthe Feynman propagator G~j is called the 'Feynman
superpropagator' and satisfies, due to equation (4.2,11), the relation

Gp

Gli =( -1)"£JGP,

(4,2.20)

Remark. Let d; be a Green's function of ;,SA<Po] and GrJ be its superfield
version, Introducing the operators
H

;

;= IJ''k I<,S,kPo]

d;=dk lJkj

Hij == lJij( f( ,S,1[vo]
G ij = Gif( lJj(j

(4.2.21)

one obtains
Ik;
H kG ;= -15 ;
Since Hi; and

if(

H f(G

j=

-15

i

j'

(4.2.22)

Hj are connected by law (4,1.60), the last relations lead to
G

rj = Qi;G I;PJJ'

(4.2.23)

4.2.2, Generating functional
Under the basic assumptions made in the previous subsection, it is well
known that the in-out vacuum amplitude and the mean values of
time-ordered functionals of quantized fields, like n-point Green's functions,
are given by the Feynman functional integral:
(outlin)=flCII

<outl T('f'[ ])Iin)
<'f'[<pJ> ==

,<P
<out Im)

f

.@<pe(i!h)S[tp]

f .@<p\}l[<p] exp{(i/h)S[<p]}

f

.@<p exp{ (i/h)S[ <p]}

(4.2.24)

(4,2,25)
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here 11 is the Planck constant, Af"cII is a normalization constant, and the
volume element is given by

9ep = f1 depi(x).
i.x

The symbol ep in the first line of equation (4.2.25) is to be understood as a
qunatum operator, in the second as an integration variable. The integrations
in both expressions are over field histories satisfying boundary conditions
appropriate to the in- and out-states chosen. In the wKB-approximation used
in practice, the integrations are restricted to some complexified neighbourhood
of a dynamical history epo E <1>0' which is taken in the role of the classical
ground state, the neighbourhood being specified by the Feynman boundary
conditions: pure positive (negative) frequency in the remote future (past). The
Feynman propagator is the unique Green's function of i.S.iepo] corresponding
to these boundary conditions. When operating with functional integrals (and
later with superfunctional ones), we shall formally assume that all the
properties of integration theory over W l2q listed in subsection 1.11.5
generalize to the case under consideration, simply replacing functions by
(super)functionals, superdeterminants by (super)functional superdeterminants
and so on.
As is well known, instead of computing chronological averages (4.2.25),
for each 'P[ep], it proves sufficient to evaluate the generating functional for
Green's functions

Z[J]=A'cII

f~epexp{~(S[ep]+Jiepi)}

(4.2.26)

where {Ji} is an arbitrary external source under the requirement

e(Jj(x»

=e

(4.2.27)

j•

Because of the variational law
~

.

~Ji JJ=~jj
one finds

<'P[ep])

=(Z[O])-l'P[~l]Z[J]
I
~J
1

(4.2.28)
J=O

for every functional 'P of quantized fields. The standard way of perturbatively
computing Z[J] is to represent Seep] in the form (4.2.8) and to make use of
the identity

{i

i
3 ]} Zo[J]
i
Z[J]=exp { -(S[epo]+Jiepo)exp
-SINT [11
--;epo
h
h
i ~J

(4.2.29)
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where

Zo[J]=A'eJ)

f.@cpexp{~(S[~CP;CPO]+Ji~cpi)}

(4.2.30)

is the generating functional of the linearized dynamical system (4.2.6). The
final Gaussian integration can be easily performed resulting in

Zo[J] =sDet-I/2(~ Hi;) eXpH~JiJPF;i}

(4.2.31a)

or, equivalently

{I

'
i
"}
Zo[J]=sDet 1/2 (hGF';)exp
2,/iJPFJZ

(4.2.31b)

with Hi; and GF i; being defined as in expressions (4.2.21). Here we have used
the normalization condition
flQ.

f

.@cp

exp{~i(cp-cpoi1Jijcp-cpoY}= 1.

(4.2.32)

4.2.3. Generating superfunctional
By analogy with the standard Feynman rules formulated above, one is in a
position to develop a superfield quantum theory. First, one can introduce
quantized superfields v~uant related to the quantized fields CP~uant by the law
1
[ i
vquant=Q iCPquant'
Next, given a superfunctional '11 of quantized superfields, its quantum average
can be defined by the superfunctional integral

f

.@v'P[v]exp{(i/h)S[v]}

<<'P[vJ> ) == "-----:,-------

(4.2.33)

f f0v exp{(i/h)S[v]}

where
f0v = f0 Vf0<1l.@<I>
and superfunctional integrals, similarly to functional ones, should be
understood as sequences of Gaussian integrations. In particular, the 'n-point
superfield Green's function' is defined to be

<<VIz vI, ... vI,) >

n;;:: 2.

(4.2.34)

Introduce an external 'supersource' {JI} representing a set of unconstrained,
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chiral and antichiral superfields

Jr= J/(z) = (Jiz), Jm(z), J!i!(z))
DilJm=D"J!i!=O

(4.2.35)

s(J I(Z)) = SI
and consider the 'generating superfunctional for Green's functions'

Z[J]= .Kv

f~vexp{~(S[V]+J[Vr)}

(4.2.36)

Ai"v being a normalization constant. Then every average (4.2.33) can be
represented in the form

<<"'[vJ»
with

= (Z[O]) - 1'" [~iJ Z[J] I
1

JJ

(4.2.37)

J=O

"J/()J being defined as
"J

r

(4.2.38)

ul:J r JJ=b J'

Therefore, the generating superfunctional contains all necessary information
about the superfield quantum theory. To compute Z[J], we proceed in
complete analogy with the calculation of Z[J]. Namely, we represent the
classical action superfunctional in the form (4.2.15) and make use of the
identity
Z[J] = exp

{hi(S[vo] +

r } exp
J [Vo)

{ih

SINT

[hi bJ;
"J Vo ]} Zo[J]

(4.2.39)

where

Zo[J]=.Kv

f~vexp{~(S[~V;Vo]+Jr~Vb)}

(4.2.40)

is the generating superfunctional of the linearized theory (4.2.16). Choosing
the normalization condition

.Kv

f~vexp{~i(v-vo)r1][J(V-Vo)J}=

1.

(4.2.41 )

the above Gaussian integral takes the form

r) {I

i
""}
Zo[J] =sDeC 1/ 2 ( hi H J exp 2hJrJ]GlI

(4.2.42a)
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or, equivalently

{I

Zo[JJ =sDet 1!2' ( hGFJ
f ) exp 2hJfJJGF'1
i
"'}

(4.2.42b)

with H~ and G/J being defined as in expressions (4.2.21). Recalling the
property (4.1.27) of the superfunctional superdeterminant, the final relation
can be rewritten as
Zo[JJ =sDet 1/ 2 (G/J)

eXPU~JrJJG;[}.

(4.2.42c)

4.2.4. Coincidence of Z[JJ and Z[JJ
We now show that Z[JJ coincides with Z[JJ, the latter being considered as
a functional of (properly defined) component sources of J f.
To start with, let us define the component sources J; of the supersources
J f by the rule:
[
;
(4.2.43)
J;=JrQ;= Jf=J;P [.
Such a choice of component sources provides us with the relation
Jru f =J;(/

(4.2.44)

Considering now supersources and sources with upper indices defined as
J[=.JJll J [

i=.Jjl]J'i

(4.2.45)

we note that they turn out, due to equation (4.1.57), to be connected to each
other by the law
i=p;[J[

J[=Q~i

(4.2.46)

that is, in the same fashion as v[ and cp; are connected.
Recalling the definition of p sT and QsT (4.1.43), one finds
J;=( _l)ei+eIQsT/Jr

(4.2.47)

J[=( _lj',+e'psTh;.
Now, the use of the relations (4.2.23) and (4.2.43,47) gives
ji
JrJJG/ f =J;JPF .

(4.2.48)

Furthermore, it is not difficult to prove that

SIN{

:J;

~ voJ = SIN{ ~

L; 1
cpo

By definition, we have

SINT[.1<P; <Po] =

1
"
L "I
S,;, .. ,~,[<PO].1<pI', ... .1<p'1
q.
ex;

q=3

(4.2.49)
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and

1
..•.
SINT [~v', v0 ] = "L. - , S'"'''''",[v 0 ]pi".I, ~Vl, ... pi,.I, ~Vl,.
q=3 q.
rt)

On the other hand, because of equation (4.2.43) we have

b

_pi b
f c5Jf

(4.2.50)

bJi -

which confirms equation (4.2.49).
As the next step, it is worth recalling that the relation (4.1.45) implies
(4.1.46). The Feynman propagator is connected to its superfield version by
the law (4.2.18), which leads to relation (4.2.23), and hence

sDet(hG/J) = sDet(IiGFiJ).

(4.2.51)

Finally, equations (4.2.12) and (4.2.44) tell us that

S[vo] +J fUb = S[cpo] + JiCPb.

(4.2.52)

Now, the relations (4.2.48, 49, 51, 52) mean

Jr(J) = Jipif·

Z[J]=Z[J(J)]

(4.2.53)

Our final result is seen to be of great importance. Its obvious consequence
is the fact that any chronological average <qs[cp]), qs being some functional,
can be read off from the corresponding superfield analogue <qs[v]», where
qs[cp] and qs[v] are connected as in equation (4.1.48). From equations
(4.2.28,37,50,53) one deduces

<

<qs[cp]) =( (\IJ[tP(v)])) = <<qs[pv]».

(4.2.54)

In particular, the n-point Green's functions <cpi'cpil ... cpi,), n=2, 3, ... , are
expressed via the superfield Green's functions (4.2.34) as follows:

<cplcpJ) = p1r< <vfvl ) )psTJJ
<cplcpJcp") = (_1)e,(e, +eJ)+eie' plfPJJP"K< <vKv Jv

f

»

(4.2.55)

and so on.
In conclusion, it is worth saying some words about the general structure
of Z[J] and Z[J]. Assuming that Z[J] can be expanded in a functional
Taylor series, one immediately finds
(Z[O]) - 1 Z[J]

= 1 + ~ J i( cpl) +
Ii

I

~ (~)n J I, " . J i /I, <cpil cpi, " . cpi,)

n=2n.

h

(4.2.56)
where the quantized field average

b In Z[J] I
<cp'), =h~ -.
c5J
1

j

J=O

(4.2.57)
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is said to be the 'mean field'. Analysing the relations (4.2.29) and (4.2.31), one
readily notes that
<q>i) = q>b + O(h)

(4.2.58)

so the mean field differs from the classical field q>o by quantum corrections.
Further, the two-point correlator q>q» turns out to be of the form

<

..

.

.

h

.

<q>iq>J) = <q>i)<q>j) +-:- GFij + O(h2).

(4.2.59)

1

In perfect analogy with Z[J], the generating superfunctional has the form

(Z[O])-lZ[J] = 1

i
+-J,«v'»
+ 2:,1 (i)n
-h J". "J'lJ"«V"V'l,,. v',».
h
00

n=2n.

(4.2.60)
The quantized superfield average

- =-:--In
h;; Z[J] I
«VI»
JJ,
1

(4.2.61)

J=O

will be called the 'mean superfield'. The mean field and the mean superfield
are connected as follows
<q>i) = pi

,«v'».

(4.2.62)

In other words, the union {< q>i)} presents the full set of component fields
for {«VI»}. Similarly to equation (4.2.59), the two-point superfield
correlator is of the form

<<v'vJ » = <<v') ><<vJ » +~1 G/J + O(h2).

(4.2.63)

In summary, we have shown that ordinary perturbation theory and the
superfield version defined above are equivalent for non-gauge supersymmetric
systems. From now on, all computation work can be done using superfields,
without any reference to components. Return to component fields should be
carried out only at the final stage, with the help of the projection rule (4.2.54).

4.3. Effective action (super)functional
In this section we introduce a central object of modern quantum field
theory-the effective action, in both component field and superfield
approaches. A brief review of the renormalization theory will be given. We
also present a wide class of (pathological) supersymmetric models finite at
each order of perturbation theory, with trivial S-matrix.
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4.3.1. Effective action
We begin by recalling that associated with the generating functional for
Green's functions Z[JJ is the generating functional for connected Green's
functions W[JJ defined by
Z[JJ =

(4.3.1)

e(i/ h)W[J] .

The expansion of W[JJ in a power series in J reads
•

W[J] = W[OJ

+ Ji( cpi> +

1

ro

.. .

L ,Jl.". Ji/iIG/li2 .. .i.

(4.3.2)

"=2 n.

GY2 .. .i. being the n-point connected Green's function. G/j is usually called
the full propagator and is related to the two-point correlator (4.2.59) in the
manner:

, ,

,

,

h

"

= (cp') (cpJ) +-:- Gc'J
..
..
1
Gcij = GFij + O(h).

(cp'cpJ)

(4.3.3)

As is seen, the full propagator coincides with the Feynman propagator in
the limit h -+ 0; on these grounds. GF is often called the tree-level
propagator. By functionally differentiating W[J]. one obtains the functionals

"J
"
=-. W[J] = (cp')' +JP/+

ip' =ip'[JJ

bJ i

L -1Jf .,,· J f , G/'··, ·N"
C(J

"=2 n!

(4.3.4)
known as the mean field in the presence of sources. This coincides with the
mean field when the sources are switched off
ipIJ=O= ( cp ) ·

(4.3.5)

Owing to the non-singularity of GFij. the full propagator considered as a
power series in h turns out to be perturbatively non-singular. Then relation
(4.3.4) can be uniquely resolved with respect to J resulting in a functional of
ip, Ji=J;[ip]. Now, making the Legendre transform of W[JJ, one arrives at
the following functional
r[ipJ = W[J[ipJJ _J;[ip]ipi

(4.3.6)

which is called the effective action. It possesses the obvious property
f[ipJ

b~i= -Ji·

(4.3.7)

Setting here J = 0, hence ip = (cp), gives
rJ[(cp)J=O

(4.3.8)
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therefore the mean field is a stationary point of r[q,]. Next, by functionally
differentiating equation (4.3.7) and using the identity

b - j[

_ Gc ij

-q>

(5J;

J=O

which immediately follows from (4.3.4), one obtains

i. r.j[<q»]G/

'J,

= -(5 ;k.

(4.3.9)

Comparing the relations (4.3.8) and (4.3.9) with (4.2.1) and (4.2.9), respectively,
and also recalling that <q» has been interpreted, due to relation (4.2.58), as
the quantum analogue of q>o, it seems reasonable to interpret r[q,] as a
quantum analogue of the classical action S[q>].
Clearly, knowledge of r[cp] makes it possible to restore W[J], with the
help of the inverse Legendre transform, and therefore to calculate arbitrary
chronological averages, using the prescription (4.2.28). On the other hand,
it is well known that the S-matrix is uniquely read off from r[q,]. As a result,
all necessary information about quantum theory is encoded in the effective
action. That is why the effective action is said to be the central object of
quantum field theory.
r[ q,] is often called the generating functional for vertex functions, the
n-point vertex function being defined as

r .. .i'l -- r"
i 1;2· ..

,/112 ...

1-

n~2.

1',[rr.]
1 't' <p = <)
<p

(4.3.10)

These functions appear in a functional Taylor series for r[ q,]:

r[q,] =r[<q»] +

Lco

1

'

"

, ri,i1 .. .i, Ilq," ... Ilq," Ilq>"
"=2 n .

(4.3.11)

Ilcp=cp- <q».
Every vertex function is known to be represented by one-particle irreducible
Feynman diagrams without external lines (recall that a connected Feynman
diagram is said to be one-particle irreducible if it cannot be transformed into
two disconnected pieces by cutting one internal line).
Making use of the relations (4.2.26), (4.3.1) and (4.3.6,7) leads to the
functional integral representation for r[q,]:
e(i/ h)r[,p]

=%

111

f flfi q>

e( i/h)(S[<p ] - r.i[,p] (<p i _,pi))

(4.3.12)

which proves to give a self-consistent way for perturbatively computi~g r[q,l
One starts by performing the change of integration variables q>i = q,i + fll /2i
(whose lacobian is assumed to be unity, which is the case for supersymmetric
theories) and expanding S[q>]=S[q,+hl /2X] in a power series in fll / 2. This
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gives
e(i/il)C,rE<i>J = .;v'CI)

f~X exp{{~
+

f
n=3

Xi i,S,lti>Jx j

hnI2,-1 S,i,."iJti>Jxi,."xi'-h-1/2Ar,i[ti>Jxi}
n.

(4.3.13)

Ar[ti>J = r[ti>J -S[ti>J.
Next, adopting the ansatz
00

r[ti>J = S[ti>J + L

hnr(n)[rii]

(4.3.14)

n=l

the above integral relation makes it possible to determine r(n+ 1), provided
all r(i), i = 1, ' , " n, are known. r(n) represents the nth quantum correction
to the effective action. It can also be shown that Feynman diagrams
contributing to r(n) contain exactly n internal loops, so the expansion (4.3.14)
is known as the 'loop expansion',
As a simple example, let us calculate the one-loop contribution to r[ti>J.
For this purpose we keep only h-independent terms in both sides of(4.3.13):
eir(l)I<,iiJ =.;V Cl)

f

!!2X ex p { i ~ Xi i,SAti>Jx j }

= sDet- 1/2 (r,tk I<,SAti>J)

(4.3.15)

(compare this result with (4.2.31a)), Then we write

r(1)[ti> J= ~ In(sDet('1 ik k,S,j[ti> J)) = ~ sTr In('1 ik k,SAti> J)
therefore the effective action up to second order in h is

r[ti>J = S[tPJ +~ h sTrln('1 ik I<,SAti>J) + 0(h 2 ),

(4.3.16)

It should be remarked that relations (4,3,13) and (4.3.14) allow us to
represent quantum corrections to r[tPJ as one-particle irreducible Feynman
graphs without external lines arising in a perturbation theory in which the
role of propagator is played by the Green's function of i,S.lti>J under the
Feynman boundary conditions, the functions S,i, ... iJti>J play the role of
vertices, tP being considered as an arbitrary background field.
In the case of a supersymmetric dynamical system, the effective action
turns out to be the component form of a superfunctional defined in perfect
analogy with r[tPJ. Let us introduce the generating superfunctional for
connected Green's functions
h

W[JJ=-;-lnZ[JJ
1

(4.3.17)
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define the mean superfield in the presence of supersources

.

3

i;! =-W[J]

(4.3.18)

bJf

and perform the Legendre transform of W[J]
reV] = W[J[V]] - J rCv]vf

(4.3.19)

where Js should be expressed via vs with the help of equation (4.3.18). The
superfunctional reV] will be called the 'effective action superfunctional'.
Using the relations (4.2.50) and (4.2.53), one immediately has

vf(iP) = Qf ;iP i.

r[iP]=r[v(iP)]

(4.3.20)

The trivial consequence of this relation is that the component loop expansion
(4.3.14) implies the superfield loop expansion

rev] = S[V] +

o:J

L

Iinr(nJ[V]

(4.3.21 )

n= l

and vice versa.
One can easily obtain the following superfunctional integral representation
for rev]:
e(i/h)r[il]

f

= JV W ~v

l
e(Vh )(S[v] - l ,r[il] (v - vI)) .

(4.3.22)

At the one-loop level, reV] is of the form

rev]

= S[V] + ~ Ii sTr In(~f..e ..e.SAv]) + O(1i2).

(4.3.23)

Relation (4.3.20) tells us that all necessary information about the
supersymmetric quantum theory is encoded in the effective action
superfunctional.

4.3.2. Super Poincare invariance of W[J] and rev]
Let us discuss the transformation properties of the superfunctionals W[J]
and reV] with respect to the super Poincare group.
At a purely formal level, the question is resolved as follows. In a
supersymmetric dynamical system, the classical action is invariant,

S[g ·v]=S[v]

(4.3.24)

under arbitrary super Poincare transformations
vl_g./

= ei(-b'P,+ [1 /2]KuhJ,n + eQ +eQ)vl = (T(g))lJvJ

(4.3.25)
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the super Poincare generators being given in (2.4.36). Any mapping (4.3.25),
considered as a replacement of variables in a superfunctional integral, is
characterized by the lacobian

sDet-1((g. vi) b:J ) = sDet-1(T(g)).
Owing to the explicit structure of the super Poincare generators, the operator
in the exponential in expression (4.3.25) is of the type (4.1.28). Then, in
accordance with Theorem 2 from subsection 4.1.2, we have
i

sDet((g.v )

b:

J)

'V gesn.

= 1

(4.3.26)

As a result, all the super Poincare transformations are volume-preserving:
2&(g·v)=2&v

'V gesn.

(4.3.27)

Now, setting the supersource J to transform contragradiently to v,
(g.J)r(g.v)i =Jrv l

'V geSn

(4.3.28)

we obtain, using equations (4.3.24, 27, 28),
e(i/h)W[g.JJ=

JV'v

=JV'v

f
f

2&vexp {l(s[V]+(g.J)jt/)}

2&(g-lv)exp {l(S[g-l'V]+Jj{g-l'V)I)}

therefore
W[g· J] = W[J]

'V gesn.

(4.3.39)

This implies, as a result of relations (4.3.18,19), super Poincare invariance
of the effective action

r[g. V] =

reV]

'V gesn.

(4.3.40)

The final relation is the quantum analogue of equation (4.3.24) and expresses
the fact that the dynamical system under consideration is supersymmetric
at the quantum level.
The previous discussion is not completely strict and requires some
comment. First, the superfunctional W[J], as it has been constructed above,
depends parametrically on the dynamical history Vo e W chosen in the role
of the classical ground state, that is, W[J] = W[J; vo]. Second, when obtaining
W[J; vo], we have integrated over some neighbourhood kvo of vo, which is
specified by the Feynman boundary conditions. So, the strict definition of
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W[J; vo] is given by
expH (W[J; vo] -S[vo]
=, V IV

f

-Jrvb)}

.@(Llv) exp

{~(S[vo + Llv] -

S[vo] - J f LlVf)}.

(4.3.41)

l:""

Let 9 be an element of the super Poincare group. It moves Vo into the
dynamical history g. Vo e Wo and the domain :Evo onto :E g . vo' On the basis of
arguments similar to those used to obtain relation (4.3.39), one now easily
obtains
W[g· J; g. vo]

= W[J; vo]

\;f

geSrr

(4.3.42)

which represents the corrected version of (4.3.39).
Suppose the dynamical subspace Wo possesses a 'super Poincare invariant
dynamical history' Vo, as is the case in practice, so that
g. Vo = Vo

\;f

gesrr.

(4.3.43)

Setting here 9 = e1'p{i(e"Q" + E;,Q")}, Qc< and Q" being the supersymmetry
generators, we conclude that
Q"vb(z) = Q;,vb(z) = 0 => oavb(z) = 0 => vb = constant

(4.3.44)

where the anticommutation relation

{Q:x, QIJ = -2i(aa),,&oa
has been used. Next, setting g=exp([i/2]K ab J ab } in equation (4.3.43), one
finds that only scalar components of {vb} may have non-vanishing values.
Under equation (4.3.32), the domain :Evo turns out to be super Poincare
invariant, and the relation (4.3.42) takes the form
W[g .J; vo] = W[J; vo]

\;f

gesrr.

(4.3.45)

Then, the mean superfield proves to be constant

<<vf >>= constant.

(4.3.46)

In what follows, as a rule, perturbation theory will be based on the
use of a super Poincare invariant d"namical history in the role of Vo' By
redefining the superfield variables (z) -+ vf(z) and the classical action
S[v] -+S[v] -S[vo], we arrive at the typical situation

vo=O

v

vb

S[O] =0

S.[[O] =0.

(4.3.47)

In addition, we shall adopt

«vi» =0
which is really the case under reasonable physical assumptions.

(4.3.48)
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4.3.3 . Short excursion into renormalization theory
The effective action is usually calculated perturbatively within the framework
of the loop expansion. It is quite typical that vertex functions are given by
Feynman integrals divergent at large momenta. In this case the theory
considered is said to contain ultraviolet divergences. Renormalization is a
special procedure for reconstructing the theory, leading to finite vertex
functions (that is, to a finite quantum theory).
Normally, the renormalization procedure consists of two parts. The first
is regularization. Regularization is a prescription according to which all
initially di vergent Feynman integrals determining vertex functions, are
replaced by other finite integrals depending on some (regularization)
parameter A. These integrals are said to be regularized. lt is required that
the regularized integrals formally reduce to the initial ones when the
regularization parameter goes to some definite value N. We say the limit
A ...... N corresponds to the regularization being taken away.
There are a lot of popular regularization schemes in quantum field theory,
Pauli-Villars regularization, dimensional regularization, higher derivatives
regularization and so on. Each of them has advantages and disadvantages,
the choice of scheme is a matter of convenience.
The second part of the renormalization procedure consists in constructing
counterterms. In more detail, suppose we have a theory of fields (pi (in this
subsection index i corresponds to i in our previous notation) described by
an action S[(P; RJ, where R denotes all parameters of the theory (Le. masses
and couplings). The fields are assumed, for simplicity, to be bosonic. Introduce
another theory of fields cpi described by an action S[cp; R, AJ, with R being
the corresponding parameters, of the form

S[cp; R, AJ =S[cp; RJ +~S[cp ; R, A].

(4.3.49)

Here S[cp; RJ is the original action expressed via new variables cpi and R,
and functional ~S[cp; R, AJ is of the form
X>

~S[cp; R, AJ

=

2:

,= 1

11' ~S,[cp; R, A].

(4.3.50)

The ~S,s are chosen in such a way that the effective action of the theory
with the classical action (4.3.49,50) is finite at each order ofthe loop expansion
after taking away the regularization. The functional ~s is called the
action of counterterms (or simply counterterms). A fundamental result of
renormalization theory is that in a local field theory counterterms ~S, exist
and are local functionals of the fields cpi.
lt quite often turns out that the functional ~S[cp; R, AJ has a structure
duplicating that of the action S[cp; RJ in the following sense. Let
S[:n'
't' ,

RJ = ~ S\2) r''ni lr''niJ
+~
R\n! '11. r"ni
lr"ni' •• • Ini"
't'
~
""''''''
2111 2 "'"

1112 .. .

n=3

't'

(4.3.51)
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then
S[{f)' R]
'f"

=!2 S\2)

~

{()il{()i2 +

1111't'

~

't'

R\n)

. {f)il{();' ... {()i"

11l2 ..• 111 'f'

'f'

't'

(4.3.52)

n=3

with R~:'!,.i" being parameters. ilS[ep; R, i\] is said to have a structure
duplicating that of Seep; R] if it is of the form

ilS[{()'
R i\]
'1'"

=!2 S!,2) (ilZ
JI)2

~ R<.n).

\.i 1/ 2 {()il{f)i2 +

lJiH2't'

~

"t'

. (ilZ nJi112
\.il/' .. )" {f)il{()i2 ••• {()i".
... ln '1' 't'
"t"

JU2 ... }n

n=3

(4.3.53)
It is important to notice that the coefficients of S(2) and R(n) are the same in
equation (4.3.52) and equation (4.3.53). In this case the functional (4.3.49)
takes the form
S[{()'
R i\]
't'"

=!2 S(2) (M/2
}ll2

1112

+

00

+ ""
R(.').
~

(ilZ 1Jil12
\.i1/2){()il{()i'
't' 't'
. (M/2
.. )" + (ilZ \.i112 .. )") {()il {f)i2 ••• (f)i". (4.3.54)
'112 ••. 1n
n)ill2 ... '" 't' 't'
't'

JU2 ••• )n

n=3

Here M.h.)"
= c5 j(1\! c5j212 ... M"In) is a symmetrized product of delta symbols. Let
'IIZ ••• ln
US denote

(Z l~;f; = c5{:I; + (ilZ l){;f;

(t

)iIJ, ... j"
n ili2 .. ,i

(4.3.55)

= c5N2 .. )" + (ilZ \.ill, .. )"

nJiI12 ... ln·

11/2 .. ,In

n

Then equation (4.3.54) can be rewritten in the manner
00

S[{()'
R i\] =.1.S!,2)
(Z 1)N2{()il{()i2+
't'"
2 )1]2
t\12 "t' 't'

""
~

n ),
Rt.J\J2
. (t )N2 .. ),,{()i l {f)i2 •.. {()in.
••. Jn - n 1112••• l n 't' 't'
't'

n=3

(4.3.56)
Suppose that (Zl~;I; has the following structure
\.i1h (z 1Ii,i,
-

(Z1I2Y'1
(Zl/2y',
1
(i,
1
i,)'

(4.3.57)

This implies that the action Seep; R, i\] can be obtained from the initial one
S[<p; R] with the help of the transformation

<pi = (Zl/2)~epj
R\n)
. = R(.n).
. (Z"linZ
\.il/'... !"
III2 ••• ln
JU2 ... )n
.. ohl

(4.3.58)

where
(Zn~:I;:::L" = (Z i 1/2){1, (Zi1/2){; ... (Z i1/2){:(Z,)71'i~:::i~".

(4.3.59)
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The relations (4.3.58) are known as the renormalization transformation, the
quantities ZI (4.3.57) and Zn (4.3.59) are said to be the renormalization
constants. The following terminology is often used in practice: the initial
objects Seep; R], ep and R are called the bare action, fields and parameters,
respectively; the final ones Seep; R, A], ep and R are called the renormalized
action, fields and parameters, respectively. As is seen from the above
discussion, the renormalized action is obtained from the bare one with the
help of the renormalization transformation. Every theory possessing this
property is said to be multiplicatively renormalizable.
It has been pointed out that regularization is an important element of
renormalization. A chief requirement of any regularization scheme, besides
those stated above, is to preserve, as much as possible, symmetries of the
theory at hand. Consider, for example, the most popular dimensional
regularization. In this scheme a four-dimensional theory is continued to a
d-dimensional space-time; the role of regularization parameter A is played
by the space-time dimension d, A' coincides with d = 4. Dimensionally
regularized Feynman integrals are finite at d '" 4 and may possess poles of
the form (d-4)-k, where k= 1,2, .... Counterterms must cancel these poles
resulting with finite Green's function in the limit d .... 4. Clearly, dimensional
regularization breaks down those symmetries of the initial classical theory
which can be formulated only in four dimensions. For example, d = 4 massless
theories are known to be scale invariant, but this invariance does not survive
under continuation to d '" 4. As a result, one can expect the appearance of
scale anomalies after renormalization. Similarly, applying dimensional
regularization to supersymmetric field theories creates an analogous problem.
The point is that supersymmetry can be formulated only in some exceptional
dimensions.
Regularization schemes suitable for supersymmetric field theories are those
which preserve supersymmetry at every stage of the renormalization
procedure. Such regularizations are said to be supersymmetric. Since only
the superfield formulation explicitly displays supersymmetry, it seems evident
that supersymmetric regularizations should be defined in terms of superfields.

4.3.4. Finite pathalogical supersymmetric theories
One of the most remarkable properties of supersymmetry is that it leads to
a great suppression of ultraviolet divergencies. Moreover, some super
Yang-Mills theories are known to be completely divergenceless. The basis
of this phenomenon is the fact that some divergent contributions, coming
from bosonic and fermionic fields in a supersymmetric theory, cancel each
other. A simple example of such cancellations is given by equation (4.1.27),
which is equivalent to
j
sTr(~)=( -l)"/c5 j=O.

(4.3.60a)
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This can be rewritten, using equation (4.1.46), as

(-1)"'<5 11=( _1)6 i <5 i i

f

d 4 x <5 4 (0)=0.

(4.3.60b)

In spite of the divergent factor Sd4 x <5 4 (0), the full expression vanishes, since
in every supersymmetric field theory the numbers of bosonic and fermionic
fields coincide, hence
( -1)01<5;;=0.

(4.3.61)

It is worth noting that many divergent structures arise with the factor
( - 1y:i <5 i i' As will be demonstrated here, there exists a wide class of completely
finite super symmetric models which are, however, physically pathological.
Of course, to construct realistic supersymmetric theories free from ultraviolet
divergencies is much harder, but possible.
Consider the model of a real scalar superfield V(z) = V(z) with the classical
action
S[V]=

fdBz{ -~

VOV+2J!(V)}

(4.3.62)

2J! being a real function of ordinary real variables. For simplicity, we assume
2J!(0) = 2J!'(0) = O.
In our case, a super Poincare invariant supermetric of the form (4.1.54) is
uniquely fixed modulo a constant set to unity:
ds 2 =

f

dBZ <5V(Z)<5V(Z).

(4.3.63)

By superfunctionally differentiating S[V] twice, one obtains
<5 2 S[V]

-(0 -2J!"(V))<5 B(z-z')

<5V(z) <5V(z')

= - (8 - 8')2(i1- fr)2( 0 - 2J!"( V))<5 4 (x - x').

(4.3.64)

In accordance with equation (4.3.22), the effective action is
e(i/h)r[ U]

= .Ai"

f

f0 V e(i!h)(S[ V] -

r'[ U]( v - U))

where
r'[u](v - U)=

fdBZ <5r[U]
(V(z)- U(z))
<5U(z)

U being a scalar superfield. In accordance with equations (4.3.23) and
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(4.3.63,64), the one-loop correction to rev] reads
r(l)[V]

=~sTr
2

In(

2

<5 S[V] ).
<5 V(z)<5V(z')

Since the operator (4.3.64) is of the type (4.1.26), we conclude
r(l)[V] =0
as a consequence of Theorem 1 from subsection 4.1.2. But this is not the end
of the story. With the help of the supergraph technique described in the
following sections, one can readily find that all higher-loop corrections to
V] also vanish,

re

r(")[v] =0

n=2, 3, ....

Therefore, the theory under consideration is finite and trivial as a quantum
system: its effective action coincides with the classical one
rev] =S[V]

(4.3.65)

quantum corrections are absent.
From the physical point of view, the theory with the action (4.3.62) is
pathological, since the kinetic terms of all component fermionic fields include
second-order differential operators. On the other hand, the corresponding
dynamical equation

o V=&'(V)
is non-trivial, due to the arbitrariness of &(V). In this respect it seems
unexpected that the effective action is trivial (hence, so is the S-matrix).
The example described can be generalized, for instance, to the case of
models of (anti)chiral superfields .v(z) and <l>(z), O"et> = 0, of the form

f 6Z{ -~et>Det>+~(et»}+c.c.

S[et>, .v] = d

More generally, every supersymmetric theory with an action s[va, et>!!!, iD!!!],
which does not possess V -et>, V -.v or .v-et> mixings or does not contain
terms with spin or covariant derivatives acting on superfields, proves to be
finite and trivial, since in such cases the super Lagrangians will have a
structure similar to that discussed above.

4.4. The Wess-Zumino model: perturbative analysis

4.4.1. Preliminary discussion
In this section the superfield perturbation theory described above is illustrated
using the example of the standard Wess-Zumino model (3.2.11). As will be
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shown later, a general Wess-Zumino model (3.2.8) fails to be multiplicatively
renormalizable unless the chiral superpotential takes the form

= -I m<1> 2 + -L1.<1> 3

2;;(<1»

2

(4.4.1 )

3

where m and ;. are constants. This is why our consideration is mainly
concentrated on the standard case.
We begin by discussing some general aspects essential to every
supersymmetric model (3.2.8). The space of histories V of such a system is
parametrized by pairs of superfields: a chiral scalar <1>(z) and its conjugate
antichiral scalar <D(z). So, the super Poincare invariant supermetric of the
form (4.1.54) is fixed, modulo a complex constant as follows

f

ds 2 = d 6 z 6<1>(z) 6<1>(z)+ C.c.

(4.4.2)

Its component form defind by (4.1.56) reads
2

ds =

f

4

d x{

26A(X)6F(X)-~

8y/:i(x)81/Ja(x) }+c.c.

where A, t/J:t and F are the component fields of <1> (see equations (2.8.4) and
(4.1.41)).
By superfunctionally differentiating S[<1>, <D] (equation (3.2.8)), with the
help of the variational rules (3.1.46), one obtains

6S

6<1>(z) =

-

1

6S

4[)l<D + ~~(<1»

6<D(z) = -

1

4D2<1> + ~~(<D).

(4.4.3)

Taking the second superfunctional derivatives gives

62 S

6 2S

-6<1>(z)6<1>(z')

-6<1>(z)6<D(z')

62 S

6 2S

6<D( z)6<1>( z')

6<D( z)6$( z')

~~(<1»6 +(z,

z')

1 - 2 ~ ( ')
--Du_z,z
4

-!4 D 26 +(z, z') ~~(<D)6 _(z, z')

----

(4.4.4)
The final expression represents the superkernel of the linear operator

lJ'(z)
H('I')

=
( _~D2

IJ' == ~~(<1»

-2)

-- D
41

'P(z)

D",IJ' =0

(4.4.5)
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which maps the tangent space lr(<t>,<Ii) to W at (ell, $) into its dual space. For
a fixed \fI, the H('¥) can be considered as a linear operator acting on \i, due
to the explicit form of the supermetric (4.4.2).
The operator H('¥) will play an important role in subsequent considerations.
Here it is worth remarking that H('¥) arises in the quadratic model of
(anti)chiral scalars X and X coupled to external (anti)chiral scalars 'Ji and \fI
with the action
Sex, X; \fI,

'PJ =

f Hf
d8zxx +

6

d z \fIX2 + c.c.}

(4.4.6)

D"X=D,,\fI=O.

When \fI = 2~(ello), ell o being a stationary point of expression (3.2.8), this
superfunctional represents the linearized version (defined, in general, by
equation (4.2.16)) of the Wess-Zumino action.
A Green's function
G('¥) = (G + +(z, Zl)
G _ +(z, Zl)

G + _(z, Zl))
G _ _(z, Zl)

(4.4.7)

of the operator H('¥) is defined to satisfy the equation
H('¥)G('¥) = -

~

(4.4.8)

where

0).

~(z, ZI)=(D+(Z' Zl)

o

D_(Z,z')

(4.4.9)

The signs (±) indicate that G('¥) is chiral ( + ) or antichiral ( - ) with respect
to the corresponding argument; in particular,

D"G+ +(z, z')=Di,G+ +(z, z')=O.
Below G('¥) will always mean the unique Green's function of H<'¥) under the
Feynman boundary conditions.

4.4.2. Feynman superpropagator
In the case of the standard Wess-Zumino model, there are two super Poincare
invariant dynamical histories determined, due to equations (3.2.9) and (4.3.44),
by the equation

2~(ello) = mell o + ~ Aell5 = 0
2

hence
ellbA ) =0

or

ell\r) = - 2m/ A.

(4.4.10)
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Both histories can equally well be taken in the role of classical ground state,
since they are the only points minimizing the scalar potential (3.2.18). Because
of the identity
2 m3 m
1 .
(B) 3
2(<1»=--- - (<t> - <t>(8))2 +-),(<1>-<1>0 )
3

c

2

),2

3!

0

the use of the latter solution in equation (4.4.10) is equivalent to the use of
the former corresponding to the chiral superpotential (4.4.1) with m ...... - m
(physically, only the combination Iml2 proves relevant). Therefore, we choose
<1>0 = 0, and the decomposition (4.2.15) for the Wess-Zumino model takes
the form
S[<1>, <l>] = So [<1>, <l>] + S'NT[<1>, <l>]

f

So[<D, <l>] = d z<l><1> +
8

1.
- = -.le
S'NT[<1>, <1>]
3!

nf
m

d z<D2 + c.c.}
6

(4.4.11)

f

d 6 z <1> 3 + c.c.

As is seen, the linearized action is determined by the operator n<rn).
To find Green's functions of n<rn), it is worth recalling the identity

0i<1>=O

=>

0 2 0 2 <1>= 160<D.

(4.4.12)

-lmI2).

(4.4.13)

Now, one easily verifies
H(m)H(-m)=(O

As a result, the formal solution of equation (4.4.8) with 'P = m reads
G(m)=

_H(-m) __l

(4.4.14)

D-lml 2

The Feynman superpropagator is specified by the well-known e-prescription:
1

G=:G(m)= _H(-m)

D-lmI 2+ie

8 ......

+0.

(4.4.15)

From now on, we set m to be real. Then G can be explicitly written as
m6+(Z' z')

G=

1

o -m

~ 026_(Z, z')

4
2'

+18

( -1 0 2 6 +(z, z),

4

I·

(4.4.16)

'

m(L(z, z')

This relation shows that the elements of G are expressed via the 'chiral scalar
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superpropagator'

1

Gc(z, Zl)=

I

-2--'

D-m +1£

6+(z, z)

(4.4.17a)

6 _(z, Zl).

(4.4. 17b)

and the 'antichiral scalar superpropagator'
G.(z, Zl) = -

1

,

O-m 2 +1£

Both Gc and G. admit a representation similar to the well-known
proper-time representation for the scalar propagator invented by 1.
Schwinger:
12- .
---:-

O-m

4

6 (x-x')=i

fOO ds U(x, X';

+1£

s)

(4.4.18)

0

where U(x, x'; s) is the unique solution of the equation

(i :s +

0

2

-m )U(s)=0

(4.4. 19a)

+ 0) = 64 (x 

(4.4.19b)

under the initial condition
U(x, x'; s ~

x').

U(x, x'; s) reads

{[(X-X )2
I

i

U(x, x'; s)= - - - 2 exp i - - 
(4n:s)
4s

ms]}.
2

(4.4.20)

Using the explicit form for 6 +(z, Zl) given by equation (4.1.17), one now has
Gc(z, Zl) =

if"" ds Uc(Z, Zl; s)

(4.4.21)

o

Uc(z, Zl; s)= -

(4~S)2 (8-8')2 exp{{(X(+)~sX(+)2

m2s]}.

Obviously, Uc(s) is the unique solution of equation (4.4. 19a) under the initial
condition
Uc(z, Zl;

s~

+0)=6+(z, Zl)

and is chiral in both superspace arguments.

4.4.3. Generating superfunctional
Introduce an external chiral-antichiral supersource
(J(z), J(z»

D"J =D",J =0.

(4.4.22)
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Using the notation

f

f

SJ= d 6 zJ(z)«1>(z)+ d 6zJ(z)<l>(z)=:J«1>+J«1>

(4.4.23)

the generating superfunctional of the Wess-Zumino model is defined as
Z[J, J] = ,K

f ~f2«1>
f2

ei(SoH'NT+SJ).

(4.4.24)

After integration, this reduces to the general form (4.2.39,42), the
specialization to the case under consideration being as follows:
I

Vo =(<<1>o, <I>o)=O

-

GFlJ=G.

Hj=H(m)

Note that sDet (H(m)) = sDet- 1(G) is a constant independent of J and J. In
fact, it can be shown that
sDet(n<m)) = 1.

(4.4.25)

This leads to
Z[J, J] =exp

i
{. [1i bJ'bib]}
H

Zo[J, l] = exp
where
(J,J)GG)=

bJ

ISINT



Zo[J, J]

(4.4.26)

(J, J)G(j) }

f

d 6 zd 6 z' J(z)G+ +(z,z')J(z')

f
f

+ 2 d 6z d 6 z' J(z)G + _(z, z')J(z')

+

d 6 zd 6 z' J(z)G - _(z, z')J(z').

(4.4.27)

Using (4.4.l6), the final expression can be rewritten in the manner

f d zJ o -mm
6

2

.

+1£

, ~D2J+fd6Zl
J+2f d6ZJ 0 -m12 +1£4
m!.
D -m

+1£

Since J is chiral, we have

~fd6ZJ

4

1

D-m 2 +i£

D2l=-fd8ZJ

1

D-m 2 +i£

As a result, we arrive at the expression
Zo[J,J]=exP{i(-fd8zJ

1

,

D-m 2 +1£

J

l.

J.
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+~fd6ZJ

1

D-m 2 +i8

2

+~fd6zJ
1
2
D-m

2

,

+18

J

J)}.

(4.4.28)

Let us introduce into consideration chronological averages for the
linearized theory with the action So (4.4.11) using the general rule:

<<A [<1>, <I>J> >0:=

f

.@<I>.@<1>A[<1>, <I>] eiSo[<l>.<l>]

1 [) 1 [) ]

_I

=A [ -;--,-;--= Zo[J,J]
1 [)J 1 ()J

(4.4.29)
J

=J =0

A being a superfunctional. Then components of the Feynman superpropagator

are given as the correlators:
G + _(z, z') = G _ +(z', z) = i< <<1>(z)<I>(z') > >0
G + +(z, z') = i< <<1>(z)<1>(z'»

(4.4.30)

G _ _(z, z') = i< <<I>(z)<I>(z'» >0'

>0

It is clear that Z[J, J] is expressible as a superfunctional Taylor series in J
and J with the coefficients being complicated linearized correlators of the
form (4.4.29).
In practice, instead of using equations (4.4.27,28) involving integrations
over the (anti)chiral superspaces, it proves more convenient to express the
components of G according to the law
G++(Z,Z')=( _D2 020'2K++(z,z')
G+_(Z,Z')=( _D2 02D'2K+_(z,z')

G __ (Z,Z')=(

-lY

(4.4.31)

D2D'2K __ (z,z')

where
K+_(z,z')=K_+(z,z'):=K(z,z')=

= -[)4(8-8')
2

K + +(z, z') = m ~ K(z, z')

40

1

2

1 , [)8(Z-Z')

D-m

(4.4.32a)

[)4(X_X')

D-m
-2

K__ (z, z') = m ~ K(z, z').

40

(4.4.32b)
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Here we have omitted the (ie)s in the denominators, which are assumed
here and below. Note also that in deriving equations (4.4.32) we have
used equations (2.5.30g) and the identities
D",c5 8(z-z') = -D~c58(Z_Z')

(4.4.33)

Oit c5B (z-z') = -O;'c5 B(z-z').

Now, the relation (4.4.27) can be rewritten as

(J,J)GG)= f

d 8Zd BZ'{J(Z)K++(Z,Z')J(Z')

+2J(z)K+ _(z, z')J(z')+J(z)K __ (z, Z,)J(Z')} (4.4.34)

and the free generating superfunctional takes the form

-

{f (-

Zo[J,J] =exp -i d 8 z J

2

1 2 J +-J
m
D2
m0 2 J-)} .
2 J +-J
o-m
8 o(o-m)
8 o(o-m)

(4.4.35)
Both expressions involve only integrals over the full superspace.
Remark. The labels (±) carried by the Ks do not indicate chirality or
antichirality in the corresponding argument, as was the case of Gs, but only
the relationship between Ks and Gs (4.4.31).
The representations (4.4.27) and (4.4.34) lead to different supergraph
techniques, which we now describe.
4.4.4. Standard Feynman rules
To obtain Feynman rules corresponding to the original representation for
Zo[J, J] given by equations (4.4.26,27), one must give the explicit structure
of interaction (4.4.11), which implies

·S [1i c5J'c5 i1c5Jc5 ] = . 3!Afd

liNT

1

6

3

fd
Z c5(iJ(z))3 + 3!
c5

.I

1

6-

c5

3

Z c5(iJ(z»3

and the variational identity
1 c5 3
- - - 3 J(z dJ (Z2)J(Z3) = c5 +(z, Z1)c5 +(z, z2)c5 +(z, Z3)'
3! c5(J(z»

(4.4.36)

Then, the Feynman rules in coordinate space are:
1. Propagators:
<l><l>

- iG + + (z, z')

<l><l>

- iG + _(z, z')

<l><l>

-iG __ (z,z').

(4.4.37)
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In the massless case, the $$- and 4»4»-propagators vanish, as is seen from
equation (4.4.16).
2. Vertices: There are chiral ($3) and antichiral (4)>3) vertices denoted by
EB and 8, respectively. Each chiral vertex is integrated over d 6 z, each
antichiral over d 6 z,

EB=Ufd

6

Z

f

8=iX d 6 z.

(4.4.38)

3. The usual symmetry factors for graphs should be taken into account.
Our chief goal consists in finding the effective action f[$,4»] of the
Wess-Zumino model defined by
_
1
_

[[$, $] = - -;-In Z[J, J] - J$ - J$

(4.4.39)

1

where
$) (J/JJ) 1 Z[J, J] = (G + + G + _)(J)
.
_ + loop correctIOns.
( $_ = J/JJ_ -;-In
1
G_+ G __ J
To read off [[$,4»] from Z[J, J], one considers only the one-particle
irreducible diagrams, amputate all the external lines and insert in their places
$ and 4», according to the rule

)

~
G..

+

iG.A

+

J

~iG.A
+
G-+

- iG. 8

-iG. 8

=~iG.A
~iG.8

where A, B = ±, and similarly for cf>-insertions. In addition, each diagram
must be multiplied by (-i) (see equation (4.4.39)).
The Feynman rules described here were originally developed by A. Salam
and J. Strathdee. As a direct consequence of these rules, let us prove the
following assertion.
Theorem 1. Every L-loop
(antichiral) vertices vanishes.

(L~

1) supergraph containing only chiral


Proof Consider a connected L-loop supergraph of chiral type. It involves
only G + +-propagators, chiral in both arguments. On these grounds, it is
convenient to use the chiral representation (see subsection 3.1.6), in which
chiral superfields depend on x and () only, to analyse the diagram. Using
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equation (3.1.66), in the chiral representation we have
G + +(z.z')::

m

O-m

2

m ,b4(x-x').

b +(z, z' )=()2(8-8')

D-m

As is seen, the variables x and 8 are separated. By assumption, the diagram
contains a closed cycle formed by k points

When k> 1, its contribution to the diagram is proportional to

G + +(z 1, Z 2)G + +(z 2, Z3)' .. G + +(Zk -

l ' zdG + +(Zk, z 1)
-- 15 2(8 1- 82)15 2(8 2 - 8 3 ) " • b2(8 k _ 1 - 8k)b 2(8 k - 8 1)
=b2(81-82)b2(81-83) .. ·b2(81-8k)b2(8k-81)=0

where we have used the identities
15 2(8 - 8')f(8') = <5 2 (8 - 8')f(8)

(<5 2(8»2 = O.

(4.4.40)

The case k = 1 corresponds to the tadpole

-D

which is zero, owing to the identity

J2(8-8)=0.

(4.4.41)

Remark. Just the same line of arguments can be used to prove equation
(4.3.65).
Corollary. Every supergraph containing a closed purely chiral (antichiral)
cycle vanishes.
For example, the following two-loop supergraph

produces zero contribution to the effective action.
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In accordance with Theorem 1, non-trivial supergraphs are those involving
both chiral and antichiral vertices. From the viewpoint of practical
calculations and general analysis, to handle such diagrams requires some
improvement of the Feynman rules. The point is that neither chiral nor
antichiral representations are helpful now, and one must treat b+(z, Zl) and
15 _(z, Zl) in the standard fashion

b+(z, Zl)= -lD 2 b8(Z-ZI)

1
b_(z,z')= --D 2 b8(z-z')
4

with all the superspace coordinates being on the same footing and the most
reasonable separation being of the form b8(z) = b4 (x)b 4 (0). Nevertheless,
similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, it is reasonable to expect to get some
simplifications caused by the properties of the Grassmann delta function
15 4 (0) like those given in equations (4.4.40) and (4.4.41). To make use of such
properties, one must convert the integration measures d 6 z = d4 x d 2 e and
d 6 i=d 4 xd 2 8, associated with vertices, into d 8z=d 4 xd 4 0 in accordance with
the laws

-If

2
6
d zD u=

-If

f

6
2
8
d iD U= d z U

(4.4.42)

since the delta function 15 4 (0) corresponds to the measure d 4 0.
4.4.5. Improved Feynman rules

Following M. Grisaru, M. Rocek and W. Siegel, we now consider the
reformulation of the above Feynman rules based on the use of the representation
for superpropagators (4.4.42), the identity

(D 2u 1)(D 2u 2)'" (D 2u n) = D2{U 1(D 2u 2)'" (D 2u n)}
and its conjugate, and the conversion rules (4.4.42). Together these imply
that for each chiral vertex with three internal lines attached we have

f

d 6 z G +A(Z, Zl)G +B(Z, Z2)G +dz, Z3)
= fd8ZK+A(Z,Zl)(

_~~(A»){( -~D2)K+B(Z'Z2>( _~~(B»)}
X

I+--(e»)}
D K+dz,Z3) ( -4.@
{( -41_2)

where
A, B, C=

±

.@(A)={D2
D2

A=+
A=
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and ~(A) means that ~(A) acts on the second argument of K+ A ; for each
chiral vertex with one external and two internal lines attached we have

f

d 6z <l>(z)G + A(Z, ZI)G + B(Z, Z2)

=

fd 8Z<I>(z)K+A(z, Zl)( _~~(A)){( -~i)2)K+B(Z'Z2)(-~~(B))}

and so on. Equivalently, one could start with the representation for Zo[J, J]
(4.4.35) and use the following integral version of the variational rule (4.4.36)

-1
3!

f

()3
d6 z - 3 J(z I)J(Z 2)J(Z 3)

b(J(z))

f

= d 8z b8(Z-ZI){ -~ IFb

8(Z-Z2)}{ -~ D2b8(Z-Z3)}

for calculating Z[J, J]. As a result, we get the improved Feynman rules for
the effective action in coordinate space.
1.

Propagator~:

I

~~- line,

l'

l

8

,

(4.4.43)

o-m 2 6 lz-z )

2
ImD /401
~~-line:

z'

z

I
Z

ImDY40l
1?~-line:

z'

z

2. Vertices:
chiral (~J)
• =

8

IX/d z

z

I

= lD2
Z'

4

_la2

z' -4

Im
68 (z_z')
olo-m 2 )

Im
08 Iz - z 'l
o(o-m 2l

antichiral (~')

(4.4.44)

0= I).,!dsz •

Associated with every chiral (antichiral) vertex with n internal lines attached
are n -1 factors _tD2 (- tD2) acting on n - 1 internal lines. All external
lines (<1>- or d)-ones) arise without any factors.
3. The standard combinatoric factors for graphs.
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Remark. The following property of Cl>CI>- and Cl>CI>-lines is often useful:
1-~lj2)

HiP)

mltD2)

I

(4.4.45)

Hol)

1_~02)

m1tD1)

One of the main advantages of the improved Feynman rules is the fact
that for a graph with V vertices one can easily integrate V-I vertices in
0, O. Each internal line represents itself as the superpropagator

.

.
-c:5 8(z_z')=c:5 4(8-8')

_1

I

o-m 2

o-m 2

~c:58(Z_Z')=c:54(8-8')
2

0(0

.5 4(x-x')

or
0(0

_m

)

im
c:54(X_X')
_m 2 )

with some number of D and D factors acting on z or Z'. All these factors
can be transfered onto other lines (internal or external) with the help of
integration by parts

~=~

+

--<

(4.4.46)

After this, c:5 4(8 - 8') factors out, and the integral over, for example, d 48' is
immediately done. The validity of integration by parts turns out to be obvious
by rewriting the Feynman rules in momentum space.
Let us make the transformation to momentum space for the mean
superfield U = (Cl>, <1»
U(z)=

f

d4

- p e- ipx U(p 8)
(2n)4
'

the superpropagators Jf' = (- iK + _, - iK + +, - iK __ )
4
Jf'(z Zl)=f d p e-ip(X-x') Jf'(p' 8 8' )
'(271f
' ,
and the delta function
4

.5 8(Z-Z')= f d p
(271f

e-ip(X-X')

c:5 4(8-8' )
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Here and below in this section we take the convention that 8 means all the
odd variables W- and gi' In momentum space the covariant derivatives
DA =(Oa, D", Di) take the form

Oa-' -iPa
D" -. Dip) = 0" + (aa),,!J.l}!J.pa

(4.4.47)

O

Di-.D,,(p)= -o&.-(a ),,&8"Pa

and their algebra has the form
{D,,(p), DP(p)} = {D;ip), DP(p)} =0
{D,,(p), Dip)} =

-

(4.4.48)

2(aa),,&po'

The Feynman rules in momentum space read as follows:
1. Propagators:
p

=_

p

I

p2+ m 2

64 (a-a')

im

p1(p2+m2)

p
im

")

(1t;D (p)
2

(r 02

)

4

6 (9-9')

4

(p)) 6 (9

(4.4.49)

-a').

2. Each vertex is integrated over d 4 8.
3. Associated with every independent loop is the momentum integral
Sd4 p/(2n)4.
4. Associated with the external momenta is the overall factor

[ 0p,,,

fd4Pe:tJ(2n)4i54(r
Pext).
(2n)
ext

The other factors are the same as in coordinate space.
The operators D,,(p) and D!J.(p) can be handled as ordinary covariant
derivatives. It is worth remembering, however, that the coordinate space
expressions
D~

Do

z

z'

z

z'
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correspond in momentum space to
D;I-pl

Dolp I

,

e'

e

e

e'

respectively. The momentum space analogue of the relation
Dxc58(z  z') =  D~c58(Z - z')
reads
Dx(p)c5 4 (0- 0') =  D~( - p)c5 4 (0  0')

(4.4.50)

which implies
D,lp I

e

p

e'

=

e'

=

-D~I-pl

e'

(4.4.51a)

e'

p

hence
1

D'll_pl

D 1p I
p

,

(4.4.51b)

e'

p

and so on. Using the basic property of the Berezin integral,

f

f

4

4

d 0acJ(0)= d 0O'&/(0)=0

f

being arbitrary, we have the rules for integration by parts:

Dol-pi /

k

p-~

P~
p- k

=

-Dolkl

~

+

p

~

(4.4.52)

k

-Dolkl

+
p-k

P

-Dolp -kl

•

p-k

The coordinate space version of the former coincides with equation (4.4.46).
It is easy to see from the previous consideration that the momentum
dependence of factors D(p) and D(p) arising on internal or external lines can
be omitted without any misunderstanding.
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4.4.6. Example of supergraph calculations
Let us calculate the one-loop correction to the two-point vertex function.
The relevant supergraphs are:
~

~

·0 ·
(-tO

l

(-t

)

(4.4.53a)

(4.4.53b)

02 )

~

~

(4.4.53c)

In accordance with Theorem 1, the second and third graphs vanish. The
contribution from the first graph is

i~J;.fd8Zd8Z'iJ>(z)[
2

1
D-m 2

b8(Z_Z')][~020'2
16

1 b8(Z-Z')]<I>(Z')'
D-m 2

Here t is the combinatoric factor (it arises as (3 x 3 x 2)/3! 3!). The propagator
in the first set of brackets contains the free function b4 (0 - 0'), which implies
that we must set 0 = 0' in the second brackets. The only non-zero contribution
will arise when all the multipliers in (0 20'2) act on b4 (0 - 8'),

~(020'2)b4(0-0')1
16

= 1.
8=W

Finally, performing the integral in 0' gives
i

~ D.

f

d 4x d 4 x' d 4 8 iJ>(x, 8)<I>(x', 8)[G(x, X,)]2

G(x, x') = -

1

D-m

,b

4

(4.4.54a)

(x - x').

Repeating the calculations in momentum space, where the graph (4.4.53a)
reads

0

p-k

~(-p,

..
p

9)

(-tOl)

k

~(p,

9)

---~.----p

HOl)
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= i ~ D. f.3

4P
(2n) 4

2

fd 48 d 8' $( - P, 8)<I>(p, 8')
4

[~D2(k)IY2( -k)c5 4(8-e')],

4

x
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fd p

t
c5 4(8-8')
t
(2n)4(p-k)2+m2
k 2 +m 2 16

Applying the above arguments reduces this expression to

4P
D
f
d
A(p2, m 2) fd 48 $( - p, 8)<I>(p, e)
2 (2n) 4

(4.4.54b)

d4k
1
1
A(p2 m2 )=i - 
-2- 2
,
(2n)4 (p-W +m2 k +m

(4.4.55)

where

f

is an ordinary loop integral divergent at large momenta. Therefore, we must
introduce a regularization scheme in order to make our diagram sensible.

4.4.7. Supersymmetric analytic regularization
We shall mainly use the so-called analytic regularization based on the
replacement of each factor

1

_.food se -

is(p2 + rn')

-2--' -1

p2 +m -le

(4.4.56)

0

in equation (4.4.49) by its regularized version
f(l +0)p201

------

(p2+m2_ie)1+w

.

1p

20)f

oo

d (')01
S IS

0

e -is(p2+rn

2)

(4.4.57)

an analytic function of a complex variable 0) (regularization parameter), 0) --+ 0
at the end of calculations; p is a real parameter with dimensions of mass
(normalization point) introduced to fix the dimensions of propagators. There
is no need to regularize 1/p2-factors in equation (4.4.49), since, in accordance
with Theorem t, neither <1><1>- nor $$-lines form closed loops. It is obvious
that every non-zero closed loop has to involve at least two $$-lines. By
simple power counting one can see that closed loops containing $$- or
<I>$-lines produce finite contributions. Note also that the t/p2-factors in
superpropagators are often cancelled by rule (4.4.45), as is the case for the
two-loop supergraph
~

contributing to the two-point vertex function.

~

(4.4.58)
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The Fourier transform of (4.4.57) reads
G(x,x' lw)=i,u2w

f:

ds(is)'" U(x, x'; s)

(4.4.59)

with U(x , x'; s) being the kernel (4.4.20), and represents the regularized form
of the propagator (4.4.18). Then, owing to the presence of c5 4 (e - e') in
expression (4.4.32a), the regularized form of K(z, z') can be written as

K(z, z' I w) = c5 4(e- ()'),u2OJ

f 'f. ~ (is)OJ e

i[(W(z ,z '))'/ 4s-m's]

o (4rrs)2

(4.4.60)

where

wa(z, z') = (x - x')a + ieaa(lJ -lJ') -

ire - e')aalJ.

It has been shown in Section 2.4 that the two-point function wa(z, z') is
invariant under supersymmetry transformations. Therefore, the regularized
superpropagator is explicitly super Poincare invariant. As a result, the
regularization scheme described preserves supersymmetry at every stage of
perturbation theory.

Remark. Both expressions (4.4.59) and (4.4.60) are well behaved on the
light cone when Re w > 2.
In conclusion, let us point out that divergences arise within the framework
of analytic regularization as poles in w. For example, the regularized form
of (4.4.55) reads
A(p2, m21w) = -i,u4w

x e-

f

4

d k4
(2n)

foc dS 1 ds 2 (isd W(is 2)W
0

is,[(p - k) l + m 1]

e - iS1[k'

+ m 1]

and its direct calculation leads to
A(p2 , m2 I w )=-1_ _1_+ finite terms.
(4n) 2 4w

(4.4.61)

To cancel this divergence, we must introduce into the bare action the
following divergent structure
I
- -D.
--(4n)22w

fd

2

- '"
z <l>-v.

4.4.8. Non-renormalization theorem
Looking at the one-loop contribution to the two-point vertex function
(4.4.54), one can see that the integrand is local in the odd variables (a
function of only one e" and lJ~) and non-local in the odd variables x or p (a
function of two xs or, equivalently, a non-polynomial function of p). The

e
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locality in () turns out to be a general property of arbitrary supergraphs, in
accordance with the theorem proved by M. Grisaru, M. Rocek and W. Siege\.
Theorem 2 (Non-renormalization theorem). Each term in the effective
action can be expressed as an integral over a single d 4 ().
Prool Consider a one-particle irreducible L-loop supergraph. Recall that
each vertex is integrated over d 4 8, each line represents 15 4 (e-()') with some
number of factors D and 0 acting on it (we suppress p-dependence). Choose
in the graph a fixed loop involving, say, n vertices. Associated with this loop
is a cycle 15 4 ( e I - () 2)15 4 ( e2 - ()3) ... 15 4 ( ()n - e I) with derivatives Ds and Os acting
on delta functions. Integrating by parts, one can transfer all the covariant
derivati"es acting originally on 15 4 (e l - ()2) onto 15 4 (()2 - e3 ) or 15 4 (e n - el) or
external lines to the loop. Now, performing the integral in e2 removes
84 (8\- 82) and replaces ()2 by ()I everywhere. Let us continue this procedure
n - 1 times. Then, the cycle is reduced to a single delta function, and one
obtains an expression for the graph of the form

I]

f f

4

d 4 () A d 4 e l I(e l , eA){D ... D15 (e n - el)} 10,,=0,

(4.4.62)

where the label A enumerates the vertices external to the loop. The last term
here is easily evaluated. As a result of the anticommutation relations for the
covariant derivatives, any product of D and 0 factors can be reduced to an
expression involving at the most four such factors. Since

81)2

15 4 (e n- () I) == (en - e1)2(lJn -

one needs exactly two Ds and two Os for expression (4.4.62) to be non-zero.
In this case, we have

1

2-2

4

16 D D 15 (()n-()I)lo,,=o,

= 1.

As a result, the entire loop has been contracted to a point in e-space.
Continuing the above procedure loop-by-Ioop reduces the entire graph to a
point in ()-space, and the total contribution takes the form

l! f d f d e
4

pi

4

F(pi> e)

where Pi are independent external momenta.
Corollary 1. The general structure of the effective action of the
Wess-Zumino model is as follows

r[<l>, cI>] =

~

f

d 4xI'" d4 xn

f

d4 e ff,,(x l , ... , xn)F I(X I , e) ... Fn(xn, e).

(4.4.63)
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Here Ys are translationally invariant functions on Minkowski space, Fs are
local functions of <1>, <I> and their covariant derivatives,
F j = Fl<1>, <1>, D A<1>, D A<I>, ... ).

(4.4.64)

Remark. Each term in structure (4.4.63) is represented by the integral over
d 4 but not over d 2 or d 2 i1. Certainly, this does not mean that there are
no purely chiral or antichiral contributions to the effective action. For
example, the following term is possible:

e,

e

4

111

f d p B(p) fd 2 e d 2iT <1>( - p, e,
(2n)4

i1)[ -~ D 2(P)J<1>(P, e, iT)
4

=111

where we have indicated explicitly
that in momentum space
<1>(p, e,

e-

f

d4p p2B(p)

-4

(2n)

f

d4 e<1>(-p, 8)<1>(p, 8)

and iT-dependencies and used the fact

iT) = e1hr'lip' <1>(p, e).

The contribution from the graph (4.4.58) is exactly of the given type.
Corollary 2. All vacuum supergraphs vanish.
Proof. In accordance with Theorem 2, every vacuum supergraph can be
represented as
4

d fd e
where d is a loop momentum integral. The entire expression vanishes, since

Sd4 8=0.
This last result implies that the generating superfunctional (4.4.21) is
naturally normalized by

Z[J =0,

J =0] = 1.

(4.4.65)

Other consequences of the non-renormalization theorem will be discussed
below.

4.5.

Note about gauge theories

The equivalence of Feynman rules in the component and superfield
approaches has been established in the Section 4.2 for non-gauge
supersymmetric theories. In principle, the proof can be extended to the case
of gauge supersymmetric theories, but here it will depend on the class to
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which a given dynamical system belongs. As is known, there exist several
different types of gauge theories (reducible or irreducible, possessing closed
or open gauge algebra and so on), and for each of them there are specific
features to be borne in mind when formulating Feynman rules. We find it
reasonable to take the following line: to expose the main types of gauge
theories, but to recall the Feynman rules only for irreducible theories with
closed algebras. This is precisely the family to which the super Yang-Mills
models considered in Section 3.5 belong. The Feynman rules for general
gauge theories with linearly dependent generators and open algebras have
been obtained by I. Batalin and G. Vilkovisky, and we refer the interested
reader to the original publication 1.
4.5.1. ,Gauge theories
Let q/ = rpi (x) be the field variables, and S[rp] be the classical action of a
dynamical system. Suppose that on the space of histories <I> there exists an
infinite set of pure right supervector fields

D ,

R&=~R'~[cp]

ucp

8(R f,) = 8",

,

8(R'~) = 8i + 8",

(4.5.1)

non-vanishing along the dynamical subspace <1>0'

v CPo E<1>0

R&I '1'='1'0 #0

(4.5.2)

and satisfying the requirement
SR& = S,i[cp]Rili[cp] =0.

(4.5.3)

Here &= (IX, x'), the index IX running over some finite number of values. Under
the above conditions, the theory is said to be gauge. Associated with R& are
the infinitesimal gauge transformations
<5cpi = cpiR&~& = Ri&[rp]~&
e(~&) =

(4.5.4)
8"

leaving the action S[cp] invariant, where the parameters ~"(x) are arbitrary
cp-independent functions over space-::time (but reasonably constrained at
infinity). The R& or, equivalently, Ri&[cp] are called generators of gauge
transformations. Equation (4.5.2) implies that the gauge freedom does not
reduce to a trivial invariance of the form
<5mi
=S .}.[cp],QR
'1'

OR = -

(-

1)"IBj,QU.

(4.5.5)

Obviously, every such transformation does not change S[cp] and coincides
with the identity map restricted to <1>0'
lI.A. Batalin and G.A. Vilkovisky, Phys. Rev. D 24 2567, 1983
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Owing to equations (4.5.2) and (4.5.3), the Hessian i,S,JC<Po], at each point
<Po of $0' is degenerate (that is, it possesses zero-eigenvalue eigenvectors of
compact support in space-time) and has no Green functions, since

i.S,JC<Po]Ria,[<po] = o.

(4.5.6)

We assume the s~t {R&} to be complete in the sense that each infinitesimal
displacement b<pi(X) leaving S[<p] unchanged can be represented as a
<p-dependent gauge transformation modulo the dynamical equations:
S,;[ <p ]b<pi = 0

=>

b<pi = R to, [<p ]~o,[<p] + S,j[<p ]OJi[<p]

(4.5.7)

with the Os being constrained as in equation (4.5.5). This means that all the
degeneracy of i.S.;[<Po] is due to the gauge invariance (4.5.4).
Introduce the super Lie bracket of generators

[R", Rp}=R"R rj-(-I)",c PRpR&

(4.5.8)

leading to a pure supervector field on $0' For arbitrary infinitesimal
parameters ~~ and ~~, e(~t2) = e", the transformation

b<pi = <pi[R", Rpgq~~
leaves S[<p] invariant, as a consequence of (4.5.3). Therefore, equation (4.5.7)
tells us that
c,
6
Ji
[R", Rp } = RyC'"p+ b<piS,jE &p

(4.5.9)

where the Cs and Es satisfy the relations

d~p = - ( - 1)"'Pcl'P&

(4.5.10)

dio,fJ = - ( -1 )fafft EU&p = - ( - 1)'iCj EJi&p'
The coordinate form of equation (4.5.9) reads

Ri&,J[<P ]RJp[<p] - ( _IY'c pRip,j[<p ]RJ&[<p] = Riy[<p ]cl'&P[<P] + S,j[<p ]EJi"p[<p].
(4.5.11)
The equations (4.5.9) and (4.5.10) define the gauge algebra of the theory. The
functionals cl'&P[<p] are called the structure coefficients of the algebra. The
gauge algebra is said to be closed when

Eji&p[<p] =0

(4.5.12)

otherwise, it is called open.

Remark. A famous example of a gauge theory with an open algebra is
Einstein supergravity (see Chapters 5, 6). This theory is described by fields
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f m Him iT/meX B B- Am}
h
. a vier
. b'
iT/meX)'IS a S·
({J i = lea
, T ~,T
,
"
,were
ea m IS
em, (IT/m
T :X' T
pm- z3 field
called the gravitino, (B, H, Am) are supergravity auxiliary fields. The
supergravity action functional (6.1.12) proves to be invariant under the
general coordinate and local Lorentz transformations and the local
supersymmetry transformations (5.1.45,48). Before eliminating the auxiliary
fields, with the help of their equations of motion (6.1.14), all the
transformations form a closed algebra (with some field-dependent structure
coefficients). However, after eliminating the auxiliary fields one discovers the
presence of the terms c5S! c5'P m et and c5S I c5'P m /( in a commutator of two
supersymmetry transformations.
The gauge theory is sfl,id to be irreducible if for every dynamical history
({Jo E <1>0 the generators RJ&[({Jo] are linearly independent, that is, the equation

Rj,J({Jo]~&=O

has no non-trivial solution with compact support in space-time; otherwise,
the theory is called reducible. In the case of a reducible gauge theory, there
exists an infinite set oC zero-eigenvalue eigenvectors Z&a[({Jo] for each
functional supermatrix RJ,J({Jo],

RJ&[({Jo]Z&a[({Jo] =0
e(Z&a) = 8 1X + ea

(4.5.13)

Where a= (a, x"), the index a running over a finite number of values. The
off-mass-shell version of equation (4.5.13) is

RJ~[({J]Z&l({J] +S,j[({J]BJia[({J] =0
BJia[({J] = -( -ly,e;BUa[({J]

(4.5.14)

and tells us that choosing in equation (4.5.4) the parameters
~&=Z&a[({J]Aa
8{A a)=8a
being arbitrary, results in a trivial transformation of the form (4.5.5). When
the equation

)/J

Z&a[({Jo]Aa=O
has no solution with compact support (other than ). = 0), the theory is said
to have the first stage of reducibility. Otherwise, there are non-trivial
zero-eigenvalue eigenvectors for Z&a[({Jo], which also may be linearly
dependent, and so on. In other words, there can be gauge theories having
any finite stage of reducibility and even infinitely reducible ones (the most
famous example is the Green-Schwarz superstring 2 ).
Of course, one can always choose in the set {R,x} a linearly independent
subset, hence making the theory irreducible. In actual theories, however,
2M.B. Green and J.H. Schwarz, Phys. Lett. 1368 367, 1984.
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the original generators Rj&['P] are local and covariant operators of the fields;
after singling out a linearly independent subset, the locality or explicit
covariance may be lost.
In our book we have met reducible gauge theories (both in components
and superfields). Recall, for example, the antisymmetric tensor field model
(1.8.34), which is invariant under the gauge transformations (1.8.35). Here we
have
'Pi = Bab(x)

. 1
Ri&= (O.bb - a bb ~ )c54( x - X' )

2

where i = (ab , x) and &= (c, x'). The generators are linearly dependent, with
zero-eigenvalue modes

Z&" = occ5 4 (x' - x " )
where a= (x"). The reducibility is manifested in the fact that the gauge
parameters in transformations (1.8.35) are defined modulo the transformations

;'b-+ Ab + ObP
P being arbitrary. Obviously, the theory has the first stage of reducibility.
Furthermore, consider the chiral spinor superfield model (3.7.10) invariant
under the gauge transformations (3.7.11). The theory has the first stage of
reducibility, since the gauge parameter in transformations (3.7.11) is defined
modulo the displacements

K-+K+A+A

DilA=O

A being an arbitrary chiral scalar superfield. One more example is given by
the superspin-O model (3.7.24) invariant under the gauge transformations
(3.7.22). The theory has the second stage of reducibility, since the gauge
parameters in transformations (3.7.22) are defined modulo transformations
of the form (3.7.11). Note also that the super field supergravity (see Chapter
6) is a reducible gauge theory. The linearized supergravity action (6.2.5) is
invariant under the gauge transformations (6.2.6), where Lr;. is defined modulo
the redefinitions

L"-+L",+/'f,,,
1]"

0,,1'/,,=0

being an arbitrary chiral spinor superfield.

4.5.2 . Fey nman rules for irreducible gauge theories w ith closed algebras
We now reproduce the Feynman rules for irreducible gauge theories with
closed algebras. Together with the requirement of irreducibility and equation
(4.5.12), we shall also assume the validity of the relation
(-1 )" i.Ri&['P] +( -I )'IICPpa ['P] =0

whose role will soon become clear.

(4.5.15)
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Under the above requirements, the in-out vacuum amplitude is known
to be given as
<out Iin ) = JV

f

.@cp eiS['P] (j[X&[cp JJ sDet(F&p[cp J)

(4.5.16)

where X&[cp J, e(X&) = e~, are bosonic and fermionic functionals such that the
functional supermatrix

F"p[cpJ = l".i[cp JR ip[cp ]

(4.5.17)

is non-singular at the point CPo E «Do chosen in the role of the classical ground
state and hence in a neighbourhood of «D. The l [cp] are called gauge fixing
functions. Note that their existence is due to irreducibility of the theory. The
equation (4.5.16) represents the well-known Faddeev- Popov ansatz.

Remark. The delta function in equation (4.5.16) is to be understood as a
functional analogue of the ordinary Fourier representation for (jP +2q(Z)
(1.11.34)
The (j[l [cp]] is required in the right-hand side of (4.5.16) to break the
degeneracy, owing to the gauge invariance, of the naive integral
S9 cp exp(iS[cp]). On the other hand, its introduction results in arbitrariness
having no relation to the dynamical content of the theory. Were the amplitude
<outlin) well defined, it should not depend on X[cp]. Hence, the relation
(4.5.16) may pretend to a physical correctness if its right-hand side, which
will be denoted by <out/in)x' satisfies the identity
<out lin ) x= <out lin )x+ 6 x

(4.5.18)

where A/ [cp] is an arbitrary infinitesimal change of / [cp]. Let us recall the
proof of identit y (4.5.18) given by B. De Witt. In the functional integral
<out lin )x +6x = JV

f~cp

eiS['P ] (j[X + AX] sDet(F + AF)

one makes the replacement of integration variables

cpi = q,i - Ri&[q,]~& [q,]
~ &[q,] =(F- 1 [q,])&p Al [q,]

representing a field-dependent gauge-transformation, hence

S[cp]=S[q,].
One also easily obtains

(j[x[cp] + AX[cp]] =b[X[q,]]
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and

sDet(F[cp] + liF[cp]) = sDet(F[cP ]){ 1+ si[c{i]}
,w'[ cP] = (- 1),,'(F - 1 [cP ])&p {/i[cP ]R ii[ cP] - FP&J[cP ]R\.[c{i ]~Y[c{i]}.
Next, the change in the integration measure must be calculated in accordance
with rule (1.l1.32) which gives
fticp = fticP sDet( cpi

t5~j) = fticP{ 1- e1[cP]}

e1[cP] = (-l)"ii,RicJcP]~i[cP]

{cP]Ri,[cP]~Y[cP]}.

+( -1)"'(F-1[cP])&,,{lil{cP]Ri,[c{i]
-( -l)c,ciF P;Y,l
}J
,I
et

Cl

Now, making use of equations (4.5.11, 12) and (4.5.17) leads to

f

( out lin>,:+6.x=% fticP eiS[<J>] t5[Xi[c{i]] sDet(F&!1[cP])

x {1- « - I)"';, Ri&[c{i] + (-

lYfi C!1!1&[ c{i ])~&[c{i]}
(4.5.19)

and this coincides with (outlin>x under the fulfilment of equation (4.5.15).
Let 'P[cp J be a physical observable, that is, a gauge invariant functional of cp,
'P,iCcpJRi&[cpJ =0.
On the basis of the arguments given above, its quantum average
(outIT(\II[cp])lin> =%

f

fticp'P[cp] eiS[<p] t5[Xi[cp]] sDet(F&p[cpJ)
(4.5.20)

turns out to be independent of the gauge fixing,
(outl T('P[cp])lin>x+6.% = (outl T('P[cp])lin\.

(4.5.21)

Obviously, this fact is necessary for physical correctness. At the same time,
it serves as a starting point for representing each average (4.5.20) in a form
completely similar to that which appeared in the non-gauge case (see equation
(4.2.25)), namely
<outl T('P[cpJ)lin> =const

f

ftiCPtotal 'P[cp] eiS,O,"'[<PI",,']

where the integration is performed over some extended space of histories
parametrized by CPtotal = (cp, .. .), and Stotal is a functional on this space. To
obtain such a representation, the following two tricks may be applied. First,
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using equation (4.5.21), one can make in expression (4.5.20) the replacement

l[cp] -+ l[cp] - fa.

~fa.=O

(4.5.22)

e(/f.) = elf.

t5cp'

where the fs are arbitrary external bosonic and fermionic fields on the
space-time, and then integrate the modified version of expression (4.5.20)
over these fields with the weight
expG f&B&P[CPo]fP) sDet 1/ 2 (11&PBpy[cpo])

(4.5.23a)

B being a supersymmetric functional supermatrix
e(Ba.p) = elf. + ep
B&p=( _l)B·+ep+t.epBp& .

(4.5.23b)

The integration over the fs is assumed to be normalized as
.;V'

f

£i)f expG f&l1&PfP) = 1

e(l]a.p) = elf. + ep

I]&p= ( _ly·+t~ +t"

~ I]P&

(4.5.23c)

for some fixed supermatrix I] (compare with equation (4.2.32». The second
trick is due to the identities

f

£i)e' £i)e exp(ie~Pa.p[ cp ]e P)
ft
e(e~) = e<e ) = elf.

sDet - 1(pa.p[cp]) =.;V"

sDet(pftp[cp])=';v'"

f~c' £i)cexp(ic~Pa.p[cp]cP)

e(cii) = e(clf.) = elf. + 1.

(4.S.24a)

(4.S.24b)

As may be seen, we can represent the superdeterminant in expression (4.5.20)
by the Gaussian integral over fields c& and c"J. of opposite statistics to the
gauge parameters. As a result, the average (4.5.20) takes the form

<out 1T('f1[cp ])1 in) = sDet l / 2 (I]&PBpy[cpo]),K

f

£i)cp£i)c'.@ccp'f1[cp] eiStotat[<i>.c',c]

(4.5.25)
where
Stotal[CP, c', c] = S[cp] +~ l[cp]B&p[cpo]xp[cp] + c~

x& ,;[cp]Rip[cp]c p,
(4.5.26)
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The fields c& and c& are called the Faddeev-Popov ghosts. It should be clear
from the above consideration that the expression (4.5.25) does not depend
on the explicit form of x&[cp] and B&p[cpo]-external objects introduced for
technical convenience.
Each quantum average (4.5.24) can be read off from the generating
functional of Green's functions

ZU. 8)[J] = const

f

f}2cp f0 c' ~c \{J[cp] ei(Stot.,[<P,c',c] + Ji<pi)
(4.5.27)

const = sDet 1/2(I]&P Bpy[cpo]) .%
where J i is an external source, a(J f) = ai' As opposed to the physical correlators
<outlin) and <outl T(\{J[cp]) Iin), \{J[cp] being a physical observable, the
generating functional explicitly depends on the choice of l[cp] and B&p[cpo].
The same is true for the effective action r(x,8)[ip] constructed from Z(x.B)[J]
according to the rule of Section 4.3. But the S-matrix derived from Z(x,B)[J]
is known to be gauge independent.
From the viewpoint of practical perturbative calculations, it is useful to
replace Z(x.BlJ] by its extension Z(x.B)[J, J c', J c] corresponding to the case
when sources for the ghosts are added in the exponential in expression (4.5.27).
Next, one represents Stotal as a sum of its free and coupled parts:
Stotal[CP, c', C] = S[CPO] + So[~cp, c', C; CPO] + S'NT[~CP, c', C; CPO]
So =

~ ~cpi(i.S.J[ CPO] + i/[ CPo]B~p[CPo]xP,t CPO])~cpj + C&X&,i[ CPo]Rip[ CPo]C P
(4.5.28)

where ~cP = cP - CPo and S'NT is at least cubic in ~cP, c' and C (assuming the
normalization l[cpo] =0). Further manipUlations are exactly the same as in
the non-gauge case (see Section 4.2).
When establishing gauge independence, we have essentially used the
validity of equation (4.5.15). Hence, the ansatz (4.5.16) proves not to be truly
correct for gauge theories in which equation (4.5.15) does not take place. In
this case, however, the modification needed turns out to consist merely in
replacing the naive measure ~cP by an invariant one, ~CPJ.l[CP], where J.l[cp]
is a functional transforming in such a way as to compensate the non-invariant
terms in expression (4.5.19). Discussion of these theories is beyond the scope
of our book. It should be remarked that both terms in expression (4.5.15),
unless they vanish, are ill-defined in local field theories. The point here is
that the generators Ri&[cp], where i=(i, x) and &=(a, x'), involve cP (and maybe
its derivatives to a finite order) only at the point x, hence the quantity
(-l)e'i,Ri&[cp] contains delta functions with coincident arguments, and
similarly for (-IY~CPp&[cp]. Fortunately, in many theories of interest both
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these objects vanish

(-IY"i.RiJcp] =0

(4.5.29a)

i

(4.5.29b)

( - I y"d il &[ cp] = o.

For example, in the case of a pure Yang-Mills theory, with cpi = V/(x), gauge
transformations are given by the first expression in relation (3.5.33b), hence

Ris,[cp] = bIJa ab4 (x -x ' )+ jIKJV/(x)b 4 (x-x')
(RiJcp]

= b~jIKJ b4 (x -

x")b 4 (x -x')

where ~ = (J, x') and k=(Kb, x"). Here equations (4.5.29) are satisfied, since
the structure constants of the gauge group are totally anti symmetric.

Remark. Equation (4.5.29a) implies the invariance ofthe functional measure
:2cp under the gauge transformations (4.5.4) with ~ being cp-independent.
4.5.3. Supersymmetric gauge theories
Consider a dynamical system, which is simultaneously supersymmetric and
gauge. We shall assume that the full gauge freedom can be described by
transformations of the corresponding superfield variables vT= VI (z) like
bv l = R1pCv](l'
S.rCvJRlp[v] =0
(4.5.30)
T
e(,p) = eji
e(R p)=e/+eji
Here ,i' = 'I/(Zl) are tensor superfield parameters being, in general,
unconstrained, chiral and antichiral; in the dependence upon superfield types
of,s; the summation over jl in relation (4.5.30) includes the integration over
d 8 z d 6 z or d 6 Z' (these conventions are exactly the same as for the superfield
variables). The R' {L [v ] will be called supergenerators of gauge transformations.
By supposition, the correspondence
~ bv l maps tensor superfields into
tensor fields, hence the operators R[v] are super Poincare covariant; in
particular, they (anti)commute with the supersymmetry generators. In
general, the supergenerators constitute an algebra of the form
l

1

,

,p

Ri {L[v] RJr,[v] -( -1)"'IF,'R1rl,iv] RJp [v] = RlXCv]CXpvCv] + S.JCvJEJ~v[v]
(4.5.31)
the Cs and Es being superfunctionals under equations like (4.5.10).
Gauge transformations (4.5.30) can be rewritten in terms of components.
For this purpose one must introduce not only the component fields <pi(X) of
VI(Z) in accordance with law (4.1.40), but also the component fields ~"'(x) of
'I/(z) defined with the help of proper picture-change operators P"p and Q,u&:

e = P",u'P
P",uQPp=b'l.p

,p = QP,,~"
QP"P"v = b,ur.'

(4.5.32)
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Then, the component form of the gauge transformations (4.5.30) is given by
equation (4.5.4), where
i
i f
P
(4.5.33)
R JCP] = P fR p[v]Q &.
Note: we use letters from the beginning of Greek alphabet for component
gauge parameters, and from the middle to denote superfield gauge
parameters.
It follows from equation (4.5.33) that the superfield gauge algebra (4.5.31)
induces the component version (4.5.11) with

C\e[CP] =( _1Y,(f.,,+e,lpY ;.ei:pv[V]QP&Qi'p
(4.5.34)
EiJ &P[cp] =( _ 1y,(eJHlH(f.,,+e,lpifPj]EfJpi.[V]QP&Qi'p

As a result, the component gauge algebra is closed if and only if its superfield
counterpart is closed. Furthermore, if the theory is irreducible in components,
the same is true in terms of superfields. Finally, from the formal identities

t I.

( - 1)~i Ri.[cp] = (- 1 ARf. [v]QP.
I.

'"

/l

(J.

(-1Y~C{1p&[cp] =( -1)"'C vvp [v]QP&
we see that the relations (4.5.29) imply
f
(-1)"lf,R p[v]

=0

(4.5.35a)

(-1)"'c"vp[v] = o.

(4.5.35b)

and vice versa. Therefore it proves unimportant which picture (superfield or
component), is used for analysing gauge algebra.
Now, let us specialize our consideration to the case of irreducible gauge
theories with closed algebras and under equations (4.5.35). Due to
irreducibility, there exists a set of superfield gauge conditions "p[v] (having
the same superfield types as the gauge parameters ,P, e(,p) = ell' such that
the supermatrix
.

.

f

Fl'v[v] = <JCv]R Jv]

(4.5.36)

is non-singular at some stationary point Vo E Wo and hence, in its
neighbourhood in W. The "p[v] will be called gauge fixing superfunctions.
The components of "p[vJ defined by
l[cp] =p&p"P[v]

(4.5.37)

constitute an admissible set of gauge fixing functionals. Under the choice
(4.5.37), the supermatrices (4.5.17) and (4.5.36) are connected as
F&p[cpJ = p&pFP,.[v]Q"p.

(4.5.38)

Hence, non-singularity ofF[voJ implies non-singularity of F[CPoJ at the point
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<;>~ = pijl-;~. As an immediate consequence of equation (4.5.38) we obtain
sDet(F i tJ [<;>]) =sDet(F,u;.e v]).

(4.5.39)

In the class of supersymmetric theories under consideration, the
quantization scheme described in the previous subsection can be applied to
superfields and components, and in both approaches it leads to equivalent
physical results in the following sense. The generating functional (4.5.27)
turns out to be the component form of its superfield counterpart

Zv.B)[J] = const

f

:?2v :?2c' :?2c ei(SIOIaI[v.c',c] +J7vr)

const = sDetl/2(1J,uvBi';[VO])

Stotal[V, c', c] = S[v] + ~ K,u[v]B,ui,/(V[V] +Cr/f[v]R~[v]c;'

(4.5.40)

provided that (1) the gauge fixing functions /[<;>] are chosen by the rule
(4.5.37); (2) the functional supermatrices Bip[<;>o] and 1JiP represent the
component versions of the superfunctional ones, that is

B,uv[vo] = psT /BiP[<;>o] Pp;,.
1J,ui' = P

sT i

p.

1JitJ

pP

i"

We suggest that the reader fills in the necessary details.
Before we conclude, let us make one important remark. The equations
(4.5.35) are identically satisfied for a large family, of local supersymmetric
theories. In the local case, the supergenerators Rl,u[v], where I = (I, z) and
p. = (It, z'), are functions of v anet its covariant derivatives to a finite order at
the point z. Suppose that the R1jL[v] do not depend on covariant derivatives
of v, then
J,RfjL[v] '" b(J)(Z", z)
J =(J, Zll)
the delta function being defined in equation (4.1.17). Since b(J)(z, z) = 0, we
obtain equation (4.5.35a). As an example, consider the general super
Yang-Mills model of subsection 3.5.6. Here we have the superfield variables

vf = (VI(z),

<l>i(Z), $i(Z))

and the gauge parameters
(,u=(AJ(z'), ';\1(z'))=((+,

C)

From equations (3.5.25) and (3.5.31) we find the supergenerators
,
RI + [v]

)

-~blJb+(z, z')+ jlJ(V(z))b+(z, z')
2

= '\ i(TJ)ij<l>j(z)b + (z, z')

o
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1

- <5 IJ (L(z, z')+ J1J(V(z))<5_(z, z')

2

R~[vJ=<o

-i(J)iz)(TJ)jib_(z, z').

Both equations (4.5.35) are identically satisfied.

4.6. Feynman rules for super Yang-Mills theories
We proceed by obtaining superfield Feynman rules for supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theories, based on the general considerations of Section 4.5.

4.6.1. Quantization of the pure super Yang- Mills model
We begin with superfield quantization of the pure super Yang-Mills theory
(3.5.39). For later convenience, it is reasonable to rescale the coupling constant
by g --+
g and the gauge superfield by V --+ g V thus setting the action

J2

SSYM

= ~ fd 6 Z tr(WXW~ )
4g

(4.6.1)

where

w = -~ D2(e- 2gV D
'"

8

V = VI(z)TI

'"

e 29V )

tr(TITJ) = bIJ.

(4.6.2)

The original normalization was useful when analysing the component content
of the theory and the underlying geometry. The one above turns out to be
convenient for perturbative superfield calculations. In particular, after the
rescaling V --+ g V, the action admits a well-defined limit g --+ 0, since

SSYM=~
fd
16

8

Z

tr(VD"'02D",V) + O(g).

The action (4.6.1) is invariant with respect to the gauge transformations
<5 V = Lgv [A -

O"A=O

A+ cothgv{A + A)]

(4.6.3)

LAB= [A, BJ

obtained from the original transformations (3.5.31) by rescaling V --+ g V and
A --+ 2igA. As we have seen in Section 3.5, the gauge transformations form a
group, therefore the gauge algebra of the theory under consideration is closed.
The corresponding supergenerators turn out to be linearly independent. To
prove this statement, it is sufficient to consider the Abelian case, where
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equation (4.6.3) reads

JV=i\+A.
Setting here J V =0 implies that

D:<i\=O

A= -A = const

=>

hence the supergenerators have no zero-eigenvalue eigenfunction with
compact support in space-time, other than i\ = l\. = O. Further, we have also
seen that equations (4.5.35) are satisfied for the theory in question. So, it can
be quantized by the scheme described in the previous section.
In the role of gauge fixing superfunctions we choose
1- 2
K[V]= --D V(z)+f(z)

4

i\:[V]

1

= --D 2 V(z)+1(z)

(4.6.4)

4

O"fl =0.

f=flTI

Here fI are external chiral scalar superfields, inert under the gauge
transformations (4.6.3). K and i\: constitute an admissible set of gauge fixing
conditions, at least at the stationary point V = 0, where they transform under
transformations (4.6.3) as

o _~D2
4

=

O(K[V])
i\:[V] v=o

_~D2 0

(~).

4
The differential operator ansmg here is non-singular on the space of
chiral-antichiral superfields, since its zero-eigenvalue eigenfunctions satisfy
the Klein-Gordon equation and cannot be localized in Minkowski space.
The next step consists of deriving the ghost action that the gauge fixing
(4.6.4) leads to. This is done most simply with the help of the standard
observation that the ghost term in expression (4.5.40) can be represented in
the manner
SGH=c~bK.u[V]

,.u

where bK is the variation of K under the transformation (4.5.30) with being
replaced by
In our case, both gauge parameters and gauge conditions
are (anti)chiral, and they give rise to (anti)chiral ghost superfieJds:

c.u.

,.u=(~)~c.u=(~)

c=c/(z)T 1

D;,c1 =0
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, (K[ V])

"I' ->c' - h'[V]
i' -
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(c')

C' =c'I(z)TI

C'

O"C' I =0,

The above observation leads to
SGH

= f d"z tr c,-i5K,0 V + fd 6 z- tr c-, -M: ul: V
i5V

f
=f

= d6Z( -~

bV

j)2) tr(c' 8V)+ fd6Z( -~ D2) tr(C' bV)

d 8 z tr((c' +c')bV)

and with the use of transformations (4.6.3) we finally obtain
SGH

=

f d z tr((c' +C')Lgv[c-c+coth Lgv(c+c)]).
8

(4.6.5)

Now, in accordance with the results of subsection 4.5 .3, the in-out vacuum
amplitude reads

<out Jin ) =

f

IZ/J V IZ/Jc'IZ/Jc'IZ/JcIZ/Jc eiSSYM+SGH

Xb{f-~n2V}_[T-~D2V ]

(4.6.6)

where

b+[f-~4 D2VJ= dft b+[fI -~4 D2VIJ
I= 1

and does not depend on the external (anti)chiral superfields Tand f. So, one
can average over them with some appropriate weight. The standard choice is
ex p {;

f

8

d z tr(Tf) }

(4.6.7)

" being a real constant. As a result, one arrives at

f

<outJin)= §V§c'§c'§c§ceiS"" al
S'olal

(4.6.8)

= SSYM + SGB + SGH

where
SGB

=_1_ fd 8 Z tr((02 V)(D 2 V)).
16i'

(4.6.9)
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Remark. Integrating the expression (4.6.6) over rand 1 with the weight
(4.6.7), we obtain exactly <outlin), due to the identity

f

gTgr ex p {;

f

dBz tr(l'f) } = 1

which follows from equations (4.1.27), (4.4.25) and the relation

f

gxgx eiS[x.z;'f'.'l'] = sDe.- 1 / 2 (H('f'))

(4.6.10)

with SEx, x; 'P, 'I'J and H('f') being defined by equations (4.4.6) and (4.4.5),
respectively. Therefore, the integral (4.6.8) is independent of y, and this
constant can be fixed from considerations of convention.
The relation (4.6.8) motivates us to define the generating superfunctional
for Green's functions in the manner

f £:&V£:&c'£:&c'£:&c£:&c ei

Z[j] =
where" = cl 1(z)Tl,

,,1

8

(4.6.11)

(SIOlal+Sd ztrt,fV))

are real scalar superfields.

4.6.2. Propagators and vertices
We are now going to develop a perturbation theory to calculate Z[clJ (4.6.11).
SSYM in the role
of classical ground state and represent the action Stotal as

F or this purpose, we choose the stationary point V =0 of
Stotal

= So + SINT

where So[V, c', c, c', cJ is the quadratic part of Stotal in the gauge and ghost
superfields, while SINT[V, c', c, c', c] describes an interaction of the superfields.
Then one can write

Z

[{J
.
-ex ( IS
- 3 -3
[cl] - PINT
{Jicl' {Jilt" {Jil1'

3 3
{Ji~" {Ji~

-- 

J)

x ZoLI, 11', 11, ij', ~]I'1'='1=ii'=ii=O

(4.6.12)

where Zo is the free generating superfunctional defined by
ZoLf, 11', 11,

~', ~J =

f

£:&Vgc'f!Cc'f!Ccf!Cc exp i{So[V, c', c, c', c]

+ tr

f

dBz clV + tr

f

6

d Z(l1'C' + l1C) + tr

f

d 6 z(ij'c' +

~c)}.

(4,6.13)
Here the supersources 11' = l1'I(Z)T and 11 = 111 (z)T are anticommuting chiral
1

1
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scalar superfields. The variational rules for supersources are:

b
__
f£K(~')_ ~/K~8(
,
bcfl(z)'" .. -u u z-z)
;)

IK
_
'K( ')
;)
K
[)/'I'/(Z) IJ z = b1JI(Z) 1J (Z')=b

;)

;)

(1)
-4"I)2
(1)

- _ ;;'K(Z')= _ _ ;;K(z')=b IK __ 0
c5ij'/(Z) '/
bijl(Z) '/
4

2

[)8(Z-Z')
b8(z-z').

Let us determine So and SINT. We start by discussing the gauge action
(4.6.1), which can be rewritten in the form
S

~

= __1_ tr fd 8Z e- 2gVO" e2gV :D2(e - 2gVO e2gV ).
~2

"

(4.6.14)

Consider the identity
(e - 2gVO" e2gV ) = (exp( - 2gL v )0,,)'1

(2g)2

(2g)3

2!

3!

= -2g[V,OJ + - [V, [V, 0,,]]-- [V, [V, [V, 0,,]]]+ ...
4

=2g0Y _2g2[V, (oy)] +_g3[V, [V, (O",V)J] +O(V4)
3
which we use to expand
action reads
SSYM

=fd 8 Z

SSYM

in a power series in V. Up to fourth order, the

tr{~
VO"':D 20"V +~ g(:D 20"V)[V, (O"V)]
16
8

-~ g2[V, (0"'V)]:D2[V, (O"V])-~ g2(:D2D"V)[V, [V, (D"V)J]}.
16

12

(4.6.15)

Next, to the same order, the ghost action (4.6.5) reads
SGH =

f

d 8z tr{ c'c -cc' + g(c' +C')[V, (c-c)]

+~ g2(C' +C')[V, [V, (c +c)J] }.
(4.6.16)

Notice that the terms c'c and C'c have been dropped due to their chirality and
antichirality, respectively. The last step is to unify the quadratic part S2 of
action (4.6.15) with the gauge breaking equation (4.6.9):
52 +

SG8=~

fd
8

z tr{ - VD V + /6

(1 +D V{:D2, 02}V}.

(4.6.17)
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Here we have used the identity (2.5.30b). The relations (4.6.15-17) lead to
the following expression for Stotal
Stotal = So

So=~
SINT=

f

8

d z tr{ - VD V

+ +D
/6 (1

+ SINT
V{02,

(4.6.18a)

f

8

D2} V}+ d z tr{c'c - cc'}
(4.6.18b)

f

d 8 z trH g(02D"V)[V, (D"V)] +g(c/ +c/)[V, (c-c)]

_~g2[V, (D"V)]02[V, (D"V)] _~g2(02D"V)[V, [V, (D"V)]]
16

12

+~ g2(C/ +c/)[V, [V, (c +c)]] } + O(g3).

(4.6.18c)

As may be seen, the action So involves fourth-order derivatives, for y =1= - 1,
and takes the most simple form when y = - 1.
After establishing the explicit structure of So, the free generating
superfunctional (4.6.13) is easily evaluated as:
ZoLf. 1'1', 1'/,

if,

~] =exp i{ -~ f d 8 z d z' ,11(Z)GV(z, z/),1J(z/)
8

-fd8ztr(~' ~ I'/-~ ~ I]/)}.

(4.6.19)

Here GV = bIJ G v, and the Green's function G v of a real scalar superfield
satisfies the equation

[0-/6 (1 +~ ){D

2

,

8

D2} ]Gv(Z, z')= -b (z, z')

(4.6.20)

and the Feynmann boundary conditions. Note that the ghost sector of Zo
is calculated in complete analogy with the derivation of expression (4.4.28),
but keeping in mind the anticommuting nature of ghosts. To find G v , let us
introduce the orthogonal projectors

~O) = - 8 ~ D"02D"

aJ

1 0 2D 2
160

;::T(+)=--

aJ

1
160

;::T(_)=--D

20 2

on spaces of linear, chiral and antichiral superfields, respectively. Their chief
properties are given by the last line of expression (2.6.6) and equation (2.6.7).
Now, equation (4.6.20) can be rewritten as

[&(O)-~(Y'(+)+Y'(-»JOGv= -~
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and we will find its solution in the form
I

G v = - [C(~O ) + f3(~ + ) + &'( - )].

o

Making use of the projectors' properties gives
1
G v = - [ - ~O ) + y(~ + ) +~- »)].

(4.6.21)

o

In the case y = - I, the Green's function takes the form
Gv(z, Zl )= _ _
1_
. OS(z, Zl )

1::-+ +0

(4.6.22)

~ ,j -W ~ ~_'1'; ~} J.

(4.6.23)

0+11::
and the generating functional (4.6.19) reads

ZoLl,

'1 ', 11, W, ~]=exp[i f dSz trH "

In what follows, we make the choice y = - 1.
Now we turn our attention to the vertices. Consider the coupling (4.6.l8c).
It describes the self-interaction of real scalar superfields VI and their
interaction with (anti)chiral ghost superfields fI,e, e'l and Cl. The explicit
form of SINT dictates, in standard fashion, the structure of the vertices. The
only problem which may appear concerns vertices involving chiral and
antichiral superfields. But that question has been discussed in detail in Section
4.4.

4.6.3 . Feynman rules for general super Yang-Mills models
The previous consideration can be readily extended to the case of a general
super Yang-Mills model describing interaction between gauge superfields
VI and matter chiral superfields <I>k (and their conjugates <!>I=(<I>I)*)
transforming in some representation R of the gauge group. We assume this
representation to be irreducible and start with the classical gauge invariant
action
(4.6.24)
S = SSYM + SMAT
where
k2
<I>k+fd6z(~mo
2 k,k, <I>k'<I>k2+.!.
3! ,l. k,k,kJ <I>k'<I> <I>k

SMAT =fdSz<l>(e29V
)1 k
I

+ fd6Z(~2 mol ,12e!>1,1, +~3 ;{'1!l2i;e!> " e!>" e!> '))
m and ;. being mass and coupling constants, respectively

3

)

(4.6.25)

0:''''')= (i.,,1",)*).
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The representation R should be real in the massive case, m # 0, and can be
complex otherwise. Recall also that the coupling constants must form an
invariant tensor of the gauge group in order that the action (4.6.25) be gauge
invariant. Notice that SMAT can be viewed as a multi-component
Wess-Zumino model coupled to the gauge superfield.
The gauge theory under consideration is quantized in complete analogy
with the pure super Yang-Mills one, and the corresponding generating
superfunctional reads

f

f

f

f

Z[/,J,J]= .@vexPi{Stot.l+ d 8ztr(fV)+ d6zJ k<llk+ d 6 zJ 1<I>,}
(4.6.26)
v=(V, <11, <I>, c', e, c', c)

D6:Jk = D",Jl =0

where
Stot.1 = SSYM + SOB + SMAT+ SOH

(4.6.27)

with SOB and SOH being defined by equations (4.6.9) and (4.6.5), respectively.
The next step is to represent Stotal as a sum of its free and interacting parts.
One thus finds
(4.6.28)

Stot.1 = So + SINT
the free action being of the form
So = Sij) + Sb<l»

+ S~h)

(4.6.29)

where
Sij)= -~
Sb<l»=

f

d8z tr VD V

(y= -1)

fd8z<I>lb\<IIk+{~ f
S~h)= f

d 6 Z(\lk,<II kl <llk'+c.c.}

d 8 z tr(c'e-ce ').

(4.6.30a)

(4.6.30b)

(4.6.30c)

The interaction reads
SINT = Sl~~ + Sl~{l + Sl~~ + Sl~:fh)

(4.6.31)

where
S(<l»
A. k,k,k3 <IIkl<llk'<IIk3+~fd8ZJ:1Il'''<I>
<I> <I>
INT =~fd8Z
3!
3!
1, /, /,

(4.6.32a)

Sl~{l= f d8z<I>I«e2gV)/k-blk)<IIk

(4.6.32b)
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Sl~~ = fd 8 Z tr{~ g(02D~V)[V, (De< V)] -~ g2[V, (D
8

CX

16

V)]02[V, (D(XV)]

-~ g2(02D~V)[V, [V, (DY)]]}

Sl~!hl =

f ztr{
d8

12

g(c' +C')[V, (c-c)] +

(4.6.32c)

~ g2(C' +c')[V, [V, (c +c)]] }.
(4.6.32d)

Here we have written out the expressions for S\~~ and Sl~!h' up to fourth
order in the superfields.
Based on the above relations, one now readily deduces superfield Feynman
rules for calculating the generating superfunctional (4.6.26) and the effective
action r[V, <1>, <l'>] obtained as the Legendre transform of (l/i) In Z[j; J, J].
The free generating superfunctional for the theory with action (4.6.27-32) is
given as the product of the pure super Yang-Mills one (4.6.19) and that for
matter
c5k
m
c5 k1k2 D2
Zo[J,J]=exp -i d 8 z JI
'2Jk+-Jkl
2 J k2
o -m
8
0(0 -m)

{f (

+ ~ JI,
8

c5 ",,0
- 2 JI, ) }
0(0 _m 2 )

(4.6.33)

(the latter has, in fact, been derived in Section 4.4). The structure of the
vertices follows directly from the explicit form for interaction (4.6.21,32). As
in the case of the Wess-Zumino model, it is convenient to treat the ghost
and matter (anti)chiral superfields within the framework of the improved
supergraph technique described in subsection 4.4.5. Then all the vertices
coming from expressions (4.6.32) will be integrated over d 8 z in coordinate
space or over d4 e in momentum space. We leave the reader to deduce the
rules for attaching the factors ( -lD 2) and ( -l02) to the ends of the internal
(anti)chiral ghost and matter lines. Notice that, up to sign, the ghost
propagators coincide with the massless <t><1i-propagator (4.4.43). As for the
VV-propagator, it reads in coordinate space
VIV)-llne, _

w

=-6J)i; 66(z-z')

_

(4.6.34a)

z'

z

or, in momentum space,
_

_

.IJ' 4
= u p,6 (9-e')

and has the opposite sign to the <t><l'>-propagator.

(4.6.34b)
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As a simple example, let us calculate the one-loop gauge superfield
contribution to the two-point <Ilif>-vertex function. This contribution comes
from the following part of S'NT

SI~{'=2g fd8zif>I(TI)lk<llkVI+ ...
where dots mean terms relevant for two-loop and higher corrections; (TI)lk
are the generators of the representation R in which <Ilk transform. The
corresponding supergraph is
p-k

(_~Dl)

(-1:0 1 )

k

and leads to
4

-i4g 2 f d p fd 48d 48' if> (-p 8)(TI)11
(2n)4
,"

k,

xfd k 6IJ
i
64(8-0'W' ~
(2n)4
(p - k)2
I, k 2 + m2
4

x

[/6 D2(k):0'

2( -

k)<5 4 (

8-8')} TJ)12 k, <Ilk,( p, 0).

(4.6.35a)

Note that, in any representation, the operator
dimG

C2 =

L

(TI)2

1=1

commutes with every generator T J (since the structure constants in expression
(3.5.24) are totally antisymmetric). Therefore, it is proportional to the unit
operator, i.e. C 2 oc~, in any irreducible representation. Since the matter
representation R has been assumed to be irreducible, we have

(TI)I k, (TI)kl k = C 2(R)6 1k
the constant C 2(R) is known as the second Casimir of the representation.
Using this fact and performing the integration over 8', the expression (4.6.35a)
takes the form

4p
_4g2CiR) f d 4 A'(p2, m 2) fd 48 if>k( - p, 8)<Ilk(p, 8)
(2n)

(4.6.35b)

4p
2
'fd
1 _1 ...
A'(p2, m )=1 (2n)4 (p_k)2 k2+m2

(4.6.36)

where
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It is worth comparing the quantum corrections (4.4.54) and (4.6.35). In
the massless case, the momentum functions (4.4.55) and (4.6.36) coincide, and
the expressions (4.4.54b) and (4.6.35b) take similar structures but differ in
sign. As a result, for some special values of the chiral coupling constants
i. k ,k,k1 and the gauge constant g, the one-loop corrections to the two-point
<I><1>-vertex functions, which come from Sl~t and Sl~{l, cancel each other.
Under such a choice, there are no one-loop <I><1>-divergences.
4.6.4. Non-renormalization theorem

The non-renormalization theorem described in subsection 4.4.8 turns out to
preserve all its power in the case of the general super Yang- Mills theories
just considered. Indeed, the only essential properties, which have been used
in the proof of the theorem, were the facts that (l) each vertex is integrated
over d 4 8; (2) each propagator presents 15 4 (8-8') multiplied by some
8-independent momentum function together with a number of D-factors
acting on the delta-function. Both properties are implied by the Feynman
rules given in the previous subsection. As a result, each supergraph forming
the effective action of the super Yang-Mills theory can be represented by a
single integral over d 4 8. In other words, the effective action has the following
structure

rev, <1>, <1>] = ~

f

d 4 x 1" . d4 xn

f

d 4 8 .9';.(X l'

... ,

xn)F I(X l' 8) ... F n(Xm 8)

(4.6.37)
where the 5s are translationally invariant functions on Minkowski space,
and the Fs are local functions of V, <1>, <1> and their covariant derivatives
Fj=Fj(V, <1>, <1>, DAV, DA<I>, D A<1>, ... ).

(4.6.38)

4.7. Renormalization
As is well known, renormalization is one of the essential elements of quantum
field theory. Formally speaking, renormalization consists in finding suitable
counterterms and adding them to the initial action in order to substract the
divergences loop-by-loop. A chief aim of this section is to investigate the
general structure of the counterterms in super Yang-Mills theories.
4.7.1. Superficial degree of divergence

Let us consider some super Yang-Mills theory described by chiral <l>k,
antichiral <1>/ and gauge V = VI TI superfields interacting among themselves,
the interaction determined from the classical action (4.6.24, 1, 25). As has
been shown, its effective action is given entirely in terms of the supergraphs.
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The corresponding Feynman rules were formulated in subsection 4.6.3 (see
also subsection 4.4.5).
We pick out here some specific features of supergraphs. First, each vertex
contains an integral over d4 t1. Second, each vertex without external
(anti)chiral lines attached includes four spinor covariant derivatives-D
factors; if an (anti)chiral external line is attached to the vertex, then the
number of D-factors is reduced from four to two.
To secure finiteness of the supergraphs at all the intermediate stages of
calculation, we have to introduce some regularization procedure. The
problem of regularization in supersymmetric theories is a separate one. For
the moment, we shall assume the existence of a regularization preserving
supersymmetry. Then, at the end of this section we shall return to the
discussion of supersymmetric regularizations.
The superficial degree of divergence of a Feynman diagram is defined to
be the degree of homogeneity of the diagram in momenta. To calculate the
superficial degree of divergence w(G), G being an arbitrary supergraph, one
has to take into account the momentum dimensions of the objects used to
write the contribution of the given supergraph. These objects are propagators,
vertices and momentum integrals.
Let us consider an arbitrary L-Ioop supergraph G contributing to the
effective action, with V vertices, P propagators and E external lines. Let C
of the P propagators be of 4141- or 4l4l-type and Ec from these E external
lines be (anti)chiral ones. According to the superfield Feynman rules (see
subsections 4.4.5 and 4.6.3) the contribution of any such supergraph has the
form

f

d 4pl ... d 4PL d4e1 .. d4t1v [ ... ]

(4.7.1)

where the square brackets include the above number of propagators and
include some definite number of D-factors associated with vertices. It is
obvious that only the integration over momenta may lead to divergences.
The momentum integrals (4.7.1) contribute the quantity 4L to w(G). Taking
into account the explicit dependence of the propagators on momenta, we
have the contribution - 2(P + C). Recall that the 4141- and 4l4l-propagators
have the extra l/p2 factor in comparison with the 4l(])- and VV-propagators
(and the ghost ones). However, the quantity

4L-2(P+C)

(4.7.2)

does not represent the final momentum dimension of the supergraph
contribution (4.7. I), since the D-factors also depend on momentum.
Let us find the total number of D-factors depending on the internal
momenta. The superfield Feynman rules tell us that each vertex without
external (antichiral) lines includes four D-factors; only two D-factors are
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associated with a vertex possessing an external line of <1><1>- or <I><I>-type.
Therefore, the number of D-factors associated with the V vertices in expression
(4.7.1) is equal to 4 V - 2E e. We also know that each propagator of <1><1>- or
<I><I>-type contains two D-factors. Hence, the total number of D-factors
depending on the internal momenta in expression (4.7.1) is given by

4V -2Ee+2C

(4.7.3)

Now, the reader should recall the non-renormalization theorem (see
subsections 4.4.8 and 4.6.4). According to this theorem, equation (4.7.1) can
be transformed into an expression involving a single integral over d 4 8. That
is, (V -1) 8-integrals can be taken explicitly, since each internal line contains
a Grassmann delta-function 04 (8; - 8). After taking (V - 1) 8-integrals, (V - 1)
of the P delta-functions are cancelled, and we have (P - V + 1) remaining
i)-functions. But owing to the well-known topological relation

V+L-P=l

(4.7.4)

the number of such i)·functions is equal to L. As a result, after transforming
equation (4.7.1) to the form with a single e·integral, we have an expression
including L Grassmann delta·functions. Since 04 (8 - 8) = 0, this expression
does not equal zero if all the o·functions are completely reduced by means
of relations like

D2D 204(8-8 ')= 16.
We see that 4L D·factors are required to cancel the remaining o·functions.
In summary, after the transformation of equation (4.7.1) to the form
dictated by the non·renormalization theorem we have the following number
of D·factors depending on the internal momenta

4V-2Ee+2C-4L

(4.7.5)

What can we do with the remaining D·factors? Note that in the process
of reducing equation (4.7.1) to the form with a single 8-integral one should
perform integrations by parts, as in equation (4.4.52). Therefore, some
D-factors can be transferred to the external lines. Those D-factors, which are
not transferred to the external lines, must be converted into momenta via
the relation {D, D} - p.
Suppose that all the remaining D-factors are converted into momenta by
the law {D, O} - p (no D-factors are transferred to the external lines). Then,
they produce the following maximal number of internal momenta
1

-(4V -2Ec+2C -4L)=2(V -L)-Ec+ C.
2

(4.7.6)

Then, the maximal superficial degree of divergence is given by the sum of
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equations (4.7.2) and (4.7.6). Therefore, we have
~v(G)=4L-2P-2C +2V -2L-

Ec+ C
=2(L+ V-P)-E c-C=2-E c-C

(4.7.7)

where equation (4.7.4) has been used.
Assuming that NoD-factors are transferred to the external lines, the
superficial degree of divergence is given as
1

w(G)=2-- No-Ec-C.
2

(4.7.8)

This is the final expression for the superficial degree of divergence.

4.7.2. Structure 01 counterterms
To ascertain the explicit structure of the counterterms, it is necessary to take
into account the superficial degree of divergence, the non-renormalization
theorem and the fact that the counterterms are local functionals in x-space.
Also, we will assume that the regularization procedure chosen preserves
supersymmetry. Therefore, the counterterm I1S should be a local super
functional of <1>, $ and V invariant under the supersymmetry transfonnations
of these superfields. The locality of I1S, supersymmetry and the non
renormalization theorem imply that the counterterm must have the form

f

I1S = dBz 112'(<1>, $, V, ... )

(4.7.9)

where 112'(<1>, $, V, ... ) is a function of the basic superfields and their covariant
derivatives to a finite order.
Let us consider some elementary consequences of equation (4.7.9). First,
there are no counterterms to vacuum energies since
I1S=

f

dBz 112'1cl>=<!>=v=o=O.

Therefore, there is no need to take into account the supergraphs for vertex
functions without external superfield lines. In fact, all such supergraphs
vanish, as a consequence of the non-renormalization theorem.
Second, the counterterms cannot contain tenns having the structure of a
chiral superpotential, such as

f d6zf(<1»
since their counterparts in the full superspace

f

dBz ( -

have non local form.

~ ~2)f(<1»
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Before we proceed to the study of the structure of counterterms, let us
discuss the problem of gauge invariance of the counterterms. This problem
is common to all gauge theories. The fact ofthe matter is that the quantization
procedure demands that we introduce gauge fixing conditions which break
the classical gauge invariance. On these grounds, the effective action turns
out, in general, to be non-invariant under the initial gauge transformations.
Certainly, the S-matrix is always gauge invariant. Thus it should not be a
surprise that counterterms in the super Yang-Mills models may, in general,
be non-invariant under supergauge transformations.
The standard way to classify counterterms in conventional gauge theories
is based on the Slavnov- Taylor identities, which allow one to decrease the
number of admissible counterterms. Analogous identities can also be
formulated for superfield gauge theories. However, in many cases of interest
it is possible to realize the quantization procedure in such a way that the
corresponding Slavnov-Taylor identities imply invariance of the effective
action under the classical gauge transformations. This formulation of
quantum gauge theories is known as the background field method (it can
be applied under the existence of gauge invariant regularization). Concrete
realization of the above formulation is based on specific features of the given
theory, and it is not clear from the outset that the super Yang-Mills theories
are tractable within the framework of background field method. Fortunately,
the background-field formulation of general super Yang-Mills models does
exist, and it has been suggested by M. Grisaru, M . Rocek and W. Siegel 1 .
For our aims, it is essential to know only that there exists a formulation
of the theory, in the framework of which the effective action is invariant
under the initial supergauge transformations.
Now, let us find all the admissible counterterms. Divergent supergraphs
are characterized by the condition w(G)~O. In accordance with equation
(4.7.8), there can be three possible basic types of divergent supergraphs:
I. Ec=2, C=O, No=O, w(G)=O

(4.7.10)

2. Ec=O, C=2, No=O, w(G)=O

3. Ec=O, C=O, No~4, O~w(G)~2.
Notice, the above conditions give no restrictions on the number of external
V-lines.
Consider the first variant in expression (4.7.10). Divergent supergraphs of
this type have exactly two (anti)chiral external lines and may carry an
arbitrary number of external V-lines; their divergence is logarithmic. Hence,
suitable counterterms should have the form

~Z l f d
1

8

z<l>F(V)<t>

M. Grisaru, M. Rotek and W. Siegel, Nud. Ph ys. B 159 429, 1979.

(4.7.11)
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all the indices being suppressed. Here F(V) is some function of the gauge
superfield V, ~z 1 is a series in couplings and the regularization parameter.
We suppose that the calculation procedure is fulfilled within the framework
of the background field method. Then, all the counterterms should be
supergauge invariants. This implies that the only possible form for F(V) is
exp(2g V). Therefore, in the first variant of equations (4.7.10) the counterterm
reads

~Zl

f

d 8 z$e 29v <I>.

(4.7.12)

The supergraphs belonging to the second variant in equations (4.7.10)
include only external V-lines. The corresponding counterterm should be
proportional to
m

2

f

d 8 zf(V)

(4.7.13)

f( V) being some function of V. But if we carry out the calculations in the
framework of the background field method, then such a counterterm is
forbidden by supergauge invariance. More precisely, the only admissible
choice is f(V)=const and hence the expression (4.7.13) vanishes. As an
example, the reader can explicitly check that the total divergent contribution
produced by all possible one-loop diagrams of the form
1 -' )
(. -0

4

1- 2

('4 D

)

~

proves to be proportional to
m2 fd8ztr(e29V(e29vfJ=m2 fd8ztr(e2gVe-29V)=O.

Finally, consider the third variant in equations (4.7.10). The most general
form for the corresponding counterterm reads

f d z G(V, DA v, ... )
8

Here G is a function of the gauge superfield and its co variant derivatives to
fourth order; in addition, G depends parametrically on the dimensionless
coupling constants g and i'klklk) and the regularization parameter. Note that
the dimension of G is equal to two, while V is dimensionless. Obviously, one
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can write

f

f

8

8

d z G = d z VW'V + O(V

3

(4.7.14)

)

where ,cl is a V-independent differential operator of the fourth order in D"
and D~. Assuming validity of the background-field method, the counterterm
should be invariant under the gauge transformations (4.6.3). Then, its
quadratic part in V must be invariant under the linearized transformations
D~A=O.

bV=A+A

Therefore, the most general form of the operator d is
1

-

2

sJl'=-ilZ 2 D"D Do:
16
ilZ 2 being a series in the couplings and the regularization parameter. Now,
the full counterterm can be recovered from the requirement of supergauge
invariance to obtain

ilZ z ~ fd 8 Z tr(e- 2gV D" e2gV W,,)= ilZ z ~ fd 6 Z tr(W"W,,). (4.7.15)
8g
4g
In summary, we have shown that in the theory under consideration there
are only two possible types of counterterm. They are given by the expressions
(4.7.12) and (4.7.15).
Let the classical action be written as

f

2gV

8

S = d z <I> e

<I> +

4~2

6

d z tr(W"W,J

+{f d zGm<l><I>+
6

f
;!

(4.7.16)

),<1><1><1> )+c.c.}

with the group indices suppressed. The above analysis allows us to find the
renormalized action SR' <I>R' VR and parameters mR, )'R' gR in the form
SR = Z 1 fd 8 Z <I>R e 2gRV R<I>R + Z2

+ {f d 6 z G

mR<I>R<I>R +

;!

~
fd tr(W~ W
4g
6

Z

R,,)

R

AR<I>R<I>R<I>R)+ c.c.}

(4.7.17)

where Z 1 = 1 + ilZ l' Z 2 = 1 + ilZ2 are the renormalization constants, W~ is
the superfield strength expressed through the superfield VR and the parameter
gR' Comparing the expressions (4.6.16) and (4.7.17), we see that
<I> = (Zl)1/2<1>R

V=(Z2)l/2V R•

(4.7.18)

Hence, Z 1 is the wave function renormalization for the matter superfields
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and Z 2 that for the gauge superfield. One also finds

gV =gR VR

m<l><l> = mR<l>R<l>R

).<l><l><l> = )'R<l>R <l>R <l>R'

(4.7.19)

These relations are direct consequences of the non-renormalization theorem
as well as of supergauge invariance.
Let us formally introduce renormalization constants for mass and
couplings as follows

m=ZmmR

),=Z)'R

(4.7.20)

g=ZggR'

Then, the relations (4.7.18) and (4.7.19) tell us that

ZiZZ)l /2= 1

ZmZl = 1

Z;,(Z d 3 / 2 = 1.

(4.7.21)

We summarize the results. In super Yang-Mills theories, there are only
two independent renormalization constants, Z land Z2' Renormalization is
determined by the wave function divergences.

4.7.3. Questions of regularization
Previous considerations in this section were based on the assumption that
there exists at least one regularization scheme preserving supersymmetry and
supergauge invariance as well as being adapted for use in supergraph
calculations. We review here several often-employed regularizations. In each
case, fulfilment of the above requirements is not guaranteed by construction
and has to be checked explicitly.

a. Supersymmetric Pauli- ViIlars regularization. Let us introduce a matrix
which is formed from the propagators (4.4.49) of the Wess-Zumino model
and defined as
%(p)= _i(K++(P)
K_+(p)

K+_(P))
K __ (p)

; (-l D(P»)
2

----- 2
p2+m

m (_ 1
p2

40

4
2

)

,J (8-8').

(p)

(4.7.22)
As is known, the chief idea of the Pauli-Villars regularization consists in
modifying, in each loop, the initial propagators in such a way as to obtain
propagators possessing less singular behaviour on the light cone. This is
achieved by adding to the initial propagators, in each loop, propagators of
some auxiliary massive fields with suitable coefficients.
In our case, it seems reasonable to regularize the superpropagator (4.7.22)
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in the manner
i,%,(R)(p)

_±D (P)(

m +L CiMi )
p2+m 2 j p2+Mf

2

1
p2+m

1

C.

p2+m 2+ ~ p2+~f

m

-fD2(p)(

" Ci
j p2+Mf

--+
2L . - 

p2

p2+m2+

x £54(8-8')

L
j

CjM j )

p2+Mf
(4.7.23)

where Mi are auxiliary masses, and C j are dimensionless coefficients. To
cancel the leading singularities of % on the light cone, it is sufficient to
choose C j under the conditions

L C =-1
j

(4.7.24)

LCjMj=-m.
j

All the auxiliary masses should be taken to infinity at the end of the
supergraph calculations.

Remark. There is no need to regularize the factors Ijp2 in equation (4.7.22)
since, as we have seen, their origin was purely kinematical: to convert the
vertex integrals over d 2 8 or d 2 ij into ones over d 4 8. In fact, one could even
work with the unregularized propagators K + + and K __ , because in the
Wess-Zumino model the only divergent supergraphs with internal <1><1>- or
<I><I>-lines are vacuum ones, due to equation (4.7.8), and they vanish. But this
would lead to the breakdown of supersymmetry.
The explicit form of the regularized superpropagator (4.7.23) motivates us
to associate with each mass M j some auxiliary chiral superfield cp, and its
conjugate. This idea allows us to realize the Pauli-Villars regularization
directly in the Lagrangian approach by adding to the classical action an
action of auxiliary superfields as well as some coupling terms. A correct
choice for the total action is of the form
SIR)

=

f

8

d z (<1>$ +

+

~ ~j (PjCPi)

+ , (<I> + ,,)3J
cPj
+c.c. }
{f d 6z [m-2 <I> 2+-21", C,1 Mjcpj2;'
3.
,
L. -.

~

(4.7.25)
Cs being solutions of equation (4.7.24). The action corresponds to a dynamical
system of several (anti)chiral superfields. The corresponding perturbation
consideration can be fulfilled in the standard way in terms of supergraphs.
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Notice that supergraphs with external <1>- and dJ-lines only should be taken
into account. The auxiliary superfields work in the loops. Obviously, in this
regularization scheme the supersymmetry remains unbroken at all stages of
the quantum calculations.
Unfortunately, Pauli-Villars regularization is not well adapted for gauge
theories, in particular, for the super Yang-Mills theories. The problem is
that the scheme demands that we introduce auxiliary massive (super)fields
for all physical (super)fields, in particular, for the massless gauge ones. This
can be accompanied by the breakdown of (super)gauge invariance.

b. Regularization by dimensional reduction. Any regularization procedure
should answer the question: in what sense are the divergent Feynman integrals
to be understood? The standard requirements of the regularization scheme
consist in that it must lead to convergent Feynman integrals and preserve
as many properties of the initial classical theory as possible. In
supersymmetric theories it is natural to demand that the regularization
scheme preserves supersymmetry. As we have noticed, the problem of
existence of such a regularization should be discussed case by case. For
instance, in the component approach one could use so-called dimensional
regularization which is most popular in modern quantum field theory.
Dimensional regularization demands the theory to be formulated in
space-time of an arbitrary dimension from the very beginning. However,
supersymmetry can exist only in space-times of special dimension. Therefore,
it is conceivable that naive application of dimensional regularization will
lead to a breakdown of supersymmetry.
Regularization by dimensional reduction invented by W. Siegel is a
generalization of the standard dimensional regularization adapted to
supergraph calculations.
Let us consider a divergent L-loop supergraph. The regularization consists
in two steps. First, we fulfil all necessary manipulations with covariant
derivatives (D-algebra) in four-dimensional space-time and integrate over e,
as in the proof of the non-renormalization theorem. As a result, we obtain
a single integral over d4 and L momentum integrals. The integrand depends
on external superfields and their covariant derivatives and therefore the full
expression is manifestly supersymmetric. Second, to the remaining momentum
integrals we apply standard dimensional regularization. All the momenta
should be considered as ::2-dimensional ones. The divergences appear only
in the form of poles 1/(::2-4)\ k= 1,2, .. "
Regularization by dimensional reduction appears to preserve both
supersymmetry and supergauge invariance. This scheme is well adapted to
massless theories, since it does not demand the introduction of auxiliary
masses.
To illustrate the use of regularization by dimensional reduction, let us
consider the supergraph (4.4.53a). After fulfilment of the ::2-algebra and

e
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8-integration, we arrive at equation (4.4.S4b) in which the function A(p2, m2 )
reads
A(p2,m 2 )=i

f

d4k

1

-.
(2n)2 (k 2 + m2)((p _ k)2 + m2)

This integral is divergent. According to regularization by dimensional
reduction, we have to replace the above expression by

A

22

d k
'4-vf (2n)!/'
1
(k2 + m2)((p _ k)2 + m2)
.Ct

v(p ,m ) = 1fJ.

(4.7.26)

It being some parameters of mass dimension. It has been introduced in order
to make Av(p2, m2) dimensionless. Direct evaluation of the integral (4.7.26)

leads to

fJ.4-V r ( 2-

2
A v (p2,m )=-(4n)V/2

2) fl

2

0

2
2
dct[m +p ct(1-ct)r2+!z/2.

In the limit 2 ...... 4, one obtains
2
2)
Aq( p,m
=

2

2

(4n) (2 -4)

.
+ fi mte

terms.

To cancel this divergence, we have to introduce the one-loop counterterm
2AR)'R
SCOUNTR = - (4n)2(2-4)

fd

8


z<ll
<11

R R

expressed in terms of the regularized parameters )'k, Ik and superfields <Ilk' <D k •
Unfortunately, regularization by dimensional reduction leads to some
ambiguities when applied to higher loop supergraph calculations. The
problem is the following. To maintain supersymmetry, some objects which
arise in the theory under consideration are to be defined directly in four
dimensions. The others are to be continued, in the process of regularization,
to 2 dimensions. However, there are many supergraphs which involve
contractions of four-dimensional objects (spinors or tensors) with 2
dimensional ones. These contractions have an absolutely formal character
and require special definitions. In principle, several reasonable definitions are
available. But making the calculations in different ways may lead to different
results. The differences among them disappear only at 2 = 4, but at 2 = 4
the supergraphs should be regularized. Nevertheless, in spite of possible
ambiguities, regularization by dimensional reduction is the basic regularization
scheme which is used in practice for supergraph calculations.
c. Other possibilities. As we have discussed, only the factor 1/(p2 + m2) in
equation (4.7.22) is required to be regularized in order to make loop
momentum integrals convergent. From this point of view, the situation is
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exactly the same as in conventional field theory. Hence we can use any of
the standard regularization schemes applied to superfield theories.
For example, let us represent the scalar field propagator in the form

.

1
_
2 -2-

p +m

fX

d

se

-i(pl+ml)s

.

0

To regularize the propagator, we have to modify the behaviour of the
integrand at s ~ O. The regularized propagator can be defined as

(-

. 2 )(R) = foo dsfuis)e-i(pl+m1)S

2 I

p +m

(4.7.27)

0

f", being some smooth function chosen subject to the requirement that fw(s)
and all its derivatives to a finite order vanish at s = 0; also, f w(s) -+ 1 when
the parameter w tends to some fixed value. The choice fw(s) = (isf.1.2)W, where
f.1. is a mass parameter, is often used in practice. The corresponding regularized
propagator is given by equation (4.4.57); w -+ 0 at the end of the calculations.
The above choice defines so-called analytic regularization. It can be shown
that the divergences of Feynman diagrams appear in the framework of
analytic regularization only as poles of the type l/w\ k= 1,2, ....
When applied to supergraph calculations, analytic regularization has some
features common with regularization by dimensional reduction. However, in
analytic regularization all the calculations are performed in four-dimensional
space. Unfortunately, analytic regularization can lead to the breakdown of
Ward identities in gauge theories 2 • The example of supergraph calculations
with use of analytic regularization has been presented in subsection 4.4.7.

4.8. Examples of counterterm calculations: an alternative technique
For given loop order, one must take into account infinitely many divergent
supergraphs when trying to compute explicitly the relevant counterterms
(4.7.12) and (4.7.15). There exists another approach to finding counterterms
which makes it possible to account for all such supergraphs simultaneously.
It is based on the Schwinger proper-time technique and its central object is
a (super)propagator in an arbitrary external (super)field. This approach will
be discussed in detail in Chapter 7. In the present section, the proper-time
technique is used to calculate the one-loop counterterms for two
supersymmetric models.
4.8.1. One-loop counter terms of matter in an external super Yang- Mills field
We consider a theory of matter chiral superfields <I> = {<I>k(Z)} coupled to an
external super Yang-Mills field described by V=gVI(z)TI, where 9 is the
lSee, for example, R. Delbourgo, Rep. Pragr. Phys. 39 345, 1976.
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coupling constant. The matter mUltiplet is assumed to transform in a real
representation of the gauge group, hence the generators TI are antisymmetric,
(TI)T = - TI. Ignoring self-coupling of the matter superfields, the classical
action reads

f <1>e2V<1>+~ {f d z <1>T<1>+C.C}

5[<1>, <1>; V] = d 8 z

6

(4.8.1)

Since 5[<1>, <1>; V] involves no self-coupling of the dynamical superfields,
the effective action r[<1>, <1>; V] of the theory is given only by its classical and
one-loop parts:
r[<1>, <1>; V] =5[<1>, <1>; V]+r(1l[v].
The one-loop correction r(1)[V], defined by the superfunctional integral
er11tV] =

f~<1>~<1>

(4.8.2)

eiS [<1l,di;V]

can be represented in the form
r(1)[V] =':sTr In HWl
2

(4.8.3)

where the operator
m~<1l

HWl=
__1 D2 e2V
4

2
-1 D
e 2V
4
m~cli

= HWl
++
- ( H~~

HWl)
+
H~l_

(4.8.4)

determines the Hessian of 5[<1>, <1>; V]. It should be pointed out that r(1)[V]
is a part of the one-loop effective action of the general super Yang-Mills
theory considered earlier.
Remark. In equation (4.8.3) it is understood that HWl is a linear operator
acting on the space of chiral-antichiral columns

(:T}
More generally, given such an operator d, its supertrace is defined with the
help of the matrix superkernel
d(z,z')= (

d++
d_+

d+_)(~<1lJ+(Z'Z')
d__
0

0

)

~iJJJ_(z,z')
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as follows:

f

f

sTr d = d6 z tr d+ +(z, z)+ d 6 ztr d _ _(z, z)==sTr d+ + +sTr d __
tr being the ordinary matrix trace over group indices.
In order to compute r(1)[V], we first apply the so-called doubling trick.
Let us make in the integral (4.8.2) the change of variables
<I> --. i<l>

<l> -+

i<l>

-

whose Jacobian is unity. This redefinition changes only the sign of the mass
term (see equation (4.8.1)), in the exponential. Therefore, if we denote
H(m) == u<vl, then
sDet H(m) = sDet H( - m).
One now obtains
r(1)[V]

.

=~sTr In {H(m)H( -m)} =sTrln

(J'f<f~ _m2~<I>
0

0

)

J'f~)_ -m2~<l>

(4.8.5)
where
J'f<f)+ == n<.t·~H~~

=~ IF e 2v D 2 e2V
16

J'f~~ ==H~)+H<f~ =~ D2 e

2V

16

(4.8.6)

:0 e- 2V .
2

Introduce chiral G<f~ and antichiral G~~ superpropagators which are
solutions under Feynman boundary conditions of the following equations
(J'f<f)+ - m2)G<f~(z, z') = - ~<I><5 +(z, z')
(J'f~~ - m2)G~~(z, z') =

-

~<l><5 _(z, z').

(4.8.7)

Then, the relation (4.8.5) is equivalent to
r(1)[ V]

= - -i sTr + In G(!,~ 4

i
- sTr _ In G~)_.
4

(4.8.8)

As a result, the one-loop effective action is determined by the (anti)chiral
superpropagators G~~ and G<f~.
Remark. The trick applied above is the simplest way to prove equation

(4.4.25).
Our next step in the treatment of r(1)[V] will be the introduction of the
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Schwinger proper-time representation for the superpropagators
G(t)+(z, z')=i

L':

ds

u~~(z, z'ls) e- im "

(4.8.9)

and similarly for G(~~. The superfield kernel U(t~(z,z'ls) is chiral in both
arguments and satisfies the equation

(i ;s +JIl'(t~ )u~)+(S)=O

(4.8.10)

U(t~(z, z'ls)I,=o = ~<l>b+(z, z').

(4.8.11)

and the initial condition

With the help of purely formal manipulations described in detail in
Chapter 7, one can show that the relation (4.8.8) is equivalent to

r(1)[V] =

-~ IX! ds e-im"{sTr + U(t)+(s) + sTr _ U(t~(s)}.
4

0

(4.8.12)

s

Here the integral over s turns out to be divergent at s --+ O. We regularize
r(1)[V] as follows:

r(1)[V] =
cv

_~1I2wIx
d(is) e- im2 '{sTr U(V) (s)+(+ --+ -)}
4'"
0 (is)l-W
+ ++

(4.8.13)

11, Q) being the normalization point and regularization parameter, respectively;
w --+ + 0 at the end of the calculations. Now, let us note the identity

sTr + U~~(s)=sTr _ U(~)_(s)

(4.8.14)

which can be formally proved, using equations (4.8.6, 10, 11), as

sTr + U(n (s) = sTr + {exp(isH~~ H~)+)}
=sTr _ {exp(isH~~H~~)} =sTr _ U~)_(s).
Hence we can write

r(1)[V]=_~1I2WfCYO
W

2'"

0

d(is) e- im2'sTr U(V) (s).
(is)l-W
+ ++

(4.8.15)

It should be remarked that n;l[V] is invariant under the super Yang-Mills
gauge transformations (3.5.26); i.e. equations (4.8.6) and (3.5.26) show that
JIl'r~ = e iA JIl'(t~ e - iA
Hence

sTr + U(n(s) =sTr +(e iA U(t~ e-iA)=sTr + U~~(s).
The crucial observation is that the fourth-order differential operator JIl'~~
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(4.8.6) is equivalent to a second-order one when acting on chiral superfields
(by construction, J"f(J~ should act on chiral superfields only). In terms of
the gauge covariant derivatives (3.6.40a) satisfying the algebra (3.6.45,46a),
we can write
.Yf(V) =flfi(+)aflfi(+)++

a

W"flfi(+)-~(flfi(+)"W)
"2

(4.8.16)

".

To simplify following expressions, we shall omit the label (+) which the
derivatives flfi~+) carry. Now, the structure of .Yf(J)+ implies that the solution
of equations (4.8.10, 11) can be looked for in the form (compare with equation
(4.4.21 ))
(V)

,

1•

_

[ .I

,

U++(z,z[S)----2 exp -(x(+)-x(+)
(411:s)
4s
x(' +) = x a+ iBaae.

2]

L
00

n=O

(V),

.

an (Z,Z)(IS)

n

(4.8.17)

Here the coefficients a~v)(z, z') are chiral in both arguments and satisfy the
equations
(x(+) -x(+)a[flfia- ie,,(aa)"O:W,,] ab") = 0

(4.8.18a)

+(
,)a Cri> .iT- W] an+l=~
(V)
....c(V)
(n + 1)a (V)
++a (V)
n+ 1 x(+)-x(+) ;;:Vu-waa
n

n=O, 1, ....
(4.8.18b)

These equations represent recurrence relations allowing us to determine the
coefficients step by step. Note that the initial condition (4.8.11) and the
equation (4.8.18a) lead to
ab"J(z, z')=(8-8')20(z, z')

(4.8.19)

o being the chiral two-point function subjected to equation (4.8.18a) and the
boundary condition
O(z, z)=

~<l>.

(4.8.20)

In accordance with the relations (4.8.15) and (4.8.17), we can now write
112w
r(l)[V] =_r_
W
2(411:)2

f

Xl

0

L

d(is)
_
_ e-im's ro (is)n
(is)3-W
n=O

f

d 6 x tr a(V)(z z).
n

(4.8.21)

,

So, the effective action is determined by the coefficients a~V) at coincident
points. As for the divergent part of r~)[V], it is easy to show that
1 1
lim r(l)[V]=_-_
w-o w
W 2(411:)2

+ finite

J

{m42

d 6 ztr -a(V)(z z)-m 2a(V)(z z)+a(V)(z z)
0,

l'

2,

}

terms.

On the other hand, it follows immediately from equations (4.8.18-20) that
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alj )(z, z) = a«( )(z, z) = O. Therefore, the divergent part of the effective action

reads

f

1- 1 r( ~ ) [vJ =

d 6 z tr a(V)(z z).

2(4n)2

ill

d,v

2,

(4.8.22)

As a consequence, all information about divergences of the theory is encoded
in a<i).
Let us calculate a<[) at coincident points. Setting in equation (4.8.18b) n = 1
and taking the limit z -> z', one obtains
2a<[)(z, z) =(g ag o - W"D,,)a\V)(z, z')l z=z

(4.8.23)

where the identity a\V)(z, z) = 0 has been used. Other simple consequences of
equations 4.8.18-20) are:

g a" .. :?Z a, alj)(z, z') Iz= z' = 0
~,,~a l

• • • !}fia kalj)(z,

k=O, 1, ...

z')lz= z' = 0

£ta, ... £ta,a\VJ(z, z')1 z= z' = 0

(4.8.24)

£t"£t"aIjJ(z, z')lz=z' = -4 ~ <l>
£t"a\V)(z, z')lz=z' = -2W",.

We arrive at
a<[)(z, z)= W"'W",.

(4.8.25)

Due to equation (4.8.22), the divergent part of the effective action is given by
1r( ~)[V] =1- d ,v

ill

2(4n)2

f

d 6 z tr(W" W)
"

(4.8.26)

and determines the relevant counterterm.
The results described were originally obtained by J. Honerkamp, M .
Schlindwein, F. Krause and M. Scheunert in the case of supersymmetric
electrodynamics and by I. Buchbinder in the case of general super Yang-Mills
theories.

4.8.2. One-loop counterterms of the general Wess-Zumino model
Let us consider the general Wess-Zumino model (3.2.8) and determine the
one-loop divergences of the corresponding effective action. In accordance
with equation (4.3.15), the one-loop contribution to the effective action of
the theory (3.2.8) is given as
e if1 l1 [<l>,

f

<I>J = !}fi X £t x eiS[x.x;'f'.'l']
'I' '= .5t'~(<l» .

(4.8.27)
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Here the linearized action SeX, '1', 1Ji] is defined by equation (4.4.6). In terms
of the operator (4.4.5), which determine the Hessian of
'1', 'P], and
its Green's function (4.4.7,8) under the Feynman boundary conditions,
r(1)[<I>, <I>] is of the form

sex, x;

r( 1 )[<1> $] = ~ sTr In H('f') = - ~ sTr In G('f')
,

2

2

(4.8.28)

where the operation of supertrace is defined in the manner:

f

f

sTr G('f') = d 6 z G + +(z, z) + d6 zG - _(z, z).

(4.8.29)

An important role in our subsequent consideration will be played by the
superpropagator G~'f') of real scalar superfield obeying the equation
LlG~'f')(z, Zl) =

- t5 8 (z, Zl)
(4.8.30)

1
-2
1_
2
Ll = 0 -- 'P(z)D - - 'P(z)D .

4

4

Its significance follows from the fact that G('f') can be expressed through G~'f')
by the rule:

- 2D-2 G('f')( ')
G('f')(z Zl) =_1 (D Z z' V z, z
,
16 D %2 DZ'2 G('f')(z
v , Zl)

D-2D2
G('f')( I»)
z z' V z, z
D z2 D z'2 G('f')(z
Zl) .
V
,

(4.8.31)

In this connection, let us act with the operator

0

U<°)=I

__1 D2
4

__1 0 2
4
0

on both sides of equation (4.4.8) from the left Then one arrives at the
equations

DzG ++(z, Zl)_-1 D2A'P(z)G
_ +(z, z)') = 0
4

o zG _ +(z, Zl)_~ D;('P(z)G + +(z, Zl))=~ D;D;,t5 8 (z, Zl)
4
16
o zG _ _(z, Zl)_~ D;('P(z)G + _(z, ZI»=O
4

(4.8.32b)

»=-16

1- 21
DzG+ _(z, zl)--D z{'I'(z)G __ (z, z

4

1 - 2 2 ~8
1
DzDz'u (z, z)

(4.8.32a)

which the components of G('f'), defined by equation (4.4.8), satisfy. On the
other hand, let us introduce one more G('f') defined now by equation (4.8.31).
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Its components turn out to satisfy the same equation (4.8.32). For example,
acting with /60;0;., on both sides of equation (4.8.30) and using the chirality
of 'f1, one obtains the first equation (4.8.32a), since
0;0;.<5 8 (z, z') = 0;0;<5 8 (z, z') = 0.
The relation (4.8.31) leads to the following remarkable identity

sTr In G('¥) = sTr In G~'¥)

(4.8.33)

where the operation of supertrace in the right-hand side is defined as

sTr G~'¥) =

f

d 8 z G\/)(z, z)

(4.8.34)

(compare with equation (4.8.29)). To prove equation (4.8.33), we consider the
variation of sTr In G('¥) with respect to arbitrary infinitesimal displacement
'f1-- 'f1 + <5'f1 keeping, for simplicity, qJ unchanged. We have

0)

<5,¥ sTr In G('¥)=sTr (<5,¥H''¥)G('¥»= sTr [(<5'f1

o

f

0

(G+ +
G_+

G+ -)]
G __

= d6 z d6 z' <5'f1(z)G + +(z, z')<5 +(z, z')
=

f

d 8 z d 8 z'

<5'f1(z)G~'¥)(z, Z')(

-l

0;<5 8 (z,

Z'))

= f d 8 z <5,¥~z G~'¥)(z, z')1 z=z' = <5,¥ sTrln G~'¥).
Since at 'f1 = 0 the expressions in both sides of identity (4.8.33) vanish, the
above analysis confirms equation (4.8.33).
.
Using equation (4.8.33), one can rewrite equation (4.8.28) in the form

r(1)[<I>, <1>] =

-~ sTr In G~'¥).

(4.8.35)

This relation will be basic to our further investigations being, in fact,
analogous to that described in the previous subsection. First, we introduce
the proper-time representation for G~'¥):

G~'¥)(z, z') = i too ds U~'¥)(z, z'l s)

(4.8.36)

U~'¥J being the unique solution of the equation

(i :s +~)u~'¥)(S)=O

(4.8.37)
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with the initial condition
U~'I')(z, z'ls~ +0)=08(Z, z').

Second, we replace the ill-defined expression for

[0)[<1>, <1>] = -~ fOCi ds sTr
2 0 s

(4.8.38)

[(1)

U~'I')(s)

which is equivalent to expression (4.8.35), by the regularized version
[( 1

)[<1> <1>] = -

W'

~ 112w
21"'"

f

x d(is) sTr U('I')(s).
0 (is)l-W
V

(4.8.39)

It now remains to analyse the kernel U~'I').
We look for the solution of equations (4.8.37,38) using the ansatz

U~'I'l(z, z' s) = __i -2 exp(i O'(z, Z'))
1

2s

(4ns)

f

n=O

a~'I')(z, z')(ist,

(4.8.40)

To fulfil equation (4.8.37), 0' and a('I') should satisfy the equations

1 - - . 1 .h
20' = GaO' GaO' -- IjtDticO'D"'O'-- 'l'D"O'D",O'
4
4
[
(n +

(4.8.41a)

-~ \{I(D"O')D" -~ \f(D"'O')D,,]ab'l') =~ (4-(~0'))ab'l')

WO')G a

4 4 2

-l

l)a~~)l + [(GaO')G a

\{I(DiP)D"

= -21 (4 -

-l

\f(D"'O')D IX

(~0'))a<'I')

n+ 1

(4.8.41b)

]a~~\

+ a<'I')
n

n=O, 1, ....

(4.8.41c)

To guarantee the initial condition (4.8.38), it proves sufficient to impose the
following boundary conditions:
O'(z, z) =0

D",D AO'(Z, z')I:=:, =

D AO'(Z, z')1 :=:' =0

D 2 GaO'(z, z') 1z =z' = 0

D"GaGbO'(Z, z')I:=z' =0

D AI' •• D Akab'l')(z, z')1 z=z' = 0

k=O, 1,2,3

D 2 D 2 ab'l')(z, z')I:=:, = 16.

Let us comment on these restrictions. At

\{I

=0 we have

°

(4.8.42a)
(4.8.42b)
(4.8.42c)

~=

0, hence

_
i
(. (X-X')2).
Uv(z,zls)= u~'I'-O)(z,zls)= - - - 2 (fi-fi')2(B"-8')2 exp 1
(4ns)
4s
(4.8.43)
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This implies that in the case 'P"# 0 the two-point functions from equation
(4.8.40) read
1
u(z, z') = - (x - X,)2 + O('P)

2

ab'l')(z, z') = J4(8 - 8') + O('P)
a~'I')(z, z')

= O('P)

n=l, 2, 3, ....

It can also be seen that any object such as
D A, ... D A,U(Z, z') I z: z'
DAI ... DA,a~'I')(z,z')lz:z'

k=O, 1,2, ...

is a tensor superfield possibly constructed from the 'P-independent
Lorentz-invariant tensors B,,{3, (u a )"", and so on, as well as depending
analytically on 'P, 'l' and their covariant derivatives to a finite order. The
last observation, supplemented by considerations of dimension, tells us that
all the expressions in the left-hand sides of equations (4.8.42a,b) should vanish.
The boundary conditions (4.8.42) and the identity

aaabu(z, z') Iz: = 'lab
Z,

which follows from equations (4.8.41a) and (4.8.42a) show that as s -+ +0
the kernel U~'I') behaves like the free one (4.8.43).
As can be easily checked, direct consequences of the equations (4.8.41) and
of the boundary conditions (4.8.42) are the following relations:
a\'I')(z, z) = 0

(4.8.44)

a~'I')(z, z) = 'l''P.

Now, we are in a position to determine the divergent part of the one-loop
effective action (4.8.39). By analogy with equation (4.8.22), in the present case
we have

f

( 1)
1
r divE<I>,
<l- >J = -1 --2
d 8 z a2('1')(z, z) =

2w (4n)

f

1 2 d8 z 'P'P.
2w(4n)

(4.8.45)

Therefore, the corresponding counterterm cancelling r~m<l>, cI>J can be
written as
SCOUNTR

=

12
2(4n) w

fd g~(cI»2~(<I»
8

Z

(4.8.46)

where we have taken into account that 'P = 2~(<!».
As is seen from equation (4.8.46), the theory under consideration proves
to be multiplicatively renormalizable only if 2~(<I» '" <I> + const. The final
requirement means that ~(<I» is a third-order polynomial in <1>.
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4.9. Superfield effective potential
In conventional field theory the effective potential is defined to be the effective
Lagrangian evaluated at constant values of the scalar fields, all other fields
being taken to be zero. The effective potential Veff(<p) is an important tool
for studying the questions of symmetry breaking and vacuum stability. In
the present section we shall introduce a supersymmetric generalization of
the effective potential leading to the so-called superfield effective potential.

4.9.1. Effective potential in quantum field theory (brief survey)
Let f[<p] be the renormalized effective action of some scalar field theory. In
general, r[<pJ is a nonlinear and non-local functional the calculation of which
is usually performed in the framework of the loop expansion.
Suppose that <p is a slowly varying field. Then we can represent the effective
action as a power series in the derivatives of field, that is

f

r[<pJ = d 4 x ( - Veff(<p)

-~ Z(<p)l}mnom<pon<P + .. .).

(4.9.1)

The function Veff(<P) is called the effective potential. To calculate the effective
potential, it is sufficient to find the form of r[ <p J at <p = const.
Let <p = const be a solution of the effective equation c5f[<pJ/c5<p = O.
Obviously, this is equivalent to
oVeff(<p) =0.
o<p

(4.9.2)

The last equation is exact and allows one to determine those constant values
of <p providing a minimum of the effective action. It is clear that the existence
of such non-zero scalar fields can be associated with symmetry breaking.
According to the loop expansion, Vefrl <p) is of the form
Veff(<p) = V( <p)+

co

L hnv(nl( <p)

(4.9.3)

n=1

where V(<p) is the classical potential of the theory under consideration, while
v(n)(<p) is the n-loop quantum correction to the effective potential. The
quantum corrections are usually evaluated using the standard diagram
technique.
As an example, let us calculate the one-loop effective potential for a theory
with the classical action

f x( _~l}mnOm<pan<P-

S[<pJ= d 4

V(<P)).

(4.9.4)

The one-loop contribution to the effective action is defined by the functional
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integral
eirlll[(p]=

f

f

EiX exp[~ d 4 x X(O - V"(CP))x]

and can be written in the form
r(l)[cp] = -

-i Tr In G(<P)

(4.9.5)

2

where G(<P)(x, x') is a Green's function obeying the equation
(Ox - V"(cp))G(<P)(x, x') = - b4 (x - x').

(4.9.6)

Notice, we prefer here to use the notation Tr for the operation of functional
supertrace (4.1.8), because the theory under consideration involves no
fermionic fields. Introducing the proper-time representation
G(<P)(x,x')=i

t'"

(4.9.7)

ds U('P)(x,x'ls)

where kernel U(<P) satisfies the equation

[i

:s + Ox- V"(CP(X))] U('P)(x, x'ls)=O

(4.9.8)

and the initial condition

+ 0) = b4 (x -

U(<P)(x, x' Is --+

we regularize r(l)[cp] as follows
r(l)[m] = __i Jl2w
W 'I'
2t'

foo
0

d(is)
_
_
(is)l-W

x')

(4.9.9)

f

d 4 x U('P)(x xis)
'

(4.9.10)

w -+ 0 at the end of the calculations (see the details in Chapter 7).
In order to find the effective potential, it is sufficient to solve the system
(4.9.8, 9) only for cp = const. The relevant solution reads
/
i. -exp [i(X-X )2.ISV"(cp) ] .
U(<p-const)(x,x'ls)=
__
(4ms)2
4s

(4.9.11)

Now, from equation (4.9.10) we deduce the regularized one-loop correction
to Veficp):

. f

V~)[~l~ ~"'W

cc
0

d(is) U(<p = const)(x, X Is)

(is)'-W
1

,(V"(CP))-w.
r(w)(V"(cp))

J.12

(4.9.12)
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we have J(w);:::; l/w+y, y being the Euler constant,
V"(4J))-W
V"(4J)
;:::;1-wln--.
( -~2~2

Taking the same limit in equation (4.9.12) gives
V~)= V~~~+ V(1)(4J)

where

V(~) = __I_(V"(ffl))2
64n 2w

dlV

(4.9.13a)

'f'

V(1)(4J)=_I_(V"(4J))2(ln V"(4J) -Y-3/2).
64n2
~2

(4.9.13b)

V~~~ is the divergent part of the effective potential. It should be cancelled by
the counterterm
Scountr

= 64~2W f d 4 x (V"(4J))2.

Hence, the one-loop contribution to Veff(4J) is given by equation (4.9. 13b).
As a result, the one-loop effective potential reads

Veff(4J)= V(4J)+ V(1)(4J) = V(4J)+--;(V"(4J))2(ln
64n

V"~4J) -Y-3/2).
~

(4.9.14)
The effective potential obtained depends on arbitrary mass parameter ~
which reflects some inherent arbitrariness in the choice of renormalization
scheme. This parameter should be fixed in practice by imposing so-called
normalization conditions corresponding to a correct choice for observable
parameters of the theory (masses, couplings). Let us consider, for instance,
the theory with the following classical potential

AO

V(4J)=- 4J
4!

4

where )'0 is a bare coupling. One can choose suitable normalization conditions
in the form

d2V~ffl
d4J

=0
'P=O

d4V~fl
d4J

=A

(4.9.15)

'P = 'Po

where 4Jo is some non-zero constant. The quantity). can be called the
observable coupling. Now, from expressions (4.9.14) and (4.9.15) one finally
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obtains
),.

Verr(qJ)=-qJ
4!

4

r.'. qJ 4 (
"1

+--2
64n

25)

qJ2
In--- .
qJ6 6

(4.9.16)

This result is known as the Coleman-Weinberg effective potential.
4.9.2. Superfie/d effe ctive potential
Let [[<1>, <l>] be the renormalized effective action of some supersymmetric
model described by chiral <1> and antichiral <l> scalar superfields. Suppose that
<l>(z) = eiJf <1>(x, 8) and il>(z) = e - iJt'<l>(X, B) , where .Yf = 8ua{Joa' vary slowly in
space-time. Then we can represent the effective action as follows

f

[[<1>, <l>] = d 8z 2.ri<1>, D A<1>, D AD B<1>, . .. , <1>, D A$, D ADB$, .. . )

+

{f d z 2~~f(<1>, oa<1>, oaob<1>, .. .)+c.c.}.
6

(4.9.17)

Here 2.rr is a power series in the covariant derivatives D A<1>, D AD B<1>, ... ,
$ , D A$, DAD B$, .. . , while 2~~r is a power series in the partial derivatives
oa<1>, oaob<1>, .... It seems natural to call 2.rr an effective super Langrangian
and 2~f~ an effective chiral super Lagrangian.
Before we proceed further, it is worth saying some words about the
presented structure of the effective action (4.9.17). The effective action
superfunctional is calculated in practice with the help of the supergraph
technique described previously. In accordance with the non-renormalization
theorem, the contribution to [[<1>, $] coming from an arbitrary supergraph
can be represented as a single integral over d 4 8, but not over d 2 8 or d 2 {J.
On these grounds, this is only the first term in equation (4.9.17) which is
admissible on the basis of general principles. ' However, one can expect
contributions to the effective action which really exist, of the type

f 8Z(- ~~ )G= f 6
d

d zG

(4.9.18)

where G is a chiral superfield. It is such corrections that form 2~~f'
The relation (4.9.17) defines the exact effective action as an expansion in
superfield covariant derivatives. Now, let us look for a supersymmetric
extension of the conventional effective potential. The theory under
consideration is described by scalar and spinor fields, as is seen from the
component expansion
<1>(z) = eilh1Ullou(A(x) + 8a t/l ,,(x) + 82 F(x)).

To obtain the effective potential, we evaluate the effective Lagrangian at
constant scalar fields, the remaining fields being switched off, that is, under
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the conditions

A =const

t/I",=O.

F=const

(4.9.19)

Then, the effective potential is given as
A.F=const

f

- Verr = d

4

e2.rr+ {f d e2~f}+C.C. }1/1,=0
2

.

(4.9.20)

I

Note, however, that the conditions (4.9.19) are not supersymmetric, since
applying a supersymmetry transformation makes t/I", non-zero. Therefore, it
is worth replacing equation (4.9.19) by the supersymmetric requirement
8a<1> = 0

(4.9.21)

and equation (4.9.20) by

f e2.rr+ {f d e2~f}+C.C. }lca<IJ=O'

- Verr = d

4

2

(4.9.22)

The final object can be called a supersymmetric effective potential.
As is seen, Verr and Verr coincide when the component spin or field is zero.
Certainly, such coincidence can always be achieved by applying a special
supersymmetry transformation which switches off the spinor. However, the
supersymmetric effective potential has one essential quality, namely, it can
be calculated by purely superfield methods.
By virtue of equation (4.9.22), the supersymmetric effective potential is
determined by the following superfield objects

"Y.rr == 2.rrl ca<IJ=O

"//"(c)(m)_
l'

err'"

..-o(c)
=.z;

1

efr ca<IJ = 0

(4.9.23)

which will be called the real and chiral parts, respectively, of the superfield
effective potential. We will also refer to "f/~f} as an effective chiral
superpotential. It is easy to see that the most general form of "Y.fr reads

"Y.rf = K(<1>, eIl)+ ~(DIX<1>, D2<1>, O~eIl, 02e1l; <1>, <f» •

(4.9.24)

where
~ID,<IJ=o,<!>=O=O.

The function K(<1>, ell) is said to be the effective Kiihlerian potential, following
the terminology of supersymmetric a-models (see Section 3.3). As for the
second term in equation (4.9.24), it seems reasonable to call ~ the auxiliary
field effective potential. The point is that its contribution to the effective
Lagrangian, d4 e.fF, evaluated under the super symmetric condition (4.9.21),
turns out to be at least of third order in the auxiliary fields of <1> and <f>.
Within the framework of the loop expansion, K and ~ can be represented

J
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as
co

K(<l>, <D) = Ko(<l>, <D) +

hnKn(<l>, <D)

L

(4.9.25a)

n=1
CD

?7 =

L hnff".

(4.9.25b)

n=1

Here Ko(<l>, <D) is the classical contribution. For example, for the
Wess-Zumino model we have Ko(<l>, <D) = <D<l>. The h-dependent terms in
equation (4.9.25) mean quantum corrections to K and §i. Further, the effective
chiral superpotential reads
Xi

1~~f}(<l»

= ~c(<l» + L

hny~c)(<l»

(4.9.26)

n=1

where ~(<l» is the classical chiral superpotential, and y~C) are quantum
corrections. In the case of the Wess-Zumino model, the one-loop correction
to y~f} proves to be zero.
4.9.3. Superfield effective potential in the Wess-Zumino model
Let us consider the effective action of the Wess-Zumino model (3.2.11). After
performing standard manipulations, one obtains

f

e(i/tl)i'[<D.<l>] = .@x .@X exp i {S[X, x; 'P, 'l'J

+ h1!2[f d6 z

(:'!

X3

_~ X bf~~ <DJ) +c.c.]} (4.9.27)

where

["[<l>, <DJ = r[<l>, <DJ - S[<l>; <DJ
'P = ~~(<l», and the action SeX, x; 'P, 'l'J is given by equation (4.4.6). The
representation (4.9.27) is the basis for the calculation of the effective action
in the framework of the loop expansion. In order to find the superfield
effective potential, we should determine f[<l>, <DJ under the condition (4.9.21).
Use of equation (4.9.27) allows us to search for the superfield effective
potential on the basis of supergraph techniques with a superpropagator of
the type G('f') (4.4.7), where 'P = ~~(<l», <l> being subject to condition (4.9.21).
According to equation (4.8.31), G('f') can be expressed through the Green's
function G~'f') obeying equation (4.8.30). Hence to develop a perturbation
theory for evaluating the superfield effective potential, we should find the
Green's function G~'f') in an external chiral superfield 'P under the condition
3.'P = O. In turn G~'f') is determined, via the proper-time representation, by
the corresponding kernel U~'f') (4.8.37, 38).
As a result, in order to find the superfield effective potential, we should
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solve the system (4.8.37, 38) for U~'t') in an external chiral superfield l.JI under
the condition Ca l.JI =0 and then construct the propagator G~'t'). The final
object is to be used in the loop calculations of K and g;, The solution of the
system (4.9.37, 38) under the condition Ca l.JI =0 can be found explicitlyl.
Calculation of the contributions to ;/~f~ demands additional comment.
Because of equation (4.9.18), we can impose condition (4.9.21) only at the
final stages of transformations. However, since ;/~f~ depends only on <l> for
its calculation in the massless case, l.JI = A<l>, it is necessary to keep in the
kernel U~'t') and the propagator G~'t') terms depending only on l.JI, but not
on 'P. Taking into account the relations 0" l.JI = 0 and 0 20 2 = 0, one notices
from equations(4.8.30, 36, 37) that the 'P-independent parts of U~'t') and G~'t')
are at most linear in l.JI. Then one finds
G~'t')(z, z') = - - 1 6 8 (z, z') - -1

o

40

[0

2

l.JI(z) - 68 (z, z') ]
0

+ O('P).

(4.9.28)

This ansatz can be used for loop calculations of ;/~f~'
In the rest of the present section we shall discuss the superfield effective
potential in the one-loop approximation. It is worth beginning with the
consideration of some general properties of the one-loop effective action.
Recall that the one-loop correction to r[<l>, cD] is given by equations
(4.8.27,35).
The starting point of our analysis is the observation that the
superfunctional integral (4.8.27) proves to be invariant under rigid
transformations of the dynamical superfie1ds
x~eic"x

x~e-i"'x

(4.9.29a)

supplemented by the following displacements of the background superfields
l.JI~e-2i"'l.JI

'P ~e2i1:''P

(4.9.29b)

IX being a real constant. As a consequence, the unregularized one-loop
correction r(l), defined by equation (4.8.35) and regarded as a functional of
the superfields l.JI and 'P, is unchanged under the transformations (4.9.29b).
Remarkably, this invariance turns out to be unbroken after introducing the
regularization (4.8.39). Let us argue this assertion.
According to equations (4.8.37,38), we can write U~'t') in the form
u~'t')(s)=eis~

(4.9.30)

~ being defined in expression (4.8.30). We represent the operator
manner

~=0+9

~

in the

1 -2 1 - 2
9= --l.JID --l.JID

4

4

II.L. Buchbinder, S.M. Kuzenko and lV. Yarevskaya, Nucl. Phys. B411 665, 1994.
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and expand the exponential (4.9.30) in a power series in &. One finds
et)

U~'¥)(s)=

L

Un(s)

n=O

Un(s)=i eisO

t

U o(s)=e isC

(4.9.31 )

dt e itO 8PU n- 1(t)

n~

1.

As is seen, for n ~ 1 we have

Un(s)=i
An(s, t 1,

... ,

n

s

f 0 dtn

ft"0 dtn- 1··· ft20 dt1 An(s, t 1,···, tn)

(4.9.32)

tn) = U o(s - t n)8PU O(tn - tn- tl&' ... U o(tz - t l)8PU O(t 1)'

Because of the identities

D,,'I' =0

DZDZ=o

[D", Uo(S)] =0

and owing to the explicit form of &, the As can be expressed as follows:

I)Zn
Azn(s, t 1, ... , t zn ) = ( 4'
U o(s- t 2n )'I'D2 U 0(t2n - t 2n -1)
X\110 2U O(tZn - 1- t Zn - 2)'I'DZ ... U O(tZ - t l)\IIOZ U O(t 1)
+ ('I'D2_\II0 2)
(4.9.33a)
1 )2n+ 1
A 2n +l(S, t 1,···, t2n+ 1)= - ( 4'
U O(S-t 2n +1)'I'D2 U O(t2n + 1-t 2n )

X\IIO ZU 0(t2n - tZn _1)'I'D2 ... U 0(t2 - t 1)'I'D Zu O(t 1)

+('I'D2 _

\110 2).

(4.9.33b)

On the same grounds and due to the cyclic property of sTr, it follows from
equation (4.9.33b) that all As carrying odd labels have zero supertrace,

sTr{A2n+d s, t 1,···, t 2n +1)}=0

n=O, 1, ....

(4.9.34)

In the even case, one has
1 )2n
sTr{Azn(s, t 1, .. ·, t 2n )} =2 ( 4'
sTr{Uo(s)'I'D2UO(t2n-t2n_1)
x \110 2U o(t 2n - 1- t Zn - 2)'I'D2 ... U o(t 2 - t 1)\110 2U o(t 1- t 2n)}'

(4.9.35)

Obviously, this expression is invariant under the transformations (4.9.29b).
It is worth also noting that

sTrUo(s)=O
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as a consequence of the explicit form of Uo(s) = Uv(s) (4.8.43). Therefore, the
integrand in equation (4.8.39) is of the form

00

sTr UI/)(s) =

L

n=l

(4.9.36)

sTr U 2n (s)

and each term on the right contains an equal number of '1'- and 'P-factors.
We observe that rl,;) possesses invariance with respect to the trans
formations (4.9.29b). The same is true for the one-loop corrections to K($, <I))
and ~ In particular, all these objects are even functionals of the variables
'I' and 'P. Another important consequence of the above analysis is that the
one-loop correction to ~~1f is zero.

4.9.4. Calculation of the one-loop Kiihlerian effective potential
In conclusion we would like to illustrate the general approach which has
been described above, by evaluating one-loop Kiihlerian effective potential
in the Wess-Zumino model.
As follows from the previous discussion, one must compute explicitly the
kernel
U~'¥)(z,

z'l s) = eis.1 (j8(Z, z')

(4.9.37)

the external chiral scalar 'I' being subject to the condition
(4.9.38)

aa'l'=O

in order to find the one-loop correction to -t:ff' Then, the one-loop correction
reads

~one-Ioop= _~ 1/20; 100
2 ,..

efT,UJ

d(is) U('¥)(z zls)

0 (is)l - 0;

V

,

(4.9.39)

where we have used the regularization prescription (4.8.39). On the other
hand, if we are interested only in finding the one-loop correction to K($, <I)),
we can replace the condition (4.9.38) by the stronger one
(4.9.40)

'I' =const

and calculate the corresponding kernel (4.9.37). Then, the regularized
correction K 1($, <l)L reads
K ($ <I)) =
1

-~ 1/ 2w 100

'UJ

2'"

d(is) u('¥=const)(z zls).

0 (is)l - w

V

(4.9.41)

'

Let us find the kernel U~'¥) corresponding to the choice (4.9.40). We can
now write
U~'¥ = const)(z,

z'l s) = e -(is/4)('¥D' + 'I'D') U v(z, z'l s)

(4.9.42a)
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where

Uv(z, z' Is) =e isO

c:5 8 (z -

Zl) = _ _I - (8- 8' )2(i'J_lJ')2 e(i / 4s)(x-x' )2
(4"S)2

(4.9.42b)

and make use of the identities

(/6 D 202y = On-l(/6 0 20 2)

(/6

02D2)" =

(/6 0
0

On-1

2 2
)

n= 1,2, ....

This leads to

u~'f';constl(z, z'ls)=

[1 +

+
4

1:0 (cosh(isj'l''I'0)-1){02, i)2}

~ sinh(isj'l''I' 0 )('I'D2 + \{I02)] uv(s).

(4.9.43)

'l''I'0

The correction (4.9.41) is determined by the kernel at coincident points.
From equations (4.9.42b) and (4.9.43) one immediately obtains

u~'f';const)(z, zl ls)= ~ (cosh(isj'l''I'o)-I]U(x, XIIS)lx;x,

(4.9.44)

where
U(x, x' Is) =

e isO c:5 4 (x

_ x') = _ _i_ e(i/ 4s)(x (4"S)2

X' )2

.

To compute the right-hand side of expression (4.9.44), we need to evaluate
expressions of the form Onu(x, xls)lx;x" This can easily be done with the
help of the equation

.a

I-U=-OU

as

which U satisfies, thus obtaining

o

n

I

I

an
(n +
Ux
s x-x
_ ,=--Ux
s =(41r)2
-i - ( -1 )n -I)!
,
(, x I)
a(is)" (, x I)
(is)"+2
I

I

As a result, the one-loop correction (4,9.41) takes the form

K 1(<I> $)
'Cl)

J.-l2w

=- -

(4,,)2

f

00

0

d(is)

00

(-

I)nn!(is'fl'l')n

- - " -"""'-----"""'-----~
(is)2-W n';-l
(2n)!
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or, after introducing the new integration variable t
1

= islJl'l':

2w
100 d
00
= _ _J-l_(lJI'1')l-W
_ t '"

K (<I> <1»

(_I)n , n
n.t .
w n=l
L.
(2)'
n.

(4 n
)2
o t2 -

'W
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(4.9.45)

Let us use the well-known series representation for the so-called erfi-function
1-

- -y n xe _ .x'/4erfi( x/2)
2

=

00 ( 1)n, 2n
'"
n.x
L. n= 1
(2n)!

where
erfi(x)

2 IX
= .fir
0

Then we obtain
K (<1> <1»
1

'W

= J-l 2W(1JI'1')' 2(4n) 2

W

l

,

e - dt.

I

00 _t_
d
t I -

0

11

dt e-t/4(1 -

I').

0

W

(4.9.46)

Rewriting the integrals in the final expression as
t
11~ + 11 ~(I1 dte- /4(1-1 1)
+
-dt- 11 d te -t/4(1 - = 11 dt
2

) -

o t -

W

0 t

'

-

'

f

W

0

ro

/2) -

r

--+~
I-w
w

I-w

1 t o o t

we obtain
_

J-l2w(1JI'1') I -

K 1(<I>, <I»w
It is easy to see that ~w

,=

Hm

=

J-l2w('¥'I') I - w

W

32n 2 w

+

0

t

'W

= ~ + O(w), where

1) + fro

'W = 11 dt(I1 dte- t/4(1 -c') -

w-+O

__ ,

0

dtI1 dte- r/4(I-C')

1

t

is some finite constant, as follows from the asymptotics

1
1

o

d

te

-r/4(1

-t')

r-+oo 2
--.
t

Now, setting
J-l2w(,¥'I')-W = ~ _ In

w

W

'¥; +

O(w)

J-l

we obtain
K 1(<1>, <I»w = K 1(<1>, <D)div

+ K 1(<1>, <1»

0
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where

'P\fI

(4.9.47)

K 1(<1>, <I»div = 3211: 2 w

_
K 1(<1>,<1»

('P\fI
)
= - -'P\fI
2 In- - ( .
2
3211:

(4.9.48)

Jl.

Here equation (4.9.47) defines the divergent part of the superfield effective
action. This divergence has been calculated in subsection 4.8.2. The term
K Idiv is cancelled by the counterterm (4.8.46). The relation (4.9.48) represents
the one-loop correction to K(<1>, <1».
Thus the one-loop Kiihlerian potential has the form
K(<1>, <1»

= <1><1> -

32:212'~(<1>W (In 12'~;W -

( ).

(4.9.49)

To complete our work, we should fix Jl. by imposing some suitable
renormalization condition. Consider, for simplicity, the massless Wess-Zumino
model with 2' c(<1» = (A/3!)<1>3 and choose the following renormaliation
condition:
82 K(<1>, <1»

8<1>8<1> I<I> = <1>0 = 1

(4.9.50)

where <1>0 is a non-zero constant with dimensions of mass. Then one obtains

K(<1>, <1»

- = <1><1>

2
hA - [
- 2 <1><1>

3211:

<1><1> - 2 ] .
In ~
"'0<1>0

(4.9.51)

The one-loop superfield effective potential 1/ err includes not only the
Kiihlerian part K, but also the auxiliary field effective potential ?Ji.
Calculation of the latter is a more tedious task, and we will not discuss it
here, referring the reader to the paper by I. Buchbinder, S. Kuzenko and J.
Yarevskaya.

4.9.5. Calculation of the tv.'o-loop effective chiral superpotential
As we know the one-loop contribution to the effective chiral superpotential
is absent in the Wess-Zumino model (see for instance equation (4.9.35) at
<1> = 0). Therefore one can expect that the quantum corrections to the chiral
superpotential will arise starting at least with the two-loop approximation.
A possibility of chiral quantum corrections to the effective potential was first
noticed in the book by M.T. Grisaru, SJ. Gates, M. Rocek and W. Siegel, and
the relevant supergraphs producing such corrections were found by P. West2 .
lp. West, Phys. Lett.258B 375,1991.
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For the first time the explicit two-loop correction to the chiral effective
superpotential was found by 1. Jack, D. R. T. Jones and P. West 3 in component
form. We give here a completely superfield approach4.
We start with the general equation (4.9.27) for the massless Wess-Zumino
model. To find the chiral effective superpotential it is sufficient to set 'I' = O.
In this case the two-loop contribution to effective action depending only on
'P is of the form

f

2
r(2)

d6Z1 d 6z2(G __ (z I' Z2))3.

= A

12

(4.9.52)

The Green function G__ (ZI, Z2) can be found from equation (4.8.31), where
G\y) is given by equation (4.9.28). Then
G __ (ZI' Z2)

DID2
DI
8
2 2[
- 2
=- 'P(ZI)--[)
(ZI

160 1

40 1

- Z2)

]

(4.9.53)

where 'P = - Act>. Converting here the integrals over d6 z into integrals over
d 8 z, in accordance with the rule f d 6 z( - !D2) = f d 8 z, and setting
-2 8
DI
ct>(ZI)-[) (ZI - Z2)

0

=

f

-2 8
8
8
D3
d Z3ct>(Z3)[) (ZI - Z2)-[) (ZI - Z2)

O2

1

we obtain
r(2)

=

).5

12

f( Ii d8zi)ct>(Z3)ct>(Z4)ct>(Z5)(_I_[)8(ZI
- Z2))
0
i=1

D2 D 3

1

1

8

.

8

2 2
x ( -[ ) (ZI - Z2) ) ( -[) (ZI - Z2) )
160 2
O2

X

(

DI2 D
- 42 8
- - [ ) (ZI

160 1

- Z2)

)(

0 0
160 1

(4.9.54)

O
40 2

8

8

21 - 5
2
)(
2
)
--c5
(ZI - Z2) --[) (ZI - Z2) .

From the viewpoint of the supergraph technique, this expression corresponds
to the supergraph given below, the external lines being chiral.
As the next step, we rewrite r(2) in a form that is suitable for extracting
the correction to 1'~~r<ct» contained within it. Note first, that it is convenient
to work in the chiral representation where
ct>(z)

= ct>(x, (})

_

a

Dc. = - 7ia
or/x

since equation (4.9.54) involves only chiral superfields. Further, we apply
standard D-algebra transformations (see subsection 4.7.1) to r(2) in order to
reduce the number of integrals over d 4 (} to a single one. Making use also of
31. Jack, D.R.T. Jones and P. West, Phys. Lett. 258B 382, 1991
41.L. Buchbinder, S.M. Kuzenko and A.Yu. Petrov. Phys. Lett. 321B 372, 1994.
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b2

b'

D'
2

D'

D'

4

b'

the obvious identities

64 (x - x')

=

f

4

d k

<l>(x, ())

eik(x - x')

(2,,)4

=f

d 4y 64(x - y)ct>(y, ())

we arrive at
r(2)

= _ ;.

5

4
4
4
4
fd4X d4() fd k 1 d k2 d p1 d p2

12

(2,,)16

x f d 4Y1 d4Y2eipl(X -

X

yt)

+ ip2(X - }'2)ct>(X, ())

[ 22(

D2 ct>(Y1, ()) ) <l>(Y2, ())
k 1P 1 - 40

(4.9.55)

+ (l +-+ 2)

1
+ (k1k2)
-2-(D ct>(Y1' ()))D"ct>(Y2' 8) 0- (k, p)
Cl

]

where
O(k, p)

= qq(k 1 + k2)2(k1 + k2 -

Finally, we integrate r(2) over d 2 8in accordance with the rule Sd 2 8
This leads to
r(2)

= A.

5

fd4X d 2 8 fd

12
X

4P 1

(4.9.56)

P1 - P2)2(k 1 - P1)2(k 2 - P2)2.

=

_*0

2

.

4

d

p2

..
(2,,)8

f

d 4Y1 d 4 Y2e IPI (X -

yt)

+

(4.9.57)
Ip2(X - Y2)<l>(x, 8)<l>(Y1, 8)ct>(Y2' 8)J(P1' P2)
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where
J(

)

=

PI' P2

fd (271)8
k dk2 k~p~ + k~p~ - 2(k k 2)(PIP2)
Q(k, p)
.
4

4

1

1

(4.9.58)

Up to now, the chiral suprfield <J>(x, 0) was completely arbitrary. When
computing the effective superpotential, we can assume <J> to be slowly varying
in space-time. This assumption implies
<J>(x, O)<J>(Yl' 0)<J>(Y2, 0) :::::: <J>3(X, 0).

Then equation (4.9.57) takes the form
r(2)

'5
= ;'2
J(Pl

-+

0, P2

-+

(4.9.59)

f

0) d 6 z<J>3.

(4.9.60)

It remains to use the known integral relation
J(p, 0)

6

= - 4 (3)

(4.9.61)

(4n)

((et) being the dzeta-function. As a result, the two-loop chiral effective
superpotential read
j /' (Ci{<J»

eff\

= If + h2~(c) =
c

(2)

(l:.3! +

2

).S(3)h )<J>3.
2(4n)4

(4 .9.62)

We note that the chiral effective superpotential is automatically finite. No
renormalization is required for its calculation.

5 Superspace Geometry of
Supergravity
To make a prairie it takes a clover and one bee,
One clover, and a bee,
And revery.
The revery alone will do,
If bees are few.
Emily Dickinson

5.1. Gauge group of supergravity and supergravity superfields

5.1.1. Curved super space
In previous chapters, the supersymmetric generalization of Minkowski space
as well as that of matter field theories in Minkowski space was given. Our
next goal is to look for a supersymmetric generalization of Einstein gravity
- for a supergravity. Ordinary gravity is treated as the theory of a curved
space-time. Therefore it is tempting to think of supergravity as being theory
of a curved superspace. But what is a curved superspace?
A space-time is said to be curved if the curvature tensor q{m"pr' constructed
from the metric gmn(x), is non-vanishing. It is a flat space-time when q{m npr = O.
This condition proves to be equivalent to the statement that there exist
preferable coordinate systems in which the metric has the Minkowskian form,
gmn(x) = 1Jmn'

Any two such coordinate systems are related by some Poincare transformation.
It is the Poincare transformations which leave invariant the Minkowski

metric.
386
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In the case of a curved space-time, there is no natural way to choose
preferable coordinate systems; all coordinate systems are on the same footing.
Hence, a physical theory should be invariant under the group of general
coordinate transformations

xm

~

x'm = fm(x)

~

x'm

or, in infinitesimal form,

xm

= x'" - K"'(x)

(5.l.! )

where Km(x) is an arbitrary infinitesimal vector field . The general coordinate
transformation group is the gravity gauge group, and the metric, with the
transformation law

ogmn(x)

= 'VmKn + 'V.Km

(5.1.2)

plays the role of the gravity gauge field.
Now, keeping in mind our space-time intuition, we return to superspace.
Clearly, in order to define a notion of curved superspace, one should find a
superfield 'metric' object. It was V. Ogievetsky and E. Sokatchev who found
such an object.
In Chapter 2, subsection 2.5.3, we introduced the family of real surfaces
[R414(Jt') in complex supers pace 1[412 which were defined by equation (2.5.11).
Every such surface can be understood as a real superspace [R414 supplied by
a real vector superfield Jt'm(x, 0). Recall that the family {[R414(Jt')} contains
a unique super-Poincare invariant surface - [R414(eaO), and that this surface
was identified with flat global superspace [R414. Obviously, we are faced with
a situation analogous to the space-time one. We can look at space-time as
a real space [R4 provided with a second-rank tensor g",.(x). The family of all
space-times {[R4(gm.)} contains a unique representative-flat global space
time [R4(1}",.), which is characterized by the Poincare invariant metric.
Therefore, the family of superspaces {[R4 i4(Jt'''')} is a supersymmetric
generalization of the family of space-times {[R4(g"'n)}'
Starting with a given complex coordinate system (y"', IX ) on 1[412, let us
consider holomorphic coordinate transformations

e,

e

y'" ... y''''

= fm(y, e)
Ber( a(y',

eIX - . e/ IX = f"(y, e)

el») # o.

(5.1.3)

a(y, e)

Infinitesimal holomorphic coordinate transformations are of the form

ym -. y''''

= y'"

_ ;."'(y, e)

efY. ... e'IX = efY. - AfY.(y, e).

Here ).'" and

X~

(5.1.4)

are infinitesimal vector and spinor holomorphic superfields.
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The set of all holomorphic transformations (5.1.3) forms a supergroup (the
'holomorphic coordinate transformation supergroup'). Commuting two
infinitesimal holomorphic transformations, generated by parameters Ai(Y, e),
;. i(y, e) and J.T(y, e), ;.~(y, e), respectively, one obtains a transformation of the
same type. The corresponding parameters are

= }·1o)·i/oy" + A~o;.i/8(JP ;.~(y,e) = ;'20A~/Oy" + A~OA~/OeP -

;.3'(y, e)

(1 +-+ 2)

(5.1.5)

(1 +-+2).

Given a superspace [R414(£), every holomorphic transformation (5.1.4)
induces a coordinate displacement on [R414(£) as well as changing the
superfield £m in a rather complicated nonlinear way. Explicitly, in accordance
with equations (2.5.11) and (2.5.12), we have

xm

-+

x'm

= xm - ~ ;.m(x" + i£", el!) - ~ Im(x" 2

e~ -+ e'~

2

i£", (JP)

= e~ - ;."(x" + i£", (Jp)

e" -+ rI''' = 8" -

(5.1.6)

p(x" - i£", (JP)

and
£'m(x', (J', 8')

= £m(x, (J, 8) + ~).m(x" + i£", eP) - ~rm(x" 2

2

i£", (JP).
(5.1.7)

Introducing the superfield displacement
J£m(x, e, B) = £'m(x, e, B) - £m(x, e, 8)
equation (5.1.7) leads to
J£m(x, (J, 8)

= ~(Am -

Am = Am(Xn

rm)

+ (~(A" + rn)o" + AIXOIX + Po~ )£m(x, e, B)

+ i£", (Jp)

AIX = AIX(X"

+ i£", eP).

(5.1.8)

This transformation law defines a nonlinear superfield representation of the
holomorphic coordinate transformation supergroup. It is natural to treat the
holomorphic coordinate transformation supergroup as a gauge group and
£m(x, B) as the corresponding gauge superfield.
Geometrically, the superfields £m and £m + J£m are equivalent. They
describe the same surface in (:412 but written in two different complex
coordinate systems on (:412. Therefore, the space of all gauge superfields is
decomposed into orbits of the holomorphic coordinate transformation
supergroup. Gauge superfields from the same orbit determine equivalent
geometries on [R414. Gauge superfields from different orbits determine
non-equivalent geometries on [R414.

e,
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In accordance with the above consideration, we can make the following
preliminary definitions. A superspace [R4 14(yt) is said to be 'flat' if there exists
a holomorphic coordinate transformation (5.1.3) which deforms yt", to the
form
yt,m(x', B', i'J')

= tJa"'B'(Jai'J'.

(5.1.9)

Otherwise, [R414(yt) is said to be a 'curved superspace'. It is the superfield
yt"'(x , B, lJ) which plays the role of a superfield 'metric' object or 'gravitational
superfield'. The transformation law (5.1.8) is the superspace analogue of
equation (5.1.2).
At first sight, the holomorphic coordinate transformation supergroup of
C412 is a candidate for the role of the superspace analogue of the general
coordination transformation group of space-time. However, this is not quite
correct. The point is that this supergroup includes only non-localizable
transformations (a transformation is said to be localized near some point if
it coincides with the identity mapping everywhere except for in a small region
around this point). Indeed, whan taking the superfield parameters )."'(Y, B)
and X"(y, B) in equation (5.1.4) to be holomorphic on the whole superspace
(412, one obtains non-localizable (in y"') coordinate transformations only.
Recall that one cannot make a holomorphic superfield on (412 non-vanishing
in a small neighbourhood of some point Yo(see subsection 2.5.2). On the other
hand, the general coordinate transformation group of space-time includes
arbitrary, in particular localized, transformations. To resolve this difficulty,
one must consider some 'extension' of the holomorphic coordinate
transformation supergroup. Recall, flat global superspace [R414(B(JlJ) is
embedded in the truncated superspace C: 12 defined by equation (2.5.9). The
space C:12 is mapped onto itself by every super-Poincare transformation.
Finally, the requirement of holomorphicity on C:12 does not give any global
restrictions on superfields. In particular, there are localized holomorphic
superfields on C: 12.
Therefore, we can proceed as follows. We restrict our consideration to the
case of superspaces [R414(yt) embedded in C : 12 (by analogy with the flat global
superspace). This means that yt",(x, B, lJ) has vanishing body,
(yt",(x, B, B'))B

= O.

(5.1.10)

Further we will consider only holomorphic coordinate transformations on
( :12. This restricts the superfield parameters in equation (5.1.4) in the manner

()."'(y, B) - ["'(y , lJ))B = O.

(5.1.11)

The requirements (5.1.10, 11) make subsequent results physically correct.
Let [R414(yt) be a fiat supers pace. We choose a preferable coordinate system
on [R414 in which
yt",

= tJ amB(Ja(J.

(5.1.12)
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There exists a subset of transformations (5.1.4) preserving this superfield,
bJlf m = O.

Many of them are given by the superfunctions

= ba + 2ieaaE + K abi
-)."(y, e) = E" - K"f3ef3

- ),a(y, e)

ba = 5a

K ab = (aab)"f3 K "f3 - (aab)iI.(JKiI.(J

(5.1.13)
K"f3=K f3 ".

Here ba, K"P, E" are constant parameters. Obviously, transformations (5.1.4),
induced by the given superfields, represent infinitesimal super-Poincare
transformations of (:412 (see subsection 2.5.1). Therefore, every super- Poincare
transformation leaves invariant the flat gravitational superfield (5.1.12).

5.1.2. Conformal supergravity
Above we have interpreted Jlfm(x, e, ir) as a gravitational superfield. In order
for this interpretation to be non-contradictory, Jlfm should describe a
multiplet of ordinary fields containing a gravitational field. Hence, it is
necessary to investigate the component structure of Jlfm and to analyse the
action of gauge transformations (5.1.8) on the component fields.
Decomposition of Jlfm in a power series in e and irleads to
Jlfm(x, e, 11)

= Cm(x) + ie"X m,,(x) - iirixmi(x)
+ i8 2Sm(x) - iiJ2Sm(x) + eaaiream(x)
+ iiJ2 e"'I' m,,(x) - ie 2 iritqimit(x) + e2ir2 Am(x).

(5.1.14)

Constraint (5.1.10) is equivalent to
(Cm(X))B

= O.

Among the component fields, there is a natural candidate for the role of the
gravitational field. The eaair-coefficient ea m(x) may be identified with the
vierbein. Before clarifying this, we show that the component fields cm, Xm '"
Xm", sm and sm are purely gauge degrees of freedom.
The transformation law (5.1.8) can be rewritten in the form
bJlfm(x, e, ir)

= ~Am(X, e) - ~ Im(x, ir) + O(JIf)
2

2

(5.1.15)

where O(JIf) denotes all terms depending on JIf and its derivatives. Further,
decomposition of the superfield parameters in expression (5.1.4) in a power
series in gives

e

= am(y) + e"cpm ,,(y) + e2sm(y)
A"(y, e) = E"(y) + w"p(y)8P + e211"(y)·

Am(y, e)

(5.1.16)
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Constraint (5.1.11) is equivalent to
(am(y) - am(Y))8

= o.

The remaining component fields in expression (5.1.16) are arbitrary. Then,
equation (5.1.15) takes the form
,

i

o£,m(x, (), lJ) = -(am(x) - am(x))

2

I

- - (J2S"'(x)

2

i
+ _()"cpm,,(x)
-

i.

_(J7.~m"(x)

i
+ _()2sm(x)

222

+ 0(£').

We see that component fields cm, Xm(J. and sm of £,m have arbitrary variations.
Using gauge freedom (5.1.8), one can make these fields have any given values.
In particular, there exists a gauge in which these fields are gauged out
('Wess-Zumino gauge'),
£,m(x, (), (J)

= ()aa{Jearn(x) + i(J2 ()"\{I m,,(x) -

i()2{J:x\fim7.(x)

+ ()2(J2 Am(x).

(5.1.17)

In the Wess-Zumino gauge, the transformation law (5.1.8) becomes
polynomial.
Imposing the Wess-Zumino gauge does not fix the gauge freedom
completely. There is a subset of transformations (5.1.4) preserving the
Wess-Zumino gauge. Every such transformation is characterized by (field
dependent) parameters:
).m(x, ()) = bm(x)
).'1(X, ())

+ 2i()aaE(x)e am(x) -

2()2E(x)'l'm(x)

= E"'(x) + ~(a(x) + in(x))()'" + K"'p(x)()fJ + ()21}"'(X)
2

(5.1.18)

K"'fJ = K fJ",·

Here bm(x) and a(x), n(x) are arbitrary real vector and scalar functions,
respectively, E"'(X) and I}"'(x) are arbitrary spin or functions. Comparing
expressions (5.1.13) and (5.1.18), we see that parameters bm(x) induce general
coordinate transformations of a space-time, parameters K"p(x}-local
Lorentz transformations and parameters E"(x)--local supersymmetry trans
formations. Now we proceed to obtain the transformation laws of fields
eam,

\{I m ex'

Am.

We start with the general coordinate transformations which correspond
to the choice
;,m(x, ()) = bm(x)

2"'(x,O)

= o.

In this case equation (5.1.8) takes the form
Jb£,m

= bnon£,m -

£,nonb m
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At the component level, one finds
bbeo m = b"oneo m - (onbm)eo"
m
bb,¥m~ = b"on,¥m!1. - (o"b ),¥"!1.

= bncnAm -

bbAm

(5.1.19)

(cnbm)A".

Therefore, each of the component fields in expression (5.1.17) transforms as
a world vector under the general coordinate transformations; hence the field
index 'm' is to be understood as a curved-space one.
Let us consider the local Lorentz transformations. They are generated by
the parameters
i,m(x,8)

=0

X"{x, 8)

= K !1.rf..x)eP.

One can readily deduce from equations (5.1.8) that
bKe am

= K/e bm

<5 K ,¥m!1. =

<5 Am
J(

Kl,¥mp

=-

(5.1.20)

1

-e
4 ame bneobed c n K cd

where
K ob

= (aab)!1.p K !1. P _

(aab)ixpKixP.

It is seen that ea m transforms as a covector and ,¥m!1. as an undotted spinor
under the local Lorentz rotations; hence the field indices 'a' and ',,-' are to
be understood as tangent space (or flat) ones.
In accordance with equations (5.1.19,20), the Jf'm-component field ea m(x)
has the same behaviour under general coordinate and local Lorentz
transformations as the vierbein. On these grounds, it is natural to identify
eam(x) with the vierbein.
The last relation (5.1.20) shows that Am(x) changes non-trivially under local
Lorentz transformations. It would be more desirable to work with a Lorentz
scalar field. For this purpose, we redefine Am as

Am

1
= Am + -e
4 a meabed wbed

(5.1.21)

where Wbed is the torsion-free spin connection (see equations (1.6.23)). Am
proves to be a world vector and Lorentz scalar field,
bb Am = bno"A m - (onbm)An
(5.1.22)
bKA m = O.
Before considering the local supersymmetry transformations, it is worth
concentrating on one technical matter. Let us take two sets of the supergroup
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parameters:

= 2iea"'Ee am -

.le ~

)_~

A~

20 2 E'l'm

= e: + 02 '1"

=0

(5.1.23)

.le ~ = K" pOP

and calculate the corresponding bracket parameters (5.1.5). In the spinor
case, one has

A~ = - KCl.pEP -

02[ K"p'1 P +

(~ebKba + ~eabedebKed }Eaa)" ]

(5.1.24)

where eb = eb mOm. It is seen that the local Lorentz transformations treat E"(x)
as an undotted spinor, but the transformation law of '1C1.(x) contains
inhomogeneous E-dependent terms. To avoid this complication, it is useful
to make in expressions (5.1.23) the replacement

'1 C1.

--+

'1"

+ (Eaa)CI.(~W
2 bba + !eabedw
4
bed ).

Owing to the local Lorentz transformation law of Wbed' one now has
A~ = -K"p(EP

+ '1P02)

instead of equation (5.1.24). On this basis, we change the parametrization
(5.1.18) to
Am(X,O) = bm + 2iOa aEe am - 20 2 E'P m

XX(x,O)

= ECI. + !(a + i!l)OCl. + KCl.pOP

(5.1.25)

2

+ 02[ '1C1. + (Eaa)CI.(~wbba + ~eabedWbed)

1

Now, let us find the local supersymmetry transformations. Setting to zero all
the parameters in expression (5.1.25), except ECI. and Ea, and using equations
(5.1.8) and (5.1.21), one obtains after long (requiring, maybe, some days)
calculations

bEe am= iEaa'l'm - i'pmaaE
bE'P m", = (aaabVaE)",eb m - 2iA mE"
(5.1.26)

n - 'Pna E)e
bEAm = 4~ eameabedvb
(EO' 'Pe
e nd
1

_

__

+ "2 Va(Ea"''P m + 'PmaaE) - ea m((vnE)a"''P n + 'PnaaV nE).
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Here V. and Va = ea"V. are the standard (torsion-free) covariant derivatives
(see Section 1.6). As is seen, the Majorana spin-vector field

'I'm

= (~m~)
'Pm"

(5.1.27)

is a superpartner of the gravitational field. That is why 'I'm is called the
'gravitino field'. It follows from the second relation (5.1.26) that the gravitino
is a gauge field for the local supersymmetry transformations.
Our only remaining task is to consider transformations induced by the
parameters a, 11 and tI" in expression (5.1.25). Making the choice
Am(X, (})

=0

}."(x, (}) =

~ a(x)(}"
2

in equation (5.1.8), one finds

= aea'"

bae a'"
ba'Pm"
baAm

= ~a'PmlX
2

(5.1.28)

= 2aAm.

Comparing b"e a m with equation (1.6.32) shows that the parameter a(x)
corresponds to the Weyl transformations. Conformal weights of 'Pm" and Am
are equal to ! and 2, respectively.
Further, making the choice

).m(x, (})

=0

}.IX(X, (})

= ~ 11(x)(}"
2

in equation (5.1.8), one arrives at the transformation

bne a m

=0

bn'P m" = -

~11'P"'1X
2

(5.1.29)

bnAm = ~gm"a.11.
2
This is a local chiral or ys-transformation. When rewritten in terms of the
four-component spin-vector 'I'm, it has the form
1

bn'l'm = - -11Ys'l'm.
2

In accordance with the last relation (5.1.29), Am is a gauge field for the local
ys-transformations.
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Finally, we set

;.m(x, 8)

= 0

..i."(x,8) = e211"(X)

in equation (5.1.8). A straightforward calculation gives
tJ",e am = 0

tJ'1 \f'm" = - i(O'af])"e am

(5.1.30)

8", Am = i1]\f'm - i1]\f'm.

Evidently, this is a supersymmetry transformation mIXIng bosonic and
fermionic fields. Therefore, we have two types of supersymmetry transformations
generated by the parameters (E", Eix) and (1]", f]ix), respectively. To distinguish
them, the former will be called Q-supersymmetry transformations and the
latter - S-supersymmetry transformations.
The S-supersymmetry invariance can be used to make \f'm" traceless.
Introducing the gravitino field with a tangent-space index \f'a" = em a\f'm '" and
converting the vector index into a pair of spinor indices, \f'PP" = (B a)PP\f' a'" the
second relation (5.1.30) takes the form

tJ'1 'PPP"

= 2itJ P"f]P.

So, one can choose the gauge \f'Ct"" = (B. 'P a)" = O.
We have spent some time making exhaustive calculations, and now it is
necessary to pause and think over the results. Our wish was to find a
supersymmetric generalization of Einstein gravity. Such a generalization
should contain three types of gauge transformations: general coordinate,
local Lorentz and local Q-supersymmetry ones. However, the supergroup of
12, which were chosen in
holomorphic coordination transformations on
the role of gauge group, turned out to be too large. It includes, besides the
mentioned transformations, local scale, local chiral and local S-supersymmetry
transformations. Recall that the gauge group of Einstein gravity did not
contain Weyl transformations and the vierbein transformation law was given
by equation (1.6.48). Nevertheless, Weyl transformations were presented in
the gauge group of conformal gravity, where the vierbein transformation law
was given by equation (1.6.54). So, the formulation we have constructed is
a 'conformal supergravity' - that is, a supersymmetric generalization of
conformal gravity. The transformation law (5.1.8), with Am and A" arbitrary,
represents a supersymmetric generalization of equation (1.6.54), but not of
equation (1.6.48). In order to obtain a generalization of Einstein gravity, one
must exclude from the superfield parameters Am and ..1." their independent
components O'(x), n(x) and tT"(x) (in a sense, n(x) and 11"(X) are supersymmetric
partners of O'(x)). In other words, it is necessary to constrain the supergroup
parameters or, equivalently, choose a subgroup in the supergroup of
12•
holomorphic coordinate transformations on

C:

C:
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5.1.3. Einstein supergravity

The supergroup of holomorphic coordinate transformations on C: 12 has a
very natural subgroup - the supergroup of unimodular holomorphic
transformations

y'"

--+

y''''

= fm(y, e)

ea

--+

e'CI.

B')) = 1.

Ber( 8(y',
a(y, e)

= fCl.(y, e)
(5.1.31)

Infinitesimal holomorphic transformations of the form (5.1.4) are unimodular,
if the parameters are restricted as follows

~;.m _ _a_ ;.CI. = 0
aym

aBet

(5.1.32)

It should be noted that any super Poincare transformation (5.5.13) satisfies this
equation. Rather beautifully, representing Am and Aa as in equation (5.1.15),

equation (5.1.32) can be uniquely resolved by expressing the parameters w~
(note, w~ = (J + in) and l1 a in terms of other components. So, the supergroup
of unimodular holomorphic transformations on C: 12 may be taken as a candidate
for the role of gauge group in Einstein supergravity.
Now, following V. Ogievetsky and E. Sokatchev, Einstein supergravity is
postulated to be a gauge theory with the gravitational superfield JrOm(x, lJ)

e,

being the dynamical object and the supergroup of unimodular holomorphic
transformations being the gauge group. The transformation law for JrOm is given
by equation (5.1.8), where the superfields Am and ACI. obey, in contrast to
conformal supergravity, the constraint (5.1.32).
At this point, in principle, the descriptive part is over; one has all that is
needed to proceed to extracting the consequences. However, it will be more
convenient for us to employ a different, but equivalent, formulation of Einstein
supergravity. The point is that usually working with fields under constraints
is a more complicated technical problem then working with unconstrained
fields. For example, it is a rather difficult task to define the path integral on
the space of transverse vector fields A;(x), am A; = O. Fortunately, very
often, it is possible to reformulate a theory of constrained fields as a theory
of unconstrained fields with an additional gauge invariance. For example,
electrodynamics may be treated as the theory S[A.L] = H d 4 xA.LmOA; of
a transverse vector field A;(x) without gauge invariance or as the theory
SeA] = S[A.L] of an unconstrained vector field Am = A; + A~, where A~ is
the longitudinal component of Am' a[mA~1 = 0, but with the gauge invariance
Am --+ Am + ame. The auxiliary field Al(x) is a compensating field for the
gauge freedom.
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5.1.4. Einstein supergravity (second formulation )
Our wish is to remove the constraint (5.1.32) and to handle arbitrary
holomorphic transformations of C: 12 at the cost of the appearance of an
auxiliary compensating superfield.
Following W. Siegel and S. J. Gates, let us consider, along with ,Yfm, one
more superfield <p(y, B) holomorphic on 12 and possessing the transformation
law

C:

/

<p'(y', B') = [Ber( o(y, e) )J1 3<p(y, B)
o(y', e')

(5.1.33)

under the supergroup of holomorphic coordinate transformations. Infini
tesimally, this transformation law is written

<p'(y', B') = <p(y, B)

+:3l(o;,m
o;m -

aA-a)
aBa <p(y, e)

(5.1.34a)

or

c5<p(y, e) = <p'(y, B) - <p(y, e) = (}.mOm + }.rJ,OrJ,)<p

1

+ -(Om}.m - OrJ, }.")<p.
3

(5.1.34b)

In accordance with equation (5.1.33), one can find a coordinate system on
C: 12 in which

<p(y, e) = 1.

(5.1.35)

Evidently, all holomorphic coordinate transformations preserving this gauge
choice are unimodular. As a result, we recover the gauge group of Einstein
supergravity. It is the superfield <p(y, e) which compensates for the additional
gauge freedom. <p(y, B) is called the 'chiral compensator'.
Now, one can take the following point of view. Einstein supergravity is a
gauge theory of two dynamical objects-the gravitational superfield
,Yfm (x, lJ) and the chiral compensator <p (y, ()) transforming by the law
(5.1.8) and (5.1.34b), respectively, under the supergroup of holomorphic
coordinate transformations-the supergravity gauge group. Of course, for
physical applications it is necessary to restrict <p(y, e) from C: 12 to the real
superspace 1R414(,Yf) embedded in C:12, resulting in the complex superfield
<p(x, B, lJ) = <p(xm + i,Yfm, B"').
The chiral compensator has a simple geometrical interpretation. One can
develop integration theory over C:12 = C: IO x C~ in complete analogy with
the integration theory over iRP 1q discussed in Section 1.10 (the only distinction
between C: IO and 1R410 is that variables used for parametrizing C: IO and 1R410
have imaginary souls in the former case and have no souls in the latter case).
Similarly to the rule for change of variables (1.11.22), one can prove that the
measure d 4 y d 2 e on (::12 transforms under the change of variables (5.1.3) as

e,
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follows

d 4 y' d28'

= Ber(8(y" 8')) d 4 y d28.
8(y, 8)

Then, the transformation law (S.1.33) leads to
d 4 y' d 2 8'(cp'(y', 8'))3

= d 4 y d 2 8(cp(y, 8))3 .

(S.1.36)

Therefore, the chiral compensator defines an invariant measure on C:12. The
field cp3 is the superspace analogue of the density field e - 1, e = det (ea "'), used
in general relativity.

5. J.5. Einstein supergravity multiplet
In subsection S.1.2, the conformal supergravity multiplet was obtained. It
included the following fields: ea"'(x), 'I'm",(x), 'l'",Oc(x) and A'"'(x). Now we
proceed by finding a multiplet of fields corresponding to Einstein
supergravity. Clearly, it should differ from the conformal supergravity
multiplet, since Einstein supergravity is described by the gravitational
superfield and the chiral compensator while all the dynamical content of
conformal supergravity is encoded in yt"' only.
A possible gauge choice in Einstein supergravity is cp(y, 8) = 1. Instead of
choosing this gauge, it is more convenient for us to impose the Wess- Zumino
gauge (S.1.17) in which the gravitational superfield has the simplest form (in
the gauge cp = 1, yt"' will contain 8 2_ and if2-terms as well). Every
holomorphic transformation (S.1.4), preserving the Wess-Zumino gauge, is
given by parameters (S.1.2S).
Let us expand the chiral compensator in a power series in 8:
cp3(x, 8)

= e- 1(x){F(x) + 8"'X",(x) + 82 B(x)}.

(S.1.37)

Here the factor e -l(X) is introduced to make F(x) and B(x) complex scalar
fields and X",(x) an undotted spinor field with respect to the general coordinate
and local Lorentz transformations,
.

bb+KF

= b"'omF

bb+KB = bmomB

bb+KX" = bmomX" + K r/Xp

(S.1.38)

in accordance with equation (S.1.34b). Making use once more of the
transformation law (S.1.34b), one finds how the Weyl and local chiral
transformations act on the fields:
ba

+

of = (30"

ba +nX,,= (
ba +nB

- iQ)F

i)

7
2"0"-2"0
x'"

= 40"B.

(S.1.39)
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As for the local S-supersymmetry transformations, they are of the form

b"F

=

b"B = 0

(5.1.40)

b"xCi. = 2FIJa

As may be seen, the Weyl and local chiral transformations can be used to
gauge away F. The most useful gauge choice is F = 1. After this, the local
S-supersymmetry transformations can be used to gauge away Xa.' A useful
gauge fixing proves to be XCi. = - 2i(O'a)Ci.d< 'fIad<. Then, one results; with the gauge
fixed chiral compensator
cp3(X,O)

= e-1(x){1

- 2iOO'.'fIa(x)

+ 02B(x)}.

(5.1.41)

Finally, it remains to analyse the Q-supersymmetry transformations.
Setting in expression (5.1.25) all the parameters, except Ecc and E'" to vanish,
one obtains a transformation which breaks the gauge (5.1.41). To preserve
our gauge choice, any Q-supersymmetry transformation must be accompanied
by some E-dependent local chiral + S-supersymmetry transformation.
Namely, instead of parameters (5.1.25), one has to consider the set of
parameters
}"m(x, 0)

= 2i6~Eeam -

}"Ci.(x,O)

= ECC + ~Q(E)OCC + 02[ I'/CC(E) + (Eaa)CC(~Wbba + leabcdwbCd) ]

26 2 E'I'm

Q(E) = -EO'a'fla - 'l'aO'.E
1'/,,(E)

(5.1.42)

= i( O'·V.E)a. + ~ (0'. 'fI·)a.EO' b'JIb - ~ (0' .E)ccA· + ! BEa.
3

3

3

1

+ - (0'0 'fIb)a.(EO'b'flo - 'l'oO'bE).
3

It should be pointed that we have O'(E) = 0 due to the adopted gauge fixing
for Xa..
Let us denote the variation of any field under parameters (5.1.42)
symbolically as Se. Clearly, this can be represented in the form
Se = be + bQ(e) + b'7(e)'
The variations be. bo and 15'7 of ,n"m-component fields are given by equations
(5.1.26,29,30). The variation beB can easily be found using the transformation
law (5.1.34b). Then, making use of equations (5.1.39,40) gives
SeB

= i(EO'a'fla -

'l'aO'.E)B

+ 2Va(E'I'a) + 2V.('fIbO'bO'·E).

(5.1.43)

We do not present here expressions for See. rn, Se'l'm" and SeAm. Instead, we
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consider the set of fields with lower curved-space indices
em

a

Am

'Pm" = gmn'P""

= gm"A"

and write down the transformation laws of these fields under the
transformation (5.1.42) supplemented by the E-dependent Lorentz rotation
i
__
K"{J(E) = -[(O"aE),,'Pa{J + (O"aE){J'P a" + E,,(O"a'Pa){J + EP{O"a'P a),,]. (5.1.44)

2

The corresponding field variations will be denoted by
b

= SE + bK(E)'

The gravitational field and the gravitino transform by the rule

be m a

= i'PmO"aE - iEO"a'Pm
A

b'Pm:x

= -2VmE" - 2iE"A m-

2i a
i
_ (5.1.45)
3"e m (O"aa bE)"A b - "3ema(O"aE)"B

where we have introduced the fields

B=B
Am

-b
1- 
+ -21'Paa
O"b'P + - 'Pa'P
a
2
a

- - _('PaO"a'Pm
1
- + 'PmO"a'P
- a) --e
1 a[b
= Am
m 'P O"a'Pb 4

2

i
bO"c'P-eabcd'P
4

dJ •

(5.1.46)

Vm denote

covariant derivatives with torsion:

A_I

VmE" - VmE"

<l>mab

+ "2<1>mab(O"

ab

E)"

= emc<l>cab = ~ emcr.9"abC + .9"acb or

:'J

(5.1.47)

fl bca )

 a)·
"2 ('PaO"c'P b - 'P bO"c'P

_I

abc -

The transformation laws of the fields just introduced are
bB = -2EaablJt ab - i'PaO"atB + 2iEIJtm Am

~A m =

U

-

1 a(Mrl
-em
EO" Tab
2

-

1

.
biTICd)
+ leabcdEO"
T
-

i UI B
-ETm
4

.EO""'P mAa + "2EO"a
i
lJtaAm + 4
1 emaeabcdEO"b'I'c Ad +

(5.1.48)

C.c.
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where 'fi ab il denotes the gravitino field strength

'l' a/ = Va'fi / - Vb 'fi /'
A_.

-'

Va'l\C> == Va'PbC>

1

r'

+ 2<l>acia:c 'Pb)C>'

(5.1.49)

We summarize the results. The Einstein supergravity multiplet is given by
the set of fields {e ma, 'P mc>' 'l'miJ., Am, D, B}. The component gauge (quasi) group
includes the space-time general coordinate, local Lorentz and local
supersymmetry transformation. The local supersymmetry transformation
laws of the supergravity fields are given by equations (5.1.45,48).

5.1.6. Flat superspace (final definition) and conformally fiat superspace
In conclusion, we would like to correct some notation and definitions
introduced in this section. The point is that conformal supergravity and
Einstein supergravity, being gauge theories with the same gauge group, have
different dynamical content. Conformal supergravity is described in terms of
the gravitational superfield only, while Einstein supergravity needs one more
dynamical superfield - the chiral compensator. The gravitational superfield
defines the embedding of physical real superspace in C412, while the chiral
compensator determines the invariant measure dll = d4 y d 2 8cp3 on the
physical surface. As a consequence, the more accurate symbol for denoting
physical superspace is [R414(JIl', cp), and not [R4I 4(JIl'). The symbol [R414(JIl') is
reserved for denoting physical superspace in conformal supergravity.
In fact, conformal supergravity may also be treated as a theory of the
gravitational superfield and the chiral compensator, but with the additional
gauge invariance
JIl'm ..... JIl',m = JIl'm
cp(y, 8) ..... cp'(y, 8)

= eO'(y,8)cp(y, 8)

(5.1.50)

where (J is an arbitrary superfield on C:12. Equation (5.1.50) is a supers pace
analogue of space-time Weyl transformations (1.6.32). This is why the above
transformations are called 'super Weyl transformations'.
Furthermore, the definition of flat supers pace given in subsection 5.1.1
needs correction. In the literal sense of the word, we have defined a
conformally flat superspace. To make this precise, let us remind ourselves of
the usual meaning of conformally flat space. A space-time is said to be
conformally flat if there exists a coordinate system in which the metric is,
up to a factor, the Minkowski one,
gmn(X)

= cj>(x}'1mn·

(5.1.51)

All transformations from the conformal group (see Section 1.7), and only
these, preserve the conformally flat form of metric (5.1.51).
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Now, we formulate the final definition of flat superspace. A superspace
is said to be a 'flat superspace' if there exists a holomorphic
coordinate transformation (5.1.3) such that
[R414(JIf, <p)

JIflm(x', ()', lJl)

= bam()l(JalJ'

= 1.

<p'(X', ()')

(5.1.52)

The super Poincare transformations (5.1.13), and only these, leave invariant
flat superfields (5.1.52).
A superspace [R414(JIf, <p) is said to be a 'conformally flat superspace' if
there exists a coordinate system in which Jlfm has the flat form (5.1.12). It is
not difficult to find the family of holomorphic coordination transformations
of C: 12 preserving the flat gravitational superfield (5.1.12). Such transformations
are generated by the superfield parameters
- ),a(y, (J) = ba + K\l

+ 2j(}(Ja t - X'(y, e)

=e-

+ ~ya + ry2

- 2ya(f, y)

2(J(JaabYfl

iYa(ilaay,

+ (~~ + ~n -

(f, y) )()"

+ (2 yafb((Jab)"-f3 -- K"-(3)8f3 + 2Yf"-()2
K rxf3 =Kf3"

K ab

= ((Jab)"f3 K ,,-f3 _

(aab)"pK"P

where ~, n, ba, fa and K ab are constant real c-number parameters and Ell('
Yf,,- are constant complex a-number parameters. Transformations generated
by the above parameters form a supergroup known as the 'superconformal
group', which was studied in Chapter 2.

5.2. Superspace differential geometry
The supergravity gauge group has been realized in real superspace [R414 in
a rather unusual way, as the set of nonlinear transformations of special form
(5.1.6). For mathematical beauty and to observe direct contact with standard
general relativity, it would be desirable to have a supergravity formulation
in which the gauge group is extended to include the full supergroup of general
coordinate transformations on [R41 4:
--+

x'm

= fm(x, (J, lJ)

()I' --+

(J' I'

= f!"( x, (), lJ)

lJ{1

lJ~

= Ji,(x, (J, lJ)

xm

I

--+

l

Ber(J(X
lJ
J(x, (J, lJ)
, ()',

))

:;6 0

(5.2.1 )
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or, in infinitesimal form,
xm -. x'm = xm - Km(x,

el' -. e'l' = el' lJjI -.lJ~ = lJjI -

e, lJ)

KI'(x,

e, lJ)

KjI(x,

e, lJ)

(5.2.2)

where Km is an arbitrary real vector superfield and KI' is an arbitrary undotted
spinor superfield. In principle, such a formulation may be extracted from that
constructed above by means of the introduction of superfluous compensating
superfields. We take another course. For the time being we shall forget the
results of the previous section and proceed to the development of a geometrical
formalism in real superspace trying to keep, as far as possible, the analogy
with ordinary differential geometry.
5.2.1. Superfield representations of the general coordinate transformation
supergroup
We are going to describe some superfield representations of the supergroup
of general coordinate transformations on 1R414. As in previous chapters, we
adopt the compact notation ZM = (x m , el', lJjI) which makes it possible to
rewrite (5.2.1) as
IN

ZM

-+

8Z )
Ber ( 8z M =I: O.

Z'M = jM(Z)

(5.2.3)

Starting from this point, always when dealing with the general coordinate
transformation supergroup, superspace indices will be denoted by letters
from the middle of the Latin and Greek alphabets (letters from the beginning
of each alphabet will be reserved for tangent-space indices).
The simplest representations of the general coordinate transformation
supergroup are scalar and scalar densities. A 'scalar superfield' cP(z) is defined
by the transformation law
cP'(ZI)

= cP(z).

(5.2.4)

A 'scalar density superfield cP(W)(z) of weight w' is characterized by the
transformation law
cP(W)(Z')

= ( Ber( ::)) -w cP(W)(z).

(5.2.5)

Given a scalar density of weight one, cP(1)(z), the integral over 1R414 of cP(1)(z)
does not depend on the choice of coordinate system on 1R414,

f

d 8z'cP(1)(z') =

as a consequence of equation (1.11.32).

f

d8zcP(1)(z)

(5.2.6)
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An invariant first-order differential operator on
V= VM(Z)OM

= Vmom +

VJ1 oJ1

[R414

+

V Jio i1

(5.2.7)

where VM(Z) are smooth superfunctions, is called a 'supervector field'. The
supervector transformation law follows from the invariance requirement
V'M(Z')O:w.

= VM(Z)OM

(5.2.8a)

and it reads

= VN(Z)ONZ'M
field V(p) = VMoMlp

V'M(Z')

(5.2.8b)

The value of the supervector
at a given point p of
superspace is said to be a 'supervector' at this point.
In accordance with the results of subsection 2.1.4 ,the set of all supervector
fields on [R414, denoted by SVF(4,4), forms an infinite-dimensional Berezin
superalgebra with respect to the grading (2.1.46, 47) and the super Lie bracket
(2.1.51). Based on equation (2.1.50), we introduce the operation of complex
conjugation in SVF(4,4) as follows (see also equation (2.4.28)):
V....;. V = VMO M

(PP)*

= (_l)e(V)e('I'lV'I'*

vm = (Vm)*
::;>

V J1

= ( _l)e(V)eJ1V( V y)*

(5.2.9)

{ VJi = (-l)f.(V)eJiY(VV)*,

where 'I'(z) is a pure (bosonic or fermionic) superfield. One can explicitly
check that VM transforms according to the supervector law (5.2.8). A real
c-type supervector field K = K is characterized by components of the
structure
KM

= KM = (Km , KJ1,

K.)
J1

e(KM)

= eM'

(5.2.10)

The set of complex (real) c-type supervector fields in SVF(4, 4), denoted by
°SVF(4, 4) (OSVF R(4, 4)), forms a complex (real) super Lie algebra with respect
to the ordinary Lie bracket.
A 'supercovector field' (or super i-form) U,v(z) is defined to transform
under the general coordinate transformation supergroup in the same way as
a partial derivative of scalar a field, i.e.
U:w.<Z')

= (O:w.ZN)U ~z).

(5.2.11)

Given a supervector field VM(z), the object
VMU M = VmU m
M

+ VJ1U J1 + VJiUJi

but not U M V , is a scalar superfield. So, when working with supertensors,
the relative order of factors turns out to be essential.
Higher-rank supertensor fields may be defined similarly. For example, a
second-rank supertensor field 'I'M N(Z) is characterized by the transformation
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law
'I'M N(z')

= (a MZP)'I' PRORZ'N.

(5.2.12)

Due to this transformation law, the superfield
(-l)e M 'I'MM(z)
is a scalar if ('I'MN) is a c-type supermatrix.

5.2.2. The general coordinate transformation supergroup in exponentialform
As in Section 1.11, here we restrict ourselves to the consideration of coordinate
transformations on ~414 expressible in the exponential form
ZM --. Z'M = e-Kz M
(5.2.13)
K = KMoM = K

with K being a real c-type supervector field. The set ofall such transformations
forms a connected subgroup of the general coordinate transformation
supergroup. Recall that the Berezinian of transformation (5.2.13) is given by
equation (1.11.17).
The exponential form for superspace reparametrizations is useful, since it
makes it possible to write down superfield transformation laws in a similar
manner to ordinary Yang-Mills transformations. Substituting equations
(5.2.13) in the scalar transformation law (5.2.4) gives
e - K<jJ'(Z)

= <jJ(z)

therefore we have
<jJ'(Z) = eK<jJ(z).

(5.2.14)

In the supervector case, making use of equation (1.11.19) leads to
V'M(zl)oM

= (e-KV'M(z))e-KoMe K = e-K(V'M(z)oM)eK

therefore the transformation law (5.2.8) can be rewritten as
V' = V'M(Z)OM = eKVe- K.

(5.2.15)

It is instructive also to consider the transformation law (5.2.5) in the special
case w = 1. From equation (1.11.17), we have
....
e-K<jJ(l)(Z) = (1· e- K )-l<jJ(1)(Z) = (e-K(l. eK ))<jJ(1)(z)

where we have used equation (1.11.14). Recalling equation (1.11.13), we have
<jJ(l)(Z)

= (1· eK)eK<jJ(1,(z) = (<jJ(1)e K).

(5.2.16)

It is obvious now that the integral of <jJ(dz) over ~414 is invariant with respect
to general coordinate transformations.
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5.2.3. Tangent and cotangent supervector spaces
The tangent space T p([R414) at a point pE [R414 is defined as the supervector
space of left first-order differential operators (supervectors) at this point,
Tp([R414)

= {V=

VMoMlp, VME1\,J.

(5.2.17)

The dimension of T p([R414) is equal to (4,4). Clearly, the set of supervectors
{O MIp} forms a pure basis of T p([R414) which will be called the 'holonomic
basis'. In accordance with equation (5.2.9), this basis is characterized by the
following conjugation properties

Om

= Om

01'

= [',ili:Ov =

Oil = [',I'Vov

-Oil

= -01'

(5.2.18)

Every pure basis of T p([R414) satisfying the same conjugation properties will
be called a 'standard basis'. These are real c-type supervectors from T p([R414)
which can be defined as directional derivatives at point PE [R414.
The 'cotangent space' T;([R414) at a point pE [R414 is defined to be the right
dual of T /[R414) (see subsection 1.9.5). Its element will be called super I-forms
at point p. Every super I-form 0) E T;([R414) is a mapping
0): T p([R414)

--+

Aro

possessing the property
(a2 V 1

+ a 2 V 2)0) = a 1(Vtlo) + aiV 2)0)

for arbitrary V l' V 2 ET p([R414) and ai' a 2 E A 00' The value of a super I-form
0) on a supervector V reads
(V)O) = (VMOM)O) = VM(OM)O)'

The dimension of T;([R414) is (4,4).
Given a scalar superfie1d 'P(z) on
d'P IpE T;([R414) defined by

[R414,

(V)d'Plp=(V'P)l p

(5.2.19)

one can construct a super I-form
YVETp([R414)

(5.2.20)

and called the differential of'P at p. Choosing here 'P = ZN gives
(oN)dz M = bNM.

Therefore, the set {dz MIp} forms a pure basis of T;([R414), which is the right
dual of the basis {O M I p} on T /[R4 14). For every superfield 'P on [R414, one has
d'Plp = dzMlp·oM'Plp.

(5.2.21)

Then, introducing the tangent bundle T([R414) = UpE 1R414 T p([R414) and the
cotangent bundle T*([R4 14) = UpE 1R414 T;([R414), every supervector field
V = VM(Z)OM determines section V: [R414 --+ T([R414) and every supercovector
field 0) = dzMO)M(z) determines section 0): [R414 --+ T*([R4 14).
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[R414

EA = (Ea' E", EiJ.) = EAM(Z)OM
Earn
EAM =

(

Ea'"

Ea,:,)

~~rn ~~P ~~,:,
E"rn

E"P

(5.2.22)

E"jJ

are said to form a 'supervierbein', if for any point pE [R414 the set {EA Ip}
constitutes a standard basis in T p([R4 14). Equivalently, the c-type supermatrix
EA M(Z) must be non-singular at each point of the superspace, hence
E == Ber (EAM) -I: O.

(5.2.23)

Note that the superfield E(z) is real, E = E. Since EAM(Z) is non-singular, it
possesses the inverse supermatrix EM A(Z) ('inverse supervierbein') defined by
EMAEAN

= C>MN

EAMEMB

A general coordinate transformation on
to the laws

[R414

= C> AB.

(5.2.24)

acts on EIj and Ett according

= EAN(Z)ONZ'M

(5.2.25a)

E~/(z') = (OMzN)ENA(Z).

(5.2.25b)

EA M(Z')

It is clear that EA = dzMEMA(z) are supercovector fields and, due to the
non-singularity of E MA, the set {EA I p} forms a basis in T;([R414). Equation
(5.2.25a) leads to
E'(z')

= Ber

OZ E(z)
(oz')

therefore E -1(Z) is a scalar density superfield of weight one. In the case of
the coordinate transformations (5.2.13), equation (5.2.25a) is equivalent to
EA

= EA M(Z)OM = eKEAe- K.

(5.2.26)

1

Using equation (5.2.16), the density superfield E- (z) transforms according
to the law
(E- 1 ),

= E- 1eK.

(5.2.27)

Remark. We take the convention that letters from the beginning of the
Latin or Greek alphabet denote tangent-space indices.
Any supervector field V = VM(Z)OM can be decomposed with respect to
the supervierbein,
V= VA(z)EA

V A = VMEMA.
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Next, any supercovector field W = dzMwM(z) can be decomposed with respect
to the inverse supervierbein,
W = EAwA(Z)

WA = EAMWM'

It is clear that V A(Z) and WA(Z) are scalar superfields with respect to general
coordinate transformations. More generally, using the supervierbein and its
inverse, all superspace indices of a supertensor field can be converted into
tangent-space indices. For example, in the case of the second-rank supertensor
field q.t MN(Z), the conversion reads as follows:
q.t MN .... q.t AB

= EA Mq.t MNEN B.

Supertensor fields with tangent-space indices are very useful in practice, since
they change as scalar superfields under general coordinate transformations.
In what follows, we will work only with supertensor fields carrying
tangent-space indices.

5.2.5. Super/ocal Lorentz group

To breathe life into our theory, it is necessary to choose a proper structure
(super)group G of the superspace. By its very origion, the structure group
does not act on points of the superspace. It merely determines, for each point
pE [R414, physically equivalent bases (or frames) in T p([R4 14). Two standard
bases {8 A} and {@"~} of T p([R414) are said to be equivalent if and only if they
are connected by a structure group transformation:
8~

= A/(g)8 B

gEG.

Here A is some linear representation of G. Next, two supervierbeins EA and
4 are equivalent if they define equivalent frames at each superspace point:

E:

E~lp

or, expanding EA and

E~

= A/(g(P))EBl p

'Vp E [R414

with respect to the holonomic basis,

E~ M(Z)

= AAB(g(z))EBM(Z).

(5.2.28)

The corresponding inverse supervierbeins are connected by the rule
E~A(Z)

= EJ(z)ABA«g(Z))-1).

(5.2.29)

The above expressions involve a supersmooth mapping I: [R41 4 ..... G. The
set of all such mappings forms an infinite-dimensional supergroup, with
respect to the multiplication U1 12 )(z) = 11(Z}/2(Z}, which will be called the
'superlocal structure group'. Any superlocal structure group transformation
moves the supervierbein into a physically equivalent one. Therefore, the
symmetry group of a physical dynamical system should include the product
of the general coordinate transformation supergroup and the superlocal
structure group.
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Remark. Changing the supervierbein to an equivalent one induces
superlocal structure group transformation of supertensor fields. In particular,
the supervector transformation law is
(5.2.30)

VA(Z) -+ V'A(Z) = VB(z)ABA((g(Z))-l)

and the supercovector transformation law is
wA(z) -+ w~(z)

= AAB(g(Z))W.s<z).

(5.2.31)

Now, how do we choose the supers pace structure group? In the space-time
case, there was the physical principle requiring us to identify the structure
group with the Lorentz group. Namely, two vierbeins are equivalent if they
determine the same space-time metric. Unfortunately, there is no physically
natural superspace generalization of the concept of metric. The most
reasonable assumption one can make is to identify the zeroth-order terms
in the e, iT-expansion of the supervierbein's component Ea m with the
space-time vierbein,
Eaml = e.m(x).
This requires the Lorentz group to be contained in a possible superspace
structure group. We simply postulate the Lorentz group to be the superspace
structure group and choose the representation (t, t) \1:) (t, 0) \1:) (0, t) to
constitute the equivalence relation between tangent space frames. Then, two
physically equivalent supervierbeins are connected by a 'superlocal Lorentz
transformation' of the form (5.2.29), where
b

K
AAB

= (eK)AB
Kab(z)

KAB -

(

o·

= (aab)",pK"'p(z) -

KP

'"

~KJ

(a"b)f.p.Kf.P(z)

(5.2.32)

with K",p(z) = Kp",(z) being arbitrary.
Note that Ber (AA~ = 1. Therefore, the superlocal Lorentz transformations
do not change the Berezinian of the supervierbein,

E'=E.

(5.2.33)

As is seen, the superlocal Lorentz group acts reducibly on the supervierbein.
Each of the supervector fields Ea, E" and Ei1. transforms independently. Then,
any supervector field or any supertensor field can be invariantly decomposed
into Lorentz irreducible components. On these grounds, it is possible to
speak of Lorentz vector superfields, Lorentz spinor superfields (dotted and
undotted) and, more generally, one can define arbitrary Lorentz tensor
superfields. A tensor superfield of Lorentz type (n/2, m/2) is defined to
transform under the superlocal Lorentz group according to the law
V'

.,

01:1 ... 0:,,01:1"

(z) =

.lX m

etKOb(z)MabV

..

(z) •

et]". OC/1IX] •.• OC m

(5.2.34)
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Here the Lorentz generators Mab act, as usual, on the external superfield
indices. When the superspace general coordinate transformations are also
taken into consideration, the above transformation law must be substituted by
V'

..
(z)
.Cl m

et] ••• Cl: n :Xl"

= eJf"V

. . (z)

(Xl', • CtnCt] ••• O:m

(5.2.35)

where
.:t(

= KMOM + ~KabMab = KMoM +
2

K(f.PM(f.p + KixPM ixp .

(5.2.36)

Remark. As in Chapter 2, we will assume every tensor superfield with an
even (odd) number of spinor indices to be bosonic (fermionic).
5.2.6. Superconnection and covariant derivatives
Let us introduce a 'Lorentz superconnection' - that is, a real c-type super
I-form taking its values in the Lorentz algebra,
0= dzMO M = EAO A
OA =

~O}C(Z)MbC =

2

O}cMpy

+ oi'iMpi'

(5.2.37)

O}C = (O/c, O(f.bc, nixbc )

and transforming according to the law

0'

= dz M OM = - dg .g - 1 + gOg - 1
g(z) =

exp(~ Kab(Z)Mab )

(5.2.38)

under the superlocal Lorentz group. Then, the operators
~A = (~a'~(f.,f06t) == EA

+ OA

(5.2.39)

change covariantly with respect to the superspace general coordinate and
superlocal Lorentz transformations,
~A

= eJf"fi)Ae-Jf".

(5.2.40)

In the infinitesimal case we have
~A = fi) A

+ b~ A

bfi) A

= [.:t(, fi) A]

and, using equation (5.2.39), this transformation law is equivalent to the
relations
bEAM = .:t(E AM - EAKM
(5.2.41a)
bC
bc
bO}C =.:t(n A - EAK
(5.2.41 b)
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which represent the supervierbein and superconnection transformation laws,
respectively.

Remark. Equation (5.2.41a) shows that EAM is a gauge field for the
general coordinate transformation supergroup. Similarly, equation (5.2.41 b)
means that O}c is a gauge feld for the superlocal Lorentz group.
Let V", .. . IX,,", ... ".,,(z) be a tensor superfield. In accordance with equations
(5.2.35,36,40), the superfield ~ B V", ... "n""" dz) transforms covariantly,
(z))'
(q)B V Ct:! ••• CtnCt:J.••.
, Ct: m

= eJf' ~B V

etl'"

. . (z) •

:xnet! ••• CX m

Here the Lorentz generators involved in ':l{ act on all the indices of
q) B V,"" ... '"'''''' ... "m' Therefore, ~ A moves each tensor superfield into a tensor
one. On these grounds, the operators q) A are said to be 'covariant derivatives'.
Covariant derivatives act on super(co)vectors according to the rule
q)BU A = EBU A + OBACU C
~BVA = EBV A + Olc VC

(5.2.42)

where
OAb
OA/ =

(

0

o

C

= -OACB'

OAl

-O}\.

(5.2.43)

)

(Anti)commuting the covariant derivatives gives
[q) A' q)B}
R AB

= T ABCq)C + RAB

= -1 R ABcdMcd = R ABybM yb + R AB'"~M- Ji~

(5.2.44)

2

T A/ = -( _l)BABBT BA C

RAB

= -( -l)BABBR BA ·

Here T ABC is the 'supertorsion', and R ABcd is the 'supercurvature'. As a result
of equations (5.2.40), TAB C and R AB cd are supertensor fields. The supertorsion
and supercurvatures are expressed in terms of the supervierbein and the
superconnection as follows
(5.2.45a)
T A/ = C ABC + OAB c - (-l)"ABBOBAc

R ABcd

= EAO Bcd + OAclWB/ -

(_l)"ABB(A

+-+

B) - C A/OL cd• (5.2.45b)

Here C A/ are the 'anholonomy supercoefficients':
[EA,E B} = CA/Ec
C
C AB = (EAEBM - (-l)"AP.BEBEAM)EMc.

(5.2.46)

Taking into account the block-diagonal structure of OAB C, the expression
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(S.2.4Sa) can be rewritten in the form

T ~rl

= Carl + n"rl + n p:l
Ta p'i = CaP'i
T"l = CaP'
T (l)' -- C :t(li'
)!

+ n(l

:t

T " (le -- C 'X(le

f

(S.2.47)

T xby = C'lbY
T'lbf = C'lb" - Ob/'
e
c
T ab = C xb + O"b'
Tab'

= Cab' + Oab' - nba'

Tab f = Cab f.

It is seen that the anholonomy coefficients CafJ'i' C"p', CabY and Cabf are
Lorentz tensor superfields.
5.2.7. Bianchi identities and the Dragon theorem
The super-Jacobi identies (2.1.8) are satisfied for any set of operators, in
particular, for the covariant derivatives:

[,@ A, Uii~ B' gtld} + (_I)£A(' '+ £cJ [ gtl B' [ gtlc, gtl A}}

+ (_IYc(£A + £8)[ gtlc, [ gtl A' gtl B}} = O.
Using equation (S.2.44), the left-hand side can be rewritten symbolically as
E
SABC gtlE

and each of
explicitly as

SAB/

RABC D

I

+ -'11 ABC

dl

2

Mdl

and 'P ABCdl must vanish. The condition

SAB/

=0

reads

+ (_I)'A(£8 + F.cl R BCA D + (_l)£c(£A + £8)R cAB D = llABc D (S.2.48)

where we have introduced the notation
llABc D

= {gtl AT BC D -

T AlT EC D}

+ (_1)tA(t 8 + t cl{gtlBT CA D -

+ (_l)Cc(F.A + £8){ gtlc T ABD Next, the condition '11 ABC
{-gtlARBC

T B/T EAD}

(S.2.49)
T c i T EBD}.

= I'll ABCdlMdl = 0 reads as

+ T ABDRDd + (_l)"A(f..+ r.cl{ -

gtl BR cA

+ T BcDRDA }

+ (_l),c(tA+ e8){ -

gtlCRAB

+ T CADRDB}

(S.2.S0)
= 0

The relations (S.2.48, SO) are said to be the 'Bianchi identities'. Given arbitrary
supervierbein and superconnection, the corresponding supertorsion and
supercurvature satisfy the Bianchi identities.
One of the most important consequences of the Bianchi identities is the
fact that the supercurvature can be expressed completely in terms of the
supertorsion (this statement is known as the Dragon theorem). The point
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is that the supercurvature takes its values in the Lorentz algebra,
d
RABe
D

RABC

=(

R AByo

0

(5.2.51)

-RO•• ,,)

and the components R AB/, RAB/ and RABYOare connected as follows
R ABed -- (a ed )yoR AByb - (a~ed) yo,R AB"io •
(5.2.52)
Now, let us choose A = (x, B = p, C = c and D
Then, by virtue of expressions (5.2.51), we have

=d

in equation (5.2.48).

A
d
R rxfJe d -_ UrxfJe
.

(5.2.53)

= Ll5./J/
Rrx/J/ = Llrx/J/'
A = ex, B = b, C = c and D = d. The

(5.2.54)

Similarly, one obtains
R5./J/

Then, we choose
(5.2.48) give

Bianchi identities

d
d
Rrxbe + Rerxb = Rrxb/ - Rrxe/ = Llrxb/

Since R rxbed

=-

R rxbde , this equation can be resolved as follows
R rxbed

1

= -(Llrxbed
2

Llrxedb

+ Llrxdbe)·

(5.2.55)

R lxbcd can be found analogously. Finally, we choose A = a, B = b, C = y and
= Yand D = 6), obtaining

D = ~ (or C

Rabyo = Ll abyo

R abyO

= Llabyo•

(5.2.56)

It only remains to apply equation (5.2.52).
Therefore, we have proved that the supercurvature is completely expressible
in terms of the supertorsion, and hence, in a sense, the supercurvature is a
redundant object. This fact had no place in general relativity, where the
curvature and the torsion were independent, and one could switch off the
torsion leaving a non-vanishing curvature. In supers pace, the supertorsion
is the main object determining supers pace geometry.

5.2.B. Integration by parts
Theorem. Given a supervector field VA(Z) under proper boundary
conditions, the following identity

f

d 8zE- 1(

is fulfilled.

_1)BA~ AV A =

f

d 8zE- 1( -l)esVAT ABB

(5.2.57)
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Proof Making use of equations (5.2.42,43) gives
(-1)"A£0 AV A = (-l)eAE AV A - VAnBI

(5.2.58)

Further, equation (5.2.45a) leads to
(-1)e BT Al = (_l)BBC Al- n BA B
(5.2.59)
since (-l)BBnAl = n Ab b - nAI + nAI = O. Finally, recalling the definition
of the anholonomy coefficients (5.2.46), one readily obtains
(5.2.60)
(_l)eBC Al = - EA In E- l - (1 . EA)'
The relations (5.2.58-60) show that
(-1)"AE- l £0 AVA = (E- l VA)EA

+ (-1)"BE- l VAT Al.

Here the first term in the r.h.s. is a total derivative. This completes the proof.
Remark. In the cases of vector or undotted spinor superfields equation
(5.2.57) reads

f

d 8 zE- l £0 aV a =

f

-f

d 8zE- l £0"V" =

f

d8zE-l(-1)"BvaTal
(5.2.61)

d 8zE- l (-1)eBV"T"l·

Remark. The relation (5.2.57) takes the most simple form in the case when
(-1)e BT Al vanishes,

(-1)e BT Al

= 0 =>

f

d 8zE- l £0 AV A = O.

(5.2.62)

5.2.9. Flat superspace geometry
The approach developed above enables us to introduce the notion of
'superspace geometry' (or 'supergeometry') in literal analogy with the notion
of space-time geometry. A supergeometry is determined by the set of
superfields {EAM(Z), n/C(z)}, where EAM is a supervierbein and n/c is a
Lorentz superconnection. The EA M and n /c will be called the 'supergeometry
potentials'. Two supergeometries are said to be equivalent if the corresponding
potentials are connected by some superspace general coordinate and
superlocal Lorentz transformation.
A 'flat supers pace geometry' may be described as follows. A supergeometry
is said to be flat if these exists a gauge choice with respect to the general
coordinate transformation supergroup and the superlocal Lorentz group
such that the covariant derivatives £0 A coincide with the flat co variant
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derivatives D A'
f2A

n}c =0

= DA = ~AMOM
{)a m

~ AM

=I

(5.2.63)

I 0I 0

i(crm)"i.iji' I ()/ I 0

i(a m yiv 8v

o

{)il.il

These derivatives satisfy the algebra

= T ABcD c

[DA' DB}

Cd

R AB == 0

(5.2.64)

where the only non-vanishing supertorsion components are

T "l

= T (J"c = -

2i(cr C),,{J'

(5.2.65)

It is not difficult to find all gauge transformations (5.2.41) preserving
the gauge (5.2.63). First, choosing % = KMoM and demanding ()~ AM = 0, one
arrives at the equation
[D A, KMo M] =

o.

(5.2.66)

After the redefinition
f(MOM == -bmo m+ i(E"QI'

+ EjtQil)

(5.2.67)

where (QI" Qil) are the supersymmetry generators (2.4.37), the above equation
leads to

DAb m

= DAEI' = O=>b m = const

E"

= const.

(5.2.68)

Thus, we recover the space-time translations and the supersymmetry
transformations. Further, we consider % = KMoM + tKabM ab with Kab :f.: O.
In accordance with equation (5.2.41), the requirements {)S AM = 0, n~ bc =
n/c = 0 give two equations

= 0 => K bc = const
KABDB = [D ... , KMo M].

D AK bc

The general solution of the second equation is
KM = ZN{)NAK ...B{)B M + KM

(5.2.69)

(5.2.70)

and we come to the standard Lorentz transformations of flat global
supers pace. After this, the superspace and tanget-space incides can be
identified.
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5.3. Supergeometry with conformal supergravity constraints
The elegant supergeometrical formalism developed in previous section, turns
out to be too general to correspond literally to superfield supergravity. To
describe a superspace geometry, one must specify the superpotentials EAM(Z)
and n/C(z), which are arbitrary superfields in the general case. On the other
hand, to describe a curved supergravity superspace, it is enough to introduce
far lesser superfields: Jrm(z), <p(x + iJr, 8) and iP(x - iJr, it). However it
is not time to despair. We may hope that superfield supergravity corresponds
to a subspace in the space of all supergeometries, where supervierbeins and
superconnections satisfy some covariant constraints.' Since the only covariant
objects constructed from EAM and n/c are the supertorsion and supercurvature,
any invariant subspace in the space of supergeometries (transforming into
itself under the action of the general coordinate transformation supergroup
and the superlocal Lorentz group) is selected out by imposing some
constraints on TAB C and R ABcd .
In principle, the situation is the same as in general relativity. Gravity is a
gauge theory of vierbeins ea m(x). From the other side, in order to specify a
geometry it is necessary to accompany the vierbein by a Lorentz connection
w/C(x). It is the torsion-free condition .r abc = 0, which, expressing w/ c
uniquely through eam, determines geometries corresponding to gravitation.
If we try to keep a direct analogy with general relativity, it is worth
imposing the supertorsion-free condition
TA/

= o.

(5.3.1 )

This determines, due to equation (5.2.45a), the superconnection in terms of
the supervierbein. However, this constraint is unsuitable for two reasons.
First, flat global superspace is characterized by the non-vanishing supertorsion
(5.2.65). Hence, the constraint (5.3.1) does not admit flat superspace as a
particular solution. Secondly, it has been shown in subsection 5.2.7 that
supercurvature is expressed via supertorsion. Then, the constraint (5.3.1)
leads to the requirement
RAB

=0

and as a consequence, to a trivial supergeometry.
We have reached the point where our space-time intuition is unable to
help us. Now, in order to find reasonable restrictions on superspace geometry,
some purely superspace arguments must be taken into account.

5.3.1. Conformal supergravity constraints
In global supersymmetry chiral scalar superfields, defined by the equation
DacI> = 0, were of primary importance. Clearly, it would be very desirable to
transfer this supersymmetry representation to the local case - that is, to
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introduce 'covariantly chiral scalar superfields' defined by
(S.3.2)

.@,,<I> = O.

But this equation proves to be consistent only under non-trivial restrictions
on the supertorsion. Indeed, demanding equation (S.3.2) and using the
covariant derivative algebra (S.2.44), one obtains
0= {.@&,.@{J}<I> = Tlxlf!2c<l> = T&lf!2 c<l>

+ Tlxif!2'1<1>

and hence
T ixl = T it.rf = 0 => T "l = T expy = O.

(S.3.3)

Recalling that T ex/ = Cex/and TexPr = C"Pr (see equation (S.2.47)), we can
rewrite equation (S.3.3) in the equivalent form

{E", Ep}

(S.3.4)

C"/K,,.

=

We take the requirements (S.3.3) as constraints on superspace geometry.
In global supersymmetry, spinor covariant derivatives D" and DIx generated
the full algebra of covariant derivatives D A = {Da = Ca' D", Oit.} since the
vector covariant derivative was expressed as an anticommutator of spinor
ones,

{D",Dp} = -2i(cra)"ixDa

= -2iD"it..

It is very natural to conserve this basic property in the local case also, i.e.
to consider only such supergeometries in which spin or derivatives f!2" and
.@" generate the algebra f!2 A = (f!2 a' ~ rx' .@Ix). This means that f!2 a can be
extracted from {f!2rx, .@&}:
{f!2", ~,,}

= T""bf!2 b + T,,!~p + T,,&P~P +

R,,&

det«au)aaTal) #- O.

Now, one can make the redefinition
A'>
f!2 A ~::!J
A

_
-

A'> A'>
=Ix _ ( (::!J
a, ::!J", f!2 ) =

i ~ )PP{ ~{J, f!2p
- } ,~'"
0.
-Ix)
4(cr
~
a

changing only the vector supervierbein
E

a

M

~ E~u M =

_

~(a
)IJ."T .BE M
4a
""B

and the vector superconnection

bc = -~(a)Ix"{T .Bn bC+R cd}
nbc-+o
a
a
4a
""B
"IJ.'
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The operators

f0 A

are characterized by the transformation laws:

~~

= ef f0 A e- f

X"'

= KMa M + ~KabMab

therefore they define a set of covariant derivatives. It is important that, after
redefinition, the anticommutator of dotted and undotted spinor derivatives
takes the same form as in global supersymmetry. As a result, the flat
supergeometry arises as a particular solution.
Motivated by the above discussion, we postulate the constraints

T a.&a = - 2i(O'a)a.&
{.@"'.@it}

= -2i(O'a)"it.@a ==

-2i.@a.&<=>

{

= T,,&p = 0
R"it = O.
T ,,/

(5.3.5)

Cd

This means that the vector supervierbein Ea and superconnection na are
expressed in terms of the spin or supervierbeins Ea. and E& and superconnections
nIX and 0&. In particular, we have

Erx" == (O'a)""E.

= ~{E",Eit.} 2

~n,,&pEP
+ ~n&!Ep
2
2
- 2i( O'·)"it

~ {E", E,,}

= C"itBEB

C,,&B

= -nit!
{

(5.3.6)

na."p,

After imposing constraints (5.3.5), the only independent supergeometry
variables are the spinor supervierbeins and superconnections. Similar to
general relativity, it would be desirable to completely express the
superconnection via the supervierbein. This requires additional constraints.
Let us impose the following constraints

T "p"!

= 0 ~ T it.(Jy = 0

(5.3.7)

= 0 ~ T "bc( O'bc) p~ = 0

(5.3.8)

and
T "bi abc )Pr

and show that they are sufficient to express na. and 0." via Erx and Eit.. First,
by virtue of equation (5.2.47), the constraint T"py = 0 leads to

na.Pr

=-

1
-(Ca.P~

2

+ Crxy /3 - C/3ya.)'

(5.3.9)

Next, to resolve the constraint (5.3.8), we introduce the semi-covariant
supervierbein (changing covariantly under the superspace general co
ordinate transformations and non-covariantly under the superlocal Lorentz
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transformations)

EA = (Ea' E"" f&) == ( -l(oji/!{E{I' Efl}, E"" Ea)
V}

v

[E A' EB

(5.3.10)

=

,""cV
L., AB

Ec

constructed in terms of E" and E&. only. As opposed to Ea' the covariant
vector supervierbein Ea depends, due to equation (5.3.6), on the spinor
superconnections:

~

flEfl

i

v

+ 2 0 ",&.

Ea& = E",&

C1X.{Jp,b )'Y

i

P
E{I

l".

+ 2u&.ex

(5.3.11)

= Cex,{Jp,b )'Y + 20 {JpbY £5 a)'

where we have introduced the notation
C"',Pfl,yy

= (ub)pp(uC)yyClXbc'

Now, demanding (5.3.8) and recalling (5.2.47), one obtains

O"fl}'

1

= '4 (C",Pfl,P i, + C",py,pp).
Eex

As a result, we have expressed 0", via
Introducing the notation

(5.3.12)

and E&.
(5.3.13)

T",.p(J,yy = (ub)pp(uC).;yTexbC

the constraint (5.3.8) can be rewritten in the form
(5.3.14)

T ",pp,P'I = 8py Text

We can summarize all the constraints on a superspace geometry:
representation-preserving constraints
C

T &.p

i

.

= T &.p = T,,/ = T IXl = 0

(5.3.15a)

conventional constraints (J)
T a.pi

=

T Ct.pi

= R a.pbcd = o·,
i{

<=>

T exl

= - 2i(UC)cxp

_

(5.3.15b)

2Daa = 2 £Z1 1X' £Z1 &.}

conventional constraints (II)
T exl

= T &/ = TIX,p«(l'r) = T &.,(pp,i = o.

(5.3.15c)

Representation-preserving constraints make possible the existence of chiral
scalar superfields; conventional constraints (I) determine the vector co variant
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derivative in terms of the spinor ones; conventional constraints (11) determine
the spinor superconnections n", and n~ in terms of the spinor supervierbeins
E", and E~.
Constraints (S.3.ISa) and (S.3.ISc) mean that

Trx/ = TiJ./ =

o.

(S.3.16)

As will be shown later, constraints (S.3.1S) correspond to conformal
supergravity.

5.3.2. The Bianchi identities
For a given set of covariant derivatives f!t A' the Bianchi identities (S.2.48, SO)
are satisfied identically. The Bianchi identities become non-trivial when the
covariant derivatives are restricted by constraints. In this case the Bianchi
identities play the role ofconsistency conditions and may be used to determine
non-vanishing components of supertorsion and supercurvature. Now, our
goal is to investigate the consequences to which the Bianchi identities lead
when the constraints (S.3.1S) are chosen.
We organize the analysis of the Bianchi identities according to their (mass)
dimensions (recall that the spinor derivatives f!t", have dimension t, while the
dimension of f!ta is 1). Possible dimensions of superfield expressions in
(S.2.48, 50) run from t to 3. We reproduce below only the identities needed
for our analysis, ordering them by dimension.
First of all, to simplify the analysis, it is useful to convert any vector index
into a pair of spinor indices (dotted and undotted) in the standard fashion:
b
T ",.{3/J.Y = (a b){3/JTrxby
T rx.{3/J;; = (a ){3/J T rxb';
T :xiJ..{3/J.y

= (aa)rxiJ.( ab)/l/J T aby

(S.3.17)

T ",iJ..{3/J.yY = (~)rxiJ.(ab)/lp(aC)yy Tabc
and analogously for complex conjugate quantities (see also equation (S.3.13))
and supercurvature. It is also necessary to keep in mind relation (S.2.S1)
along with the identity
RAB,yy,OO == (aC)yy(ad)o/lRABcd

= 2ey"RABYO + 2eyoRABYO'

(S.3.18)

All identities of dimension t and 1 are contained in (S.2.48). Taking into
account constraints (5.3.15), they can be written as:
Dim 1/2

Choose A

= a,

B

= p,

C

and its complex conjugate.

= ri,

= c. Then one
T cx.rj~;;y + T {3,cxiJ..yY = 0
D

obtains
(S.3.19)
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Dim I
Choose A

= et, B = p,

C

= y, D = b.

Then one obtains

(5.3.20)

+ Rpy"ii + Ry"Pii = 0

R"p)."

and its complex conjugate.
Choose A

= et,

B

= p,

C

= y,

D

= 6.

Then one obtains

= 2i T rx,p)',6 + 2i T p,rxy,6

R"py6

(5.3.21)

and its complex conjugate.
Choose A

= et,

B

= p,

C

= p,

D

T rx,p(J,!

= y.

Then one obtains

+ T p,rx(J,y = 0

(5.3.22)

as well as its complex conjugate,

= et,

B

= p,

2RCf.{Jl'c5e,'.6

+

2RCf.{Jy"eyii = 'l} rx T {J,Y,!,ii"

Choose A

C

= c,

D

= d.

This leads to

+ 'l} {J T Cf.,yy,ii" + 4ierxcl T {J,yy,b

.

1

+ 4lepc5 T Cf.,yy," + 2' T {J,yY.
1

AA

T rx.AA,c5.l

(5.3.23)

'

'
+ 2' T ",y';. i,AT p,;';"iib

as well as its complex conjugate.
Choose A

= et,

-2iT"&,,{J(J,,.y

B

= et,

C

= b,

D

= d.

This gives

= 'l}Cf. T &',(3(J,yY + ~fJ.TCf.,{J(J'1'1 + 4ierxy T&',(3(J,y
1

+ 2' T &',{J(J.

AA

T rx,AA,yy

1

+ 2' T rx,{J(J.

AA

- 4ie&.yT",{J(J,y

T ri.,AA,yy·

(5.3.24)

Dim 3/2
Choose A
gives

= et, B = p, C = y in the second Bianchi identities (5.2.50). This
E2"Rpy

Choose A

= et,

B

= P,

+ 'l}{JRyrx + 'l}yRrx{J = O.

= Y in (5.2.50). Then one obtains
E2rxR(Jy = 2iRy,rx(J + 2iR(J,rxy

(5.3.25)

C

and its complex conjugate.

(5.3.26)
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Choose A = j, B = b, C = t, D = b in expression (5.2.48). Then one obtains
R·::t.. /i/i' .: '()

= - q .T
" 1"

",' .

flfl'

< -

,(I

f2

/'

D .>.
T,. fi p.u
): ,

-

1
.,
1
.,
{JP' U. T j ' ,/.J.,()
,', - -2 T (,{J0p , )"'T :X,I.I.,O
, . <,
2 T .:.:x,.

-

(5.3.27)

- 2i T.i ;./i/i.6
and its complex conjugate,
Finally, we choose A = eX, B = b, C =
choice leads to the identity

y, D = J in expression (5.2.48). Such

_

R i .pp:;·;,

_

1

;.:

+ R;\p/!,ci6 = ~ (x T i'.pp,6 - g "T ci,pp,6 + 2. T :i,{J/! . T'i.i),,)
1

(5.3.28)

. ,

' •
+ 2. T ),./3p. I,)'Tci,i).,o

and its complex conjugate.

Dim 2
Choose A = a, B

= b, C =

qa T ;.//' - {2b T ;./ - TabcT ),/

'I, D =

rin (5.2.48). Since Rab}' = 0, one obtains

+ T y/T Et: - T y/T Ea}' + q'l Taby =

0 (5.3.29)

and its complex conjugate.
Choose A

= a, B = b, C = y, D = b in

f!j, ;,T abfJ - q aT'ibfJ

(5.2.48). One obtains

+ ~b T;;a(j + Ta/ T ;;E6 - T y/T Ebb + T y/T EaEJ =

°

(5.3.30)
and its complex conjugate.
The Bianchi identities of dimension! and 3 will not be of help to us.
To solve the Bianchi identities, we shall decompose supertorsion and
supercurvature into their Lorentz irreducible components and then apply
the equations (5.3.19-5.3.30). The simplest situation occurs with the tensor
T ",,{JP.'IY' of dimension 1. In accordance with equation (5.3.19), it is
antisymmetric in IX and {3. In accordance with constraint (5.3.14), it is
antisymmetric in ~ and y. Hence, the result is

T "'.P/J,yy = eexpep'i T ,! => T ri.pP,,!Y

= elzpep/fy

(5.3.31)

where T" is a spinor superfield.
Recalling that TatJ Y = Tail = 0, equation (5.3.31) leads to
(_1)EB T ",l

= T a.

(5.3.32)
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5.3.3. Solution to the dim = 1 Bianchi identities
We begin with consideration of the curvature R!J.{3tb
it into irreducible pieces:
RCl.p),(j

=f

1 (C':f.},CPi5

+ CCf.i5Cp) + f

2(':f.p"i5)
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= R(!J.P)(yb) and decompose

+ c,,(,f 3 (5)P + CP(y/ 3 fJ)Cf.

where.e Cl.{I;,) and f3 Cl.fl are completely symmetric tensors. Substituting this
decomposition into equation (5.3.20), one finds thatf2apy~ = 0 andf3 aP = O.
If we denote f 1 == - 2R, then our result is
RCl.p,'fJ

=-

2R(c!J.ycPfJ

R~/!yb = 2R(CoijiC/ib

+ eCl.fJepy) =>

(5.3.33)

+ 8oicl 8pJ

Next, let us analyse equations (5.3.21) and (5.3.23). By virtue of equation
(5.3.31), we can rewrite equation (5.3.23) as
2c),,,RCl.p"ii

+ 2cyfJRrxpy,5 = -

1
4Cyj(8Cl.y8Pi5

+ 8Cf.fJ8py)T2

+ cy"(cpyf2,,TfJ + 8Cf./,f2pTb) + 4icCf.fJTp,yy,b
(5.3.34)
+ 4icpb T Cf.,yy,b
T2 = TCf.T
Cl.'

Rrxp;,j is symmetric in indices
8"ii R rxPy"

y and j, therefore equation (5.3.34) leads to

= ieCl.fJ(Tp,yy,b + Tp,yb,y) + i8pb(T",yy,c5 + TCl.,yb,)

Comparing this result with equation (5.3.21), it is not difficult to deduce that
RCl.{Jyb

= 0 => R ripyb

=

(5.3.35)

O.

Then, equation (5.3.21) is re-solved by
T Cl.,pp,y

= 8rxpf py

for some tensor f /Jy. Now, the relations (5.3.33) and (5.3.34) are consistent only
under the conditions:
!!lrxTp

+ !!lpT" = 0

(5.3.36)

as well as
(R
.
T ".rIP,,? = leCf.{18/i)

1

1)

-16 PTy + g!!l)'Ty
1 __ .

T&',{Jp,i' = ie~p8pi' ( R - 16 TyTY

(5.3.37)

1 __ .)

+ g!!lyTY

.

It remains only to study equations (5.3.22) and (5.3.24). The first implies that
T Cf.,pp,y

==

T ~,pp,)'

== ic~pI[ip.y

iCCf.pl/lyp =>

(5.3.38)
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where I/I;o!i is a complex vector superfield. Let us substitute equations (5.3.31)
and (5.3.38) into equation (5.3.24), resulting in

T x6:.{J{3.;; = i8,,{J[ 86:';'( 1/I;'{3 + l£0{3T,) + 8M( l/Iy6: + l£0"T)) ]

8",.( 'hi -lfllpT}.) + 8P'.( 1f"1 -lfll"T),) }5.3.39)
. 8iJ.rl (.1, 'I'y-;'
.r.
-y 1)
- 4fll~,T)' .
+18"ri
- 41 fll ),T
-i8;:r{

'I')"i -

Supertorsion Tabc is anti symmetric in indices a and b, therefore

T "",flrl,),y

=-

T fl{3,Cl6:,,'Y'

For consistency of this equation with equation (5.3.39), one demands that
1

-

1_

'/'.,.., - If."," = -fll
4 ../ T . , + -fll"T
4 / y'

'I'u

i

(5.3.40)

Defining a real vector superfield Ga by the rule
(5.3.41)

l/Ia+lfa=2G a
we obtain
_

1

_

1_

1/I"iJ. = G"iJ. + -fll"T" + -flliJ.T"
8

1

.r.

8

-

1_

'1'"" = G"" - gfll(XT" - g~"T"

(5.3.42)

To summarize, we have resolved all the Bianchi identities of dimensions 1
and 1 in terms of tensors T(X, t, R, Rand Ga . In fact, we have completely
determined the anticommutators of spinor covariant derivatives, since the
relations (5.3.16), (5.3.33) and (5.3.35) mean
{~'" ~p}

= -4RM(Xp

{f0iJ.' f0 p} = 4RMiJ.p,

(5.3.43)

5.3.4. Solution to the dim = :; Bianchi identities
We proceed by resolving the identities (5.3.25-28). Taking into account
expressions (5.3.33), equation (5.3.25) means simply that
~ "R

= 0 ~ f0 itR = O.

Therefore, R is a chiral scalar superfield. Further, since R pypy
(5.3.26) means that
~C1.Rpya.J

= 2iRy,C1.p,a.J + 2iRp,(Xy,a.J

(5.3.44)

= 0, equation
(5.3.45a)
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and
Ry,CI.(J,py

+ R(J,Cl.Y,py =

O.

(5.3.45b)

Recalling equation (5.3.33), we can rewrite the first relation (5.3.45), in the form
(5.3.46)

3g,R = iRp.,;,.p;,.

The identity (5.3.28) may be rewritten, by virtue of expression (5.3.31) and
(5.3.38), as
Rri,fiP,~~

. (1- ) . (;0;
1 - )
+ R.;,.fiP/«5 = u;"p
~y -"2 Ty I/JpJ + 1B-;$ ';ZJiI. -"2 T" I/Jpo'

Since R j ,{3p,;lJ is symmetric in y and
Rj.{3M~

_

J, this relation is easily resolved:

1 _) i
(yl/J{3.5) - (BriyB(JJ

= iB"p ( ~ -"2 T

"2

+ BjJBpy)

( _,

~/.

 j)
-"21 T'
1/J{3~'

(5.3.47)
Now, equation (5.3.46) gives

1_.)

-6

(

-"2 P

I2lJ

I/JCI."

= ~"R.

(5.3.48)

This formula relates the tensors Ga and R.
Finally, we must consider the identity (5.3.27). First of all, we decompose
the supertorsion T "ri,pp,y, arising in the commutator of vector derivatives,
into its irreducible components:
T"ri,{3p,y

= B"pW(,,{3y) + B"P(B"y!b + Bpy!!) + B"p![riP)y

(5.3.49)

where WCl.PY is a totally symmetric tensor and f~py is symmetric in its dotted
indices. Inserting this decomposition into identity (5.3.27) and bearing in
mind that Rri,pp,ye; is symmetric in y and c5, one can express!! and !~py in
terms of T", Rand Ga• After doing this, one obtains
Rri,pp,ye; = -iBriP(BpyXe;
X =
"

+ BpoXy) -

1[(_ - -1_)(_. 1_.) ]
+ ~[2'1''1'"".+ (~. - ~T')(~ - ~T
+ -12

~.

2

y

12

1
+ -(~
-

2"

T·

y

~y -

"2"

-

2

TY

"

Evidently, equation (5.3.45b) is satisfied.

2"

- 4R T,

"2")

_.
T)( -~. - 1-- T,. )] T".

"

(5.3.50)

2iBripWpye;

Cl.
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5.3.5. Solution to the dim = 2 Bianchi identities
One can check that equation (5.3.29) is consistent under the requirement

(2P - TY)W:x{3y

= 2i ( ~:xci -

i

"'ci )

2(~:xl ) l/!{3ci

i ( ~{3ci +2

i

.~

-

2(~{3T')I/!fJ.ci'

(5.3.51)
Next, equation (5.3.30) is satisfied if and only if the identity

(~ci - ~Tci)WCX{3y = 0

(5.3.52)

holds.
It may be shown that the other Bianchi identities, not considered above,
are satisfied identically or play the role of relations determining the
supercurvature Rab •

5.3.6. Algebra of covariant derivatives
Now we are in a position to write down the algebra of covariant derivatives:
{~fJ.' ~ci}
{~o:,~p}
,.n

[ ::p.

0:'

~pD]
P

= -2i~o:ci
{.@ci'~p}

= - 4RMo:{3,

1 -.

= 4RM cip

(1 - -' 1

T _.)
= 2-e CXp' DTY~p'Y - ie'D
R + -~.TY
O:p
8 Y - -16 ,.1 p ~{3
.

-ieciP ( Gl -

,.nc
+ieciP ( ::p

-

1

_.

g~{3TY

-

1 _.

) _

.

_

g~YT{3 ~y - l~f3RMciP

21 T")( Gp'.-

1
g~{3

T'y -

1 _. )M,,'i

g~YTf3
(5.3.53)

<5

+ 2iecipXY M{3y - 2ieciP W l M y<5

[~o:, ~f3pJ = ~ecx{3TY~.,p
2
'

iEo:p(R

+ ~~YTy 8

..!..-PTy)~p
16

+ iEO:{3( GYp + ~ ~YT p + ~~pP)~'I + @p/{M cx{3

. ( 0 0)(G Yp +g0l

1T
-lecxp ~ - 2

1

Y-

T,8

i5
" ) M<5 ,.
+ 1g::LJpTt

- 2iecxp XYM Pr + 2iecxp W/11 M'Y"
where X 0: is defined by equation (5.3.50). The supertorsions 7;, R, Go::i and
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W ~(ii' satisfy the following Bianchi identities:

~C1. Tfl

+ ~ fl1'cx = 0

Ga = Ga

~

'"

R

=

W rxfly

=0

= W("'{ir)

1 T·_ - -1_ .T )
T'"
G· - ( _. - -21_.)(
"'''' 8 '" '" 8
~~

~

_
( ~ ri.
(~y - T")W~P'I

~ ri.R

. i
= '2i ( ~rx~
-

-

1 _)
T ri. W"'fly

'2

_.

'2(~rxTrx)

)(

~

~

~

=0

Gpri.

(5.3.54)

1 _
_
)
+ 8~flTri.
+18~ri.Tp

. -i -(~{iTrx)
_ . )( G· + -~
1 _
1)
+ -2i ( ~R'"
2
"'''' 8 rx T·rx + -~·T
8 IX IX .
I'

We did not give above the commutator of two-vector covariant derivatives.
In accordance with equation (5.3.53), it can be calculated in accordance with
the rule

[~rx"" ~PpJ = 2
~ [{~IX' gri.}, ~PpJ
= ~ {[~~, .@flPJ, gri.} + ~ {.@IX' [gri.' ~flPJ}·
2 2
5.3.7. Covariantly chiral tensor superjields
The set of representation-preserving constraints (5.3.15a) was sufficient to
ensure the existence of covariantly chiral scalar superfields. The full set of
constraints (5.3.15) makes possible the existence of covariantly chiral tensor
superjields with undotted indices only. Indeed, the equation

g.CI>
cc

C(1'''C(n

= 0

(5.3.55)

is consistent with the anticommutator {g", .:Zip} = 4RMri.p, As opposed to
the fiat-superspace case, in a curved superspace there are no covariantly chiral
superjields with dotted spinor indices unless R =I O.
Note that, given a tensor superfield V"" ... "'.' the tensor superfield
(g2-4R)Urx, ... "," is covariantly chiral
-

-2

~ri.(~

- 4R)UIX, ... ","

= O.

(5.3.56)

5.3.8. Generalized super Weyl transformations
By construction, the algebra (5.3.53) is covariant under the general coordinate
transformation supergroup and the superlocal Lorentz group acting by
~ A -+.@~

%

= e.K.@ Ae- X

= K M~UM + -1 KbcM be'
2

(5.3.57)
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In fact, the algebra admits a richer symmetry group. It is not difficult to
check that constraints (5.3.15) are invariant under the transformations

E2' A

--+

E2'~" = ~2 {E2'~, .@~}

E2' ~

E2'~

= LE2'rx - 2(E2'/3L)M rx /3
.@~ = LE2'6; - 2(.@PL)M6;P

(5.3.58)

where L(z) is an arbitrary complex scalar superfield (non-vanishing
everywhere). In particular, one finds
T~

= U,,-

R'

E2'~ln(L4U)

= - ~(.@2
4

- 4R)U.

(5.3.59)

Let us introduce real superfields il(z) and K(Z) according to the rule

LL= et.

LL-l

= eiK .

(5.3.60)

Then, by virtue of equation (5.3.58), the supervierbein transforms according
to the law

Erx

--+ E~

= e(t. + iK)/2 Erx

E"

--+ E~

= e(t. -

Ea

--+ E~

= et.Ea + ....

iK)/2

E"

(5.3.61)

Therefore, the parameter il induces superlocal scale transformations (or
superspace Weyl transformations) and the parameter K induces superlocal
chiral or )is-transformations.
We will refer to the transformations (5.3.58) as the 'generalized super Weyl
transformations'. The set of all such transformations forms a supergroup
which represents a superspace extension of the Weyl group appearing in
general relativity (see Section 1.6).

5.4. Prepotentials
After imposing constraints (5.3.15), the supergeometry potentials EAM and
Cl}' are expressed in terms ofthe spinor vierbein superfields Erx Mand E6;M. The
latter are constrained superfields, in accordance with equation (5.3.15a). In
practice, operating with unconstrained objects is usually more convenient
than with objects subject to constraints. On these grounds, it is worth
resolving constraints (5.3.15a) in terms of unconstrained superfields
('supergeometry prepotentials'). The term 'prepotentials' is not incidental.
Indeed, following the terminology of gauge theories, T ABC and RAB'd play
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the role of field strengths, being gauge covariant superfields, while the gauge
superfields EAM and n/c play the role of potentials. So, it is perfectly
reasonable to consider objects determining potentials as prepotentials.
The solution to the constraints described below was first given by W. Siegel.
5.4.1. Solution to constraints (5.3.15a)
Equation (5.3.4) says that the supervector fields EIX form a closed algebra.
What usefulness does this fact contain for us? To answer this question, it is
helpful to remember Frobenius' theorem from differential geometry (see, for
example, Warner's book*). It may be formulated as follows.
Let vii be a p-dimensional manifold with local coordinates xm, and {Vi},
i = 1, ... , q, be a set of vector fields on vH, Vi = Vr(x)(8/8x m ), linearly
independent at each point of the manifold and forming a closed algebra:
[Vi'

VJ = Ci/(X)Vk •

Then, there exists a set of independent scalar functions
that the one-forms dflX vanish on vector fields Vi'

f

l(X), ... ,jp-q(x) such

d!"(V i) = 0
Equivalently, if one considers submanifolds (surfaces) in vii, defined by the
system of equations
flX(X) = const

(X

= 1, ... , P -

q

then Vi are tangent to each surface:

. 0

V·, = A.J(y)-.
,
oy'

det (A/) :f:. 0

where / are local coordinates on the surface. The variables xm = (y1, . . . ,yq,
1, ... ,j p- q) define a local coordinate system on the manifold, and we have
0
0
u
U = Um(x)
xm = euxm _o = eU_e-

f

oxm

ox m

ox m

for some vector field U. Finally, we obtain
. U 8
V. = A.Je
_e- u

,

,

8x j

i = 1, ... ,q.

Returning to superspace, we deduce from equation (5.3.4) that

= Ai(z)EI'
t.I' -- eW aJJe- W
Ea

{El" Ev}

=0

W= WMOM:f:.

W

(5.4.1)

"'Warner, F.W., Foundations of Differentiable Manifolds and Lie groups. - Graduate
Texts in Mathematics, no. 94. New York, Berlin, Heidelberg, Tokyo: Springer-Verlag,
1983.
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Here WM(Z) are unconstrained complex superfields such that the operator W,
being considered as a supervector field, is of c-type, e(WM) = eM' The bosonic
superfields A,/'(z) are subjected only to the requirement det (A,/') #: O. W is
not restricted to be real because the submanifolds generated by E(1. can be
seen to be defined in a complex superspace, where dotted and undotted
fermionic coordinates are not related by conjugation, in which our superspace
is embedded as a real subspace.
Taking the complex conjugate of relations (5.4.1), one obtains

w
= _ewoi·eJ'

E.)"

Ea. = AiEfl

(5.4.2)

Recall that the superlocal Lorentz group acts on El/. as follows:
E~ = (exp K),/Ep, det (exp K) = 1. Therefore, it is useful to factor A,/' into a

Lorentz scalar and unimodular matrix,
E(1.

= FN,/'EiJ

E;. = FNiEfl

det (N,/')

(5.4.3)

=1

Then, the superlocal Lorentz transformations act on F, N,/' and Waccording
to the rule:

F'=F

N ~iJ

W'=W

= (eK)lN ,.

(5.4.4)

With respect to the general coordinate transformation supergroup, the objects
under consideration change in the manner:
E~ = eKE(1.e- K

=>F' = eKF

N~iJ

K

= KMoM = K

= eKN,/'

eW '

=

(5.4.5)

eKe W •

To summarize, after imposing constraints (5.3.15), all geometrical objects
are expressed in terms of unconstrained complex superfields N,/', F and W M
and their conjugates, which will be called the 'supergeometry prepotentials'.

5.4.2. Useful gauges on the super/ocal Lorentz group
The prepotentials N ,/' prove to be compensating superfields for the superlocal
Lorentz group. As is seen from rule (5.4.4), the superlocal Lorentz
transformation (eK)l = b,/'(N -1)/ moves N,/' into the unit matrix. Therefore,
the simplest gauge choice on the superlocal Lorentz group is

N,/'

=

b,/'

In this gauge we have
~=F~=>cd=~~nl+~~n~

(5.4.6)
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Then, equation (5.3.9) gives
n IX/I)'

= f,IXyE/1 In F + f, -x{iEyln F =>

(5.4.7)

no;pi' = e~yEp In F + e~pEy In F.
Another useful Lorentz gauge is of the form
n IXPy = no;py = o.

(5.4.8)

Such a gauge choice is possible since the supercurvature RIX PPY vanishes
identically, in accordance with constraints (5.3.15). In fact, we have

R IXPPY = O-E(IXo'p)py = ~CIXln)' py - o'(IX/np)JY'
2

q connection o'ocpy is trivial:
O,/YM p'i = g-lEr;.g
g = exp(LPYM py )

This equation means that the SL(2,

for some symmetric tensor superfield Lpy. Therefore, one can find a superlocal
Lorentz transformation leading to the choice of gauge (5.4.8).
Gauge fixing (5.4.8) is helpful when working with covariantly chiral tensor
superfields. To make our discussion clear, let us start with the scalar case.
Consider a covariantly chiral scalar superfield $(z). By definition, it satisfies
the equation
~o;Cl>

= Eo;Cl> =

O.

By virtue of equations (5.4.2), we can represent Cl> in the form
il'A
"l
Cl> = e Cl>
U!lCl> = O.
A

(5.4.9)

Hence, every covariantly chiral scalar superfield is determined by a 'flat'
chiral superfield <i>(x, 0), depending on xm and et' only. The exponential
eil' plays the role of a picture-changing operator, since it transforms any 'flat'
chiral superfield into a covariantly chiral scalar one. Note that <i> is invariant
under general coordinate and superlocal Lorentz transformations.
Next, consider a covariantly chiral tensor superfield Xoc, ... o<.(z). We have
O=~·IXXo<, ... 0<.

=E ·x
0<

0<, .. .

IX. +n.P1'M
0<
pyXo<, ... 0<.

=E ·x
0<

0<, .. .

IX. +( g -lE.)
~ Xo<, ... 0<.

where g = exp (LP)' M py)' On these grounds, Xo<, ... IX, can be represented in the
form
A
X01:1 ... a n = exp ( - LP)' M py)e il'X et, ...
(5.4.10)
(in

o·x
Jl.
A

tXl " ' O!n -

0

which looks to be much more complicated than equation (5.4.9). However,
in the gauge (5.4.8) both these representations take the same form.
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5.4.3. The i..-supergroup
Often, when solving constraints in terms of unconstrained fields, we are faced
with the appearance of a new gauge invariance. The most familiar example
is electrodynamics. The first Maxwell equation reads eabedobFed = 0, Fed is an
antisymmetric tensor unifying the electric and magnetic fields. Solving
this equation using Fab = OaAb - ObAa introduces the gauge arbitrariness
oAa = oal/!·
So, we should scrutinize our theory for the appearance of an additional
gauge invariance after solving constraints (5.3.15a) in the form (5.4.1). We
shall look for transformations of the prepotentials N /, F and W M leaving
invariant the spin or supervierbein E(f. and hence, the covariant derivatives.
The general coordinate transformation supergroup acts on e W by the left
shifts (5.4.5). Now, let us try to consider a right shift

eW '

= eWe-I.

ell" =

eWe-i.

A = ),M OM

(5.4.11)

with I, being a complex c-type supervector field. In the infinitesimal case, we
have
W'

A,

E" = e o"e

- W'

A

= E"

""
- W
+ eW (0,,),"'iN )oNe
.

To preserve the E,,-form, one must demand
"" ....n
O"A

°
=°

~;-v =
= v"A

~ 0il).n

= 0ill,v

(5.4.12)

resulting in

~
W ~ ....V)
W ~ ;-V))
1 ( W ~ ;-V)
uE" - e V 1/' Ev - e Vc!"'. Ev + - e vv/, Ew
A

_

(

A

_

(

A

A

2

If one supplements this transformation with

of = - ~(eW o)'v)F
2

oN /

= - N o<V(e W o(vI"))

(5.4.13)

then Eo< does not change. Rather beautifully, we do not obtain any restrictions
on the parameter )'iI' while the parameters Am and )," satisfy chirality constraint
(5.4.12).
Transformations (5.4.11) with the parameters restricted according to rule
(5.4.12) form a supergroup (the 'A-supergroup'). This follows from the fact
that two supervector fields of the type (5.4.12) commute on a supervector
field of the same type. The A-supergroup can be realized as a group of
triangular transformations

= y'm(y, e)
e'" = e'''(y, e)

y'm

P~ = p~(y,

e, p)
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acting in complex superspace (414 with c-number coordinates ym and
a-number coordinates ell and P,:.. This is the geometrical interpretation of
the A-supergroup.
The covariant derivatives and tensor superfields are unaffected by the
).-supergroup. It acts on the prepotentials only. In addition, the prepotentials
transform non-trivially with respect to the general coordinate transformation
supergroup (the 'K-supergroup') and the superlocal Lorentz group. So, the
full gauge group of the prepotentials is the product of three groups: the
A-supergroup, the K-supergroup and the superlocal Lorentz gr0Up. In
accordance with equations (5.4.4,5,11, 13), the infinitesimal transformation
laws of the prepotentials are
15e w = Ke w - eW X

15F = KF 15N/ = KN/

K = K M 8M = K

~(eW 8vxv)F
2

+ K/N 1- N oxV(e W 8(vXIl))
A = AM 8M

(5.4.14)

o,:.),n = O,:.Av = O.

There is an interesting connection between the K- and A-supergroups. Let
<I> be a covariantly chiral scalar superfield. Then <I> is transformed by the
K-supergroup and is inert with respect to the ..1.-supergroup. Next, we
represent <I> in the form (5.4.9). Now, <I> is inert with respect to the
K-supergroup, but is transformed non-trivially by the ..1.-supergroup. In
accordance with equation (5.4.11), we have
<I> = e Wq, = eW' q,'

therefore
<1>'

= e}'<I> = exp (A.m8 m+ ..1.11811)<1>

0,:.<1>' = O.

(5.4.15)

Note that constraints (5.4.12) could be obtained from the requirement

0,:.<1>'

= o.

Remark. In the Lorentz gauge (5.4.6) every ),-transformation should be
supplemented by a A-dependent Lorentz transformation with the parameters
K ~(J = e

W

~

~

0(,,1'(1)

-

Kx(i

~
= e W"'IU(il.fi)

(5.4.16)

(see equation (5.4.14)) where
80x = 15/811

Xp = 15/Xv'

5.4.4. Expressions for E, T" and R
This subsection is devoted to obtaining expressions for the Berezinian
E = Ber (E AM) and the supertorsion T ox and R in terms of the prepotentials.
These results will be used later.
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We begin by determining E. For this purpose we choose the Lorentz gauge
(5.4.6) and introduce a semi-covariant supervierbein EA (different from EA
(5.3.10)) according to the rule:

EA
~
Ea

= (Ea> Erx, Efl) = EAMOM

i
'{Po~}
= - -(ua)rxrx
J::.rx, Efl

(5.4.17)

E = Ber (EA M).

4

Note that superfields EAM, in particular Berezinian E, are constructed in
terms of the prepotentials Wand W only. By virtue of equations (5.3.6) and
(5.4.3), EA and EA are connected as follows:

Erx= FEex
Ea

= FFEa
-

-

Efl=FEfl

~F(Ua)flex(!lfl! + 15r/Efl In F)E(3

(5.4.18)

4

~F(Ua)flex(nexl + 15/Eex lnF)E p.
4

Then, one obtains

E

= F2f2E.

(5.4.19)

Since E, E and Fare Lorentz scalars, this result holds in the general case.
To find T ex, we again choose the Lorentz gauge N /' = 15/,. Recalling
equations (5.2.59,60) and (5.3.32) leads to

T,,=E ex lnE-(l·E:) -!lp/,.
Then, making use of relation (5.4.7) reduces this expression to

T ex = Erxln E - (1 . Erx)

+ 3E" In F =

Erxln (EF2) - (1

.2ex )F.

Now, one can apply the technique of subsection 1.11.2:
(1' £,ex) = (1' eWoexe-W) = (1' e-w8exew) = ail' e- w)ew

= (1·ewXewoex(l·e-w))

= (l'e W)Eex(e w(l'e- w))

= (l·e w )Eex(l·e w)-l.
As a result, we have

T"

= E"ln(EF 2(1·e w)).

(5.4.20)

Since T ex and E" have the same Lorentz transformation laws, equation (5.4.20)
holds in the general case. From equation (5.4.19), we read off the final
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expression
T,,= E:xT

T= In [.f2F4E(l·e W)]

TIi = EIiT

T= In [F2F4E(1·e~')J.

i=

(5.4.21)

To find R, we represent the anticommutator
{f2",f2p} = -4RM"p

in terms of the spinor superconnection

{f2", f2p} = (E"Opyo + EpO"yo + 20 lX /np.<o)MYo
and use equation (5.4.7). As a result, one obtains

R = - ~E"E F2 ~ R = - ~E.E{lF2.
4"

4 "

(5.4.22)

Given a scalar superfield U, the superfield
(.@2 _ 4R)U

is covariantly chiral and, by virtue of relation (5.4.22), we have
(.@2 _ 4R)U

= E{lE{l(.f2U).

(5.4.23)

The supertorsions Ga and W"py can also be expressed in terms of the
prepotentials. However, these expressions turn out to be highly complicated
and we do not reproduce them.

5.4.5. Gauge fixing for the K- and A-supergroups

Let us analyse the W-transformation law (5.4.14). It can be rewritten in the
form
JW= JWMO M = K -

I + O(W)

= (Km - Im)om + (K" - ;Y)o" + (K{l - I{l)o{l + O(W).
Recall that Km is an arbitrary real vector superfield, while IJl and K{l are
arbitrary spinor superfields. Using our freedom in the choice of Km, we can
kill the real part of wm. On the other hand, the parameters I" and K{l can
be used to gauge away the spinor components W" and W {l' After this, we
obtain a purely imaginary vector superfield

H = Hmo m = H.
(5.4.24)
m
Therefore, the prepotentials Re W , W" and W {l are compensating
superfields for the KM_ and I"-transformations.
W = - iH
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Remark. Considering the K-transformations only, we can gauge away the
real part of W resulting in a purely imaginary supervector field
W= -iH

(5.4.25)

H=HMcM=H

Remark. After imposing the gauge (5.4.24), a covariantly chiral scalar
superfield takes the form
<I>(x, e, e)

In the Lorentz gauge N /
E"

= eiH<I>(x, e) = <I>(eiHx, e).

= 15/, the

(5.4.26)

spinor supervierbeins are of the form

= Fe-iHc"e iH

ElY. = Fe iH ( -ofL)e- iH .

(5.4.27)

It is instructive to compare these expressions with the 'flat' ones (see
(2.5.18-21 )).
There are some residual K- and ),-transformations preserving the gauge
choice (5.4.24). Making use of the W-transformation law
l5e w

= KMcMe- iH - e-iHJ!lc M
= {KMc M - (e-iHJ!l)e-iHcMeiH}e-iH

and demanding I5H to be real and to have no spinor pieces, I5H
one arrives at the following restrictions:
Km

= bHmcm = bH,

= Km(A, X)
KI-' = e-iHJY
Ki< = e-iHIi<
=> ),M = (),m(X, e), )F(x, e), Xi«e- 2iH x, e)).

(5.4.28)

Here K m()" X) is a rather complicated function. It proves to be quite difficult
to operate with this function in practical calculations. So, the gauge (5.4.24)
is not a useful one. It is worth obtaining a gauge-fixed version in which the
K-transformations are excluded by construction. As the key to the problem,
let us consider the transformation law for exp ( - 2iH):
be- 2iH = b(e- we w )

= Ae- 2iH _

e- i2H I.

(5.4.29)

We see that only ).-transformations act on exp (- 2iH). Hence, it is sufficient
to find a reformulation in which H arises only in the combination exp ( - 2iH).
We shall turn to the chiral representation.

5.4.6. Chiral representation
For the time being, it is worth forgetting about any gauge fixing and starting
from the beginning. Once again, we choose the Lorentz gauge N /' = 15/ and,
then, perform the following picture-changing transformation: every superfield
V is changed to

V=

e-wV

(5.4.30a)
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the co variant derivatives fit A are transformed into

- =
_ e -wfitAe W = EA
- M
l;or. be
OM + -~lA Mbe

fitA

2

E- 1 == (Ber(EAM))-1 = (E- 1e-

w).

(S.4.30b)

The spinor supervierbeins take the form
Er;.

= (e-2iHF)e-2iHor;.e2iH
e- 2iH == e-we w

H

= -Fo~
= HMoM = H
E~

(5.4.31)

where we have denoted F simply by F. The representation obtained is said
to be chiral, while the original representation is called real.
The chiral representation is well suited to the treatment of covariantly
chiral scalar superfields:
but cj, = e- 2iH<l>(x, 0).
(5.4.32)
<I> = <l>(x, 0) == <1>(x, 0)
The only complication this representation produces is that it modifies the
complex conjugation rules: given a superfield V and its conjugate V, for their
chiral transforms we have
V= (e-wV)* = e- w V= e2iH
(5.4.33a)

v,

In particular, if V is real, then
V= e2iH

v.

(S.4.33b)

Now, let us analyse K- and A-transformation laws. In the real
representation, we have
M~A =

%

[X",fi2 A J

bV= X"V

= KMoM + (e W of3Xy)MPY + (ewopAy)MPY

where V is a tensor superfield (indices are suppressed). Recall that in the
Lorentz gauge N l = b/ every A-transformation must be supplemented by
the Lorentz transformation (5.4.16). Making the chiral transform, one obtains

b~A
J.

= [A'~AJ

bV= AV

= AM OM + (e- 2iH opAy )MPY + (opAy)MP'i.

(5.4.34)

In particular, the spinor supervierbeins change as follows:
- = (e -2iH O("AoR)
'"
c
bE"
).c."

+ [A MOM' E"J

bE~ = (o(~)..B»Ep + [AMo M, E~].

(5.4.35)

As may be seen, the K-transformations never arise in the chiral representation.
Of course, there is no mystery in this disappearance: the K-invariance can
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be used to gauge away the real part of W. There are no independent
K-transformations in the gauge Re W = 0. But in the chiral representation
W enters into all quantities in the combination exp ( - 2iH) = exp ( - W)
exp W only, and hence the real part of W is excluded by construction.
It should be pointed out that the spinor part of H can be gauged away
by proper choice of gauge parameters )/', resulting in the gauge (S.4.24). After
this, we work with the restricted ).-transformations (S.4.28).
There is a simple recipe for transferring each expression in the real
representation to the chiral representation. Namely, one is to make the
following replacements: N /' -+ D/" W -+ - 2iH, W-+ 0, F -+ F, F -+ e 2ill F
(and to place tildes on th~ remaining symbols). In particular, the chiral
transformed supertorsions f,; and it read

T,; = E,;T

T= In (PE)

it =

!O.O!i(p2)

4

(S.4.36)

11

where we have used equations (S.4.20, 22).
Let 2 be a scalar superfield. Equation (S.4.30b) then says that

f

d8 zE- 1 2

=

f

d 8 zE- 1 ,P

(S.4 .37)

anticipating suitable boundary conditions at infinity for 2. Therefore, there
is no need to worry about representations (real or chiral) in which integrals
over superspace are done.
5.4.7. Gravitational superfield
Instead of imposing the gauge (S.4.24) with purely imaginary vectorial W,
we can retain some Re WIll if we wish. Then, the arbitrariness in choosing
Re WIll can be used to make the gauge fixing

exp (W·o.)x'"

= x'" + i.Jf"'(x, e, 9)

.Jf'"

= .it"'.

(S.4.38a)

Understanding this relation as an equation in WIll, its perturbative solution is
WIll

= i.Jfm + !.Jf·on.Jf'" + O(.Jf3).

(S.4.38b)

2

Now, covariantly chiral scalar superfields have the form
Cl>(x, 8, i1)

= eil'<D(x, 8) = <D(x'" + i.Jf"', ( 11).

(S.4.39)

Let us find the residual K- and A-transformations preserving the gauge
(S.4.38). We have
iD.Jf m

= 8eil'x'" = KNoNeil'Xm - eil'ANoNx'"
= KNoN(X'" + i.Jf"') - eil'Am = K'" -

eil'),m

+ iKNoN.Jf m.
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This expression should be purely imaginary, hence

Km

= ~eW).m + ~ew Am = ~Am(X" + i.tf",e + ~Am(X" V

)

iJr",e")

(5.4.40)

and

bJrm

= KNaNJr'" + ~(Am(X" + iJr",e

V
)

-

2

Am(X" - iJr",(JV)). (5.4.41)

It is also necessary to require two consistency conditions:

bew(J1' = 0
KI' =

+ iJr", (JV),

),J1(x'

AM

bew(Jjl

= 0 =>

K·J1 = A·(X"
I' - iJr"' (JV)

(5.4.42)

(A m(x, (J), ).I'(x, (J), e - WeW Ijl(x, (1)).

=

Finally, let us substitute the expressions for Km, KI' and Kjl into expression
(5.4.41) and compare the result with equation (5.1.8). Good Lord, we have
recovered the transformation law of the gravitational superfield!
In the 'gravitational superfield gauge' (5.4.38), all the building blocks which
have appeared in the expressions for the covariant derivatives can be readily
expressed in terms of Jr"', F and F. The semi-covariant supervierbein tA is
then given by

£(1. = a" + i(a"Jr")(1

- iaJr) -

1.

"'0",

= 0(1. + i(t(1.Jrm)o",

~

E",
f"

~

= -00: + i(o",.tfn)(l + ioJr)-l.ma", = -0(1. ~

1.

~

i(EC(Jrm)a m (5.4.43)

f"

La = - -(uatC([EC(, E",]Jrm)om == LamOm
4

where we have introduced the notation

(1 + ioJr)" m = b" m + i a£,m
ox' .

(5.4.44)

Introducing the anholonomy coefficients CABC via

[tA' t B} = CABCC C
CC(bc = t

CI\ c =

c
m (

CC(i = CC(By = C.bY = 0

~ t2(CTbl)C( + i [tc(, Eb] )Jrm

-tmc(~E2«\E)0: t."'£",b =

lJ/

i[EO:, Eh] )£'m

(5.4.45)
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the spinor superconnections prove to be

= c'IIE.,.F + f"

0.'11;'

.;EIIF

(5.4.46a)

4F( C~ ,./1/1.,11 ;" + C~ ,.(I;\1I~)

, _ 1

0.'11;' -

and
~

~

n~ll;' = f,:i/iE):

+ f,:i ; Eli F
«5.4.46b)

_1_~

-

n !<fI; -

~
fI
4F( C ;.(III.;'. 11 + Ci./I;'.f/
).

Finally, the following identities
E == Ber (EAM)

(1' e W) = det (l

= det (Earn)
;-

+ ioJft')

(l . e w)

= det (l

- ioJft')

(5.4.47)

hold.
Let us comment on the derivation of equations (5.4.43-47). Consider the
change of variables

X(,L = xm + i £,rn
M_WM_

Z (L ) -

e

Z

!1_!1

-

{

() ( L ) -

()

~fi(L)

= ~fi'

(5.4.48)

The corresponding Berezinian is equal to

.Ber ( OZ)
O~L) = (1 . e IV)

= det (I + icJft')

which coincides with the second relation (5.4.47). Furthermore, we have

o<fj) == CM
OZ(L)

= eWoMe- IV = Ej, = _ d~L).

Now, making use of expressions (5.4.48) leads to the expression for E,; (5.4.43).
Finally, the expression for n,,~}. (5.4.46a) follows from equation (5.3.12).
In conclusion, it should be pointed out that the gauge transformations
(5.4.40,42) (preserving the gauge choice (5.4.38» act on the covariant
derivatives and tensor superfields in the manner:
[)f!fi A

Jf'

Km =

= [Jf' , f!fi A]

[)V = Jf'V

= :t{MOM + K "IIM rx fl + KlifiM;:~

~).m(x + iJft', () + ~Irn(x - i£,,~)
2

2

(5.4.49)
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= AIl(X + iJf, 8)

Krx[l = E(rxA[l)(X

+ iJf, 8)

since in the gauge N cl' = J/ every A-transformation must be supplemented
by the Lorentz transformation (5.4.16).

5.4.8. Gauge fixing on the generalized super Weyl group
We have nearly reached the aim formulated at the beginning of Section 5.2.
Namely, we have found a supergeometrical description for the gravitational
superfield. But what about the chiral compensator of Einstein supergravity?
The point is that the set of prepotentials does not contain chiral superfields.
Notice, however, that among the prepotentials N /, F and W M the superfield
F played a rather passive role in the above considerations. By construction,
F is a complex superfield transforming as a scalar under the K-supergroup
and as a density under the ).-supergroup (see equation (5.4.14)). In principle,
there exists the possibility of obtaining a chiral superfield, if one manages
to restrict F in a covariant way. Recall that in the supergeometrical approach
every covariant constraint is a constraint on the supertorsion. Hence, in
order to obtain a supergeometrical description of Einstein supergravity, one
must supplement equations (5.3.15) by some additional constraints.
One can look on the prepotential F as a compensating superfield for the
generalized super Weyl transformations (5.3.58). They act on the prepotentials
as follows
F'

= LF

N'/

=

N/

W,M

= WM.

(5.4.50)

Now all the prepotentials acquire a clear interpretation. F, N cl and Re W
are compensators for the generalized super Weyl group, the superlocal
Lorentz group and the K-supergroup, respectively. WIl and WIi are
compensators for the independent JY- and )'Ii-transformations. Finally,
Im wm plays the role of gravitational superfield.
It has been shown in subsection 5.3.8 that the maximal symmetry group
of constraints (5.3.15) is given by the product of three supergroups: the general
coordinate transformation supergroup, the superlocal Lorentz group and the
generalized super Weyl group. In a theory with such a symmetry group, the
prepotential F can be gauged out by proper choice of super Weyl
transformation. Then, in the gauge (5.4.38) we work with the gravitational
superfield only, as in conformal supergravity. This is the reason why
constraints (5.3.15) are said to be conformal supergravity constraints.
Since the prepotential F plays he role of super Weyl compensator, to
impose a constraint on F is the same as fixing a gauge on the generalized
super Weyl group. The simplest gauge choice is
F=l.
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However, this gauge fixing is not invariant under the A-supergroup (see
equation (5.4.14)). To obtain a covariant gauge, let us recall the super Weyl
transformation law for 7;. (5.3.59). By virtue of equation (5.4.20), this can be
rewritten in the form
T~

T' = T+ In(L4U).

= ~~T

(5.4.51)

Hence, one can take the super Weyl gauge

Trx

= O.

Let us proceed to an analysis of this constraint.

5.5. Einstein supergravity
5.5.1. Einstein supergravity constraints
In the space of supergeometries (5.3.15) we consider the subspace
characterized by the additional constraint

Trx

= Tei = O.

(5.5.1)

Now, the full set of constraints is

Trx/
T rxl

=0

+ 2ic5:(a )rxei =
C

T rxbC = 0

Tei/=O
Rrx"Cd = 0

0

Tribe

(5.5.2)

= O.

These constraints (in a slightly different form) were suggested by J. Wess and
B. Zumino.
We are going to show that the set of constraints (5.5.2) corresponds to
Einstein supergravity.

5.5.2. Chiral compensator
The supertorsion Tri is expressed through the prepotentials in accordance
with the rule (5.4.21). Setting T" = 0 gives

F2F4£(1'e~) == cp-3
~cp=eW1J

Ericp = 0
Of41J

=0

(5.5.3)

where 1J(x, 0) is a fiat chiral superfield. Adding the complex conjugate formula,
one obtains
F = cp1/2cp -1(1' eW)-1/3(1. eW)1/6 £-11 6
F = cp-1cp1/2(1·e W)1 /6(1·e W)-1 /3£-1/6.

(5.5.4)
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As a result, all geometrical objects are expressed in terms of the old
prepotentials N / and W M and the chiral superfield cp (and their conjugates).
To find the transformation law of cp, we represent it in the form

cp3 = E-1F-2(1'e~')-1
using equation (S.4.19). E- l changes only under the general coordinate
transformations,
bE- l = KMoME- 1 + (_1)eM(OMKM)E-l
(see equation (S.2.27)). The transformation law for F-2 follows from (S.4.14).
Finally, using equations (1.11.21) and (S.4.14), one readily obtains
b(1 • e it')

= (1. e WK) - (1' JeW)
= K MoM(l • e W) + (_1)e M(OMKM)(1 • e W) -

From these results, we deduce
bcp3 = K MoMcp3

+ (e w(om),m -

(_l)eM(e w OMA M)(1. e W)

o,u).,u))cp3

(S.S.Sa)

or

bcjJ3

= ).MOMcjJ3 + (OmAm -

O,u).I')cp3

= Om(A mcjJ3) -

0,u(A,ucjJ3).

(S.S.Sb)

The second relation coincides with the transformation law of chiral
compensator (S.1.34b) in Einstein supergravity! Hence, the prepotential cp can
be identified with the chiral compensator. As a result, we have found the
supergeometrical description for Einstein supergravity.
The supergravity formulation constructed in Section S.1 and here, is usually
called the minimal supergravity. Later we shall consider other versions of
supergravity characterized by non-chiral compensating multiplets. The
superfields N /, W M and cp are said to be the 'minimal supergravity
prepotentials'.

5.5.3. Minimal algebra of covariant derivatives
Under constraint (S.S.1), the covariant derivative algebra (S.3.S3) is simplified
drastically:
{~"'~,,}
{~'" ~p}
[~ri' ~Ptl]

=

= -4RM"p
=

-i8riP(R~p

-2i~""
{~'" ~,tl}

= 4RMri,tl

+ G/~'i) -

i~pRMritl

+i8ri,tl~'iGlM'ib - 2i8ri,tlW l'Myo
[~'" ~p,tlJ = i8",t..R~tl + G' ,tl~y) + @,tlRM"p
. fiJ<'G otl M ,0 + 2'18"p W- ,tlyb M yb·
- 18"p;;LI

(S.S.6)
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The commutation relations for vector covariant derivatives are also quite
simple:
[.@"'~, 22pp]

= 8ripl/! rxp + e",pl/! rip

(S.S.7)

where
I/!",p == -iG /'.@",y +

I -2
+ 4(f!C

~(.@",R)'@p + ~(.@",Gr/)~y + W",j'f!C y
1

. Ci

-

?,5'

J

- 8R)RM",p + f!C ",W p' M yCi - i f!C",::b rGp M yb

. y
1 - - 1 m y ?,5
y?5
I/! a(l == tG t1f!Cy~ - i('@~R)'@p - (::baG p)::b). - W:iP ::t'y

2

1

-2

+ 4(f!C

-

?,5 - ya -

-

- 8R)RMap - ::ba W P M yJ

?,5
"
+ 21 ::t'~.@YG
pM ),,,,

The supertorsions R, Ga and w",py satisfy the Bianchi identities
Ga =

Ga

~aR

W"'Pr = W("'PY)

=0

~~W",py

=0

(S.5.8)

~ri G",a = .@",R

i.

f!CY W",py

j

.

= -2 f!C","'Gp~
+ - .@lG"'ri'
'
2

We point out that in minimal supergravity W",py is chiral.
From the covariant derivative algebra, one can obtain the following useful
identities:
1
2

.@",f!Cp = -8",p.@ - 2RM",p

2

?,5 -

1

-2

::b .f!C IJ = - - 8 .1Jf!C
'"
I'
2 "'I'

(S.S.9a)


+ 2RM
· IJ
"'I'

= 4R.@P(s",p + M",p)
.@ 2f!C ", = -2R.@P(s",p + 2M",p)

.@",f!C 2

~a~2

= 4R~P(8aP + M rip )

~2~a = -2R~/J(eaP
[ f!C 2 , .@",J

=

-4(G",,,,

(S.S.9b)

+ l..@",,,,).@ '" + 4R
.@" -

(S.S.9c)

+ 2Ma,p)
4(.@YG(,",)M i,f,

+ 8W
/ 'J M yJ

(S.S.9d)

UZ;2, .@",J = -4(G"'ri - jf!C"'ri)~ri

+ 4Rf!C",

- 4(t~j'i G rxJ)My6

+ 8W /

li

M yf,
(S.S.ge)
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~ ~CX(~2
8

_

4R)~cx - ~ ~<i(~2

4R)~<i

-

8

= {~(~yGM)~<i - Wy,;,,~CX + i(~/GM)}MY';
I - G",J)~ '" + { 2(~y

fT !
?,;<i
YY yJ<i:21

(5 .5.9f)

)}M-JiJ.
+ 1'(I7><"'G
;;c 'i ",J

It is worth noting that the identities (S.S.9a-c) hold for covariant derivatives
under the conformal supergravity constraints, while the other identities are
correct only in the Einstein supergravity case.
Let us give some simple applications of the above relations. If 1jJ",(z) is an
undotted spinor superfield, then equations (S .5.9b, c) lead to
(~2

_

4R)~cxljJ",

= 0

(~2

_ 4R)~<iIJl<i

= O.

(S .5.10)

If 1'!",(z) is a covariantly chiral spinor superfield, then making use of equations
(S.5.9d, e) gives
~<i1'!",

= 0 ~ (~ 2 -

4R)~cx1'!cx

(~2 _ 4R)~ii<i =

=0

O.

(5.5.11)

For every scalar superfield V(z), we have
~cx(~2

_

4R)~",V= ~<i(~2 -

4R)~<iV

(5.5.12)

in accordance with equation (5.5.9f).

5.5.4 . Super Weyl transformations
It has been pointed out in subsection 5.4.7 that the Einstein supergravity
constraint (5.5.1) can be treated as a gauge fixing condition for the generalized
super Weyl group acting on the covariant derivatives according to the law
(5.3.58). However, the gauge condition (5.5.1) does not completely fix the
generalized super Weyl symmetry. There exist some residual transformations
(5.3.58) preserving the gauge (5.5.1). In accordance with equation (5.4.51), the
corresponding superfield parameters must satisfy the equation
~cx ln(L4U) = o~

L=

exp(~CT - a=)

~<iCT = O.

Here CT(Z) is an arbitrary covariantly chiral scalar superfield.
We conclude that the minimal supergravity algebra (5.S.6) is covariant
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under the transformations
~~

= L~~ !0f< --+ ~i = L~ri --+

~~

2(!0 PL)M pf<

~~::i --+ ;;Z;~::i

, :::z.
15'}
= -i { ~:x'
' f<

exp(~a -

a)

ri>'

L=

2(~f3L)Mf3"

(5.5.13)

2

!0ri a =O

which will be caJled the 'super Weyl transformations'.
It is not difficult to find how the supertorsions R, Ga and
under the transformations (5.5.13). The results are

R'

W~f3(

change

= - ~e-2<T(~2 - 4R)eU
4

G~::i = e-(<T - Ul/2{ G~ri + ~(~:xa)(!0::ia) + i~Ctri(a W '"-f3Y --

a)}

(5.5.14)

e -3<T/2W,,-[Jy.

As may be seen, W"-f3y changes homogeneously.
At the prepotentiallevel, equation (5.5.13) means the following
N~"

= Nj'

W

,M

= WM

cp'

= e<Tcp.

(5.5.15)

Therefore, cp is a compensating superfield for the super Weyl transformations.
The super Weyl invariance can be used to impose the gauge condition cp = 1.

5.5.5. Integration by parts
From the algebra (5.5.6,7) one can obtain the relation
( -1)e B T A/

= O.

(5.5.16)

Therefore, in Einstein supergravity we have the rule for integration by parts
(5.2.62). In particular, if IjJ :x(z) and VaCz) are spinor and vector superfields
under proper boundary conditions, then

f

d 8 z E-l~"-IjJ(J.

=0

f

d 8 z E-l~aVa

5.5.6. Chiral integration rule
Let ff e(z) be a covariantly chiral scalar superfield,
Ye = ell'!le

OfJ.!le

= 0

= O.

(5.5.17)
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where fEe is characterized by the transformation law

bfEe

= ()."'o", + ).i1oi1)fEe.

Equation (5.5.5b) tells us that the integral

Se = f d4 x d20cP3 fEe == f d6z cP 3fEe.

(5.5.18)

is invariant with respect to all supergravity transformations (K, ). and
superlocal Lorentz ones). Now, we are going to rewrite expression (5.5.18)
as an integral over the superspace [R414.
In the chiral representation (see subsection 5.4.6), equation (5.5.3) can be
rewritten as

cP3F2

=

£-1.

(5.5.19)

Acting on both sides with the operator iOjlojl and recalling equation (5.4.36),
one obtains

= ~O'OJl£-1
4 i1

(5.5.20a)

~OjlOjl(£-I/R).

(5.5.20b)

cP 3R
or

cP 3

=

4

Therefore, Se can be represented in the form

Se

= f d4 x d 2 0 d28(E-l/R) fE e'

Finally, due to the identity (5.4.37), we can write

Se= fd6ZcP3fEe= fd8Z(E-l/R)2e.

(5.5.21)

This relation, known as the 'chiral integration rule', was obtained by W. Siegel.
It should be stressed that the chiral integration rule becomes unacceptable
in cases when the body of R vanishes at some superspace points. In particular,
this prescription has no flat superspace limit implying R -+ O. Hence, the chiral
integration rule illustrates itself the peculiarity of curved supergeometry.
Using the chiral integration rule, any integral over [R414 can be reduced to
an integral over [R~ x C;. Given a scalar superfield 2(z), two integrals

f

1

d 8 z E- 2
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and

f

dBz E-

1

(

Y

-lgJ2(*y))

coincide, owing to property (5.5.17). Then, since R is chiral one can write

f

-If
= -If
=

dBz E- 1 y

d Bz(E- 1IR)(gJ2 - 4R)Y
d 6 zelh-w[(gJ2 - 4R)YJ.

(5.5.22)

5.5.7. Matter dynamical systems in a supergravity background
We have completed the supergeometric description of curved superspace
corresponding to Einstein supergravity. Now, one can easily develop matter
superfield theory in a given (background) curved superspace.
By matter superfields we will understand unconstrained tensor superfields
of arbitrary Lorentz types (nI2, mI2), unconstrained chiral tensor superfields
of Lorentz types (nI2,0) and unconstrained antichiral tensor superfields of
Lorentz types (0, mI2).
The main symmetry principle which underlies dynamical systems in a
curved superspace is invariance with respect to the general coordinate
superspace transformations and the superlocal Lorentz transformations (the
general covariance principle):
f0~

= eJf" qr Ae- ff
.v

JI,

x' = eJf" X
(5.5.23)

= K M::lU M + -1 K ahM ab'
2

Here X is a set of matter superfields, in terms of which some dynamical system
is described. By definition, a local dynamical system is characterized by an
action superfunctional with the structure:
SeX; f0 AJ

=

f

dBzE- 1 Y(x; f0 A)

f

+ f d 6zcp3e -W Yc(X; f0 A) + d 6i$3 e -W 2\(x; f0 A) (5.5.24)
=

f dBZE-

1

{

Y(X;f0 A )

+

(*Y C(X;f0 A )

+ c.c.)}

with Y being a real scalar superfield and Yea covariantly chiral scalar
superfield; Y and Y c are assumed to be functions of superfields X and their
covariant derivatives to a finite order. In addition, Y and Y c may depend
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polynomially on the supertorsions R, Ga and W"li;' in order to have a
well-defined flat superspace limit.
Clearly, the dynamical superfield equations for the system (5.5.24) should
be covariant under the transformations (5.5.23). In order to have an explicitly
covariant form for these equations, it is worth obtaining covariant variational
rules. We shall now find covariant variational rules in two particular cases:
for dynamical systems described by a real scalar superfield V(z) or by a
covariantly chiral scalar superfield <J>(z) and its conjugate cI>(z), Tensor cases
may be treated similarly.
Having a dynamical system with an action superfunctional S[V; £2], we
represent an infinitesimal variation of S[V; .fiJ] in the form:
bS[V; .fiJ]

== S[V + bV; £2] - S[V;.fiJ]
(5.5.25)

= fd8ZE-lbV(Z) bS[V; £2].
b V(z)

The bS[V; f0 ]/b V(z) will be called the 'left superfunctional (or variational)
derivative' of S[V; .@] with respect to V(z). Obviously, bS/ bV(z) is a real
scalar superfield. It follows from (5.5.25) that
b V(z') = Eb4(x _ x')b2«(J _
bV~)

(}')b2(~ _ ~) == bB(z

,

z').

(5.5.26)

The bi-scalar 6B(z, z') will be called the 'covariant delta-function',
Having a dynamical system with an action superfunctional S[<I>, <ll; £2], we
represent an infinitesimal variation of S[<J>, <ll; £2] as follows:
bS[<J>, <ll; £2J == S[<I>

+ b<l>, <1> + b<ll; £2J - S[<I>, <1>; £2]

_ fd 6 Z'l'
,:>,3 
e

-

It

{~ffi(
u'¥\Z

)bS[<J>, <1>; £2]} + C.c.
b<l>(z)

(5.5.27)

= fdBZ(E-1 / R)b<l>(z/S[<I>, <ll;£2] + C.c.
b<J>(z)

where bS[<J>, <ll; £2]/b<J>(z) is a covariantly chiral scalar superfield, which will
be called the 'covariant superfunctional (or variational) derivative' of
S[<J>, <1>; £2J with respect to <I>(z). Owing to the identity
b<J>(z') =

f

d 8 zE- 1 b<J>(z)c5 8 (z,z') = -

~f d z(E8

1

/ R)c5<l>{zXf0 2

-

4R)c5 8 (z,z')

we have
b<l>(z') = _ ~ (f02 _ 4R)b8(z, z') == J +(z, z').
b<l>(z)
4

(5.5.28)
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The bi-scalar 15 +(z, z') is covariantly chiral with respect to each argument,
~"J +(z, z') = ~~J +(z, z') = O.

(5.5.29)

This can be readily seen in the chiral representation:
_(.@2 _ 4R)t{!

= o/lo/l(Pt{!)

°

J' + (z, z') = ~ ilo/l{ p2 EJ 4 (x
4

Vt{! ~

- x')J2(8 - 8')15 2(8' -

iT')}

= lO/lO/l{<p-3b4(X - x')J2(8 - 8')15 2(8' - /r)}
= <p-3J4(X -

x')b 2 (8 - 8')

where we have used equation (5.5.19). b+(z, z') will be called the 'co variant
chiral delta-function'.

5.6. Prepotential deformations
In this section we would like to discuss a covariant variational technique for
the supergravity prepotentials. It will be necessary in order to obtain a
supersymmetric generalization of the energy-momentum tensor and to find
(in the following chapter) supergravity dynamical equations. To start with,
we introduce a slightly modified parametrization of the supergravity
prepotentials and the supergravity gauge group. The parametrization given
below proves to be most convenient for perturbative calculations.
In the main body of subsections 5.7.1 and 5.7.2, the covariant derivatives
under conformal supergravity constraints only will be considered. Each
occasion that specification to the Einstein supergravity case is needed will
be specifically mentioned.

5.6.1. Modified parametrization of prepotentials
In the prepotential parametrization of subsection 5.4.1, the fiat superspace
limit corresponds to the choice:

N!=J!

w=

F=l

-

wa-"iTa a == - i£ o.

Hence, when making perturbative calculations with respect to a fiat
background, one must expand W around its fiat non-vanishing value ( - i£ 0)'
This is not so convenient. It would be preferable to have a parametrization
in which the fiat superspace limit corresponded to the choice W = O. Such
a parametrization is easily obtained from the old one by merely replacing

eW

--+

eW e-i£o

(5.6.1)
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Then, the spinor covariant derivatives take the form
1
f2 = FN l'ewD e- w + -n beM

"

-

f2i

"

2"

I'

-. w -

= FN/e

Dlie

-w

be

1 n. be

+ 2Hi Mbe

(5.6.2)

where DI' and DIi are the flat spinor covariant derivatives (see equations
(2.5.19,21)). Then, it seems reasonable to write W as follows

W= WMD M

DM

= (8 m,DI',DIi).

(5.6.3)

Further, we exclude from our consideration the unimodular matrix N,/ at
the cost of introducing a complex superlocal Lorentz transformation. Namely,
the covariant derivatives will be represented in the form:

f2(J.

= e1f "(FD(J. + ~~(J.beMbe)e-1r

- = iP'(- +

f2a

e

FDi

)-if"

1 - be Mbe e
2~a

1fI = WAD A + W(J.j3M(J.j3

(5.6.4)

+ W*PM ap ¥= if'

instead of the form (5.6.2). Here W(J.j3(z) and WiP(z) are symmetric bi-spinor
superfields. One can easily see that W ee j3 is in one-to-one correspondence
with the old prepotential N,/. A novel feature is the appearance of redundant
superfields Wit3 (¥= (W"j3)* = Wi P) which we have introduced by hand. In
principle, one can set W*p to zero or uniquely fix their values by imposing
the requirement

~eeMMp~ = 0

(5.6.5)

which is possible owing to the results of subsection 5.4.2. However, we prefer
to keep arbitrary WiP, similarly to the other superfields arising in 1fI. It will
soon be shown that W*P is a pure gauge degree of freedom associated with
some auxiliary gauge invariance.
Considering the parametrization (5.6.4), it is convenient to represent f2 A
in the form f2A=EAMDM+tn/eMbe as well as to write the transformations
(5.3.57) according to the rule
f2 A -+ f2~

f

= ef

f2 Ae- f

(5.6.6)

1 b

= K A DA + -K
cM be = f.

2

These act on the prepotentials just introduced according to the law
e 1f"

= ef

e 1f"

F=F

~~

be =

~eebc.

(5.6.7)
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To find an analogue of the A-supergroup in the parametrization (5.6.4), we
seek a transformation of the form
e if" = e if'e -

e'll" = e'll'e-i'i.

t\

+ N'PM rxp + A&.{3Mri.t3 =1= i\

A = AADA

(5.6.S)

supplemented by displacements of F and ,£/e such that the covariant
derivatives remain unchanged. In the infinitesimal case, we have

0= e

- if - if'
[bEt\;e = - A, FDri.

1 - be
+ 2'1 '-£"be Mbe ] + bFD"
+ 2'15'£"
Mbe'

Due to the relation
[0"", A]

=-

~(D"APt3)opp + 2iAPop" + (O"AP)Dp

- «O"AP)

+ A})D/3 + !(Ori.Ne)Mbe
2

the above requirement leads to restrictions on the parameters

o ·APt3 et

4iA Pb :X.P

-

A"p

=-

0 et·AP = 0
(5.6.9)

O("Ap)

Ari. and Arxp arbitrary
and also the transformation laws
_

_

bF = AF
b1:./c =

-

1 _

._

+ -(Dri.N')F
2

0ri.Nc

+ ([A, 1:.ri.J)bc.

(5.6.10)

Under the relations (5.6.9, 10), £2ri. is invariant with respect to the
transformation (5.6.S).
The first equation (5.6.9) is equivalent to the two identities:
O"App

+ OpApri. = 0

SiN'

= O"A''''.

They can be solved in terms of a spinor superfield Lrx as follows:
Arxri.

= - 2iDri.L"

1- 2
A,,= --D Lrx.
4

(5.6.11)

Then, the second equation (5.6.9) is satisfied automatically. We see that the
A-transformations (5.6.8, 10) are generated by unconstrained parameters L rx ,
A" and Arxp = Aprx. This is one of the main advantages of the parametrization

(5.6.4).
Let $(z) be a covariantly chiral scalar superfield, £2ri.$ = O. It can be
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represented as
<t>

= e iT <I>

Da<l> = 0

(5.6.12)

with <I> being a flat chiral superfield. The A-transformations act on <I> according
to the law
<1>' = eA<I>

(5.6.13)

or, in infinitesimal form,
J<I>

= A<I> = - ~ D2(L "D,,<I»

(5.6.14)

where we have used equation (5.6.11). Clearly, J<I> is chiral.
The X' -transformations (5.6.6) can be used to gauge away the real part of
"IY' res ulting in

=

"IY'

Jr

-iJr

= HAD A + H"f3M"f3 + Hoif'JM ap =.if.

Such a gauge choice is equivalent to introducing a chiral representation
defined by the rule: every tensor superfield V is to be changed by

V=

e-ff"V

(5.6.15a)

the co variant derivatives are to be transformed to

{f)A

= e-iT"£l)Ae ff".

(5.6.15b)

There is one difference between the chiral representation just introduced and
that considered in subsection 5.4.6. To obtain the representation of subsection
5.4.6, one has to make the complex coordinate transformation (5.4.30). In
the present case, since
e-11"

= exp[

- WAD A -

~ WabMabJ = exp [ - ~ W'abMabJ exp [ -

WAD AJ

one has to apply not only a complex coordinate transformation, but also to
accompany it by some complex superlocal Lorentz transformation. Since
Lorentz transformations (real or complex) do not change invariant functionals
of the form d 8 z E-1~, with ~ being a scalar superfield, the identity (5.4.37)
holds in the present case also.
The covariant derivatives in the chiral representation are

I

{f)
::::
f20i

e-

2iX

"

= e- 2iX (FD "+2~:EbcMk

= -FDoi +
== e - 11"eiF'

l~b
-L,

2

cM bc

f2 etoi =

Jr = H A DA

)e

2iX

~ { f2 et' .@oi}

1 b
+ _Ha
Mab

2

=

(5.6.16)

Jr.
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They transform according to the law:
.@~

e- 2LIf"

= eA..@Ae-A.

= eA.e- 2i .!!"e- A

(5.6.17)

where the parameters are defined as in equations (5.6.9) and (5.6.11).
Since (-2i6£') = A"O" - A"'D", + A"'PM",p - A"PNi"p + ... , we can use
Ai and A-xp to gauge away R"', H", R"'P and H"P resulting in
£'

= Raca·

(5.6.18)

In this gauge, we have a restricted set of gauge transformations:
6e- 2LJI" = Ae- 2i .!!" - e- 2i .!!"A has no spinor and Lorentz part::::;.
A
_
-2i.!!"I
(5.6.19)
Ai = e- 2i .!!"A"
a",p -

e

a",p.

Remark. Instead of choosing the gauge (5.6.18), one can impose a weaker
gauge condition
£'

= RADA'

(5.6.20)

In this case, only the second restriction (5.6.19) should be imposed.
In the chiral representation, one can readily repeat the analysis of
subsection 5.4.4 obtaining explicit expressions for the geometrical objects:

E
:::.

Ti

:::.

= P(e- 2i .!!"F)2E
--2

= E" In [EF

]

Y",

R = - ~02(P)
4

= Erx In [E(e- 2i .!!"F)2(1· e- 2i.!!")]

(5.6.21)

where we have denoted:

EA

= EAMDM = ( -l(O'iP{E p, Ep}, e-2i.!!"Drxe2i.!!",

0")

E = Ber(E AM ).
In the Einstein supergravity case, we have T",
from the above relations that

EF2

= cp-3

D"cp

= T" = O.

Then it follows

= O.

(5.6.22)

The chiral compensator cp proves to have the transformation law

6cp3

= AAD Acp3 + (caN -

D",Arx)cp3

1
= _D2D",(L"'cp3).

4

(5.6.23)

5.6.2. Background-quantum splitting
We go on by describing the covariant supergravity variational technique
developed by M. Grisaru and W. Siege!.
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Consider two sets of co variant derivatives under conformal supergravity
constraints:
~A=EA

MD M+-UA
1(""\ bCM be

2

and
V A = (E

1

1

2

2

(5.6.24)

+ c5E) AMD M + -(0 + c50)/cM bc == S AMDM + -0 /cM bc'

Using the parametrization of previous subsections for
V", = e1Y + liif

~ A'

one can write

-[(F + c5F)D", + ~(!: + c5!:)/CMbe}-1Y-01Y

(5.6.25)

where c5"1f" = c5W MD M + tc5W bc M bc and c5F are finite deformations (£5!:/c
is determined in terms of c5"1f" and £5F because of the conformal supergravity
constraints). The main problem one is faced with is that £5"1f" transforms
highly nonlinearly: the $'- and A-transformations act on "If" and ("If" + £5"1f")
according to the laws
e 1Y'+01Y' = e.Jf'e1Y + 01Ye-A.
e 1Y' = e.Jf'e 1Ye - A
(5.6.26)
To circumvent this problem, it is worth substituting the variation £5"1f" by
the covariantized one, !1"1f", defined by
e1Y + li1Y == ell. 1Ye1Y.
(5.6.27)
In accordance with equation (5.6.25), !1"1f" transforms covariantly:
ell. 1Y'

= e,Jf"ed 1Ye - .Jf'.

(5.6.28)

Now, if one represents !1"1f" in the form
!1"1f" = !1WMDM

=

+ ~!1WbCMbe

!1WMEMA~A + ~(!1Wbe -

AWMEMAo/e)Mbe

== !1 "If"A~ A + ~ A"If"bc M be
2

then !1"1f"A and !1"1f"bc will be Lorentz tensor superfields.
There is another argument in defence of variation (5.6.27). Namely, looking
at equation (5.6.4), it is seen that "If" enters as a complex general coordinate
and superlocal Lorentz transformation. Therefore, it seems reasonable to
represent any change in e1Y as a (complex) supergroup shift. Similarly, the
superfieJd (e'H'F) enters as a super Weyl transformation (5.3.58). Hence, it is
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tempting to represent its change as a supergroup shift, F + fJF = (e - ff~)F.
Finally, making a redefinition of fJ'Lc/c in equation (5.6.25), one arrives at the
V' representation:

V' "

= e~'1f'[~:!l ex + ~~n
beM be
2 ,,"

Je- Mr

Mr
v·" = e~ff[~:!l'" + ~~,veM
2
be Je- .

(5.6.29)

!Y.

1

V'''i

~"fI/' = ~"fI/'A:!l A + ~~"fI/'beMbe # ~"fI/'.

_

= 2{V'", V'ci}

2

This representation is known as 'background-quantum splitting' (originally,
it was developed for covariant quantization of supergravity). Background
quantum splitting determines deformed covariant derivatives V' A in terms of
the initial (background) derivatives :!lA' The derivatives V' A turn out to be
coupled to the background derivatives :!lA' All objects ~"fI/'A, ~"fI/'bc, ~ and
~n/c, which specify V' A' are tensor superfields.
There exists some inherent arbitrariness in the choice of ~"fI/', ~ and ~n~c.
Let us seek a transformation of the form
e~if-'

:!l~ = :!lA

A

= e~if-e-A
(5.6.30)

= AA:!l A + A"f3M"f3 + A&/JM&/J

supplemented by displacements of ~ and ~nlXbc such that the operators V' A
stay unchanged. Imposing the requirement
- Mr-. = 0= e- ~if fJV'ie

[-

A, ~:!l&,

J -

1 - bcM
1
- b
+ 2~n:x
bc + fJ~:!l& + 2fJ(~nli cMbJ

and making use of the algebra (5.3.53), one finds the following restrictions
on the parameters

-

:!l·A
"ex

i

+ -A
2

(

. R

IXIX

2iAf3fJ#

"

AIi/J

=

-:!l(iA/J)

1 __ n 1 __ n)
- -ToT')
16 P

+ -:!loP
8 P

=0

= ~,@.Af3/J + ~Af3.T/J
2"

4

ex

i
(f3
1 r T/J) - -:!l/J)T
1_
+ -Af3(&,
G Ii) - -:!l
2

8

fi)

(5.6.31)

8

Ai and A"f3 arbitrary.
The first two equations can be solved in terms of an unconstrained spinor
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superfield L,,:

_
1_ )
A"c; = -2i ( ~,;. + "2Tc; L"

A"

_ a)
41( ~- p - "21 T- P)( ~-p +"21 P'
L".

= -

(5.6.32)

Here f~, Rand G"i are the supertorsions corresponding to~ A' Further, the
transformation law for ff is
-

_

Jg; = Ag;

1 _

._

i.(

+ -(~·A")g; - -N"
2"

4

G. ""

1

-~

_

T· -

1 _

8 ""

-~·T

8 " "

)_

g;

(5.6.33)

The explicit form of J[~n/C] is not essential for later applications. In
summary, the transformations (5.6.30--33) leave the derivatives VA unchanged.
The background-quantum splitting proves to be very powerful when
making covariant variations with respect to the supergravity prepotentials
of invariant superfunctionals of the general structure

= S[X(£2);~] =

S(£2)

fdBzE-l2"(X(£2);~]

(5.6.34)

with 2" being a scalar dependent on a set of matter superfields X(£2) coupled
to supergravity covariant derivatives ~ A' Here we mark the matter superfields
by the label (~), since covariantly defined superfields often depend on
supergravity prepotentials. For example, if X(£2) is a co,:ariantly chiral scalar
superfield, ~,;,X(£2) = 0, then one can write X(£2) = eiYX. with X being an
independent flat chiral superfield, DiX = 0. Hence, any supergeometry
deformation ~ A --+ VA = ~ A + J~ A will induce some change of the matter
superfields, X(£2) --+ XIV) = X(£2) + JX, as well as of the functional (5.6.34),
S(£2) --+ S(V) = S(£2) + JS, where
S(V)

= S[X(V); V] =

f

d 8 ztS'-12"(X(V); V).

(5.6.35)

Both functionals S(£2) and S(V) are invariant under the :ff -transformations.
In the former case, they take the form
I

X(£2)

= e% X(£2)

~~

= e%~Ae-%

(5.6.36)

V~

= e%VAe-%.

(5.6.37)

in the latter case, they read
I

XCII)

= e% X(V)

However, after introducing background-quantum splitting (5.6.29), the
transformations (5.6.37) can be realized in two different ways: (1) as
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'background' transformations
ffi' = eX"ffi e-X"
A

V' = eX"V e-X" =>

A

A

11 "fil' = eX" l1"f11e-X"

ff"

A

= eX"ff'

I1n~bc

(5.6.38a)

= eX" I1n~bc

or (2) as 'quantum' transformations
t'7'
- eX"(Q1V A e -x"(Q) =>
ffi~ = ffi A
vA ell.1r' = ex"( Q1ell. 1r
ff" = ff'
I1n ~bc = I1n~bc

(5.6.38b)

where
%(Q)

= KAffi A + ~KbCMbC = &,(Q).
2

It is worth noting that the existence of two types of %-transformations is
brought about by the splitting of a single object ("fII + [)"fII) into two
independent parts "fII and [)"fII (a similar situation occurs, for example, in
electrodynamics, where, after splitting V m = vl:) + V~>' gauge transformations
[)V m = am)., can be realized as [)vl:) = am)., and [)V~Q) = 0 or as [)vl:) = 0 and
[)V~) = omA). Note also that SW) is invariant under the A-transformations
(5.6.30-33).
The real part of 11"f11 is a purely gauge degree of freedom for the 'quantum'
%-invariance. This invariance can be used to gauge away Re 11"f11.
Equivalently, Re 11"f11 is excluded automatically when working in the
'quantum' chiral representation introduced by
-

X(V) -+ X(V)

= e -MY X(V)

flfl A

- ell.1r
- - :I! MD
t'v7 A --+ AV A _- e-Il.1rt'7
vA
= 1!5 A M

Since

1- 1 = [Ber (1 AM)] -1

of S(V) coincides with

S(V)'

Pr

V~ -_

==

= (0"-1. e-Il.$-),

+ "i'1;,:;.l3 A bCM bc'

(5.6.39)

the quantum chiral transform

2iH
e- 2iH [ff'ffi '" + ~l1n
2 ~bCM bc Je
1

-

e- 2iH == e-ll.1YeMr
S(V)

ffi A

In the quantum chiral representation, we have

7"t.b

V" = ff' flfl ..~ + -2 l1u·'" cMb c

and the functional

-+

H

V~" =

==
2i {V~, V,,},

(5.6.40)

1

= HAffi A + 2HabMab = R

is invariant under the transformations
A
v~ = eAVAe- A
= e X(V)

-,
X(V)

e- 2iH' == eAe-2iHe-A

(5.6.41)
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with A defined by equations (5.6.30-32). Using this invariance, one can impose
the gauge
H =

Ha~a'

(5.6.42)

After doing this, we work with a restricted set of gauge transformations
(5.6.41) selected by the requirements

Aoe

= Aoe + O(H)

ArxfJ

= ArxfJ + O(H).

Remark. If XCV) is a covariantly chiral scalar superfield, VoeX(V)
transformation law is

bX(V)

1 ;;";z
= AX(V)
= - -(;;z-

4

rx

- 4RXL ~rxX(V))'

(5.6.43)

= 0, then its
(5.6.44)

In conclusion, we give explicit expressions for some geometrical objects,
constructed on the basis of ~ A' in terms of Hand fF. We will denote the
supercurvature and supertorsion tensors of ~ A in bold type,

[~A' ~B} = fABC~C + ~A.ABedMed'
2

Demanding the anticommutator

{Voe, Vp} = 4A.M oep
one finds
~noe,By =
R

l(

BoepP2 yff + BoeyP2 p§

= - -1 (;;z';;";z 4

-z

4R)fF .

(5.6.45)

Next, similarly to the derivation of equation (5.4.20), one can obtain

T~ = V In [§21(e ?YP)z(1' e$)].
j

On the other hand, the supertorsion T~, found from f!2 A' takes the form
+-

Tj = ~j In [E(e YT P)2(l·e W)J.
From these expressions we deduce that

= Voe In [§21E-l]
(5.6.46)
Finally, let us obtain a useful formula for 1. Introducing auxilliary derivatives
Toe - fFToe

A
v A =_ ( -

4i (-(la )fJP{f7p, ft}P ,e -2iHr,;,
V

V

2iH

a.oe) -_ U A;;zIB
Br,;,
1 f\ beM be (5647)
+ 2UA
•.

;;zIrxe,;;zI
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and recalling equation (5.6.40), one readily obtains

l = (§e-2iH~)2EU

U

= Ber(U AB).

(5.6.48)

It is not difficult to check the following conjugation rules
(l-l)*

= (l-le 2iH )

(U- 1 )*

= (U- 1 • e2iH).

(5.6.49)

5.6.3. Background-quantum splitting in Einstein supergravity
In the Einstein supergravity case, one must impose the constraints

rei. = Tri. = O.
Then, the expressions (5.6.46) and (5.6.47) give
§4(e-2iH~)2U

= cp-3

:!2ri.CP

=0

(5.6.50)

where cP is a covariantly chiral scalar (with respect to fZ A) superfield. Using
this relation together with equation (5.6.48), one can easily obtain
§ = cp-1(e-2iHq,)1/2U-1/6(1'e-2iH)1/6
(e-2iH~)

= cp1/2(e-2iHq,)-lU-1/6(1.e-2iH)-1/3.

(5.6.51)

Now the Berezinian l-l takes the form
l-l

= E- 1(cpe- 2iH q,)U-1/3(1' e- 2iH)1/3.

(5.6.52)

To complete out discussion, it is necessary to determine the transformation
law of cp under the A-transformations (5.6.41). It is an easy task if one
represents this superfield in the form: cp3 = §-2l-1E = §-2J-1, where J
is the Berezinian of the auxiliary supervierbein defined by
VA=JABfZ B +

.. ··

Here dots denote terms involving the Lorentz generators (superconnection
terms). The transformations (5.6.41) change J~ as follows
bJAB

= AJAB -

VAA B + JADAcTcDB

and hence
bJ-1

= AJ-1 + (-1)"AJ-1fZ AAA -

(_1)BAJ-1 ABT BAA

= ,I-lA

where we have used the identity ( -lyQ B./ = 0, which is fulfilled in Einstein
supergravity. Then, the transformation law for § is given by equation (5.6.33)
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(in which one has to set T

Jtp3

(1.

= Ta. = 0). As a result, one obtains

= Atp3 + tp3(~aN =

~(.@2

4

_

~(1.N

- iGaN)
(S.6.S3)

4R)~(1.(L"tp3).

The reader can compare this result with equation (S.6.44).
Note that, when H = 0, the derivatives VA coincide with those obtained
from ~ A after applying the super Weyl transformation (S.S.13) with (1 = In tp.

5.6.4. First-order expressions
Now, we would like to calculate all geometrical objects constructed from VA
to first order in the quantum superfields Hand (1 (tp = ea), i.e. considering
the approximation
e- 2iH ~ 1 - 2iH a:Z;a
tp = ea ~ 1 + (1.
(S.6.54)

An application will be given in the next subsection.
First of all, we calculate the Berezinian U of the supermatrix U AB found
from the derivatives VA (S.6.47). In the linear-in-H approximation we have

UAB =

[)A

B

+ AU A B

U=(BerU A B)= 1 + (-1)6 AU A A .
A

From equation (S.6.47) we deduce that
V" = ~" - 2i[Hb:Z;b' :Z;(1.]
= (J,/- H"pGf3P)~f3 - i(~"Hf3P)~f3P

Vaa

= ~{V", Va.}

=

+ H/R.@{1 + ...

~(1.a. - H"pGf3{1~f3a. + ~(.@a.~",Hf3P)~f3{1 + ...

where dots denote superconnection terms and off-diagonal terms. One readily
obtains

U

1 _.

= 1 + 2G aH a + - :Z;"~"H"a..
2

(S.6.SS)

Analogously, we have
(1' e- 2iH )

= 1-

2i~aHa'

(S.6.S6)

After plugging the upper two identities into expression (5.6.52), one obtains

#-1

= E- 1

((1 + a - ~GaHa
+ ~[:z;",.@a.]H"a. 3
12

i:z;aHa). (5.6.57)
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Further, from equation (5.6.51) one has
~=1+d~

d~ =!a
2

~.@DH
- ~~oi.@cxH '.
3
a
12
cxcx

(f - !GDH -

3

a

(5.6.58)

Now, making use of equation (5.6.45) gives
dOIi~y

= eli~~yd~ +

R = R - !(~2
2

eliy~~d§"

(5.6.59)

- 4R)d§".

To finish the calculations, it is necessary to determine the superconnection
dOoipy and the supertorsions Ca and'" cx{JY' In order to find d!lliPy' one must
calculate carefully the derivatives (5.6.47) and then impose the Einstein
supergravity constraints on the covariant derivatives t' A' After doing this,
taking (anti)commutators et' A' t' B} one may obtain explicit expressions for
Ca and'" cxpy. It is a trivial but tedious task. Omitting the details, we reproduce
the final results:
dOlicxP

= ~ <iAcxp

Acxp

1 P
= -~
.@(cxHPJ~ +

2

G(CX~H p,P

"'cx{Jy = W cxpy + dWcxpy
dW cxpy

= - ~(fWCXpy 2

-

!(~2 _
8

CC.oi
dG cxoi

=

Ap,sMp,sWt%PY

4R)[.@(cxA py) + H(/.@pGy)oi]

= Gcxoi +

AGc.1i

-iHb.@bGcxoi - !((f + a)Gcxoi + i.@cxiu - (f)
2

+ {~~ rf.-.@2
16

-

+ ~(.@PR)'@p +

4R)~P + ~ .@p(~2 16

4R).@{3

~(~pm~p + ~RR + GbG }HCXoi
b

+{~( GCXIi+~[~"".@cx])( GPP-~[~P,.@PJ)
1
1
1
}
- -.@
2 CXCX..@pp + -4 (.@ cx GPp)~.cx - -4 (~ cx. GP~).@ cx H pp6

(5.6.60)
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1 I'5p .
Y
+-2.&
2 (W 0< pH.Y)--:::LI
2 (W'D-H
o<py 0< )
Y 0<

l
+l

+ {-Hf3P[~p, 2.&p] + (2.&f3Hf3P)~p - (~pHPP)2.&p}Go<(%
{(2.&o<R)2.&PH p(i

-

(~IiR)~PHo<p},

5.6.5. Topological invariants
As an application of the technique developed above, we show that the
superfunctional
f!}

=f

{~Wo<PYWo<PY + GaGa + 2RR }

d 8 z E- 1

(5.6.61)

is invariant with respect to arbitrary variations of the Einstein supergravity
prepotentials. The superfunctional (l}J turns out to be a supersymmetric
generalization of the four-dimensional topological invariant (P - X), where
P is the Pontrjagin invariant and Xis the Euler invariant (see subsection 1.6.6).
First, we vary the superfunctional

11

=f

d8Z(E-1/R)WO<PYWo<PY'

(5.6.62)

For this purpose note the identity

f

f

d 8z(1- 1/R)2 c = d 8 z(E- 1 /R)(1

+ 30')2c

~(%2c = 0 (5.6.63)

which follows from the relations (5.6.57-59). Then, making use of equation
(5.6.60) gives
011 = f d 8 z(1- 1/R)\VO<PY\Vo<PY - f d8Z(E-1/R)WO<PYWo<PY

= fd8ZE-1HO<Ii{ 1
+ -((2.&PR)2.&p
4

0

+ (~pR){!;P)Go<(% -

W0<.py~DG
P o<y. - 2.&b2.&bG 0<0<.
(5.6.64)

(~(%Gb)2.&o<Gb - 3RRGO<Ii

1'52 - + 2.& 2R) + -2.&0<(%(2.&
i
-2 R- - 2.& 2}
R)

1
+ -Go<(%(:::LI
R

8

W 0<PY2.&pG yo<. +

4

where we have used the relations (5.5.6, 8). It is seen that 011 does not involve
variation of the chiral compensator, a. Therefore, the superfunctional (5.6.62)
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does not depend on the chiral compensator cp. Equivalently, the above
observation means that 11 is invariant under the super Weyl transformations
(5.5.13).
It is worth pointing out that the right-hand side of equation (5.6.64) is
real. Hence, the superfunctional
r!)

f!} -

=

f

d Bz(E-1 / R)wcc{iYWcc{i'/ -

f

dB Z(E - l / R)WjpyW ciPY (5.6.65)

does not change under arbitrary variatIOns of the Einstein supergravity
prepotentials. This object represents the supersymmetric extension of the
Pontrjagin invariant.
Secondly, let us vary the superfunctional
12

=

f

d8 z E-1GDG Q •

(5.6.66)

Making use of the relations (5.6.57, 60) leads to

M2

=

f

f

d 8 z1- 1 GDG D-

d 8 zE- 1 G GD
Q

= ~f d BzE-l {af0 2R + af0 2 R}

f

wiY~pG(X'i + f0bf0b Gccci:

+ d 8 ZE- 1H(Xj{ wlYf0{iG yci: +
1
- -« f0{iR)f0 {J

D

+ (:] pR)~P)Gccci: + (~ci Gb)f0CC Gb + RRG"ci

4

;;;
- -1 Gb [-;z;.
f0 ]G b
2 ""

+ -1 G

C(

;;; 2 -

+ f0 2 R)

.(-;z; R

24 "'''

;;;2 2
- -5i f0 '(::0
R - f0 R)
12 ""

+ -2 R- f03

(5.6.67)

.R
0< "

;;; .R)f0
+ -1 (::0
3

0<

}

R .
"

Finally, we consider the superfunctional
13 =2

f

d 8 z E-1RR.

Since in the quantum chiral representation

R= e- 2iH (R)*

(5.6.68)
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making use of the relations (5.6.57, 59) leads to
M3

f

= 2 d 8 zJ- 1 RR
= -

~f d

+

fd
8

i
+ -f:2

8

-2

f

zE-l{a§2R

ZE-

d 8 zE- 1 RR

+ afZ2R}

H""{ 2RRG"i - ~G"i(g2R + §2R)

1

(5.6.69)

-:-2 2 - - ·R - -(f0.R)f0
1 - .(f:2
R - f0• 2 R) - -Rf0
R }.

6 ""

3

""

3"

"

From equations (5.6.64,67,69) we see that fJf!JJ = O.
In conclusion, we point out that the superfunctional

f

d 8 z E-1(CaC a + 2RR)

(5.6.70)

is invariant under the super Weyl transformations (5.5.13), similarly to the
previously considered superfunctional (5.6.62).

5.7. Supercurrent and supertrace
In general relativity the energy-momentum tensor of a matter dynamical
system coupled to a gravity background satisfies equation (1.6.60), owing to
the general covariance. Our goal now is to find a superfield generalization
of the energy-momentum tensor as well as to look for a supersymmetric
version of equation (1.6.60).

5.7.1. Basic construction
Consider a theory of matter superfields X living on a given (background)
curved superspace. Its action
S=

S[X;~] =

f

d 8 z E- 1

!t'(X;~)

(5.7.1)

f0 A being the relevant covariant derivatives, is supposed to be invariant under

the supers pace general coodinate and superlocal Lorentz transformations.
In the present section it will be useful for us to understand the
action as a superfunctional of the matter superfields and of the back
ground supergravity prepotentials 'If/' = WMD M + 1w ab Mab and cp(~&.cp = 0),
SEx; .~] = SEx; 'If/', cp].
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Suppose the prepotentials suffer slight disturbances such that the covariant
derivatives change in the manner
!!2 A

V'

"

--+

V' A

1

= ~ AMDM + -8 /eM be
2

= e-iH(~!!2 " + ~~n
beM )e iH
2 '"
be

H

V. = eiH(~.@. + ~MveMb
)e- iH
2 '"
e
IX

= Ha.@a = A

V'",,, =

IX

(5.7.2)

~{V'"" V,,}
2

with ~ being as in equation (5.6.51) and ~n",bC being determined by
supergravity constraints. This change in the supergeometry is accompanied
by some disturbance of the matter superfields

x --+ XiV) = f (X; H, (,0)

(5.7.3)

depending on their superfield types. The action changes as follows:
S[X;.@J

--+

S[X(V); V'J == SeX; !!2IH, (,0]

=

f

d 8 z E- l 2'(x(V); V').

(5.7.4)

In practice, it is useful to transform S[X(V); V'J into the 'quantum' chiral
representation:
XiV)

= e -iH-XiV)

SeX; .@IH,('oJ

~A

= e-iHV'AeiH

= f d8z1-12'C~'(V); ~).

(5.7.5)

Let us introduce two superfields

J

T a == -SeX;
.@IH, (,0] IH =
JHa
15
T== -SeX; .@IH, (,0] IH
15(,0

0, rp

= 1

(5.7.6)
= O,rp = 1

which will be called the 'supercurrent' and the 'supertrace' of the system,
respectively. The supercurrent turns out to be a real vector superfield, since
the same is true for Ha. Similarly, since (,0 is covariantly chiral and scalar,
the supertrace represents a covariantly chiral scalar superfield,

f2"T= O.

(5.7.7)
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Remark. For calculating the supercurrent and the supertrace, the following
variational rules

bHb(z')
bHa(z)
bip(z')
bip(z)

= b/ Eb 8(z - z')

= _ ~ (~2

(5.7.8)

_ 4R)Eb 8(z _ z')

4

are helpful.
In accordance with the results of subsections 5.6.2 and 5.6.3, S[X(V); V] is
invariant under the transformations
be- 2iH = Ae- 2iH
bip3 =

~(~2

_

e- 2iH i\
(5.7.9)

4R)~IX(LlXip3)

_

4

bX(v) = AX(v)

where
A = AA~A

+ AlXfJMlXfJ + AriPM riP
.-

21~ riL",

AlXri = (cr")",riAa = Ari/3 = -~(riAp)

1

A", = -

p.

+ -AfJ(riGp)
2

41 ~-2 L""

Ari = Ari

+ O(H)
(5.7.10)

A"'fJ = i\"'fJ

+ O(H).

Here L", is an unconstrained spinor superfield. The transformation law for
H"'ri can be rewritten in the form
bH"'ri = {J2riL", - ~IXLri

+ O(H)

(5.7.11)

where O(H) denotes all H-dependent terms.
Now, let us choose vanishing quantum superfields
Ha=O

ip=l.

In this case, X(V) = X and the transformation laws (5.7.9) reduce to
bH lXri = ~riL", - ~",Lri
bip3 =

~(~2
4

_

bX(V) = AX
(5.7.12)

4R)~",L'" = bip = ~(~2 - 4R)~",L"'.
12

Further, the condition that S[X(V); V] is invariant under the transformations
(5.7.9) now reads
0= fd8ZE-l {-

~bHlXriT"'ri + ~bipT+ ';bIP T } + (AX) bS[X; ~].
2

R

R

bX

(5.7.13)
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Suppose the matter superfields satisfy their dynamical equations

oS[x; f0] = O.
oX
Then, equations (5.7.12) and (5.7.13) say

f

8

1

{I _.

1}

0=, d z E- L'" 2,f0"T"ri + "3S&:xT + c.c.
Due to the arbitrariness of L Cl, this relation is equivalent to the equation

_.
f0"T"ri

=-

2

(5.7.14)

-f0"T.
3

It is this equation which expresses the condition of invariance of the action
superfunctional SeX; f0] under superspace general coordinate and superlocal
Lorentz transformations. One can look on equation (5.7.14) as a supersymmetric
generalization of the conservation law (1.6.60).

Remark. There is a simple prescription for calculating the supertrace:
considering the action SeX; f0] as a superfunctional of the supergravity
prepotentials, SeX; f0] = sex; "fI/', cp], the supertrace proves to be given by
<5

T= oaS[x;"fI/',e<1cp]I<1=o

!!Jlja

=0

(5.7.15)

with the variational derivative oloa being defined as follows
oa(z')
oa(z)

= _ ~(!!J2
4

_ 4R)Eo 8 (z - z').

(5.7.16)

5.7.2. The relation with ordinary currents
Here we would like to discuss the component content of the supercurrent
and the supertrace.
As we know., the invariance with respect to the supergravity gauge group
can be fixed by imposing the gravitational superfield gauge (5.4.38). In this
gauge, the matter action becomes a superfunctional of the gravitational
superfield Jr"m(x, e, B) and the chiral compensator <fJ(x, e), sex; S&] =
sex; Jr"m, <fJJ. Clearly, making a slight disturbance of the gravitational
superfield Jr"m -+ Jr"m + oJr"m will induce some change in the covariant
derivatives. This change, supplemented by an auxiliary oJr"m-dependent
general coordinate and superlocal Lorentz transformation, can be represented
in the form (5.7.2). The two variations oJr"m and Ha are in one-to-one
correspondence. However, the former transforms in a nonlinear, complicated
way, while the latter possesses the vector superfield transformation law.
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Further, instead of considering

Trx~,

Y m == -[)[)ytm
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one can introduce

SEx'' ytm , in]

(5.7.17)

~

which will be called the 'non-covariant supercurrent' of the system. The two
objects 7;, and Y m are uniquely connected to each other but, in contrast to 7;"
Y m is characterized by a nonlinear complicated transformation law. We can
look on the supercurrent 7;, as a covariantized form of Y m'
Expanding Y m in a power series in e, ~ we obtain
(5.7.18)
Y m= J ~ - 2i8"Qmrx + 2ii'T"Qm" + 2eaai'TT ma + ...
where

J5 _
m-

[)S

[)S
-

[)A m

Qmrx

= [)'P m"

T

a _
m -

[)S

[)eam'

(5.7.19)

here eam, 'P"m and Am are the component fields of ytm in the Wess-Zumino
gauge (5.1.17). Obviously, T ma is the energy-momentum tensor. Next, it was
shown in section 5.1 that 'Pm" and A mare gauge fields for local supersymmetry
and local chiral transformations, respectively. Therefore, Qm rx is the spinor
supersymmetry current and J~ is the axial or Ys-current. As a result, the
supercurrent contains the multiplet of ordinary currents, including the
energy-momentum tensor.
The leading term in the expansion of the supertrace in a power series in is

e

T(x, e)

= 3G(x) + ...

G = [)S/[)B

(5.7.20)

where B is the complex scalar field appearing in the power series expansion
of qJ3 (see equations (5.1.41)). Higher-order component fields in the expansions
(5.7.18) and (5.7.20) turn out to be expressed through the currents (5.7.19)
and the field G. To argue this statement, let us analyse the conservation law
(5.7.14) in a flat superspace.

5.7.3. The supercurrent and the super trace in flat superspace
It is almost obvious that when background superspace is flat the supercurrents
Ta and Y m coincide. Then, using equation (5.7.18), the leading component
fields of Trx~ = (aa)""Ta are given by
T""I = J~"
OrxTppl = -2iQpp.rx = -2i(ab)ppQb"
1

"2 [Orx, DJ Tppl = 2Tpp,,,,, = 2(ab)pP(aa)rt."Tba.

(5.7.21)

Equation (5.7.14) takes the form
_.

2

O"T rt.rx. = --0
3" T

D"T=O.

(5.7.22)
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Recalling basic properties of the fiat covariant derivatives, one can deduce
from equation (5.7.22) some useful consequences:
DfiO" T .

""

- 2

D

= - ~ bP
3

OPD" T . =

D2T

"IX

"

8' 0

2

Ta" = 31 IX" T

D TIX"

=-

8.

~b,1 . D2f
3

(5 .7.23a)

"



(5.7.23b)

310IX"T.

From relations (5 .7.22) and (5 .7.23a) we obtain
D"T I =
-

-

3i(O'aQa)1X

~D2TI = ~DIXD:iT

4

8

.j

IX"

= _ ~ Ta + ~ioaJs.
8

4

a

(5.7.24)

a

Therefore, the supertrace is expanded in a power series in () as follows:

~3 T = G - i(}:X(~Q-)a lX - 4~ (}2(T aa -

ioaJS).
a

(5.7.25)

We see that the supertrace contains the trace of the energy-momentum
tensor, the trace of the supersymmetry current (~Qa)1X and the axial current
divergence oa
On these grounds, the supertrace can be treated as the
supersymmetric extension of the trace of the energy-momentum tensor.
The supercurrent component fields, omitted in the expansion (5.7.18), can
be easily found with the help of equations (5.7.23,24). The results are

J;.

-

~D2T:x,, 1 =
4

2iO:x"G

1 r..2
- -Dp.u TIX"I

.
(b - )
= 210
1X" 0' Qb P

- 1 {D 2,D-2} Toclil
32

1 ~ ~b J 5) p.
= -voc,,(v
b

4

(5.7.26)

2

As we see, these components are expressed via those presented in equations
(5.7.18,19).
The conservation law (5.7.22) encodes information about the symmetry
structure of the energy-momentum tensor as well as about divergences of
the currents under consideration. It follows from equation (5.7 .23a) that
D"DPTpp
oaTa

+ DpDPTIX(J = 0

= ~i(D2T- 02f).
6

(5.7.27)
(5.7.28)

Now, taking the space projection of equation (5.7.27), one readily obtains
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the relations
orJ.fJJ$fJ

= -b~pocJ;

T pp"fJ

= -blT~.

(5.7.29)

The second relation shows that the energy-momentum tensor is symmetric,
(5.7.30)

Tab = Tba

Further, equation (5.7.28) can be used to find
oaQaP = - oa(uaucQc)p

(5.7.31)

1
oaTab = -ObTa
2
a

Therefore, the currents QafJ and Tab' obtained in accordance with rule (5.7.19),
are not conserved. But the improved currents
Q~fJ = QafJ

+ (uaUCQclfJ

,

1

(5.7.32)

c

Tab = Tab - "2l'/ab T c

turn out to be conserved.

5.7.4. Super Weyl invariant models
Consider a dynamical system such that its action superfunctional SeX; ~J =
sex; "fII, cp] is invariant under super Weyl transformations of the general form

x' = e-d(+IO" -

d(-IU

X

"fII'

= "fII

cp' = eO"cp

~tP = 0 (5.7.33)

with d(+) and d(_) being numbers (fixed for the system under consideration)
and u(z) being an arbitrary covariantly chiral scalar parameter. In this case
the dynamical system is called a 'super Weyl invariant model'. Recalling the
definition of supertrace (5.7.15), we see that super Weyl invariance requires
the supertrace to vanish when imposing the matter dynamical equations,
ll~S//ix

= 0

(5.7.34)

= O.

Then, the conservation law (5.7.14) takes the form
DciTocci

= O.

(5.7.35)

At the component level, equation (5.7.34) leads to the requirements
(~Qa)oc = 0

T~ =

in accordance with equations (5.7.26).

0

oaJ;

=0

(5.7.36)
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5.7.5 Example

To obtain some experience in the calculation of the supercurrent and the
supertrace, we are going to evaluate these objects in the case of a theory of
a covariantly chiral scalar superfield X, !!}"X = 0, and its conjugate i The
action superfunctional reads
S[X,/.;0']

f d z E8

=

1

XX + {f d 8 z(E- 1 /R)Sf c(X) + c.c.}

(5.7.37)
!!}jSf c(X) = 0
Sf c being a chiral superpotential. This action generalizes the Wess-Zumino
model action (3.2.8) to the case of a curved superspace. It is worth pointing
out that if one represents the chiral compensator cp and the matter superfield
X in the form

= e#q;
X=

cp

Djq; =0

e#x

(5.7.38)

])"X = 0

then the chiral superpotential term can be rewritten as

f

d 8 z(E- 1/R)Sf c(X)

=

f

d 6 zq;3Sfc(X)·

(5.7.39)

In accordance with the prescnptlOn of subsection 5.7.1, to find the
supercurrent and the supertrace one must calculate the variation
(is

= S[x(V), Xiv'); V] - SeX, x; ~]

where

S[x(V)'~V);V] = f dBzl-l~v)x(V) + {f d Bz(l-I/R)Sf (X(v))
c

-

X(V)

=X

+c.c.}

- = e- 2iHi

X(V)

Using equations (5.6.57,63), to first order in quantum superfields Ha, a and

a we have
(is

where

=

f

d

B

Z

E-

1

{I.
1 1_}
"2 H ""'T IXci + R aT + RaT
-

1 _ _

T IXrj = -(~rjX)~IXX

3

2

_+----+

+ -ix ~IXciX 3

2

_

-GrxciXX
3

(5.7.40)

and
T= -

41 X(~-2 -



4R)x

+ 3Sfb)·

(5.7.41)

Remarkably, the supercurrent does not involve Sfc(X). This follows from the
fact that the superpotential term (5.7.39) depends only on the chiral
compensator.
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Let us clarify whether or not the supertrace vanishes on-shell. Due to the
variational rule

= _ ~.@2

bX(z')
bX(z)

_ 4R)Eb 8 (z _ z')

4

the dynamical equation for X is given by
1 -2

- - (fifi - 4R)X

4

+ 2'~(X) = O.

(5.7.42)

The relations (5.7.41) and (5.7.42) show that the supertrace vanishes if and
only if
32' h) = X2'~(X) :::;
2'c(X) =

(5.7.43)

~ X3

with g being a constant. In this case the action turns out to be invariant
under the super Weyl transformations

x' = e-<1 X

1fi' = 1fi

cp'

= e<1cp

.@(x(J = O.

(5.7.44)

The reader can explicitly check that the supercurrent (5.7.40) and the
supertrace (5.7.41) satisfy the conservation law (5.7.14) under imposition of
the equation of motion (5.7.42).

5.8. Supergravity in components

In this section we intend to describe the technique of passing from superfields
(supergravity or matter) to component fields. Explicit formulae expressing
the component fields of the supertorsion tensor R, Ga and W",,By via the fields
of the Einstein supergra vity multiplet (see Section 5.1) will be given. It will
be shown how to read off the action functional from the action
superfunctional. Local supersymmetry transformation laws of matter
component field will be discussed.
Throughout this section, we work in the gravitational superfield gauge
(5.4.38), in which the covariant derivatives are built from the gravitational
superfieJd JRm and the chiral compensator cp(z) = eW cp(x, e) = cp(x + iJR, e)
(and conjugate <p(z) = eW $(x, iJ) = $(x - iJR, iJ) by means of equations
(5.4.43-47) and (5.5.4). As was shown in Section 5.1, the residual gauge
invariance can be used to set the Wess-Zumino gauge

JRm

= e~rJeam + ilPe"''Pm~ - W2 rJ{x,¥m{x + e 2 lPA m
cp3 = e- 1{1 - 2ie(Ja'¥a + e2B}
$3 = e- 1 {1 - 2irJO'a'Pa + lPB}

(5.8.1)
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where

'P a" = ema'P moc

'l'a~

= ema'l'm~.

(5.8.2)

We take the Wess-Zumino gauge as the starting point for investigating the
supergravity component structure.

5.B.l. Space projections of covariant derivatives
In flat global superspace, superfield component fields were defined using the
notion of space projection. It seems reasonable to follow the same line when
working in a curved superspace. By definition, the space projection VI of a
superfield V(x, B) coincides with the zero-order term in the power series
expansion of V in if:

e,

e,

e=

VI = V(x,

0, if = 0).

one can also define space projections of differential operators. Given a
first-order differential operator of the general structure
X

= XM(Z)OM + Xab(z)M ab

its space projection is taken to be

XI == XMloM + XablM ab.
It is clear how to extend this definition to the case of operators of second
and higher orders. We would like to point out, however, that when calculating
space projections one should be careful and remember that the expression

(XV)I

= XMI(oMV)1 + XablMabVI

does not coincide with

XI VI

+ XablMabVI.

= XmlomVI

Now, we proceed to find the space projections of the covariant derivatives
g&AI =

EAM\OM

+ lnAbC\Mbc

in the Wess-Zumino gauges (5.8.1). For this purpose let us obtain some
auxiliary relations.
Owing to the Wess-Zumino gauge, the semi-covariant supervierbein EA
(5.4.43) is characterized by the projections

Eocl = Ooc
E21 = -ooc o"
1
~
-[Eoc,E~]1

2

i~1 = -a~

i

2

1

=

-a~a~

= -oocfJf/.

(5.8.3)
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and
Eal
=>

= eamo m== ea

= eam

Eaml

= ema.

Emal

(S.8.4)

We see that Eal coincides with the ordinary vierbein. Similarly, considering
the superfield anholonomy coefficients Cabc appearing in the commutator

[Ea' EbJ = CabcEc
CabCI proves to coincide with the ordinary anholonomy coefficients ~abc,
[ea' ebJ = ~ abcec
since Ea does not involve spinor partial derivatives.
The above identities make it possible to rewrite the expansions (S.8.1) in
the manner
JIl'm I = E"JIl'm I = E2 JIl'm I = 0

-~ [E", EaJJIl'ml = (aa)"cXeam
- ~ E E2 JIl'm I =

i\{'m

4 "

1
32 {E2, E2}JIl'ml

=

(S.8.Sa)

"

Am

and

<pI

=

~

E,,<p I =

e- 1/3

-"32i e- 1/3 (aa\{' a)"

-lE2<p1 = e- 1/3 ( B + ~'Paaaab'Pb)

(S.8.Sb)

and similarly for cp. Among the relations (5.8.5a), only the latter requires
comment: due to equations (5.8.3) and (5.4.43), we have

E2 E2 JIl'ml = - ocXoaE2 JIl'm I = - ocXocX(o"
= 16A m + 4i(aa)"cXeaocXo"JIl'ml

+ 2i(aai1)"ea)o" JIl'm I

which means

.!..-E2E 2J1l'ml = Am 16
1

~

~e eam
2
i

a

_E 2£2J1l' m l = Am + -eaeam .
16

2

(S.8.6)
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To derive the relations (S.8.Sb), it is sufficient to note that in the Wess-Zumino
gauge cp is of the form

cp(z)

= ( 1 + iJfm om -

i

Jfm Jf·omo• ) <p(x, 8)

and then to use the expansion of <p3 (S.8.1).
Remark. Using equations (S.8.6), one can prove the relations
1 ~
-E"E2£{JJf m
8

= - ~«(J"b)rz{J((jabceCm + E;,, {JA m

1~
2~
-E
8 rz.E E pDJf'"1

= _(aab)
.,,((j c '"
2
rzl' ab e

l

.

2

i

C

- e."A'".
"p

(S.8.7)

Now all the necesary ingredients are at our disposal in order to evaluate
the projections ~" I and ~"I. It is worth recalling that the spinor co variant
derivatives read
;z;" -

"" - FE~ '"

+ n"flyM P)' + n"pyMP'i

~,, = FEri

+ nriflyMfly + n,,(JyM $y

Here the connection superfields are built from the F and F and anholonomy
coefficients C"'bcand Cribc (S.4.4S) by the rule (S.4.46). In accordance with
relations (5.4.47) and (S .S.4), F and F have the form
F

= cpl / 2i[J-l det - 113(1-

jOJf)det I 16 (1

+ ioJf)det- 116 (£a m)

F = cp - 1 i[J 1/ 2 det 1/ 6(l - ioJf) det - 1/ 3( 1 + ioJf) det - 1/6(E. m)
where
(1

+ ioJf).'" =

o.m

+ io.Jfm

p.
1
' p.~
c. m= - -(I1.)""[c", Eri]Jfm.
4

Therefore, one must calculate FI, E"F I, E<iFI and C"bc and their conjugate.
Using identities (S.8.4, S) and expressions (S.4.4S) one obtains

Crz.f3 $,yy I = 2ie"fl'P yy .P
C<i. fl(J,Ti I = - 2ierip 'l' yy.{3·

(S.8.8)

Here we have converted the gravitino vector index into a pair of spinor indices,
'I'''''',fl = (a.)",ri'l'a p
'P"" ,(J = (a.)",,,'P ap.
(S.8.9)
Further, one readily obtains
det (Ea m) 1 = e

E"det(Ea'") 1= ie(a.'P m)".

(S.8.10)
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Along with the relations (5.8.5b) these mean
FI

=

Ect.FI
~

E"FI

= ftl = 1

-EC/.FI

=

= - ~(o'a'pa)"

(5.8.11)

2

~ _
-E",FI

i

= "2 (\{Iaaa),,'

Now, in accordance with definitions (5.4.46), the space projections of the
spinor superconnections are

.T.·

.T.·

nC/.,Byl = - "2i (eC/.,BTy/ + 8 cx";T,BY;)
I

nClPY
and

1

=

n"pyl

_

=

n",,B"; I =
Then, since F 1 = 1 and ECl I

(5.8.12a)

_

"2 (\{Ict.P ..i + \{I Cl.Y,p)

~(e",p\{lyl + e"y\{lyp;)
(5.8.12b)

i

-"2 (\{I,B""y + \{I y",,B)'

= GC/., one can immediately arrive atthe final results
f0 cx l = G" - i(aa'Pb)"M ab
~'" 1 = 0'"

(5.8.13)

- i(aa\{lby:'M ab'

It remains to determine ~al. Using the explicit form of the supervierbein
vector components (5.4.18), it follows from the above identities that

_

Eal- ea

1 - oP
+ "21,B
\{la G,B + "2 \{laP .

(5.8.14)

Now, we find it convenient to represent f0 a l as follows
f0a l

= V a +!\{I/f0,B1 + !'Pap~.B1
2

(5.8.15)

2

where Va are ordinary space-time covariant derivatives,
Va

1

= ea + "2W/eMbe

Here the Lorentz spin connection Wabe is related to
Wabe =

nabe I + ~ (\{Iaa b'P e -

\{I aa e'P b +

(5.8.16)

nabe I by the rule

\{Ibae'Pa -

\{I ca b'P a)·

We shall determine the connection Wabe (and hence nabe I) in subsection 5.8.3.
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5.8.2. Space projections of R, Rand G.
As the next step, we evaluate the projections of the supertorsion tensors R,
R and G•.
Recall that R is given by

R = - ~ E2(F2).
4

Then, making use of the explicit form of F gives

RI = - ~~-2IE2(q>det-1 /3(Eam))l.
4

After a short calculation, one obtains
_

1

RI =-B
3
(5.8.17a)

B = B + ~2 'FaO' aa b1JIb + ~2 1JIa'P a
hence
1

RI =-9
3

B = B- + -1T

tTJa

2

(5 .8.17b)

~ mb
1 Hlam
aa(J'bT + - T Ta'

2

We see that 3R:1 and 3RI coincide with the scalar field Band D, respectively,
from the Einstein supergravity multiplet.
To find Gal, we note the relations
-iG a

= T p/ = C p!

(5.8.18)

T p/ being the components of the supertorsion,

U:C p, E&aJ = T p/E2y + ...
and C p/ being the supervierbein's anholonomy coefficients,

[E p, EaJ

= Cp/E y + ....

In deriving relations (5.8.18), we have used the commutation relations (5.5.6)
and the expressions for the supertorsion components (5.2.47).
Expanding the commutator

[Ep, Eo<Gi] = [FE p, FFEo<Gi

+ ~F(Eo< F)EGi + ~F(EGiF)f.p
2

i
i
]
+ -n
2 0<0<:iF£.Y + -CL
2 ",0<YFE Y

2
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one arrives at
C{i.~",.

1I

1r

''''' 1'1'

I = 4L/i. ~ "'. "

{i

i

~

;.;\ - 2(E~F)IE",FI
A

-

1 p F
1I
~
+ 2(.c.~
)1'f'/H. - (E",F)IE~F I

-in~/I IEIIFI + ~EJ,;FI + ~Ep(Fn",l)l.
All the terms... except the last two, have been calculated above. When
evaluating E'J.EiFI and Ep(Fni /)I, the relations (5.8.6, 7) prove to be helpful.
After some calculation, one arrives at

4
3

Gal = -Aa
Aa

1
= Aa + _[',abed~
bed 8

-

1 rnb ,T.
2 T (J aTb

-

1
-('f' (J 'l'b
4 a b

+ 'f'b(Jb 'l')
a

(5.8.19)

i .bedrn
+ -[',
Tb(J e,T.
Td
8

We see that iG. coincides with the vector field from the Einstein supergravity
multiplet.

5.8.3. Basic construction
The relations (5.8.13, 14, 17, 19) turn out to be sufficient to determine all the
other quantities: the connection Wabel the projections W OCPY I, 2.& ocR I, 2.& oc Ga I,
2.&2 R I and so on. This is done as follows.
We are going to evaluate the space projection of commutator [2.&oc,,, 2.&pp]
in two different ways: first, using the representation (5.8.15) and secondly,
making use of the commutation relations (5.5.7). In the former case, we have
2.&"", 2.&ppl

a.'

1
1 ,T.
= V"",2.&ppl + 2'f'"""
Y2.&y2.&ppl + 2T""" y~ Y2.&ppl

= V""'( V pp

I

+ ~ 'f' pp,r2.&y + ~ 'l'pp,y~y

1

I)

1

+ 2 'f'"",Y[2.&y, 2.& pp] I + 2 'l' """ y[~Y, 2.& pp] I

-J)

+ 21 'f' oca,Y( Vpp +12 'f' Pp.02.&0 + 21T,T. pp,J2.&
1 ,T.

(

1

0

1 ,T.

2.&yI

a.J) 2.&_. I

+ 2 T "",y Vpp + 2'f'PP, 2.&0 + 2TpP,J~

Y
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which leads to
[~"c" ~ p(J] I = [V W'" V pp]

1

+ "2(V",,'I'P(J.t +

1

_

__.

Vp(J'I'"",.r)~yl + "2 (V"",'I'pP;i - Vpp'l'"",y)~YI

~ 'I' ",,?'[~(' ~pp] I - ~ 'I' pp7[~Y' ~:x,,] I
1_

_.

1_

_.

+2
- '1',,,,
1- -'I'Rf:i
" ..,[~i', ~Rb]
1'1'
2 I' '/•..[~Y, ~",,]I
1
.
D{
}
1{ -' -J}
+ "4'1':x,,?,'I'P(J, ~i"~" 1+ "4'1'"".i,'I'PP,6 ~i',~ I
,\TI
,:.
-"41 (ill
T cd, T pr3,'

+

\TI
T

Y){
7,;i} I
:x",'·"HJ
T (3(J,
::LIy,::LIy •
fi)c

Now, introducing the torsion and curvature tensors associated with the
derivatives V a ,
1
[Va,V b]

= ffabcVc + "2P1tabcdMCd

(5.8.20)

= 5or abcnc + m ab," M"';; + m abi,6 M- ,:,6/
.?,ij

;j])

Y

i

and applying the (anti)commutation relations (5.5.6), the upper expression
takes the form

[~"'" ~ pp] I = {ff"",pi + ~ ('I'""O"c,¥ pp +

'I' ppO"c,¥ :xci) } Vc

g

(V""'I' PP." - Vpp'l' "".") +

i

~ ('I'""O"c,¥ PP i -

'I' ppO"c,¥ ",,)'1'/
-

}

- "2 ('I'"",pGI' pi - 'I' pp,,,GY"I) - "2 ('I' "ci,p<>~ - 'I' pp,,,<>&)R I ~i' I
+ {Pltr;,ci,PP,Yc5 -

~('I'''''',h'' + 'l'r;,,,,c5epy).@pRI

i

_ _

i

+ "2 ('I' pp, ye"" + 'I' pp,c5e",)~"R I + "2 'I' "",P~(yG.5)P I
i

_

_

- "2'1'fJ(J, ,,~(yG.5),,1 - i'l'"",pWpi,,, I + i'l'fifJ."W"i.,,1
- "21 ('I'"",y 'I' p(J,,, + '1'"",0'1' /i/1JR_}
I M1."

+ .@ill_

and

At}·"- terms.

(5.8.21)
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On the other hand, owing to the identity
(O"a)~j(O"h)fljl£abedGcqd

=

-i£jflGI/'q,)

+ i£,IIG''l2,.j

from relations (5.5.7) we deduce
[q~j, gll/lJ = -(O"a)~iO"b)/1/1£abedGdIVc
1

+ {-

I

-(O"al~"(O"blfJjl£abedGdl'l'/

2

+ ejflW ~r/I-

1

+ -c;jjlq~RI8ti
2

~e"fi,9jG"jll }q;.1

I

(5.8.22)

-2

+ { 8ed/l(£~ ... e/lcl + £~J£fi)(q

- 8RlRI

+ ~£"fl,9jq(i'G,,)jll}MYb + ,9"'1 -

+ £:i/lq"w fJ,,, 1

and MY"-terms.

Now let us analyse the relations (5.8.21) and (5.8.22).
Since the V-terms in relations (5.8.21) snd (5.8.22) must coincide, the torsion
yabe is determined in terms of the gravitino and the vector field Ad as follows:
Y abe = -

i

-

'2 ('I'aO"c'l'b -

-

4

d

'l'bO"e'l'al - 3'£abed A .

(5.8.23)

Therefore, the V-connection reads

_ 1

Wabe -

"2 (r bca +

_

2

facb - f abc ) = wab/ e , '1') - 3'£abcd A

d

(5.8.24)

where

rabc = C&abc -

Y abc

(5.8.25)

It is seen that the connection depends on the gravitino and the vector field
Ad' Extracting from Wabc the term containing Ad gives the gravitino-dependent
connection wabc(e, '1'). The corresponding covariant derivatives
Va = ea

[V a, VbJ

1

+ "2Wab/e, 'I')M bc

= !J abcVc+ ~ §it abcdMcd

(5.8.26)

2

will often be used later.
To simplify subsequent work, it is convenient to introduce the gravitino
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field strengths:

4i

+ "3 AC{(aca'Pb)'i -

'P ab" == Va'P b:, - Vb'P a:, - yabc'P c:'

2i

+"3 {Aa'Pb)' -

,',

- ,',

Ab'P a,,}

- ,;

or c-

c,

'Pab' == Va'Pb' - Vb'P; -!:1 ab 'Pc'
iTJ';
-"32i {AaTb'
-

(acb'Pa)J

)yt

-"34i A C{(-aca'¥ br; (-acb '¥a
1_

8.27 )

AbTa
iTJ "'}
l

and their spinor analogues

'P ~p;;

= ~ (aab)~p'Pab'{

'P ~tl.y

-

1 b = 2(aa
)~p'PabY

.1'.

'P~p.y

In terms of the derivatives

'P aby

= Va'PbY

T ~tl.y

Va> then 'Paby

= - ~(c1"b)~tl'P aby
= -

(5.8.28)

ID
21 (-ab)
a ~fJT aby'

reads

- Vb'Pay - !/abC'PCY

+ ¥AC{(aea'Pb)y

- (aeb'Pa)y}
(5.8.29a)

2i
{Aa 'P by - Ab'Pay}
3

+or

'P aby

= eame bn{ Om'Pny -

On'Pmy

+ ~cOmeJaed'Pn)y -

2i c
A {(a ea'Pb)y - (aeb 'Pa)y}
3

+-

~cOneJaed'Pm)y}

2i
{Aa'P by - Ab'P ay}
3

+-

(5.8.29b)

where cOmed = emawacJe, 'P). It is worth pointing out that 'P aby and 'P a/ differ
from similar quantities which arose in the transformation laws (5.1.47) only
by the presence of A-dependent terms.
Let us return to the analysis of relations (5.8.21) and (5.8.22). Setting the
~yl-terms in both expressions to be equal, one obtains
1

-e~il~",Rlb~

2

+ e~ilW ",/1 '"

-

2

Y

ill

Y
i - .1', . A)i~fJ - .1'
,
TpoP.'"·b Y
\,
"'p. - -B(T
6
"''''./1''
O<l

= e·6'P p Y + e p'P.o

"'p "'.

1

-e",p~~G
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We decompose this identity into irreducible components resulting in
~,RI

2

=-

i -

b

-

:0(.-;G

{J

-

4

fJ

i-

.T.

+ 3 B(aa'l'a)" = 3'1'''fJ. + 3 BT (Xti.

3(aa 'I'ab)(X

(3)1 =

i_-fJ

+ 3 B'I'

(S.8.30a)

(a../3)

(S.8.30b)

+ 'I'fJy.(X + 'I'y".fJ)·

(S.8.30c)

-2'1'&/3.

1
W(XfJ)·1 = 3('I'(XfJ.(

fJ

/3

Now, one can easily calculate the projection ~a.GfJ/3l, using the Bianchi
identity ~iG"a. = :0(XR. Next, conjugating the relations (S.8.30), one obtains
the projections ~iRI, ~«XGfJ/1 and W"/3yl.
At present, it remains to investigate the MY"-terms in expressions (S.8.21)
and (S.8.22). First, however, we would like to discuss the properties of the
curvature tensor in the case of non-zero torsion.

5.8.4. Algebraic structure of the curvature with torsion
As is well known, in the torsion-free case the curvature tensor is characterized
by the following algebraic properties:

= - [!.lbacd = - [!.labdc
[!.labcd + ~bcad + ~cabd = 0

(S.8.31a)

[!.labcd

~abcd

(S.8.31b)

= ~cdab'

(S.8.31c)

The first property follows directly from the definition of the curvature. The
second relation represents the torsion-free Bianchi identities. Finally, the
third property is a direct consequence of the second one.
In the case of non-vanishing torsion, the Bianchi identities are modified
in the manner
~ab/

+ [!.lbc/ + ~cabd =
- ff ab eff e/

Vaffb/

ff b/ff e/

-

+ Vbffc/ + Vcffab d
ff c/ff e/

-

(S.8.32)

therefore neither equation (S.8.31b) nor equation (S.8.31c) hold. The curvature
components induced by the torsion can easily be determined. Let us
decompose the curvature into two parts:
~abcd
(S)

(A)

~abcd

~abcd

_

-

= (S)~abcd + (A)[!.labcd

1

_

1

_

2" [!.labcd + 2" ~cdab

-

1

2"~abcd

1
-

(S)

-

[!.lcdab

_

2" [!.lcdab

-

(A)

-

~cdab'
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Since (S)91 abcd is symmetric with respect to transposition of the first and second
pairs of indices, one can readily see that
(S)91

abcd

+ (S)91 bcad + (S)91 cabd

is totally antisymmetric, therefore,
(S)91

_
abed -

~

abed -

1
efhg91
efhg
24 eabed e

(S.8.33)

gfabed being a curvature tensor under the torsion-free constraints (S.8.3Ia-c).
As for (A)91 abed , antisymmetric with respect to transposition of the first and
second pairs of indices, it contains two irreducible components: antisymmetric
(A)91 caeb

= t91 ab -

t91 ba

(S.8.34)

where
9l ab

==

:3fcacb

(S.8.3S)

and symmetric traceless
e acde (A)91

cde

+ ebede(A):3f ede a = eacde:3f cdeb + ebcde~ cdea + ~",abeCdef:3f
(5836)
2"
cdef' ••

b

It should be stressed that the tensors (5.8.34) and (S.8.36) and eabcd~abcd are
generated by the torsion, owing the equation (S.8.32).
For further analysis, it is useful to consider the curvature tensor with vector
indices converted into spinor indices,
~%;:,P(J,Yi;,(jj

= ((ja)",,{(jb)pp{(jc) yy((jd)c5j91 abcd
= 2eyj:3f"Ii.P(J,yc5 + 2eyc5~">i.P(J.y"

where

9l%>i.P(J.,'c5

proves to have the general form

9l%!i .PP .1'/j

= e;:pC"pyi; + e"pEi ,c5"P

+ e;:p{e"ySpc5 + e{iyS,,/j + e,,(jSpy + ep(jS,,1')

(5.8.37)

+ e;:p{e"yep[) + e,,[)epi,)F
with C,,/Iy(j and S"/i being totally symmetric and E1'c5;:(J symmetric in its
undotted and, independently, its dotted indices. We would like to recall that
in the torsion-free case the scalar F and the symmetric traceless tensor
Eab

were real and

S"p

= -l (-(j a)"'''((j- b )PPE%p~{l
4

(S.8.38)

was absent (see equations 1.6.6S,66)). Another situation
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occurs in the general case. One can explicitly check the following relations:
F

Eab

= ~(.Oi
+ ~2cabed.Oiabed )
12

I{

= 4 .Oiab + 2.i caede.Oiede b + .Oiba + 2.i Cbede.Oiede a
- ~IJ
2 ab (.Oi
Sx(3

(5.8.39)

- ~cede!.Oi
2
ede! )}
1

= - - (aab)x(3.Oi ab
4

where .Oi = IJab.Oi ab is the scalar curvature.
Now, we are ready to complete the investigation of relations (5.8.21) and
(5.8.22).
-2 -



5.8.5. Spaee projections of:?2 R, :?2(~:?2<i,GJ)tJ) and :?2(", W(3yJ)
Using the Bianchi identities (5.5.8), the MyJ-terms in equation (5.8.22) can
be rewritten as

~C"'tJ(C:xyC(3J + c",Jcp}') ( (9l 2 -

8R)

R I+eatl~(a W.8yp) I)

1
1
P
+ -ciXp:?2(d:?2(yG.,)tJ)
I + -c~p(c",y:?2
Wp(3DI + c(3y:?2 PW p",J I

2

4

+ eiX J:?2 P W p(3;.1 + epy~PWpaYI))
where dotted and undotted indices in ~(d:?2(yGD)P) (and everywhere below)
are symmetrized independently. Further, we insert the expressions for
.OiiX~,PtJ,yJ (5.8.37) in (5.8.21). Now, setting the MyD-terms in (5.8.21) and (5.8.22)
to be equal leads to
{522 RI

= ~(.Oi
+ ~2 eabed.Oiabed ) + ~9 BB - 9~ B('PaaaiJb'Pb + 'Pa'Pa )
3
b'
2i . p
+ i:?2~RI(iJb'P)iX
+ -'P"'''''
:?2(",Gp)dl

(5.8AOa)

3

~(~:?2(YGJ)P)1 = 2£,JdtJ

+ 2i'P(Y(Cc,J@p)RI - i'P "'(d,"':?2(YG D)tJ) I

+ 2i'P ",(~,tJ) W",yll I + ~ B( aab)dp'P /'P b15

(5.8.40b)

:?2(",W pyD )I = C",pyJ-i'¥(",Cc,p'PyJ),Cc - i'P(",p,y'PJ)d,Cc.

(5.8AOe)
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When deriving the last relation, we have used equations (5.8.30b, c).
Let us discuss the results obtained. From equation (5.8.40a) we see that
the iF-component of the supertorsion R (and the 82-component of R)
contains the scalar curvature. Therefore, one can look on Rand R as
supersymmetric extensions of the scalar curvature. Further, it follows from
equation (4.8.40b) that the 8a bt1-component of the supertorsion Ga contains
the traceless Ricci tensor
1

1

"2 (9fab + alba) - 41Jab9f
in accordance with equation (5.8.39). Therefore, Ga represents the super
symmetric extension of the Ricci tensor. Finally, equation (5.8.40c) shows
that the leading term in the 81X-component of the supertorsion W Pro coincides
with the anti-self-dual part of the Weyl tensor (see equation (1.6.66)). On
these grounds, W Pt'O can be called the 'super Weyl tensor'.
Above we have evaluated only a special set of supertorsion space
projections. Beautifully, these results (combined with the commutation
relations (5.5.6,7) and the Bianchi identities (5.5.8)) turn out to be sufficient
to determine ~ <i.@rGopl and .@IX W Pro 1 and all the other space projections,
such as .@2G(X<iI, .@2W(Xpy l and so on. For example, we have
.@2G(X<i1 = .@P.@(XGp<i1 - .@(X.@PGpoll = {.@p,.@oc}Gpoll - 2.@oc.@PG pol l
= 4RIM(Xp GPoll- 2.@(X~<i.4l1 = 6RIG IXol I + 4i.@IX<iRI
= 8BA(Xoll

+ 4iV'IX<iRI + 2ilJt(X<i,p~PRI

1 - ~
=8B ( A(Xol- -'PlXriae'P
12

e) + -V'(X<iB
4i
3

4i - ~bC\T.
-'P(Xria Tbe
3

where we have used equation (5.8.15). As a result, we have at our disposal
the full component description of Einstein supergravity.

5.8.6. Component fields and local supersymmetry transformation laws
Our next goal is to give a proper definition of the component fields of tensor
superfields and to discuss their transformation laws.
We begin by recalling that in the gravitational superfield gauge (5.4.38)
we stay with the restricted set of gauge transformations ofthe general structure
(5.4.49). The stronger gauge fixing (5.8.1) imposes severe constraints on the
superfield parameters A,m(x, 8) and A,1X(x,8). Namely, the only transformations
preserving the Wess-Zumino gauge are: the general coordinate transformations
described by
A,m(x, 8)

= bm(x) = lim(x)

A,IX = 0

(5.8.41)
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the local Lorentz transformations,

=0

Am

Arx(X, ())

= Krxp(x)()P

(5.8.42)

and the local supersymmetry transformations,
Am(X, ()) = 2iecr aEe am- 2e 2 i:'l'm

Arx(X, e)

i

= Erx(x) + _Q(E)()rx + KrxP(E)()rx + e2 -terms

(5.8.43)

2

with Q(E) and K"p(E) being given in equations (5.1.42) and(5.1.44), respectively.
Consider a tensor superfield V (indices are suppressed). In accordance with
relations (5.4.49), its space projection VI transforms as follows

<5VI =

~().ml + Iml)om + Arxlo"VI + I"leY'vl
2

rx VI.
+ o(rxAp)IMrx pVI + o("Ap)IM-'p
In the case of the general coordinate and local Lorentz transformations, this
law is reduced to

<5b+kVI

= bm(x)omVI + ~Kab(x)MabVI.

(5.8.44)

2

Therefore, VI is a tensor field. Similarly, since the covariant derivatives ~ A.
move every tensor superfield to a tensor one, each of the fields ~ A. VI, ~A.~B VI,
... , is a tensor.
Under the local supersymmetry transformations (5.8.43), VI changes by

<5VI = e(x)orxVI

+ E,,(x)o"VI + (K"P(E)M rxp + K"P(E)M"p)VI.

Now, comparing the explicit form of KrxP(E) and K"P(E) with the projections
of the spinor superconnections (5.8.12) and using (5.8.13), one obtains
<5 E VI

= Erx(x)~rxVI + E,,(x)~"VI.

(5.8.45)

This marvellous result means that the set of tensor fields {VI, ~ A. VI, ~A.~B VI, ... }
is closed with respect to the supersymmetry transformations, and the relevant
representation is linear, owing to the ~-transformation law (5.4.49). It can
be readily seen that among the fields {VI, ~ A. VI. ~A.~ B VI, ... } only a finite
subset is functionally independent. In particular, if V is an uJ'I.>unstrained
superfield, such a subset can be chosen as follows

VI

~"VI

f2rxVI
-

~f2 ~2VI

4 rx

-

~f22VI

4

- -1.@ .~ 2VI
4 rx

- -1.@2 VI
4

1
_
- [f2rx, ~,,] VI
2

1
32 {f22,.@2}VI.

(5.8.46)
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Obviously, these fields are in one-to-one correspondence with those arising
in the expansion of V in a power series in and e. Therefore, we can identify
tensor fields (5.8.46) with the component fields of V. In the case of a covariantly
chiral tensor superfield X, !!2~x = 0, its component fields can be taken as

e

xl

1

- -~2xl.

~"xl

4

As an example, let us find how the local supersymmetry transformations
act on the component fields of a covariantly chiral scalar superfield X. Defining
the component fields by
C(x)

= xl

;.,,(x)

= ~"xl

F(x)

=-

1

4~2XI

we obtain

bEC

= E"~"xl = EA

bE;'" =

(Ef3~f3 + Etl!!2tl)~"xl =

-

!E(X~2XI
+ 2iEcX~"cXxl
2

= 2E"F + 2iEcXV,,~xl + iEcX\f' "l~pxl
'-i
'-i
f3'
-_ 2E"F + 2IE
V(XjC + lE \f' ,,!.c, I'f!

bEF = -

!(E"~" + E~!!2~)~2XI
4

1.

=

-E(XRI~:xxl- !EcX[st12,!!2~JxI
4

.

= - -BE), + eG"cXl~"xl + iE"~(xcX~(Xxl
3

1

= - -3 BE). -

4
- AaAO' E - i(va A)O' E - i\f'aO' EF
3
a
a
a

where equations (5.5.9b, d) have been used.
We hope the reader has already been convinced that finding local
supersymmetry transformation laws is a simple procedure.
Remark. The transformation laws (5.1.48)can easily be reproduced utilizing
the fact that the fields B and Aa represent the space projections of tensor
superfields Rand Ga, respectively (and keeping in mind the difference between
the definitions of gravitino field strengths (5.1.49) and (5.8.27)).

5.8.7. From superfield action la component action
Before we conclude, one more important question must be discussed -

how
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to represent an action superfunctional of the general structure

S= fd8ZE-1.P
in terms of the relevant component fields.
Owing to the well-known identity

f

d8 zE -1 .P

f

1

E-  - 4R).P
d 8 zR(f'2

= - 41

it is sufficient to solve the problem for chiral action superfunctionals of the type

E-1

f

Se
=
d 8 z -e
'p
R

:!2!j.P c = O.

(5.8.47)

Recall that one can equivalently write Se as

3

6

(5.8.48)

Se = f d z clJ !le

where .Pc and its chiral transform !le are connected in the Wess-Zumino
gauge (5.8.1) in the manner

.Pc(z) =

(1 +

~.itm.itn(}m(}n )!lc(X, 8).

i.itm(}m -

Next, performing the integral over 8 reduces Se to

Se
Now, since
in the form

£.21 = - (}CO o" and .itm4

Se == f d x{ =

f

= ~ d 4 x(}CO(}c;(clJ 3!lJ

e,

we can rewrite the last expression

~ECOEc;(cp3 .Pe)}I

f 4X{ - ~cp31E2
d

.Pc I -

~.PeIE2cp31 _ ~ECOcp3IEc;.Pel}. (5.8.49)

On the other hand, we have the simple relations

f'2c;.P el = FIEc;.Pe I = E".Pel
1 2
- -2lJ .:eel
4

1 c;

~

1~"

~

1 P c;

~

= - -f'2 (FE".Pe) I = - -FIE (FEc;.P e)I - -n P IFIEco.Pel
4
4
4
= - !(E"FI + nPP"I)E".Pe)1 - !E2 .Pc I
4

4
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since

FI = I. Using equations (5.8.11, 12), one obtains the relation
1-2
- - E .sfel =

4

i ,TJ ~ et
- -1 ~ 2 2'cl + -(yQO'a)
~Ct2'cl
4

2

which must be inserted in expression (5.8.49). Finally, after using equations
(5.8.5b), Se takes the form

E- ~
Se
== R
dBz-.sf
e

f

1

=

f

{I 1I)}

d 4 xe- 1

+ ( B-2~QaQO'b~b -

-

4_ ~ 2.sf c

i
-(~Qa
)Ct~

2

fi?

Q:tc

2~Q~Q 2'cl .

This is the working formula for calculating the action functional.

1
(5.8.50)
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Dynamics in Supergravity
To invest existence with a stately air
Needs but to remember
That the acorn there
Is the egg of forests
For the upper air!
Emily Dickinson:
To Venerate the Simple Days

6.1. Pure supergravity dynamics
We have already succeeded in developing a deep understanding of curved
supers pace geometry. Naturally, the formalism developed inevitably leads
those familiar with Einstein general relativity to new hypothetical
worlds-supersymmetric universes. By a supersymmetric universe we shall
understand a curved supers pace, empty or inhabited by some matter tensor
superfields denoted X, with a joint evolution law (action principle). It is
reasonable to take an action superfunctional determining physically
admissible supergeometries and dynamical matter superfield histories in the
form
S = SSG[~AJ + SM[X; ~AJ

where SSG is a pure supergravity action, depending on the Einstein
supergravity prepotentials only, and SM is a matter action. Both terms in S
are required to be invariant under the general coordinate transformation
supergroup and the superlocal Lorentz group. In this section we consider
the simplest candidates for the role of pure supergravity action.
491
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6.1.1. Einstein supergravity action superfunctional

We begin by finding a supergravity action such that the corresponding
dynamical equations reduce to ordinary Einstein equations after switching
off all the fields, except the vierbein, of the Einstein supergravity multiplet.
In other words, the dynamical equation should admit the following particular
solution
9f!ab(e) = 0

'Pm", =

Am = B = 0

9f!ab(e) being the Ricci tensor constructed from the torsion-free covariant

derivatives. This implies that the purely vierbein-dependent part of
supergravity action must coincide with the ordinary gravity action

f d xe

1
SG=-2

4

2K

-1

(6.1.1)

9€(e)

where K is the graviational coupling constant.
It seems natural to look for a supergravity action in the class of
superfunctionals of the general structure
1
2"
K

f

1

d Bx -E- ~(T BC D ,g}A T BCD ,
R

... )+

(6.1.2)

c.c.

~,,2c=0

where ~ is a covariantly chiral scalar depending polynomially on the
supertorsion and its covariant derivatives up to a finite order.
Remark. Recall that owing to the identity

f

dBz E- 1 2=

-~

f

dBz

E~ (~2-4R)2
1

each integral over [R414 can be reduced to a chiral-like integral.
Let us show, guided by considerations of dimension, that the supergravity
action can be restored uniquely modulo a constant. The dimensions of
quantities appearing in (6.1.2) are

[l/K2] =2

[d Bz]=-2

[E]=O

[R]

= 1.

Since the action is dimensionless, we must have
[~]=

1.

Next, we suppose that ~ has no explicit dependence on the gravitational
coupling constant. Then, by virtue of the relations
[G a]

=1

[W",p';]

= 3/2

[g}AT BC D ] ~ 3/2

which follow from the commutation relations (5.5.6), ~ may be at most a
linear combination of Rand R. Finally, the requirement of chirality means
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2;, '" R. We therefore obtain
SSG= -

:2 fd z E8

1

(6.1.3)

.

The normalization constant ( - 3) is needed to produce the correct vierbein
contribution (6.1.1) at the component level (see below).
As may be seen, the supergravity action has a simple geometrical
interpretation. Namely, SSG is proportional to the supervolume of the curved
superspace. Using relations (5.4.19) and (5.5.4), the action can be rewritten
in terms of the prepotentials as follows:

3f d z <p<p{E-1(1·eW)(1·eWW/3.
- -+

8

SSG= - -

(6.1.4)

1\2

In the chiral representation, the action reads
3 fd6 Z <pA3RSSG= - 1\3

R =e W~
l\

(6.1.5)

and this form of the supergravity action is just like the gravity action (6.1.1).
6.1.2. Supergravity dynamical equations
To vary the supergravity action, we follow the prescription of background
quantum splitting described in Section 5.6 (see also subsection 5.7.1). Making
use of equation (5.6.57) gives
JS SG = SSG[V A] - SSG[.@A]

=-2.fd8ZE-1{a+a-~GaH
+![.@a.
~iJ.]H a.a..-i.@aH a }
3
a
2
'
1(2

=-

:2 f d z E-1{a+a-~GaHa}
8

where we have omitted total derivative terms. Recalling the variational rules
(5.7.8), with cp = 1 + a being the quantum chiral compensator, one obtains
JS SG=_G
2
JHa 1(2 a

JSsG _ _ 2.R.
---

Jcp

2

(6.1. 7)

I(

Therefore, the supergravity dynamical equations look like

Ga=O

R=O

(6.1.8)

We see that on-shell, only the super Weyl tensor Wa.,By remains
non-vanishing, and it satisfies the equation

.@a.W",By=O
in accordance with the Bianchi indentities (5.5.8).

(6.1.9)
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6.1.3. Einstein supergravity action functional
We would like to describe how the action (6.1.3) looks in terms of components.
For this purpose we apply the component technique developed in Section 5.8.
To convert SSG into components, we make use of the reduction formula
(5.8.50):

3
SSG= - 1(2

f8

f 4 -1{

1

E3 d xe
d zRR=
- 1(2

1 RI- i ('P
-a~O'a)" ~"RI
-4~

2

2

-b
- - ) RI } .
+ ( B- 1 'PaaaO'b'P
-21 'Pa'P
a

2

Next, recalling that RI = iB and making use of equation (5.8.40a) one obtains

3
SSG = - 1(2

-i

f

d4 Xe -

-"61 ( ~ - 2i eabed B?abed ) +91_BB

1{

B('PaaaO'b'P b

-l

+~ 'Pa'P a) ('Paaa)"~,,RI--~ 'P"~'P.9(~G"p)I}.

The last two terms can be written, with the help of equations (5.8.30a,b), in
the form

- ~
a- 'P +9~ B('Paa-a0'b 'P b+ ~2 'Pa'P a)
6 eabed'P abed
with 'P ed" being the gravitino field strength (5.8.27). Therefore, the action
functional reads
1
SSG=2

f

d 4 xe -

1{

I(

1
i abed B?abed+-e
1 abed 'PaO'b'Ped--BB.
- ~
1- }
-B?--e
2
4
4
3

(6.1.10)

Note that the second term in SSG is purely imaginary. In addition, the
third term also has an imaginary part. These constributions must form a
total derivative, since the original action (6.1.3) is real by construction. Hence,
we can rewrite SSG in the explicitly real form:

f

1 d 4 xe SSG=2
I(

1{

1

11 abed('PaO'b'Ped-'PaO'b'Ped)'
- - }
-B?--BB+-e
2
3
4

(6.1.11)

The action has hidden dependence on the vector field Ad via the connection
Wabe (5.8.24) and the gravitino field strengths (see expressions (5.8.29)).
Extracting all A-dependent terms, one obtains

f

1 d 4 xe SSG=2
I(

1{

~

I

14 dAd+-e
1 abed ('PaO'b"f'ed-'PaO'b'P
.7,
""}
-~(e,'P)--BB+-A
ed ).
2

3

3

4

(6.1.12)
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Here 9l(e, qJ) = blab ab is the scalar curvature generated by the covariant
derivatives ~a (5.8.26), and

'1I abY = ~ aqJ bi' - ~ bqJ a"l - !i ab cqJ ci"

(6.1.13)

From equation (6.1.12) we see the part of SSG determined by the vierbein
simply coincides with the gravitational action (6.1.1). It is seen also that SSG
leads to trivial dynamics for the fields B and Ad, which vanish on-shell,
(6.1.14)

B=Ad=O.

On these grounds, B and Ad are said to be the 'supergravity auxiliary fields'.
As for the last term in (6.1.12), it turns out to be a curved space nonlinear
generalization of the Rarita-Schwinger action of a massless spin-t particle
(1.8.42). Therefore, we can consider the supergravity theory as describing
interacting massless spin-2 and spin-t particles. It should be noted that there
exists a wide class of models of interacting spin-2 and spin-~ fields, with
Lagrangians of the form

~ 9l(e) +eabcd'T'aabVie)qJ d + O(qJ4)
where Va(e) are the torsion-free covariant derivatives. But it is the supergravity
action which describes consistent interaction in the sense that SSG possesses
invariance under local supersymmetry transformations c:5qJ m:x = eme", + ... ,
which generalize the linearized gauge invariance. Let us stress also that a
naive curved-space generalization of the Rarita-Schwinger action
S=

fd 4X e - leabcd'l' a V (e)qJ
a b c

d

proves to be contradictory, since the dynamical equations
eabcdabVc(e)qJ d =0

are consistent only if

0= eabcda aV b(e)Vc (e)qJ
d

abcd
= ~2 eabcdaa
[Vb
(e)' Vc(e)]qJ d = ~
4 e 9l ab k1a c

(J

kl qJ d

which implies a strong constraint on the curvature of curved space. It is
supergravity which gives us the only satisfactory way to describe massless
spin-t particles in curved space.
In conclusion, we would like to comment about the component form of
the supergravity equations of motion (6.1.8). First, setting RI = Gal =0 gives
the auxiliary field equations (6.1.14). These mean, in particular, that the
connections Wabc and wabc(e, qJ), defined by equation (5.8.24), coincide on-shell.
Then the requirements ~",RI =~(o:GPp)1 =0 are equivalent, due to equations
(5.8.30a,b),and to the gravitino field equations which can be written in several
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equivalent forms:
\I' tJ.,...,
,,{3=0

(6. 1.1 Sa)

\1'&(3,)- =0

sabcdir b\I' cd = 0

~\I'

~

l~\I'

~\I'

~+~~ d=~

!2 eabcd\l' c = _ i\l'ab
d

(6.2.1Sb)

l~\I'

~

(6.1 .1Sc)

irb\l' ab = O.

(6.1.1Sd)

M+~~

Finally, setting the left-hand sides of the relations (S.8.40a) and (S.8.40b) and
their conjugate to vanish, one arrives at

~ab + ~ba = i'l'e(ira\I' be + ~ ire\l' ab) + i\l'e(

'l' be + ~ O'e'l' ab)

0' a

(6.1.16)

where we have used the second relation (S.8.39). These equations constitute
the supersymmetric extension of ordinary Einstein equations.
6.1.4. Supergravity with a cosmological term
It has been pointed out that SSG is actually given by the invariant volume
of curved superspace [R414. Besides the supervolume d 8 z E-1, we have at
our disposal two other invariant 'volumes'

J

fd6zq,3= fd8ZE-1R-1
and

f

d6i

~3 =

f

8

1

d z E- R-

1

corresponding to the supers paces on which chiral and antichiral superfields
respectively, reside. Hence, one can consider an action superfunctional which
combines all the supervolumes:

S!!'d = -~
fd 6Zq,3 + K2"it fd6i q,3
fd 8ZE- 1+£
K2
K2
=1
-

fd 8Z E-

1
{ -

K2

3 +-+-=
Il. "it}
R R

(6.1.17)

with Il. being a complex constant. What physics does this action lead to?
In accordance with the reduction formula (S.8.S0) at the component level
we have

f

E-1
d 8 zT=

f xed4

1(

1-

-

b

1- - )

B_~\I'airaO'b\l' _~\I'a\l'a
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therefore the total action functional reads
1
S~8=2
K

f

14
d4 x {I-~(e, 'P)--BB+,uB+,uB+_AdAd
2
3
3

+ ~ [ \flaG eabcda-b'P cd - ,ua-aab\flb- ,u\flQ ) + C.C.

J}.

(6.1.18)

As is seen, the fields B, B and Ad do not propagate, since their dynamical
equations are

B=3,u

Ad=O.

(6.1.19)

However, in contrast to Sso, S~d leads to non-zero constant values for the
scalar fields. Eliminating Band B with the help of their equations of motion
produces the following contribution to the action

3,up fd

4X

e- 1

(6.1.20)

K2

which can easily be recognized as an ordinary cosmological term. As a result,
we can interpret the superfunctional
SS.cosm -- 1(2
,u

fd6 Z <p~

3

+C.C.

(6.1.21)

as the 'supersymmetric cosmological term'. The action (6.1.17) describes
supergravity with a cosmological term.
The dynamical equations of supergravity with a cosmological term can
be readily found with the help of equations (6.1.7) and (5.6.63):

Ga=O

R=,u.

(6.1.22)

Clearly, their space projections coincide with the auxiliary field equations
(6.1.19). Further, setting f»"RI, ~(&:GPp)1 and ~2RI to vanish, one obtains the
gravitino field equations

~ eabcda-b'Pcd -

,uaaab\fib - ,u\fla= 0

(6.1.23)

and the expression for the scalar curvature

~=-

121,u12 + ~ {P('PQ aaa- b'Pb + 'Pa'P a) + C.C. } .
2

(6.1.24)

Equations (6.1.23) show that the gravitino becomes effectively massive in the
presence of the cosmological term. As for the scalar curvature, it acquires a
constant negative value modulo gravitino excitations.
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6.1.5. Conformal supergravity

We have seen that the full covariance group of the commutator algebra
(5.5.6,7) also includes, on a level with the superspace general coordinate and
superlocal Lorentz transformations, the super Weyl transformations (5.5.13).
Clearly, the Einstein supergravity action is not super Weyl invariant.
However, it is not difficult to find a supergravity action possessing such an
invariance. In accordance with the results of subsection 5.6.5, the
superfunctional

1fd

Ssc=
I

8

E-l~f3Y W"f3,

(6.1.25)

z-W
R

does not depend on the chiral compensator <p, and, hence it turns out to be
super Weyl invariant. Note, Ssc is real modulo total derivative terms (see
subsection 5.6.5). In components, the purely vierbein-dependent part of Ssc
coincides, due to equation (5.8.40c), with the integral from the squared Weyl
tensor. Hence, the superfunctional (6.1.25) represents the supersymmetric
extension of the conformal gravity action (1.6.53). On these grounds and
since the super Weyl invariance is inherent in conformal supergravity (see
subsection 5.1.6), the Ssc can be identified with the action superfunctional of
conformal supergravity.
Arbitrary variation of Ssc can be represented in the form (5.6.64). Therefore,
conformal supergravity is characterized by the dynamical equations

W}I E2f3G y&- Wl'l fiZ pG,,). + (fiZ&G b )E2"G b

+ { E2 bE2b i

1. f3

1 - -

4

4

(E2 R)E2f3 -

2

-b

-

1

-2 -

1

2

}

(E2pR)E21'+3RR- (E2 R)-g(E2 R) G,,&
g

-2

(6.1.26)

+4f'ti,,&(f'ti R-f'ti R)=O.

It follows from these equations that the component vector field Ad' being
auxiliary in Einstein supergravity, becomes dynamical in conformal
supergravity.
Remark. Owing to the fact that the integrand in (5.6.61) forms a total
derivative, the conformal supergravity action can be rewritten in the manner

Ssc=

-~y fd

8

Z

E-l(G a Ga +2RR).

(6.1.27)

6.1.6. Renormalizable supergravity models

As is well known, the sufficient condition for a quantum field theory to be
renormalizable is the appearance of dimensionless coupling constants in the
classical action. Since the gravitational coupling constant K has non-zero
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dimension, Einstein gravity turns out to be non-renormalizable, and this fact
has proved to be one of the most serious obstacles on the way to constructing
quantum gravity. Renormalizable gravity models exist, but they are described
by higher-derivative actions of the general structure

S= fdx e - {2: 9fI(e) + ~+ ~~ab(e)9flab(e) + '9fl (e) }
4

2

1

2

(6.1.28)

with ~ and , being dimensionless constants. These models are known as
R2-gravity theories. It is worth pointing out that we could add to the
expression in braces in (6.1.28) one more term-the squared Weyl tensor.
However, there is no necessity to do so because of the topological nature of
the functional (1.6.44).
In superspace, the most general supergravity action with dimensionless
coupling constants reads
SSR' =

f d 8 z E-1gGaGa+,RR+qR2+qR2}

(6.1.29)

and renormalizable supergravity models are described by classical actions
of the form
S

= SSG + SS.cosm + SSR"

(6.1.30)

Using the relations (S.8.40a,b), one can readily see that at the component
level the first and second terms in (6.1.29) contain the squared Ricci tensor
and the squared scalar curvature, respectively. So, they are supersymmetric
analogues of the structures presented in the R2-gravity action (6.1.28). The
last two terms in (6.1.29), however, prove to have no direct space-time
analogues in the sense that they do not produce purely vierbein-dependent
contributions in components.
In conclusion, we note the action (6.1.30) leads to non-trivial dynamics
for the component fields B and Ad'

6.1.7. Pathological supergravity model
The naive supers pace generalization of the gravity action (6.1.1) would be of
the form
S= fd8ZE-1(17R+17R)

(6.1.31)

where 17 is a complex constant. But it turns out to be pathological from a
physical point of view. To argue, this point we take for simplicity 17 to be
real, 17 = ~ == - 9K -1. In components, one obtains

S=~

fd
4

x e- 1(B+

B)(~+~ BB) + ...
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where dots mean gravitino-dependent terms. Setting the gravitino to vanish,
the B-equation of motion reads
21 -2
BB+- B =0

.~+-

3

3

which has the solution

B=B= ±J-2?
For consistency, the scalar curvature should be non-positive. Now,
eliminating B from the action gives

S=

±~~

f

d 4xe- 1(_2?)3!2.

We see that the action becomes non-polynomial in the curvature after
elimination of the scalar auxiliary fields!

6.2. Linearized supergravity
We are going to show that at the linearized level the Einstein supergravity
theory, constructed in the previous section, is reduced to describing two
massless super Poincare states of superhelicities (- 2) and (or, equivalently,
four massless Poincare states of helicities ± ~ and ± 2). We also consider
linearized conformal supergravity.

i

6.2.1. Linearized Einstein supergravity action
To obtain a linearized form of the supergravity action (6.1.3), we shall use
the prepotential parametrization of subsection 5.6.1. It will also be
convenient for us to work in the chiral representation defined by equations
(5.6.15,16). After imposing the gauge (5.6.18), the action SSG reads in terms
of the prepotentials Ha = Ha, cp and (p, with cp being a fiat chiral superfield,
D"cp = 0, as follows
SSG= -

:2 fd z(cpe-

2iH

H=Hac a

E=Ber(EAB)

8

(p)(1'e- 2iH)E- 1 !3

(6.2.1)

where

(i .

~
~ B D = -4(o-a)'Y\EyoE;"
r ~ "'}
_.)
EA=EA
e- 2'H D",e2'H ,D'"
B
1

(6.2.2)

1

with D A being the fiat covariant derivatives. Here we have used the relations
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(5.6.21,22). The action is invariant under the gauge transformations

De - 2iH = Ae- 2iH -e - 2iHA
(6.2.3)
Dip3 =

-~ i)2D~(L~ip3)

where
1- 2
A ~ = --D
L~
4

A=AAD A

Aa

A~~ = - 2iD~L~

= -~ e-2iHD2La
4

with L~ being an arbitrary spinor superfield.
Now, let us set
ip

=e"

(p

= eO"

D~a=O

(6.2.4)

and decompose the supergravity action to second order in the superfields
H", a and 0'. First, we note that £ = det(£/), because H does not involve
spinor pieces. From (6.2.2) one readily obtains
£a=oa+ V/Ob

0 Hb} + O(H3) •
Uab= ~2 (a a)":XD.cx D '" Hb - ~2 (a a)~CXD.~ {(D '" HC)o CHb - WD CXc
Due to the formula det eA =e trA , we have
£-1/3 =det-1/3(~ + V) =

l-~ tr U +~ tr V 2 +~ (tr V)2 + O(V3)
3

6

18

which leads to
£-1/3 =

l-~D.D
Hcx"+~(D.D
H CX")2 +~(D.D Hf3iJ)(DbD H"''')
6 cx cx
72 cx cx
24 cx cx
f3
I-'

+ H 2 -total derivative terms + O(H 3 ).
Up to the same accuracy, we have
<--

2i

4

(l'e- 2iH)1 /3 ~ 1 -3' Oa Ha +9 (Oa Ha )2
and also
ipe-

2iH (p~ 1 +a+a+~(a+O')2-2iHaoaO'.
2
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Finally, making use of the identities

D"D"H"" =

-~2 [D", DJH"" +2iaaW

f d 8 z(D"D"HP{l)(D{lD pH"")= - f d 8z{(D"D:rHIX")2+WDIXD2D"Ha}
one arrives, after the rescaling Ha -+ KH" and a -+ Ka, at the superfunctional

S(2)=fd8Z{~HaD"D2D
H -3aa+~([D D ·]H,,")2
SG
8
" a
48
"'"
- (aaW)2 + 2i(a - a)aaW }

(6.2.5)

where we have dropped numerous total derivative terms. It is instructive to
compare the first term in equation (6.2.5) with the massless vector multiplet
action (3.4.9).
Looking at
we see that the (anti)chiral superfields are characterized
by a kinetic term with the wrong sign (compare with equation (3.2.5)).
Nevertheless, this is not a defect of the theory, since a and a turn out to be
purely gauge degrees of freedom with respect to the transformations

Sm,

6H""=D"LCI.- D"L,,

6a= _~D2DIXL
12

"

(6.2.6)

which leave invariant S~~ and represent the linearized version of the original
nonlinear transformations (6.2.3). The above gauge invariance can be used
to impose the guage condition

a=a=O.

(6.2.7)

D"H"a =D"H"a =O.

(6.2.8)

Another useful gauge is

In this gauge S~~ proves to take the form

S~~= -

f d 8z {WOHa+ 3aa }

0= aaaa·

(6.2.9)

Remark. All we have done above is, in fact, the expansion of SSG around
a flat superspace background. To obtain an expansion of SSG around a curved
superspace background described by covariant derivatives f»A' one starts
with the following ansatz for SSG:

SSG= -

:2 f d z E- 1(cpe- 2iH cp)(1'e-2iH)U-l /3
8

(6.2.10)
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where

H=H a f2ia =H

~&O'=O

cp=e"

U

= Ber(U AB)

with the supermatrix U AB being defined by equation (5.6.47). In accordance
with the results of Section 5.6, the action is invariant under the background
transformations

<5f2iA = [f, f2iA ]

<5cp = fcp

<5H a =fHa

A
1 ab

f=K D A + K Mab=f

2

and the quantum gauge transformations

<5H"" = ~ixLCI. - f2i "L" + O(H)

<5cp3 = _ ~ (~2 _ 4R)2.&CI.(LCl.cp3)
4

with L" being arbitrary.

6.2.2. Linearized superfield strengths and dynamical equations
Our next goal is to analyse which supersymmetry representation the theory
(6.2.5) describes on-shell. For this purpose, we must investigate relevant
superfield strengths-that is, descendants of Ha, 0' and u which are invariants
of the gauge transformations (6.2.6). We can take in the role of such objects
linearlzed versions of the supertorsion tensors R, Ga and WCl.PY' Indeed, since
R, G. and W"p;' transform homogeneously with respect to the supergravity
gauge group, their linearized counterparts, which will be denoted by R, G a
and W Cl.P'!' respectively, should be invariants of the linearized gauge group.
Explicit expressions for linearized supertorsions follow from the relations
(5.6.59,60) by setting the covariant derivatives f2iA to be flat. This leads to
the superfields

R=

G"" = iO"cM -

0')+

_~D2U+~D20·H

46·

~ DPD2DpH CI." -..!.. [DCI.' D ix ] [DP, DP]H pp + O,,/xOb H b
8

24

(6.2.11)
i - 2 ..
WCl.py=-D o(/DpHy)y.
8

It is instructive to explicitly check their invariance under the transformations
(6.2.6). The Bianchi identities (5.5.8) are reduced at the linearized level to

D"R=D"W"py=O
DCl.W"py =

D"GCI.:x=D"R

io(/ Gy)t.

(6.2.12)
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Remark. In the gauge (6.2.8), the expressions (6.2.11) are simplified
drastically
I - 2
R=--Da
G,,~=iO,,;,(i1-a)- OH,,;,
4
(6.2.13)
i- 2 .

W"p,,=-D
8 o/DpH ..,,,
I

I1

The dynamical system (6.2.5) is characterized by the equations of motion

Ga=O

R=O

(6.2.14)

which represent the linearized form of equations (6.1.8). We see that only
the (anti)chiral superfield strengths W&(3j' and W"h do not vanish on-shell,
and they satisfy, due to identities (6.2.12), the equations

D"W"p" = iYw &(3y = O.

(6.2.15)

In accordance with the results of Section 2.7, these equations define massless
on-shell superfields, and the corresponding superhelicities are

3
K(W"p .., )=2

K(W;M)= -2.

(6.2.16)

Therefore, the Einstein supergravity theory at the linearized level describes
two massless super Poincare states of superhelicities ( - 2) and 1.
Similar on-shell analysis can be done in components. The component
supergravity action (6.1.12) reduces at the linearized level to the sum of the
linearized gravity action (1.8.47) and the Rarita-Schwinger action (1.8.41),
modulo auxiliary fields. As we have seen, the former theory describes
two massless states of helicities (± 2) and the latter, two massless states of
helicities (± ~).
6.2.3. Linearized conformal supergravity
The action describing linearized conformal supergravity is given in terms of
the linearized super Weyl tensor W"py (6.2.11) as follows
(2)
Sse
=

fd6 z w"PYw"Pi"

(6.2.16)

It is evidently invariant under the gauge transformations

bH,,&=D&L,,-DexL&

(6.2.17)

with Lx being arbitrary. The dynamical equations are of the form
DG a

+lO (D
a

2R-1)2 R )=O

(6.2.18)

and represent the linearized form of the conformal supergravity equations
(6.1.26).
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Let us rewrite S~~ in terms of Ha. Using equation (6.2.11), we obtain

S(2)=~fd6z(i)20(~'Dr3HY)")i)2o
(3D H
se 64
~
("
f3 I)"~

b

- /6 f d 8z(o("&.Df3HY)&')i)2 o(iD pH )(3
y

=

-~fd8Z(O"&.DPHY&.)i)2o(,iDpH()(3'
16

Then, after some calculation, one arrives at

S2)2=fd8Z
se

{-wo

oHa-~(o
3 aHa)oo bHb+~Hai)2D2oH
12
a

+~ (oaHa)i)2D2obHb +~(D"H:x&.)O OP&'i)(3H p(3}'
12

6

(6.2.19)

In the gauge (6.2.8), S~~ reduces to

S~~= -

f

8

d z HaD OHa'

(6.2.20)

We see that conformal supergravity leads to higher derivative dynamical
equations.

6.3. Supergravity-matter dynamical systems
Einstein supergravity action SSG is suitable only for describing empty
supersymmetric universes. In the presence of matter, it must be substituted
by an action superfunctional of the general structure
S = SSG + SM[X; .se]

(6.3.1)

where SM is a matter action and X denote matter superfields under
consideration. Such a dynamical system is characterized by equations of
motion which naturally fall into two groups: supergravity equations and
matter ones. The matter dynamical equations read simply as
(6.3.2)

bSM/bX=O.
Introducing the supercurrent

Ta = bSM/bHa

Ta=Ta

(6.3.3)

~il.T=O

(6.3.4)

and the supertrace

T=bSM/bcp
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of the matter superfields (see Section 5.7), the supergravity equations of
motion are given by

2
2G a+Ta=0

3

(6.3.5)

--R+ T=O
K2

K

where we have used the relations (6.1.7). These equations generalize the
ordinary Einstein equations with matter. They show that the supercurrent
and supertrace characterize the coupling of matter to supergravity.
Since the supertorsions Ga and R satisfy the Bianchi identity {J}iJ.G (1.iJ. = E0rxR,
the system (6.3.5) is consistent under the supercurrent conservation law

_.

2

3:X T

!!)rJ. T. . = --~
rxrJ.

(6.3.6)

which, at the same time, expresses the fact that SM is gauge invariant, in
accordance with the results of Section 5.7.
Now, we consider some specific matter models in a curved superspace.
6.3.1. Chiral scalar models
We commence by discussing simple models of a covariantly chiral scalar
superfield <1>, {J},,<1> = 0, and its conjugate <I>, embraced by the common action

S=

fd8Z£-I<IxI>+{fd8zE~1 2o(<1>,R)+c.c.}

(6.3.7)

where
220(<1>, R) = rn<1>2 + eR<1>2 +! ),<1>3 == 2~(<1»

3

+ eR<1>2

with rn, eand ;. being coupling constants. The system with this action can
be considered as a curved-superspace extension of the standard Wess-Zumino
model (3.2.11).
U sing the technique of Section 5.8, the above action can be easily reduced
to components. We leave this as an exercise for the reader. Let us comment,
however, about the coupling of the scalar component fields
C(x) =<1>[

C(x) =$[

to the vierbein. Setting the gravitino and supergravity auxiliary fields Band
Ad to zero and keeping only C and C among the component fields of <1> and
$, from equations (5.8.40,50) we deduce

f

f

d 8z £-1<11<1>- d 4 x e- 1

f

d 8z £-1<1>2 -

-~

C(vaVa-~ at) C

f

d 4 x e- 1 C 2

at.

(6.3.8a)
(6.3.8b)
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We see that the kinetic term in action (6.3.7) leads to Weyl invariant coupling
of the scalar fields to gravity (see also subsection 1.7.7). This is not incidental,
since the kinetic term is super Weyl invariant (see subsection 5.7.5). The mass
term and the ~-term in action (6.3.7) break this invariance. Decomposing C
into real and imaginary parts,
C=_1

j2

(Ji' +i~)

we observe from expressions (6.3.8) that

f

8

1

d z E- {iD<I>

+~ ~<I>2 +~ ~iD2 }

~~fd4xe-1{Ji'(vaVa-l(~+I)9f!)Ji'+~(vaVa+l(~-l)9f!)~}

(6.3.9)

where we have taken ~ to be real. It is seen that in the particular cases ~ = ± 1
one of the scalar fields does not couple to the scalar curvature (minimal
coupling with gravity).
Now, let us determine the supercurrent and the supertrace of the system
with action (6.3.7). When ~ = 0, their expressions are given by equations
(5.7.40) and (5.7.41), respectively. Hence, it remains to vary the superfunctional

If

-

I ="2 d 8 z E - 1 g<l>2 + ~<I>2}
with respect to the supergravity prepotentials by the rule given in subsection
5.7.1. Namely, we are to calculate the variation

f

M = ~ d 8 Z 1- 1 { ~<f)t\') + ~<il1v) } $(\') =

~

f

d 8 Z E - 1 g<l>2 +

~$2}

$(\') =e - 2iH"!Zi" $

<I>

to first order in the superfields Ha and IT, where g - 1 reads as in equation
(5.6.57). After simple calculation, one obtains the supercurrent
1 ~ 2 .- ~
1..
2-2
T· =-(EtJ·<I»EtJ <I>+-I<l>EtJ . <I>+-IEtJ .():<I> -):<1> )
""

3

"

0<

3

3

0<"

O<:X

'=

..

2 G· (1 2 +-):<1>
1 -2 )
-<1><1>+-):<1>

3 ""

2"

2 '"

(6.3.10)

and the supertrace
T=-

~ (22 2-

4

4R)(iD<I> +

~2 ~<I>2 + 2~ ~<I>2) + 3Yc(<I».

(6.3.11)
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Remark. Analysing the above expressions, we note an important property
of the supercurrent and supertrace in flat global supers pace. In the
flat-superspace limit, the action (6.3.7) reduces to the standard Wess-Zumino
model action (3.2.11), which is ~-independent, but the corresponding
supercurrent and supertrace reduce to

(')
""

1 - 3 "

2 . - ..
3
""

1.
2-2
3 (x"..
..

T'. =-(D·<1»D <1>+-1<1>0 ·<1>+-10 .(!'<1> -!'<1»

(6.3.12)

T(~) = - ~ 0 2( <D<1> + ~ ~<1>2 ) + 3~(<1»

(6.3.13)

"

and

respectively, where some ~-dependence is present. For every ~, we can take
n~ and T(~) in the roles of supercurrent and supertrace of the Wess-Zumino
model. Different choices correspond to different possible ways of extending
them to curved supers pace. On the other hand, all choices are physically
equivalent due to the fact that if T~~ and T(~) satisfy the conservation law

OcXT(~)= -~D T(~)
"ex

(6.3.14)

3 '"

then so do the improved supercurrent and supertrace

T~~= T~~+~ ioa,,(n-n)
3

OcXn=O

T(~) = T(~) - ~ D 2n

(6.3.15)

8

for an arbitrary chiral scalar n. This is a fundamental arbitrariness in the
choice of supercurrent and supertrace in flat global superspace.
The action (6.3.7) leads to the following dynamical equations
1
4

-2

1.
2

-

--(.@ -4R)<1>+m<1>+~R<1>+-,{<1>

2

=0
(6.3.16)

-~ (.@2 -4R)<1> + m<l> + ~R<D +~ Xci>2 =0
4

2

where we have taken m real. If

-.!... (.@2 _
16

~ =). =

0, this system is easily separated:

4R)(.@2 - 4R)<1> = m 2 <1>

-.!... (~2 _ 4R)(.@2 16

4R)<I> = m 2 <D.

(6.3.17a)

(6.3.17b)

Owing to the chirality of <1>, the fourth-order operation in the l.h.s. of equation
(6.3.17a) can be reduced, with the help of the commutator algebra (5.5.6),
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to second-order. Then, the equation (6.3.17b) takes the form

(0+ -~(f}2R)+RR-m2}I>=O
0+

1

1

4

4

(6.3.18)

= ECaEC. +- R~2 + iG· ~a +- (~ "R)Et\,.

Similarly, the equation in $ takes the form
( 0 __

~(.@2R)+RR-m2)$=O

o _ = ~a~ +_1R ~2
-iGafJ2
a

4

•

1
4

(6.3.19)

+_(~·R)~O:

"

.

The operator 0 + (0 _) transforms every covariantly chiral (antichiral)
scalar superfield into a covariantly chiral (antichiral) one. For this reason
0 + (0 _) may be called the 'chiral (antichiral) d'Alembertian'. The operator
o + is unique in the sense that any second-order differential operator
constructed from the covariant derivatives, with the leading term ~.~. acting
on the space of covariantly chiral scalar superfields turns out to have the form

0++'1'

~o:'P=O

where 'I' is a covariantly chiral scalar superfield.
6.3.2. Vector multiplet models
The massless vector multiplet model (3.4.9) is uniquely continued to a curved
superspace when taking the superfield variable V(z) to be a real scalar
superfield (with respect to the general coordinate transformation supergroup
and the superlocal Lorentz group) and requiring the invariance of the
curved-superspace action under the gauge transformations

~

V - V' = V + (A - A)

2

~o:A=O

(6.3.20)

with A(z) being an arbitrary covariantly chiral scalar. Namely, the gauge
invariant action superfunctional is of the form

S=~fd8ZE-IV~"(~2-4R)~" v=~fd8zE-l W"W"
8

2

R

(6.3 .21)

where
1

-2

W = --(~ -4R)fJ2 V
"
"4

~o:W,,=O.

(6.3.22)

As a result of the identity (5.5.12), the action is real. Its invariance under
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transformation (6.3.20) follows from the observation

q"A=O

::;>

(~2-4R)~"A=0

(6.3.23)

which is a direct consequence of the identity (5.5.ge). Therefore, W" and its
conjugate Wit are invariant superfield strengths.
The action superfunctional proves to be invariant under the superWeyl
transformations (5.5.13) if we take V to be super Weyl inert. This can be
easily checked using the transformation laws for R (5.5.14) and for E- 1 ,
(E- 1 )'=e,,+ i7 E- 1 • Therefore, S does not depend on the chiral compensator,
which means that the supertrace vanishes identically.
To find the supercurrent, we must, following the prescription of Section
5.7, calculate the variation

If

bS=2

If d zE-- W"W"

1

1

1- W('V)W(V),,-d 8 z-_R
2

8

R

where

-

W(V)"

1"'2 -4K)V"V(V)
... ""= --(V

V(V)

= e - iH"Ei'" V

4

to first order in Ha. With the help of equations (5.6.40, 58-60), one can derive
the identity

(V - 4R)A" = (~2 -

4R)A" - A/(~2 - 4R)Ap + (~2 - 4R)[ A/ ;.p + 21l§ ;.,,]

(6.3.24)
which is convenient when performing variations. It is also necessary to recall
relation (5.6.63). After some calculation, one arrives at the supercurrent

T""=2W"W"+~(~PWp)[~,,,,
~,,]V.
2

(6.3.25)

Making use of the dynamical equation ~"W", = 0, we can change the above
expression to

(6.3.26)

T"" = 2W"W".

As can be seen, the supercurrent is not gauge invariant off-shell. The point
is that the gauge parameters in expression (6.3.20) are covariantly chiral,
hence they depend on supergravity prepotentials.
For completeness, let us also consider the massive vector multiplet model
in a curved supers pace with the action

f

1

ES=-1 d 8 z-W"'W

2

R

"

+m2

f

d 8 zE- 1 V 2

(6.3.27)
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One can readily verify that this system is characterized by the supercurrent

T'j." = 2 WIX W" + (£&PWp)[£&'j.,

~

~"J V

2{-

2

2
+-m
3

1
-}
~LJV
IX V-G·
IXIX V --2 V[~IX'"

~. V~
'j.

(6.3.28)

and the supertrace

T=

_~m2(~2 -4R)V2.

(6.3.29)

4

On-shell, the supercurrent takes the form

2 2{ £&"V£&"V-GIX"V
2+ V[~IX,~"JV
-} .
3

-

TIX ,,=2WIX W,,+-m

(6.3.30)

6.3.3. Super Yang-Mills models
Now we are going to obtain a curved-superspace extension of the super
Yang-Mills dynamical systems (3.5.46). In a curved superspace, superfields
<1>' and dJ, forming the matter multiplet should be treated as covariantly chiral
and antichiral scalars, respectively. Superfields VI forming Yang-Mills
superfield V = VIT I = V+, where TI are Hermitian generators of the gauge
group, should be treated as real scalars. The most natural generalization of the
super Yang-Mills gauge transformations (3.5.25,26) reads
<1>' =e iA <1>

A=AITI

<I>'=cI>e-i.~

A=NTI

~!.AI =0

£&IXN =0

e2V ' = e iA e2V e - iA

(6.3.31a)
(6.3.31b)
(6.3.31c)

with the parameters AI being covariantly chiral scalar superfields. Invariant
under these transformations the action superfunctional, with the flat
superspace limit (3.5.46), is of the form
s=

f d 8 z E- 1<I>,(e 2V )'j<1>j+{f d8zE~1 ~(<1>')+c.c.}
1

+-2

2g

f

1

d 8 zE
- t r WIXWIX

(6.3.32)

R

where

WIX = _~(~2 -4R)(e-2V~lXe2V)
W&: =~ (.Ql2 _4R)(e 2V ~!te - 2V)

~&:WIX=O
~IXW&:=O

(6.3.33)
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are gauge covariant superfield strengths possessing the transformation laws
W~=eiAWxe-iA
W& = eiA Wi.c e - iA.
(6.3.34)
Note that the last term in equation (6.3.32) turns out to be real modulo total
derivatives, see below.
In order to describe the dynamical properties of the system with action
(6.3.32), it is convenient to introduce two sets of gauge covariant derivatives:
[D~+)

[D~+) = e - 2V f2i",e 2V

and
[D~-)

r~+)=r~(+)(Z)TI

= f2i A + j['~+)

= f2i A + ir~-)

"'' '

r~-)

1LD~-)=e2vq&e-2V

[D~-)=.@"

[D(,!,)=~ {[D(+) ILD(+)}

1LD~+)='@i.c

2

cc'

(6.3.35a))

"

= r~ - )(z)T1
[D(-:-)=~ {[D(-) ILD(-)}
"''''

2

",

(6.3.35b)

cc

with the transformation laws
[D~ +)

-iA
[D '(-)A
-e iA[D(-)
A e

= eiA[D~+)e - iA

(6.3.36)

connected to each other in the manner
[D~+)

The operators

[D~+)

and

[D~-)

= e - 2V[D~- )e 2V .

(6.3.37)

are curved-supers pace versions of the flat ones

(3.6.40a) and (3.6.40b), respectively. They satisfy commutator algebras of the

form
[D(±)}
-- T ABc[D(±)+R
+iF(±)
[[D (±)
A,
B
C
AB
AB
where T ABc and RAB=tRABed Med are the Einstein supergravity supertorsion
and supercurvature, F~~)=F~(PTI is the Yang-Mills supercurvature.
Explicitly, we have
[D(±)} - -4RM ccfJ
{ILD~±) ILD«(J±)} -4RM-· .
{[D(±)
",
ccfJ
" , fJ [1LD~±1, ILDWJ = -i8i.c(J(R[D~±)+ G/ILD}±))-if2ifJ RM"p

+i8"p('@YG/,Mj.,i- 2Wi JM yJ ) + 2i8,,(JW~±)

(6.3.38)

[[D~±), [DWJ =i8"fJ(R[D~±) + GY p[D~,±))+@pRM"fJ
. JI'M"GJ'M
2' W- fJ(J:)
fJ iD - 2W- (J y,iM-')
j'J + 18"'fJ

-18",5\:::b"

where W~±) and W~±) are expressed in terms of the superfield strengths
(6.3.33) as follows
W~+)=Wcc

W~+)=e-2VWi.ce2V

W~-) =e 2V W",e-

2V

W~-)=Wi.c'

(6.3.39)
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Together with the Bianchi identities (5.5.8), we also have
[D~±)W~±)=O

[j)~±)W~±)=O
[D~( ±)W~±)

(6.3.40)

= [j)~±)W"(±).

To derive equations (6.3.38-40), one simply repeats the steps performed in
subsection 3.6.4 when obtaining (3.6.45-48).
Now, let us consider the dynamical equations of the system. Varying the
action (6.3.32) with respect to <l>; gives the equations
1



-4 cq2 -4R)(e 2V <1>(+ 02;,(<l»_
a<l> -0.

(6.3.41)

I

Next, varying the action with respect to V leads to
2(cPe 2V TI<I»TI

=-; [D~(+)W~+)

(6.3.42a)

=-; [D~(-)W~-)

(6.3.42b)

g

or
2(<l>T 1e 2V <I»TI

g

depending on which variation, ~(+)V or ~(-)V (3.6.57), was used. Clearly,
the equations (6.3.42a) and (6.3.42b) are equivalent.
Remark. Reality of the last term in equation (6.3.32) follows from the fact
that its arbitrary variation over V can be represented as

- g\ tr

f d z E-l~(+)V([D~(+)W~)= 8

g12 tr

= - g12 tr

f d z E-l~(-)V([D"(-)W~-))
8

f

d8z

E-l~(-)V([j)~-)Wi.<)

and this expression is real, owing to the Hermitian conjugation rules
(~(+)V)+

= ~(-)V

([D"(+)W,,)+

= [j)~-)W".

Let us set the chiral superpotential 2;,(<1» to zero. Then, equation (6.3.41)
has the consequence

~ (~2 -4R)e- 2V(~2 -4R)e 2V <l> =~ [j)2(+)[D2(+)<I> =0.
16

16

Since <I> is gauge covariantly chiral, [W)<I> = 0, making use of the algebra
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(6.3.38) reduces the above system to
+ ~ R[D2(+) + iGQ[D( +) +~ (~"R)[D( +) - W"[D(+)
{[DQ(+)[D(+)
Q
4
Q
4
IX
"

-~ ([DIX(+)W,,)-~ (~2 R) + RR}<I> =0.

(6.3.43)
2 4 ·

These equations represent the Yang-Mills covariantized for:m of equation
(6.3.18).
To calculate the supercurrent and supertrace of the system with action
(6.3.32), it is helpful to operate with the identify (6.3.24). Tedious calculations
lead to the supercurrent

1

-

-

TIJ.5<= --[~IX'~5<](<I>e

2V

6

-

.-

<I»+l<1>e

2V

.

-

~"i<l>-l(~,,:x<I»e

2V

2

-

2V

<I>--G"i<l>e <I>
3

~ tr {2 W( +)W( +) + ~ ([DIl( +)W( +))(e - 2V[@, ~.Je2V
g2

4

""

Il

:X'

"

+ 2(e - 2V ~:xe2V)(e - 2V ~"e2V))} (6.3.44)
and the supertrace
T=

-~ (~2 -

4R)(<De 2V <1» + 32.,(<1».

4

(6.3.45)

As may be seen, the supercurrent is not gauge invariant off-shell. However,
using the dynamical equations (6.3.42), one can easily rewrite T,,:x in the
gauge invariant form:
T .= ""

~6 [fi;,
](<De 2 v <1» _ ~ G .<De 2v <I> + i(<De 2 V)[D (+)<1>
;;LI",;;LI"
3 :x"
:xi
i);\.

+ 22 tr(W~+)W~+)).

(6.3.46)

g

Further, due to the dynamical equations (6.3.41), the on-shell supertrace
reads
T=-

02.,(~) <l>i + 3~(<I».
0<1>'

(6.3.47)

c

Therefore, the super trace vanishes if and only if
2.,(<1»

1

..

k

= 3 ! )'ijk<1>'<1>-'<1> .

In this case the action (6.3.32) turns out to be super Weyl invariant.

(6.3.48)
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6.3.4. Chiral spinor model
In conclusion, we would like to consider the model of a covariantly chiral
spinor superfield X"' .@!xX" = 0, and its conj ugate X" with the action
superfunctional

s= -

f

d 8 z E- 1 1L

2

(6.3.49)

where
1
_ . _
IL = - (,9"X" + ,9 &X") = IL.
2

In the flat-superspace limit, the theory reduces to the massless chiral spinor
model (3.7.10).
Owing to the identity (5.5.12), the above action is invariant under the
gauge transformations
bX" = i(.@2 - 4R),9"K

K=K

(6.3.50)

with K being an arbitrary real scalar superfield, hence IL is a gauge invariant
superfield strength. It is worth also pointing out that, by virtue of relation
(5.5.11), IL is characterized by
(.@2 _ 4R)1L = (,92 - 4R)1L = O.

(6.3.51)

Each real scalar superfield under this constraint will be said to be covariantly
linear.
To obtain dynamical equations, one uses the variational rules
bxiz') = _ ~ b~(~2 _ 4R)Eb 8 (z - z')
bXp(z)
4

(6.3.52)

bxciz') = _ ~ b£(.@2 _ 4R)Eb 8(z _ z').
bxlz)

4

Then one obtains
(.@2-4R).@"IL= (.@2 -4R)~,,1L = O.

(6.3.53)

To calculate the supercurrent and supertrace of the theory, we must
evaluate the variation
bS=

-~f d zJ-l(V"X(V)"+V,,xtV»)2-S
8

where the derivatives VA are given by equation (5.6.40), to first order in the
superfields Ha and (1. Note, X(V)" should be a covariantly chiral spinor
superfield with respect to

VA' V&X(V)~ = O. In

the linear approximation in

Ha,
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we have

X~(V),,= X,,-A " {IX {I
:::

x(V)"

- A- {i- 2'H bG
= X&:"X(;- 1 ;;:PbX"

with A'II being defined by equation (5.6.60). After some effort, one arrives at
the supercurrent

. IL + -2 lL[q. f0·]1L
- -2 -4R)f0. IL + c.c. }
T . = -2 (:ll·IL)q
- -2 G ·IL 2 + {I
- X·(:ll
n
3
",
3"'''
2·'
"
3 ",
(6.3.54)
and the supertrace
T =-

~ (£02 -

4R)1L 2 -

~ x'(~~F -

(6.3.55)

4R)f0",IL.

On-shell, the supercurrent and the supertrace become gauge invariant:

2 .,..

2

.,..

2

T . =-(q.IL):llIL+-IL[f0 f0·]IL-- G ·IL
,,, 3 "
"
3
"'"
3 ""
T=

2

(6.3.56)

_~(.@2 -4R)1L2.
4

It is instructive to compare the expressions obtained here with the
supercurrent and supertrace of the chiral scalar model with action

s=~

f

d 8z £-1(<1>+<1»2

.@,,<I> = 0

which is obtained from action (6.3.7) by setting
choice in equations (6.3.10) and (6.3.11) gives

2_

.

2

.

~=

-

1,

~(<I»

2

(6.3.57)

= O.

T,,&: =- (f~VMI)q"M +- M [f0", f0,,]M - - G""M

3

3

3

Making this

2

(6.3.58)

1 -2
2
T= --(:ll -4R)M
4

where we have introduced the notation
1

M

_

= j2 (<I> + <1».

(6.3.59)

We observe that the expressions (6.3.56) and (6.3.58) have the same form.
Remarkably, this is not a formal coincidence. We have seen that IL was
submitted to the kinematical constraints (6.3.51) and the dynamical equations
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(6.3.53). As for M, from its definition we directly deduce
(~2 _ 4R)Q;",M = (9 2- 4R)'@~M
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(6.3.60)

with the help of identities (5.5.9d,e). On the other hand, the dynamical
equations of the theory (6.3.57) are
(,@2-4R)M=(9 2-4R)M =0
(6.3.61)
hence M is covariantly linear on-shell. As a result, IL and M satisfy the same
differential equations on-shell. Therefore, under a proper choice of initial
conditions for the theories (6.3.49) and (6.3.57) (and gauge conditions for the
former theory) their supercurrents (supertraces) coincide on-shell. This implies
classical equivalence of the theories under consideration.
The equivalence can be also seen with the help of the first-order model
with action
S[V, <1>, <1>]= - f d 8 z
V= V

E-1H V2+ V(<1> + <1»}

(6.3.62)

,@,,<1>=0

which constitutes duality of the above theories. Indeed, varying S[V, <1>, <1>]
over V gives the equation
-V=<1>+<1>
which can be used to eliminate V resulting in the action (6.3.57). On the
other hand, varying S[ V, <1>, <1>] with respect to <1> and <1> gives
(,@2-4R)V=(Q;2-4R)V=0
which has the following solution:
1

V=

_ .

fi (~"'Xcx + ~aX"')

{!2"xcx=O.

Substituting this expression into S[V, <1>, <1>] and using the identity
(,@2-4R)V=0

,@&<1>=0

=>

fd8ZE-1V<1>=0

(6.3.63)

one obtains the action (6.3.49).

6.4. (Conformal) Killing supervectors. Superconformal models
We now turn our attention to looking for superspace analogues of
conformal Killing vector fields-the objects discussed in Section 1.7. We also
consider superconformal dynamical systems and superconformal massless
superfields.
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6.4.1 . (Con{ormal) K illing supervector fie lds
To begin wi th. let us introduce the notion of conformal Killing supervector
fields.
Consider a curved superspace described by covariant derivatives
1
9 A= EA +n A= EAM(z)oM+-n/C(z)Mbc'

2

Let ~ = e (z)E A be a real c-type supervector field and Kab(z) be a real
antisymmetric tensor superfield. ~ A and K ab generate an infinitesimal general
coordinate and superlocal Lorentz transformation acting on the covariant
derivatives and tensor superfields as follows:
bX-~A = [.ff,

.QJAJ

(6.4.1)

bx- X=.ffx

where

.ff=~A~A +K"f3M"f3 +K'J.fJM~fJ
with X being a tensor superfield (with suppressed indices). Using the
(anti)commutation relations (5.5.6, 7), it is easy to calculate explicitly the
variations bx-~A ' In particular, in the undotted spinor case one obtains
b9,, =(

K} - ~,,~f3 _~ ~IXt3Gf3fJ )9p +(.QJ"~t3+~ ~,,JlR)~fJ

+2{bl~fJ -~.QJ,,~/3t3 ).QJf3t3
_(.QJ K /3;' +4b
"

-

(6.4.2)

(/3i'Y)R-~b
(/3i'Y)Y~,( R_~2 '>i'"IX..QJ(/3GY)O:)M pY
2 " '>

",>

(~"KfJY + i~,,:x W'J.PY) Mpy.

Let us also recall how infinitesimal super Weyl transformations act on the
covariant derivatives:

b.,..QJ", =

G a)Q?oc (1-

.QJ/3(1M/3"

b.,.~& =Ga-(1)~&-~tlaMtll<
(6.4.3)

b.,.~,,& =~2 {b.,..QJ",. ~&} +~2 {Q?". bC1~I<}

~&(1=0.

Here (1 is a covariantly chiral scalar superfield.
Now we proceed by finding a set of transformation parameters { ~A . K ab , (1}
such that their combined action on the covariant derivatives is trivial.
(bx- + b(1)Q?A =0.
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In accordance with the relations (6.4.2) and (6.4.3), this requirement means
the parameters ~'" ;;:.. K rx {3' Kil(J, (J and a- should be expressed via ~a in the
manner:

6 {3;(J=~f0 ;;{3P
rx"

4 rx"

;:I<=~~

=>

.,

(6.4.4a)

;;rxl<

8 rx"

K[~Jrx{3= ~(rx~{3) -~ ~«(,fJG{3)(J
(J[~J

(6.4.4b)

1
__ . .
=- (f0rx~rx+2~i.<~ rx-l~aGJ

(6.4.4c)

3

In addition, the following consistency conditions
;:

1

_

~rx"i.<= -2~rxI<R

(6.4.5a)

~i.<K[~J{3Y=i~rxi.<wrx{3y

(6.4.5b)

~rxK[~J{3y = -6(X({3~Y)(J[~J -46rx ({3~Y)R +~ 6",({3~Y)Y~yR +~ ~rxil~(f3Gy)a
2

2

~il(J[~J =0

(6.4.5c)
(6.4.5d)

should hold.
From relation (6.4.4a) it is easy to read off the closed equation on the
vector superfield ~a:
~rx~{3(J+~{3~",(J=O

=>

~i.<~{3(J+~(J~{3i.<=0.

(6.4.6)

Then, making use of the covariant derivatives algebra (5.5.6), one immediately
obtains the important consequences
(~2 + 2R)~a = 0

(~2 + 2R)~a = 0

(6.4.7)

and

~a~b + ~b~a = ~ '1ab~c~c·

(6.4.8)

Remarkably, the last relation coincides in form with equation (1.7.5) defining
conformal Killing vector fields of a space-time. But the highly important
fact for us is that the consistency conditions (6.4.5a-d) are satisfied identically
under equation (6.4.6). For example, let us check the requirement (6.4.5d).
We have

3.@i.<(J[~J =.@i.<G~.B(J~.B(J -~ ~.B.@tJ~.B(J +~ ~f3(JG{3tJ)
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=~ [g!t, £t11l~] ~1lj3 +~ fZllg!t~j3~Ilj3 +~ ~!t(~Il~GIl~)
= ~ [:?A, fZllfl]~Ilj3 +~ fZriR~Il;J +~ ~!t(~/3~GIl{i)
where we have used equations (6.4.6,7). Expanding the commutator in this
expression by the rule (5.5.6), one obtains ~&O'[~] =0. Slightly more work is
necessary to check the conditions (6.4.5b,c). As a result, we come to the
conclusion that the only way to achieve the goal formulated above is to
choose a solution of the equations (6.4.6) in the role of ~a and to take the
other parameters as in (6.4.4).
A real c-type supervector field
~=~AEA

~

A

= ( ~a,

i-

ill)

-8 fZ~~ ", -8 q
",tl

~Il&

(6.4.9)

is said to be a 'conformal Killing supervector' (for the supergeometry
determined by £t1A) of ~a satisfies the master equation (6.4.6). The basic
property of conformal Killing supervectors is that they act on the covariant
derivatives like superlocal Lorentz and super Weyl transformations:
bX[~}~2'A

= [ff[~], qA] = -b"W£t1A

(6.4.10)

where

ff[~] = ~AqA + K[~J'IlMy.Il+KH]&~M&~

(6.4.11)

with K[Gx/3 and O'[~] being defined as in expressions (6.4.4).
A conformal Killing supervector ~ is said to be a 'Killing supervector' if
it satisfies the requirement:
O'[~]=iT[~]=O

<0>

fZY.~,,+WGa=O.

(6.4.12)

The basic property of Killing supervectors is that they define symmetry
transformations of the curved superspace: transformations generated by
Jf[~] leave the covariant derivatives unchanged,

bxmqA=[JfH], qA]=O.

(6.4.13)

From the point of view of supersymmetric field theory in curved supers pace,
Killing supervectors are of great importance. Indeed, consider a theory of
matter superfields X with an action superfunctional SeX; q] invariant, as
usual, under general coordinate and superlocal Lorentz transformations
6.4.l). Then equation (6.4.13) shows that SeX; £t1] is unchanged under the
transformations
bX=ff[~]X

(6.4.14)

for every Killing supervector~. So, Killing supervectors constitute symmetries
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of any dynamical system. As for arbitrary conformal Killing supervectors,
they generate symmetry transformations of super Weyl invariant models
only. If SeX; ~J is a scalar with respect to super Weyl transformations of the
form (5.7.33), then it does not change under the transformations

bX = J([~Jx - d( + )O'[~Jx - d( - )a[~Jx

(6.4.15)

for every conformal Killing supervector ~. This statement is a trivial
consequence of transformation (6.4.10).
For a given supergeometry, the set of all conformal Killing supervectors
and the set of all Killing supervectors form real super Lie algebras. The latter
assertion is almost obvious. If ~ 1 and ~2 are two Killing supervectors,
[J([~1,2J, ~AJ

=0

then
[[J([~1J, J([~2JJ, ~AJ

= [[J([~1J, ~AJ, J([~2JJ
+ [J([~ 1J, [J([~2J, ~ AJJ =0

therefore
[J([~ lJ, J([~2JJ

for some Killing supervector

~3'

= J([~3J

One can readily see that

~3=[~1' ~2J

which completes the proof. The fact that the set of conformal Killing
supervectors forms a super Lie algebra follows from the theorem below.
Before formulating the theorem, let us give one more definition.
Two supergeometries determined by co variant derivatives ~ A and fJJ A are
said to be Weyl equivalent if ~A and fJJA are connected by some super Weyl
transformation

{J~=L~~-2~f3LM~f3
_

i

Q

""

~~~=l {Ei~, ~~}

L=exp

g~=L~~-2g(3LM~(3

(1)
lW-w

(6.4.16)

~~w=O.

Theorem. Weyl equivalent supergeometries have the same conformal Killing
supervectors.
Proof Let ~ be a conformal Killing supervector with respect to ~A' ~ is
given in the form (6.4.9), where ~a obeys the equation (6.4.6). Decompose ~
with respect to the supervierbein EA (fJJA=EA+O A ):

~ = ~AEA = ~AEA

~a=(LL)-I~a

~A =(~a, ~~, ff.)

~~=L-l(~~+~~"&~&lnL)

(6.4.17)
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where we have used relations (6.4.16). It is not difficult to check that ~A can
be represented as

(?'

?'A = ~a, -ggfl~'"
i "" ?'p'

~

i -pz,=p~ )
-gg

(6.4.18)

and ~a turns out to satisfy the equation

§Jlbfl+§JP~(Xfl=O.
Therefore, ~ is a conformal Killing supervector with respect to §J A' One can
also prove the important relations:

ff[~] == ~A§J A+ K[~J"PMo<p+K[~]&tlM&tl= ff[~]

(6.4. 19a)

o'[~] = a[~] - ~Ag AW

(6.4.l9b)

where

K[~]o<p= §J(,,~P)-~ ~((XflGp)fl
a[~] =~(§JC<~,,+ 2~i&_i~aGa)
and Ga is the supertorsion component corresponding to ~A' The relation
(6.4.19a) shows that the operator ff[~] is super Weyl invariant. The relation
(6.4.19b) tells us that the property of a conformal Killing supervector ~ to
be a Killing supervector is not super Weyl invariant.

6.4.2. The gravitational superfield and conformal Killing supervectors
Here we would like to look at conformal Killing supervectors from the point
of view of their action on the supergravity prepotentials.
In the gravitational superfield gauge (5.4.38), Einstein supergravity
covariant derivatives g A are experessed in terms of the superfields £,m, cp
and i'p, with cp being the chiral compensator, ~&cp = O. Residual gauge
transformations, generated by parameters ).m(x, e) and ;;U(x, e), act on £,m,
g A and cp in accordance with the laws (5.4.41), (5.4.49) and (5.5.5), respectively.
Let us choose (if possible) a set of superfields pm(x, e), ).I'(x,
such that

en

b£,m=o

and only cp may change. Owing to (5.4.41),
equations

(6.4.20)
).m

and

)f

),m(x + iJr, e) - Im(x - iJr, 9') = 2i~£,m

should satisfy the
(6.4.21 )
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where
~=KMaM

e

1,(X+IR,
.
1"
. iT
K"'=-,..'"
)+-),"'(X-IR,U)
2
2

KJ1. = ;,J1.(x + iR, e)

(6.4.22)

K i; = Ji;(x - iR, iJ).

Under these conditions, the covariant derivatives vary by the rule (6.4.3) with
=() In cp. On the other hand, their change is given by equation (5.4.49).
Therefore the supervector field (6.4.22) is a conformal Killing supervector!
Remarkably, the reverse assertion is also true. Namely, it can be shown,
using the formulae (5.4.43-47) and (5.5.4) expressing ~A via yt"" cp and rp,
that every conformal Killing supervector has the form (6.4.22). Therefore,
the basic property of conformal Killing supervectors is that they leave ytm
unchanged.
Given a Killing supervector ~, it leaves fCA unchanged. In accordance with
(5.5.5), this means that the parameters J."'(x, e) and ;.J1.(x, e) should satisfy the
equation

(J

~ In cp= -~ e~amAm-aJ1.)'J1.)

(6.4.23a)

3

in addition to equations (6.4.21). Since cp(z)=cp«x+iR,e)=ewcp(x,e), this
equation can be rewritten, with the help of conditions (6.4.22), in the following
useful form:
()."'a m+ ).J1.aJ1.) In cp(x, e) =

-~ (a",).'" 3

aJ1.)'J1.).

(6.4.23b)

6.4.3. (Conformal) Killing super vectors in fiat global superspace
We are going to find (conformal) Killing supervectors of flat global
superspace.
In flat global superspace, a conformal Killing supervector ~ has the form
~

where

~a

= ~A(z)DA

~A = ~A = (~a, _~ DJl~<xJl, -~ DP~pi<)

(6.4.24)

satisfy the master equation

D"~/3P+D/3~"p=O

-=-

Di<~/3P+Dp~/3i<=O'

(6.4.25)

The relations (6.4.7) and (6.4.8) take the form
D2~a=1)2~a=O

(6.4.26)

Oa~b + ab~a=~ l'/abW~J

(6.4.27)

and
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From relations (6.4.26) we see that ~a is a linear vector superfield, and
~~ = - (i/8)D pf3"ft is a chiral spinor superfield,
D,,~" =O

(6.4.28)

Equation (6.4.27) has been investigated in Section 1.7. In particular, it was
shown that every solution ~a of this equation must be at most quadratic in
space-time coordinates,
aaaba c~d(X,

e, i'T)=O.

(6.4.29)

Owing to this observation, the general solution of the master equation (6.4.25)
can be found quite easily. The result reads
~a(x,

e, i'T) = ba + L\xa+ K abXb + rx2 - 2xa(x, f) + 2i(eaa E- Eaai'T)
- 2(eaaa- b1J + ijabaai'T)xb - eaai'Tn + e"bCdG Kbc + 2fbxc )eadi'T

+ 2i(818aaij - 821J<Tai'T) -

(6.4.30a)

()2rPJ"

or, in spinor notation,

~",,(x, 8, i'T) = b"" + L\x"", + K/xp", + K /3x(J.p+ x"pxpJPP
- 4e,iiE" + 1Jf3xp,.} - 4i'T"(iE,, - x"pijP) + 2e"i'T"n
+ 2W"(JIi(K,,,p- f p(", x pP)) + 2ii'T"e P(K"p +hi XP)p)
-4ie,,81iji;. -4ii'T"e21J" - e 2 81f"", .

(6.4.30b)

Here L\, n, ba, rand K ab = - K ba are constant real c-number parameters, e"
and '1" are constant a-number parameters. It is instructive to compare
expression (6.4.30a) with the expression (1.7.12) determining conformal
Killing vectors of Minkowski space.
Fom (6.4.30b) one immediately obtains
1 -'

~" = -

8

'.J¥'

D"eo:" = e' A:x(X, e)

Jf = ea"eaa

(6.4.31)

with A.o:(x, e) being defined by equation (2.9.16) (recall that the parameters
(2.9.16) generate infinitesimal superconformal transformations (2.9.17)).
Moreover, it is a simple exercise to check that

e= eAD A= (~" + i~a"i'T - Waa~)o" + e"c" + ~",o'"
=

~ (ei.)f"A."(x, 8) + e -i.J¥'X"(x, ij)oa+ (e iX XX(x, 8))0" + (e -i.J¥' ~a (x. e))o"
(6.4.32)

with ).a(x, 8) defined as in equation (2.9.16). Therefore, infinitesimal coordinate
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transformations
ZA -+ Z'A = ZA

+ ~BDBZA

(6.4.33)

generated by conformal Killing supervectors are exactly the superconformal
transformations (2.9.17).
Now, let us find Killing supervectors of flat global superspace. In
accordance with equation (6.4.12), Killing supervectors are conformal Killing
supervectors that obey the constraint
DiXD&~,,& = 0

<=>

D&D"~iX& = O.

(6.4.34)

Those superfields (6.4.30b) which respect this constraint are given by

~iX&(X, 8, iJ)= b,,&:+ K/xp&:+ Kjx"p-4i(8i.&: + iJ&E,,)+ 2i(8 iX lJflK&:p+ iJ&8 PK rxp).
(6.4.35)
Clearly, the transformations induced by Killing supervectors are exactly the
super Poincare transformations.
6.4.4. Superconformal models

As is well known, the conformal group is the space-time symmetry group
of massless relativistic field theories (see Section 1.7). Similarly, there
exist a variety of massless supersymmetric field theories possessing an
invariance under the superconformal group. Such theories are called
'superconformal'. More precisely, a supersymmetric dynamical system with
an action superfunctional SEx], where X are tensor superfield dynamical
variables, is said to be superconformal if (1) the space of superfield histories
W is endowed with an action of the superformal group
T(g): X(z) -+ (T(g)X)(z) == xiz)

"1x EW

T(g 1 g2) = T(g 1)T(g2)

for every elements gl and g2 from the superconformal group; and (2) the
action superfunctional is invariant with respect to arbitrary superconformal
transformations,
S[xg ] =S[X]

"1 XEW.

In all known superconformal models, we have linear superconformal
representations, and they can be described as follows. Let g be a group
element of the form
]
g = exp [ i( - bapa-Java + 2"1 Kabjab +.1.d + (la +eq + eq + 'IS
+ 'Is)

(6.4.36)
and let ~ = eAD A be the conformal Killing supervectors having in the
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expansion (6.4.30a) the same coefficient as in expression (6.4.36). Denote by
O( g .yb, g . e[3)) I
o(ya,erx)
y=x+i8aB"

,1g(z)=Ber (

(6.4.37)

the restriction on [R414(8al1) of the Berezinian of the superconformal
transformation ya --+ g. ya, e(1. --+ g. e(1. on (412 (constructed in Section 2.9), and
introduce the operator

.)([~J = ~AD A + K[~J(1.[3M(1.[3+ K[~J~tJM~tJ
K[~YP

(6.4.38)

= D(:X~PJ

associated with ~ (in accordance with the general prescription (6.4.4,11)).
Now, for arbitrary numbers d(+) and d(_), on the linear space of tensor
superfields we define the following superconformal representation:
T(g): X(z) --+ xg(z) = (,1g) - (l/3)d(+I(Jg) - (1/3)d(-) e - .;f"[~J ~(z).

(6.4.39)

In the infinitesimal case, the above transformation reads (compare with
equation (6.4.15))
OX = - .)([~Jx + {d(+)a[~Jx+ d( -)oHJ}x

(6.4.40)

where

a[~J = ~ (D(1.~(1. + 21)~~!t) = - ~ (oa~a - D(1.~:X)
3

=-

3

~ (OaAa(y, e) 3

(6.4.41)

O:xA(1.(y, e)) \
y=x+i8aB"

with ).a(y, e) and A(1.(y, e) defined as in relation (2.9.16). To derive equation
(6.4.41), one can use the relation (6.4.32).
When choosing in representation (6.4.39) the dilatations g = exp(i~d) and
the axial rotations g = exp(i~a), one obtains
x'(x,

e, lJ)=e-(d(+I+dl -Jl!1 x(e-"'x, e-(l/2)"'e, e-(l/2)"'i1)

(6.4.42)

and
x'(x,

e, lJ)=e-(i/3)(d

l+l

-dl )Ox(x, e(i/2)ne, e-(i/2)ni1)

(6.4.43)

respectively. Hence (d( +) + d( _») is the dimension of X, and (d( +) - d( _») is
proportional to the axial charge of X. d( +) and d( _) will be called the
'superconformal weights' of X.
To find generators of the representation under consideration, we rewrite,
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with the help of relations (6.4.32,41), the expression (6.4.40) in the manner

- c5X =~ {Aa(x(+j' 0) + Xa(x(_j, l1)}oaX + {AO«x(+j' 0)00< + XiX(X(_j, l1)o,.}X
2

+ {D

OC

;.p(x( + j' O)M 0<,8 - niX P(x( _j' 11)} MiXp}x

+~ {d(+)(Oa).a(y, e)-ooc).O«Y, 0))1
3

Y=XI+)

.v=XH} x

+ d( - iOaxaCv, 11) - OiXX&(y, 11)) I

where x(±)=xa±ieaat/, }.a and ).0< are given in expression (2.9.16). Then, one
obtains the super Poincare generators (2.4.37), the dilatation generator
D =~ {(x(+) + x(_»)oa + Oc.oo: + t/&o~} + i(d(+) + d(_»)
2
the axial generator

(6.4.44a)

A =~ (Oo<oc. - t/iX OiX) -~ (d(+) -d(_»)

2

(6.4.44b)

3

the special conformal generators

V0<& = (aa)c.&Va =

-~ (x(+ix(+/&+x(-)ri x(-/&)O,8P
+ 2i(0c. x(+/&0,8+ t/&x( -)C.Pop)- 2i(x( + /&Mc.,8 + x(

_)1 M&p)

+ 2i(d( + )x( +jo<& + d( _jX( - )C.&)

(6.4.44c)

and the S-supersymmetry generators

So: = - ix( +)c.PhbO,8p + 2i0200: +x( _iOp-4i0,8Mo:,8+ 4id(+)0c.

S& = - ix( _ /&rJPO,8p + x( + /&0,8- 2it!2o& - 4irJPM &P + 4id( -l&.

(6.4.44d))

It is not difficult to check that the generators satisfy the (amti)commutation
relations (2.9.21).
Now, consider two examples of superconformal models. Our first example
is the super Yang-Mills theory described by the action superfunctional

- f

S[<I>, <1>, V] =

2V'
d 8 z <l>j(e
)'}~J. +

{1.3'

Ajjk

f

. k + C.c. }
d 6 z <1>'.
<1>.1<1>

+ ~ fd 6 Z tr WO<W"
2g

D&<I>i=O

Wo: = -~ 02(e-2VDc.e2V).
8

(6.4.45)
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The action is invariant under the superconformal transformations

b<I>i = -

~AD A<I>i

+ CT[~]<I>i

bV= -~ADAV

(6.4.46)

with ~ = ~AD A being an arbitrary conformal Killing supervector. This follows
from the fact that the curved-superspace analogue (6.3.32) (with the same
chiral superpotential) of the above action turns out to be invariant under
the super Weyl transformations (6.4.3) supplemented by

b<I>i = - CT<I>i

bV=O.

The second example is the chiral spinor model with the action
superfunctional

seX, X] = -

f

:2 d 8z Gin G

1
_.
G=-(D"'Xcc+D&Y)
2

_
D.xXcc=O

(6.4.4 7)

k being a constant. Here XCX is a chiral spinor superfield. The action is invariant
under the superconformal transformations
A
P
3
bX",= -~ DAXCX-K[~]", X.B+-CT[~]X",
2

(6.4.48)

for an arbitrary conformal Killing supervector ~. The statement follows from
the fact that Sex, X] can be continued to a curved superspace by the rule
S[X, X; !0]= 1

f

:2 d 8z E-1Gln G

(6.4.49)

-'?5

G=-(!0"'Xcx+!0.xX"')
2

::z'.xXcc=O

with X'" being a covariantly chiral spinor superfield. The superfunctional
obtained proves to be invariant under the super Weyl transformations (6.4.3)
supplemented by

<>X

'"

3
2

= -- CTX",·

(6.4.50)

6.4.5. On-shell massless conformal superfields
In Section 2.7, we studied on-shell massless superfields. Recall that a tensor
superfield of Lorentz type (A I 2, B12) (totally symmetric in its undotted indices
and, independently, in its dotted indices) G"" ""A.x, ... .xB(Z) is said to be on-shell
massless if it satisfies the system of supersymmetric massless equations

D 2 G=D 2 G=O

(6.4.51a)

oyyDYG = o,yDYG = 0

(6.4.51b)
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where superfield indices are suppressed, and the supplementary conditions

:lCl'i'G CX""::XACX\'''C(B
. . =0

(6.4.52a)

=0

(6.4.52b)

U

"")':"G

U

..

C(1 ... CXA:lI'''C(S

of which the former (latter) must be imposed when A #0 (B#O). Now, we
would like to obtain an answer to the following problem. Suppose, G
transforms according to some representation of the superconformal group,

<5G = -f[~JG + {d(+)a[~] +d(-l[~]}G

(6.4.53)

for any conformal Killing supervector ~. The question is: in what cases is
this transformation law consistent with the equations (6.4.51, 52)? In other
words, under which conditions does <5G remain on-shell massless? Let us
remind ourselves that the similar problem for on-shell massless fields in
Minkowski space was solved in Section 1.8.
To begin with, consider the case A #0. Under the special conformal
transformations, G changes according to the rule
<5

J

GC'Xl"·C(ACX\.•••.CXB = ~2 fP(3V ppbG Cl\ ••• CXAexl"·C(S
..

with V"'& written as in expression (6.4.44c). We demand the requirement

",,"'li'<5 J GCl, .•. ClACl,.....OCB =0.

li

(6.4.54)

With the help of condition (6.4.52a), it is not difficult to verify that

.<5 J G

aCl'f

. . =2'f

Cll···OCACl, ..• ClB

pb{ <5 (3Y.(d
p

(+)

1)

+d(-) --2 A -1 GPCl2··. Cl ACll··.ClB
..
B

i'f O-}'G
+ 0(3

.. -"
G
. • . (R');}')
L. !'ia2 ...aAa\ ...ak .. ,aB" u ,xk

POC2",ClAOC, ",ClB

k=l

eye P O°C'GCl''''2."ClACl,,,.ClB·
"
}
-up

(6.4.55)

Let us point out that the second equation (6.4.51) and the supplementary
condition (6.4.52a) lead to the consequence

. , =0
O Cl'G CXIC(2···CXAC',(\···a.8

(6.4.56)

(for more details see Section 2.7). Hence the last term in relation (6.4.55)
vanishes. To cancel the other terms in relation (6.4.55), one must demand
the system of conditions:
1
(1) d( +) + d( _) = - A + 1

2

(2) B = 0
(3)

15yGCl,."ClA

(6.4.57)
=0
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So, our superfield must be chiral with undotted indices only. Finally, let us
recall that 0'[ ~J is chiral. Then the variation (6.4.53) proves to be chiral,
D,,6G=0, when
d(_)=O.

(6.4.58)

As a result, the superconformal weights d( +) and d( _) of G are fixed completely.
Further examination of the compatibility of the superconformallaw (6.4.53)
with the massless equations (6.4.51,52) can be shown to give no additional
restrictions on G.
The case B;6 0 is treated similarly.
Finally, let us examine the case A=B=O. We begin by observing that
equations (6.4.51) lead to the on-shell equation DG=O. Then, imposing the
requirement

D6 j G=0

(6.4.59)

d(+)+d(_)= I.

(6.4.60)

D 2 6f G=D2 6f G=0

(6.4.61)

proves to be equivalent to

Next, imposing the conditions

leads to the equations
(l-d(+»)D tx G=O

(6.4.62)

(l-d(_»)D;,G=O.

The system of equations (6.4.60,62) has the solutions:
d(+)= 1

d(_)=O

D"G=O

(6.4.64a)

d(+)=O

d(_)= 1

DtxG=O.

(6.4.63b)

or

From the above considerations we see that only undotted (or scalar) chiral
and dotted (or scalar) antichiral on-shell massless superfields constitute
representations of the superconformal group. Such superfields are said to be
'on-shell massless conformal superfields'.
In conclusion, let us summarize all the conditions determining on-shell
massless conformal superfields:

The scalar case (A = B = 0)
D"G=O

D 2 G=O

d(+)= 1

d(_)=O

(6.4.64a)
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or
D:xG=O

d(+)=O

02G=0
d(_)

(6.4.64b)

= 1.

The undotted case (A ;6 0, B = 0)

O,G
Y CXI·"CXA =0

D:X'G CX1CX2···CtA =0

(6.4.64c)

d(_)=O.

d(+)=A/2+ 1 =K(G)+ 1
The dotted case (A =0, B;60)

D:xG,x .. ,xB=O
d(+)=O

O,xIGo,\o,2 ... o,B=0

(6.4.64d))

d(_)=B/2+ 1 = -K(G)+ 1/2.

Here K(G) or K(G) denotes the superhelicity of the superfield under
consideration.

6.5. Conformally flat superspaces, anti-de Sitter supers pace
In Section 5.1, we introduced the notions of flat superspace and conformally
flat superspace. Recall that a supers pace is said to be flat if there exists a
coordinate system in which the gravitational superfield and the chiral
compensator have the flat form
yt'm

= 15 ame(Fa(J

cp=1

(6.5.1)

a superspace is said to be conformally flat if in some coordinate system the
gravitational superfield has the flat form
yt'm

= 15ame(Fa(J

(6.5.2)

with cp being unrestricted. Now, our goal is to reformulate these definitions
in terms of the supertorsion tensors R, Ga and W",By, that is, in a covariant
fashion. We also consider andi-de Sitter superspace-the simplest solution
of the Einstein supergravity equations with cosmological term (6.1.22).
6.5.1. Flat superspace

To begin with, let us obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a
superspace to be flat. In spite of the simplicity of the problem, it deserves some
discussion.
In the case of a supergeometry determined (in the gravitational superfield
gauge) by the prepotentia!s (6.5.1), the corresponding supertorsion tensors
R, Ga and W:x,By are zero,

R=Ga = W:X/l",=O.

(6.5.3)
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So, every flat superspace should be characterized by the conditions (6.5.3),
they are necessary conditions. Remarkably, they also turn out to be sufficient.
Let us argue this statement.
We choose the gravitational superfield gauge (5.4.38) supplemented by the
Wess-Zumino gauge (5.8.1) and analyse the consequences of equations (6.5.3).
First, from relations (5.8.17, 19) we see that the supergravity auxiliary fields
vanish,

B=Aa=o.

(6.5.4)

Secondly, from relations (5.8.21 , 22) we deduce
~abcd=O

(6.5.5)

where (}iabed is the curvature tensor associated with the space-time covariant
derivatives Va defined by equations (5.8.16, 23-25). Finally, owing to relation
(5.8.30), the gravitino field strengths (5.8.27) vanish,

'I' aby = 'Ji ab;' = O.

(6.5.6)

The system (6.5.4)-(6.5.6) represents the total set of component requirements
which equations (6.5.3) lead to. Recalling relations (5.8.20) and (5.8.27), we
can rewrite expressions (6.5.5) and (6.5.6) as follows:
[Va' Vb]

= ffabcVc

= -i'P[a(jc'Ji b ]

(6.5.7)

'i _!7r CID)'
2"Y [a ,T,
T b] -::; ab T C •

(6.5.8)

C

ff ab

and
2V[a 'I' b] y

= ff abc'P </'

As may be seen, space-time may possess non-trivial torsion even if all the
superfield strengths characterizing the supergeometry are zero. However,
the torsion turns out to be gauge dependent and, under the conditions
(6.5.4-6), it can be switched off using the local supersymmetry invariance
(recall that in the Wess-Zumino gauge, the transformations (5.8.43) are also
at our disposal). Indeed, the relations (6.5.7) and (6.5.8) show that
lI'a}'= Va ~y

(6 .5.9)

for some undotted spinor field ~y(x). On the other hand, under equation
(6.5.4) the gravitino transformation law (5.1.45) takes the form

<5'1' ma = - 2V mea'
Therefore, the local supersymmetry invariance can be used to impose the
gauge
\11

_ ,T,

Y_ 0

Ta y - Ta -

~

or

v

C-

ab -

0.

(6.5.10)

Note that the system of relations (6.5.4)- (6.5.6) is locally supersymmetric
invariant.
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In the gauge (6.5.10), the only non-zero field in the expressions (5.8.1) is
the vierbein, and the covariant derivatives Va satisfy the algebra

[Va, Vb] =0.
Hence, the space-time general coordinate and local Lorentz invariances can
be used to take the gauge
eam=(;a m.
(6.5.11)
This completes the proof.
In summary, a supergeometry (under the Einstein supergravity constraints)
is flat if and only if the corresponding supertorsion tensors R, Ga and W"f3r
vanish.
6.5.2. Conformally fiat superspace
Consider a supergeometry admitting the gauge fixing (6.5.2). Evidently, the
corresponding covariant derivatives ~a are connected to flat global
derivatives D A by means of some super Weyl transformation:

~,,= FDcx - 2(Df3F)M cxf3

~e. = FOe. - 2(013E)M e.p

~cxe. = FFo"iI. +~ F(DcxP)Oe. +~ E(OiJ.F)D" - iF(DcxOpF)MiJ.p -

(6.5.12)

iE(OiJ. Df3F)M cxf3

where

F=cpl/2ip-l

0iJ.cp=o.

Expressions for the supertorsion tensors can be read offfrom relations (5.5.14):

Gcxil. = (ipcp) - 1/2

I -2D-2-cp
R =--cp
4

(6.5.13)

Wcxf3y =O.

(6.5.14)

{~(Dcx In cp)OiJ.ln ip + iOcxil.ln(ipl cp) }

and
We see that the super Weyl tensor of any conformally flat superspace is zero,
Now, we are going to argue that the requirement (6.5.14) turns out to be the
sufficient condition for conformal flatness, for a wide class of supergeometries.
Let ~A be a set of covariant derivatives which satisfy equation (6.5.14). If
the corresponding chiral scalar R ;60, we change ~A by some super Weyl
transformed derivatives ~~, according to rule (5.5.13), such that R' = O. To
achieve this, we must choose, due to relation (5.5.14), a covariantly chiral
scalar superfield (J satisfying the equation
1

--(~

4

2



-4R)e<T=0

[2iJ.(J = O.

(6.5.15)
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As a particular solution, one can take
eO" = 1

+l (

D+

_l(~2R)+RR

)-1

(922 -4R)R

(6.5.16)

where D+ is the chiral d'Alembertian (6.3.18). In order that the expression
(6.5.16) is well defined, all supergeometry superfields should obey appropriate
boundary conditions (for instance, be rapidly vanishing at infinity). Note that
W~{ji'=O, due to relation (5.5.14). Suppose that G~=O also. Then, the
supergeometry determined by ~~ is fiat, and, as a result, the supergeometry
determined by :!J;A is conformally fiat. Thus, it remains to show that the
relations

R= W",py=O

(6.5.17)

Ga=O.

(6.5.18)

imply

Our proof will not pretend to strictness, we simply sketch the basic steps.
Let ~A be a set of covariant derivatives characterized by conditions (6.5.17).
We choose the Lorentz gauge (5.4.8) resulting in

~rx=Erx+O",pyMPY

£211. = Ell. + nil.j3yMPY.

(6.5.19)

Such a gauge fixing leaves the possibility of making some residual Lorentz
transformations of the form
~A -+:!J;~ =e 1f0 A e 1

1= IpyMPY + TpyMP't

(6.5.20)

£2iJ. 1p,=0.

Next, since {f0rx , ~p} = 0, the superconnection Orxpy is trivial and we can write
f0",=e uE rxe- u
f2iJ.=euE&e-o
(6.5.21)
p"
f'l
~M
{~~}
U=Upi,M'
I:.e<=Erx
OM
E",E p =0.
There is some inherent arbitrariness in choosing U ",p. Indeed, changing eU to
eU' =eUe h
h=h py Mf3';
Erxhpy=O
(6.5.22)
leaves f0A unchanged. The gauge freedom (6.5.20,22) can be used to impose
the gauge
E2 U 13'1 = E2 U f3r = O.

(6.5.23)

Further, due to relation (6.5.17), the commutator [~&, f0f3tJJ does not contain
Mf3, -terms (see expressions (5.5.6)). In the gauge (6.5.19), this requirement is

equivalent to

f2 2 0"f3Y = O.

(6.5.24)

Under reasonable boundary conditions, the system of equations (6.5.23) and
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(6.5.24) has only trivial solutions, so

netPY=o.
As a result, the commutator [~'" gcppJ does not involve MPJi-terms, which
leads to
~pGa=O

=>

Ga=O.

In summary, it is the super Weyl tensor that measures whether or not a
superspace is conformally flat. Superspace is conformally flat if and only if
the corresponding super Weyl tensor is identically zero.
6.5.3. Physical sense of conformal flatness
We have seen that every curved supers pace admits the choice of the
Wess-Zumino gauge (5.8.1). What are the peculiar features of conformally
flat superspaces?
In the Wess-Zumino gauge, the residual gauge freedom consists of the
space-time general coordinate, local Lorentz and local supersymmetry
transformations. When our superspace is conformally flat, the above gauge
freedom can be used to impose the gauge
eam=e1/4Jam
'Pm et = ea m(craij)et

(6.5.25)

A m = gm"ann + O('P, '1')
for fields ij"(x) and n(x). Equivalently, the fields ea m, 'Pm et and Am propagate
only those modes that are generated by the Weyl transformations (5.1.28),
the local S-supersymmetry transformations (5.1.30) and the local chiral
transformations (5.1.29), respectively. In this and only this case, we are in a
position to move from the Wess-Zumino gauge (5.8.1) to the gauge (6.5.2),
applying a proper Weyl + local S-supersymmetry + local chiral trans
formation. As a result of equations (5.1.39,40), the chiral compensator,
transformed from the gauge (5.8.1) to the gauge (6.5.2), is of the form
cp3(X, 8) = e - 3/4 {eiO(X) + 8et flet(x)+ (Fe - 1/4(X)B(x)}.
(6.5.26)
Here n=ll and flet are fields uniquely connected to the similar ones in gauge
(6.5.25).
Given a conformally flat superspace admitting the gauge choice

eam=e1/4Jam

'Pm,,=Am=o

(6.5.27)

the corresponding supergeometry can be described by the superfields
yt'm = Jam8cr ae
cp(z) = cp(x + i8cr~8)
(6.5.28)
1/4
2
14
14
2
cp(x, 8) = e- { 1
8 e- / (x)B(X)} = [e / (x)_ 8 B(x) ] -1.

+~

~
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6.5.4. Anti-de Sitter superspace
We are going to construct a supergeometry determined by
W~fi;' = Ga =0

(6.5.29)

R = ,u = const :;i: 0
or, equivalently, possessing the covariant derivatives algebra
Q }
lIQ
;;V~, :.:b' ~

{!!£:x, ~p)= -4Jl M :xp
[ .@fL, !0{1tJ = - iW4!!}P

= - 2'''-;)
)2 '""
{~~, ~,8} =4,uM",8

[~:x, !!}PtJ = iJl s:xr/;2t

(6.5.30)

[f2i",,,, f2ippJ = - 2Jl,u(£~tM ~p + £",pMa./i).
It will be called the 'anti-de Sitter supcrgeometry'. Clearly, anti-de Sitter
supergeometry is conformally flat.
One can verify that the supergeometry under consideration admits the
gauge fixing (6.5.27). Therefore, it is within our power to take the prepotentials
in the form (6.5.28). In accordance with the relations (6.5.13) and (6.5.29), flat
(anti)chiral superfields ti>(z) and <p(z), D,,<p =0, should satisfy the equations

_~D2cp=,u<p2

_~D2<p=Jlcp2

(6.5.31a)

2' (D~ In <p)D" In cp + i 8:x~ In(cp / <p) = O.

(6.5.31b)

4

1

4

_

Note that the equations (6.5.31a) coincide in form with the dynamical
equations (3.2.9) of the Wess-Zumino model with chiral superpotentials
~(<1» = - (,u/ 3)<1>3. A particular solution of the above problem is

<p(x, 8) = [ 1-"4I ji,ux 2- [182

J-l

(6.5.32)

where x 2 = YfmrrXmxn.
From solution (6.5.32) we may read off the space-time vierbein

eam=(1-~ji,ux2 }5

a

m

(6.5.33)

and the space-time metric
dS

2

=(

1

1_ 2)2'1mndXmdxn.
1-- ,u,ux
4

(6.5.34)

This is the metric of the well-known space from general relativity, the anti-de
Sitter space. As a manifold, anti-de Sitter space represents locally the domain
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contained inside the hyperboloid

x 2 =4/p/.1.

(6.5.35)

The Lorentz covariant derivatives associated with the vierbein (6.5.33) read
V

1
beMbe
a=ea+2"Wa

(6.5.36)

1

Wa be =2" Pp(6/x e-6a'Xb)
where x a== 6:,xm, and satisfy th'e algebra

[Va, Vb] = - ppMab
~abed =

- PP(YiabYied - YiadYibe)

=>

=>

gt = - 12pp.

(6.5.37)

Before going further, we would like to make one comment. In general
relativity, there are known to be two (maximally symmetric) space-times of
constant non-zero curvature, that is, of the form

Cabed=O

1
gtab = 4gabgt

~=

const =1= O.

(6.5.38)

The choice ~ > 0 corresponds to de Sitter space, and the choice gt < 0
corresponds to anti-de Sitter space. Clearly, the set of requirements (6.5.29)
represents the supersymmetric analogue of that in (6.5.38). So, every
supergeometry of the type (6.5.30) can be called a 'supergeometry of constant
supertorsion' (recall that supertorsion determines supercurvature). Our
consideration shows that, for any complex p, the supergeometry described
leads to a space-time geometry of constant negative curvature. Therefore,
it is anti-de Sitter geometry which admits supersymmetrization. The de Sitter
geometry cannot be extended to a supergeometry of constant supertorsion.
Now, we formulate what will be understood by 'anti-de Sitter superspace'.
As a supermanifold, it is locally identified with the domain of [R414 such that
the bodies of c-number variables xm lie inside the hyperboloid (6.5.35). The
relevant supergeometry is determined by the prepotentials (6.5.28), with
<p(x, 8) defined as in expression (6.5.32).

6.5.5. Killing supervectors of anti-de Sitter superspace
To develop supersymmetric field theory in anti-de Sitter superspace, it is
necessary to determine all possible Killing supervectors. Recall that for every
curved superspace, the corresponding Killing supervectors (if they exist)
generate symmetry transformations, that is, ones leaving the covariant
derivative unchanged.
The simplest way to find the Killing supervectors of anti-de Sitter
superspace is to use the observation that Weyl equivalent supergeometries
possess the same set of conformal Killing supervectors (see subsection 6.4.1).
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Evidently, anti-de Sitter and flat supergeometries are Weyl equivalent. Above
we have found all the conformal Killing supervectors of flat global superspace,
hence, of anti-de Sitter supers pace too. They are given by the expression
(6.4.32), with ;.a(x, e) and )."(x, e) written as in expression (2.9.16). Killing
supervectors of anti-de Sitter supers pace are those conformal Killing
supervectors which satisfy the equation (6.4.23), with cp(x, e) being the relevant
chiral compensator (6.5.32). Solving equation (6.4.23) restricts the parameters
in expression (2.9.16) as follows:
Ll=(l=O

r

1
4

=- ilJ.lb

a

1
2

I'/"= - - ilE"

1_

_

1],,= -2: J.lE".

(6.5.39)

Notice that no restrictions on the Lorentz parameters K"p appear, since the
chiral compensator (6.5.32) is Lorentz invariant. Inserting the above
expressions into relations (2.9.16) gives
).a(x, e) = KabX b+ ba( 1 +l ilJ.lx a)

-~ ,uJ.lxa(b, x) + 2i8a"E + p,8aaabExb
(6.5.40)

)."(x, e) = - K" peP + ~ ilJ.lbaxb(eaaab)" + E"(1 - p,82) + ~ J.l(Eab)"Xb.

4

2

The Killing supervector associated with these superparameters can be read
oft' from expression (6.4.27).
Given a Killing supervector ~ = ~AD A of anti-de Sitter superspace, it
generates the operator J([~J, defined by expression(6.4.38), which commutes
with the anti-de Sitter covariant derivatives (6.5.12, 32). J([~J can be
represented in the form

J([~]= -{~b""IP"i.e+K"PJ"p+K"P]i.eP+B"IQ,,+8i.eOi.e}
1
1P"i.e=P""+"4,uJ.lV"i.e

1

IQ,,=Q"-2: ,uS"

J"p=J"p

(6.5.41)

1
Q,,= Qi.e-2: J.lS"

where P "i.e, J"p, Ji.eP, Q" and Q" are the super Poincare generators (2.4.37),
and V"i.e' Sex and S" are the same as in expressions (6.4.37) but with
d(+)=d(_)=O. The operators just introduced satisfy, due to relation (2.9.21),
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the following (anti)commutation relations

{O", Q,,} =2!P""

{o:x, Op} = - 4ijiJ"p

[0", !P pp]

= -e"pfJ.Op

[!P"'" !P pp] = - 2ijifJ.(e""J"p + e"p]&p)
[J"p, OyJ = iey("Op)

(6.5.42)

[J"p, !P yy] =iey(rtlP{J)y

[JJrtp, JJyoJ = iey("JJ P)o + iec5(rtJJ Ply'
The remaining (anti)commutators vanish or can be found by Hermitian
conjugation. The relations (6.5.42) define the superalgebra known as 'super
de Sitter algebra'.
6.6. Non-minimal supergravity
6.6.1. Preliminary discussion

This section is devoted to consideration of a family of supergravity-matter
dynamical systems classically equivalent to the pure supergravity theory with
the action (6.1.3). The existence of such systems implies that there are several
off-shell supergravity formulations realized in terms of different sets of
superfields, but possessing the same dynamics on-shell.
One naturally comes to the results given below, when trying to solve the
following dynamical problem. Suppose, we have a super Weyl invariant
theory of supergravity coupled to a (constrained) scalar superfield '1'. As usual,
by super Weyl invariance we understand that the total supergravity-matter
action superfunctional S['I', ECAJ is unchanged under transformations of the
form
'I' -. '1" = e -dl +la-d, _lq'l'
cp -. cp' = ea cp
(6.6.1)
~&O'=O
where cp is the supergravity chiral compensator, d( +) and d( _) are fixed
numbers and 0' is an arbitrary covariantly chiral scalar superfield. Suppose
also that our system is dynamically equivalent to the pure supergravity
theory. By equivalence we understand that one can choose a super Weyl
gauge in which the dynamical equations of the system under consideration
b
-S['I', ECAJ =0 => T=O
b'l'

T.=O

(6.6.2)

imply the Einstein supergravity equations
R=G.=O

(6.6.3)

and vice versa (in equation (6.6.2) T and T. are the supertrace and
supercurrent, respectively). As a result, S['I', ECAJ can be taken to describe
the supergravity dynamics, instead of the original supergravity action.
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Off-mass-shell, the super Weyl invariance (6.6.1) can be used to choose the
gauge
<p=l.

(6.6.4)

Then, due to relation (5.5.5), every K- and A-transformation should be
supplemented by a special super Weyl one to preserve the gauge, and the
transformation law of 'I' takes the form
b'P = KM oM'P

+!3 dc +)(e»tomi.m-

01").I"))'P

+!3 dc_)(eW(omJ'" - ojl~F'))'P
(6.6.5)

instead of the original law
b'P = KMoM'P.

(6.6.6)

Therefore, the superfield 'P loses its scalar nature and turns into a density.
In the case of non-chiral '1', we then obtain a supergravity formulation with
non-chiral compensator.
The above dynamical problem is trivially solved when setting 'I' to be
covariantly chiral. One introduces the action
S[<1>,

~A] = - :2

f

d 8 z E- 1<Wl

~,,<1>=0

(6.6.7)

obtained from the supergravity action (6.1 .3) by the replacement
(6.6.8)

<p -+ <p<1>.

Evidently, S[<1>, ~A] possesses the super Weyl invariance
<p -+ err qJ

<1> -+ e - "<1>

~"O' = O.

(6.6.9)

The corresponding matter and supergravity dynamical equations are
(~2 _

4R)<I> = 0

(§i,,<l» ~:.I<1> + 2i<f>~",,<1> - 2G",,<I><1> = 0

(6.6.10)

where we have used equation (6.3.10). Now, imposing the super Weyl gauge
<l> = 1

(6.6.11)

reduces the action (6.6.7) to the supergravity one (6.1.3), and the dynamical
equations (6.6.10) to the supergravity ones (6.6.3).
Remark. The theory considered represents the supersymmetric analogue
of the Weyl invariant version of the Einstein gravity described by the action
S[e.m, C]=

:2fd4xe -l {v.cV.C+~~C2}

(6.6.12)
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where C is a scalar field. This action is obtained from the gravity action
(6.6.1) by the replacement
eam~eamC-l

(6.6.13)

so it is explicitly Weyl invariant.
In the remainder of the section we shall analyse another, non-chiral, choice
with 'P being a 'complex covariantly linear scalar superfield' defined by
(.@2 _ 4R)'P = 0

((£ii)2 - 4R)'P # 0).

'¥#'P

(6.6.14)

Wishing to work with unconstrained superfields only, one must represent,
due to relations (5.5.10), the superfields 'P and '¥ in the manner
'P=.@liXC'

(6.6.15)

'¥=£ii)Cl. x"

with XCI. being a spinor superfield. Then, any theory of the superfields 'P and
'¥ can be equivalently treated as a gauge theory of the superfields XCI. and Xli
possessing the gauge invariance
JXCl. = £ii)f3A"f3

AC1,f3 = Af3C1,.

(6.6.16)

In such an approach, 'P and '¥ appear as gauge invariant superfield strengths.
One more useful representation for 'P follows from the relations (5.4.2) and
(5.4.23). The requirement (6.6.14) means that

'P =P-2 y

y=eWy

(6.6.17)

E2y=02y=0.

It is seen that every complex covariantly linear superfield 'P is determined
by a flat complex linear superfield y.

·6.6.2. Complex linear compensator
We begin by examining the question: what are admissible superconformal
weights d(+) and d(_) for which the transformation law (6.6.1) is consistent
with the constraint (~2-4R)'P=0? Under the super Weyl transformations
(5.5.13), the operator (.@2-4R) changes as
(~2 _ 4R) ~ e - 2<T(.@2 - 4R)ei1

+ Mdep-dependent

terms.

(6.6.18)

Therefore, the most general transformation law for 'P is

'P ~ 'P' =exp[ -d(+)u-aJ'P

(6.6.19)

with d(+) being arbitrary. The same result also follows from relation (6.6.17).
Indeed, the relation (6.6.17) shows that 'P depends explicitly on iP as 'P a: iP- 1
(recall, P a: iP 1/2 q> - 1) and can be taken to depend on q> as 'P a: q> - d( + J by means
of the redefinition y ~ q> -dl + Jy.
Remark. It is not difficult to check that the spin or superfield Xli' which
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arose in expression (6.6.15), should transform according to the rule

X,,-+ x&=exp[(l-d(+»)O'-~ i1 JX&

(6.6.20)

to produce the law (6.6.19).
Further, we restrict ourselves to the consideration of cases with real d(:.) # 1.
The choice d(+)= 1 seems to be very special, since here the representation
defined by the law (6.6.19) becomes reducible, and the constraint 'P = 'P can
be imposed. The case d( +) = 1 will be studied in the next section. By tradition,
we will write d( +) in the form

1-3n

d(+)=-3n+ 1

n# -1/3, O.

(6.6.21)

The action superfunctional invariant under thesuper Weyl transformations

3n-l
'P -+ 'P' =exp [ - 0'- i1 ] 'P
3n+ 1

<p -+ <p' = ea <p

~&O'=O

(6.6.22)

reads
Srn) =_1_ fd 8 Z E-1('P'P)(3n+ l)/Z

nK z

.

(6.6.23a)

Note that the superfield 'P':, ~ # 1, is not linear and so the choice of the super
Lagrangian in the form ('P'P); seems to be natural. With the help of the
relations (5.4.19) and (5.5.4), the action can be rewritten in terms of the
supergravity prepotentials and the superfield y (6.6.17):

1
S(n)=-z

nK

f

<<
d 8 z En[(c]><p)3(l'e w
)(l'e w
)](n+ 1)/2(yy)(3n+ 1)/2.

(6.6.23b)

The constant (l/n) has been introduced into the action to normalize En
+ BZiP .sf)n = 1 + nBZiP .sf). The action (6.6.23) was studied by W.
Siegel and S. J. Gates. Below we shall show that it describes supergravity.
This supergravity formulation is known as 'non-minimal supergravity'.

(En ~ (1

Remark. Let us set n = -1/3 in equation (6.6.23b). Then, the superfields y
and y drop out of the action and we recover the supergravity action (6.1.4).
So, the choice n= -1/3 is said to correspond to the minimal supergravity
described in detail above.
Owing to the super Weyl invariance of Srn)' we are in a position to impose
the super Weyl gauge (6.6.4). After doing this, the supergravity gauge group
acts on 'P according to the law (6.6.5), where d(_)= 1 and d(+) is given in
equation (6.6.21). Now, let us determine the transformation law of the
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Y (6.6.17). P changes according to the rule

bP2 = K MoMf2 - (eWOjJAjJ)P2 +~ (e~omAm -0f'Af'))f2 - ~ (eHtomXm - OJ,xfl))f2
3
3
where we have used equation (5.4.14) and the fact that in the gauge (6.6.4)
every A-transformation should be supplemented by the su~rWeyl
transformation with (J = --iea'(OmAm - 0/lAf'). Next, the operator e changes
as in relation (5.4.14). As a result, one arrives at
bY=(AmOm+Af'0/l)Y-OjJ(AjJY)+ n+ 1 (omAm-O/lAf')Y.
3n+ 1

(6.6.24)

It is worth recalling that here the parameters Am and Af' are e-independent
while AjJ are arbitrary. On these grounds, the variation by turns out to be
linear,

52y=O ~ 52 by =0.
A complex linear superfield y, 52y = 0, transforming by the law (6.6.24) under
the supergravity gauge group, is said to be a 'non-minimal supergravity
compensator' or, simply a 'complex linear compensator'.
The arbitrariness in the choice of AjJ can be used to eliminate the
compensator, that is to impose the gauge
(6.6.25)

Y= 1.

Then, the parameters of residual gauge transformations should obey the
constraint
(3n+ l)Oi'AjJ=(n+ l)(omAm-o/lA/l).

(6.6.26)

6.6.3. Non-minimal supergeometry
Up to a factor, the action (6.6.23) is obtained from the minimal supergravity
action (6.1.3) by changing the chiral compensator ({) to the super Weyl
invariant combination
({)['I'3" -lIP3" + 1J(3" - 1)1 12 ".

(6.6.27)

This observation can be used for constructing super Weyl invariant and
generally covariant derivatives. Namely, let us introduce the set of operators
[D A = ([Da' [D"" [Dil) as
[D",

= 1lJ~", -

2(~PIlJ)M",p

IDil = 1lJ~" -

2(~P[J)MilP

IlJ = ['I'" + IlJ1" -1 r(3"+ 1)18"
[Da =

-~ (ua)il"'{[D""
4

Owing to the scalar nature of 'P, the operators D<1

chan~e

(6.6.28)
[oil}'

covariantly under
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the supergravity gauge group:
lOA ~ ID~ =e%ID A e-%

Y{

=KMOM+~ KabM ab .
2

(6.6.29)

Since 1D:xln(QJ4~J2)#0, lOA are obtained from the minimal covariant
derivatives .@rA (possessing the algebra (5.5.6)) by applying a special
generalized super Weyl transformation (compare with equation (5.5.13)). It
is a simple exercise to verify that the derivative ID A are invariant under the
minimal super Weyl transformations (6.6.22). That is why one can impose
the gauge cp = 1 and this does not spoil the transformation properties (6.6.29).
Covariant derivatives ID A obey (anti)commutation relations of the form
(5.3.53), and the corresponding supertorsion tensors will be denoted as T'"
IR, Ga and W:x{Jl" With the help of straightforward but tedious calculations,
one can check that they are expressed in terms of the supertorsions R, Ga
and W:xp", associated with the minimal covariant derivatives .@rA' as follows:
T =ln( l) 4(J 2)

T,, =!D:xT
1 ?5 2
- 2
IR = --(;;:0
-4R)QJ

4

-

lri'O,
2

W"-p,, = 10 2 QJ W"-/Jr

1_
4

G:x"= IlJIlJ G:x,, +- (IL.JI,, ln IlJ )ID:x1n QJ +- ID"ID:x 1n(l)

u·' -1

u

1

)--

4

(6.6.30)
-

-2-1

[j):xID"ln(1lJ QJ

).

Finally, the linearity condition (6.6.14) proves to be equivalent to the following
relation
41R =

_~ 0,,1"+( n+ 1)21,,1"
3n+ 1

3n+ 1

(6.6.31)

which is known as the 'non-minimal supergravity constraint'. The covariant
derivatives algebra (5.3.53) under the constraint (6.6.31) defines the
'non-minimal supergeometry'.

Remark. Representing ID A in the form
ID A = IEAMOM +~ y } cMbc
2

(6.6.32)

and defining the Berezinian of the non-minimal supervierbein
IE=Ber(IEAM)
one readily obtains
lE = E((J QJ)2 = E('P'¥) - (3" + 1)/ 2.

(6.6.33)
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Therefore, the action (6.6.23) can be rewritten as
1
nK

S(II) = - 2

f

(6.6.34)

d 8 z lE -I .

In such a form, Srn) looks completely similar to the minimal supergravity
action (6.1.3).

6.6.4. Dynamics in non-minimal supergravity
We are going to show that the supergravity-matter theory with the action
(6.6.23) is dynamically equivalent to the Einstein supergravity.
Dynamical equations corresponding to the action S(II) are
u",=ll~=O

(6.6.35)

Ga=O.

(6.6.36)

and

Note that the equations (6.6.35) lead to
~=~=O

(6.6.37)

owing to the non-minimal constraint (6.6.31). Let us comment on the
derivation of equations (6.6.35,36). First, it is necessary to vary S(II) with
respect to 'P and 'P. Any variation c5'P satisfies the constraint (~2 - 4R)c5'P = 0,
but it can be represented, due to (6.6.15), in the form c5'P=~~c5X'\ with c5t:
being arbitrary. Then, simple calculations give equation (6.6.35). Secondly,
it is necessary to find the supercurrent and to set it to zero. To determine
the supercurrent, one must calculate the variation
c5 H S(II) =~ fd 8 Z J-I[(VC<Xc<)V&:X&:J<311+ 1)/2 -Srn)
nK
- =e-iHa.@ aXc<
Xc<

X&: = e - iH"'@.X~

where J-l, Vc< and V&: are defined by equations (5.6.40, 57-59) with 0'=0'=0.
Then, one obtains (6.6.36).
Consider the consequences of the dynamical equations. From relations
(6.6.30) and (6.6.35) we deduce

v=exp[p-~p ]

~&:p=O

=

3n-l

'P=exp [ - - p - p
3n+ 1

]

for some covariantly chiral scalar superfield p. Hence, due to the super Weyl
invariance (6.6.22), the super Weyl gauge

'¥= 1

(6.6.38)

is admissible on-shell. Under this gauge fixing, the equations (6.6.36) and
(6.6.37) reduce to the Einstein supergravity equations (6.6.3), as is seen from
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relations (6.6.30). Thus, the action SIn) describes the Einstein supergravity,
for any n #- -t, O. The SIn) is known as the 'non-minimal supergravity action'.
The equivalence of the two theories with classical actions SSG (6.1.3) and
SIn)' respectively, can also be seen as follows. Consider the auxiliary
supergravity-matter model with the action

S[V, <1>, f0 A ] =

n~2

f

dBz E- 1 {wvpn+ 1)/2_ 3n; 1 V<1>6n/(3n+ 1)
_ 3n; 1 V<1>6n/(3n+

I)}

(6.6.39)

where V is an unconstrained complex scalar superfield and <1> is a covariantly
chiral scalar superfield, ~ix<1>=O. The action is invariant under the super
Weyl transformations

cp -+ eO" q;

<1> -+ e -0"<1>

(6.6.40)

3n-l
V -+exp [ - a-a ] V
3n+ 1

~ixa=O.

Varying S[V, <1>, f0A ] with respect to <1> and <l> gives
(~2-4R)V=(f02_4R)V=O

with

qt

~

V='¥

a complex covariantly linear scalar superfield. Then we have

f

f

1

E <1>6n/(3n+ 1)(~2 -4R)V =0
dBz E- 1 V<1>6n/(3n+ 1) = -41 dBz R

and the above superfunctional reduces to the non-minimal supergravity
action. On the other hand, imposing the dynamical equations for V and r
makes it possible to eliminate these superfields. As a result S[V, <1>, £&,t]
reduces to the action (6.6.7), which represents the super Weyl invariant
version of the minimal supergravity action. Therefore, the minimal and
non-minimal supergravities are dually equivalent.

6.6.5. Prepotentials and field content in non-minimal supergravity
Now it is time to discuss the results obtained. We commence by recalling
that imposing the conformal supergravity constraints (5.3.15) leads to the
co variant derivatives algebra (5.3.53) and expresses all the supergeometry
objects in terms of the unconstrained superfields N /, W M and F (with N rx iJ,
WiJ and W.u purely gauge degrees of freedom). The minimal supergeometry
formulation is characterized by one more constraint (5.5.1) manifesting the
fact that F becomes a function of W M , WM , cp and $, where {p is a
fT-independent superfield, 0.u{P = O. The superfields N rxiJ , W M and {p are the
prepotentials of minimal supergravity. The non-minimal supergeometry
formulation is characterized by the set of constraints (5.3.15) and (6.6.31),
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where n 1: - t, O. The last constraints leads to the fact that F becomes a
function of W M , WM ,? and where y is a superfield under the restriction
Cl? = O. The superfields N ri, WM and y are the prepotentials of non-minimal
supergravity. Clearly, the requirement ojlfp=O is stronger than ojlajly=o.
As a consequence, y describes more field degrees of freedom than fp, and the
non-minimal algebra (5.3.53) looks much more complicated than the minimal
algebra (5.5.6). That is why we use the term 'non-minimal'.
With respect to the supergravity gauge group, the prepotentials W M , fp
and yare characterized by the transformation laws (5.4.14), (5.5.5) and (6.6.24),
respectively. In both minimal and non-minimal supergravities, one can gauge
away the compensators resulting in fp = 1 and y= 1. Then we end up with
residual gauge transformations constrained by equation (5.1.32) in the
minimal case and by equation (6.6.26) in the non-minimal case. Such a gauge
fixing does not seem to be the most useful. The point is that equation (6.6.26)
restricts the parameters ;'jl' and this makes it impossible to gauge away all
WI' and Wjl. The most useful gauge choice is the following. In both minimal
and non-minimal supergravities, it is in our power to choose the gravitational
superfield gauge (5.4.38) supplemented by the Wess-Zumino gauge (5.1.1 7).
Residual gauge invariance is described by the superparameters (5.4.42),
(5.1.18). Then, the local scale +Ys-transformations and the local S
supersymmetry transformations can be used to bring the minimal and
non-minimal compensators into the form:

y,

fp(x, e) = 1 + e2 B(x)

(6.6.41a)

y(x, e, 8) = 1 + ec<p",(x) + e2 B(x)+ eaaeva(x)+ e2 e"v"(x).

(6.6.41b)

and
Here B and v" are complex scalar and vector fields, respectively, Pc< and v"
are spinor fields. The real vector field A m from(5.1.17)and the fields presented
in expressions (6.6.41a) and (6.6.41b) do not propagate on-shell. So, the
minimal and non-minimal supergravity formulations have the same
dynamical fields, the graviton and the gravitino, but different sets of auxiliary
fields.

6.6.6. Geometrical approach to non-minimal supergravity
Non-minimal supergravity has been introduced above in the dynamical
approach as the supergravity-matter system classically equivalent to Einstein
supergravity. Remarkably, it possesses a purely geometric realization
analogous to that developed for minimal supergravity in Section 5.1. Here
we describe the approach suggested by E. Sokatchev.
Consider complex superspace (;414 parametrized by four complex c-number
coordinates ym and four complex a-number coordinates: undotted el' and
dotted Pjl' Pjl 1: BjlvW)* = BjlviT". Coordinates will be unified in
(M =(ym,

81', Pjl)

and

~M=(ym, el')

(6.6.42)
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looking on ~M as the coordinates of some complex superspace (;412. We take
the point of view that (;414 is the trivial fibre bundle over base (;412 with fibre
(;012. Then, natural coordinate transformations on (;414 are 'triangular'
transformations of the general structure:
y'm = f"'(y, e)

with
Ber

pi, =hey, e, p)

e'l' = j'-'(y, e)

8(IN) =f. 0
(~
8(

(6.6.43)

(8~IN)
Ber ------;;t =f. O.

=>

8~!......

The infinitesimal form for such transformations is
y'm = ym _ ;,m(y, e)
e'l' = el' - ),Il(y, e)
P~

= Pi< -

(6.6.44)

),i«y, e, p)

with ;,m, )/' and ;'i< being arbitrary superfunctions of the proper arguments.
The supergroup of coordinate transformations (6.6.43) has a natural family
of subgroups, each of which is singled out by a restriction of the form

OCN)J3n+
[Ber (-8(M

1 _[

-

(8~I!i)J2n

(6.6.45)

Ber -

a~M

for some real number n. In the infinitesimal case, this restriction coincides
with equation (6.6.26).
Further, let us define an embedding of real superspace [R414, parametrized
by coordinates xm, el' and rJi<' into our superspace (;414 in the manner:
ym + ym = 2xm

ym _ ym = 2iYfm(x, e, rJ)

pI' - el' = Yfl'(x, e, rf)

=>

Pi< - rJi< =.if ;ix, e, rJ).

(6.6.47)

Here Yfm and Yfl' are superfields on [R414 which determine the embedding.
Obviously, every coordinate transformation (6.6.44) induces, first, the
coordinate transformation on [R41 4:
X

Im

=X

m

. _ e)
1 ;-m(
.
l!')
-21,Am( X+l..n,
-2""
X-l..n,o
vS?

e'l' = el' - ),I'(x + i£, e)

(6.6.47)

rJ~ = rJi< - Ii«x -i£, rJ)

and secondly, the change of superfields Yfm and .ifi<:
i
i
Yflm(x ' , e', ~) = Yfm(x, e, rf) + - },m(x + iJlf, e) -- Im(x - iJlf, rJ)

2

2

.if~(X', e', ~) = .ifj;.(x, e, rJ)+ Ij;.(X - iJlf, rJ) - ;'i'(x + i£,

e, rJ +.if)

(6.6.48a)
(6.6.48b)

Here (x ± iYf) and (rJ +.if) mean (xn ± iYfn) and (rf" +.if v), respectively.
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Based on the above consideration, one can make the following proposal.
For a given realn:;i:O, the supergravity gauge group is the supergroup of
coordinate transformations (6.6.43) constrained by (6.6.45). A curved real
superspace is described by a 'generalized gravitational superfield'
)(M(;) = )fM(Z) = (ffm(Z),Jf"(Z), )f{,(z».

(6.6.49)

The supergravity gauge group acts on ffM(Z) according to the law (6.6.48).
Let us argue the given proposal. To start with, consider the case n = - 1
Then, the left-hand side in restriction (6.6.45) is identically unity, and the
superparameters ).jJ. in expressions (6.6.44) and (6.6.48b) are completely
arbitrary. On these grounds, we are able to impose the gauge
,YfM = (.#,m , 0, 0)

After this, we arrive at the Einstein supergravity formulation described in
subsection 5.1.3.
Next, consider the case n:;i: - t, O. We intend to show that there is a special
gauge in non-minimal supergravity under which the situation described above
is realized explicitly. In non-minimal supergravity, the prepotentials are N~,
W M and y. The invariance under the superlocal Lorentz group can be used
to set N ,/ ' = 0,/. The invariance under the general coordinate transformation
supergroup can be used to gauge away Re wm (leaving some part of Re W m,
if we wish) and WI'. As a result, the following gauge
ell'xm=xm+i,Yfm(x, 8, ~)

.ifm=,Yfm

e 1l'~jJ. = ~jJ. +.if jJ.(x, 8, i1)

ell'81' = 81'

(6.6.50)

is admissible. Evidently, this gauge fixing is weaker than the gravitational
superfield gauge (5.4.38). So, the choice (6.6.50) will be called the 'generalized
gravitational superfield gauge'. Under equation (6.6.50), every ),-transformation
should be supplemented by some K-transformation to preserve the gauge.
Similarly to the derivation of equations (5.4.40-42), one now finds

oell'= KMoMell' _ell' AMOM
where
AM = (Am(X, 8), AI'(x, 8), )./i(x, 8, ~))

Km=~),m(x+iJ'f, 8)+~xm(x-iJ'f,~)
2

2

KI' = AI'(x + iJ'f, e)

(6.6.51)

KjJ.=XjJ.(x-iJ'f, i1)

and the transformation laws
o,Yfm = KNoN,Yfm+~ Am(X + iJ'f, 8) -~ Xm(x -iJ'f, i1)

2

2

0.ifjJ. = KN ON.ifjJ. + XjJ.(x - iJ'f, i1) - Aix + iJ'f,

e, ~ + .if).

(6.6.52)
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It is seen that the relations (6.6.52) coincide with those in (6.6.48). Finally,

imposing the gauge y= 1 restricts superparameters
equation (6.6.26).

).M

in accordance with

6.6.7. Linearized non-minimal supergravity

In conclusion, let us describe a linearized version of non-minimal
supergravity. Recall that the same construction for minimal supergravity was
described in Section 6.2. Similarly to the minimal case, it is now convenient
to use the prepotential parametrization described in subsection 5.6.1 and the
chiral representation defined by equations (5.6.15,16). Upon imposing the
A-supergroup gauge (5.6.18) and the super Weyl gauge Cl' = 1, the non-minimal
supergravity action (6.6.23b) turns out to be a superfunctional of the
prepotentials Ha = Ha, y and y, with y being a flat linear complex superfield,
152y = 0 (02y =/; 0). The action reads
S(n)

=-;

fd 8Z (ye- 2iHy)(3n+ 1)/2(1'e- 2di)(n+ 1)/2 En.

(6.6.53)

nK

Here the objects Hand E are exactly the same as in equation (6.2.2). The
action is invariant under the gauge transformations
c:5e - 2iH = Ae- 2iH -e - 2iH,\

,

_
.
n+1
0'(' = (A"aa + NO",)y + O,,(A"y) + 3n + 1 (aaA" - O~A")y.

(6.6.54)

The explicit form of the gauge parameters A = AAO A was given in equation
(6.2.3).
The set of superfields {H" = 0, y = 1) constitutes a stationary point of (6.6.53)
corresponding to flat global superspace. To linearize at this stationary point,
we must expand the action up to third order in the superfields Ha, rand r,
f being defined by
y=l+f
15 2f=0
(02f=/;0).
(6.6.55)
Since the relevant computational work has been done in subsection 6.2.1,
here we reproduce only the final result:
(2)

SNON-MIN.SO=

fd8 z {-161 H"'''0130- 20 pH"'''+---g;;n + 1 (a ",,,H 0"')2
+ n+ 1 ([0 15.]HCI.")2 _ (n + 1)(3n+ 1) i Haixa . (f _ f)
32
"" Cl.
4n
aa
_ 3n+ 1 H""(O"15"f-15"O,,f)
4
2

+ (3n + 1)2 ff + 9n - 1 (f2 + f2)}.
4n
8n

(6.6.56)
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Kr. The action obtained

aH",,,=D,,L,,,-D!y'L,,

(6.6.57)

ar= _!

n+ 1 D2D!Y.L +! D"D2L.
'" 4
'"
4 3n+ 1

L", being arbitrary. The equation (6.6.57) presents the linearized version of
equation (6.6.54).
One can readily see that the theories (6.2.5) and (6.6.56) are equivalent. It
is sufficient to construct an auxiliary model realizing the dual transform for
these theories. In the role of such a model, one can choose

S[H , a,

V]=fd8Z{-~H!y'''DPD2D
16
PH.+
"'!Y. n+l(o
8n

.H IX")2

IXIX

+n+l([D D']H"")2_(n+l X3n+l) iHaaa '(V-V)
32
IX'!Y.
4n
aa
_3n+l H"'''(DD.v-D.D V)+(3n+l)2 W
4
!Y. Cl
"!Y.
4n
2

9n -1 2 + V
- 2
}
+--(V
)-3(Va+ Vir)
8n

(6.6.58)

V being an arbitrary complex scalar superfield. As a result, the theories (6.2.5)
and (6.6.56) describe two on-shell massless super Poincare states of
superhelicities ( - 2) and i.

6.7. New minimal supergravity
In the previous section, we have carefully avoided dealing with the value
t, turns out to be very special, for at least
three reasons. First, the lP-transformation law (6.6.22) is consistent with the
constraint lP = 1JI if and only if n = O. Secondly, the action superfunctional
(6.6.23) becomes ill-defined for n = O. Thirdly, the prescription for the
construction of super Weyl invariant and generally covariant derivatives,
given in subsection 6.6.3, does not work here. Now, we get down to n=O.
n = O. This case, similar to n = -

6.7.1. Real linear compensator
The chief hero of our subsequent considerations will be a real covariantly
linear scalar superfield IL:
({22 - 4R)1L = (f22 - 4R)1L = 0

IL=[

(6.7.1)
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There exists a covariantly chiral spinor superfield tJrx such that
1

[l

_ .

= :2 (:?2"tJ" + :?2 )j")

§&tJ,,=O.

(6.7.2)

Clearly, tJ" is defined modulo redefinitions of the form:
IJ" ...... IJ~ = Ifa

+ i( §2 -

K=K.

4R):?2"K

(6.7.3)

with K being an arbitrary real scalar superfie1d. So, every dynamical theory
of [l can be equivalently treated as a gauge theory of the superfields tJ" and
q" with the gauge invariance (6.7.3).
Owing to the identities (5.4.23) and (5.4.2), the conditions (6.7.1) lead to
[l=P-2 y =F- 2 y

Therefore,

[l

{ y=eWy

y=eW~

is determined by some superfield

O2y=O

ojJ.ojJ.y=O
01'0,/;=0.

(6.7.4)

y satisfying two equations:

Y=(Y)*=e- [F 2 f2e W?J.
W

(6.7.5)

Note that in the case of a complex covariantly linear scalar superfield '1', the
superfield y defined by (6.6.17) and its conjugate y are independent. In
accordance with equation (5.5.4), the reality condition (6.7.5) can be rewritten
as
o

q,3 y=e- W [

(l e;V)
___
-

-

e W (cP 3 y)

]

(6.7.6)

(l o ew )

where cp=ewcP and iP=ewq,. Then, making use of the identities (1.1.13,14)
leads to the very elegant formula:
.0.3.....

+

cp Y=((cP 3y)e W e- W ).
t"

(6.7.7)

Suppose, the supergravity chiral compensator cp acquires some displace
ment. To preserve the linearity condition (6.7.1), [l should also acquire some
change. Remarkably, the transformation law of [l is uniquely fixed. Due to
relation (6.6.18), one finds

cp ...... cp'=erTcp

IL ...... IL' =e-rT-ii'1L

§&O'=O.

(6.7.8a)

Remark. To produce the relations (6.7.8a), the chiral superfield tJrx (6.7.2)
should be transformed according to the law

tJrx ...... tJ~ = e - 3<7/2 tJ(1..

(6.7.8b)

An action superfunctionaI possessing invariance under the super Weyl
transformations (6.7.8) can be obtained from the non-minimal supergravity
action (6.6.23), if one suitably defines the limit n ...... O. Namely, let us set
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\f' = '¥ = IL in S(n) and take the limit n ~ 0:

1
S(n) = -2
nK

f

f

d 8 z E -1 IL + 23 d 8 z E -1 IL In IL.
K

The first term here vanishes identically, since

f

d 8z E- 11L=

-l f

d 8z

E~1 (.@2-4R)IL=0

(6.7.9)

Thus we obtain the action

S=

:2 f d z E- 11Lln iL.
8

(6.7.10)

It is invariant under the super Weyl transformations (6.7.8), since

(E- 11L), =E- 11L
and, therefore,

JS=- :2fd8ZE-11L{0'+CT}

=~
fd E-l{!!.- (.@2 -4R)IL+~ (fil2 -4R)IL} =0.
41\
R
R
8

Z

The superfunctional (6.7.10), known as 'the action of new minimal
supergravity', was invented by P.S. Howe, K.S. Stelle and P. Townsend. and
independently by S. J. Gates, M. Rocek and W. Siegel.
Owing to the super Weyl invariance (6.7.8), one can impose the gauge
cp = 1. Then, the transformation laws of IL and y under the supergravity gauge
group take the form
JIL = KMoMIL +~ (ew(omAm - 0I'AI'))1L +~ (ew(omIm- o,i,IiI))1L

3

3

(6.7.11)

and

Jy = yl = 0m(Amy) -

01'().l'y) - oil()'ilY)

(6.7.12)

respectively. The derivation of equation (6.7.12) is the same as of equation
(6.6.24) (formally, equation (6.7.12) is obtained from equation (6.6.24) by
setting n=O). The superfield y constrained by equations (6.7.5) and
transforming by the law (6.7.12) is said to be 'real linear compensator'.
Due to arbitrariness of the superparameters Ail in equation (6.7.12), it is
possible to choose the gauge

y= 1.

(6.7.13)

In this gauge, the residual gauge transformations are generated by
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superparameters ;..M constrained as
(1·1)=0.

(6.7.14)

Next, from equation (6.7.6) we deduce
(l'e W) = (1·e~).

(6.7.15)

Therefore, imposing the gauge (6.7.13) restricts the prepotentials W M
according to rule (6.7.15).

6.7.2. Dynamics in new minimal supergravity
Our next goal is to show that the supergravity-matter system with action
(6.7.10) is dynamically equivalent to Einstein supergravity.
Using relations (6.7.2), we represent S in terms of the (anti)chiral superfields
ij" and 1'/rJ.'
S =~ fd 8 Z E- 1 (22rJ.I'/rJ. + .@"ij") In(22.6I'/.6 + .@/Jij/J).
21(
This model, considered as the dynamical system of the supergravity
prepotentials and the superfields 1'/rJ. and ij", is characterized by the dynamical
equations
c5S c5S
-=-=O=>T=O
(6.7.16)
TrJ.&=O
c51'/rJ. c5ij"
with T and Ta" being the supertrace and supercurrent, respectively. In
accordance with the variational rules for (anti)chiral spinor superfields
(6.3.52), the equations of motion for 1'/rJ. and ij" are
(.@2-4R)22rJ.lnlL=(222-4R'),@&lnlL=0.

(6.7.17)

Here we have used equation (6.7.9) and the fact that variations c51'/rJ. and
<>ij& must be covariantly chiral and antichiral, respectively, hence
c51L = !<22rJ.c5I'/rJ. + .@&c5ij&) is covariantly linear. The supercurrent of the theory
under consideration can be found in the same way as was done in subsection
6.3.3. for the theory (6.3.49). The result reads
1(2 TrJ.& = IL {2G rJ.&: + (22cx In IL).@& In IL - [22rJ.' ~&J In IL}

3
2
- 3;;;;2
+:2I'/rJ.(22 -4R)22&:lnlL-:2ij&:(::t' -4R)22rJ. lnlL

(6.7.18)

or, after taking into account equations (6.7.17), as
1(2TrJ.& = 1L{2GrJ.& + (22rJ.ln IL)~& In IL - [22rJ.' .@&:J In IL}.

(6.7.19)

The general solution of equations (6.7.17) is
lL=e- P - P

.@&p=O

(6.7.20)
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for some covariantly chiral scalar superfield p. Then, the super Weyl
invariance (6.7.8) can be used to gauge away p. In other words, the gauge
choice
1L=1

(6.7.21)

is admissible on-shell. After this, the linearity condition (6.7.1) means R=O,
and the dynamical equation Toc~=O implies Gocdc=O. As a result, we obtain
the Einstein supergravity equations.
In summary, we have shown that the action (6.7.10) leads to the same
dynamics as the supergravity action (6.1.3). So, the action (6.7.10) can be
taken in the role of the Einstein supergravity action. This supergravity
formulation is known as new minimal supergravity. The term 'new minimal'
is used due to the fact that the chiral superfield (the compensator of the
minimal formulation is chiral) and the real linear superfield (the compensator
of new minimal formulation is real linear) carry equal numbers of bosonic
and fermionic field degrees of freedom, 4 real bosonic ones + 4 real fermionic
ones.
There is one more way to establish the equivalence of the supergravity
theories (6.1.3) and (6.7.10). Consider the auxiliary model with the action
superfunctional
S[v, IL,

.@AJ= :2

f

8

d z E-l(VlL-e

V

(6.7.22)

)

where V is an arbitrary real scalar superfield and IL is a real covariantly
linear scalar superfield. The action turns out to be invariant under the super
Weyl transformations
<p' =ea<p

V'= V-rJ-a

IL' =e-a-ulL

.@~rJ

=O.

(6.7.23)

It may be seen that V can be interpreted as a gauge superfield or the super
Weyl group. Varying the action with respect to V gives the equation V = In IL,
which can be used to eliminate V. Then one obtains the new minimal
supergravity action. On the other hand, by varying S[v, IL;.@AJ with respect
to the (anti)chiral superfields ~dc and Yioc' from which IL is composed, we
obtain the equations
(.@2 _ 4R).@oc V = (.@2 - 4R).@& V = O.

which have solutions
V = In <I> + In <I>

~6<<I>=O

for some covariantly chiral scalar superfield. After doing this, our action
reduces to the action (6.6.7) representing the super Weyl invariant form of
the Einstein supergravity action (6.1.3). As a result, the minimal and new
minimal supergravity formulations turn out dually equivalent.
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6.7.3. Gauge fixing and field content in new minimal supergravity
Upon fixing the superlocal Lorentz invariance (by setting N /' = br/') and the
super Weyl invariance (by setting q> = 1), new minimal supergravity is
described by the prepotentials W M and y, with W M being arbitrary and y
subject to constraint (6.7.5). These superfields possess the transformation laws
(5.4.14) and (6.7.12), respectively, under the K- and },-supergroups. Above
we have pointed out that the ),-invariance can be partly fixed by imposing
the condition (6.7.13), which requires the prepotentials W M to be constrained
as in (6.7.15). Then, one ends up with residual ).-transformations under
equation (6.7.14) and with arbitrary K-transformations. The latter can be
used to take the generalized gravitational superfield gauge (6.6.50). In this
gauge, we have
(1 e tv) = ~eybmn +iOmJ"t'n)
det(bJi v+ EJi~)

(6.7.24)

o

where El' and Ei< are defined by equation (5.4.43). So, the requirement (6.7.15)
takes the form
det(b mn+ i8 mJ"t'n) det(b/ + ~1'J"t'v) 1.
(6.7.25)
det(b mn- i8 mJ"t'n) det(bJi v+ £i< 2 v)

Remark. To derive equation (6.7.24), one can consider the change of
variables

x(L) = xm +iJ"t'm
M _ W M_
Z(L)-e Z -

{

I' _
I'
{)(L)-{)

(fjl(L) =

_

mn
8z N (b + iOmJ"t'n
(L)
8zM =
i81'J"t'n
ioi<J"t'n

=>

{fi< + J"t'i<

o
b

v

oI'

8m2"
0

)

bi<v+ oi< 2 v

(6.7.26)
and use the relations (1.11.17) and (1.10.64).
In subsection 6.6.6, we saw that minimal (n = -1) and non-minimal
(n =f. -t, 0) supergravities can be treated as gauge theories of an (unconstrained)
generalized gravitational superfield J"t'M = 2M with the gauge group being
the supergroup of coordinate transformations (6.6.44,45). It follows from the
above consideration that in the case n = 0 such a treatment leads to a theory
differing from new minimal supergravity. New minimal supergravity is to be
understood as follows. It is the gauge theory of a generalized gravitational
superfield J"t'M = 2M satisfying the constraint (6.7.25). The gauge group is
the supergroup of coordinate transformations (6.6.44) under the unimodularity
condition

(

8(IN)

Ber =1
8(M

(6.7.27)

which coincides with constraint (6.6.45) for n = O. The gauge group acts on
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.J'fM according to law (6.6.48). Note that requirement (6.7.14) gives the
infinitesimal form of requirement (6.7.27).
Instead of imposing the gauge y= 1, let us take another, more convenient,
course. The K- and A-transformations can be used to choose the gravitational
superfield gauge (5.4.38). In this approach, the gravitational superfield
.J'fM =.Y/'M is unconstrained, but the compensator y is governed by the
equations

...

y=(yeWe- W)

O"2y=O

(6.7.28)

where W = WMo m is some functional of .J'fM (see equations (5.4.38)).
In the gravitational superfield gauge, the residual gauge invariance is
described by the superparameters (5.4.42). It is in our power to choose the
Wess-Zumino (5.1.17) for our exploration. Since now .J'f3 =0, we have

WM = i.J'fM +! .J'fno .J'fM
2
n
and the requirements for

y take the form

y= y+ 2i(yYr) - 2(yYrYr)
where .J'f = .J'fm om . It follows from here that y has the structure:
O"2y=O

Y(x, e, e) = C(x) + e"c,oclx) + ec,cpc,(x) + eaaeva(x) + e2el·c,(x)

(6.7.29)

(6.7.30)

with C(x) being real. Further, the transformations surviving in the
Wess-Zumino gauge are described by the superparameters (5.1.18). In
accordance with the law (6.7.12), the Weyl and local S-supersymmetry
transformations (corresponding to the parameters a and '1" in (5.1.18)) can
be used to gauge away the components C and c,o" to give
y(x, 0, B) = e - 1(x)(1 + Oaaeva(x) + 02eil

r (X)).
il

(6.7.31)

rc,

Here the factor e -1 is introduced to make the fields Va and
scalars with
respect to the space-time general coordinate transformations (setting
Am=bm(x) and AI'=Ai<=O in equation (6.7.12) gives <5y=om(b my)). Now, the
reality condition (6.7.29) means
va = Va + 2ieo m(e -lea m)
Om[e-{

Am+~(Va+va)eam) J=o

(6.7.32a)

and
,IX =

-

2eo m( e- 1 'l'mlX).

(6.7.32b)

The system (6.7.32a) has the solution
Va= Wa + 2Aa-ieom(e-1ea m)

(6.7.33)
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where
1 m
wm eamw a
8 "kl "B k1

=

=2

o

(8°123

=e)

(6.7.34)

Bk1 = -B1k=Bk1 .
We see that the only independent component of yis an anti symmetric tensor
field Bkl possessing the gauge invariance

bBk1=0..Jl-Olik·

(6.7.35)

There is no mystery in the appearance of Bkl and corresponding gauge
invariance. One can easily recognize Bkl as a component field of the (anti)chiral
superfields ije, and 'la from which L (and y) is composed. Next, the invariance
(6.7.35) represents a fragment of invariance (6.7.3).
The most important feature of new minimal supergravity is that its
component gauge group includes not only the space-time general coordinate,
local Lorentz and local supersymmetry transformations (as in the minimal
and non-minimal versions), but the local chiral ones also. It is worth
reminding ourselves that the Weyl and local S-supersymmetry transformations
have been used to achieve the gauge (6.7.31). If one chooses in the law (6.7.12)

i.m=o
-

;.~ =e- w eWJ.~ =

." _ 1 n()"
). - - u

2

i

-- ne~-e&Jffmomn
2

which corresponds to some Y5-transformation, then the result will be

bVa=ean

b[ i< = - iOm(nqtmi<)

hence
1
bA a =-0
2 an

blJl mic =~ nlJl mic •
2

These are exactly the ys-transformation laws (5.1.29).
Owing to the equivalence of minimal and new minimal supergravities,
the fields Am and Bm" do not propagate on-shell. They are the auxiliary fields
of new minimal supergravity. At the same time, Am and Bm" are gauge fields
for the local chiral invariance and the invariance (6.7.35), respectively. One
can check that Am and Bm" enters the action (6.7.10) as

f d4xe-l{C1wmWm+C2WmAm}

(6.7.36)

Cl and C 2 being non-zero constants. Here wm is defined in equation (6.7.34).
The non-dynamical nature of Am and Bm" is now explicit.
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6.7.4. Linearized new minimal supergravity
A linearized version of the new minimal supergravity can be obtained by
means of direct examination of its action superfunctional (6.7.10) or by finding
a dual transform for the linearized minimal supergravity action (6.2.5). We
choose the second course.
Let us consider a globally supersymmetric theory which is described by
unconstrained real vector and scalar superfields Ha and V as well as by a
chiral scalar superfield rr, D"rr = 0, and its conjugate a. The action
superfunctional is given by

S[H , V , rrJ=fd8z{-~H""DPD2D
16
PH!1.". -~(o
4!1.!1..H!1.iI.)2+~([D
16!1.' 0 iI. JH!1.iI.)2

1
_.
) +2U
3
+U ( 2[D!1.,Dil.JH"!1.-3u-3a

2}

(6.7.37)

and turns out to be invariant under the gauge transformations

~H"iI. = Dil. L !1. - D!1. L iI.

~u =~(D!1.D2L!1.+ Dil.D2LiI.)

(6.7.38)

4

~u=

1 -2
--D D"L
12
!1.

~U is linear, D2~u = O.
The equation of motion for V makes it possible to express V via the other
superfields. Then, the action (6.7.37) is reduced to the linearized supergravity
action (6.2.5). On the other hand, the equation of motion for u means nothing
more than the linearity of V,

L!1. being arbitrary. Note that the variation

U=IU=[J
Then, u and

D2 1U =0.

(6.7.39)

a drop out of the action and it takes the form:

-fd8 z {-161 H"il.DPD- 2D PH"iI.- 41 (:lu!1.o. H!1.iI.)2

(2)
SNEWMIN.SG-

+~
([D!1.' Do.JH"o.)2 +~ IU[D", D"JH!1.o.+~ 1U
16
2
2

2

}.

(6.7.40)

This superfunctional represents the linearized version of the new minimal
supergravity action. It is obviously invariant under the transformations
~H!1.o.=Do.L!1.-D"Lo.

~IU =~(D!1.D2L
4
!1."

+D.D 2L'")

where L" is an arbitrary spinor superfield.

(6.7.41)
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Using the invariance (6.7.41), one can set the gauge
IU =0.

(6.7.42)

Parameters of the residual gauge transformations are constrained by

D"'D 2 L",+Dil D 2 P=0
which has the solution

L!J.=iD!J.K +iD il (",,,

K=K.

As a result, in the gauge (6.7.42) we end up with an invariance of the form

bHa= oaK + i(Aa - Aa)

K=K

(6.7.43)

DpAa=O.

Remarkably, one can look upon this law as a simultaneous generalization
of ordinary Yang- Mills and super Yang-Mills linearized transformations.

6.8. Matter coupling in non-minimal and new minimal supergravities
Owing to the existence of several supergravity formulations discussed in
detail in Sections 6.6 and 6.7, it seems reasonable to investigate peculiarities
of matter coupling in the non-minimal and new minimal supergravities.
Strictly speaking, this problem is not a fundamental one. By their very origin,
each of the n"# - t, 0 and n = 0 versions represents a theory of (minimal)
supergravity coupled to some special matter. On these grounds, every
dynamical system describing an interaction, for example, of non-minimal
supergravity with some matter superfields {VI} can be equivalently
reformulated as a theory of minimal supergravity coupled to the extended
matter {VI, IJ', 'I'}, where IJ' is a complex covariantly linear scalar superfield.
In this sense, minimal supergravity is unique. Nevertheless, sometimes use
of the new minimal formulation (or, less often, the non-minimal one) may
turn out to be preferable.

6.8.1. Non-minimal chiral compensator
We are going to introduce a chiral superfield, constructed from the
non-minimal prepotentials W M and y, playing the same role in non-minimal
supergravity as the chiral compensator <p in minimal supergravity. Our
consideration will be based on the non-minimal covariant derivatives (6.6.28)
and the corresponding supertorsion tensors (6.6.30,31).
Let us introduce the following complex scalar superfield:

! = n+ 1 (4~)-lf,:i!'·il= 3n+ 1 +(4~)-1IDifi
3n+1

n+1
!=-(lDlplP)-lf&f&

n=-l.

n"# -1
(6.8.l)
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I ts basic properties are:

!2=O

1 _

_(][))2 _

4

(6.8.2a)
(6.8.2b)

[D"!=u,,
2n
4lR)e-~ =--IR
n+l

(6.8.2c)

n# -1.

In deriving equations (6.8.2), we have used the identities

{[Dc" [Dp} =4lRMo,p

[D"IR=O

Ta = IDaT

u"

and the fact that for n = - 1 we have IR = 0 and [D"
is chiral. In what
follows, we choose n # - 1. The case n = - 1 can be treated similarly, with
evident modifications.

Remark. ! contains the chiral superfield IR in the denominator. It is
not difficult to see that the leading term in the power series expansion in
for IR is proportional to the auxiliary field B (see equation (6.6.41b) modulo
bi-linear fermionic combinations. So, ! turns out to be well-defined only for
some special non-minimal supergeometries. In particular, ! becomes singular
in the flat superspace limit.
Since ui< = [D" 1, from equation (6.8.2b) we deduce that

e

!-u=lnd 3

[Do,d=~&d=O

(6.8.3)

for some covariantly chiral scalar superfield d. One can check that the
transformation (6.6.22) changes d according to the rule

d--+Ll'=e- 17 d

(6.8.4)

coinciding with the transformation of Cl> in equation (6.6.9).
non-minimal derivatives (6.6.28) admit the form
-

-/3

[)",=eP[~",-2(~

p)M"'/3]

Further, the

1- 1
p= --L+-L
6
3

[Dc, = eP[~ i< - 2(~Pp)M c,p].

(6.8.5)

Here {!;A = ({!;a, {!;"" ~") are the minimal covariant derivatives obtained from
by replacing the compensator <p by the super Weyl invariant combination
<pd. (In other words, if one indicates the explicit dependence of ~A on the
prepotentials as ~A =~A[WM, <p], then {!;A =~A[WM, <pd]. Similarly, the
non-minimal supergravity action (6.6.34) can be rewritten as
~A

S(n)

1f

[1 -]

= nK 2 d 8 z E--1 exp -"3(L+L)

£-1

=E-1~d.

(6.8.6)

It follows from equations (6.8.5) and (6.8.6) that the minimal compensator <p
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enters into all non-minimal quantities only in the super Weyl invariant
combination cptJ...
The chiral superfield tJ.. transforms as a scalar under the supergravity gauge
group as long as cp is not eliminated. However, in the super Weyl gauge
cp = 1 every ),:transformation must be supplemented by the super Weyl one
with (J = - te w( Cm),m - C!,A!'), and the transformation law for tJ.. takes the form

£5A =KMcMA +! (omAm -o!,A!')A

tJ..=ewA.
(6.8.7)
3
So, non-minimal supergravity possesses its own chiral compensator. But it
is necessary to remember that tJ.., similarly to ! from which tJ.. is constructed,
turns out to be well defined only for some special non-minimal super
geometries. tJ.. is known as the 'non-minimal chiral compensator'.
With the help of tJ.., we are in a position to introduce chiral superpotentials
into non-minimal supergravity. Given a covariantly chiral scalar superfield
2'.: = e it'~, op.~ = 0, we define the integral of 2'.: over superspace in the three
equivalent forms:

f
f

1= d 6 z (cP A)3
=

~

(6.6.8a)

[-1

d8 z -

e'£ It'

IR

(6.8.8b)

C

n+1fd8Z[-1 It'-.
IR
C

(6.8.8c)

=---

2n

Let us comment on the derivation of expressions (6.8.8b) and (6.8.8c). Using
the chiral integration rule (5.5.21), we can write
1=

f

8

d z

2-1R 2'.:=-4If

1

E- U
8
d z_ ~_",, ___

2'.:.

Choosing here U = exp(~! - t~) and noting that

1 ""2 -4R)exp
(1-~--~
- 1 )
IR= --(E2
4
6
3

(6.8.9)

one obtains equation (6.8.8b). Next, the relation (6.8.2c) can be used to write
1= n +

8n

If

d 8 z - 2 e~([D -41R)(e-~ 2'.:).
IR
[-1

-



Then making use of the rule for integration by parts

f

d 8 z [-1 V([D -41R)U =

leads to equation (6.8.8c).

f

d 8 z [-1 U e'£([D -41R)(e-'£V)

(6.8.10)
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6.8.2. Matter dynamical systems in a non-minimal supergravity background
Now it is easy to to generalize the results of subsection 5.5.7, where we have
discussed general properties of matter systems coupled to a minimal
supergravity background, to the non-minimal case. Generalization consists
merely in choosing the structure

SeX; [[))A]=

f {

eI:
el: }
d8 z lE-I 2'(x; [[))A)+i"2;,(X; [[))A)+ ~ 2;,(x; [[))A)

[biX2;,=O

t6.8.11)
in the role of action superfunctional describing the dynamics of matter
superfields X in some non-minimal supergravity background, instead of
(5.5.24). In addition, it seems reasonable to admit a non-polynomial
dependence on the supertorsions lr" and lr iX for 2' and 2;,.
All models of matter superfields coupled to non-minimal supergravity can
be naturally divided onto two classes: 'effectively minimal' and 'essentially
non-minimal'. A matter model is said to be effectively minimal (essentially
non-minimal) if after expressing the non-minimal covariant derivatives [[)) A
via the induced minimal ones ~ A (6.8.5) the action SeX; [[)) A] turns out to be
independent (explicitly dependent) on the superfields I: and !. Examples of
effectively minimal models are the chiral scalar superfield model with the
action

SeX,

x; [ )) A] = f d 8 z lE-IX e(1/3 XHI:)x + {f d8 z IE~ 1 eI: 2;,(x) + c.c.}

[biXX=O
(6.8.12)

and the vector multiplet model with the action

If

1E- 1 
S[V' [[)) ]=- d 8 z _ el: W"W
,
A
2
IR
"
W,,= -!([D-41R)(e-I:/2[[))"V)
4

(6.8.13)

V= V.

Making use of the representation (6.8.5) reduces the former to the model
(5.7.37), and the latter to the model (6.3.21). As an example of essentially
non-minimal systems, one can consider the chiral scalar superfield model
with the action

SeX,

x; [[))A] =

f

d 8 z lE-IX ee(l:+I:)x+{f d 8 z

IE~ 1 eI: 2;,(x)+ c.c.}
(6.8.14)

where ~#t.
Many essentially non-minimal theories are potentially pathalogical due to
non-analyticity in the supergravity auxiliary fields.
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6.8.3. New minimal supergravity and supersymmetric a-models
In conclusion, we would like to elucidate one of the most important
applications of the new minimal formulation-describing locally super
symmetric nonlinear a-models.
Supersymmetric a-models have been studied in Section 3.3. The underlying
a-model symmetry principle is invariance under the Ktihler transformations
(3.3.11). The a-model action superfunctional (3.3.10) possesses this invariance,
since the operation of integration over flat global superspace is characterized
by the property

D;A=O

=>

f

d 8 z A=O.

When trying to extend the a-model to a curved superspace, we must treat
the a-model variables <l>i as covariantly chiral scalar superfields, ~ &<I>i = 0,
as well as covariantize the integration measure. However, the naive
covariantization

f

d 8 z E- 1 K(<I>i, cI>1)

(6.8.15)

proves to be inconsistent with the Kiihler invariance (3.3.11), since

D"A=O

=>

fdBZE-1A=fd6z</l3e-W(RA)#0

as long as R #0. On the other hand, the relations (6.7.1) imply

D"A=O

=>

f

f

dBz E-1ILA= dBz E- 1ILA=0.

As a result, the action

f

d 8 z E- 1 1L K(<I>', cI>1)

(6.8.16)

is explicitly invariant under the Ktihler transformations (3.3.11). Remarkably,
it is also invariant under the super Weyl transformations (6.7.8). We see that
the Ktihler invariance appears to be consistent with the new minimal
supergravity formulation.
By adding the pure supergravity term (6.7.10) to expression (6.8.16), one
obtains the action

S[<I>', IL, f0A ]

= f dBz E- 11L

{:2

In IL + K(<I>i, cI>1)}

(6.8.17)

defining the new minimal supergravity-a-model dynamical system.
It is interesting to notice that the action (6.8.17) can be obtained from the
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3
S[<1>j, ~, V, g A] = K2

f {

. <I>l)
-.)}
d 8z E- 1 V~ -exp (VK
-"32
K(<1>',
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(6.8.18)

which generalizes action (6.7.22), by eliminating the Lagrange multiplet V.
The action introduced proves to be invariant under the superWeyl
transformations (6.7.23) and the Kahler transformations
K(<1>, <1» .... K(ct>, <1»

+ A(<1» + A(<1»

K2

V .... V + - (1\(<1»

3

_ _

(6.8.19)

+ A(<1»).

If one now varies action (6.8.18) with respect to ~ (obtaining (.@-4R)f4V=0)
and then imposes the super Weyl gauge V = 0, the action reduces to
5[<1>',. ft'A]

==-

f
:2 f
3

K2

-' )
d 8 z E- 1 exp (K2
-"3 K(ct>',. <I>l)

d 8 z E- 1 +

f

d 8 z E- 1 K(<1>i, <J>.i)+ 0(K2).

(6.8.20)

Here the first term represents the Einstein supergravity action and the second
term describes the coupling of the eT-model superfields to minimal
supergravity. In the flat superspace limit and K .... O, S[<1>i, f'2A ] takes the flat
form (3.3.10).
In the super Weyl gauge V = 0 we have adopted, every Kahler
transformation (6.8.19) must be accompanied by a special super Weyl
transformation with eT = (K 2 /3)(A(<1>)+ A(<1»). On these grounds, the eT-model
action possesses the following super Weyl-Kahler invariance:

cP .... exp [

~2 A(<l» Jcp

K(<l>, <1» .... K(<l>, <1»

+ A(<l» + A(cf».

(6.8.21)

Clearly, supergravity-matter models (6.8.17) and (6.8.20) are equivalent.

6.9. Free massless higher superspin theories
As has been shown, linearized Einstein supergravity describes free massless
particles of spin 1 and 2. So, Einstein supergravity can be treated as a
supersymmetric field theory of interacting massless spin-! and spin-2 particles.
It is quite natural to ask: Do supersymmetric field theories exist which
consistently describe an interaction of massless particles having higher spins
s > 2? A consistent system of equations for interacting massless fields of all
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spins, including the gravitational field, was constructed by M. Vasiliev l . It
is not clear, however, whether there exists an action functional leading to
such equations of motion. Description of Vasiliev's construction is out of the
scope of this book. The chief goal of the present section is to describe free
supersymmetric field theories of massless higher spin particles. These models
may happen to be Iinearized versions of some fundamental higher spin theories
extending, in a nontrivial way, Einstein supergravity,
We begin with two definitions. A free relativistic field theory is said to
describe a massless particle of spin s if the Poincare representation which
acts in the physical dynamical subspace «Dg'hys), is given as a direct sum of
two irreducible massless representations carrying the helicies ( - s) and s. By
«Dg'hys) we mean the dynamical subspace «Do factorized over all the purely
gauge histories (massless theories turn out to be gauge when s ~ 1). It is clear
that «Dg'hys) may be parametrized by (functionally independent) gauge
invariant field strengths which remain non-vanishing on-shell.
A free supersymmetric (super)field theory is said to describe a massless
multiplet (superparticle) of superspin Y if the super Poincare representation
acting on the physical dynamical subs pace is equivalent to a direct sum of
two irreducible massless representations carrying the superhelicities ( - Y-t)
and Y. A massless multiplet of superspin Y describes four massless particle
states of the helicities ± Y and ±(Y+t) or, equivalently, two massless
particles having spins Y and (Y +t). This is why the mass less
superspin-Y
multiplet is often denoted as (Y, Y + t).
Previously, we have discussed a lot of supersymmetric models realizing
multiplets with lower superspins Y = 0, t, and l In particular, the cases Y = 0
and Y
were realized by the models (3.2.5) and (3.4.9), respectively. Three
equivalent formulations were found, given by equations (6.2.5), (6.6.56) and
(6.7.40), for a superspin-} multiplet. Below we shall present the superfield
realizations for massless multiplets of higher superspins Y = 2, ~, 3, " ., as
well as for the so-called gravitino multiplet (Y = 1).

=t

6.9.1. Free mass less theories of higher integer spins
In this subsection we discuss free field theories describing massless particles
of higher integer spins s = 3, 4, 5, .... These theories were constructed
by C. Fronsdal 2•
Let us fix some integer s > 2 and introduce into consideration a set of two
real bosonic tensor fields over Minkowski space of the form
(6.9.1)
rni = {h :X1 •• ,X :x.l·":x.
. . s(x) ' h::tj''':Xs _2C(!."O:s_2
. . (x)} •
't'
s
These fields are assumed to be totally symmetric in their undotted indices
and, independently, in their dotted indices.

Remark. Throughout the section, excepting one specially mentioned case,
I

2

M. A. Vasiliev Phys. Left. 243B 378, 1990; Class. Quantum. Grav. 81387, 1991.
C. Fronsdal Phys. Rev. 18D 3624, 1978.
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all (super)fields which appear will be totally symmetric in their undotted
indices and, independently, in the dotted ones. To simplify expressions
involving numerous indices, we will often use compact notation of the type
F ct(A)il(B) =F """"Ail, ... il.= F(ct, ... ct,)(il, ... il.)

indicating in brackets the number of indices. We will also use the following
summation convention
=F"'","Ail, ... ilBG
.
F ,,(A)il(B)G,,(A),,(B)-

.,

"1.,,","1"'"''

Remark. Spinor indices of the fields (6.9.1) can be converted into vector
ones according to the rule

hal •.. a s =

(-

1/2)5(0'a)il,'"
(a as)il''''hCt1 ••. CtsCXI·"lXs
..
['"

and similarly for h,,(s-2)il(s-2). The resultant real tensor fields h a, ... a, and
h al "' a'_2 are obviously symmetric and traceless. They can be unified in the
symmetric tensor field
<lla, ...a, = h a, ... a, + '1(ala2ha3 ... a,)

which has vanishing second trace,
<llbc bCQ, ... G

-

s _4 -

0•

The fields (6.9.1) play the role of dynamical variables in the theory with
action
S(s)

f

=~ ( -~ Y d

4

x { h"(S)&(S) 0

h,,(s)&(s)

-~ opphP,,(s-I)Pil(S-l) oYi'hy,,(s-I)i'il(s-l)

- s(s _1)h,,(s-2)il(s-2) oPP o Yi'h py ,,(s-2).BY&(S-2)
- s(2s - 1)h"(s -

2)il(s - 2) 0 h,,(s _ 2)il(s _ 2)

-~ s(s- 2)2 opph P,,(S-3)Pil(s-3) OYi'h Y,,(S-3)i'il(S-3)}'

(6.9.2)

The action remains invariant under the following gauge transformations

(jh"" "",P" .. p, = O(",(P,' "2'" ",)P2"'P,)
s-l

(6.9.3)

D

(jh C(1··. CXs-2 CX.I· ...CXs_2 = - O
Pl'r p
2
~ Ctj ... Ct s _2plX\ ".cx s -2
Q"

S

where the real tensor parameters ',,(s-I)il(s-I) are completely arbitrary
functions over space-time. Note that the operations of symmetrization over
undotted and dotted indices are always done independently.
We are going to show that the theory (6.9.2) describes a massless particle
of spin s. It is worth beginning with the following simple table.
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Table 6.9.1. Number of fields and gauge parameters.
Gauge parameters

Fields
(s +

h>(,);(,):

h .
>(1 -

2);(, -- 2):

1)2} 2s2 + 2

•

•

~,(s-II:i«s-II'

(s _1)2

s

2

Next, let us prove an important theorem.
Theorem 1. On-shell, among the components of ha(s)iJ.(s) and h a (s-2)iJ.(s-2)
there are only two independent components modulo gauge transformations.
Proof. Suppose that h",(s)&(s) and h",(s-2)iJ.(s-2) satisfy the dynamical equations
determined by the action (6.9.2). Using the gauge freedom, one is in a position
to impose the gauge condition

(6.9.4)

0

h,,(s-2)iJ.(s-2) =

which constrains, due to transformations (6.9.3), the residual gauge invariance
via
8

f3~ (f3"(s _ 2)~iJ.(s _ 2) = O.

Note also that the dynamical equation for
:1f3~:1Y}'h

U

U

(6.9.5)

h",(s-2)iJ.(s-2)

-0•

implies
(6.9.6)

f3ya(s - 2)~YiJ.(s - 2) -

If equation (6.9.5) is satisfied, the divergence 8f3Phf3rJ.(s-I)~iJ.(s-l) transforms in
the manner

c5(8f3~hf3a(s-I)~!i(S-I)) ~ 0

(,,(s-l)iJ.(s-l)

and, owing to relation (6.9.6), can be gauged away

8f3~hf3",(s-I)~iJ.(S-1) = O.
Under the gauge conditions (6.9.4) and (6.9.7),

ha(s)iJ.(s)

o h",(s)iJ.(s) = 0

(6.9.7)
satisfies the equation
(6.9.8)

and the residual gauge invariance is constrained by
O(*-I)iJ.(s-I)=O

(6.9.9)

in addition to equation (6.9.5).
For further analysis, it is convenient to transform to momentum space
both the fields and residual gauge parameters. In accordance with equation
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(6.9.8), we have
h",(s)6«s)(X) =

f ~! eipxh,,(s)~(S)(p) + C.c.

pa =(pO,

fJ)

pO=lfJl

and similarly for the residual gauge parameters. It is also useful to choose
a standard reference system in which
pa=(E, 0, 0, E)
Pli

P,,6<= ( 0

0)0

:;.

. (0 0 )

p"'''= 0

(6.9.10)

p22

where Pli =p22=2E. Now, the relation (6.9.7) means
(6.9.11)

h2,,(s -1)21«s -I)(p) = O.

Analogously, equation (6.9.5) leads to
'2,,(s-2)1~(s-2)(P) = O.

Making the gauge transformation generated by such a parameter, one has
c5hl,,(s_I)I~(s_l)(p)~ PII C(s-I):x(s-I)(p),

Therefore, we can impose the gauge condition
h"'(s_I)I~(s_l)(p)=O

(6.9.12)

which turns out to completely fix the gauge freedom. The relations (6.9.11)
and (6.9.12) tell us that the only non-zero components of h",(s)~(s)(p) are the
following:
(p),

h

h

kJU
s
s

yy

(p).

(6.9.13)

This completes the proof.
The next important observation is the fact that the theory under
consideration possesses the following gauge invariant field strengths:

C

(X, ••• 1X 2s

=8(a,'"
p, 8C(s P'h (X5-r1 •.• 1X2s){31"'Ps
. b

- ex· ! ... ex' -8P,
C
('".
2~'

•••

8P."IX.
.~

(6.9.14)
hR

R'
').
.vl.·.,..,.,a.
f +[ ••• a2r

On-shell, these field strengths do not vanish and satisfy the equations
8 yP C-bpl«2s-1) --0 .
8 Pr CP,,(2s-1) -0
(6.9.15)
The last statement can be immediately proved by choosing the gauge (6.9.4, 7).
It follows from equation (6.9.15) that C,,(2s) and (;1«2s) are on-shell
massless fields (see Section 1.8) and their helicities are sand ( -s), respectively.
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Now, let us recall that each on-shell massless field has only one independent
component. If one fixes the reference system in the manner (6.9.10), then the
relevant components C oc (2s) and CiJ.(2s) are the following:

Cl. .. t(p)

CL I (p).

In the guage (6.9.4, 7, 12), these components are uniquely connected, with
the fields (6.9.13) according to the rule:

C t... t(p) -(E)Sh 1... I 2...i(P)

C1... 1(p) - (E)Sh 2... 21... i(P)·
Therefore, Coc (2s) and C&(2s) are the only (functionally independent) field
strengths surviving on-shell. As a result, the theory (6.9.2) describes a massless
particle of spin s.

6.9.2. Free mass less theories of higher half-integer spins
In this subsection we discuss free field theories of massless particles having
half-integer spins (s + t), where s = 2, 3, 4, .... These theories were
constructed by J. Fang and C. FronsdaF.
Let us fix some integer s ~ 2 and introduce into consideration a set of
fermionic tensor fields over Minkowski space with the structure

cpi = {\{I oc(s+ l)iJ.(s)(x),

\{Ioc(s-l)iJ.(s)(x), \{Ioc(s-l)iJ.(s-2)(X)
\f1oc(s)iJ.(s+I)(X), 'Poc(s)iJ.(s-l)(X), 'P oc (s-2)iJ.(s-llx)}.

(6.9.16)

Remark. The fields can be unified in a four-component Majorana
spin-tensor field as follows. First, let us combine \{I oc(s+ l)iJ.(s) and \{Ioc(s-l)iJ.(s) in
the field
ApOC1 ... OC,&I ... iJ.,

= )'P(OC1 ... OC,)Ocl"'0c, = \{I Prx l ... rx,Oc l''' Oc, + 8p(rxl\{1 rx2 ... rx,)&I".&,

which is not completely symmetric in its undotted indices. Secondly, introduce
the two-component spin-tensors
)11.1'" ••• (N
)iJ.,rx'A Prxl"''',iJ., ... iJ.,
A. a1 ... a ,p= (1/2)S(N
(Ja,
(Ja,
\{I al ... a

s -2fJ

=(-1/2)S-2(0-Q
)"''''
(0- a s _2 )Oc'-2OC'-2\{1 {JC1.\ ••• tX s -2CX., ....CXs -2
,'"

and then construct the four-component Majorana spin-tensors

,p)

Aa1 ... a
A U1 ...U, = ( X ... ,fJ
a1

a

\{I

a, ... a'_2P)

'I'a, ... a,,_2= ( \f1a, ... a,,_/

.

Both spin-tensors are symmetric and traceless, with respect to the vector
indices, and 'I' a, ... a,_ 2 satisfies the relation
yb'l'ba, ... a,,_J
2

= O.

J. Fang and C. Fronsdal, Phys. Rev. D 18 3630, 1978.
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Finally, we construct the spin-tensor
0 a , ".a,

= Aa, ".a, + lJ(a,a, 'I'a.1 ". a,,)

which is symmetric with respect to the vector indices and satisfies the equation
"b yc ,!d@
r
r
bcda, ".a .•

-0 •

J-

The fields (6.9.16) play the role of dynamical variables in the theory with
action
s(s+ 1/2)

=

<-~ }f

d 4 x {,¥"(5)Pa(5) a fi p\}' /1>:(S)&(5)

b
+ a pp.'¥P"(5-I)P&(5)\}' "(5-1)&(5) )
+ S('¥"(5)a(5-1) aPP\}' p"(5)l'a(5-1)

+ (2s + 1)\}',,(5-I)P&(5-1) aPp'¥ p,,(s-I)&(5-1)
lu,,(5-2)&:(5-I)apPm

+( s + 1)( T

+

a

T

p,,(5-2)P&(5-1)

.'¥p,,(5-1)P&(5-2)\}'
)
pp
,,(s-I)&(5-2)

- IT/''(5
T -

2)Pa(5 - 2) aP

m
}
pT
13,,(5-2)&(5-2) .

(6 .9 . 17)

The action turns out to be invariant under the gauge transformations
J\}' '" ".",+ ,a, ".&:, = a("'(&'~"2"''''+ ,)a,,,.&:,)
1 p
.=-a
s+ 1 (.):"

J\}' O!I···a,~_lO:J"·C(,~
.

(6.9.18)

..)

C(1~P:Xl· .. CX.~~1C(2·":X.~

s-1 Q
J\}' (X1"'O:s -1C(1",C£s-2. . - - a p l ' ) :~l-'ctl·,·CC$_II':XI···(X.~_1
"
Q"
S

with arbitrary tensor parameters ~"(5)a(5-1)'
The theory (6.9.17) describes a massless particle of spin (s + 1/2). To verify
this statement, we take the same course as in the previous subsection. It is
worth beginning with the following table.

Table 6.9.2. Number of fields and gauge parameters.
Fields

Gauge parameters

'P ,(s+ 1)&:(5):
'l',(s-I)&:(5):

.

'l',(s-I)&:(,,-2)'

(s + 2)(s +
s(s+ 1)

1)} 3s(s+ 1)+2

~,(s)&:(S-I):

s(s + 1)

s(s-l)

Now we prove an important assertion useful for our analysis.
Theorem 2. On-shell, among the components of \}' "(5+ 1)&:(5)' \}' "(5-I)a(5) and
there is only one independent component modulo gauge
transformations.
\}' <:«s-l)a(5-2)
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Proof. Let 'P",(s+I)&(s), 'P",(s-I)&(s) and 'P",(s-I)&(s-2) be solutions of the
dynamical equations determined by the action (6.9.17). Using the gauge
freedom, we can annihilate 'I'",(s-I)I.«s-2)' that is, impose the gauge condition

(6.9.19)

'I'",(s-I)&(s-2)=0.

Then, the residual gauge freedom is constrained, due to transformations
(6.9.18), by
(6.9.20)
8f3t3~f3"'(S-I)t3I.«S-2) = o.
Next, owing to the 'P",(s-2)I.«s-l) dynamical equation, the field
satisfies the equation
8

f3P

'P",(s-I)I.«s)

(6.9.21)

'P f3",(s-2)P&(s-1)=0.

The relations (6.9.20, 21) and the 'I'",(s-I)&(s) transformation law (6.9.18) show
that 'I' ",(s-I)I.«s) can be completely gauged away

'I'*-I)&(s) = O.

(6.9.22)

This leads to additional restrictions on the gauge parameters of the form

8f3Y~f3!1.(S-I)I.«S-I)= 0
hence D~f3",(s)l.«s-1)=O. In the gauge (6.9.19,22),
equation
813 y'I' f3"'(s)&(s) = O.

(6.9.23)
'P",(s+I)I.«s)

satisfies the
(6.9.24)

Similarly to the bosonic case, we can now make the transform to
momentum space. Choosing our reference system in the manner (6.9.10), one
immediately finds that equation (6.9.24) means
(6.9.25)

'P 2cx(s)l.«s)(p)=0.

Further, the residual gauge invariance described by equations (6.9.20, 23) can
be used to impose the condition
(6.9.26)

'P 1o«s)ll.«s-1)(p)=O

which completely fixes the gauge freedom. Now, the expressions (6.9.25) and
(6.9.26) imply that the only non-vanishing component of 'I' cx(s+ 1)I.«sip) is

'I'

(6.9.27)

(p).

1... 12...2
'-v-' '-v-'

s+ 1

s

Thus, the theorem has been proved.
Another crucial observation is the fact that the theory under consideration
has the following gauge invariant field strengths:
Co<, ...o<,,+, =8(o<,P, •.. 8o<,P,'P">+, ... ,,,>+,)P, ... P,

C·"\ ••. 0:25+1
. =813 ,(.:XI'"

8 13 ,.:x.~

'Pf3 \ ..• 13'

.
)
~:X.s+l,··OC2.~+1

(6.9.28)
•
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On-shell, they turn out to satisfy the equations

8 PY Cprz(2s) = 0

8 yP Cplx(2S)=0.

(6.9.29)

Therefore, C rz (2s+l) and CIx(2s+l) carry the helicities (s+t) and -(s+t),
respectively. It is easy to see that, in the gauge (6.9.19, 22, 26), the only
non-zero component of Crz (2s+ I) is expressed via the field component (6.9.27)
and vice versa. As a result, Crz(2s+ I) and CIx(2s+ I) prove to be the only
independent field strengths surviving on-shell. We see that the theory (6.9.17)
describes a massless particle of spin (s + t).

6.9.3. Free massless theories of higher half-integer superspins
In this subsection we are going to discuss free theories describing massless
multiplets of half-integer superspins Y = (s +t), where s = 2, 3, 4, .... These
theories were constructed by S. Kuzenko, V. Postnikov and A. Sibiryakov.
Let us fix some integer s ~ 2 and consider two sets of bosonic superfields
over flat global superspace:
.1 vI =

{H Ct!1 ... Ctset:1"'r:xs'
. . (z)

r

..

IXI ... lXs_1Cl, ... Ct!s_1

r

(z) '

..

(z)}

(6.9.30)

. . (z)}

(6.9.31)

Clj ... Ct"._!CXt ... lXs_I

and
11

VI = {H Ct!]"'CXsOC1···il:
. . s (z) ' Gcx,···Ct!s_I"I'··C(s_1
. . (z) '

G

IXJ···Ct!S_JCtJ ... IX,,_1

which will play the role of dynamical variables in two different, but equivalent,
supersymmetric theories. In both cases, Hrz(s)lx(s) is an unconstrained real scalar
superfield which transforms in the representation (s/2, s/2) of the Lorentz
group. The complex superfields r rz(s-I)Ix(s-l) and Grz(s-I)lx(s-l) transform in
the same representation ((s-1)/2, (s-1)/2)) of the Lorentz group. However,
they are subject to the following, essentially different, constraints:

-Pr1%""CXs _lprl,
0"
=0
D
••• lX s _2

(6.9.32)

D(.

(6.9.33)

IX]

Gp , ••• p5_,0':2
.•••.0::5 _1 )=0 •

Obviously, the equations (6.9.32) and (6.9.33) imply that rand G are linear
superfields,
(6.9.34)
D 2 r rz(s_I)Ix(s_I)=0
-2

D Grz(s-I)Ix(s-l) = O.

(6.9.35)

It seems reasonable to call r rz(s-I)Ix(s-l) a 'transversally linear superfield'.
Analogously, Grz(s-I)Ix(s-l) is said to be a 'longitudinally linear superfield'.
It is worth pointing out that the general solution ofequation (6.9.32) reads

r

..

C(l ••• Ct!.~_IC(I.·.Ct!,'_1

=Olx,):~Ct!I ... Ct!.~_llXt·
(....
.)
a:.~_ICt:.~

(6.9.36)

where ~Q'(s-I)a(s) is an unconstrained fermionic superfield of the Lorentz type
((s - 1)/2, s/2). Such a superfield is defined modulo transformations of the form

J):~ C(1 ••• Ct:.s_IIX,.....Ct!s -DIx'+'A
...
Ct!l .. ·as_l(Ct:I·'·CXsCt:.~+ ,)

(6.9.37)
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with arbitrary bosonic tensor parameters
solution of equation (6.9.33) is

Further, the general

A,,(S-I)&(s+ I).

G Q'l· .. a "_IQ'l,,,a,r_1
. . -I)
Y
(&:I~~I,··::t.,

(6.9.38)

..)

·IO:2 .. ·::t.~ -I·

Here '''(.1-1);'(.1-2) is unconstrained fermionic tensor superfield defined
modulo shifts of the form

b'::t\.,,::t,\

1&:1'''&:'\'_2=0(&/'0:1'

,ex,I"

1&:2 ..

&:~

(6.9.39)

2)

with arbitrary bosonic tensor parameters 1<,,(s-I);,(s-3)' We see that the
superfield r ,,(s-I)&(s-I) constrained by equation (6.9.32) can be treated as a
gauge invariant superfield strength of the superpotentials ';"(5-1)&(5), with
respect to the gauge invariance (6.9.37) (of infinite range of reducibility).
Similarly, the superfield Gcx(s-I)&(s-I) subject to equation (6.9.33) can be
treated as a gauge invariant superfield strength of the superpotentials
'*-1);'(.1-2), with respect to the gauge invariance (6.9.39) (of finite range of
reducibility).
Let us define gauge transformations of the superfields H,,(s);,(s), r "(5-1)6«5-1)
and G,,(5-1)6«s-l) according to the law:

iSH

~l

•
or

. .·::t.1 =1)(. L

,,:X.~::tl·

etl_

..

::tj"·:Xs_·IC(I"·CXs _!

iSG :Xj···:Xs_ . .

ICX1"':X~_ I

. . )-D( L

(XI. ·O:s0:2 "C(s

:XI

)..

C1:2 ... ,::t s O!I"':X s

l_p zD L ::tl···::t.~_IP:Xl·":X8_1
0"

= -4D

= --41 D- 2 D fJ La

..

,..,CCj,,·:J: s _I(XI ..

,C(s __

(6.9.40)
(6.9.41)

!

+ i(s -l)ofJPI)(;"L fJ", ... ",.,6<, ... c.,.,)p.

(6.9.42)

Here L"(5)6«5-1) is an arbitrary fermionic tensor superfield of the Lorentz type
(s/2, (s-I)/2).
There exists a quadratic superfunctional of the superfields H CX(5);'(5)'
r "(5-1)6«s-l) and 1 ,,(s-I)&(s-I) which is invariant under the transformations
(6.9.40) and (6.9.41):

S
.L

_(

(5+ 1;2,s+ 1)-

{I

-2l)S fd8 Z 8 HCX(S)&(5)DfJD- 2D fJ H "(5)&(5)

+ HfJ CX(5-I)P6«5-1)(D fJ l) pr,,(s-I)&(5-1)- I)/iD fJ1 cx(5-1)6«5-1))
+(1 CX(s-I)6«5-I)rcx(5-1)6«5-1)

+s + 1 r
s

CX(5-1)6«S-l)rCX(S-I)5:(5-1)

+ c.c.) }.

(6.9.43)

It turns out that this action superfunctional describes a massless multiplet
of superspin (s +t), Explicitly, the gauge freedom (6.9.40, 41) makes it possible
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to choose the following Wess-Zumino gauge:
H

1I, .•.

i3

II"il, ".il" = ()Pe h(PII,.,,:<,)(P&, ".il,)

+ 0'2 ()PIf'(prx , ".rx,)il, ".&" -

()2gPI'fJ rx,,,.rx,(pil,,,.il.,)

(6.9.44)
+ e l? AII,,,.rx.,il,,,.&.,
i8
- e <r'rJo [h :Xl···:X~·~\ctl. , + ()PI'fJ (f3tJ.l···:X.~_,)lXl....
'&:.~-! + e(rx,1'fJ 112"'rx"_,)&,,,.&,,_, + gP }'rx, ".II,_,(P6c,,,.6c,_,)
+ ()2 BII,,,.rx.,_ ,il,,,.&.,_, + ePgpu(Prx,,,.rx,_,)(P&,,,.il,_,)
+ gP()(rxlrx2".rx.,_,)(Pil, ".il, .. ,) + e 2 g ppII,."rx,_,(Pil, ... il,_,)]
2

r O:t,··:x,~

a

.1&:1 .•

.. ,Ct.s_l

·O:s_1

all the component fields being totally symmetric in their un dotted indices
and independently in the dotted indices. Here the bosonic fields hrx(s+ I)&(s+ I),
hrx(s-I)il(s-I) and A rx (s)6c(s) are real, the fields Brx(s-I)il(s-I) and U rx(s)il(sj are
complex. One can readily see that the bosonic fields A rx(s)il(s) , Brx(s-I)il(s-I),
U rx(s)&(s) and F rx(s-2)&(s) as well as the fermionic fields Arx(s-I)il(s), Prx(s-I)il(s) are
auxiliary. Performing the integration over (), g in equation (6.9.43) and
eliminating all the auxiliary fields, we obtain a special theory of bosonic
fields
hrx(s+ 1)6c(s+ I)

hrx(s-I)rx(s-I)

and fermionic fields

'Prx(s+ I)&(s)

If' II(S - 1)&(s)

If'rx(s-I)&(s-2)

+ C.c.

Then upon trivial rescalings, the bosonic part of the action proves to coincide
with the massless action S(s+ I) (see equation (6.9.2)), while the fermionic part
coincides with the action S(s+ 1/2) (6.9.17). Therefore, the dynamical system
describes a massless multiplet of superspin (s + t).
Now, we define an action superfunctional of the superfields (6.9.31) which
is invariant under the gauge transformations (6.9.40) and (6.9.42):

f

Si~+1/2'S+I)=( -~ Y

dzHHrx(S)&(S)DPD2DpHrx(s)6c(S)

_~_s_ [D p, Dp]H Prx(S-I)P6c(S-I)[Di', Di']H yrx(s-I)i'6c(s-l)
8 2s+ 1

+ ~ 0ppH prx(s-I)P6c(s-l) oYi' H yrx(s-I)j>6c(s-l)
2

+~ oppHPrx(S-I)P6c(S-I)(Grx(S_I)6c(s_l)- Grx(s-I)6c(s-I»)
2s+ 1

+_1_ (Grx(s-I)&(s-I)G rx(s_I)6c(s_l)
2s+ 1
_ s+ 1 G rx(s-I)6c(s-I)G rx(S_I)6c(s_I)+C.C.
s

)}.

(6.9.45)
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This model also describes a massless multiplet of superspin (s + 1). Indeed,
the theories (6.9.43) and (6.9.45) are connected by duality transformation via
the auxiliary model with the action

S[H "G V]-- (-

2I)S fd 8Z {I8" H oe(s)l«s)Df3D-2D f3 Hoe(s)l«s)

+ ( Hf3oe(S-I)I«S-I)Df3D~ Voe(s-I);;(s-I)

2 Gc«s-l)l«s-l)Vc«s-I);;(s-I) + Voe(s-I)I«s-I)Voe(s-I)I«s-l)

-S

+ s+ 1 VC«S-I)I«S-I)V(X(S_I)I«S_I)+C.C.)}
s

(6.9.46)

VC/(s-I)I«s-l) being an unconstrained complex tensor superfield of the Lorentz
type ((s - 1)/2, (s - 1)/2). Thus, the theories (6.9.43) and (6.9.45) are equivalent.
The two superfield formulations for the massless superspin-(s +·H multiplet,
which are determined by the actions (6.9.43) and (6.9.45), can be called
transversal and longitudinal, respectively.
There is a purely superfield way to prove that both the theories (6.9.43)
and (6.9.45) describe a massless multiplet of superspin (s+t). Namely, they
possess the following gauge invariant superfield strengths:

WO:I".Cl2.~+I- D2a~'
H Cl,,+2 .•. O:2s ..... dPl. ... Psb
(Cl [ ... a ,Ii'D cc.
I' ..... ,

C(S

W

.

.

Cl! ".O:2.~+ I

=

D2af3, (I< a f3 ,1<;;
D- I H /J, .../J.,(1..,+2
. ·..(1.2.+
.
)
I
[...
s+

(6.9.47)

$

Wc«2s+ I) and W;;(2s+ I) being chiral and antichiral, respectively. On-shell, they
satisfy the equations
Df3Wf3 c«2s)

=0

DPWp;;(2s)=O

(6.9.48)

which can be readily checked, for example, by applying the gauge conditions
D/JH/Jc«s-I)I«S) =

r o;(s-I)&(s)= 0

which the theory (6.9.43) admits on-shell. Therefore, Wc«2s+ I) and W;;(2s+ I)
carry the superhelicities (s + t) and - (s + 1), respectively. It is easy to see that
W oe(2s+ I) and WI«2s+ I) are the only independent superfield strengths surviving
on-shell.
In conclusion, let us turn our attention to the case s = 1, which was excluded
above and, in fact, should correspond to linearized supergravity. This choice
is seen to be exceptional for both formulations developed. Concerning the
transversal formulation, the point is that the constraint (6.9.32) cannot be
applied when s = 1. However, one can still impose constraint (6.9.34), a
consequence of equation (6.9.32). Clearly, this is the most natural reduction
of the transversal formulation to the case s = 1. If one now sets s = 1 and
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takes r to be a complex linear superfield, 02r=0 and r#r, then the action
(6.9.43) proves to coincide (after the redefinition r --+ -r) with the linearized
action of non-minimal n = -1 supergravity (6.6.56). As for the longitudinal
formulation, upon the choice s= 1, and only in this case, the equation (6.9.33)
implies chirality, 0itG = 0; the right-hand side in the transformation law
(6.9.42) also becomes chiral. The corresponding action (6.9.45) coincides (up
to a trivial rescaling) with the linearized action of minimal supergravity (6.2.5).
It is quite possible that the new minimal formulation is a specific feature of
supergravity (superspin t) and cannot surve as a basis for extensions to higher
superspins.

6.9.4. Free massless theories of higher integer superspins
We now present free superfield theories describing massless multiplets of
higher integer superspins Y = s, where s = 2, 3, 4, .... These theories were
constructed by S. Kuzenko and A. Sibiryakov.
Let us fix some integer s ~ 2 and consider two sets of bosonic superfields
over flat global superspace:

r= {H

1. v

r ex!., .. (z) r

..

(z)'

..

(z)' G:Xl'" IXsctJ.••.
(z) '
, CC s

(XI' "CXs_jet! . • O:s-- I

·O:sttJ' ··:Xs

'

.. (z)}

(6.9.49)

. .et s (z)} •

(6.9.50)

CXl· .. ctsCXI·· .Cl s

and
11

v' = {H

C(l"

.a:,~ _ 10:)·· .ets - I

G

ct], • • CXsCiJ •••

In both cases, the tensor superfield Hrt.(s-I)it(s-I) is real and unconstrained.
The complex tensor superfields r,,(s)<x(s) and G,,(s)<x(s) are transversally linear
and longitudinally linear, respectively,
- Pr il:1···CXspetl·
b··
=0
D
.. C(~_1

(6.9.51)

. . )=0.

(6.9.52)

- (et] G
D

C(! ••• CtsCX1 •• ,CXs ... l

We define gauge transformations of the superfields
and G",(s)<x(s) according to the law:
bH", ... :x,_,IX, ... <x.,.,

= DPLp:x, ... rt..,.,<x, ... it, .. , -

H,,(s-I)it(s-I),

OPL"" ... ",_,PIX, ... it,_,

r",(s)<x(s)

(6.9.53)

1-2

br ctl···CX.~O:I···Ct.l'. . - --D
D( cx) L CC2···O>:j)..
4
aJ···O:s
+i(s+ 1)0 a(al(~ L"'2"' CX ,)<x, ...<X,)
1-

2

bGCXI···ctsCt:I·
. ...CX$ = --4 D(·ClI D L

..)

CXI···CX$et2'··:X'~ •

(6.9.54)
(6.9.55)

Here L",(s)<x(s-l) is an arbitrary bosonic tensor superfield of the Lorentz type
(s/2, (s -1)/2).
An action superfunctional for the superfields (6.9.49), which is invariant
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with respect to the transformations (6.9.53) and (6.9.54), reads
l.
. = -(-~)Sfd8 {-~H~('-I):i« 5 -I)Df3D-2D H
S (",,,
+1 / 2)
2
Z
8
f3 "'(5-1)d«5-1)

I
S2
+ ______
[Df3,DI']H"'I" ·""
Q

••

1'i.

]

. IC<I,,,C<'-'[D(p,u«(J Hc< I".'J.,_I)>:""d<,_I)

8(s+ IX2s+ I)

1 S2
+---

2 s+ 1

a{J

P
..
H"""'O('- ''''''' "',, - I o(p(/JH'J.,,,.rx,_,):i<,,,,:i<,_I)

2is- H o«5 -1):i«5-1 )~U f3~(r (J'J.(5-I)Pd«5-1)- r prx(s-I)P:i«s-l))
+2s+ 1
+ -1- (r"'(S)6« S) r rx(s):i«s) - -S- ,rrx(s)6«s) r ",(s)6«s) + C.C. ) } •

2s+1

s+1

(6.9.56)

We are going to show that the dynamical system determined by St,s +I / 2)
describes a massless multiplet of superspin s. It turns out that the gauge
freedom (6.9.53, 54) makes it possible to choose the following Wess-Zumino
gauge:

HCl !

..

.• 0:)'_ 10:1 ... 0: 5 _ 1

= e(

~I

~('~ I hcc2 .. ,a s _. 1)
.·Cl.l'. _)1
Cl 2··

+02~(ClI 'I' (X, ,,. O:,f _,CXz
.•.•.O:s_ l )-lPO((X l ~ O:2·· · !ls _IOC,·
). ··O:..f _J

+ e2 lP Arx, ."rx, _ ,:i<, ,,,&,_,

r

:;(, . . :X.1

(6.9.57)

.. -

. . s + eP'l'(p%,."o:s)::x. \." O:s. + (J(Cl, 'I' :)!2 ••• :Xs)O:",,, .lXs
l',. , :x~. -e ioaaUiJa [h cx, .• .ctsctl"'Ct
2
+@)' rx l .""'<P&I".:i<,)+0 B""" ."" 6<,,,.6<, + OP@U(P""" .",;)(P6<, .. it,)

+ (J11(J(O(, F "'2. "<x,XPit , . ,,it,,) +

(J2(J11 P<x,."<x,(/J6<, ,,. &,a.

Here the bosonic fields h<x(s)6«s), and A "'(5 _ 1)&(5 -I) are real and the fields B",(s)6«s)
and U",(s+ I)&(s + 1) are complex. It follows from considerations of dimension
that the bosonic fields A a{s -llit(s -l), B",(s)&(S) , Ua(s + \)6<{s+ 1), F "'(5-1)6«s+ I) and
the fermionic fields Aa(s)a (s +I),"Pa(s)a(s+l)are auxiliary. Integrating over
~
in equation (9.6.56) and eliminating all the auxiliary fields, one arrives at a
special theory of bosonic fields

e,

h",(s)fAs)

h,,(s- 2)&(s- 2)

and fermionic fields
'I' ,,(s +

I)o,(s)

'I' ,,(s -

I)it(s)

'I' <x(s -

1)&(5 - 2)

+ C.c.

It proves that, up to a simple rescaling of fields, the bosonic part of the
action coincides with the action (6.9.2), while the fermionic part coincides
with (6.9.17). As a result, our dynamical system describes a massless multiplet
of superspin s.
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An action superfunctional for the superfields (6.9.50), which is invariant
under arbitrary transformations (6.9.53) and (6.9.55), reads

-( -21)Sfd8 {I8"

S"

(8.s+1 / 2 ) -

Z

2

H e« s-I):x(s - I) Df3D- D H
f3 o« s -I):x(s-I)

~ G /ie«s- I )jl:x(s - t ) - D~D/i G-/h (s -I)jl,,(s-I) )
U
+ -s- H e«S -I);:(s -I)(D/i-r..

s +1

S
)}
+ ( G- ,,(s)~(s) G:x( s);:( s) + s +
1·G :x(s)it(s) Go«s)&(s) + C.c..

(6 .9.58)

This model also describes a massless mUltiplet of superspin s. The point is
that the theories (6.9.56) and (6.9.58) are equivalent, since they are connected
by duality transformation via the auxiliary action
S[H

"r

1

- -2 )Sfd 8 Z

V] - (

{I"8

H",(s-I ):x(s -I)Df3D- 2 D H
f3 "'(5 -1)&(s-l)

+ -1- (H
s OC(S-I ):X(S -J )D f3O P V f3",(s s+1

+

V,,(s):x(s)

J)Pe« s- I )

+2r"'(s)&(s)V
:x(s)&(s)

(s + 1) ji'oc(s)&(s) V,,(s):x(s) + sV",( s):x(s) V",(S):X(s) + c.c.) }

(6.9.59)

being an unconstrained complex tensor superfield of the Lorentz type

(s/2, s/2).
Let us present one more proof of the fact that the theory (6.9.58) describes
a massless multiplet of superspin s. The chiral tensor superfield
W """0<2'

=¥

a(:x ,p, . . •a",_ 'p' - 'OP' D "" G ",,_, "'0<2')P, ".p,

+ a(:x ,P, ... a"" p' G oc, _ , ".rX2,)P, ". /J,
(6.9.60)

and its conjugate are gauge invariant superfield strengths (in fact, the only
independent ones on-shell). When restricted to the dynamical subspace, they
satisfy the equations
D .B W pCl (2s _I)=0

OPWp&(2S- 1)= O.

Therefore, W o:(2s) and Wa (2,)Carry the superhelicities sand - (s + t), respectively.
Remark. If one expresses G ,,(s)a(s) via an unconstrained fermionic tensor
superfield according to the rule
Gex()
. . =0(.cx[ ':le(
r ().
.)
S 0::1 ... tx.~
S 0::2'''O:s

then the expression (6.9.60) can be rewritten in the manner
W

- I (S

·'·· ··b 4
""

N

- -

+ 1) u-r.. 2 a (oc , p, •• • a ex . . ,P,-,D ::X$~r ::X.! + I"'(X2.!')PnI . '. P.~ - 1
.

b

•
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6.9.5. Massless gravitino multip/et
In the case s= 1, it turns out that both the formulations (6.9.56) and (6.9.58)
describe a massless multiplet of superspin Y = 1 (gravitino multiplet). To
argue this assertion, it is sufficient to consider the transversal model in which
the dynamical variables are
{H, faaraal
where H is a real scalar superfield, while r ",Ii is subject to the constraint
(6.9.62)

Ditr"'Ii=O'

The corresponding action (6.9.56) is invariant under the gauge transformations

bH = D'" L", + DIiU
br elli =

-~D2DelLIi+2iDPa",(pLIi)

(6.9.63)

L", being arbitrary. This gauge freedom makes it possible to choose the
following Wess-Zumino gauge (compare with (6.9.57))
H =8 2 jj2 A

(6.9.64)

r elli = ei8<1"lTa{ hell!. + 8P'P(Pel)1i + 8et. 'PIi + lJP Arx(pl!.) + 82Bet.1i

+ 8PlJPU(pet.XPIi) + lJP8et.F(Pix) + 82 lJP Pel(PIi) ]
h"'li being real. All component fields, except h"'Ii' 'Pet.{JIi, 'l'",itP, 'PIi and 'I' et.' are
auxiliary. If one inserts the above expansions into equation (6.9.56), integrates
S~,3/2) over 8, lJ and eliminates the auxiliary fields, then the resultant action
will coincide with a sum of two action functionals describing massless particles
of spin 1 and l
Let us consider the s = 1 longitudinal formulation (6.9.58) developed
originally by a number of authors 3 . It can be described by a set of
unconstrained superfields of the form

{H, 'P"" 'Fit}

H=H.

(6.9.65)

Here 'P'" is connected to the longitudinally linear superfield Get.1i which arose
in equation (6.9.58) in the manner
Get.1i= OIi'Pet.·

(6.9.66)

3E.s. Fradkin and MA Vasiliev, Nuovo Cimento Lett. 25 79, 1979; B. de Wit and
lW. van Holten, Nud. Phys. B 155 530, 1979; SJ. Gates and W. Siegel, Nud. Phys.
B 164 484, 1980.
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Using the vector multiplet strength

w",=-~n2D",H

(6.9.67)

4

one can rewrite SI11.3/2) as follows:

f

f

(6.9.68)

D"'qs~n~'I' IX-l DlXqs~D",qs ~ -l n~'I'lXn~'I' IX).

(6.9.69)

~
1 d 6 z W '" W",- d 8 z (W '"'1'",+ W~'I'
-~)
SO.3/2)-SO.3/2)-4"
11

where

-

f

8 0 •3/2)= d8 z (

As a result of conditions (6.9.53, 55) and (6.9.66), the action (6.9.68) is invariant
under the transformations
6H=DIXLIX+n~u

1
6'1'IX=A IX +- DIXDPL p
2

(6.9.70)

n~AIX=O

LIX being arbitrary. As may be seen, it is in our power to impose the gauge
fixing

(6.9.71)

H=O.

In this gauge, the action (6.9.68) coincides with 8(1.3/2)' while the invariance
(6.9.70) is reduced to
6'1'IX = A", + olX~D2D~ K
n~AIX=O

K=K.

(6.9.72)

We conclude that the massless gravitino multiplet admits the formulation
in terms of unconstrained spinor superfields 'I'IX and qs~, whose dynamics is
determined by the action 8 0 •3 /2), invariant with respect to the transformations
(6.9.72).
There exists another formulation for the gravitino multiplet, in terms of
unconstrained spin or superfields 'I'IX and qs~, suggested by V. Ogievetsky and
E. Sokatchev 4 • It can be obtained using the following scheme. The
longitudinal formulation for the gravitino multiplet proves to be equivalent
to that described by the action
S['I', H,

<l>]=Slb/2)-~fd8z(<I><l>+<l>DIX'I'",+<l>D~qsil)

4V.I. Ogievetsky and E. Sokatchev, J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 10 2021, 1977.

(6.9.73)
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where $ is a chiral scalar superfield. This action is derived from SII1,3/2) by
the replacement

02

1

_

'P" ..... 'P,,+-D,,-$.
16
0
The action S['P, H, $J is invariant under the gauge transformations

b$=

bH=U+U
1

_~D2U
2

(6.9.74)

O,xA,,=O.

b'P,,=A,,+- D"U
2

Here U is a complex scalar superfield. The above invariance can easily be
deduced from expressions (6.9.70) by making the replacement L" ..... L"+D,,T
and identifying U=D"L,,+02f. Next, setting the gauge (6.9.71) reduces the
action (6.9.73) to

S[\fJ, $J

=S(1.3/2)-~

f

dBz(f>$+ $D"\fJ" + $D,x'P,x)

(6.9.75)

and the invariance (6.9.74) to the following:

b\fJ" = A" + iD"K

2

b$ = i0 K
(6.9.76)

K=K

O,xA,,=O.

The model (6.9.75) turns out to be equivalent to the dynamical system with
action superfunctional

f

~ 2)+41 d Bz(D"'P"+D,,T")
- ,T,' 2
S[\fJ,$, VJ=S(1.3
/

f

+ dBz {V2 + V(f> + $ + D"\fJ" + O,x'P,xn

(6.9.77)

V being a real scalar superfield. The 'final action remains invariant under the
transformations (6.9.76) supplemented by

bV=

-~(D"A"+O,,i\").
2

(6.9.78)

On using the equations of motion for Cl> and $, the action (6.9.77) is reduced to

f

f

S[\fJ, §"J = S(1.3/2) + ~ dBz (DO<\fJ 0< + 0" 'P"f + d 8 z {§"2 + §"(D"\fJ 0< + O,x'P,x)}
(6.9.79)
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where fF is a real scalar superfield subject to the linear constraint, that is,
fF=ff

D 2 fF=0.

(6.9.80)

Obviously, S[\II, fFJ possesses an invariance of the form
£5\11 1X -+ AIX + iD"K

£5fF =

-~(DIXA
2
IX +D.N')
IX

(6.9.81)

with AIX and K defined as in relations (6.9.76). This gauge freedom admits
the gauge choice fF = 0, which reduces S[\II, fFJ to the superfunctional
fi
S~(1.3/2)+41
.)(1.3/2)=

fd8 z(DIX\II,,+D&\IIIX)
- _.

2

(6.9.82)

which is invariant under the transformations
£5\11IX=iD 2 D"K 1 +iD IXK 2

Ki=Ki·

(6.9.83)

Our considerations show that the dynamical system with action (6.9.82)
describes the massless gravitino multiplet. This is the model proposed by
v. Ogievetsky and E. Sokatchev.

7 Effective Action in Curved
Superspace
Time present and time past
Are both perhaps present in time future
And time future contained in time past
If all time is eternally present
All time is unredeemable
T.S. Eliot:
'Four Quartets' Burnt Norton

7.1. The Schwinger-De Witt technique
The Schwinger-De Witt technique (or the proper-time technique) is a
powerful method for studying the effective action in theories with external
fields. This technique was first introduced by J. Schwinger and later
formulated in a general-covariant manner by B.s. De Witt. The Schwinger
De Witt technique is known to be well adapted to calculations of divergences
and anomalies in the framework of the background field method.
In the present chapter we describe a superspace extension of the
Schwinger-De Witt technique and explore it for investigating the structure
of effective action superfunctional, including the analysis of divergences,
anomalies and so on, in simple locally supersymmetric theories in a curved
superspace. To make the account complete and independent, we find it
pertinent to give here a brief review of the standard Schwinger-De Witt
technique.
7.1.1. When the proper-time technique can be applied
,
Let us consider a non-gauge theory of bosonic and fermionic fields q/ == cpi(X)
which live on a curved background space-time to be described by a vierbein
584
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eam(x). Let Seep] be the classical action of the theory. The one-loop correction
to the effective action was shown in Chapter 4 to be formally given by
[(1)[q:,J ~~2 sTr In(,'..
S f[q:,J)

(7.1.1)

where the operator S"=i.S.lq:,J determines the quadratic part of S[epJ with
respect to the mean field q:,.
The standard Schwinger-De Witt technique allows one to obtain
information about the explicit structure of [(1)[q:,J only when sDet(S") can
be represented as a product of functional determinants from second-order
differential operators of the general form
(7.1.2)
H = V'aV'a-m2~ + 2da(x)V'a + .&1(x)
where V' denote torsion-free covariant derivatives. Each operator H is
assumed to act on a space of purely bosonic fields or purely fermionic fields,
d a and .&1 being matrix-valued functions over the space-time. The chief
advantage of the Schwinger-De Witt technique is that it supplies us with a
universal prescription to determine the short-distance behaviour of the
Feynman propagator associated with any operator (7.1.2).
It is worth recalling two simple theories meeting the above requirement.
We first consider the model of a scalar field ep with the action

If

S[ep] = -2 d4 x e -1 {V'aepV'aep + m2ep2 + ~91ep2 +"6Aep4}

(7.1.3)

where m, ~ and ). are coupling constants and 9l is the scalar curvature of
the background space-time. Here the one-loop quantum correction is
r(1)[q:,J =~ Tr In(V'aV'a- m2 -

2

~91- ).q:,2).

(7.1.4)

Another model describes a charged massive field '1'0, a four-component Dirac
spinor, and its conjugate 'PD coupled to external gravitational and
electromagnetic fields:
S['I'oJ= -

f

d4xe-l'Po{iya(V'a-iqA)+m}'I'0.

(7.1.5)

The quantum correction to the classical action is now given as
[= -

i Tr In hIm) =

-

~ Tr In H(m)
2

(7.1.6)

where

h(m) = i·t(V'a-iqAa)+mij =iyaVa+mO
H(m)=h(mw-m)=Vav a-(m

2

+~~} +~ qFab[ya, ybJ

(7.1.7)
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V being

the gauge-covariant derivatives. In equations (7.1.4) and (7.1.6) we
have taken into account that sTr coincides with (differs in sign from) ordinary
functional trace denoted by Tr in the purely bosonic (purely fermionic) case.
The second example considered illustrates the observation that any
operator (7.1.2) can be brought to the form
H =vaVa-m2~ +~(x)

(7.1.8)

by redefining Va in the manner Va --+ Va = Va + s1'a. In what follows, the
generalized covariant derivatives will be assumed, for the sake of simplicity,
to have no torsion, that is, to satisfy the commutation relations

[Va' Vb] =~ab

(7.1.9a)

with some generalized curvature ~ab' given by
~ abCP '-~'
i?t
- i?tab jCP j •

(7.1.9b)

In contrast to the definitions of Section 4.1, in curved space-time it is useful
to define formal operations, like variational derivatives and sTr, with the
help of the covariant delta-function
b4 (x, y) == e(x)b 4 (x - y) = b4 (y, x)

which is bi-scalar under general coordinate transformations. Thus we have

3

.

.4

bcp'(x) cpJ(y) = 15/15 (x, y)

f

f

sTr F= d4 x e- 1( -l)"Fi,(x, x) == d4 x e- 1 s t r F(x, x).
Here F denotes some operator, and its kernel F)(x, y) is determined by

f

F cpi(X) = d4 y e -l(y)Fi j (x. y) <pj(y)

for any <pi with compact support.
7.1.2. Schwinger's kernel
We introduce a Green's function G'J{x, y) of the operator (7.1.2) as a solution
to the equation
Hiix)Gjk(X, y) = - bi kb4 (x, y)

(7.1.10)

To pick out a single solution of this equation, one must take into account
suitable boundary conditions. We choose those boundary conditions which
specify the Feynman propagator by giving to the operator H an infinitesimal
imaginary part (H + ie), e --+ + O. Then in the limit of turning off all the external
fields, in particular when the background metric gmn(x) takes its flat value
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'1mn' the Green's function G reduces to the Feynman propagator in flat

space-time.
To solve equations (7.1.10) under the boundary conditions chosen, we use
the integral representation
G(x, y)=i

t:.o ds V(x, yls)

(7.1.11)

where V(x, yls) satisfies the Schrodinger-type equation
. oV(x, yls) = - H( x )V( x, y Is.)

1

as

(7.1.12)

This representation is known as the Fock-Schwingerrepresentation,with
parameter s the proper time and operator V(x, yls) the Schwinger's kernel.
It is worth noting that the B-prescription guarantees convergence of the
integral in (7.1.11) at the upper limit.
Substituting (7.1.11) into equation (7.1.10) and making use of equation
(7.1.12), we obtain
H(x)G(x, y) = - V(x, ylO) = - ~ c5(x, y).

Hence the Schwinger's kernel must be subjected to the initial condition
lim V(x, yls) = ~ c5(x, y).

(7.1.13)

s ..... +0

Therefore, finding G is equivalent to solving equation (7.1.12) under
the initial condition (7.1.13), but the latter problem turns out to be simpler
in practice than a direct examination of the Green's function.
Before discussing the general structure of the Schwinger's kernel, we first
compute this object in the case of Minkowski space and for vanishing
background fields, i.e. when the operator (7.1.8) takes the simplest form
Ho = (llmnomOn - m2 ) ~.

(7.1.14)

Here, use of the F ourier transform

f

d4p

.

V o(x, yls) = (2n)4 V o(pls)e'P(X - y)

reduces the evolution problem

(i :s

+Ho )Vo(X, yls)=O

V o(x, ylO) = ~ c5 4 (x - y)

to the following one
i OV o(pls)

as

(p2 + m2)V o(pls)

Vo(pIO) = ~.
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Then we obtain
Uo(X, Yls)=

I

d4p .
__ e,p(x-y)-ip's-im's

(2n)4

~

(7.1.15)

.

Using the integral identity
2

I

X)

-cc

dr eiar'+ibr =

-l+iA
-exp (ib
- -)
a
4a

fi

In

l-i

fi '1/ j;;j exp

(ib

a>O

2

41al

)

a<O

where a and b are real numbers, a:;6 0, it is easy to calculate the integral
(7.1.15) resulting in
U (x Yls) = _i_ ei(x - y)'/4s - im's ~.
0,
(4nis)2

(7.1.16)

We note that U 0 involves the Poincare-invariant two-point function
1
O'o(x, Y)=- '1m.(x- y)m(x- y).
2

(7.1.17)

which is the half squared interval between two points x and Y in Minkowski
space and satisfies the identity
OmO' OOmO' 0 = 20' O.

(7.1.18)

Returning to a curved space-time, we will search, following De Witt 1 ,
U(x, yls) in the form
Uiix, Yls) = (4n~s)2 Ql/2(X, y)e iO'(x. y)/2s- im's Fi/x, Yls).

(7.1.19)

Here O'(x, y) and Q(x, y) are bi-scalar functions to be specified below, Fi/x, yls)
is supposed to be analytic in s in a neighbourhood of s = 0,
Fi/x, yls) =

cc

L

a.ij(x, y)(is)·.

(7.1.20)

.=0

Comparison with equation (7.1.16) shows that each two-point function
a.(x, y), for n= 1, 2, ... , is created by the background fields and disappears
in the limit of turning off all these fields. By virtue of equation (7.1.20), one
can see the ansatz (7.1.19) is consistent with equation (7.1.12) only if O'(x, y)
is subjected to the requirement
vaO'vaO' = 20'.
1 B.S.

(7.1.21)

De Witt, Dynamical Theory of Groups and Fields (Gordon and Breach, New York, 1965).
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This is the very equation which identically satisfies an important geometric
object known as the 'geodesic distance', which is half of the squared distance
along the geodesic line between two space-time points x and y. Next, the
function a should possess the boundary behaviour
a(x, x)=Vaa(x, x')lx=x'=O

(7.1.22a)

det(omo~a(x, x'))lx=x' = -e 2(x)

(7.1.22b)

and

in order to satisfy the initial condition (7.1.13) and to have the correct limit
in flat space. Such boundary conditions prove to pick out a unique solution
of equation (7.1.21). We note also that for near points the geodesic interval is
1
_ gmn(x)(x - y)m(x - y)n + O((x _ y)3)

(7.1.23)

2

and, hence is consistent with equation (7.1.22). Therefore, we identify a with
the geodesic interval.
The introduction of n(x, y) in expression (7.1.19) is a matter of convenience;
the role of this object is to make maximally simple the equation for F(x, yls).
It is useful to choose n in the form of the Van Vleck-Morette determinant
n(x, x') =

-

det( - Va V~a(x, x'))

(7.1.24)

4n

(7.1.25)

obeying the equation
va(nVaa) =

and the boundary relation
n(x, x)= 1.

(7.1.26)

Then equation (7.1.12) tells us that

of +~ Vaat7aF =in-1/2~at7inl/2 F) +i2.F.
os

(7.1.27)

s

Using the decomposition (7.1.20), we obtain the system of equations
vaa~aao=O

(7.1.28a)

cvaa~a + n + 1)a.+ 1 = n-1/2~a~inl/2an) + 2.a ..

(7.1.28b)

The zeroth coefficient must be subjected to the boundary condition
aoiix, x) = c5 i j

(7.1.29)

which guarantees, together with equations (7.1.22, 23) and (7.1.26), fulfilment
of the initial condition (7.1.13). The two-point functions a., n=O, 1, 2, ... ,
under equations (7.1.28) and (7.1.29) are known in the literature as the
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De Witt coefficients. Equations (7.1.28) are recurrence relations allowing one
to calculate the De Witt coefficients step by step.
In accordance with equations (7.1.21) and (7.1.25), the bi-scalars (J and Cl
entering the Schwinger's kernel are completely determined by the
pseudo-Riemannian manifold under consideration and do not depend on
the background fields except the gravitational field. In other words, these
objects are universal ones for field theories in a fixed curved space-time. A
different situation will be shown to take place in curved superspace.
Remark. In equations (7.1.21) and (7.1.25) we have taken into account the
fact that the derivatives Va and ~a differ only in an internal connection which
does not act on Lorentzian indices.
7.1.3. One-loop divergences of effective action
We turn to the analysis of the first quantum correction to S[epJ in a bosonic
field theory

r(l)[iPJ =~ Tr In H = -~ Trln G.
2

(7.1.30)

2

This definition of r(1)[iPJ is rather formal. Rewritten with the aid of the
proper-time representations for G, r(1)[iPJ turns out to acquire a more
transparent form.
Let us consider an arbitrary variation oH of the operator H. Then r(1)[iPJ
has the displacement

or(l)[iPJ =~ Tr(H- 10H)
2

in which we replace H- 1 = -G by its explicit expression (7.1.11),

or(1)[iPJ=-1f'" dsTr(U(s)oH).
2

0

Equation (7.1.12) tells us that Tr(U(s)oH)) = (is) -1 Tr(oU(s)), hence

or(l)[iPJ=o( -2if"'ds
0 -;TrU(s) ) .
Therefore, up to some additive constant,

r(l)[iPJ

has the form

r(l)[iPJ = --i f"'dsf
- d 4x e-1(x) tr U(x,
2

0

s

xis)

(7.1.31)

where tr denotes the trace over matrix indices. As a result, the one-loop
effective action is determined by the Schwinger's kernel at coincident points.
We come to the conclusion that the Schwinger's kernel should be a central
object in one-loop quantum field theory.
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Use of the explicit form (7.1.19) for Vex, yls) in equation (7.1.31) leads to

r(l)[cp] =~ fd 4 X e- i
2

100 . d(i~)

e-i(m'-iB)S

tr F(x, xis).

ls(4ms)2

0

(7.1.32)

Now, equation (7.1.20) shows that the first three terms of the series (7.1.20)
cause the above integral to be divergent at the lower limit. Hence, one must
regularize the integral over proper time in practical calculations. Below we
list several popular regularizations.
In the framework of the dimensional regularization scheme, the Schwinger's
kernel, corresponding to the four-dimensional theory, should be replaced by
its analogue for a d-dimensional theory

V,ix,yls)

. 2ro
~ ni/2(x, y)eiaw(X,y) - im 2s Fro(x, Yls).
(41tis)2 - ro ro

(7.1.33)

Here w =(4-d)j2, and the objects aro, nro and Fro correspond to d-dimensional
space-time. The mass parameter J.l has been introduced into (7.1.33) to keep
fixed dimension of V ro' At w = 0 the kernel V ro turns into the original one
(7.1.19). The dimensionally continued effective action is then given by
r(i)[m]= J.l2ro fddXe-i(x)foo d(is) e- im2s F (x xis).
ro 't'
2(41t)2-ro
ro
0 (is)3-ro
ro ,

(7.1.34)

Treating w as a complex variable, the integral will be convergent for Re w > 2
and can be readily computed in this region. Making use of the decomposition
00

L

Fro(x, yls) =

a~ro)(x,

y)(ist

(7.1.35)

0=0

d ro ) being the De Witt coefficients in d dimensions, and introducing the
notation

A~ro) = f dd x e~ 1 tr a~ro)(x, x)
one finds in the massive case
2ro
r(1)[m]
J.l
w

't'

00

"

2(4n)2 -ro 0':-0

Ao=A~O)

(7.1.36)

A(ro)(m 2)2-ro- Or(n+w-2)

(7.1.37)

0

where rcz) is the gamma-function. We separate the part of r~)[cp] leading
to divergences when m -+ 0:
r(i) ~.
ro [CP]d,v

r()
m

( ~) - 2ro

2(41t)2-ro J.l

{4
2
}
m
A(W) __
m_A(W)+A(ro)
(2-m)(1-m)
(l-m)
2'
0

1
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In the limit w -+ 0 this expression reduces to

~]

4

(1)[ <P div=--2
1 {
[ '"

32n w

m Ao }
A2 -m 2 A1 +2

+ fi'mte

terms.

(7.1.38)

Therefore, we must calculate the coefficients a 1(z, z) and a2(z, z) to determine
the one-loop divergences of the theory.
The relation (7.1.37) constitutes an asymptotic expansion of the effective
action in Inverse powers 01 m~. It is obvious that such an expansion is
inadmissible in the mass less case, where one must apply some other technique
to sum an infinite number of terms coming from the Schwinger's
kernel. In practice, one usually introduces an auxiliary mass M at
intermediate stages of the calculation to improve the behaviour of the integral
over proper time at the upper limit. This mass parameter should be eliminated
only after completing all manipulations with ultravioletly regularlized
expressions. Any polynomial-in-M term in the effective action can be freely
removed. In particular, the one-loop divergence of [(1)[q,] in the massless
theory is determined by the first term in the figure brackets of equation
(7.1.38). The corresponding counterterm in the minimal substractions scheme
reads
s(1)

count

= - _1_

32n 2 w

f

d4 x e- 1 tr a2(x, x).

(7.1.39)

To find the counterterms, one can use a scheme which is technically
analogous to dimensional regularization but less sophisticated. Such a
regularization consists in simple insertion of an additional factor (is)'" into
the integral over proper time in equation (7.1.32), without any continuation
of the Schwinger's kernel in d-dimensional space. Then we obtain
[~)[q,]

ds
=21 J.1.2w foo0 (is)l-W

f

d 4 x e- 1(x) tr U(x, xis).

(7.1.40)

This prescription will be called the w-regularization.
One more way to regularize the integral over proper time is as follows
(1) ~
i
[L[<P]=--

foodS
-TrU(s)

2
- -1- 32n 2

-iL'

f

00

_ iL'

s

d(is)3 e - ;",', fd 4 X e -l(X) tr F(x, xis)
(is)

(7.1.41)

-+ + 0
at the end of calculations. Here the integration over s is performed along
the positive part of the real axis, except a small region near s = 0 where the
integration contour goes to the domain Im s < 0 to end at s = - iL 2 . The
point is that everyone computes, starting from Schwinger, proper-time

L being a real regularization parameter of inverse mass dimension, L
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integrals by rotating the integration contour into the negative imaginary axis
or, which is the same, by making the replacement s = - it with real
non-negative t. Hence, the above prescription is equivalent to cutting off
time-rotated integrals at the lower limit.
For s ~ 0 the decomposition (7.1.20) is applicable, and one can readily
calculate the divergent part of (7.1.41). One finds

1{1-L

~
_
r L(1) [CP]div---2
32n

2

-4

Ao+L

-2

2

(Ai -m Ao)

m

-In(L J.1) ( A2 -m Ai +"24 Ao ) }
2

2

2

(7.1.42)

where J.1 is a parameter of mass dimension. Dropping here all m-dependent
terms, we obtain the one-loop divergences for the massless theory. Then
counterterms can be chosen in the manner
(1)

_

1{1-L
2

Scount- - - - 2

-4

32n

Ao+L -2 Al-ln(L2 J.1 2 )A2 } .

(7.1.43)

7.1.4. Coriformal anomaly
The Schwinger-De Witt technique is an ideal tool for the study of breaking
local symmetries by quantum corrections. In this subsection we demonstrate
its power by giving explicit calculations of the so-called conformal (or Weyl)
anomaly.
As has been discussed in Section 1.7, certain field theories in curved
space-time possess a local scale (or Weyl) invariance of the form
e~ "'(x) = el1(x)e a"'(x)

cp'i(X) =

ePU1C1(x)

cpi(X)

(7.1.44)

Pu)being fixed constants determined by the field types under consideration.
Such a symmetry is inconsistent with the presence of massive parameters in
the classical action, hence it can originate only in massless theories. The
Weyl invariance appears to be potentially anomalous at the quantum level.
The problem is that one inevitably introduces some massive parameter in
the process of regularization. As a result, there is room for anomalies in any
classically Weyl invariant theory.
We will consider two models describing bosonic fields cpi(X) and fermionic
fields 'I'I(X), respectively, on a curved gravitational background. Their action
functionals read as follows:
i
.
SB="21f4
d xe -1 flijCP(Hcp}1

H = VaV a- e910

(7.1.45)
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being a constant, and
SF= -

f

d4x

e- 1 IJ IJ 'l'I(h'I'Y

(7.1.46)

h = iyav a.
Here IJij and IJIJ are constant Lorentz-invariant matrices. It is easy to see
that Ss may be invariant under transformations of the form (7.1.44) only if
Pm = 1, for each index i, and the operator H changes according to the rule
H' = eqB " He - PB"

qs=3

PB= 1.

(7.1.47)

Owing to the first and fourth relations (1.6.33), such a transformation law
proves to be admissible only under the conditions that ~ =i and the field
family {<pi} is a set of scalars. Analogously, SF turns out to be Weyl invariant
only under the conditions: (1) PI = for each J; (2) the field family {'PI} is a
set of Majorana spinors. Then, the operator h is characterized by the
transformation law

i

hi = eqF " he - PF"
(7.1.48)
qF=!

PF=i.

The squared operator H F == hh, which is used to define the fermionic effective
action, transforms in more complicate way than the bosonic operator H
H~

= eqF" he(qF- pF)" he - PF".

(7.1.49)

Now, we are going to investigate the behaviour of renormalized effective
action for a massless conformal scalar field under the Weyl transformations
(the case of a massless spinor can be handled similarly). Naive effective action

i
2

r=-TrlnH

H=VaV a -!91!
6

(7.1.50)

is formally invariant with respect to the redefinitions (7.1.47) provided Det
is defined such that Det(O'(x)o(x, y» = 1 for any 0'. However, here we operate
with infinite expressions. To make our manipulations sensible, we introduce
some regularization. Let us first consider the effective action in the
cv-regularization scheme:
1 2ro foo - dsT r U(s)
r ro =-f,l
2
0 (is)l-ro

(7.1.51)

where the kernel U(s) corresponds to the conformally covariant operator H
given in equation (7.1.50). In accordance with equation (7.1.47), an
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infinitesimal Weyl transformation changes H according to the rule
bH =qaaH -PaHa

hence
b Tr U(s) = is(qa - Pa) Tr(aHU(s)) = (qa - Pa)s

~ Tr(aU(s)).
8s

(7.1.52)

This leads to

J
OO

br w = -

W /.L2w 0

is
(is)1 _ w Tr(aU(s)).

(7.1.53)

Since br w is proportional to w, only the divergent part of the proper-time
integral, appearing in equation (7.1.53), contributes to br w in the limit w -. O.
This part can be found in complete analogy with the derivation of equation
(7.1.38), that is, by introducing the factor exp( -iMZs), M being an infrared
regulator, into the proper-time integral. Then, after separating the divergent
part, M should be removed. As a result, one obtains
br w=

-~
fd
(4n)

4

X

e- 1 aQz(x, x)+O(w).

(7.1.54)

Let us define the renormalized effective action
rren = lim (r w + Scount)
w .... o
with Scount given as in equation (7.1.39). Equation (7.1.54) shows that rrcn is
not invariant under the Weyl transformations:

brren[e~eamJI
ba(x)

~=O

1
(
)
= ---z a z x, x .
(4n)

(7.1.55)

This phenomenon is known as the Weyl anomaly.
Equation (7.1.54) allows one to observe an interesting property of
counterterms in a classically Weyl invariant theory. The point is that br w
has no divergent part. Since r w is of the form
1'w = - Scount + rrcn + O(w)
we conclude that the functional Scount is Weyl invariant. Therefore, the
combination e- 1(x)a2(x, x) varies in total derivative under the Weyl
transformations.
It is instructive also to re-obtain the Weyl anomaly in the framework of
the L-regularization scheme. Starting with the regularized effective action

r L = - -i foo
2

-iL'

ds
-TrU(s)

s

(7.1.56)
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we consider its variation with respect to an infinitesimal Weyl transformation.
Making use of equation (7.1.52) gives
i
br L = -- (qB - PB)
2

fce
-iL'

a
i
ds - Tr(aU(s))=- (qB - PB) Tr(aU(s))ls=
AS
2

-iL2.

Here and below we do not at this stage set explicit values for qB and Pa. For
s:::::: 0 the decomposition (7.1.20) is powerful, and the above expression can
be rewritten as follows:

br L = -~(qB- PB)
32n

fd

4

x e-la{L -4 + L - 2al (X, x)+a2(x,

x)} +O(L2)
(7.1.57)

where we have used condition (7.1.29). Then, the finite functional (r L + Scount)'
for Scount given as in equation (7.1.43), is
1

f 4x{ -4[

b(r L + Scount) = - 32n 2 d

L

(qB - PB)a e-

l+~ be- l]

+ L - 2[(qB - PB)ae- lal(x, x) + b(e -la l (x, x))]

-In(L2 J1 2)b(e- l a2(x, x)) + (qB - PB)ae - la2(x, x) } + O(L 2).
Since the variation must be finite as L ~ 0, there appear the consistency
conditions:
qB-PB=2

(7.1.58a)

b(e - la l (x, x)) = - 2ae -lal(x, x) + total deriv.

(7.1.58b)

b(e -laz(x, x)) = total deriv.

(7.1.58c)

In addition, the renormalized effective action r ren = (r L + Scount)IL-+O satisfies
the same relation (7.1.55) which arose in the w-regularization scheme.
Therefore, the Weyl anomaly is a physical effect independent of the
regularization chosen (in contrast with counterterms).
Let us discuss the relations (7.1.58). Equation (7.1.58a) arose as a
requirement necessary for Weyl invariance of the classical action. We note
further that equation (7.1.58b) is satisfied identically if a 1 (x, x) "" 9l (see
equation (1.6.33)). As will be shown below, al(x, x)=O for a massless
conformal scalar field, but this is not the case for a massless spinor field
where al(x, x) coincides with the scalar curvature. Finally, equation (7.1.58c)
we met when describing the Weyl anomaly in the framework of
w-regularization. The correctness of equation (7.1.58c) can be easily checked
on the basis of explicit results concerning the general structure of az(x, x)
and given in the next subsection.
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In conclusion, let us return to the relation (7.1.55). We recall that any Weyl
invariant field theory is characterized by the condition that its energy
momentum tensor is traceless (see subsection 1.6.8). The breakdown of Weyl
invariance by quantum corrections appears to be equivalent to the fact that
the averaged energy-momentum tensor <Tmn) '" (jrr.nl (jgmn' acquires a
non-zero trace <T:), the latter coinciding with the expression in the left~hand
side of equation (7.1.55). Therefore equation (7.1.55) shows that the trace of
the averaged energy-momentum tensor is given by the a2-coefficient.
7.1.5. The coefficients al(x,x) and aix,x)
We have already seen that one-loop counterterms and anomalies are
determined by De Witt coefficients a 1 and a2 at coincident points, thus it is
necessary to be able to calculate these objects. In principle, the calculation
of De Witt coefficients at coincident points is a simple, but tedious task. It
consists of numerous differentiations of the master equations (7.1.21), (7.1.25)
and (7.1.28) together with the use of the covariant derivatives algebra (7.1.9)
and the boundary conditions (7.1.22), (7.1.26) and (7.1.29).
To find a1(x, x) and a 2(x, x), it is necessary first of all to calculate
purely geometric quantities of the form V a, .•. Va/T(X, x')lx=x' and
Va, ... Vapl/2(x, x')lx=x' to finite orders k and l. Direct calculations lead to
the relations:

VaVba(X, x') Ix=x' =

1Jab

(7.1.59a)

VaVb Vea(x, x')lx=x' = 0

(7.1.59b)

VaVb VeVda(x, x')lx=x'

VaO oa(x, x')lx=x' = DD oa(x, x')lx=x' =

2

=3 fAa(ed)b

(7. 1. 59c)
(7.1.59d)

Va fA

_~~abedfAabed+~~abfAab-~ O~
15

15

5

(7. 1. 5ge)

and
Va nl /2(X, x')1 x=x' =0

(7.1.60a)

2
Va Vbn1 / (X, x')lx=x' =~ ~ab

(7.1.60b)

Vaonl/2(X, x')lx=x' =~ Va~

(7.1.60c)

1
1
1
1
OOnl/2(x x')1 _ ,=_~abed~ _ _ fAabfA +_~2+_
,
x-x 30
abed 30
ab 36
5

O~

(7.1.60d)
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where 0 = Vav a. For example, let us derive the important relation (7.1.59a).
Acting with Vb Ve on both sides of eq uation (7.1.21), we then put x = x' in the
resulting identity:

Vb vaaVeVaa + VaaV bVcVa a = Vb Ve a
and use equation (7.1.22a). This leads to

ad
FbalJ Fde = Fbe
where Fbe=VbVea(X,x')lx=x" Since Fbe is a non-singular matrix as a result
of equation (7.1.22b), the final relation is equivalent to relation (7.1.59a).
Other information which is necessary for computing al(x, x) and a2(x, x),
involves multiple derivatives of ao at coincident points:

Vaao(x, x')1 x=x' = 0
n v aV baO(X,

1-

x')lx=x' = - ~ab
2

DD ao(x, x')1 x=x' =~ ~ab~ab
2

(7.1.61a)
(7.1.61b)
(7.1.61c)

where 0 = Vava. Let us describe the derivation of equation (7.1.61b). Acting
with VbVe on the left-hand side of equation (7.1.28a) gives

Vb VevaaVaao + {Vb vaaVeVaao +(b-c)} + vaaVbVeVaaO =0.
We put x=x' and make use of equations (7.1.22a), (7.1.59a) and (7.1.59b)
resulting in

(Vb Vcao + VcVbao)lx=x' = 0
which can be rewritten as follows:

2VbVcaolx=x'= [Vb' Vc]aolx=x' =~bcaO(x, x).
Then, the boundary condition (7.1.29) leads to equation (7.1.61b).

Remark. In the above expressions, fJi ab = fJi ba denotes the Riccci tensor,
while '~ab = - ~ba denotes the generalized curvature tensor taking its values
in some matrix algebra (see equation (7.1.9b)).
Now, we are ready to calculate a1(x, x) and a2(x, x). In accordance with
equation (7.1.28b), the equation determining al(x, x') reads

VaaVaa l +a 1 =n-1/2VaVa(nl/2ao)+~ao·

(7.1.62)

We set here x=x' and make use of equations (7.1.22a), (7.1.26), (7.1.29),
(7.l.60a,b) and (7.1.61b). This immediately gives
1

a1(x,x)=,q+-fJiU.
6

(7.1.63)
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Next, the equation determining az reads

VaaVa
+2a Z =n-1/ZvaVa
(n1/Zal
)+~a
aZ
l
and reduces, for x = x', to

1 (_
az(x, x) = 2 2

+6
1

9l~

)( _
j?

+6 +2
1

~~

)

1_
0 (x, x/)a1(x, x/)1 x=x"

The quantity []a1(x, x/)lx=x' can be easily computed with the help of equation
(7.1.62) and the relations (7.1.59-61). One obtains as a result:

az(x, x) = _1_ (91abed91abed 180

9lab~ab + 0 ~)~ + ~ ~ab~ab
12

+~ [](~+~91~)+~(~+~~~)(~+~~~}

(7.1.64)

The relations (7.1.63, 64) solve the problem of finding the De Witt coefficients
a 1 and az at coincident points.
For applications it is sometimes useful to re-express (~abed)z in equation
(7.1.64) via the squared Weyl tensor. Making use of the identity

cabedcabed =91abed~abed _2~b91ab +!~z
3

(7.1.65)

which follows from equation (1.6.17), we obtain

az(x, X)=_I_(cabedCabed+~b~ab-! 9l z + o~)~
180

3

+~~b~ab+!
[] (~+!~~)+!(~+!at~)(~+!at~).
12
6
6
2
6
6
(7.1.66)

As examples, let us determine the coefficients a 1 and a2 associated with
the conformally covariant operators
1
H se =o--~
6

1
H sp =hh= 0 --~~
4

for h given as in expression (7.1.46). The Hse and Hsp are assumed to act on
spaces of scalar and four-component spinor fields, respectively. In the former
case we have ~= -t~ and ~ab=O, hence
a~e)(x,
a(se)(x
2

x) = 0

X)=_l_(c abed C +~ab~ _~~2+
abed
ab 3

'180

(7.1.67a)

oat).

(7.1.67b)
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In the latter case we have ~ = - ±9f~
M ed = -Hi, '/], hence

and ;jab = iBiabedMed, where

1
tr ai'P)(x, x)= --.1i

(7.1.68a)

3

tra<sP)(x x)=4a<sC)(x
2,

2'

x)_~(cabedC
+2(9fab9fab _!9f2))_~
D9f.
24
abed
3
18
(7.1.68b)

The results of subsection 1.6.6 imply that the functionals

f

A~C)= d4xe-la~C)(x,x)
and

A~P) =

f

d4 x e - 1 tr a~P)(x, x)

are invariant under arbitrary Weyl transformations.
In summary, we have described the standard Schwinger-De Witt technique
established in its final form in the 1960s, and still remaining the most efficient
method for studying functional determinants of operators of the form (7.1.2).
For more complicated differential operators there exists a generalized
Schwinger-De Witt technique developed later by A. Barvinsky and
G. Vilkovisky2. The interested reader can find the necessary details in the
original paper.

7.2. Proper-time representation for covariantly chiral scalar superpropagator
We proceed to investigating the one-loop effective action in theories of matter
superpelds on a curved superspace. Among the specific features of quantum
theory in curved superspace (or space-time) is the fact that the matter effective
action begins to depend here not only on the matter mean (super)fields, but
also on the supergravity prepotentials (or gravitational field). Analysis of the
latter dependence will be our primary goal. Throughout this chapter, only
the minimal formulation for Einstein supergravity will be used to describe
the background supergeometry. In the present section, we often make use
of the prepotentials parametrization adopted in Sections 5.4 and 5.5.
As mentioned above, the standard Schwinger-De Witt technique is most
suitable for studying functional determinants of second-order differential
2A.O. Barvinsky and GA Vilkovisky, Phys. Rep. 119 1, 1985.
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operators with the universal second-order term Vav a. Most differential
operators which arise in superfield theories involve spinor partial derivatives
along with ordinary ones. It turns out that the Schwinger-De Witt technique
preserves its power for superspace second-order operators of the general form
;?2a;?2. + f"'~(z)[;?2", ~~] + fl(Z);?22

+f2(Z)~2 + ...

(7.2.1)

where the dots mean all terms are at most linear in covariant derivatives. A
mixed term with spinor and vector derivatives can, in principle, be included
into expression (7.2.1), but such structures do not appear in practice. When
considering the one-loop quantum correction in a superfield theory, we will
try to re-express it via determinants of operators having the form (7.2.1).

7.2.1. Basic chiral model
Let us begin with the curved-supers pace action
S('I',[<II] =

f

{lf d sz RE-

d sz E -1<11<11 + 2

1

'1'<11 2 + C.c. }

(7.2.2)

describing the interaction between dynamical (<11) and external ('1') covariantly
chiral scalar superfields, ~ &<11 = ~ cl 'I' = O. A set of chiral models, which will
be discussed below, can be read from S('I')' For 'I'=m we obtain the massive
chiral action
S(m)[<II] =
Setting'" = 0
action

f

S

d zE

-1-

<11<11 +

{"2 f
m

gives the massless super
S[<II] =

d

S

E-l

R

}

2

<11 + C.C. .

(7.2.3)

Weyl invariant model with the

f

dSz E- 1 I1><II.

(7.2.4)

For 'I' = R we obtain another interesting massless action
S(R)

[<11]=2If d

S

- 2
zE -1 (<11+<11).

(7.2.5)

In curved superspace, the variational derivative for a covariantly chiral
scalar superfield is given by equation (5.5.28). Hence the Hessian of S('I')[<II]
reads
J 2 S('I')
J<II(z)J<D(z')
2

J S('I')
oll>(z)o<D(z')

J 2 S('I')
J<D(z)J<II(z') j=H('I')(J+(Z,Z')
02S('I')

o<D(z)J<II(z')

0

0)
o_(z, z')

(7.2.6)
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where
H('I')

_t(~2 -4R»).

'P(z)

=(

-t(.@2-4~)

(7.2.7)

\f1(z)

For 'P =0 this operator reduces to

H=(

0
-t(.@2-4R)

-t(~2-4R»)=( 0

H_+

0

H+_).

(7.2.8)

0

Let us note that H('f') turns into the operator (4.4.5) in the flat superspace
limit. We denote both flat and curved operators by the same symbol, but
only the latter will appear in the present chapter and hence no confusion
should arise.
The quantum correction r('f') to S('f') is defined by the superfunctional
integral
eir('I')

=

f

.@<I> .@cI> eIS('I')(~l

(7.2.9)

and can be represented in the form
i

r('f')=-2 Tr In HI'f') .

(7.2.10)

Remark. Throughout this chapter, the operations sTr and sDet are denoted
by Tr( - Tr) and Det(DeC 1), respectively, in the purely bosonic (fermionic)
case.
Remark. We define the superkernel of an operator

A=(A++
A_ +

A+_)
A__

which acts on a space of covariantly chiral-antichiral scalar columns

~(Z») = (e
( <I>(z)
e

~(x, e»)

W

W cI>(x,

B)

with the help of the covariant chiral delta-function

£5 +(z, z')=

_~(~2 -4R)E£58(z -

z') = <P - 3 e~ e~' £54(x- x')£52(e- e')

and its conjugate £5 _(z, z') in accordance with the rule

A++(Z,Z')
( A_ +(z, z')

0).

A+_(Z,Z'»)=A(£5+(Z,Z')
A _ _(z, z')
0
£5_(z, z')

(7.2.11)
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This definition is convenient in practice since the components of the
super kernel are bi-scalar and covariantly chiral or antichiral according to
which label, + or -, is attached to the corresponding argument (for example,
~riA+ +(z, z')=~!tA+ +(z, ZI)=O). Then Tr A reads as follows:

f

f

TrA= d6 ze- w(cpoA++(z,z»+ d6 ze- W (iP 3 A __ (z,z»
=

f

d8 z

E-1

R

A++(Z,z)+

f

d8 z

E- 1

R

A __ (z,z)

(7.2.12)

=Tr +A+ + +Tr _A __ .

The action (7.2.2) is the minimal extension of the flat action (4.4.6) in a
curved superspace. As we have seen, the flat action was used to define the
one-loop quantum correction in the Wess-Zumino model (see equation
(4.8.27». Analogously, the one-loop correction r(l)[ct>] in the generalized
Wess-Zumino model (6.3.7) is connected with the superfunctional (7.2.10)
by the rule
(7.2.13)
r( 1)[ct>] = r(,¥) I'I' = m+~R +),~.
This is why rei') deserves consideration for arbitrary 'P.
When 'P =1= const the operator H('¥) has such a structure that the
Schwinger-De Witt technique proves to be inappropriate to handle directly
the Feynman superpropagator of H('¥). There are two approaches, however,
to reduce the problem of computing Det W'¥) to similar problems, but for
operators which meet the chief requirement of the proper-time technique.
One of these approaches can be applied in the case when the body of 'I'(z)
is non-zero at each point z of superspace. Under this assumption, we have
the relation

(e~2a

o21f_)H('¥)(e

e-

lf

0

~)=HI(m)

elf

(7.2.14)

where

ea = 'I' /m

m = const =1= 0

(7.2.15)

and m is a real parameter and H'(m) is just the operator H(m) constructed on
the base of the super Weyl transformed covariant derivatives (5.5.13) with (J
given by conditions (7.2.15). Equation (7.2.14) leads to the formal relation
Det H('¥) = Det H'(m)
which shows that r(,¥) can be read from r(m)' If we explicitly indicate the
dependence of r(m) on the supergravity prepotentials W M and cp,
r(m) = r(m)[w, cp], then r(,¥) is given by
['('1') =

[,(m{ W,: cp J.

(7.2.16)
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Another approach to computing r('I'), which needs no assumption about '1',
will be described in the following section.

7.2.2. Covariantly chiral Feynman superpropagator
Let us consider the Feynman superpropagator

G(m) = (G (m)
++

G(m»)
+

G~)+

G~)_

associated with the operator H(m). By definition, G(m) satisfies the equation

(

m
- t(,g&2 -

_

_t(~2-4R))(G~)+ G~)_)= _(<5+
G~~

m

4R)

G(~~

0

0 ') .
<5_
(7.2.17)

From this equation we obtain

G(m)=H(-m)

G(m)
(

G~m»)

~

where
1

G~)= --G~)+

m

(7.2.18)

G~m)= -~G~~.
m

The bi-scalar Green's function G~m)(z, Zl) is covariantly chiral in both
arguments and because of equation (7.2.17) satisfies the equation

(Jf. -

m2)G~m)(z, Zl) =

- <5 +(z, Zl)

(7.2.19)

where

1 -2
2
D\
Jf. = 16
(P) -4R)(P) -4ft,.

(7.2.20)

Similarly, the antichiral superpropagator G~m)(z, Zl) obeys the equation

(Jr, -

m2)G~m)(z, Zl) =

- <5 -(z, Zl)

(7.2.21)

where

Jr,= /6(P)2_4g)(~2_4R).

(7.2.22)

As pointed out in subsection 6.3.2, the fourth-order differential operator Jf.
(Jr,) turns into a second-order operator when acting on the full space of

covariantly chiral (antichiral) scalar superfields; that is

Jf.1 chlr.!

sca'ar space

~I

. .

anttchtral
scalar space

= 0 + -~(~2R)+RR
4
1
4

=D_--(fi~

2



R)+RR.
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Here 0+ and 0- are the chiral and anticharal d'Alembertians, respectively,
defined in equations (6.3.18) and (6.3.19). Both operators 0+ and 0- have
the form (7.2.1).
The effective action rIm) can be readily expressed in terms of the
superpropagators G~m) and G~m). With the aid of the formal relation

Det Wm) = Det1/ 2 (Wm)H( - m»)
one obtains
r

i

(m)

= -- Tr In

4

+

i

G(m) __
c

4

Tr _In G(m)
a

. (7.2.23)

for Tr + defined as in equation (7.2.12). In accordance with equations (7.2.18)
and (7~2.23), the Green's functions G~m) and G~m) are central objects in the
quantum theory.
Both terms in the right-hand side of equation (7.2.23) produce in fact the
same contribution modulo boundary terms at infinity, because of the formal
equality
6Tr _ In

G~m) =

6Tr _ In G~m)

(7.2.24)

which holds for an arbitrary variation of the supergravity prepotentials.
Equation (7.2.24) is a simple consequence of the operator relations
H _ + G~m) =
G~m)H+

G~m)H _ +

(7.2.25)

_ = H+ _G~m)

for H+ _ and H_ + given in identity (7.2.8), together with the identity
Tr +(A+ _B_ +)= Tr _(B_ +A+ _).

(7.2.26)

To prove relation (7.2.25), it is sufficient to take account of the composite
nature of ~ and ~,
~=H+_H_+

~=H_+H+_

(7.2.27)

~H+_=H+_~.

(7.2.28)

which implies
H_+~=~H_+

As a result, we can rewrite rIm) in the form
rIm) = -

21 Tr + In G~m).

(7.2.29)

In perfect analogy to the massive case, the quantum correction r in the
massless theory (7.2.4) can be represented as

i
i
i
r= --Tr+ In G --Tr_In G = --Tr+ In G
4
c
4
a
2
c

(7.2.30)
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where the chiral (Gc) and antichiral (G.) Green's functions constitute the
Feynman superpropagator G associated with the operator (7.2.8)
G=H(G c

o

0)

(7.2.31)

G.

and satisfy the equations
~ Gc(z,

Zl)= -D+(Z, Zl)

(7.2.32a)

~ G.(z,

Zl ) = - L(z, Zl).

(7.2.32b)

7.2. 3. The chiral d 'Alembertian
Before proceeding further, we would like to discuss the chiral d'Alembertian
0 + = EiloEila+ ~ 9lEil 2+ iGQEilo+ ~ (EiliX R)'@iX

4

4

(7.2.33)

entering the equation for G~m) , and related geometric objects. As has been
already mentioned in subsection 6.3.1, the chiral d'Alembertian is unique in
the sense that any operator of the form
EiloEila + ra(z}EilCJ. Eilo+ r(z}Eil a + r(z)Eilrt.

which maps the full space of covariantly chiral scalar superfields into itself,
coincide with 0 +. Closely related to 0 + is an operation of multiplication
on the chiral space. This operation is defined by associating with arbitrary
chiral scalars <1>1 and <1>2 another scalar superfield

1
1
<1>1 * <1>2 = <1>2 * <1>1 == - (~2 - 4RXEil iX <I> IEilrt.<I>2) = Eil°<l> IEila<l>2 + - REilrt. <I> IEilIX<I>2
16
4
(7.2.34)
which is covariantly chiral by construction. The connection between [J + and
* reads

E-l
fE-I
f d8z R <I>IO+<I>2=- d8z R <I>1*<I>2

(7.2.35)

for arbitrary covariantly chiral scalars <1>1 and <1>2'
Similarly to 0 + , the *-product is uniquely defined in the sense that any
binary operation

(<1>1 ' <1>2) = EilQ<I>I EilQ<I>2 + f(z)Eilrt.<I> IEilrt.<I>2 +rQ(zXEilrt.<I> IEila<l>2 + Eila<l>l Eil,,<I>2}
which maps arbitrary chiral scalars <1>1 and <1>2 into a chiral scalar, must
coincide with <1>1 * <1>2' This observation has important consequences. First,
chiral generalizations of the equations (7.1.21) and (7.1.25) for the geodesic
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interval and the Van Vleck-Morette determinant, respectively, are of the form
(1'" (1

1
== ~a(1~a(1 + - R~tX(1~tX(1 = 2(1
4

(7.2.36)

and
1

~a(1~an+- R~tX(1~tXn=(4-

4

0+(1).0.

(7.2.37)

Analogously, the equation for an antichiral extension of the geodesic interval
should have the form
~al1~al1

~.
+-1 R;;z;Il11;;z;rxl1
= 211.
-?,'5

(7.2.38)

4

From equations (7.2.36) and (7.2.38) we see that there is no universal extension
of the geodesic interval in curved superspace. Different Green's functions will
involve different super-intervals.
Chirality of the final expression (7.2.34) implies that there is a natural
chiral supermetric. Let us introduce the complex coordinates ZM) = ell' ZM
most suitable for operating with covariantly chiral scalars cI>(z) = e itf'<l>(x, e) =
cI>(yM), where yM=(x(1), elL))' Next we re-express the supervierbein in the
coordinate system introduced, EAMOM=Ef)M o<fl Because of the relations
(5.4.2,3), in the gauge (5.4.6) we have

ELlM

E~l.) (IM

E~)M~ ( _~~

~ = (a,

_Il

d,

--

-

ail,p
Il

0

E~l. )
_J.l

-

.

(7.2.39)

ail.p
Il

M=(m,/-l)

et)

Now equation (7.2.34) can be rewritten as follows
m
m _
MN(
'Vi "''V2-g

) 0<1>1 0<1>2
y
-
Oy!f..OyM

(7.2.40)

where the supermetric is given by
gMN =

(lsT)Md,t]ABIl
t]ab

t]AB= (

0

(7.2.41)

0)

iRe rxtJ

1sT being the supertranspose of the supermatrix I (see equation (1.9.59). The
sypermetric is seen to be a function of the chiral variables yM only;thoughg MN
is built in terms of the reduced supervierbein I AM with non-chiral components.
We note, however, that the Berezinian of Id,M is chiral. With the aid of
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equations (1.11.17), (5.4.19), (5.5.3) and (7.2.39), one can readily prove
1= Ber(l d M )=<p- 3 •

(7.2.42)

Because of the relations (7.2.35) and (7.2.40), the chiral d'Alembertian can
be written in the form

a(

D+=(-1y~<p-3--

oyM

<p 3 gMN a
_ )
ay!::!..

(7.2.43)

completely analogous to the standard representation

ylaV a = eom(e- 1 gmn (\)
for the scalar d'Alembertian.

7.2.4. Covariantly chiral Schwinger's superkernel
The structure of the chiral superpropagator G~m) can be described in the
framework of the proper-time technique. As in the case of propagators in
curved space-time, we introduce the integral representation

G~m)(z, z') = i

to

ds e - i(m L

it)s

U e(z, z'\s)

(7.2.44)

where Ue(z, z'\s) is now required to satisfy the equation

oU

e

iTs= -~Uc= -

(1
0+ -4(.@ R)+RR
-2 

-)

Uc

(7.2.45)

and the initial condition
Ue(z, z'\s-+ +O)=b+(z, z').

(7.2.46)

Similarly to G~m), the superkernel Uc(z,z'\s) must be covariantly chiral and
scalar in both the superspace arguments.
Due to the explicit form of 0 +, it is possible to search for a solution of
equation (7.2.45) by applying the ansatz

Z')) L a~(z, z')(is)"

i
(i(J"(Z
Uc(z, z'\s)=--.-2 exp - - '(4ms)
2s

cc

(7.2.47)

n=O

where (J" and aCs are chiral bi-scalars. To ensure the fufilment of equation
(7.2.45), (J" must be a solution of equation (7.2.36), whereas the remaining
bi-scalars must obey the system of equations
1

(J"u o+- (O+(J"-4)a o=0
2

(7.2.48a)

1
(n+ l)a~+l +(J"U~+l +-(D+(J"-4)a~+1 =~a~
2

(7.2.48b)
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the *-product being defined in identity (7.2.34). The initial condition (7.2.46)
proves to be fulfilled under the following boundary conditions:
a(z, z) = .0JAa(z, Zl) Iz ~ z' = .0J".0J Aa(z, Zl) Iz ~ z' = 0

(7.2.49a)

.0J".0Ja.0Jba(z, Zl) IZ ~z' =.0J 2 .0Jaa(z, z')lz ~ z· = 0
ao(z, z) =.0JAaO(z, Zl) Iz ~z' = .0J"..0Jaao(z, Zl) I z ~z' = 0

(7.2.49b)

.0Ja..0Jba(z, z')lz~z' =lJab

(7.2.50a)

.0J".0J lIao(z, Zl) Iz ~ z' = - 2e"II'

(7.2.50b)

and

Equations (7.2.49-50) completely specify all the objects entering the
right-hand side in equation (7.2.47). Rather than demanding condition
(7.2.50a), it is sufficient in fact to require det( -gca.0Jba(z))lz~z' #0; then
equation (7.2.50a) is a simple consequence of the master equation (7.2.36).
There are simple observations which lead directly to the above boundary
conditions even without careful analysis concerning their compatibility with
condition (7.2.46). We first note that in the flat superspace limit Uc(z, zlls)
should take the form (4.4.21), hence the flat values of 0' and ao read
1
)2
a(z, z )f1at =2(x(+)-x(+)
I

I

ao(z, zl)f1at =(() - (}1)2

and are seen to be consistent with the flat version of equations (7.2.49,50).
Another remark is that all tensor superfields gc A, ... ..0JAka(Z, Zl) Iz ~ z' and
.0JAI ... .0JAka~(z,z')lz~z" where k, n=O, 1,2, ... , should have purely geometric
origin by their very construction. What is more, they should be polynomials
of the supertorsion tensors R, R, Ga, Wo: lly and W6:Pi' and their covariant
derivatives in order to make possible the existence of a flat limit. Then, the
equalities (7.2.49) follow from considerations of dimension. Dimensions of
the basic geometric structures are
[R]=[G a ]=l

[Wo: lly ] =3/2

[.0J A] ~ 1/2

but all objects entering equalities (7.2.49) have lesser dimensions ([0'] = - 2,
[ao] = -1) or their tensor form differs from that of the invariant tensors e"II'
e"p and (aa)",,' Finally, the relations (7.2.50) are dictated by the flat limit.
Equations (7.2.48) can be rewritten in a simpler form if one redefines a~
in the manner
a~(z,

Zl) = !}1/2(Z, z')a~(z, Zl)

n=O, 1,2, ...

(7.2.51)

where the chiral bi-scalar 0 is subject to equation (7.2.37) and the boundary
conditions
O(z, z)= 1

..0Jo:!}(z, z')lz~z' =0

(7.2.52)
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Then aCs satisfy the equations
(1* a~
C
+a*ac
(n+l)a n+l
n+l

(7.2.53a)

=0

=n- 1/ 2£:(nl/2 a-c)
ciIo~

n'

(7.2.53b)

By analogy with the terminology of Section 7.1, it is natural to call a~ or a~
the De Witt supercoefficients.
7.2.5. a!(z, z) and a 2(z, z)
From the viewpoint of renormalization, of exceptional interest are the
coefficients a~ and a 2 at coincident points. To calculate these coefficients,
one follows the same scheme described in the previous section. Namely, it
is necessary to make numerous covariant differentiations of the master
equations (7.2.36) and (7.2.48), with the use of the algebra of covariant
derivatives (5.5.6), and take account of the boundary conditions (7.2.49-50).
The immediate consequences of equations (7.2.48-50) are:

a!(z, z)=-R

(7.2.54)

C( ')1
1 -2

2a C()
2 z,z = D+a 1 Z,Z z=z'+-(.@ -4R)RR.
4

(7.2.55)

and

To find D+a1(z, z')lz=z' it is necessary to obtain a number of auxiliary
relations. Straightforward but tedious calculation leads to
.@aE0bE0ca(z, z') 1z=z' = E0 2.@aE0aa(z, z')1 z=z' = 0

.@a.@aE02a(z,z')lz=z'= -16R
.@aE0aE0 bE0b a(z, z')lz=z' = 8RR + GaGa-~ ~2 R2 -~ E0 2 R
E0aE0a.@"a~(z,

z')1 z=z' = E0aE0b E0caO(z, z') 1z=z' =0

.@2E0aao(z, z') I: =:' = - E0a .@2 aO(z, z') 1:=:, = 2iGa

(7.2.56)

E0aE0aE02ao(z, z')lz=z' = 12RR + 2G aGa_.@2 R
E0 2E0a.@aaO(z,z')I:=:,=4RR+2GaG a-1PR
E0aE0aE0 bE0bao(z, z')lz-z, =~
2

WrxPYWrxpy+~.@rxRE0rxR +~ ~5:Ga~i1.Ga'
8

4

With the help of these identities one readily obtains the final relation
a2(z, z)=

~ wrxPYWrxPY+~ (~2-4R)GaGa-~(~2 -4RXE0 2-4R)R.
12

48

96

(7.2.57)
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At intermediate stages of computing a~(z, z) there appear non-chiral
expressions, but the final result is explicitly chiral.
It is worth noting that the superfunctional

f

E-l
1
d8zRa~(z,z)=12

f {"R

d 8zE- l 1 W>:Pr W"py-(G a Ga +2RR) }

(7.2.58)

is invariant under arbitrary super Weyl transformations (5.5.13), in
accordance with the results of subsection 5.6.5.
7.2.6. One-loop divergences
Once the proper-time representation for G~m) has been established, the
effective action (7.2.29) can be handled by the rules given in the previous
section. We rewrite rim) in the form

rim) = --i foodS
- e - im's Tr + Uc(s)

2

0

(7.2.59)

S

and then improve the behaviour of the proper-time integral at the lower
limit by applying the prescription of w-regularization. Since ao(z, z)=O, the
divergent part of the effective action reads
l

r(m).div =_1_2 - fd 8 Z E32n w
R

{a~(z, z)-m 2 aHz, z)}

8Z E-l{~aC(z z)+m 2 }.
=-1-fd
32n 2 w
R 2 ,

(7.2.60)

Because of the explicit form of a 2(z, z), the integral (7.2.60) is real modulo
total derivatives.
With the aid of equation (7.2.60) it is easy to obtain divergences of the
effective action (7.2.10). Since rCI') and rim) are connected as in equation
(7.2.16), we have
1
r('I'),div=--z32n w

f

8
dzE

_1{1-a z(z,z)+'II1¥S1
c

-

R

(7.2.61)

where we have accounted for the fact that the functional (7.2.58) is super
Weyl invariant. Now, equation (7.2.13) tells us that the one-loop divergences
in the generalized Wess-Zumino model (6.3.7) are

r(I)[«I>ldiv=~fd8Z E-l~«I>+---;-fd8z E-l{«I>(m+~R)+~m+~R)}
32n 2 w

32n w

+~fd8z
E-l{R+R}
2
32n w

+-1-fd 8Z E-l{m2+~2RR+~aC(Z Z)}
32n2w
R 2 ,

(7.2.62)
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e

with A and being chosen real for simplicity. To eliminate these divergences
one must introduce counterterm Scount = - r(l)[<Jll div into the classical action
(6.3.7).
Let us discuss the final result. As is clear, in the flat limit only the first
term in equation (7.2.62) survives. In a curved superspace with R #0 integrals
like Sd 8 z E- 1<1> do not vanish, and there arise linear-in-<I> divergences. As a
result, the Wess-Zumino model turns out to be unstable in curved superspace.
Both the third and fourth terms in equation (7.2.62) show vacuum divergences
which appear due to non-trivial background supergeometry. Functional
Svac. count=-

m~OJ fd8ZE-l{R+R'}

32n

----;- fd 8Z E- 1 {m2 + eRR'

32n

OJ

+~R a~(z, Z)}.

(7.2.63)

is to be understood as a one-loop counterterm to the classical supergravity
action in a full supergravity-matter quantum theory. The explicit form of
the second term in equation (7.2.63) implies that the supergravity action
should include the standard Einstein term (6.1.3) along with higher-derivative
R 2 -terms (6.1.19). Because of the first term in (7.2.63), the supergravity action
should also involve pathalogical structures (6.1.31) as long as e#O.
7.2.7. Switching on an external Yang-Mills superfield
The above results admit a natural extension to the case of a system of
covariantly chiral scalars <Jl = {<I>i(Z)} coupled to an external Yang-Mills
gauge superfields V = VI(z)TI, with Ti the generators of a real representation
of the gauge group. The quantum correction in the chiral model
S(ml<l>; V] =

f d z E8

1

<1> e

2V

<l>

+~ {f d z E~
8

1

<l>T<I> +c.c.}

(7.2.64)

can be represented in the form
r(m)[V] =

-~ Tr + In C~m)

(7.2.65)

2

where the matrix superpropagator C~m)(z, z') is covariantly chiral in both
arguments and subjected to the equation
( 0+

-l(~2R')+RR-m2)c~m)(z,z')= -Ocr>c5+(z,z').

(7.2.66)

Here 0 + is the Yang-Mills covariantized chiral d'Alembertian,
0+

= [)a[)a+~ R[)2 +iGa[)a+~(~"R)[)«- W"[)"-~([)"W,,)
4

4

2

(7.2.67)
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where [D denote the gauge-covariant derivatives (6.3.35a), and WIX is the
corresponding superfield strength defined in equation (6.3.33). In comparison
with equation (7.2.47), the Schwinger's superkernel for G~m) involves the same
chiral super-interval (I, but all coefficients 8~ are now matrix-valued. The
coefficients 81(z, z) and 82(Z, z) prove to be given simply by combining
equations (4.8.25) and (7.2.54,57):
82(Z, z) = a1(z, z)~

(7.2.68a)

82(Z, z) = a 2(z, z)~ + W"'W",.

(7.2.68b)

In conclusion, it is necessary to note that the coefficients a1(z, z) and a 2(z, z)
were originally computed by I.N. McArthur with the aid of a normal
coordinate frame in curved superspace 1 .

7.3. Proper-time representation for scalar superpropagators
In the present section we give an approach to the computation of the quantum
correction r(,¥) defined by equation (7.2.10). This approach does not require
us to make any assumption concerning 'P and is based on a remarkable link,
between superpropagators arising in special chiral models and in the massless
vector multiplet model. For the scalar superpropagators of interest we obtain
the relevant proper-time decompositions.

7.3.1. Quantization of the massless vector multiplet model
The massless vector multiplet in a curved superspace is described by the action
S[V] =

/6 fd z E8

1

V~IX(2)2 - 4R)~", V

(7.3.1)

where V(z) is a real scalar superfield. The classical properties of this model
have been discussed in subsection 6.3.2 (in comparison with (6.3.21), S[V]
contains an additional factor! for later convenience). In particular, it was
shown that S[ V] remains invariant under the following gauge transformations
V-+VA=V+A+A

2)~A=O

(7.3.2)

A being an arbitrary covariantly chiral scalar superfield. As is obvious, the
gauge generators are Abelian and linearly independent, so the theory can be
quantized with the help of the Faddeev-Popov prescription (see Section 4.5).

II.N. McArthur, Class. Quantum Grav. 1 233; 245, 1984.
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We fix the invariance (7.3.2) by imposing the gauge conditions
1
4

-2

K[V]= --(2iJ -4R)V+a=O

(7.3.3)

1 2

K[V] = --(2iJ -4R)V +a=o

4

where a(z) is an external covariantly chiral scalar superfield. The functions
K[V] and K[V] have been chosen to be covariantly chiral and antichiral,
respectively, since they should belong to the same functional space where
the gauge parameters A and X live. Because of the chiral variational rule
(5.5.28), the Faddeev-Popov matrix reads
OK[V A]

OK[V A]

oA

Mi.

oK[VA]

oA

oK[V A] '

(7.3.4)

=H(R)

.

oX

Here H(R) is defined by equation (7.2.7) for \f = R and is the Hessian of the
chiral model (7.2.5). As a result, the in-out vacuum amplitude is given by
e ir ,=

f

2iJV o {

_l(.~2_4R)V +a } - [ -l(2iJ 2 -4,RW +a ]

Det(H(R))eiS[V].

(7.3.5)
In accordance with the results of subsection 4.5.2, r v does not depend on
the external superfields a and a. Therefore, one can freely integrate the
right-hand side of equation (7.3.5) over a and a with some weight p(a, a) such
that

f

2iJa2iJa p(a, a) = 1.

It is useful to choose p(a, a) in the form
Det 1 / 2 (H('¥)) e - is('I')[a]

the action S('I') being defined by equation (7.2.2). This leads to the following
representation
eif, = Det(WR)) Det 1/ 2 «W'¥)) e -(i/2)$ d'z E- I VO~'I'ly

(7.3.6)

where

o ~'¥) = -~ §)"(.@2-4R)§),,+ /6 {(.@2 -4R), (§)2 -4R)}
12

- - \f(§) - 4R).
4

-l

\f(.@2-4R)

(7.3.7)
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When acting on scalar superfields, 0 ~'I') reads

o,

('1')

1.

-

=~a~ - - G'''''[~ ~.]
a
"'"
4

1 - - -'

2

--1 'I'(~-2 -4R)--1 .Tt
T(~ -4R)
4
4

1

1

-2 -

1

-4(~!<R)~"-4(~"R)~"-4(~ R)-4(~

2



R)+2RR

(7.3.8)

as a consequence of the covariant derivatives algebra (5.5.6), and is a
curved-supers pace extension of the operator .1 (4.8.30). Let G~'I') be the
Feynman superpropagator associated with D~'I') and defined by
D~'I')G~'I')(z, z') =

-

c5 B(z, z').

(7.3.9)

Then, equation (7.3.6) can be rewritten in the form

r

=

-~ Tr In G{'I')-~ Trln W'I')-iTrln H{R).

'2

'2

(7.3.10)

Remark. Given an operator A acting on some space of unconstrained scalar
superfields, it is useful to define its superkernel to be bi-scalar:
A(z, z') = Ac5 B(z, z') = AEc5 B(z - z').

(7.3.11)

TrA= fdBZE-1A(Z,Z).

(7.3.12)

Then Tr A is given as

Equation (7.3.10) contains more interesting information than may appear
at first sight. The point is that the right-hand side in equation (7.3.10) does
not depend on '1', which leads to important consequences. Let us first choose
'I' = O. Then equation (7.3.10) takes the form

r v =-~TrlnG
-~TrlnH-iTrInH{R).
2
v
2

(7.3.13)

where G v == G~D) and H == H{D). Choosing 'I' = R, we obtain

rv=

i
3i
--TrInG{R)--TrInH{R).
2
v
2

Equations (7.3.10, 13, 14) allow us to express

(7.3.14)

rv and Trln H('I') as follows:

3i
.
3i
- - Trln G +lTr In G(R) _ _ Tr In H
2
v
v
2

(7.3.15)

Tr In H{'I') = Tr In G, - Tr In G~'I') + Tr In H.

(7.3.16)

rv=

In the previous section we saw that Tr In H can be repFesented according to
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the rule
Tr In H = - Tr + In Gc

Gc being the massless chiral superpropagator defined by equation (7.2.32a).
As a result, we arrive at the final relations:
3i
•
3i
r, = -- Tr In G, +ITr In G~R) +- Tr + In Gc
2
2

(7.3.17)

Tr In HI'P) = Tr In G, - Tr In G~'P) - Tr + In Gc.

(7.3.18)

The latter is a by-product of our consideration, and it supplies us with a
simple expression for the quantum correction (7.2.10):

i
r('P) = --(Tr In G~'P)_ Tr In G,)+r
2

(7.3.19)

where r == r(O) is the quantum correction in the massless chiral model (7.2.4).
The above relations make it possible to compute r, and r('P) in the
framework of the proper-time technique. For any '¥ the operator D~'P) has
exactly the form (7.2.1), hence the corresponding Green's functions G~'P)
possess a well-defined proper time decomposition. The proper-time
representation for Gc follows from equations (7.2.44,47) by setting m = O.

7.3.2. Connection between G~'P) and G('P)
Let us consider the Feynman superpropagator

G('P) = G ('P)
++
( G~~

G('P»)
+-

(7.3.20)

G~~

associated with H('Pl,

H('P)G('P)(z, z') = _ (0 +(z, z')

o

0)
O_(z,z')'

(7.3.21)

It turns out that G('P) is expressed via the scalar superpropagator G~'P), defined
by equation (7.3.9), in the manner

G('P)(z z') = (~h'G~'P)(Z' z')
,
hh'G~'P)(z, z')

~~'G~'P)(z, Z'))

(7.3.22)

hh'G~'P)(Z, Zl)

where
1

-2

h= --(.@ -4R)
4

1 2

h=
--(.@ -4R).
4

This relation generalizes equation (4.8.31) to the case of curved superspace.
It can be proved as follows. First, we act with H(R) from the left on both
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sides in equation (7.3.21) resulting in
WR)H('P)G('P)(z,z') = -

Further, we apply

H

= H(O)

o ('P)
v

WR{~ ~) 08(Z, z').

from the left to both sides of the relation

(h'h' h'h' ) G('P)(z z') = - (hh hh)_ 08(Z' z')
_

v'

which is a consequence of equation (7.3.9). The result can be presented in
the form
H(R)W'P)(;('P)(Z, Zl) = -

H(:

~)08(Z' Zl)

where (;('P) is the operator defined by equation (7.3.22). Here we have used
the identities
h.@"'(~2 - 4R).@", = h.@"'(~2 - 4R).@" = 0

h2 =Rh

h2 = =Rh

which are correct when acting on scalars. Since

WR)(~ ~)=H(: ~)
both G('P) and (;('P) satisfy the same equation.
Using equation (7.3.22), it is not difficult to obtain an independent proof
of the relation (7.3.19).
7.3.3. Scalar Schwinger's superkernel
The proper-time representation for G~'P)(z, z') reads

G~'P)(z, z') = i teo ds U~'P)(z, zll s)

(7.3.23)

where the bi-scalar superkernel U~'P)(z, Zl) satisfies the evolution equation

(i :s + D~'P)(z,

Zl)

)U~'P)(Z' z') = 0

(7.3.24)

and the initial condition
U~'P)(z, z' 1 s -+

+ 0) = 08(Z, Zl).

(7.3.25)

We search for a solution of equation (7.3.24) in the form
i

(i(J'('P)(z Z'))

(4ms)

2s

U~'P)(z, z'l s) = - . - exp

v'

Leo

"=0

a~'P)(z, z')(is)"

(7.3.26)
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O'~'P)

and a('P) being real bi-scalar superfields. It is easy to see that O'~'P) should
obey the equation
.@aa('P).@ a('P) _~ GC<iJ.~
v

2

av

O'('P)~.O'('P) _~ '¥~ .0'('P@iJ.0'('P)

"Xv

4

Xv

~v

v

- ~ \f' ,@"O'('P) ~ 0'('1') = 20'('1')
4
v" v
v

(7.3.27)

whereas the recurrence relations for a('P) are
a('P) a('P)
< v , 0

>+~2 (~('P)O'('P) v

4)a('P) = 0
0

(7.3.28)

+ <0'('1')
a('P) >+ -1 (~('P)O'('P) - 4)a('P) = 0 ('P)a('P)
(n + l)a('P)
"+1
v ' "+1
2
v
"+1
V"
where we have introduced a bracket <, >for real scalar superfields, defined by
1.
_
_
<VI' V 2 >=.@aVl.@aV2--GC<"(.@"Vl.@iJ.V2-.@0: Vl~(J. V 2)

4

1 -'
1 - c.
- - '¥~iJ.Vl.@(J.V2 - - '1'92 Vl92c.V2'

4

4

(7.3.29)

The operator ~('P) reads

~('P)=.@a.@ _~ G(J.O:[.@
a 4

c.'

qj.] _~ ,¥~2 _~ qs~2_~(~.R)2J0:_~(~C<R)~ .
c.
4
4
4 C<
4
c.

(7.3.30)

Equation (7.3.27) shows once again that in superspace there is no universal
generalization of the geodesic interval.
The initial condition for U~'P) implies that the system of equations
(7.3.27,28) must be solved under the following boundary conditions:
O'~'P)(z, z') =.@AO'~'P)(Z, z') Jz = z· = .@(J.92AO'~'P)(Z, z') Jz = z' = 0

92a92bO'~'P)(Z, z')Jz=z' = l1ab

(7.3.31)

2J0:.@20'~'P)(Z, z')J z =z' = ~a~20'~'P)(z, z')J z =z' = .@a[~(J.' ~o:]O'~'P)(z, z')J z =z' = 0

.@22J2 O'~'P)(z, z') Jz = z· = 16

and
ab'P)(z, z) = 92Aab'P)(z, z')J z=z' = 92A .@Bab'P)(z, z')J z=z' =0
~(J.~A92Bab'P)(z, z')Jz=z' =0
-

-

('I')

,

_

~(J.~p~o:~pao (z,z)Jz=z,- - 48c.p 80:p.

(7.3.32)
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These requirements are grounded in the same considerations as were made
in subsection 7.2.4. In the ftat-superspace limit U. == U~O) takes the form
(4.8.43).
Using equations (7.3.27, 28, 31, 32), one readily obtains

al'P)(z, z) = 0
a~'P)(z, z) = -

(7.3.33)

GaG a+ 'fI'P.

7.3.4. Divergences of effective action
Now, it is a trivial task to obtain divergent parts of the superfunctiona}s
(7.3.17) and (7.3.19) with the help of the general algorithm given in subsection
7.1.3. We rewrite
in the form

r.

f.= - -i
2

100 -ds {Tr(3U.(s)-2U~R)(s»-3Tr + Uc(s)}
0

(7.3.34)

s

and modify the integral over proper time by applying, for instance, the
prescription for cv-regularization. This leads to the following divergent part
of fy:
f

1
y,di'=--2
32n cv

fd8 zE -1{3a2z(, z) 282

(R)

a2(z,z)} . (7.3.35)
(z,z)-3-
R

Similarly, the divergent part of r('P) reads

1 f d 8 z E -1 { a ('1') (z,z)-aiz,z)+-
a2(z, z)}
r ('P),div=--2
2
32n cv

R

(7,3.36)

which coincides, as a result of equation (7.3.33), with our previous result
(7.2.61),
In conclusion let us point out that the superfunctional (7,3.35) is invariant
under arbitrary super Weyl transformations (5.5.13). This is a consequence
of super Weyl invariance of the corresponding classical theory (7.3.1).

7.4. Super Weyl anomaly
In Chapter 6 we met a number of super Weyl invariant models in curved
supers pace. The classical action SEx; "If; CPJ in such a theory remains
unchanged under transformations of the form (5.7.33), the parameter (1 being
an arbitrary covariantly chiral scalar. This implies vanishing of the classical
supertrace T, defined by equation (5.7.15), on the mass shell f>S/ f>X=O.
Since equation (5.7.33) presents a super symmetric extension of ordinary
Weyl transformations, the super Weyl invariance is potentially anomalous
at the quantum level (see also subsection 7.1.4). Renormalized effective action
f[X; "If; CPJ can be chosen to be invariant only under the supergravity gauge
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transformations, but not with respect to the super Weyl ones. Both
symmetries cannot be preserved in general, which means that the effective
supertrace

<T)x= 6rEx; 1I';e"cp] \
60<1 =0
remains non-zero when imposing the effective equation of motion 6f/ 6X =O.
As a result, the condition of general covariance in quantum theory is given
by the following equation for the effective supercurrent <Toco:)x

;;;.
;Z;oc

2
<T"ci) X= -3 goc <T )x

which replaces the classical equation (5.7.35).
In the case when X= 0 is a solution to the effective equations of motion,
the occurrence of the super Weyl anomaly can be studied by analysing the
vacuum part f of the effective action, which is related to the in-out amplitude
out Iin ) = exp(if). The breakdown of super Weyl invariance is expressed by
the fact that f possesses some dependence on the chiral compensator,

<

I

<T ) = <5 f [11'; eGcp]
60,,=0
7.4.1. Super Weyl anomaly in a massless chiral scalar model
We are going to calculate anomalous supertrace <T) in the simplest super
Weyl invariant model with classical action
S[I1>] =

f

dBz E- 1il>l1> =

f

d8 Z (E- l / R)<I>H+_ 4>

=J

d8 Z (E-l / R)4>H_+<I>

(7.4.1 )

11> being a covariantly chiral scalar superfield. The operators H + _ and H _ +
are given by equation (7.2.8). Since 11> changes as 11>' = e -"11> with respect to
local rescaling of the chiral compensator, the super Weyl transformation
laws for H+ _ and H_ + read
H'+ _ =e- 2"H+ _ea
H'_ + =e- 2a H_ +e".
(7.4.2)
Therefore, the transformation law for

~=H+_H_+

-*,~=e-2" ~e,,-a .

is given by

(7.4.3)

In the framework of the L-regularization scheme, the regularized effective
action is given by

i f ce> ds
-Tr+Vc(s)

f L =-2

-iL2 S

(7.4.4)
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where

Vc(Z, z' Is) = exp(isJlf.,)b +(z, z')
is the chiral Schwinger's superkernel described in Section 7.2. Then, the
renormalized effective action reads
rren = lim (r L + Scount)

(7.4.5)

L--+O

the counterterm being chosen as
Scount =

-~
{L3~

1

2

1

fd 8Z E- a1(z, z)-ln(L2 .u 2 ) fd 8Z E- a2(z, Z)}.
R
R
(7.4.6)

Our goal is to find the variation of rren under an infinitesimal super Weyl
transformation.
Let us vary r v In accordance with equation (7.4.3), we have
bTr +Vc(s) = - is Tr +(aJlf.,Vc(s)) - is Tr +(JIf.,o-Vc(s)).

(7.4.7)

The first term in this variation can be rewritten with the aid of equation

(7.2.45), in the form
- is Tr +(aJlf.,Vc(s)) = - s ~ Tr +(aVc(s)).

as

(7.4.8)

To transform the second term in equation (7.4.7), we make use of the operator
identities
Jlf.,o-:=H+ _H_ +o-=H+ _o-H_ +
and
H_ + Vc(s):=H_ + exp(isH+ _H_ +)=exp(isH_ +H+ _)H_ + :=V.(s)H_ +,
Taking into account equation (7.2.26) also, we can write
Tr +(JIf.,o-Vc(s))=Tr +(H+ _o-V.(s)H_ +)=Tr -(o-Va(s)Jf.)
which leads to the relation

a
as

isTr +(JIf.,o-Vc(s)) = - s - Tr _(o-V.(s)).

(7.4.9)

Equations (7.4.47-9) show that r L varies as follows:

orL = -~ Tr + (aV c( - iL2))-~ Tr + (o-Va( -iL2 )).
2

2

(7.4.10).

The proper-time decomposition for Vc was described in Section 7.2. As is
easily seen, an analogous representation for the antichiral Schwinger's
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superkernel
Ua(z, z'l s) = exp(is'Je.)cL(z, z')

(7.4.11)

is of the form

i

(i(j(z

Z'))

U.(z, z'ls)=--.-2 exp - - '
L a~(z, z')(ist
(4ms)
2s"= 0
00

(7.4.12)

with the antichiral bi-scalars (j and a C being conjugates of those presented
in equation (7.2.47). As a result, equation (7.4.10) can be rewritten in the form

1
brL = 32 n 2 { _L2

f

f

d 8 z £-10'+ d 8 z

£~

1

O'az(z, z) }+c.c.+ O(L2).

(7.4.13)
where we have used the fact that aHz, z) = - R.
Now, let us turn to the counterterm Scount. As was noted above, the second
term in the right-hand side of equation (7.4.6) is invariant with respect to
arbitrary super Weyl transformations. Hence only the first term contributes
to the super Weyl variation of Scount:
2

L
bScount=--2
32n

f

d 8 z £-10'+

C.C.

(7.4.14)

From equations (7.4.13) and (7.4.14) we obtain
1
br ren =--2
32n

f

£-1

d 8 z-O'az(z,z)+c.c.

R

(7.4.15)

Therefore, the anomalous supertrace in the theory under consideration reads

<T> -_ -32n12 a 2(z, z).
c

(7.4.16)

Remark. Another example of classically super Weyl invariant theories gives
the vector multiplet model (7.3.1). Calculation of the anomalous supertrace
in this theory requires more subtle consideration 1 . We give only the final
result:

<T> = -~
{3a z(Z, z) + ~ (.@2-4R)(3a (z, z) - 2a~R)(z, Z))}. (7.4.17)
32n
4
2

Here the coefficients a 2(z, z) and a<f)(z, z) are obtained from a~'P)(z, z) (7.3.33)
by setting If' = 0 and If' = R, respectively.

iLL. Buchbinder and S.M. Kuzenko, Nuci. phys.

B 274. 653, 1986.
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7.4.2. Anomalous effective action
The relation defining anomalous supertrace

L1r == br[1f', eUq>] \
11q>

ba

=

<T>

(7.4.18)

u=o

can be understood as an equation for the renormalized effective action
provided we have at our disposal an exact expression for <T> obtained by
some indirect method. This is just the situation under consideration.
Substituting the explicit values of a 2(z, z), a2(z, z) and a~R)(z, z) into equations
(7.4.16) and (7.4.17), the anomalous supertrace can be written in the following
general form:

<T> =aW 2 + bP+~ (£02 -4R).@2R
16

(7.4.19)

where

W 2 = WiX,BYW",,By
P=

W2_~(£02_4R)(G·Ga+2RR).
4

These are only the numerical coefficients a, b, c which reflect the specific
features of the initial theory. The chiral superfield P is originated as a density
for the topological invariant (5.6.61),

[!}== fd8zE-l{*W2+GaGa+2RR}= fd8zE~1 P.

(7.4.20)

Now, our goal is to obtain a solution of equation (7.4.18). As is clear, the
renormalized effective action consists, in general, of two parts:

r=rA+r)
where

rA

generates the anomaly (7.4.19):

I1r A= <T>
11q>
whereas r) is a super Weyl invariant functional. Only the anomalous part of
r can be restored by solving the above equation.
Let us proceed by solving the equation

I1rA= a W 2 + bP + ~ (£0 2 - 4R).@2R.
11q>
16

(7.4.21)

An important role in our considerations will be played by the covariantly
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n defined by

chiral scalar superfield 0 and its conguate

= (1) + G(~) = (1 + Sd z' E- (z')G _(z, Zl)).
( ~(Z))
O(z)
1
R
1+Sd z'E- (z')G_+(z,z')

8

1

8

1

(7.4.22)

+

Here G is the Feynman superpropagator for the massless theory (7.4.1). The
superfield 0 satisfies the massless equation of motion
(.@2 _ 4R)O = 0

(7.4.23)

and proves to obey the transformation law
(7.4.24)

O'=e-"O

with respect to the super Weyl transformations (5.5.13). As an instructive
exercise, the reader can explicity verify equation (7.4.24). It is worth pointing
out that the flat-supers pace limit for 0 is unity, and its dependence on the
supergravity prepotentials takes the form
0= <p -

1

+ O("If").

(7.4.25)

In accordance with definition (7.4.22), 0 is a non-local functional of "If"
and <po However, in the case of a conformally flat superspace, n turns
into the inverse of <p in the gauge "If" = O. It is necessary to note
that the chiral scalar 0 was introduced by Grisaru, Nielsen, Siegel
and Zanon 2 and is a supersymmetric generalization of the conformal scalar
field l-i( - 0 +91/6)-1~ of Fradkin and Vilkovisky3.
U sing the definition of the variational derivative l:!./l:!.<p (7.4.18) and the
super Weyl transformation laws (5.5.14) and (7.4.24), it is extremely simple
to obtain the following identities:
l:!.
l:!.<p

f

l:!.
l:!.<p

£-1

d 8 z - W 2 InO=-W 2
R

f

£-1

d 8 z-W 2 Inn=O
R

(7.4.26a)

~ fd 8Z £-I(G aGa+2RR) In(nO)=~(.@2 -4R)(GaGa+ 2RR)
l:!.<p

4

1
8

-2

_.

--(~ -4R)~"(G,,&:~1X

;'\

In u-R~IX Inn)

(7.4.26b)
M. T. Grisaru, N. K. Nielsen, W. Siegel and D. Zanon Nud. Phys. B 247 157, 1984.
E. S. Fradkin and G. A. Vilkovisky Phys. Lett. 73B 209, 1978.
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~ fd 8 Z E-1G~a~a(1n n)~~(ln 0)
!1({)

=

_~(.@2 -4R){ -~~(G~a.@a In n)+i~OtIl(~Ct(ln n)~Ot In a)}

(7.4.26c)

4

~ fd 8 Z E-1~~(ln a)~Ot(ln a).@Il(ln n)~Ct(ln n)
!1({)

= 2(~2 - 4R){ i.@~a(~"(ln n)~a(ln !l) - £lJOt(R£lJOt In !l)}

~fd8Z E-1RR=~(~2-4R)~2R.
!1({)

(7.4.26d)
(7.4.26e)

16

In deriving these relations we have also made use of the equation of motion
(7.4.23).
Let us consider the functional

r~)= -a

f

a

d 8 z E- 1 fnR W 2 +

I~n W2 } .

(7.4.27)

From equation (7.4.26a) we obtain

!1r~) =aW 2 .

(7.4.28)

!1({)
Introduce one more functional

r~)=c

f

d 8 z E- 1R/{

(7.4.29)

Equation (7.4.26e) leads to

!1r(2)

_A_=~(.@2 -4R)~2R.
!1({) 16

(7.4.30)

It remains to look for a superfunctional generating the term bP in equation
(7.4.19). With the aid of equations (7.4.26b-d) one finds that the functional

r~)= -b

f

d 8 z E-lf~a P+ InRn j5+~( G~,,+~~a(lnn)~Ot(lna))
x ~Ct(ln n)~~(In

Q)}

(7.4.31)

solves the problem,
(3)

~rA =bP.
~f{J

(7.4.32)
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Equations (7.4.27-32) lead to the anomalous effective action
r

A

=r~)+r~)+r~)=

f

d 8 z E- 1 {_In; (aW 2 + bP)_lnRo (aW 2 + bP)

-~ ( GCXi<+l ~i<(ln O)£0cx(ln n) )~i<(ln O)£0cx(ln n)+cRR}.

(7.4.33)

One more interesting representation for the anomalous effective action, which
is based on the use of a natural generalization for n, can be found in the
original pUblication 4 .
The non-local functional r A turns into a local one in the case of a
conformally flat superspace, i.e. when Wcx,By = O. Then, in the gauge 11' = 0 the
covariant derivatives and the supertorsions R, Ga are given by equations
(6.5.12,13), whereas n coincides with <p-1. As a result, r A takes the form

rA=

-

f

l

d 8 z { caa(ln cp)aa(ln <p) + (c - b)Oi«ln cp)DCX(ln <p)
x ( [Dc., Do:](ln cp<p) -

~ D/t(lncp)Dcx(ln <P))}

(7.4.34)

where D A = (aa, D", Oi<) are the flat global covariant derivatives. This
functional can be considered as the classical action of some supersymmetric
theory in flat superspace.

7.4.3. Solution of effective equations of motion in conformally fiat superspace
It is natural to understand the renormalized effective action r[ if;' <p] as a

quantum correction, due to vacuum effects, to the classical supergravity
action SSG which can be taken in one of two possible forms (6.1.3) or (6.1.17).
In general, the effective gravity equation of motion
b(SSG + r) = 0
bUa

.1.(SSG + r) = 0
.1.<p

(7.4.35)

cannot be written explicitly since the calculation of r is an extraordinary
technical problem. However, the above results supply us with a remarkable
possibility to obtain exact effective equations in the case of classically super
Weyl invariant theories. In such a theory the effective action is r = r A + r ,
where r A is given by equation (7.4.33) and r , is some unknown
superfunctional. Because of the super Weyl invariance of ri' the effective
equations read
b
bU (SSG+ r A + rl)=o
4I.L. Buchbinder and S.M. Kuzenko, Phys. Lett. 202B 233, 1988.

(7.4.36a)
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IlSsG
(SSG + r A) = + T) = O.
llqJ
llqJ

<

-
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(7.4.36b)

Here the first equation is still unknown. We may suppose, nevertheless, that
there are conform ally flat solutions (WO(py = 0) for the full system of eq uations.
Then, only the second equation remains essential.
So, let us consider the equation for the chiral compensator choosing the
supergravity action with cosmological term (6.1.17) in the role of SSG' With
WO(Py = 0, equation (7.4.36b) reads

3 (R - Jl)+! (~2 -4R){b(GaGa+2RR)-:q)2R}=0.

K2

4

4

(7.4.37)

A particular solution is obtained by setting Ga=O and R=const, R being
subject to the constraint
K

2

2

R-Jl--R R=O
12

(7.4.38)

and corresponds to the anti-de Sitter supergeometry.

7.5. Quantum equivalence in superspace

7.5.1. Problem of quantum equivalence
One of the specific features of superspace, as compared to ordinary
space-time, is that any on-shell supersymmetry representation admits, in
general, several off-shell superfield realizations. Of course, there exist
examples of different field theories possessing equivalent dynamics, but
superspace provides far more possibilities. The most impressive example is
the existence of infinitely many superfield formulations for Einstein
supergravity (minimal (n = - t), new minimal (n = 0), non-mininal (n =F - t, 0))
instead of the unique generally accepted formulation for Einstein gravity.
All these formulations were shown in Chapter 6 to be equivalent at the
classical level. So, in supersymmetric field theory we inevitably run into a
problem of quantum equivalence for classically equivalent realizations. By
quantum equivalence is meant equivalence of S-matrices. For theories in
external (super)fields, quantum equivalence can be understood as the
coincidence of in-out vacuum amplitudes modulo an irrelevant factor
expressed via boundary values of background (super)fields at infinity. It is
clear that the problem of quantum equivalence is non-trivial in general and
deserves special consideration in any concrete case.
Of principal importance is the study of quantum equivalence between
different supergravity formulations. Unfortunately this is still an open
problem because of the non-renormalizability of (super)gravity. In the simpler
case of renormalizable classically equivalent theories the study of their
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quantum equivalence can, in principle, be carried out in the framework of
perturbation theory.
In the present section we investigate three superfield realizations for the
so-called non-conformal scalar multiplet which is normally described by a
covariantly chiral scalar superfield <D on the basis of the action
superfunctional
S(R)[<D]

-2
=2Ifs
d z E -1 (<D+<D).

(7.5.1)

This model is said to be non-conformal because the action involves the term

~

f

8

1

d z E- (<D

2

+cli 2)

which breaks the super Weyl invariance present in the action (7.4.1). Among
other chiral models based on classical actions of the form

f

d 8 z E- 1 { <l><D

+~ (<D2 + cli 2)}

with ~ # ± 1, the above model is selected because of its equivalence to the
gauge theory of a covariantly chiral spinor superfield xo;, f?)It.Xo; = 0, which is
described by the action
SeX] =

-l f

dSz E- 1(fZ}o;Xo; + f?)It.XIt.)2.

(7.5.2)

The classical equivalence of these theories has been established in subsection
6.3.4. One more realization for the non-conformal scalar multiplet follows
from equation (7.5.1) by expressing <D via a real scalar superfield U in
accordance with the rule
<D=-!(f?)2-4R)U

4

U=O

(7.5.3)

Then we obtain the action
S[U] =~ fdSZ E- 1 U((.@2_4R)+(fZ}2_4R))2U.
32

(7.5.4)

Thus we have three classically equivalent models realized in terms of (i)
chiral scalar (CSC), (ii) chiral spinor (CSP), and (iii) real scalar (RSC)
superfields.
Let us introduce into considerations the in-out vacuum amplitudes and
effective actions for the above classically equivalent theories:

<outlin>csc = exp(ircsc["If; qJ])
<outlin>csp = exp(ircsp["If; qJ])

<outlin>RSC = exp(irRSC["If; qJ ]).
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To have equivalence at the quantum level, the renormalized effective actions
must possess the same local dependence on the supergravity prepotentials.
In other words, the average supercurrents as well as the average supertraces
arising in the theories under examination must coincide.
The CSC model is non-gauge, and the corresponding effective action
r CSC=r(R) is formally given by

r csc=-i Tr In H(R)

(7.5.5)

2

(see also Sections 7.2 and 7.3). As for the models (7.5.2) and (7.5.4), they are
gauge theories with linearly dependent generators (see subsection 4.5.1). The
action (7.5.2) is invariant under the gauge transformations
v
i-2
XIX-+XIX =XIX+8(~ -4R)~IXV

V=V

(7.5.6)

the gauge parameter being an unconstrained real scalar superfield defined
modulo arbitrary shifts of the form
V-+VA-+V+A+A

.@&:A=O.

(7.5.7)

Next, the action (7.5.4) remains unchanged under gauge transformations
1

?'5

.

U -+ U'1= U +_(~IX'lIX+~&:~IX)
2

.@&:'lIX=O

(7.5.8)

as a consequence of equation (5.5.11). Here the gauge parameters 'l1X is a
covariantly chiral spinor superfield defined modulo arbitrary shifts of the
form (7.5.6), and in its turn V is defined modulo arbitrary shifts (7.4.7). So,
the CSP and RSC models are reducible gauge theories with the first and
second, respectively, stages ofreducibility. Hence, it is required to give proper
definitions for r CSp and r RSC before proceeding further.
As is known, the Faddeev-Popov approach is inapplicable to quantize
reducible gauge theories. It is the Batalin-Vilkovisky quantization method 1
which leads to correct Feynman rules in the Lagrangian approach for
arbitrary finitely reducible gauge theories. In the case of Abelian finitely
reducible gauge theories, the Batalin-Vilkovisky method turns out to be
equivalent to the quantization procedure of A. Schwarz 2 , the latter being the
first known technique developed to quantize reducible theories. Since the
CSP and RSP models are Abelian gauge theories, their quantization can be
fulfilled in the framework of the Schwarz procedure. In order to illustrate
this technique, we first discuss the quantization of the more familiar gauge
theory of a second-rank antisymmetric tensor field in a curved space-time.
II.A. Batalin and G.A. Vilkovisky, Phys. Lett. 120B 166, 1983; Phys. Rev. D 28
2567, 1983.
2A.S. Schwarz, Lett. Math. Phys. 2 247, 1976; Commun. Math. Phys. 67 1, 1979.
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7.5.2. Gauge antisymmetric tensor field
The gauge theory of antisymmetric tensor field Aab(X) coupled to an external
gravitational field is determined by the action

~ f d4 x e ~ 1 L"(A)La(A)

A[S] =

(7.5.9)

L"(A) =~ eabcdVbAcd'

2

This theory is known to be classically equivalent to the theory of a scalar
field cp(x) minimally coupled to gravity
S[<p] =

-~

f

d4 x e- 1vacpV a<p·

(7.5.10)

Both models are of interest to us since the former arises at the component
level in the model (7.5.2) and the latter in the model (7.5.1).
The action SEA] is invariant under the following gauge transformations
Aab -+ A~b = Aab + V[aAb]

(7.5.11)

the gauge parameter being defined modulo arbitrary shifts of the form
bAa = Va 'P. So, the model under consideration is a reducible gauge theory
with the first stage of reducibiJity. In the role of gauge-fixing functions we
choose
K.(A) = Vb Aab

(7.5.12)

which is a transversal vector field,
VaK.(A)=O

(7.5.13)

and transforms under (7.5.11) according to the law
bKa(A) = VbV[b A.] == JF /

)'b'

(7.5.14)

Adding to SEA] the gauge-breaking term
Sos[A] = -

f

~

d 4 x e -1 Ka(A)Ka(A)

(7.5.15)

we arrive at the non-gauge action
SEA] + Sos [A]

=l f

d4 x e- 1 Aab02Aab

(7.5.16)

where
02Aab = VCVcAab + 29tc(a A b]c- 29t"[ab)d Acd
02 being an antisymmetric tensor field d'Alembertian.

(7.5.17)
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Now, it is worth making some general remarks concerning the Schwarz
quantization prescription. Let us recall that the central idea in the
Faddeev-Popov construction was separation of the gauge group volume
from the naive path integral. From the technical point view, this was done
by attracting the delta-function of a gauge-fixing function. The chief
observation made by Schwarz was that basic elements of the Faddeev-Popov
construction can be preserved, but must be properly modified, in the case
of Abelian reducible gauge theories. First, it is necessary to modify the notion
of gauge group volume, since some of the gauge parameters do not appear
in the transformation law of the gauge fields. Second, one must extend the
notion of functional delta-function to the case when its argument is a
constrained field. The point is that admissible gauge-fixing functions in
reducible gauge theories should obey some constraints.
We proceed to the quantization of the theory (7.5.9). Because of the
constraint (7.5.13), the delta-function b4 [KiA)] is ill-defined (b 4 [Ka(A)] -15[0],
where 15 4 [ •.. ] and 15[ ... ] denote the vector and scalar functional delta
functions). As a result, the standard Faddeev-Popov construction does not
work.
Let us try to define a generalized delta-function D'4[Ba], where Bix) is an
arbitrary transverse vector field, vaBa = O. We start with the formal
Fourier-representation

4
b [Ba] =

f~vexp( f
i

4
1
d x e- PBa).

(7.5.18)

Owing to the transversality of Ba' the exponential in equation (7.5.18) is
invariant under the transformations

Va -+ V:; = Va +Va'1'

(7.5.19)

with arbitrary '1', hence the path integral is ill-defined. However, making use
of the Faddeev-Popov prescription allows us to extract from (7.5.18) the
integral over the gauge group (7.5.19) in the same fashion as in
electrodynamics. Then one arrives at the following well-defined object

D'4[Ba] ==

f~vexp(

if d4x e- 1 vaBa )b[VaVa]Det(Do)

(7.5.20)

where Do = V·V ais a scalar field d'Alembertian. With the help of the identity

b[V·Va] =

f ~<P ex p ( if d4x e-

1

V·V.<P )

D'4[Ba] can be rewritten in the form
D'4[Ba] =

f~<P

b4[B. + Va<P ]Det( Do)·

(7.5.21)
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Next, we turn to finding a proper integration measure !?)jii, for the group
of gauge transformations (7.5.11). Let r[A] be a functional of the gauge field.
Naive path integral J[A] =J!?)A F[Ai-] over the gauge group is seen to be
degenerate, since AA=AA' for A~=Aa+Va'P, 'P being arbitrary. In order to
extract the 'P-group volume from J[A], we can again make use of the
Faddeev-Popov prescription. This leads to the following definition of
integrals over the A-group:

f

!?) ji;. == o[VaAa]Det( Do)!?) A .

J[A] = !?)jiAF[AA]

(7.5.22)

Once 54[Ka(A)] and !?)jiA have been defined, we can follow the standard
Faddeev-Popov procedure to quantize the theory (7.5.9). First, we introduce
the Faddeev-Popov determinant ~:

~

-1

= f !?)jiA 54[KiAA)].

(7.5.23)

This can be expressed in the form
~ = Det(Ol)Det - 2( 00)

(7.5.24)

where 0 1 is the vector field d' Alembertian defined by
b

0 1 Va= V V b Va-9l/Vb •

(7.5.25)

To prove equation (7.5.24), we rewrite the right-hand side of equation (7.5.23)
as follows:

f

f

!?)ji;.54[Ka(AA)] = !?)V!?)),o[VaVa- p]o[va Aa - y]

f

x Det 2( 00) exp ( i d4x e -1 Va(Kia) + jFab Ab))

(7.5.26)

for jF / the operator given in (7.5.14). By construction, this expression does
not depend on external scalar fields p and y, so we can integrate the right-hand
side of equation (7.5.26) over p and y with the weight exp( - if d 4 x e- 1 py).
Making also the shift Aa-+Aa-(1/01)Ka(A) in the path integral, one obtains
(7.5.24).
With the aid of the representation (7.5.21), it is possible to rewrite equation
(7.5.23) in one more useful form:

~-1=

'a

f

!?)jiA!?)<po4[K a(AA)+V a'P-'a]Det(00)

(7.5.27)

where is an arbitrary external vector field. This expression does not depend
on the transversal part of ,. by its very construction. The longitudinal part
of arises in expression (7.5.27) as a result of the shift <P -+ <P - V"(I/ D 1 Ka.

'a
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The next step in the Faddeev-Popov construction is to extract the gauge
group volume. In our case this consists of inserting into the naive path integral

f~AeiS[A)

the following unit
1=.1.

f ~J-lA~Cf' c5 [KiAA)+ Va({J -'a]det(oo)
4

along with the replacement of the integration variable A -+ A-A. This leads
to the effective action
eirA =

f~A~q>

c5 4 [KiA) + Va ({J - 'a].1.Det(oo) exp(iS[A]).

(7.S.28)

'a'

Since r A does not depend on
it is in our power to integrate over 'a with
the weight exp( -t Sd 4x e- 1,2). Then we obtain
eirA =

f~A~Cf'.1.

Det(oo) ex p { i(S[A]

+SGB[A])-~

f

d4 x e-1vaq>vaCf'}'
(7.5.29)

Now, equations (7.S.1S) and (7.S.23) allow us to obtain the final expression
for the effective action
i
r A = r <p + - {Tr In 02 - 2 Trln 01 + 2 Tr In DO}
2

(7.5.30)

i
r<p=-Trln Do
2

(7.S.31)

where

is the effective action of the scalar field model (7.S.10).

7.5.3. Quantization of the chiral spinor model

We proceed by constructing the effective action for the gauge superfield
theory with classical action (7.S.2) on the basis of the quantization technique
described above.
An admissible gauge-fixing function in the theory under consideration can
be chosen in the form

~(x) = ~ (~"'X", - ~I<XI<)
2

(7.5.32)
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rK(x) being a covariantly linear real scalar superfield,
(~2 _ 4R)rK(X) = 0

rK(x) = rK(X)·

(7.5.33)

~ ~ct(~2 - 4R)~a. V

(7.5.34)

The transformation law
rK(XV) = rK(X) -

8

tells us that the requirement rK(X V ) = 0 fixes V modulo aribitrary shifts (7.5.7).
Adding the gauge-breaking term

f

SSB[X] = d 8 x E- 1 (rK(X))2

(7.5.35)

to the classical action SeX], we obtain the following non-gauge superfunctional
SeX] +SGB[X] =

=

-~

f

f

d8

8

E-1Xa.(~2-6R)Xct+c.c.

E -1

d RX<X(~X)a.+

f

8

E- 1 ~

-

-0,

(7.5.36)

d T('1Jea x)o,X

where
-

1?'i2

2

(~X)a.= 16 (::z' -4RX~ -6R)Xa.

=

b

{

1
4

2'

b

f3

1
4

3
8

,;";2

-}

~ ~b+-R~ +IG ~b+-(~ R)~f3--(::z' -4R)R Xa.

- {

Wf3<xY~fJ + ~ (~f3W<xfJY) }xY.

(7.5.37)

The operator ife is a d'Alembertian on the space of covariantly chiral spinor
superfields.
Let b[ .. .], b + [ ...] and b _[...] denote the functional delta-functions on
spaces of unconstrained real scalar, covariantly chiral and antichiral scalar
superfields, respectively. Because of constraint (7.5.33), the expression b[rK(X)]
turns out to be ill-defined, b[rK[X]]"'" b + [O]b _ [0]. Following the Schwarz
approach, we must look for generalized delta-functions
for covariantly
linear real scalars. Let IL be such a superfield, (~2 - 4R)1L = 0, IL = L Then the
path integral

sr...]

b[lL] =

f~nexp(i f

8

d z E-

1

TIlL)

(7.5.38)

is seen to be degenerate, since the exponential remains unchanged under the
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gauge transformations
~a.A=O.

rr .... rrA=rr+A+A

(7.5.39)

This is exactly the gauge invariance of the massless vector multiplet model.
Therefore, the gauge group volume can be extracted from equation (7.5.38)
in the same fashion as was done in subsection 7.3.1. As a result, we obtain
the following well-defined superfunctional
S[l]=

f~rrc5{~(~2-4R)rr]c5_[~(~2-4R)rr
f
xexp(i

B

] Det(HlR»)

1

d ZE- rrl)

(7.5.40)

which can be called a functional delta-function of a covariantly linear scalar
superfield. Using the identity

f

c5+[~(~2-4R)rr]c5_[~(~2-4R)rr ]= ~c1l~<I>eiJd8zE-ln(fJ!+~
where the integration is performed over chiral (<I» and antichiral (<1» variables,
equation (7.5.40) can be rewritten in the form
S[l] =

f~c1l~<I>

c5[l + <I> + <1>] Det(H(R»).

(7.5.41)

The next major step is to define an integration measure ~Ilv over a group
of gauge transformations (7.5.6). Let ~[X] be a functional of the gauge
superfields X~, Xo:' The naive path integral ~V ~[Xv] is degenerate, since
~[Xv] does not change under arbitrary A-transformations (7.5.7). Extracting
the A-group volume from the above path integral, with the aid of the results
of subsection 7.3.1, we arrive at

f

f~Ilv ~[Xv]

(7.5.42)

~IlV=c5+G(~2_4R)V}-G(~2-4R)V] Det(H(R»)~v.
We set up equation (7.5.42) as the definition of integration over the gauge
group (7.5.6).
Further consideration is a simple repetition of the Faddeev-Popov
prescription. One introduces the Faddeev-Popov determinant ~ defined by

~ -1 == f ~Ilv S[~(Xv)] = f<])lLv~c1l~<I> c5[~(XV)+<I>+c1l- U] Det(H(R»)
(7.5.43)
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U being an external real scalar superfield (as is readily seen,
depend on U). Then one inserts the unit
1=

into the naive path integral

~-

1

~

does not

f

f0 f.-lv 8t1K(XV)]

f

f0Xf0X eiS[xl

and separates the gauge group volume

f

f0 /lv. This leads to the effective action

f

eircsp= f0Xf0Xf0i1>f0<l> ~ Det(H(R»)c5[IK(X)+<l>+iI>- U]eiS[xl.
(7.5.44)
It remains to integrate the right-hand side over U with the weight
exp(ijd 8 zE- 1 U 2 ). As a result, one obtains

eircsP=~Det(H(R»)

f

f0Xf0xiI>f0<l>e i(S[X]+SGB[X]+2S(R{cJ>]).

(7.5.45)

Direct calculation of the Faddeev-Popov determinant gives
~ = Det(D~R»)

DeC 3(H(R»)

(7.5.46)

D ~R) being the scalar superfield d' Alembertian (7.3.8) with 'P = R. Now, using
equations (7.5.1) and (7.5.36), the effective action can be expressed in the form

r csp= rcsc+ X

(7.5.47)

x = -~ (Tr + In.i'c + TL In.i'a + 2 Trln D~R)-4 Tr In H(R»)

(7.5.48)

where

2

r csc being the effective action (7.5.5) of the chiral scalar model (7.5.1).
As for the real scalar model (7.5.4), its quantization requires more tedious
consideration. Omitting details, which can be found in our paper 3 , we present
the final expression for the effective action

r RSP = r csc - 2X
where X is exactly the superfunctional given by equation (7.5.48).

3I.L. Buchbinder and S.M. Kuzenko, Nud. Phys. B 308 162, 1988.

(7.5.49)
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7.5.4. Analysis of quantum equivalence
Comparing equations (7.5.47) and (7.5.49) we see that the effective actions
r csc, r csp abd r RSP do not coincide. However, this fact does not yet mean
absence of equivalence at the quantum level. It may appear that X is a
constant locally independent of the supergravity prepotentials. If this is the
case,

bX = bX =0
b"if'" bcp

(7.5.50)

then the models under consideration will remain equivalent in the quantum
theory. In this subsection, we are going to give a proof of equation (7.5.50).
We show first of all that X has no divergent part.
We begin by rewriting equation (7.5.48) in terms of Green's functions. Let
us introduce the Feynman superpropagator Gcrxry,',
!!2pGcry,ry,' (z, z') = !!2~Gcrxry,' (z, z') = 0
associated with the chiral spinor d'Alembertian ifc (7.5.37),

if cGc(z, z') = - Ob +(z, z').

(7.5.51)

Its antichiral analogue will be denoted by G a• Taking into account equations
(7.2.30) and (7.3.18), the superfunctional X can be rewritten as follows:

i
X=-(Tr+ In G c -2Tr+ InGc+TL In G a -2TL InG a

2

+ 4Tr In G v - 2Tr In G~R)).

(7.5.52)

The structure of the Green's functions Gc and G~'I') were discussed in
Sections 7.2 and 7.3. In complete analogy with our previous consideration
of Gc, one can develop a proper-time representation for the chiral spinor
superprogator Gc and calculate the corresponding coefficients i1 and i1 at
coincident points.
Then one obtains
tr i1(z, z) = 2a1(z, z)
tr i~(z, z) =

2a~(z, z) -

(7.5.53)

Wry,,By Wry,,By + ~ (~2 - 4R)RR.

4

In the framework of the L-regularization scheme, the divergent part of X
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reads
2

X diV =L-2
32n

{f d

1

8

E [2a~(z, z)-tr i~(z, z)] +c.c. }
R

-

2

+ In(L
...,u2)f d 8 z E-

1{1R[tr a~c (z, z - 2aiz, z
)

2

c

)]

+C.c.

+ 4a 2(z, z) - 2arl(z, Z)}.

(7.5.54)

Making use of equations (7.3.33), (7.5.53) and omitting obvious total
derivatives, one arrives at
X .

= _ In(L

2

,u2) (fl/ f!J)
32n 2
+

dJV

(7.5.55)

fl/ being the topological invariant (5.6.61). As a result, X div is a constant

with respect to arbitrary infinitesimal displacements of the supergravity
prepotentials.
Now, we give a formal proof of equation (7.5.50). Let us consider the local
non-degenerate change of variables
U = <I> + <lI

+2"1 (£&OC Xoc + ~&XC<).

_ i

(7.5.56)

_ .

V = 'P + 'P +- (£&OC Xoc - £&&X OC)

2

where U and V are real scalar superfields, <I> and 'P covariantly chiral scalar
superfields and Xoc a covariantly chiral spinor superfield. It turns out that the
corresponding Jacobian is equal to
](U, VI<I>, 'P, X) = Det(H(R»)Det~ 1/2(if c)Det:: 1/2(if.).

(7.5.57)

This relation can be proved by making the above change of variables in the
path integral

f

£&U

£&vexp(~

f

d 8z E-1(V2 - V2)).

Then we consider the inverse change of variables

<I>=~(~2-4RJ [(~2 16

'P =

~ (2}2 16

4R)

+ (~2 -

4R)]

~R) U

Dv

4R)[(2}2 _ 4R) + (£&2 _ 4R)] _1_ V

1 -2
1
.
Xoc= --(£& -4R)£&oc ----'(R)(U -IV).
8
Dv

D~R)

(7.5.58)
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The corresponding Jacobian reads
J(<1>, \f, xiV, V) = Det(WR»)DeC l(D~R»)

(7.5.59)

which can be proved by carrying out the replacement of variables (7.5.58)
in the path integral

Det(H(R») =

f~c1i~<1>~'P~\f~X~X exp{~ f

d 8 z E- 1 [ -(<1> + <l» D\R) (<1> +c1i)

-a]}

- (Ri
1 (\f + \f)
- +-1 X XC( +-=
1 XaX
+ (\f + \f)
0<

Dv

R

R

•

It follows from equations (7.5.57) and (7.5.59) that the superfunctional (7.5.48)
must vanish modulo boundary terms at infinity, the latter being always
ignored in (super)field redefinitions.
The above analysis gives strong grounds in defence of equation (7.5.50)
and, hence, quantum equivalence. of the three superfield models under
consideration.
As an instructive exercise, we suggest that the reader find a field analogue
of the superfield definition (7.5.56), which makes it possible to establish formal
coincidence of the effective actions (7.5.30) and (7.5.31).
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